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SESSION 1

SENSITIVITY AND PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

Chairman: A. Gandini - Italy

ADVANCES IN HEURISTICALLY BASED GENERALIZED PERTURBATION THEORY

A. Gandini
ENEA, CRE Casaccia (Rome), Italy

ABSTRACT
A distinctive feature of heuristically based generalized perturbation theory (HGPT) methodology
consists in the systematic use of importance conservation concepts. As well known, this use leads to
fundamental reciprocity relationships. Instead, the alternative variational and differential one
approaches make a consistent use of the properties of the adjoint function. The equivalence between the
importance and the adjoint functions have been demonstrated in important cases. There are some
instances, however, in which the commonly known operator reversal rules to determine the operator
governing the adjoint function are not adequate. In this paper ways proposed to generalize these rules,
as adopted with the HGPT methodology, are illustrated. When applied to the neutron/nuclide field
characterizing the core evolution in a power reactor system, in which also an intensive control variable
(p) is defined, these rules lead to an orthogonality relationship connected to this same control
variable. A set of p-mode eigenfunctions may be correspondingly defined and an extended concept of
reactivity (generalizing that commonly associated with the multiplication factor) proposed as more
directly indicative of the "controllability" of a critical reactor system.

INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of nuclear reactor physics studies, perturbation theory has played an important
role. As well known, it was first proposed by Wigner [1] as early as 1945 to study fundamental
quantities such as the reactivity worths of different materials in the reactor core. It is also well known
that this first formulation, today widely used by reactor analysts, makes a consistent use of the
adjoint flux concept.
The advantage of using perturbation theory lies in the fact that instead of making a new, often
lenghty direct calculation of the eigenvalue (and then of real flux) for every perturbed system
configuration, a simple integration operation is required in terms of unperturbed quantities, of the type
<f*5Bf>.
It is interesting that as early as 1948 Soodak [2] associated to the adjoint flux the concept of
importance, viewing it as proportional to the contribution of a neutron inserted in a given point of a
critical system to the asymptotic power.

Along with the introduction od the concept of importance and, parallel to it, along with the
development of calculational methods and machines, from the early 60's a flourishing of perturbation
methods, at first in the linear domain and then in the nonlinear one, have been proposed for the
analysis of reactor core, shielding, nuclide evolution, thermohydraulics.
The perturbation formulations proposed by various authors may be subdivided into three main
categories, according to the approach followed in their derivation:
1. The heuristic approach, making exclusive use of importance conservation concepts, adopted first
by Usachev [3J and then extensively used by Gandini 14-7]. It will be referred to, in the following, as
heuristic generalized perturbation theory (HGPT) method.
2. The variational approach adopted, in particular, by Lewins 18], Pomraning 191, Stacey [10], Harris
and Becker 111] and Williams [12].
3. The differential method, proposed by Oblow [13] and extensively developed by Cacuci |14], based
on a formal differentiation of the response considered.
Each of the above methods has its own merit, although all of them can be shown equivalent to each
other 115,23].
Basing on a long experience, it is our belief that the GPT approach can be easily grasped by the
reactor engineers, due to the inherent simplicity and elegance of the heuristic derivation.
As mentioned above, a distinctive feature of heuristically based generalized perturbation theory
(HGPT) methodology consists in the systematic use of importance conservation concepts. As well known,
this use leads to fundamental reciprocity relationships. Instead, the variational and the differential
derivations make a consistent use of the properties of the adjoint function (which only a posteriori is
interpreted as importance). The equivalence between the importance and the adjoint functions have
been demonstrated in most cases of interest. There are some instances, however, in which the commonly
known operator reversal rules to determine the operator governing the adjoint function are not
adequate. In this paper a generalization of these rules, as adopted with the HGPT mechodology, is
illustrated in relation to a number of significant cases.

THE HGPT METHOD
In the HGPT method the importance function is uniquely defined in relation to a given system
response, for example, a neutron dose, the quantity of plutonium in the core at end of cycle, the temperature of the outlet coolant.
The HGPT method was first derived in relation to the linear neutron density field. Then it was
extended to other (assumed) linear density ones, in particular:
- to the nuclides, relevant to core evolution problems
- to the enthalpies, relavant to thermohydraulics.

For all these density fields the equations governing the importance functions were obtained directly
by imposing that on average the contribution to the chosen response from a particle [a neutron, or a
nuclide, or an energy carrier (phonon)l introduced at a given time in a given phase space of the system is
conserved through time (importance conservation principle). Obviously such importance will result
dependent on the time, position, and in certain cases, energy and direction, of the inserted particle.
Consider a response Q of the type
*F
Q=

f<s+f>dt = « s + f » -

O>

'o
with s + given and i being the density function. Weighting all particles inserted into the system, let's
assume a source s, with the corresponding importance (f*) will obviously give the response itself, i.e.,
«f*,s» = Q = « s + , f » ,
(2)
which represents an important reciprocity relationship. This relationship may be shown to correspond
to that defining the fundamental property of the adjoint function (See Appendix 1).
From these first derivations the rules for determining the equation governing the importance i
function were learned. They implied, in relation to the equation governing f :
- change of sign of the odd derivatives,
- transposing matrix elements,
- inverting the order of operators,
- substitution of the source s with s + .
The first three operations will be generally called "operator reversal" operations.
The HGPT method was then extended to any field governed by linear operators for which the rules
for their reversal were known. In particular it was extended to the derivative fields, obtained from
expanding to first order, around a given starting solution, a number of important nonlinear equations, in
particular:
- the coupled neutron/nuclide field, relevant to core evolution problems
- the temperature field, relevant to thermohydraulics.

GENERAL FORMULATION

Consider a generic physical model defined by a number of parameters pj (j=l,2,...,J) and described by
an N-component vector field i obeying equation
m(fIp) = 0 .
(3)
Vector f(q,t) generally depends on the phase space coordinates q and time t. Vector p represents the set
of independent parameters pj (j=l,2,...) fully describing the system and entering into equation (3). Their
value generally determines physical constants, initial conditions, source terms, etc. Equation (3) can be
viewed as an equation comprising linear, as well as nonlinear, operators and is assumed to be derivable
with respect to parameters pj and (in the Frechet sense) component function fn (n=l,2,...,N).

Consider now a response of interest, or functional Q as given by Eq.d). In the following, we shall
look for an expression giving perturbatively the change 5Q of the response Q in terms of perturbations
5pj of the system parameters. In particular, expressions giving the sensitivity coefficients relevant to
each parameter pj will be obtained.
Expanding equation (3) around a reference solution gives the equation governing the derivative
function f/j [-g^J

I
]T(Hf/j + m/j)6pj + O2 = 0

(4)
£7 i n

where O2 is a second, or higher order term, and where m/j = ?—7 .
Operator H is given by the expression

H=

\

dm\
d(\

dm}
3f2 '"

d(\

dii

dm]
5fN

Iff

~\

(5)

J

whereby -,j— we have indicated a Frechet derivative [16].
Since in equation (3) the parameters pj, and their changes 5pj have been assumed to be independent from each other, it must follow
Hf/j + m/j = 0 ,

(6)

which represents the (linear) equation governing the derivative function f/j. The source term m/j is here
intended to account also, via appropriate delta functions, for the initial and, if the case, boundary
conditions.
Consider now functional
Qj = « h + , f / j » .
(7)
Adopting the concept of importance associated with field f/j, if we weight with it space- and timewise the source term m/j (including delta functions to accomodate initial conditions), this amounts to a
result equivalent to functional Qj, i.e.,
Qj = « f * , m / j » ,
(8)
where f* is the importance function obeying equations
H"P + h + = 0 ,
(9)
H* being obtained by reversing operator H. As we have seen above, this implies transposing matrix
elements, changing sign of the odd derivatives, inverting the order of operators.
We can easily see that the sensitivities sj (j=l,2,...J) of system parameters can be written

= «—

f»

+ «f*'

—»

where the first term ay the right-hand side represents the so called, easy to calculate, direct term.
The overall change 5Q due to the perturbation 8pj (j=l,2,...,J) of system parameters can be written
>> + « f *

1

^—»J.
dpj

(11)

Coordinate complementation Rule
It may occur, in certain circumstances, that one or more components (e.g., fa) of the vector field f do
not depend on a given space-time coordinate (e.g., x). Without alteration of the problem specifications
and results, this, or these variables may be interpreted as averaged quantities and then replaced by
the proper averaging operator [e.g., <->(x)/V x ] applied to the corresponding extended variable [so
replacing, to exemplify, f2 with <72(x)>( x )/V x ]- These extended variables will then be assumed
dependent also on this coordinate, although only their average values with respect to it are of interest
and no further specification for them is required. This rule is referred to as "coordinate dependence
complementation". Its use is required in order that a correct operation reversal is made to obtain the
operator governing the importance function.

NUCLIDE EVOLUTION FIELD
A GPT related perturbation methodology relevant to the nuclide field has been first developed in
1975 [17] . Kallfeltz et al. [18] coupled it with the GPT methodology relevant to the neutron field to
account for nonlinear effects inherent in burnup problems. Other efforts in the nonlinear domain have
been made by Harris and Becker [11], who arrived at a still crude formulation, and, successively, by
Williams [12] and Gandini [6,7].
Williams used variational techniques starting from the time-wise discretized neutron and nuclide
density equations, along with the quasi-static approximation.
Gandini used the heuristically based GPT method after having formally extended the neutron and
nuclide densities to a control (intensive) variable. A rule which has played a crucial role for simply
determining the operator governing the importance funtion with this latter method has been that of
the variable dependence complementation mentioned before. The equations obtained governing the
(time-wise continuous) importance function are relevant to the physical solution. Different integration
schemes can then be defined [19,20].
Typical quantities which can be analysed with these methodologies are:
- the amount of a material specified in a given region at the end of the reactor life cycle;

- the d.p.a. of a specific material and at a given position;
- the residual reactivity at the end of the reactor life cycle.
Formulation of the Problem
To the neutron and fuel nuclide densities, represented by vectors n(r,t) c(r,t), respectively, defined in
the reactor lifetime (to,tF), a specified intensive control variable, p(t), is associated in order to mantain the overall power history, W(t), assigned. Vector n represents the space- and time-dependent neutron density in a multigroup energy form, whereas vector c the space- and time-dependent density of the
various fuel nuclide species (generally, inclusive also of the fission products). The intensive, time-dependent, control variable p(t) may represent, for instance, the overall control rod bank penetration into
the core (not their relative movement, which is generally described by parameters pj), or the average
neutron poison material density. The nonlinear governing equations can then be represented as
r^n)(n,c,r I p) = - ^ - + B(c,p I p) n + sn(p) = 0

(12)

= - | ^ + E(nlp)c + sc(p) = 0

(13)

= <c,S(p)n>-W(p) = 0

(14)

where B is the neutron diffusion, or transport, matrix operator, E the nuclide evolution matrix, sn and Sc
are given source terms (sn generally assumed zero during burnup, except a delta-like source at to to represent initial conditions, whereas Sc is generally given by a sum of delta functions defined at to and at
each fuel feed operation), S is a matrix containing the microscopic fission cross-sections <rm (m and g
being indeces of materials and groups, respectively).
If we introduce the field
n(r,t)
£(r,t) = c(r,t)
p(t)

(15)

the system of Eqs.(15), (16) and (17) may be represented in the compact symbolic form, Eq.(l), and the
GPT methodology described above applied.
Consider a functional
tF

n(r,t)
c(r,t) >dt)
r(t)

(16)

Q may represent, for instance, the amount of a given nuclide built up at time tp [in this case s*=0 and s£
includes a delta function 5(t-tF)], or the fluence at a specific point r [in this case s*=0 and s* includes a
delta function 8(r - r). The importance function
n*(r,t)
f*(r,t) = c*(r,t)
p*(t)
can then be defined, governed by Eq.(lO). More explicitly, it results

(17)

STc

(JX)
<n. 37

(18)

Sn

(•>>

The bottom row equation of system, Eq.(21) corresponds to a relationship between n and n, i.e.,

<n{apjn>

=S

(19)

P•

In case Sp=0, Eq. (22) corresponds to an orthogonality relationship. A set of p-mode eigenfunctions may
be correspondingly defined and an extended concept of reactivity (generalizing that commonly associated with the multiplication factor) proposed as more directly indicative of the "controllability" of a
critical reactor system (See Appendix 2).
From Eq. (21) a solution scheme can be directly obtained. It can be shown that the type of equations
to be solved reduce to the types:
BV + h * = 0

(20)

T

(21)

E c* + h+ =0

where h * and h* are hnown source terms. Therefore, existing, well established codes can be used for
their solution.

THERMOHYDRAULIC HELD
The applicability of the HGPT technique was demonstrated [21] in relation to the calculation of
sensitivity coefficients required when analysing (generally nonlinear) multichannel thermohydraulic
systems. The application of sensitivity methods to the thermohydraulic field has been first proposed
by Oblow 122] using the so called differential method [13]. The application of the HGPT to this field
[6,7] was proposed to overcome a number of difficulties inherent with sensitivity methods, in particular, that of writing the importance function related to the response of interest (typically, a temperature, or pressure, in a given space-time point) with its proper boundary conditions. Under this respect,
the HGPT method allows a rather straightforward procedure. The equivalence between the HGPT and
the differential method has been shown by Andrade Lima and Marques Alvim [23].
A major effort is presently underway using HGPT methodology [24,251, aiming at constructing a code
by which a multi-channel thermohydraulic problem can be perturbatively analysed. These equations
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have been written in the form of a nonlinear matrix operator governing, within each channel, the compound field including fuel, clad, coolant and wall temperatures, coolant pressure and density, and crossflow. Adopting the simple rules for reversing the Jacobian matrix has made it possible to obtain the
equation governing the importance function relevant to the response to be analysed.
A rule which also here played a crucial ro'.e has been that of the coordinate dependence
complementation mentioned above. Interface and/or limit conditions between different regions have
been accomodated in the governing equations by means of appropriate delta functions. This allows to
arrive directly at the appropriate interface and/or limit conditions for the importance function.
Once this methodology is implemented, a number of applications can be forseen, in particular,
- System analysis and optimization searches;
- Propagation of physical data errors in design quantities;
- Basic physical data adjustment on t he basis of experimental

information (for instance,

temperature and pressure detections at specified positions in an experimental setup at different
steady state conditions).

APPENDIX 1.

IMPORTANCE AND ADJOINT FUNCTIONS

Consider the equations governing the neutron density n and the corresponding importance function n*
| =

V

+

s

-|1=B^

CM)

+ S+.

0.2)

Multiplying on the left by n* and n, respectively, integrating over space and time and subracting, gives
F

tF
3
<n*(-^-+B T )n>dt + J<n*s>dt =

to

ttoo

F

'F
| <nh-+By)n> dt + J<n s+> dt
ttoo
to

(1.3)

Making use of the source reciprocity relationship, Eq.(2), we obtain
tF
tF
r<n*(-^+B T )n>dt
to

= f<n(^ + Ej.)n> dt ,

(1.4)

t0

which corresponds to the relationship for the adjoint function.
At stationary condition we may write the well known property of the adjoint
<n*Brj.n> = <nB^n> .

(1.5)

We have then then demonstrated that operators By and By , this latter heuristically obtained by
reversal operations, corresponds to the so called "real" and "adjoint" operators, respectively.
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APPENDIX 2.

THE GENERALIZED REACTIVITY

Consider a reactor system at critical conditions. The neutron density may be written as
Bn=0

(2.1)

where operator B depends on a intensive (and then space-independent) control parameter p (for instance
corresponding to the average density of a poison, or the overall depth of the control rods, assumed zero
at critical conditions). In order to explicit its dependence on this control parameter, we shall replace
f)B

operator B with its linear expansion B+ -r—p, where p assumes now the role of the eigenvalue. Equation
(2.1) corresponds to the so called fundamental mode equation, to which the eigenvalue p=0 is
associated. The equations governing the real and adjoint -4th (4=1,2,...) order mode can be written:
9B
(B+^-pji) f t = 0

(2.2)

(B*+^-pjj)

(2.3)

4>J = 0

Clearly pi=0 and <J>]=an, a being an arbitrary coefficient. It is easy to show the orthogonality relation
rlR

«)>^ —<j)s>=0 for l*s. Consider then the perturbation 6p of a generic parameter pj (e.g., a nuclide
r)B
density) inducing a perturbation SB (s^-r 6pj) of the transport operator. Let us then assume that the
criticality is reset by an appropriate change 6p= (p ' -p) of the control parameter. Corresponding
dB
changes 5Bp (= "5~ Spi) andfin (=n'-n) of operator Band density n will occur, respectively.
The function n' will be governed by the equation
(B + SB+ 5Bp)n' = 0 .

(2.4)

Multiplying this equation on the left by ^ and Eq.(2.3) for £=1 by n', we obtain,

f ^ B n ' d r - f n'TB*<)>jdr + f <)>jT(5B + SBp)n'dr = 0 .
syst
syst
syst
By the property of the adjoint operators, the first two terms cancell. Recalling that
3B
SBp = £ - Spi

(2.5)

(2.6)

we then obtain, setting for simplicity 8p=5pi,
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J

(t»jT8Bn'dr

*--•=?—

,

(2.7)

syst
which dropping terms of second or higher order may be written

.1
r

<t>*T8Bndr

J

{2 . 8)

^'^-ndr

syst
If we consider as a fictitious control parameter the quantity (X-l) w h e r e A. is the coefficient
(eigenvalue) multiplying the neutron source in the transport equation (recalling with obvious notation
that BsA+XJF, A. being 1 at criticality) the above equation may be written in the form

(2.9)

f *T
j ()Vj Fndr
syst

i.e., corresponds to the well known equation for the reactivity . .•. (s -SX) induced into the system by
a perturbation 5B. We can then introduce the concept of generalized reacticity (GR) and define

GR = - ^

(2.10)

syst
amounting to the effect of the perturbation 8B in terms of equivalent change (in the sense of resetting
the criticality) of the control parameter p. This may have an interest in those cases in which a
realistic value (such as an equivalent average neutron poison concentration change) is desired to
represent the impact of a given perturbation. With little effort, programs apt to calculate . ,, can be
made apt to calculate also GR.
We observe that the values GR and the standard reactivity expression, Eq.(2.9), are related via
normalization integrals, i.e..

J

<(i*TFndr

syst

J
syst

'op
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ABSTRACT
We present a rather selective compact discourse on data uncertainties, evaluation of sensitivities,
adjustment, and on consistency of related data sets. Its objectives are to demonstrate that these
topics are interrelated, and to underline how together they serve to make the most of all available
experimental data in order to produce reliable data bases for an optimal design of future systems.

Introduction
Elaborate facilities, such as "simple" critical assemblies, reactor mock-ups and thermal-hydraulic
rigs, furnish data which serve to check basic parameters, test calculation models and verify
complex computer codes. In any event, whatever the original motivation for such so-called
integral, or response, measurements, in the first place they are always compared with the
corresponding calculations, and the two sets of data are eventually expected to agree with each
other. But while "agreement" is often claimed rather loosely, true consistency is a precisely
defined quantity. Its determination requires the uncertainty (variance-covariance) matrices of the
parameter library and of the set of experimental responses, as well as the sensitivities of the
calculated responses to each of the parameters of which the responses are functions.
Furthermore, this very same information may be simultaneously applied to improve the nominal
values of the parameters and to reduce the uncertainties in them.
More specifically, current techniques and methods for the measurement of neutron cross
sections do not as yet satisfy the needs of users of these data, in the sense that evaluated crosssection libraries based on these differential data are still inadequate for reliable neutronic
calculations. In the first place, while the neutron transport equation can, in principle, be solved to
any desired accuracy, even very pedantic calculations of reactor performance parameters, i.e. the
responses, often disagree with their measured values. Secondly, and just as important, the
uncertainties in these calculated responses, which derive from and reflect the uncertainties
associated with the parameter libraries, are unacceptably large from the point of view of reactor
designers, necessitating wide, and rather expensive, design safety margins. On the other hand,
measured responses constitute another sourcf of information on relevant cross sections. And
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since no significant improvements in the quality of differential parameter measurements are
expected in the foreseeable future, the only option to improve parameter libraries is to combine
very accurate experimental response data with the differential-parameter data in the production of
effective parameter libraries.
Background
The first publicly available cross-section compilation was the first edition of the well-known
Brookhaven set of graphs, published in 1955 [1]. A few other, U.S. and European, evaluated
cross-section libraries appeared in the late fifties and early sixties. Then the newly declassified
data on some Los Alamos critical assemblies were published in the celebrated December 1960
issue of Nuclear Science and Engineering. A more complete and updated set of these data was
later published by Paxton [2]. Similar British and French data were also published at about the
same time. These data were soon applied to test the available libraries. For the sake of the present
discussion, we consider the ca. 20 critical metallic spheres of U and Pu cores, bare or reflected by
natural uranium, included in the above critical data. These are easy to calculate to very high
precision, so that any deviations of the calculated multiplication factors k from the experimental
values k=l are necessarily due to erroneous values of the cross sections. The deviations | k - l |
were all about 20 mk (1 milli-k = 0.001). But the uncertainties in the experimental reactivities are
around 2 mk. These results, obviously, were very disappointing. Yet even if the calculated
reactivities were to coincide with their respective measured values within the latters' uncertainties,
one would still have to question the quality of the given library. For whenever we calculate a
quantity, we should be just as interested in the uncertainty in the result as we are in its nominal
value. And to obtain a rough estimate of the uncertainties in k, we note that k is proportional to
the average number of secondary neutrons per fission, v, from which it follows that 8k/k « Sv/v.
Now, since the relative uncertainties in v235 and v239 are roughly 2%, we realize that the
calculated reactivities were less reliable than the measured ones by an order of magnitude. On the
other hand, we also note that the calculated reactivities were therefore not inconsistent with their
corresponding experimental values, and so by modifying the cross sections within their
uncertainties we might achieve a much better agreement between k and k. Furthermore, as we
will see, adjustment, which is the technical term for the systematic modification of a given library
by experimental response data, would also significantly reduce the cross-section uncertainties.
Motivation and Scope
The adjustment methodology rests on a firm mathematical basis, and yet some practitioners of
cross-section-library testing have reservations about its use. Their main argument concerns the
unavailability of complete files of parameter-covariance data. Still, adjustment is definitely
preferable to empirical juggling of some rather arbitrary parameters, or to the application of bias
factors to the calculated responses. We propose to demonstrate how natural the idea of
adjustment is, and to derive its explicit prescriptions in a most undemanding, yet perceptive,
manner. The outline of our presentation is as follows.
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Sensitivities. We derive the rule for uncertainty propagation, which determines the uncertainties
in a calculated response in terms of the uncertainty matrix associated with the parameters and the
sensitivities of the response to each parameter. We then state how the sensitivities of a particular
response are derived in terms of the direct and relevant adjoint fluxes. Finally, we elaborate the
differential-operator method for the Monte Carlo estimation of sensitivities.
Adjustment. We present an intuitive derivation of the adjustment prescriptions, based on
geometric considerations in the parameter space. The immediate solution of adjustment by one
response, and then by several, is demonstrated. Uncertainties are introduced, and further
generalizations lead to the true and correct prescriptions, including even response-parameter
correlations
Consistency. The indiscriminate incorporation of every available experimental response in the
input file of an adjustment undertaking might yield a poor parameter library. It is therefore
essential to establish a criterion for the consistency of the input data. Since even a single respose
might degrade the overall consistency of an input set, we discuss a practical method to order the
input responses by a "consistency index." If an input set fails to satisfy the consistency criterion,
the proposed analysis identifies the less consistent responses. It also allows the identification of
questionable parameters.

Sensitivity Analysis
Estimating the uncertainties in k, we relied on the relation k ~ v . This of course is not the way
k's are calculated. Multiplication factors are determined by solving the appropriate transport
equations, of which they are the eigenvalues. Thus k 's are rather complicated functions of the
arrays of the relevant cross sections. In fact, any response T is & function of the parameters. We
denote the parameters by p={pn}, and so F=F(p). To determine var(F), we note that, to first
order, 5r =2(dr /dp n )5p n . These partial derivatives are usually referred to as the sensitivities of
F to each of the parameters. Let s denote the row vector s={SF/dpn}. Then 8F=s5p, and
var(F) = <(5F)2> = s<8p5pT>sT = sC p s T ,

(1)

where C p evidently is the uncertainty matrix associated with the parameter vector p. This is the
rule of uncertainty propagation, which is also known as the sandwich rule.
The "straightforward" evaluation of sensitivities by the approximation
sn « [f ( P i , . . . , P n +5p n ,..., pN) - F(p)] /6p n

(2)

is neither practical, since N generally is very large, nor accurate. One purpose of sensitivity
analysis is to devise clever and practical methods for the evaluation of these partial derivatives.
The conventional, and commonest, of these is the first-order-perurbation method.
As an example, we consider a neutron detector embedded in a block of some materia1, which
block is irradiated by an external neutron source. And we wish to determine the sensitivities of
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the detector response to the cross sections of that material. Let D=D(x,v) denote the detector's
specific response to a neutron of velocity v at the point x (in the detector); and n/=\j/(x,v) be the
neutron flux; then the response is F=(Dv/), where (...)=!...d3xd3v; and the multiple integration
generally extends over the entire volume and velocity spaces. Now, y is the solution of the
inhomogeneous transport equation which we symbolically express by Hy=S (S represents the
external neutron-source term). We then consider the operator H* adjoint to H, and vj/*, the flux,
which is the solution of the (adjoint!) equation H* v*=D. Finally, if HP—H+SH, we just state that
5r = f ' - r «-(vj/*8Hv).

(3)

Consequently, all we need do is solve the direct and (particular) adjoint equations for the blockplus-source assembly. Then all the sensitivities, as many as there are, can be easily evaluated.
Monte Carlo Estimation of Sensitivities
With the dramatic increase in computer capabilities, detailed Monte Carlo analyses of assemblies
which could hardly be analyzed by deterministic transport codes, may now be easily carried out.
Moreover, the nature of these probabilistic calculations, fortunately, is such that the estimation of
sensitivities, in essence, is inherently associated with that of the very response for which they are
needed. Therefore, it is absurd to resort to the direct/adjoint-flux prescriptions when performing a
Monte Carlo estimation of any response. We have recently analyzed the Livermore graphite
pulsed-sphere experiments [3], in order to use the measured neutron leakage spectra as responses
by which to adjust the graphite cross sections in the (5,15 MeV) range. This Monte Carlo analysis
necessarily involves estimation of the sensitivities of these responses, which we have based on
Hall's differential operator method [4,5], and which we now propose to outline.
The pulsed-sphere problem is similar to the neutron source-uniform material mediumdetector problem discussed in the preceding subsection. Let us then first examine the Monte
Carlo calculation of the detector response F. We denote its estimate for the ith path (or history)
in the Monte Carlo game by F ; , and the probability of this path by P j , Then the true estimator of
r is <r>=£r i P i , where the summation extends over all possible paths. Resorting to full
simulation ("crude" Monte Carlo), f =\ if the path reaches the detector, and r j=0 if it does not.
Sampling a necessarily finite number of paths, the probabilities are essentially expressed through
the random sampling from the appropriate distributions, and the true estimator ( r ) is
approximated by the plain average of the x t . But since only very few paths eventually reach the
detector, such a game is extremely inefficient. The practical game, on the other hand, consists of
sampling paths, collision by collision, but with the analytic calculation of the contribution of each
collision to the response, namely of the probability that a neutron emerge from the collision in the
right direction and make its next collision in the detector. Thus, if Fy denotes the contribution to
the response of the jth collision on the ith path, then 1 =Zif Ki.
Now, the paths are spatial polygons of which the vertices are the neutron collision locations,
and the sides (trajectories in Hall's terminology) their lines of free motion between collisions. We
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can easily evaluate the probabilities P^ for the individual trajectories to occur. Let S(v->v*)
denote the distribution of a collision's secondary neutron, and £ the (non-multiplying!) medium's
macroscopic total cross section. Then

P* ~ S ^ . ^ v ^ v J e x p H ^ x J ,

(4)

where x^li^-x^. Note that for k=l, the distribution S(v->v') reduces to the neutron-source
spectrum S0(vj). In any event, it is evident that Pi=riPijc •
With these preliminaries, we may now handle the evaluation of the sensitivities of F. First of
all we note that

where Jj is the number of trajectories in the ith path, so that the ith-path estimate of the sensitivity
o f f top n is

This expression of the s^'s enables us to evaluate the sensitivities along with the response. In
scoring the individual paths we accumulate the F y's, evaluated vertex by vertex, to obtain F : , and
for each vertex we simultaneously, for every value of n, multiply the very Fy by the sum of the
(calculated) logarithmic derivatives with respect to pn (most of which, incidentally, vanish) and
accumulate the products to obtain all the sjs. The Monte Carlo estimate of the response is then
T a(Ti\

and that for each sensitivity sn * {s^X

Adjustment
Consider a given parameter library and one measured response. The calculated value of the
response, as a rule, is different from its experimental value. The problem then is how to make use
of the additional datum to improve the given library. The experimental value of the response
determines an (N-l)-dimensional manifold in the N-dimensional parameter space, each point p1
on which represents a library which reproduces the given experimental value of the response. The
original library is represented by a point p, which obviously is outside the manifold. We then
propose that the manifold point closest to p represents the optimal p' library. Consequently, to
find this felicitous library we have to minimize |p'-p| 2 , a sum of N squares, subject to the
condition that p' lie on the manifold generated by the given response. A major difficulty in solving
our conditional-minimum problem is that we can hardly handle the constraint, for we generally
have no manageable mathematical expression for the manifold on which the point representing
the adjusted library must lie. To overcome this difficulty we may replace the actual manifold by
its tangent hyper-plane at the manifold point p' nearest to the given-library point p. Thus, in
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minimizing |p'-p| 2 we could constrain p' to the tangent hyper-plane rather than to the manifold
itself. Further, if the point p and the special manifold point p' are close enough, we would be
justified in approximating
f(p')«r(p)+—(p'-p)=f(p) + s(p'-p),
dp

(7)

where the sensitivity (row) vector s is evaluated at the point p, and the last term is the scalar
product of two N-dimensional vectors. Now, the calculated response at p', by definition, is r, so
that the approximation, in fact, expresses a linear relationship satisfied by the components of p'.
Thus, letting p' vary under this constraint, we obtain a linear manifold which is just the tangent
hyper-plane we were talking about.
Let us now denote the actual adjustments of the parameters by x n =p' n - pn , and the deviation
of the calculated response from its measured value by d=f(p) - r. Then Eq.(7) reduces to
sx + d = 0 .

(8)

We have transformed our unknown parameter vector p' to x=p'- p. In the "new" x-space the
origin represents the given library, and Eq.(8) describes the hyper-plane tangent to the manifold
defined by F(p+x)=r at its point closest to the origin. Our problem then is to find the vector x
which satisfies sx+d=0 and minimizes the sum of squares x2. This problem is so simple that its
solution can be stated right away. Since x obviously is proportional to sT, the solution must be
X =

,T

ss

(9)

When several, say I, measured responses are given by which a parameter library is to be
adjusted, we constrain the unknown vector x to the intersection of the I respective tangent hyperplanes, i.e. to the linear manifold represented by the matrix-equation analogue of Eq.(8),
Sx + d = 0 ,

(10)

where S is the sensitivity matrix corresponding to the set of I responses, the matrix of order IxN,
Sin=dFj/ dpn , and d is now the vector of the deviations di=Fi(p) - r; . The problem at hand is
thus to minimize x2 subject to the condition expressed in Eq.(lO). The formal solution may be
obtained by the method of Lagrange multipliers. However, just as convincing is the argument,
based on consideration of the order of the matrix S (and respective orders of the vectors x and d),
that the obvious generalization of Eq.(9) is
x =-s

T

(ss T r'd.

So far we have disregarded the uncertainties in the given data. Let us first consider the
parameter variances. A parameter associated with a relatively large variance is less reliable than
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one of which the variance is smaller. It is therefore unjustified to treat the two respective
adjustments equally. We would obviously tolerate a greater adjustment of the parameter with the
greater variance. Furthermore, libraries include parameters of different kinds. Thus the rationale
for the minimization of the sum of squares of the absolute adjustments is rather questionable. The
natural solution in these problematic circumstances is to consider the dimensionless weighted
adjustments l,a=xjoa This just means rescaling the axes in the x-space, namely the transformation
x=2^, where S is the diagonal matrix diag(S)=(a1,o2,...). In the £-space the origin still represents
the given library, the manifolds generated by the given responses are defined by f (p+S4)=r, and
the intersection of their respective tangent hyper-planes is defined by SS^+d=0. Therefore we can
right away state that the vector t, which minimizes £2 and satisfies S££+d=O is

Now, since we have only considered variances, Z2 is the (diagonal) uncertainty matrix Cp
associated with the given parameter library. And multiplying both sides of Eq.(12) by I we obtain
the prescription for the actual adjustments, which is
x = -C p S T (SC p S T )-'d,
and which, incidentally, is valid even if account is taken of the full parameter-uncertainty matrix.
The claim that the adjusted library must exactly reproduce the given responses is groundless,
since uncertainties in measured responses are always finite. We should therefore assign weights to
the given responses, just as we did to the given parameters, and treat them accordingly. Thus, the
measured values of the responses are not necessarily their actual values. Let us denote the "true"
(i.e. adjusted) values of the responses by r'. Our argument then is that F(p') = r1 * r. We now
return to Eqs.(7) and (10). Considering I responses, and subtracting the vector r from both sides
of Eq.(7), we obtain r'-r=F-r+S(p'-p). In analogy to x=p'-p , we now denote y=r'-r. The
geometric constraint on the vector x, which has been Sx+d=0, has now become
y = Sx + d .

(14)

The geometric constraint on x has thus transformed to a linear relation between the vectors x and
y. In any event, we should adjust each component of p and of r according to its proper weight.
This means that, similarly to x^Zp^, we should consider the weighted response adjustments r\
defined by y=Zrri, where the nature of the (diagonal) I x l matrix Zr should be obvious. Thus
adjustment now reduces to the minimization of £2+T|2, subject to the condition of Eq.(14).
At this point matters would become immensely simplified if we define the joint vector of our
variates \ and ti, namely
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The form to be minimized would then reduce to C2 (a sum of N+I squares), or, in terms of the
joint vector zT=(xT y"1), to
z,
(16)
where the joint uncertainty matrix C naturally allows for possible response-parameter
correlations, namely non-vanishing C,p=<8r6pT) :
1

c

c

71.

C=\7

(17)

We further define the "joint" sensitivity matrix
SZ = (S - 1 ) ,

(18)

where S is the conventional IxN response sensitivity matrix, and 1 the I x l unit matrix. The
constraint of Eq.(14) then reduces to
O.
(19)
With our "joint" notation we now realize that minimizing the form of Eq.(16), subject to the
constraint of Eq.(19), is formally identical to minimizing xTCp"'x subject to Sx+d=0. Thus, the
solution of the present, generalized, conditional-minimum problem, necessarily, is identical to
Eq.(13), and must therefore be
z = -CS z T (S z CS z T )-'d.
We note in passing, as well as for future reference, that SZCSZT is a symmetric Ixl matrix, and
that it is, in fact, the uncertainty matrix associated with the vector d:
Cd = <5(r- r)5(r-r) T > = SCpST - C ^ S 7 - S C , , + C r ,

(20)

as can be shown by elementary matrix algebra, and thus the adjustment prescriptions reduce to
z = -CS z TC d ~'d.

(21)

It is now easy to express the parameter and response adjustments separately, namely
x = ( C ^ - C p S ^ - ' d , y = (Cr-C^S-0Cd-'d .

(22)

The above elegant derivation of the adjustment prescriptions is due to the late D.Shalitin [6].
We now derive the uncertainty matrix of z. From Eq.(21) it follows by the sandwich rule that
C^CSJCV'S.C.

(23)

The partitions of this (N+I)x (N+I) matrix are
KCrSC,,,), C xy =(C ir -C p ST)C <| -'(C r -SC ir ).(24)
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But rather than C2 we are interested in C, the uncertainty matrix associated with q'=q+z, where
qT=(pT rT) Therefore
Cz.

(25)

Let us evaluate <6z5qT>. From Eq.(21) and the definitions of d and o f f we have
5z = -CS/C d -'(S6p-5r) = -CSJCj-'S^q,

(26)

so that, by Eq.(23),
Cd->SzC = - C z ,

(27)

and since this obviously is a symmetric matrix, it is also equal to <5q5zT). We thus conclude that
C - C - Cz,

(28)

or that
Cp. = C p - C x , C,, = C r - C y , C ^ C V - C V

(29)

Consistency
In any data-adjustment project worthy of the name, a great deal of effort, generally the major
effort, is invested in the preparation and careful examination of the extensive arrays of the input
data. The very application of the adjustment algorithms is straightforward and relatively simple.
Yet the indiscriminate incorporation of all and every seemingly relevant experimental-response
data in the input file could result in an adjusted library in which some parameters might be
unreasonably different from the corresponding input parameters. Furthermore, such an adjusted
library might not even enhance agreement between calculated and measured values of some of the
very responses by which the original library was adjusted. It is therefore desirable to establish a
criterion for the joint consistency of all input data, i.e. the components of the vector q, in any
particular adjustment problem. A measure of the consistency of two sets of related data is the
value of the pertinent x 2 variate.
Recall that given an N-dimensional vector variate v, of which the components are normally
distributed and independent, its associated %2 variate is
X' = (v-n)TC-Kv-n),

(30)

where u is the average of v, and C the diagonal uncertanty matrix associated with it. The above
definition of x 2 also holds if the components of v are not independent, i.e. even when C is nondiagonal. The distribution of this variate, fN(x2)> is known as the "x2 distribution with N degrees
of freedom." The mean value of x 2 is N and its variance 2N. The x 2 distributions, of course, are
not normal. However, the differences between them and the corresponding normal distributions,
with u=N and a=-j2N, gradually disappear as N increases. Already for N=10, for instance, the
range (5.57,14.53) contains 70% of the area under flo(x2)> whereas for the corresponding normal
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distribution the ICT range around the mean is (5.53, 14.47), which plainly is a fair approximation.
Thus, for a reasonable sample of our v, one would expect x2/N a 1 within ±-v / 2/N.
We now examine the (conditional) minimum of Q(z). To obtain its value we substitute z of
Eq.(21) in Eq.(16), and find that
min Q(z) = d ^ - ' d .
(31)
This is just the particular value of the variate x2 associated with the I-dimensional vector d = r - r
(of which the mean vanishes by definition). It thus measures the consistency of the calculated
responses with their measured values, or essentially that of the latter with the given parameters.
As such the value of this %2 variate constitutes a check on the input of any adjustment job.
However, to disqualify an entire input-data set because of too high a value of %2 would be
wrong, since even one measured response might degrade the set's overall consistency. One should
therefore investigate the possibility that just a few responses are irregular, in the sense that their
inclusion in the input set unduly increases y}, while the rest are perfectly consistent with the given
parameters. A full solution of the problem would involve the examination of all partial sets of the
given set of measured responses, which is impractical since their number is 2'-l. An example of a
practical solution would be to devise a procedure to order the input responses by a consistency
index of some sort, and then determine the x 2 value of the first response in the consistency
sequence, that of the first two responses in the sequence, and so on. In this manner it would be
eventually possible to judge which responses should be included in the input set, and which
should be rejected. Such a procedure is elaborated and applied to a particular problem in
dosimetry in Ref.[6], which also includes references to other applications.

Epilogue
The three topics included in our review are closely related, and are all relevant to the
comprehensive analysis of experimental data. Worthy of note is the novel and elegant derivation
of the generalized adjustment prescriptions, and of the uncertainties in the adjusted parameters.
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
AXIAL FAST FLUX RECONSTRUCTION WITH UTILIZATION OF
THE CALCULATED AND MEASURED FAST FLUX
I. POS
NPPPAKS
PAKSPOB. 71. H-7031

ABSTRACT
The conventional type of the WER-440 reactors have a very efficient in-core measurement system. The
accuracy of the calculated power and flux distribution can be improved using of the signals of the in-core system.
In this paper a method is presented for the determination of more exact flux or power distribution inside the reactor
core than the simple calculation. We used the General Perturbation Theory to improve these distributions. The
application of our method to get of more perfect relative axial fast flux is shown in this paper too.

1. INTRODUCTION
The in-core system of the WER-440 contains 210 thermometers for the measurement measuring of
assemblies outlet temperature and 36 Self Power Neutron detector chains with 7 detectors in every one for the
measurement of axial flux or power distribution. The treatment of these detector signals is very difficult so it is out
of the scope of this paper. During making of our calculations we used own formula for conversion of SPN detector
signals to fast flux. This formula has been determined by WIMSD-4 [I] code and it is similar to CimbaJov
fonnula[2].
Of curse, the presented method for improving of the calculated flux or power distribution may be applied for any
detectors (for example: thermometers too).
Our calculation code called C-PORCA[3] has a good agreement with the results of measurements so it may be
applied for the determination of small perturbations.
Supposing that our diffusion model which describes the flux and power distribution inside the reactor core
can be written as following:

where A and B correspond to migration and fission operators of diffusion model are M x M dimensional
matrices. <P whose components correspond to nodewise flux distribution of reactor core is M dimensional column
vector. A. is eigenvalue of this homogeneous equation. In general these equations are given if we use any coarse
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mesh method for description of reactor core. If the reactor is in critical state then the A is equal to I. Let's
A

— AQ and y — y'o ' n t n ' s <&$£•

2. THE SMALL PERTURBATION
It is well known, that {he equation (1) does not describe the reactor core exactly so we would like to
improve its description.
Let suppose that A and D matrices in the equation (1) will be more accurate after small perturbation.
Let's

Of course, the reactor will be in critical state after perturbation too so we obtain the following equation:

where dtp is M dimensional column vector. If we apply previous definition of At, 2?, and parts of second degree of
this equation are neglected we have:

The question immediately raises: how do we have to take the p that the equation (3) will be better description of
the reactor as the equation (1) For better description of the core we suggest using the following form of p .

I \P\>

PJ-PN)

pi\pl,p1...pN)

(6)

\PVP2~PN>

a n d t h e A \ Pi •> P2 •••

i

PN

) is defined for all iI ias

p, if k th measurement is in the i th nodes
0
in all other cases

We would like to determine the P vector in such a way that the following 3 functional will be
minimized by components of O(p vector.
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for all measured
nodes
i=l to N

where C is used as normalization constant because the equation (I) is homogeneous and fJ^t is the i-th detector
signal. & is a N x M dimensional matrix so its i-th row gives the transformation from the neutron flux to i-th
measured signal.

3. T H E A P P L I C A T I O N OF G P T [ 4 ]

We will use the General Perturbation Theory for the choice of P so that the determined p

must satisfy

the following conditions:
- O<P is calculated by equation (4)
- the determined O(p musl accomplish the minimum of -*5 functional.
The previous requirements can be fulfilled by the means of GPT as will be shown in the following.

where the Y is M dimensional vector. It is a Lagrangian multiplication factor in the GPT terminology. For the
determination of Y we have to carry out variation of -Jy functional respecting O(p, because in the stationary
condition of functional the variation is vanished. After making of - 3 | variation the following equation will be get
for the determination of Y :

The equation (9) have to satisfy the Fredholm condition what means:

U

(10)

from this expression we can find the normalization constant C.
If the Y i s known we can determine the derivation of Z\ functional respecting P

dp
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dp
where

,

,*T

is M x N dimensional matrix and Y

is the transposition of the Y

vector. Maintaining the

stationery condition respecting O<f> the following equation is true:

dp'

(12)

dp

The iteration process begins with an arbitrary choice of P parameters and with the utilization of gradient
method we can determine the final P. This /> corresponds to the minimum of -J functional.

4. THE CALCULATION RESULTS
We will show effectiveness of our method in the following figures. The first figure shows the frequency of
difference between <PQ and measured fast flux (calc.-meas. curve). The other curve shows the frequency of
difference between reconstructed and measured fast flux. This result was received such a way that the signal of one
detector chain always was left out of consideration while the reconstruction was performed. The second figure
shows the result of the reconstruction after five and two iteration steps respectively (1. and 2. curve).
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CORE PARAMETERS
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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneities cannot be avoided at the manufacturing stage of nuclear fuel. In the project, control
parameters are always best estimate computed, so that heterogeneities in the fuel affect them as an
uncertainty. These heterogeneities cannot be only represented by a mean value and a standard deviation:
their joint distribution must be evaluated according to a post-manufacture statistical analysis.
In order to improve the nuclear fuel performances and respect the safety rules, FRAMATOME has
developed an original analysis method based on a stochastic approach and the Generalized Perturbation
Theory (GPT). The join; law of the pointwise power variations is given by the sensitivity matrix,
determined by the GPT, using a first order Taylor stochastic development.

Introduction
Modern nuclear fuels must achieve two main goals : undergoing very high burn up rates and allowing
a wide flexibility for plant operation, in order to guarantee these major performances, designers need a
full knowledge of the impact of fuel heterogeneities on the main physical parameters of nuclear systems.
Heterogeneities in the fuel, which cannot be avoided at the manufacturing stage, are not taken into
account in the project computations owing to their random nature. Calculations are always best estimate
in this regard, so that project margins are enforced in order to cover hazards and ensure the reactor safety.
Therefore, all the computed results are affected by an uncertainty coefficient. At present, this coefficient
is obtained using a very conservative method which maximizes the range and the amount of parameter
variations. Actually, heterogeneities are less important and compensation phenomena exist.
In order to improve its knowledge on the fuel heterogeneities and the way they affect the core integral
parameters, FRAMATOME developed an analysis method based on a stochastic approach [1,2] and the
Generalized Perturbation Theory (GPT) [3]. This methodology enables quantifying the influence of each
manufacturing parameter on the core behavior.
The fuel heterogeneities cannot be represented only by a mean value and a standard deviation. They
have to be assigned a distribution of probability (not necessarily normal) and a multi-parametric
representation must be chosen. Once the joint distribution of manufacturing parameters has been obtained
by means of statistical and probabilistic studies, its influence on the law of pointwise powers can be
investigated, through the Boltzmann equation.
The random component can be introduced directly into the diffusion equation [4,5], but this approach
is useful for simple geometries and standard distributions only. The study presented here aims to define
a sensitivity matrix by approximating linearly the sensitivity of the pointwise power values to
manufacturing parameters. Use is made, within a multi-parametric approach, of the Taylor stochastic
development. A diffusion approximation model at two energy groups is adopted in a 2D highly
discretised geometry. An intermediate stage is performed to determine the joint distribution of the
macroscopic cross sections, which are the parameters of the equation. It is shown that, in the range of
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interest, cross sections are quasi-linear functions of the fuel isotopic concentrations, through the APOLLO
cell code [7].
In this paper, we outline the principles of the method, justifying its different steps and giving some
details on the building up of the sensitivity matrices via GPT methodology. Finally, we present an
evaluation of the pointwise power distribution sensitivity, starting from previous results. Figure 1
summarizes the method and outlines the different steps of the computational procedure.

Problem analysis
The heterogeneity of the manufacturing parameters (geometry, density, amount, isotopic composition)
renders each pellet different from the others, so that the cross-section values are specific to each one.
Heterogeneity can be reduced to the rod level.
Neutronic calculations are performed at the nominal values of the fuel characteristics. They are split
in two stages. The first is the evaluation of the macroscopic cross-sections of the multiplying system (core
and environment). The second computes the neutron flux in the core using the macroscopic cross-sections
of the previous calculations and determines key parameters such as reactivity and pointwise power
distribution.
In project calculations, the core is generally reduced to a two-dimensional description where the unit
is the ceil. The APOLLO code is used to evaluate cross-section sets. The calculated cross-sections are
homogenized in energy (2 groups) and in space. In these calculations, the random aspect is not directly
taken into account. They are performed at nominal values of manufacturing parameters.
The last step is to compute and to apply an uncertainty coefficient. At present, its value is obtained
by a method which is very conservative in regard to manufacturing parameter variations.
The proposed method aims to take into account the random aspect in fuel uncertainties and the
compensation phenomena.

Method
The problem comprises two stochastic levels: the variability of the manufacturing parameters directly
impacts the cross-sections of the media, but also acts on the integral parameters through the position of
the components in the core: rods, zones, assemblies, regions. The methodology must reflect both aspects.
It can be broken down into four phases.

A. Stochastic analysis
Analysis of previous fabrication campaigns allows determination of the marginal and joint laws of the
individual manufacturing parameters for each rod, volume fraction (vF), density (d), amount (a), isotopic
composition (ic). This method provides initial manufacturing experience feedback and avoids imposing
"a priori" laws too far from reality.
Observed laws are not simple normal ones. The manufacturing subdivision into batches generates
different clusters which obey a normal law. The macroscopic cross-section laws are obtained in two steps.
The first gives the isotope concentration laws according to analytical formulae. The second uses the quasilinearity of the macroscopic cross-sections. The laws are determined through a sensitivity matrix obtained
with the APOLLO code.

B. Discretization, GPT and Taylor stochastic development
Local power is described as a variable with n components (where n is the number of rods in the
system). It is a function of the flux, which itself depends on the cross-sections, so that the individual
parameters are the cross-sections of each rod. A given rod has 9 specific parameters (the diffusion
equation is solved on a 2 energy group basis with non explicit up-scattering treatment).
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One way of obtaining the statistical distribution of the random vector of the powers for each rod would
be to let each parameter vary by a simulation. But today's computers do not enable calculation of these
values a large number of times. In order to allow the calculations, an approximation must therefore be
made. If the perturbations are assumed to be small, a limited first-order development can be enough. Let
P (|J) be the power of the rod (i,j) in the assembly and Zft „ a cross section of the rod (k,l), local sensitivity
coefficients can be written as :

6P / ;
r

dP

i i.iJ)

(U>

The coefficients are determined via the Perturbation Theory which allows fast and accurate
calculations. Computations are performed with the CEA advanced computational chain [6]. Both direct
and spectral components of sensitivity are accounted for : the first, via a CPT (Classical Perturbation
Theory) approach, the second by a GPT calculation.
It isn't necessary to determine all the coefficients. The importance function (Figure 5) behavior allows
to omit the interactions between remote rods. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the number of coefficients,
taking into account two rings of neighbouring rods only (Figure 2).
Owing to symmetry, this number can be reduced more. Nevertheless, automated calculations remain
necessary.
C. Reducing the size of the problem
A full-scale core sensitivity study cannot be directly performed because of the size of the sensitivity
matrix. Fortunately, the problem can be simplified by breaking down the core flux * into two independent
components [8]: a "microscopic" one, quoted as Y, defined on the assembly with infinite medium
boundary conditions, and a "macroscopic" one, quoted as U, defined on the whole system with actual
boundary conditions and coarse mesh (Figure 3). This breakdown is allowed because the sensitivity of the
interface cross-term % (coupling 4* and U : <t>=4/xU) to the manufacturing parameter variations is quite
low.
D. Probability law of integral parameters
At this stage of the study, a linear approximation of P = F(X) is obtained by P - S.X (where X is the
random vector of the manufacturing parameters and P the random vector of rod power). It is then possible
to find the approximate probability law of the random vector P either analytically if the X law is simple,
or by a Monte Carlo simulation.
In a simple case, X obeys a normal (vectorial) law with the mean XQ and the variance-covariance
matrix r . The approximated P law is a normal law N(AXg , SX.S*). The random specific nature of the
in-manufacturing assembly filling phase is modelled in the variance covariance matrix structure.

Application
An example of application of the method is presented here. It is based on a MOX assembly. The
reactors using plutonium-bearing fuel contain UO2 assemblies and MOX assemblies in a pre-defined
proportion (at present 70 % - 30 %). The assemblies are arranged according to their nature and burnup
in a loading pattern determined on the basis of economic and safety criteria. The MOX assemblies contain
rods of different plutonium contents, arranged by zone, (figure 4), unlike the UO2 assemblies, which
contain rods with the same U235 enrichment
The sequencing of the calculations is detailed and the importance function is analysed.
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A. Importance Function
Computing the importance function F is the first step in the evaluation of the derivative of a functional
relative to a variable (spectral effect). The functional is the power ratio between a rod and a pattern, the
variable is a fission macroscopic cross-section. F is evaluated by solving the equation :

(A-kF)' T 'S* •

where : (A-WF) = Boltzmann operator in diffusion / "tR" = target rod / "others" = all the rods except tR

For a 100% variation of a macroscopic cross-section, the derivative is determined by:

^ 5 • Cst <r, (6A-X6F) *>
Put
The behaviour of the importance function is in good agreement with the physical phenomena. It should
be observed that, in the thermal group, it has a very sharp shape, centered on the target rod. Sensitivity
studies have already shown that the perturbation remains local. The importance function is smoother in
the fast group because the mean free path of (he neutrons is larger. Absolute values are bigger in the
thermal group since the power has essentially a thermal origin.
B. Sensitivity matrix
The assembly contains an array of 17 x 17 rods (289) and the diffusion model is discretized into 2
energy groups. So, the sensitivity matrix S has 289 lines and 2601 columns.
The coefficients are determined for a 100 % variation of the macroscopic cross-sections, rod by rod.
Not all the sensitivities are taken into account and the final matrix is hollow. It assumes the following
form:

number of non zero elements = 45056

This matrix is then multiplied by the vector of the relative variations of the macroscopic cross-sections,
which leads to a descriptive analysis. It is also possible to analyze the variance-covariance matrix of
matrix SS' which leads to a predictive analysis in a normal law configuration.

C. Results
This example shows one of the possibilities offered by this method. A perturbation can be broken
down as required. Here, the aim is analyzing the impact of a 496 increase of plutonium content on the
power of a rod.
Two tables are determined (tables 1, 2) : the derivatives of the power function with respect to the
different cross-sections and, on the other hand, the variations of the cross-sections for a 4 % increase in
amount. The results (table 3) on power are obtained cross multiplying the tables.
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Fut

Table 3 : ««*4% -* SP

Table2 : 8*=4% -» SI

Table 1: 81=100%-»5P

Fast

Thermal

Fan

Thermal
D

0X10%

-0.01%

•0.31*

0.01%

0.02%
1.74%

-0.11%

0.16%

D

-0.05%

-0.74%

-0.95%

-13.19%

I,

0.76%

2.38%

vl,

0.41%

0.91%

vl,

2.87%

2.58%

vl,

*£,

31.94%

67.87%

«3V

2.70%

2.56%

«£,

0.86%

1-2

-0.02%

D

Z..2

-0.23%

9.41%

Total

Tfenal

0.00%

£29%

The following breakdown is obtained per cross-section :

Power variation distribution
with a Pu amount increasing by 4%
ft7

"

10.79%

DD

•%
M

KZ,

87.28%

Conclusion
The fine structure description allows to use a first order Taylor development which can be applied to
probabilistic laws. The proposed method allows to compute easily all pointwise power variations through
a sensiUvity matrix obtained by the Generalized Perturbation Theory. As a result, the impact on the power
shape of the manufacturing heterogeneity is obtained by a variance-covariance matrix analysis.
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Figure 1: Overall description of the method
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Figure 4: Typical equilibrium core lay-out and Mox assembly
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Figure 5: Typical 2-group importance function
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ITERATION OF ADJOINT EQUATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Adjoint functions are the basis of variational methods and now widely used
for perturbation theory and its extension to higher order theory as used, for example,
in modelling fuel burn-up and optimisation. In such models, the adjoint equation
is to be solved in a critical system with an adjoint source distribution that is not
zero but has special properties related to ratios of interest in critical systems. Consequently the methods of solving such equations by iteration and accumulation are
reviewed to show how conventional methods may be utilised in these circumstances
with adequate accuracy.

Introduction
This paper discusses the basis of iteration schemes to solve generalised importance equations in reactor physics. We start with the well known forward scheme
to solve the operator equation for a critical system written as Mtj> — 0 where $(x)
(for differential operators) is a member of a class of field functions in the ac-space e
X (the reactor phase space) that satisfies appropriate boundary conditions of homogeneous form.
As is well known, it is often convenient to separate the operator M{x) into a
fissioning term F{x) (or scattering production term in the case of transport theory)
and a removal or remainder term R(x) describing for example scattering transfer
between groups. For simple few-group diffusion theory the structure of R makes it
easy to invert an equation of the form

to obtain ^ n + 1 for (j>n(s.), the basis of common iterative schemes.
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Critical Systems
In a critical system after sufficient iterations we expect <j>n+i to converge to
<f>n, at least in shape. To allow for the fact that we may not be able to define
suitable critical properties in advance, it is convenient to define a production-based
eigenvalue X (or rather, the fundamental eigenvalue of the lowest mode) so that X is
adjusted until M<f> = (XF — R)<f> = 0. If the system is indeed (physically) critical
X = 1; otherwise X is adjusted to satisfy the converged solution.
Correspondingly the iterations ignoring X would not in general converge in
magnitude although expected to converge in shape over x. Thus an estimate of the
eigenvalue (a measure of the reactivity or departure from critical) is obtained from

(n)

~

which is valid for n large enough to say that <j>n has converged.
In practice it is necessary to perform some weighted average over x to evaluate
a scalar number X(ny As is well known, the greatest accuracy is obtained if the
(iterated) adjoint weighting by 4>n(2L) ls employed, so that
_

Jx<j>+F<f,ndx

(n)

where the </>+ are the iterates of the adjoint equation M'<f>+ = 0 = (XF'+1 - R*)<j>+
obtained as R*(j>X+i = F*<j>+, M* being the adjoint or reversing operator to M such
that Jxip+ Mipdx — JxipM'ip+dx for all sets of function ifi+ and ip satisfying the
prescribed boundary condition.
In both iteration schemes a starting point is needed of the form F<j)o — S(x)
and F*4% = H{x) say. For critical systems these source and adjoint source should
be chosen as close as possible with <j>0 —* (/>„, <j>g —* ^to *° promote convergence.
In particular they should be chosen all-positive to agree with the concept that both
0oo and (fa should be all-positive in the steady state, critical system. Many codes
impose this obligation in one form or another (i.e. fail if it is breached or 'correct'
to ensure its occurrence).
We have assumed without proof [1] that the adjoint description of a critical
reactor leads to the same state of criticality as the forward reactor, i.e. that although
^ ( x ) and ^oo(r) generally differ, the fundamental eigenvalue X has the same value
in both descriptions.
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It will be recognised that the successive values F<j>n(x) a.te the fission density
in successive generations corresponding to a first-generation source S = F<f>o and
equate to the van Neumann iterative solutions associated with integral equation
theory. Similarly, F'</>+(x) can be described as the generative fission importance
(Lewins, 1965).

Sub-Critical Systems
A sub-critical system can nevertheless be maintained in steady state by a
source S(x_). In the forward equation, it is reasonable to suppose S(x) is everywhere
non-negative. The iteration scheme extends to the well known idea that a solution
of M(f> + S = 0 is obtained by solving for and accumulating the iterates:

where Rii>n+i = Fil>n as before. To show this, operate on <j> with M = F — R (no
eigenvalue is included) to obtain
M<f> = CN
= —5 ,
since, for the sub-critical system, xptf —> 0 and, furthermore, we chose to start the
iteration scheme with Fipo — S.
Suppose H{x) is the distribution of detectors in the sub-critical, steady state
system so that H = Jx ())Hdx is a single 'meter' reading converted to the distributed
detectors sharing a rate of reaction. It is readily seen that we have
ft = / <t>Hdx = / <j>+Sdx
Jx
Jx
so that, by considering the case of a Dirac delta distribution source, <f>+(x.) is the
contribution of one source neutron per unit time to the detector ready H, i.e. <f>+(x)
is the importance of a unit neutron source introduced at x.
Correspondingly, the sub-critical adjoint problem for a non-negative adjoint
source H(x) is solved by accumulating
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1
anc

where R'lp^+i = f'i'n
* F'^t — &> since ^ —* 0 similarly. In both cases TV
must be carried to the point where fa and $# as 0.
The same relationship of the iterates to the Neumann series can be advanced.

Adjoint Functions for Ratios in Critical Systems
It is desired to obtain generalised importance functions for variational or
perturbation theory uses in critical systems. Usachev [2], clarified by Pomraning [3]
showed that we could still speak meaningfully of a measurable characteristic in a
critical system only if this were restricted to ratios of the form
JxH,<j>dx

B

Jx Hrfdx '
so that the arbitrary power level at which it may be supposed that a critical (linear)
system can be operated does not affect the value and significance of H. As Pomraning points out, this makes the corresponding adjoint source H(x) to be derivable
from Frechet derivatives and takes the form
H(x) =

Hl{ ]

~

J H j d

- H

H2{ ]

~

J Hfd

,

which is essentially oscillating in x, where H appears in the generalised adjoint
equation
M*ip+ + H = 0 .
This oscillation is essential since we have simultaneously M<i> = 0 in the critical
case and at first sight the finite adjoint source is incompatible with a critical system.
It certainly would be incompatible if the adjoint source were all positive and did
not oscillate in x, since it would then have a component in the lowest mode. If we
multiply the adjoint equation, however, by <f>(x_) and integrate over x_ we have

f <f>Hd

Jx

= 0 >

and since <j> is non-negative, the final integrals cancels by virtue of the oscillating
adjoint source.
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It is someiimes convenient to scale ij>+ to ip*/H to obtain the symmetrical
form
H

,

H

,

Q

We now consider the iterative solution of the general adjoint equation. If, as
before, we write
as our iterative scheme, consider

and from
N

N

1

1

we get
This final limit is zero if i^jy —• 0. In general this will not occur in a critical system
but can be expected to be valid if (as is the case) there is no lowest mode component
in the converged iterates because there was no lowest mode in the adjoint source H.
This is indeed, in principle, true because Jx <f>Hdx = 0.
Certain standard solution programs, however, will fail because the iterated
solution is trapped against negative values and we have seen this is essential to
the generalised importance function in the critical system. This difficulty may be
overcome by exploiting the linearity of the adjoint equation as

Jv lf\wdx

Jy JJ2*pdx

and solving separately for
M>

^° +

H \d

=

° and

M

'^

+

U

^ld

=

°'

so t h a t tl>+ — rj>+ — rp£.

This as it stands will not work because the non-negative source will have
a fundamental component that does not allow the steady state assumption to be
satisfied. However, the iterative scheme can be adapted to give a useful result. Each
of the equations is iterated simultaneously, accumulating
N

I
l
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Although ip+N and ip£N do not now vanish, they do converge to the same function,
in magnitude as well as distribution since the two component sources overall have
been seen to have no lowest mode overall. Thus the iterative scheme is terminated
at such an N as makes ip*N — TJ>£N = 0.

Accuracy
Evidently these schemes have potential problems in accuracy over and above
the accumulation of round-off errors in the summation giving ip+. In the first place
the criticality of the system may not have been established accurately (or, equally,
A is not exactly known). Secondly, the adjoint source H depends on the integrals
Sx H\<f>dx and fx Hi<j>dx and so these may be in error via $(x), either because of the
same lack of true criticality or because of an inexact or unconverged solution for <j>
in the critical equation.
It is assumed that the formal equation Md> — 0 iterates satisfactorily, i.e.
gives a numerical solution that does converge, and does not oscillate nor diverge.
Nevertheless, the equations may not have been iterated completely to convergence
and will anyway be liable to round-off errors.
In general, the error analysis will be complicated but we can say something
relatively simple about the case where (/> contains a component 4>\ that is not the true
lowest mode, <j>o, solution of the critical equation M<f>o = 0. H will be formulated
with (fio + 4>i a n d s o it remains true that
-

0

Proceeding as before, we now find, however, that
(f>o

+ <f>l)M'^+dx

= 0 =

= / rp+Mfadx ± 0 .
This illustrates that if the adjoint source indeed contains a lowest mode component,
there is no valid solution to the adjoint equation. This will show up in the iteration
scheme by the failure of ipjf to vanish ; rather it will converge to a value that is
erroneous and should be subtracted. Thus in the event of convergence of rf)^ to a
value that is not zero, an amount Nipp/ should be subtracted from ijj+ as defined to
eliminate the lowest mode contamination.
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In the split scheme, for ip£ and Vif to be iterated but accumulated as
[i>a ~ V'kJ > a g a 'n neither ip+ and tj>^ separately will converge to zero but the problem is more that they will converge to different values. Then again, the appropriate
correction is to subtract TV W>ZN - ^wv] from the accumulator tp+ = £{* vtf}*n — V J

Conclusions
Existing iterative solution methods may readily be adopted to solve the adjoint equations needed for variational and perturbation methods applied to the calculation of ratios in critical (i.e. low power, source-free) systems. Care is needed,
however, in assessing the numerical errors involved.
We point out that this variational treatment can be developed into perturbation theory and this in turn allows the development of higher order perturbation
theory, at the cost of introducing additional forward adjoint equations to the iterates for every level of perturbation theory. Perhaps even more importantly, bilinear
expressions (e.g. for the reactivity in the perturbation of a critical system) can be
treated in this way, at the cost of additional equations to iterate. Our conclusions
are valid for these generalisations also.
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ABSTRACT
The paper emphasizes the impact of LWR-MOX introduction on the subsequent
Actinide management and the fate of reprocessed and depleted uranium. The spent
fuel from LWR-MOX contains in principle 75 % of the initially produced
Plutonium. This new source term has to be considered together with the minor
actinides (M.A.) from the conventional reprocessing. Subsequent LWR-MOX
reprocessing is the first step in a very long term Pu + M.A. management.
Recycling of Pu + M.A. in fast reactors to significantly reduce the Pu + M.A.
inventory (e.g. a factor of 10) is a very slow process which requires the
development and operation of a large park of Actinide Burner Reactors during an
extended period of time.
The overall feasibility of the P & T option will greatly depend on the massive
introduction during the next century of fast neutron reactors as a replacement
of the present LWR generation of NPP's.
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LIMITATIONS OF ACTINIDE RECYCLE AND WASTE DISPOSAL CONSEQUENCES
A GLOBAL ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION
Very much emphasis has been put on transmutation of minor actinides and long
lived fission products as an alternative or additional waste management option.
This approach supposes that quantitative recycle of uranium and plutonium can
be achieved and that the minor actinides and the fission products constitute the
only residual radionuclide stream to be reckoned with in the long term [1,2].
However the fuel cycle with reprocessing and recycle of plutonium in LWR's is
only a partial solution to the decrease of the cumulative plutonium inventory
resulting from LWR operation and leaves in the most advantageous case of a
double recycle scenario a residual plutonium inventory of ~ 50 % which remains
with the LWR-MOX spent fuel or, as a separated (and degraded) plutonium product.
The depleted uranium inventory and the separated uranium from reprocessing are
in terms of mass, large bodies which have to be stored in the short term; up to
now very little attention was given to these U inventories [3].
Recycle of UREPR0 in LWR's is one way to make proper use of an otherwise unused
product-stream, it results in a decrease of fresh uranium demand with its
environmental impacts during mining and milling. Depleted uranium can only be
used to a very limited extent in LWR-MOX fuel. If this product-stream from
reprocessing is to be exploited energetically, the use of fast reactors is a
necessity otherwise it will have to be stored as a strategic resource or
disposed as a waste.
In order to reduce significantly the Pu and M.A. source term the use of a fast
neutron spectrum device is indispensable. MOX fuelled fast reactors or Advanced
Liquid Metal cooled Reactor (ALMR's) constitute a first choice for the decrease
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of the Pu-M.A. source term. However as far as present developments are
concerned burnup maxima of 15 at.% and mean values up to 12 at.% have currently
been achieved. Consequently a large number of recycle operations have to be
scheduled in order to reduce the Pu-M.A. inventory of LWR-MOX spent fuel to e.g.
10 % of the initial Pu-M.A. content from U02LWR's.
Accelerator driven transmutation is a potentially interesting but very complex
technology which bears promises to reach much higher burnups than achievable in
fast reactors and to accelerate the actinides1 transmutation.
The nuclear power production in Western Europe amounts to 120 GWE and in the US
about 100 GWe; the other countries make up a joint capacity of 120 GWe.
Throughout the world about equal capacities (~ 130 to 140 GWe) are committed to
the fuel cycle with reprocessing and to the direct disposal option.
In order to normalize the data in this paper the quantities will be expressed
in appropriate units per Ton Heavy Metal (THM) and summarized per 100 GWe
installed capacity with a load factor of 0.8 and a mean fuel burnup of 40 GWd/T.
Table I summarized the output of a 100 GWe NPP park.
Table I
Annual Fuel Cycle Output from a 100 Gwe NPP park
Load factor : 0.8

Burnup : 40 GWd/T

Electricity production

700 TWh

Discharged fuel

2200 THM

Uranium content

2088 THM

Plutonium content per THM

10.24 kg/THM

Total plutonium inventory

22.53 THM

Total Minor actinide (M.A.)
inventory

2.58 THM

HLW

330 m° (88 t Fiss. Pr. + 2.58 T
M.A.)

This table shows clearly the magnitude of the residual actinide problem
(U+Pu+M.A.) which has to be resolved by an appropriate waste management strategy.
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2. ONCE-THROUGH-STRATEGY [4]
According to this scenario the entire output of spent fuel is to be stored and
eventually disposed of in deep geologic structures. Since a disposal site is
limited (in the US) to 70 000 THM according to the present US legislation, every
32 years a new disposal site has to be made available. The Pu + M.A. inventory
of such a disposal site would amount to ~ 800 THM Pu which is a worrisome
prospect. Taking into account that depending on the cooling time 57-66 % of the
Pu present is fissile material, the loss of resources amounts to 408-473 T Pu
fissile and long term criticality issues have to be investigated before adopting
such strategy.
3. REPROCESSING AND Pu RECYCLE STRATEGY
The reprocessing strategy with reuse of Hu in LWR-MOX fuel with partial reuse
of reprocessed uranium and with vitrification of high level waste is
historically the most important venture in Europe.
The quantity of Pu produced by 100 GWe NPP park amounts annually to 22.53 T Pu.
This quantity is sufficient to provide 20 % of a second core reload i.e. a park
loaded with 80 % U0 2 and 20 % M0X fuel. During this second core irradiation Pu
is produced in the U0 2 core and depleted in the M0X fuel. The overall balance
of electricity, fissile or fertile products, and waste streams is given in Table
II.
The economic benefit results from the surplus electricity production (140 TWh)
which has to compensate the costs of reprocessing, transport and M0X fuel
fabrication.
If we compare the date of Table I and II it is obvious that the total Pu
inventory after two "once through" cycles would amount to 45 THM Pu while it is
reduced to 33.7 THM Pu if a combination is made of one U0 2 and one U02-M0X cycle
with intermediate reprocessing and partial MOX use in the second cycle. The
overall Pu inventory reduction is important (25 %) but does not change the long
term waste management approach since a substantial fraction i.e. 46 % (or 15.68
THM Pu) remains occluded in the discharged MOX spent-fuel elements (Fig. 1 ) .
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Figure 1: Pu + M.A. Incineration Flowsheet
100 GWe = 2200 THW/year
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F.P.

Table II
Output of a 100 GWe NPP park with 20 % MOX Fuel at a
Global Burnup of 40 GWd/T after 7 Year Cooling
Electricity

700 TWh (560 TWh from U0 z 140 TWh from MOX)

Fresh fuel

2200 T (1760 T HM U0 2 , 440 T HM MOX

Discharged fuel

2200 T

1760 THM (U02)

1669 T U, 70.4 T FP, 18.02 T Pu, 2.06 T M.A.

440 THM MOX

404.5 T U, 17.6 T FP, 15.63 T Pu, 1.8 T M.A.

Totals

2073 T U, 88 T FP, 33.7 T Pu, 3.86 T M.A.

Reprocessing yields
of U0 2 fuel

1660 TU 18.0 T Pu, 250 m 3 HLW (70.4 T FP + 2 T
M.A.)

Spent MOX fuel

440 T HM (with 15.68 T Pu, 1.8 T M.A.)

3.1. Reprocessing of NOX fuel
Reprocessing of a spent MOX fuel load is technically feasible but much more
difficult than conventional U0 2 spent fuel. Table III shows a comparative spent
fuel composition of U0 2 and MOX fuel at the same burnup, 7 years after discharge
and the resulting compositions 100 and 500 years after discharge if no
reprocessing would have been done.
The technological difficulties associated with reprocessing of MOX fuel are the
following.
- Industrial reprocessing of large quantities (440 THM) of MOX fuel requires
a very advanced equipment to cope with the increased criticality risk during
MOX dissolution. The construction of dedicated head-end facilities has to
be envisaged. Small quantities of MOX fuel can be "diluted" with U0 2 fuel.
- The high concentration of a emitting nuclides particularly Pu-238 and Cm-244
will seriously increase the solvent degradation. The overall a level is 7
times higher with recycled MOX fuel than with equivalent U0 z fuel of the same
burnup. The use of centrifugal extractors in the first extraction cycle
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might perhaps mitigate the solvent degradation due to Cm-244, but the Pu-238
influence remains until the loaded TBP has been stripped in the BX column.

Table III
Evoluation of Pu and M.A. content in U02 and MOX spent fuel of 40 GWd/T
compared to reprocessing residues of U02 fuel [5,6]
SPENT FUEL CASE - QUANTITIES IN Ci/THM AND g/THM
t = 7 y
DECAY TIME
Pu-238

Pu TOT

uo 2

MOX

MOX

UO2

MOX

3.48 103
g 203

1.59 104
934

1.67 103
97

7.66 103
448

66.8
3.9

305.3
17.9

1.07 105
g 10,243
Ci a 4.67 103

5.20 105
35,644
1.95 104

3.79 103
9,140
3.78 103

1.68 104
30,175
1.11 104

9.84 102
8,826
9.84 102

3.68 103
29,065
3.68 103

0.4
g 569

0.166
237

0.49
705

0.6
848

0.56
810

2.28
3,947

1.5 103
9 438

8.2 103
2,400

4.2 103
1,230

2.43 104
7,110

2.20 103
645

1.25 10 4
3,675

25.6
9 128

198
996

25.3
127

196
987

24.4
122

189
950

21.1
g 0.408

152.7
2.96

2.2
0.042

15.9
0.308

-

-

2.75 103
g 34.1

3.25 104
403.2

78.6
0.97

927
11.5

-

-

0.27
g 1.59

14.1
46.18

0.268
1.58

14.0
45.82

0.26

13.5
44.3

0.56
g 1.83

1.67
5.43

0.55

1.647
5.35

0.52

Ci

Ci

Np-237

Ci

Am-241

Ci

Am-243

Ci

Cm-243

Ci

Cm-244

Ci

Cm-245

Ci

Cm-246

t = 500 y

t = 100 y

Ci

1.8
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1.52

1.7

1.55
5.04

- The occurrence of (900-1000 g Pu-238/THM) will complicate the Pu
purification, particularly the reextraction/stripping steps, due to a higher
level of TBP degradation products especially DBP which strongly completes Pu
species.
- The heat emitted by Pu-238 (0.5 W/g) will call for increased precautions
during the storage and transportation of Pu containers. This phenomenon will
become much more important if multiple M0X recycle would be considered.
The use of plutonium resulting from M0X recycle will mostly affect the
operations in the fuel fabrication plant where increased levels of Pu-238 and
Am-241 will boost the neutron and gamma radiation around the glove boxes.
- The neutron emission increases with 30 % when Pu from spent MOX fuel would
be reworked in a fuel fabrication plant. This will mostly affect the powder
mixing and grinding steps where large quantities of Pu bearing materials are
handled simultaneously. The multiple recycle of MOX fuel as would be
required in a P & T scenario will further increase the handling difficulties
and call for the development of fully "remote handled" fuel fabrication
facilities with remotely operated maintenance.
Delayed reprocessing of spent MOX fuel seems at the present state of the art of
the technology as the best alternative to direct disposal. A storage of 50
years, time period also considered for vitrified fission products, is beneficial
as it would decrease the Cm-244 content of the spent MOX fuel with a factor of
7 and ease further separations and purification operations. The choice between
disposal and reprocessing after that time interval will depend on the
availability of fast reactors or accelerator driven transmutation systems for
burning massively the Pu and residual M.A..
3.2. Minor Actinides and Fission Products' Partitioning
Reprocessing is an indispensable step in making Pu available for reuse in LWRMOX fuel as discussed above but this operation leads to the generation of HLLW
which contains M.A. and fission products. The fission products are a "short
term" concern. Each tonne of spent U0 2 fuel contains ~ 5000 Ci « emitting M.A..
In order of importance Cm-244, Am-241 and far behind Np-237.
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Vitrification of fission products is the last step before long term storage and
disposal. This implies that the partitioning operation of M.A. ought to be
carried out shortly after reprocessing. But during that time interval (7 to 10
years) Cm-244 is the strongest a emitter which will influence the methods and
equipment to be used for these partitioning steps.
Successively the partitioning operation will require the following separations:
• Extraction of M.A. + Rare Earths from HLLW.
• Separation of M.A. from Rare Earths.
• Conditioning Np, Am and Cm for long term storage.
The strongly radioactive Rare Earths and the highly-active isotope Cm-244 (a and
neutron emitter) interfere with the use of complex and fragile organic molecules
which undergo radiation damage. By combining the TRUEX process [7] with a
Actinide/Rare Earth separation (CMPA, DTPA) Am and Cm can both be removed
together from the HLLW.
The Am-Cm fraction has to be stored
transmutation scenario.

indefinitely or transferred

to a

The Rare Earths are recombined with the other Fission Products (Cs-137, Sr-90,
Ru-106, ...) and transferred to the vitrification facility. The vitrified
products have to be stored during ~ 50 years before disposal because of their
high heat output.
By delaying the reprocessing step, Am-241 instead of Cm-244, becomes the most
important a emitting radionuclide. Some long lived fission products are of
importance in a future partition strategy. Table VI contains the most important
long lived (t % > 30 y) fission products. The data for U0 z fuel are very similar
and are not treated separately.
As can be deduced from the data of Table IV, Cs-137 and Sr-90 determine the
decay pattern of the fission products up to 500 years. Beyond that period some
long lived fission products draw the attention: Tc-99 and Sm-151 make up 70 %
of the total residual FP activity but Tc-99 is the most important one because
of its very long half life.
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Table IV
Concentration of long lived fission products in Ci/THM
at different cooling times from HOX fuel irradiated at 40 GWd/T

Cooling times <jfter discharge
NUCLIDE
Se-79
Sr-90
Y-90
Tc-99
Zr-93
Nb-93m
Pd-107
Sn-121
Sb-126
Sn-126
1-129
Cs-135
Cs-137
Ba-137
Sm-151
TOTAL

t \ /(y)
104
28.5
equil.
2.1 106
1.5 106
3.6 10'
6.5 106
50
~ 105
equil.
1.6 107
2 106
30.1
equil.
93

7 y

50 y

100 y

500 y

0.4
3 .62 104
3 .62 104
15.7
1.5
1.42
0.32
0.41

0.4
1.27 104
1.27 10"
15.7
1.5
1.42
0.32
0.22

0.4
0.29
0.29
15.6
1.5
1.42
0.32
-

1.43
1.26
0.05
0.8
1 .07 105
1 .01 105
9 .08 102

1.43
1.26
0.05
0.8
3.97 104
3.97 104
6.54 102

0.4
3.77 103
3.77 103
15.7
1.5
1.42
0.32
0.11
1.43
1.26
0.05
0.8
1.25 104
1.25 104
4.54 102

1.43
1.26
0.05
0.8
1.21
1.14
20.45

4 .06 105

1.19 105

3.25 104

46.3

Though very low in absolute value 1-129 plays an important role in the dose to
man because of its biologic concentration in the thyroid gland. According to
present practice 1-129 is discharged into the sea or stored on land as Agl.
According to new trends in the reprocessing technology Tc-99 [8] can be
separated from the other fission products by an intermediate extraction process
between the HS and BX column of the first PUREX extraction cycle. However this
"partitioning" has not been conceived for environmental reasons but because Tc99 which is present in the F.P. mixture at a level of ~ 926 g/THM interferes
with the quantitative Pu (III) stripping from the loaded TBP as it destroys
hydrazine, a reductor used as valency stabilizer. The partitioning of Tc-99 is
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important as this very long lived nuclide could interfere with the long term
disposal criteria of HLW in oxidative conditions. In reducing geologic disposal
conditions (e.g. clay). Tc-99 is stable as a Tc-TcO2 compound with very low
solubility. From environmental point of view only Kr-85 and 1-129 are dispersed
in the air and in the oceans. Kr-85 with 10.7 y half life is not a long term
threat but 1-129 with its extreme long half life is a critical nuclide on the
very long term. If direct disposal is chosen as fuel cycle strategy the
presence of 1-129 may become the limiting factor of the repository.
Since Sm-151 is a member of the Rare Earth family and as its half life is 93
years, it vanishes within the scheduled period of disposal (i.e. between 1000
and 10 000 years).
The case of C-14 deserves special attention though it is an activation product.
During the dissolution of fuel it is discharged with the dissolver off gases but
can be trapped if deemed necessary (BNFL). The concentrated 14CO2 fraction can
be stored as BaC03. The ultimate destination of such C-14 concentrate is the
geologic repository [9].
4. LIMITS OF ACTINIDES' RECYCLE AND IMPACT ON DISPOSAL
Up to very recently the recycle of long lived Actinides meant only : the
recovery of M.A. from HLLW, the conditioning of M.A. for long term storage and
the preparation and irradiation of M.A. targets in nuclear reactors or
accelerator-driven transmutations. This way of thinking resulted from the
underlying philosophy that after reprocessing the "valuable" elements, U and Pu
were quantitatively recycled. In reality neither reprocessed uranium (UREPR0) nor
Pu are quantitatively recycled.
Whatever optimistic recycle scenario chosen large amounts of unused uranium will
have to be stored or disposed of if there is no massive break-through of the
fast reactor technology.
4.1. Residual uranium characteristics and their consequences
The radiological significance of residual uranium may not be neglected
especially because large masses are involved. Table V summarizes the data.
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A nuclear capacity of 100 GWe demands a uranium feedstock of 17 000 T/year which
is transformed into 2200 THM U 3.7 % [10]. The ore body containing the
extracted uranium contains 46.750 Ci a which remains on the mining site in the
tail ends. This activity decreases with the half life of Ra-226 (1640 y ) .
Table V
Comparative radiologic characteristics of U products in Ci/THM

Nuclide

Series

t My)

a/At

Nat. U

Depl. U

uoz

MOX

^REPRO

^REPRO

4 n

7

-

-

0.0475

0.0337

5

4 n+2

7

(0.3131)

-

0.0885

0.6264

8

4 n+3

7

0.0154

0.0035

0.0166

0.0069

7

4 n

8

-

0.311

0.0469

5

4 n+1

7

-

(2.58)

-

9

4 n+2

8

0.3303

0.3303

0.314

0.3048

TOTAL

0.3457

0.3356

0.77

1.0187

TOTAL (a) AT GEOLOGIC EQUILIBRIUM

2.75

2.67

6.05

7.556

U-232
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-237
U-238

73.6
2.74 10
7.1 10
2.39 10

1.33 10"
4.5

10

About 14 800 THM depleted U is accumulated per year and will reach its initial
activity level over a very extended period of time. This uranium "residue"
ought therefore to be considered as a strategic stockpile of uranium for a
future fast reactor era.
The spent fuel-uranium mass (2200 THM/100 GWe year) will contain 3.35 Ci/THM
after reprocessing and this a activity level will increase up to 6.05 Ci/THM at
secular equilibrium. This corresponds to 7370 - 13 300 Ci a for the total
uranium inventory of the discharged spent U0 z fuel. The « activity of U in U0 2
contained in MOX spent fuel is of the same order of magnitude.
Some minor actinides e.g. Np-237 which are at 0.16 to 2.28 Ci a/THM spent fuel
contribute only with 350 to 5000 Ci to the overall a activity. Such comparisons
ought to be further investigated in order to establish the effective
contribution of M.A. to the overall radiotoxicity in order to better understand
the potential benefit of a given recycle scenario.
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Recycling U from spent UO2 fuel involves that, apart from reprocessing which is
a necessity, a series of additional operations have to be carried out:
- fluorination of U0 2 to UF4 and UF6
- enrichment of U-235 from 0.8 to 3.7 %
- conversion to U3O8 and U0 2 .
Enrichment of UREPR0 has to be carried out in a centrifuge-enrichment-plant in
order to avoid permanent build up of Th-228 in the diffusion membranes of a
diffusion plant. During enrichment the concentration of lighter isotopes (U232, U-234) increases in the same proportion as U-235 (a factor of 7) and
multiplies with the same factor the a activity of recycled and reenriched
uranium. The ingrowtlTbf Th-228 reaches 30 % of the equilibrium value after 1
year, 50 % after 1.9 year, 84 % after 5 years and nearly equilibrium after 10
years.
The utilities should therefore be encouraged to recycle UREPR0 quickly in order
to avoid this buildup. However economic factors have led to the accumulation
of large inventories of UREPR0 in secular equilibrium with the Th-228 decay
series.
In the present economic circumstances of very low uranium market prices, recycle
of uranium has to be justified by other arguments e.g. decrease of dose to the
workers at the mining and milling facilities, or supported by waste minimisation
arguments or justified as a strategic resource preservation.
It is therefore not excluded that significant uranium inventories containing
radiotoxic impurities will be considered as a waste stream rather than as a
resource and will be conditioned for final disposal. In such a scenario the
separation and recycle of Np becomes from radiologic point of view unnecessary.
4.2. Recycle and incineration of plutoniun versus conventional disposal options
The first result of Pu recycle in LWR's is its "concentration" in a smaller
number of fuel elements reducing the MOX elements to 1/5 of the initial U0 2 spent
fuel elements. Secondly the total Pu quantity is reduced by 25 % in a single
recycle.
It is not excluded to consider a second LWR recycle but in that case "early"
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reprocessing has to be provided for, in order to avoid the loss of important Pu241 quantities.
However as explained above the reprocessing and fuel
refabrication operations are in that case complicated by the presence of Cm-244
and Pu-238. Long term storage of spent MOX fuel (~ 50 years) with reprocessing
and recycle of Pu and M.A. in a fast reactor park is probably the most realistic
scenario which transfers the Pu + M.A. inventory from a storage facility to a
reactor which produces at the same time electric power.
However the combustion also called "incineration" of Pu + M.A. is only a partial
process. At the present time the burnup i.e. the percentage of fission, varies
from 12 to 15 at. % which means that at the end of the cycle the fuel still
contains 85 to 88 % of the initial actinides. A strategy of Pu + M.A.
incineration involves obviously the gradual replacement of the thermal reactor
park by fast reactors. Such replacement will take decades to be accomplished.
A typical 1000 MWe fast actinide burner reactor has an initial loading of 6 T
Pu + A.M. and is operated over a 4 year cycle to reach burnups of 12-15 %. The
initial enrichment is 18 to 25 % total Pu depending on the isotopic composition.
The annual output coming from the LWR's is 22.5 T Pu which can be reduced to
15.68 T Pu if a single passage to LWR-MOX fuel is inserted.
The fast reactor park necessary to take up the large quantities resulting from
a 100 GWe LWR park is of course very impressive. In case of U0 2 fuel cycle 16
GWe FN Burner Reactors and in the MOX case 12 GWe have to be constructed and
operated to "use" the residual Pu + M.A. as a fuel. Each cycle takes 4 years
to be accomplished followed by at least 7 years cooling and two years for
reprocessing and fuel-refabrication. At the end of a 13 year's cycle of that
limited reactor park the initial Pu + M.A. load would be reduced to about 85 %
of the initial inventory. From then on a second strategic decision must be
taken with respect to the further elimination of the residual Pu + M.A. load by
fissioning. In order to reduce the annual output to e.g. 10 % of the initial
LWR output i.e. 2.5 T Pu + M.A. per year an additional fast reactor park almost
equal to the initial LWR-NPP park has to be constructed and operated during 14
cycles of each 13 years of the shrinking Pu + M.A. inventories (Fig. 2 ) . The
required "incineration" capacity strongly depends on the attainable burnup.
Table VI shows some typical values. The residual content of the cores 13-15 %
of the input have to be further fissioned or disposed of any way in a geologic
repository.
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Table VI
Actinide reduction yields

Burnup
%

Cycles

Years

F.R. Capacity
GWe

Pu + M.A.
reactor

Reduction
factor

15

14

182

72.6

13.6 %

7.35

20

10

130

52

13.7 %

7.29

25

8

104

44

14.5 %

6.9

30

6

78

36

15.8 %

6.3

Unless a real fast reactor-breeder economy is going to replace the present LWRU0 2 era it does not look very attractive to consider such massive investments
just to destroy Pu + M.A. with a factor of 7.
Accelerator driven transmutation is a potentially more interesting technology
since it can burn actinides to a much higher burnup than achievable in a fast
reactor. The bottle neck of increasing burnup lies with the cladding behaviour
but in this field considerable progress has been made with the ferritic steels.
If for example the burnup could be doubled to e.g. 25-30 % the elimination time
will be considerably shortened and the number of recycles significantly reduced
to 5 or 6. It may take several decades to develop this technology from the
conceptual design at present to a fully industrial plant in the first quarter
of the next century.
However for the same throughput the investment is also doubled and the
technological complexity of the accelerator-transmuter device may jeopardize the
operability of such a plant on a year round, 24 h a day, basis.
4.3. Disposal option of H0X fuel
In case of direct disposal 2200 THM spent LWR-U02 fuel has to be disposed of
every year. In case of a generalized use of LWR-MOX fuel the Pu inventory would
be reduced to 75 % and even to 56 % in case of two consecutive recycles. But
in this case the quantity of M.A. particularly Am and Cm will become much higher
and will dominate the radiological impact during the first 4000 years. A 100
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GWe NPP park with partial MOX loading produced as shown above about 440 THM/year
of spent fuel.
The disposal of Pu + M.A. rich fuel will necessitate a particular conditioning
operation by which any danger of critical ity is eliminated e.g. by embedding the
fuel elements in refractory type neutron absorbing materials (B 4 C). The other
precautions to be taken are nearly the same as for vitrified HLW.
However it must be emphasized that the decision to dispose of Pu + M.A. is more
of an ethical nature rather than of technical or radiological nature. A long
term retrievable surface storage of spent LWR-MOX fuel is therefore the most
adequate decision to be taken within the current decade.
4.4. Disposal of waste
Conventional reprocessing of spent LWR-U02 fuel produces apart from U and Pu a
HLLW solution which contains all the fission products and the most important
M.A. Presently this HLLW is stored for a few years and then vitrified. The
glass canisters are then stored for ~ 50 years till the heat dissipation has
decreased to levels acceptable for underground disposal.
As shown in Table I the net-volume of HLW to be stored amounts to 330 n^/year
in case of a LWR-UO2 scenario and 250 m 3 in case of a LWR-MOX scenario. Table
IV shows the specific activity of each of the important radionuclides, and
Table III gives an overview of the M.A. concentrations in spent fuel. The data
shown for the M.A. are also valid for HLW except the Am-241 levels which are
lower in case of reprocessing. The Am-241 levels in HLW after reprocessing of
U0 2 or MOX fuel are for completeness given below.

t + 7y

t = 100 y

t = 500 Y

U0z

MOX

U02

MOX

U02

MOX

Am-241 Ci/THM

1500

8200

1290

7066

673

3681

Am-241

438

2400

377

2066

196

1076

g/THM

In earlier publications it has clearly been shown that Cs-137, Sr-90, Am-241 and
Cm-244 dominate the radiotoxic potential during the first 200 years. Gradually
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However the concurrent production of additional power from these processes is
a condition sine qua non for a favourable outcome. This scenario implies the
deployment of a very large fast reactor park or of large accelerator driven
transmutation devices.
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ABSTRACT

1. Introduction
A deep geological repository for safe long-term storage of long-lived radioactive materials
(waste) arising from nuclear fuel irradiation in reactors is a need generally accepted, whatever the
strategy envisaged for further use of the irradiated fuel (e.g. : reprocessing and re-use of uranium
and plutonium ; no reprocessing and final disposal).
To assess the impact on the environment of a waste repository, one is lead naturally to consider
the impact of radiation on man and to define the radiotoxicity of the different isotopes.
The toxicity of the materials stored in a repository is function of time and at a given time is the
sum of the activities of each radionuclide multiplied by appropriate danger coefficients.
This time dependent sum R, is a source of "potential" radiotoxicity. It has been pointed out III,
that R does not measure "risk", which has to take into account "actual pathways and probability
of radioactive release to the biosphere".
It is well understood that (e.g. in the case of spent PWR fuel) the main contributors to R are
actinides, Pu being the main component (see table I). In the case of risk, the situation is by far
more complex and dependent on the modelisation of different geological environments.
In the analysis made in ref. 1, the predominant role of Tc-99, 1-129 and Cs-135 has been
pointed out.
The same analysis also stresses that actinides will be by far less relevant with respect to the
highly soluble and mobile fission products.

2. Goals and criteria
Waste management strategies are under discussion in most countries. Local conditions and
constraints induce different perspectives and goals. Moreover, underlying hypothesis on the future
of the fission energy option (i.e. phase-out in the next century, or extension beyond next century)
imply that transuranics can be viewed as waste or as fuel.
In absence of a unique approach, R and D efforts are aimed to investigate the possible means of
reduction both of the potential source of radiotoxicity and of the dose risk. Typical examples are
the OMEGA program in JAPAN and the SPIN program in France (see for example papers at the
GLOBAL'93 Conference, Seattle 1993).
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Moreover, to evaluate the benefits of the envisageable strategies and the trade-offs in a cost /
benefit analysis, and to define R and D priorities, it would be necessary to have established
accepted criteria or standards in order to appreciate the impact of the potential reduction of both
R and the dose risk.
This task also turns out to be difficult, and divergent opinions in this field only stress the need
for more international cooperation to gain a better mutual understanding.
Among the criteria that have been put forward we can recall :
- Reduction of the long-term radioactivity of nuclear waste sufficiently so that it may be
buried safety in a near-surface storage. This implies to reduce (e.g. in the case of spent
PWR fuel) the activity from a ~ 5000 Ci/ton level to - 0 . 1 ^-0.01 Ci/ton level. This
formidable task would require unrealistic decontamination factors in chemical separation
processes (if a reprocessing strategy is adopted 121), or the demonstration of the feasibility
of new advanced technologies for transmutation, which have been proposed 121, but which
are far from being demonstrated. Moreover, this criterion can be dangerously seen as an
alternative to a deep geological repository.
- Reduction of the long-term radioactivity of nuclear waste below the level of the mined
uranium one (necessary to fabricate the fuel) "as soon as possible". This criterion, proposed
as early as 1974 141, is still of a qualitative type and has been criticized / I / for not being
based on a valid standard for public health and safety. In fact the toxicity of mined uranium
ore is due mainly to the decay daughters Ra-226 and Pb-210, which reside in above-ground
mill tailings and, in the case of reprocessing, in the depleted uranium which is in principle
not a waste, but a material to be re-used. However important the issue of mine-tailings (and
of depleted U), their activity (~ 20 Ci/t) does not seem to represent a valid standard against
which one should measure the value of a potential reduction of the radiotoxicity source or
of the dose risk associated to a deep geological repository.
- Comparison of the resulting inventory of radionuclides in the repository after removal of
certain fractions of the actinides (i.e. in a partition - transmutation strategy), with the release
limits in the emerging US EPA standards and criteria 15,61. Very high decontamination
factors will be necessary in the chemical processes (i.e. losses) coupled with a very high
efficiency in the transmutation techniques 161. However, the authors of ref. 151, argue that
this approach in the US context could improve the licensability of the repository site.
From these few examples, one can draw the conclusion that at present it is difficult to establish
relevant and generally acceptable criteria for the reduction of the radiotoxicity of wastes.
A more pragmatical approach is to investigate a large range of radiotoxicity reduction
possibilities in realistic scenarios to point out priorities for R and D and to verify how a particular
strategy can help to cope with uncertainties related to modelling of geological sites, with concerns
related to abnormal scenarios (e.g. intrusion) in the assessment of a repository safety, and with the
public perception of the waste management issue.

3. Transmutation issues from a physics point of view
In order to investigate radiotoxicity (and dose risk) reduction possibilities in realistic scenarios,
one has to quantify the potential and the effects of different partitioning - transmutation
approaches.
In what follows we will be concerned only with the transmutation issues.
Two main issues will be addressed, namely a) transmutation potential of different types of
systems, in order to evaluate the transmutation effectiveness both for transuranics and for longlived fission product and b) consequences on the transmutation efficiency of realistic scenarios
(what reactor types for transmutation in what reactor park).
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3.1 Transmutation potential
From a physics point of view, the full transmutation of one isotope in a neutron field has to be
associated to the transmutation of the whole isotope family, to account for the possible build-up
of other isotopes, which also have to be transmuted.
To assess the feasibility of such transmutation process in a reactor one has to consider
constraints:
- neutronics: are there enough neutrons for the task of full transmutation ? What is the
maximum transmutation rate and what this rate does depend on ?
- safety: how the presence of the nuclei to be transmuted does influence the core safety
parameters ?
- fuel cycle : how affected decay heat, neutron sources, a activity,
- technologic : fuel fabrication and reprocessing issues to be accounted for,
- economics : the "cost" of the transmutation.
We will consider here the neutronics constraints, expressed in terms of demand Dj of neutrons
per fission for full transmutation of isotope i (or isotope mixture i) in a pseudo-equilibrium state
111.
In ref. Ill, it has been shown that D J R J J depends the TRU-type of isotope (or isotope vector),
on the flux level (moderately) and on the spectrum type (strongly).
Typical examples of D values (neutrons / fission) are given in the table below :

TRU-nucleus

Standard PWR

Pu-239
Am-243
TRUpwR - "vector"

-0.70
+ 0.30
-0.17

Type of n spectrum
Standard FR Thermalized spectrum
(4> ~ 10 1 6 n/cm2.s)
- 1.50
-0.60
-1.17

-1.00
+ 0.20
-0.60

Negative D values indicate "neutron production". Knowing that a neutron consumption of D c ~
+ 0.3 n/tission is required to compensate parasitic absorption and leakage, the previous table
underlines that to transmute TRU there is a shortage of neutrons in a LWR (i.e. need to increase
the fissile content), but not in a standard FR and, at a lesser extent, in a high flux thermalized
neutron spectrum. As a consequence, transmutation rates are restricted by the neutron balance
and by the power of the system. The latter is the only restriction in a FR.
This fact indicates the TRU transmutation is feasible in standard FRs and that, from a
neutronics point of view, no extra neutron sources are needed.
As far as "long-lived dangerous fission-products" (LLDFP), their transmutation rate is
proportional to the ratio :

G
DLLDFP
where G is the neutron surplus per fission available in a particular system : G = -(Dp ue ] - D c ).
For example, D j c . 9 9 ~ 1 and G = 0 for a LWR, G ~ 0.3 for a FR with BR < 0.5). It is then
clear that there is limited potential in standard reactors to obtain significant LLDFP transmutation
rates and that an additional source of neutrons may be required. This additional source can be
provided by the so-called hybrid systems (i.e. subcritical system + spallation by accelerated
protons).
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The maximum additional n source per fission (f.i) that one can get, is dependent on the fraction f
of the energy produced in the subcritical system that is used to produce the additional neutron
source:
u = — where K = - — E —
K
Efiss.z.Ti
with : Ep proton energy; z number of neutrons per proton; r| efficiency of the energy
transformation into neutrons.
For example if E p ~ 1.5 GeV, z ~ 50 and TI ~ 0.2, we have K ~ 0.75. This means that if all the
energy produced in the subcritical system is used to feed the accelerator to produce additional
neutrons, in that case u m a x = 1.3 n/f.
The maximum additional neutron source per fission corresponds to a high subcriticality :

e

v+ri

As a as proton current I, we can define 111 a simple relationship between |i and I :
zl

mA

mA
...
«0.1I
(for z « 50)
5 MWth
. MWth
This relationship simply illustrates the need tor an intense proton current if one wants to achieve
a high value of \x (i.e. in a strongly subcritical system).
Finally we get for an hybrid system a total neutron surplus GJJ :
u. «

GH

= Gs + u

where G s is the neutron surplus in the subcritical system as defined previously, and which is
maximum for a fast neutron spectrum, whatever the neutron flux level.

3.2 Realistic scenarios for transmutation in a reactor park - Pu recycling
If one turns now to the problem of how to achieve in practice a significant reduction of the
potential source of radiotoxicity R, from the data in table I, one sees that the first priority is the
Pu management. From a purely theoretical point of view, one can imagine to reduce the
contribution of Pu to the waste radiotoxicity to the level of the Pu losses in reprocessing (e.g. to
* 0.3 %). One would obtain the results of table II. Starting from those data one could further
evaluate the benefits of a selective separation and elimination of Am, Np, Cm, using theoretical
decontamination factors.
However, this procedure gives only a qualitative insight. In fact, the Pu which is left out (except
for losses) from the values of table II, has to be used in actual reactors. Its recycling should be
feasible (core and safety constraints) but also is should be such that one would also minimize the
inevitable further production (AM A) of minor actinides, whose contribution will more or less spoil
the results shown in table II.
Moreover, if Pu utilisation is seen mainly in terms of Pu consumption (APu), it is also useful to
consider the ratio AMA/APu, as an indicator of effectiveness in the use of Pu in order to minimize
MA productions.
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In practice, if one considers three types of 1400 MWe I.WRs fully fuelled with MOX (Pu vector
as issued from I.WR UOX enrichment 4 5 %. Bum-tip 55 (;WI)/t) with different moderator/
fuel ratios (namely Vni/Vj- I I, 2, 3), one obtains at the end of an irradiation of 55 GWd/t, after
3-years cooling time, and expressed in kg/TWhe
Vm/Vf
30
20
11
Standard
UOX-PWR

|AMAMPu|

AMA

APu

-68
-64
-54

t II
t 165
t 21 8

t 20

13,8

0 15
0 26
0 40
/

If one considers two F:FR-type of FR (without fertile blankets) and with average core
enrichment e 20% and e 30% respectively one obtains (in kg/TWhe)
Vn/Vf

APu

AMA

|AMA/AI'u|

e

20 %

- 17

*7

0 41

e

30 %

-42

*6

0 14

The results of the previous two tables confirm what is expected on physical grounds /«/, namely
that IRs allow to use Pu with a minimized production of MA and the interest of a I.WR MOX
reactor with high moderation
However, only one recycling has only marginal consequences on the radiotoxicity reduction, as
it can be seen from the following (able, where it is given the ratio of the radiotoxicity (R/TWhe)
of the loaded MOX fuel to that of the unloaded fuel, and its evolution with time
IO 2 y

lO^y

K) 4 y

] 27

0 9H

96

91

87

97

1 19
1 25

0 98
0 76

92

77

70

1 01

70

61

53

88

0 92

0 53

67

87

63

54

1

Vm/Vf
I.WR

MOX V m /V,-

V m / Vf
FIR e

10 y

II
20
.10

30 %

lO^1 y

10 ( > y

If Pu multirecycling is considered, the advantage of fast reactors becomes even more striking In
the following tables we give the evolution with multirecycling of the fissile I'u content, APu and
AMA in the three types of I.WR-MOX cores indicated above
The first table concerns a pure autorecycling (the unloaded fuel is loaded back in the core) and
the second table gives the same results considering the dilution of one unloaded MOX assembly
with four assemblies as unloaded from a standard LWR
V T ,/Vf
cycle 1
P» fissile content (%)

APu (kg/TWhe)
AMA (kg/TWhe)
|AMA/APu|

4 2
-68

• II
0 16

2
74
- 104
* 12 5
0 31

v,i/Vf

V .,,/Vf 2 0

3 0
3
91
- 122
* 45
0.17

cycle 1

2

60

76

-64

-79
t 25 6

t 16 4
0 26

0 32

3

86
- 90
t 12 2
0 36

Mullirecycling with no dilution

71

1 1

<y It 1

2

88
- 54
i 21 8
0 40

92

91

- 59
• 24
0 41

-63

3

* 25 9
0 42

V m /V f =3 0
Pufissilecontent (%)
APu (kg/TWhe)
AMA (kg/TWhe)
|AMA/APu|

v m^Vf = l

V n/Vf=2 0

1

cycle= 1

=2

=3

c>cle=I

=2

=3

cycle= 1

=2

=3

42
-68

4.8
-78

5.2
-83

6.0

6.8
-71

7.3

-64

-76

88
-54

90
-57

91
-59

+ 11
0.16

+ 15.8 + 18.6 + 16.4 + 20.8 + 23.2 + 21.8 + 23.0 + 23.8
0.20

0.22

0.26

0.29

0.30

0.40

0.40

0.40

Multirecycling with dilution
The inevitable degradation of the Pu vector in LWRs (and in particular in the high moderation
spectrum V m /Vf = 3 0) indicates that multirecycling should be limited as much as possible in
favour of an extended mutirecycling in FRs, which do not show a comparable Pu vector
degradation, and which can accept practically any Pu vector in the loaded MOX fuel, without
significant penalties in the core performances.
The following table summarizes the comparison of a high moderation LWR-MOX unloaded fuel
(after three cycles and with dilution, see above) and a high enrichment FR (EFR-type with
e = 30 %) :

3.3

APu

AMA

|AMA/APu|

LWR-MOX
Vo/Vf

-83

+ 18 6

0.22

FR EFR-type
e = 30 %

-57

+ 8.4

0.15

Realistic scenarios for transmutation in a reactor park - MA recycling

In terms of reduction of the potential source of radiotoxicity R, the effect of a realistic Pu
mutirecycling is given in figure 1
We consider three types of Pu recycling
The first one is a nuclear park where the Pu produced by LWR UOX is reused in a once
through high moderated LWR-MOX.
The second one is the same but we suppose three Pu recycling in LWR-MOX
The last one is based on the same scheme, but we use FRs to burn Pu
We consider some losses during reprocessing of the spent fuel (after three years cooling):
0.1 % for Pu, 100 % for MA.
Due to the fact that real Pu recycling increases the production of MA, we observe :
- the average theoretical gain is about a factor 10 (curve A);
- the real gain with the once through LWR-MOX is reduced to a factor 4 (curve B) With
three multirecycling the average gain is only a factor 2 ,
- the use of FRs is better, due to the lower production of minor actinides, the gain is quite
closed to the theoretical about a factor 7.
If we now consider the MA actinide contribution to the radiotoxicity, qualitatively we can
distinguish
- Am
Am-241 and Am-243 are the predominant contributors to R (see table II) for
t < 10 4 y ,
- Np
Predominant contributor for t > lO^y,
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- Cm . Significant contributor for t ~ 10^ y (due to the decay of Cm-244 into Pu-240).
In order to have a quantitative estimation of the potential reduction of the R source term, we
have made the following hypothesis on the partitioning process :
- The Np can be separated with a decontamination factor in the range 20+50 and routed to
the Pu stream.
- Am can be separated from the other trivalent components (Cm, Lanthanides) with a
decontamination factor in the range 20+50. The effect of possible contamination with small
amounts of Cm and Lanthanides has not been taken into account at this stage.
- Cm is left to decay mixed with Lanthanides. Its recycling in reactors is not envisaged.
Eventually, the Pu-240 built-up from decay will be retrieved for mixing and re-use with the
major Pu stream.
As far as fuel, the Np is considered homogeneously mixed to the standard MOX fuel. Am is
both considered homogeneously mixed to the standard MOX fuel, or loaded in the reactor in form
of targets with an inert support matrix (20 % AmO2 in a MgO matrix). In the case of targets
(heterogeneous recycling), the present hypothesis is only conceptual since detailed fuel studies are
underway on this subject 191.
As far as reactor type for MA recycling, a scenario based on previous studies /10/ has been
defined which privileges FRs. In fact applied studies / l l / , have confirmed the results of the
physical analysis, summarized in paragraph 3.1 and detailed in Ref. / 8 / : the recycling of MA in
MOX fuelled LWRs gives rise to significant demands for increased Pu content, to a worsening of
the reactivity coefficients and to significant increase of n sources and activity in the fuel cycle, and
this for whatever V m /Vf ratio (even if cores with a high V m /Vf seem to be preferable).
In the present case the chosen scenario is as follows.
The nuclear park is constituted by :
- LWR UOX (70 % of the total power of the park),
- LWR MOX (9 % of the total power).
The Pu produced by the LWR UOX is recycled in LWR-MOX (once through).
- FRs burner (21 % of the total power). The Pu issued from the LWR-MOX is recycled in
FRs with all the M A produced in LWR UOX and MOX
* Np is recycled homogeneously in the core,
* Am is recycled in the FRs blanket with Cm 245,
* Cm 242, 243, 244 are left to decay on Pu isotopes and are then recycled in the Pu flux.
We consider an equilibrium state and some losses during reprocessing : 0 3 % for Pu, 1 % for
Np, Am, Cm.
The consequences on the radiotoxicity source term reduction are shown on figure 2.
Here again one can observe that a realistic scenario implies a modification of the theoretical
reduction factors, which are associated to theoretical decontamination factors.
The benefits of the MA recycling and of the proposed strategy (including the intermediate
storage of Cm) are evident at any time on the R source term and are comprised between a factor
of40and80

3.4 Realistic scenarios for transmutation in a reactor park - LLDFP transmutation
We have indicate previously (paragraph 3.1) that there is a limited potential of standard fission
reactors to transmute massively LLDFP Some results were reported in Ref/13/, where the
concept of moderated sub-assemblies at the periphery of a standard FR was exploited, to benefit
both of the excess neutrons leaking out of the core and of the increase of the a c with moderation.
In order to explore the potential of a hybrid system, according to the analysis of paragraph 3.1
(see also Ref /12/), preliminary studies have been performed of a system composed of a proton
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accelerator (Ep = 1 6 GeV) coupled to a molten salts subcritical core The fuel for this core is in
the form of { { T R U I J O X - L W R } CI3 + Pb CI3], which acts both as spallation source and
multiplying medium. For a core power of 3000 MWth, Keff= 0 95, proton beam current
I = 75 mA and f (fraction of energy used to feed the accelerator) = 0.2, a transmutation rate of
Tc-99 (introduced as targets in the core) of 0.7 tons/year has been found, using standard methods
and codes (HETC cascade code to produce the n source coupled to a 2D neutron transport code)
More studies are under way to further detail the potential of hybrid systems for a larger range of
LLDFP
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TABLE 1
CONTRIBUTION OF EACH ISOTOPE TO RADIOTOXICITY (%)
IRRADIATED PWR FUEL (33.000 MWd/t)
3 years cooling -100 % Pu, Np, Am, Cm (open cycle)
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3.
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2.5

8.
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0.
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4.
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38.

Cm 243
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Pu238
Pu239
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Pu242
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Pu

Radiotoxicity (SV)

17.
5.
7.
61.

17.
22.
51.

58.
38.

7.
7.

3.

39.
3.
38.

53.
13.
80.
96.
75.
96.
90.
90.
7.37 109 2.07 109 4.75 108 2.6 107j 2.57 106 1.90 105

TABLE 2
CONTRIBUTION OF EACH ISOTOPE TO RADIOTOXICITY (%)
IRRADIATED PWR FUEL (33.000 MWd/t)
3 years cooling - Losses = 0.3% Pu; 100% Np, Am, Cm to the wastes
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THE SAFE, ECONOMICAL OPERATION OF A SLIGHTLY SUBCRITICAL REACTOR AND
TRANSMUTOR WITH A SMALL PROTON ACCELERATOR.

Hiroshi Takahashi
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York. 11973, USA.

ABSTRACT

I suggest that an accelerator can be used to increase the safety and neutron economy of a power reactor and tnnsmulor
of long-lived radioactive wastes, such as minor actinjdei and fission products, by providing neutrons for its subcricical operation.
Instead of the rather large subcriticality of lc=0.9-0.95 which we originally proposed for such a transmutor , we propose to use
a slightly subcritical reactor, such as k=0.99, which will avoid many of the technical difficulties that are associated with targe
subcriticality, such as localized power peaking, radiation damage due to the injection of medium-energy protons, the high current
accelerator, and the requirement for a long beam-expansion section. We analyzed the power drop that occurred in Phenix reactor,
and show that the operating this reactor in subcritical condition improves its safety.

I. Introduction
The safety of nuclear power plants is a major public concern, and the disposal of high-level
radioactive waste (HLRW) has also become political problem; hence, serious consideration has been given
transmuting the minor actinides (MA) and long-lived fission products (LLFP). After the collapse of the
Soviet Union, there has been great concern about the proliferation of weapons material, and the
suggestion of using weapon-grade Pu in commercial reactors has been vigorously pursued. The possibility
of nuclear terrorism urges us to make a nuclear fuel cycle system which is secure and resistant to such
acts. In satisfying the mandate to solve such problems, the accelerator technology [1,2],which has been
extensively developed in the last few decades, will play important role in nuclear fuel cycles.
To establish a nuclear fuel cycle which generates a stable supply of energy, we need a reactor
with excellent neutron economy. Argonne National Laboratory has been developing the metal-fueled fast
reactor as an integral fast reactor[3]. Its safety was demonstrated using the EBR-II reactor which has a
power of 62.5 MWt and a small core, making the Na density-coefficient negative. The processing cost
of metal fuel can be substantially reduced by using a pyrolitic process, which is more compact than
aqueous processing of oxide fuel. General Electric Co. has been developing the system of PRISM [4]
which is composed of nine 471 MWt small reactors.
This metal-fueled reactor is advocated as being suitable for transmuting minor actinides by fission
processes. However, because of its hard neutron spectrum, the neutron's life-time, the delayed neutron
portion, and the doppler coefficient are all small, and the Na density coefficient is more positive than that
of oxide fuel. Therefore, the operation of this metal fast reactor must be more carefully controlled than
a reactor with a soft neutron spectrum.
To reduce the positive reactivity caused by decreasing Na density in a regular sodium-cooled fast
reactor, the reactor has flattened core in which D/H = ( Diameter of core / Height of core ) > 2. Thus,
Pu breeding is poor and doubling time takes more than 30 years; indeed, it is so slow that the pursuit of
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breeder reactors is discouraged in many countries, and aside from which, Che fast reactor costs much
more than a LWR.
For a metal-fueled MA transmutor, a ratio of D/H of 5-6 is adopted to maintain its inherently
safe characteristics. This leaky reactor requires a large inventory of fissile material to compensate for the
large neutron leakage; this, in turn, greatly increases the linear power rate, so that it is more difficult to
remove heat from the flattened core. Also, the neutron economy is worse than that in a regular fast
reactor.
II. Power drop in the Phenix reactor
Over two years ago, the Phenix reactor [5] was shut down because disturbing phenomena were
observed: four negative reactivity transients occurred in August and September 1989 and in September
1990.
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Fig. 1 Neutronic chamber signals recorded during the thiid and fourth tript «t (he phenix reactor. Ref. S
Fig.2 Reactivity calculated from PhenU's power variation.

Figure 1 shows the remarkably similar signal curves recorded for each transient in the neutronic
chamber. The power drops linearly at first, then there is a symmetrical rise up to a level lower than the
initial value, a second oscillation with a maximum slightly over the initial value, and finally a decrease
corresponding to the control rod dropping about 200 ms after the start of the phenomenon. An extensive
study of all possible phenomena was carried out. Currently, the most likely explanations are thought to
be either a spurious signal (for example, electrical perturbation of the instrumentation), or a movement
of the core's sub-assemblies.
Assuming that this sudden drop in power was due to a change in reactivity, not in a spurious
signal, we calculated the variation in reactivity as a function of time from the observed change in reactor
power during the 4-th trip that occurred Sept 90. Figure 2 shows that the reactivity starts to drop at 40
msec and falls to about -87 cents at 80 msec. After this, the reactivity shows as oscillation, increasing
to -10 cents subcriticality at 130 msec and then dropping again to -25 cents at 180 msec. Between 220
msec and 260 msec, the reactivity becomes positive and then falls into large subcriticality as the control
rod drop into place.
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Our analysis shows that the change in reactivity has very similar shape to the change in power;
the oscillatory behavior suggests that mechanical vibration might have occurred in some component of
reactor core. The movement of core might be started by the sudden release of some stressed condition,
followed by mechanical vibration with period of about 10 msec.
We calculated the change in reactivity by a point kinetics equation with 6 delayed groups, using
the typical values for neutron life time and delayed neutron fraction ( beta value ) for a fast reactor. A
calculation using different values from the typical fast reactor such as ten times neutron life time, and
two times the delayed neutron fraction, cause very little change in the reactivity variation from the first
calculation. Thus, the effects of these quantities on the change in reactivity is very small.
III.The safety advantage of a sub-critical reactor.
When a small reactivity of 0.6/3 or 0.8 /S is inserted to a fast reactor operated in a critical
condition, the power increases as much as 10 or 103 times the normal power within 5 sec after insertion.
Due to the positive sodium density coefficient, short life time, and the small delayed neutron
fraction, the reactivity of the fast reactor, especially one with MA fuel, has to be controlled very carefully
in critical operational. In contrast, operating a reactor in subcritical condition gives an exceptionally
gentle change in power and reactor will remain in stable.
Figure 3 shows the power change of a subcritical reactor operated with spallation neutrons in
which the initial subcriticalities are -3, -6, -12, and -24 $, the reactivity of 1.1 S is inserted step-wise
at 1 sec, and the proton beam is shut down at 2 sec.
At most, the power increase is less than 44 % in the case of an initial sub-criticality of -3 $, and
when the proton beam is shut down, the power decreases to 40% of the initial power within milliseconds.
Thus, a subcritical reactor can be operated in a more relaxed condition than a critical reactor. The
safety of the reactor associated with criticality is greatly improved, and also, the subcritical reactor is
more economical because it does not require safety equipment to reduce risk. Figure 3 also shows the
level of decay heat generated, which we did not include in the calculation.

bucnoa of 1.1 S mcxrviiy
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Fig.3. Relative power change in subcritical reactor.
Fig.4 Relative power change of the phenix reactor operated in subcritical condition.
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As in the case of the power drop in the Phenbc reactor, it is not desirable for safety to operate
a reactor in which there might be sudden power change. When a reactor has large power fluctuations,
the fuel component and structural materials will be damaged by extra thermal stress; therefore we should
avoid power fluctuations.
In critical operation, a reactivity drop of 87 cent ( which is equivalent to a reactivity drops of
about 0.3 % in the fast reactor) results in a drop of the reactor's power about the half of its steady power.
When the reactor is operated in a subcritical condition, such a sudden drastic change of power can be
minimized.
Figure 4 compares the power changes when the Phoenix reactor is operated in the subcritical
conditions of 1, 3, and 6 dollars compared with critical operation. At 1 dollar subcritical operation, the
drop in power is 30 % compared with SO % of the steady state power in the critical reactor, and in the
3 and 6 dollars subcritical operations, the power drops become, respectively, 20%, and 10 % of nominal
power.
It has been considered that the large negative power coefficient ensures the safe operation of the
reactor. However, when a reactor has an excessively large negative power reactivity coefficient, a
sudden decrease in power introduces an increase in reactivity, and reactor power then starts to increase
and the reactor becomes unstable. Thus a reactor should not have excessively large negative coefficient.
But even when a reactor has such a large reactivity coefficient, the operation in the subcritical condition
becomes stable.
In the large fast reactor, to compensate for the positive reactivity caused by lowering the density
of the Na coolant, mechanism such as radial expansion of the core, elongation of the control rods, and,
in some MA transmutors, the flowering mechanism of the fuel assembly have been incorporated to ensure
an inherently safe operation.
If expansion of the core is prevented by some mechanical obstruction, the abrupt insertion of
negative reactivity can be triggered by a sudden release of core expansion: this scenario might be the
cause of the power behavior s lown in the Phenix phenomena. If mechanical obstruction occurs during
the accident scenario like unpi otected loss of flow, then positive reactivity will be inserted because of a
reduction in Na coolant densi; y ; this cannot be compensated for by radial core expansion. When the
reactivity insertion is close to 1 $, the consequence would be disastrous during critical operation.
However, if the reactor is operated in slightly subcritical condition, such as k=0.99 ( which is equivalent
to about 3 dollar subcriticality for regular fast reactor) by an accelerator, then there will not be a sudden
large excursion of power, and power will increase by only 50, percent as shown in figure 3.[6]
Reactivity control by the control rods is very slow, in the order of second. When a control rod
is dropped by gravity, its displacement in 10 m sec is only g*t2/2. = 4.9*10'2cm ( g = 9.80 meter/sec2).
Further, even a control rod driven by a forced spring cannot respond to the quick surge of reactivity that
occurs in milliseconds.
However, under subcritical operation, the power changes so gently that the reactor can be
controlled by slowly inserting the control rods. When power must be controlled quickly, it can be
regulated at a very fast rate by quick changing the charged beam power, because its electronic control
device has a very short response time of less than a milli-sec.
When we proposed using a subcritical transmutor operated by an accelerator[7], the subcriticality
of 0.9 -0.95 was chosen rather arbitrary to prevent re-critical ity occurring, which could happen if there
was a loss of coolant. Since the reactor's power can be controlled by the beam current, a control rod is
not required. This large subcriticality has been adopted in other subcritical transmutors.[8] However,
a degree of subcriticality which is chosen for a reactor is very important for the safety. If there was a loss
of coolant, it would melt the fuel assembly. Recriticality might occur, due to condensation of the melted
core. The choice of a subcriticality of 0.9-0.95 does not guarantee that re-criticality would occurs, and
our choice has not been validated further. Melting of the core is a very severe accident that should be
prevented from beginning. When a large subcriticality is adopted, many difficulties will be encountered,
including large proton accelerator power, local heat generation by local proton injection, and die
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considerable radiation damage.
Figure The power variations shown in Fig.4 are calculated with a point kinetic equation; the
power distribution was not taken into account. When the localized neutron source is inserted into a reactor
with the large subcriticality, power has a peaked and not flatten distribution. The large peaking power
factor is undesirable for safety reason, and the value of subcriticality chosen should reflect this concern.
When we use a small subcriticality, these difficulties will disappear.
Under subcritical operation, a kinetic behavior of the reactor's power is gentle and manageable.
When a large negative reactivity is required in an accident, a fuse-type of liquid control material can be
used to prevent the critical ity from occurring, and a few control rods then might be used to maintain this
small subcriticality.
To avoid radiation damage to the target, such as the accelerator's tritium production assembly
during direct irradiation^], the current of the 125 mA proton beam is spread widely, using a static
magnetic field; this configuration requires a long holraum region to use the spallation neutrons scattered
back from the target's surface.
IV. Accelerator
When a medium-size reactor or transmutor less than 600 MW-th is operated with slightly
subcritical transmutor, such as k=0.98-0.99, a small powered cyclotron accelerator of 4-2 MW is
sufficient. Presently, the PSI [10] is constructing a high-intensity spallation neutron source by upgrading
a two-stage accelerator facility: beam currents of l.S mA at an energy of S90 MeV are anticipated.
The SNQ program for the spallation-neutron source, studied by Forschungszentrum Julich studied
until 1987, was planning to use the 5 MW linac. For the new European pulsed-spallation neutron source
(ESS) program! 11], the basic design parameters chosen were for a high-power (5 MW), high current (1.7
mA) FFAG synchrotron as a possible accelerator.
The technology of circular machines such as the cyclotron and synchrotron, recently has been
improved so that they can now accelerate a higher current beam. Thus, the cyclotron, which does not
require a large physical area and has several benefits compared to linac, is a strong candidate as a small
power accelerator which can be used for transmutation and the fast reactor. The large power linac[12]
can be used to split proton beams to supply them to many reactor systems, as in a nuclear park.
To provide external neutrons for a subcritical reactor, the proton beam should be stable and
maintain a constant current, so that there are minimal power fluctuations in the subcritical assembly.
Persistent power fluctuations damage the fuel element, especially metal fuel, by causing their elongation.
The cyclotron accelerator used as the PSI neutron source currently has a 5 % fluctuation in beam power,
due to the instability of high current beam transport.
So far, the accelerator developed for nuclear and high energy physics has a small current, in the
order of microampere. The particle-beam intensity is so small that the dynamics of the beam can be
adequately treated as a that of an independent particle. High current beams create a high EM field which
affects the beam's dynamics; the kinetic equation of charged particle transport becomes non-linear, and
the stability of beam has to be analyzed by taking into account the wake field which it creates.
The transport theory for high beam current, such as break up of the beam is not well developed
but should be studied by accounting for the beams as plasma; such a study will not only suppress the
beam fluctuations, but also allow manipulation of the beam's expansion, which is currently carried out
by a static magnetic field. Beam expansion can be achieved using the plasma in the same way as it is used
for plasma focussing in e - e + collider. The use of the static magnetic field for defocusing the beam
requires a long expansion section; hence, radiation shielding becomes expensive and the use of neutrons
becomes cumbersome. Many plasma theories developed in the nuclear fusion program may be applicable
and this will be fruitful field for future accelerator technology, in the same way as the currently popular
free-electron laser.
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V. Neutron economy and transmutation of minor actinide and long lived fission products.
The Pu-fueled fast reactor has the capability to increase neutron economy because of the high n
value of high energy neutrons; however, the small core or the flattened core of large- powered fast
reactors are designed to reduce the positive Na density coefficient. These reactors, therefore, have a poor
neutron economy due to a large leakage of neutrons.
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Although breeding of Pu is not welcomed in the present political climate because of the more than
200 tons of military Pu accumulated in the last SO years, and fear of its proliferation Pu, a steady supply
to meet the future energy demands of the world is a necessity. Breeding can be achieved with a nonflattened solid core with a ratio of height to diameter close to 1, in subcritical operation with an
accelerator; this can be accomplished without incurring the problem of critical safety.
The use of the fast reactor to transmute minor actinides has been discussed. The transmutation
of MA by the fission reaction requires a hard neutron spectrum, but then it is more difficult to control
the transmutor. Concerning softening of the neutron spectrum, our recent study indicates that when fission
products such as, 90 Tc or 129 I, are transmuted in the neutron-moderated region located between the core
and reflector regions, the overall Na void coefficient becomes negative. However, when minor actinides
are added to the core region, this trend toward a negative value of the Na void coefficient is reduced [13].
For HLW management, so far we have concentrated mostly on transmuting the minor actinides.
Fission products, such as l29 Tc and I29 I, have long half-life times as do the minor actinides; further, the
toxicity of FP also is high, although its beta decay is not so harmful as the alpha decay of minor
actinides.
A high neutron flux can be generated effectively by removing the heat of fission using a particle
fuel or a liquid fuel, such as molten salt. The products created by fission which have a large cross-section
of neutron capture should be removed immediately, and the core should not have excessive fissile fuel
to prevent excessive neutron capture; therefore, the amount of fissile material should be kept at a
minimum but frequently replenished.
To transmute FP at a high rate, it is desirable to change the solid fuel elements while the reactor
is running; when the reactor is operated in the subcritical condition, this fuel change can be made much
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more readily without jeopardizing safety than in the critical reactor. Even in the liquid-fuel reactor,
reactivity might fluctuate due to the turbulent flow of the liquid fuel, and again, subcritical operation can
provide a great safety feature.
The yield of LLFP is not small, and many neutrons are required to transmute these FPs. Our
study [6] of the energy requirements for transmuting LLFP indicates that when spallation neutrons are
used, whose energy cost is 30 MeV of proton beam, then a subcritical transmutor with k = 0.7 gives the
energy break-even; a 300 MW proton beam power is required to transmute the 16.48% yield of LLFP,
such as ( 9 *Tc+ l 2 9 I + 8S Kr+ 93 Zr), created by a 1 GWe LWR in which the spallation neutrons are not
multiplied. When they are multiplied in the subcritical reactor at k=0.99 and when the ratio nt of neutron
capture by LLFP to the total neutron capture is 20%, the proton power becomes 4 MW. By increasing
this capture ratio, the proton beam power required is reduced in inverse proportion to i\{. Fig.5 shows
the proton current required to transmute 16.5 % LLFP using 1 Gev Proton accelerator.
Although, we have discussed to the transmutation of the minor actinide as HLWM, we can use
the MA very usefully to prolong fuel burn up; therefore it would be valuable to use MA in the subcritical
reactor instead of simply incinerating it. The metal-fuel fast reactor has a small reactivity swing so that
it does not require MA for a long burn-up time. Due to the presence of Na as coolant and covering
material of the core, refueling takes longer and is a more complicated procedure than in the LWR.
Therefore, infrequent fuel exchanges are desirable. Because the addition of MA can change the reactivity
swing to a positive one, we can lengthen the time for fuel burn-up, provided that the metallurgic
properties of the fuel are not greatly changed by the accumulation of fission products.
VI. Conclusion
An accelerator can operate a reactor running in subcritical condition with great safety. With
subcritical operation, a high neutron economy can be achieved, which, in turn, can lead to a high rate
of breeding of fissile fuel or transmutation of MA and LLFP without jeopardizing the reactor's safety.
Accelerator technology has progressed greatly in the last few decades and the cost of the
accelerator has become a small percent of the cost of nuclear energy generation when the reactor or
transmutor is run in a slightly subcritical state. Due to the substantial increase in safety, and the increase
in efficiency of breeding gain or uansmutation, the cost of this nuclear system can be reduced below that
of the present critical operation. Furthermore, the present reactor does not necessarily need to be changed
to adopt a slightly subcritical operation. When a safer operation is required using other types of reactors,
such as the Pb coolant or molten-salt reactor, then the experience gained from the accelerator-driven
reactor or transmutor will play an indispensable role. By adding MA to Pu-fuel, the burn up reactivity
becomes small; thus we should use MAs in the reactor rather than incinerating them.
The first phase of nuclear energy development has been successfully completed by the LWR,
despite the Three Mile accident. To use this vital nuclear energy source more extensively in the near
future, reactor safety must be more strengthen, and problems of high level waste material and the
proliferation of nuclear material must be solved so that the public can accept nuclear energy more readily
as major source of energy. New technologies are emerging and in the second phase of development, we
should actively use these advanced technologies to make nuclear energy systems more friendly to the
society. The use of the accelerator can be one of the options for this purpose, and will be followed by
the more inventive technologies in the future.
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ABSTRACT
A number of variations on the original PHOENIX theme were studied.
The basic rationale of the PHOENIX incinerator is making oxide fuel of
the LWR waste minor actinides, loading it in an FFTF-like subcritical
core, then bombarding the core with a high current beam of accelerated
protons to generate considerable energy through spallation and fission
reactions. As originally assessed, if the machine is fed with 1600 Mev
protons in a 102 mA current, then 8 core modules are driven to transmute
the yearly MA waste of 75 1000 MW LWRs into Pu238 and fission products;
in a 2 years cycle the energy extracted is 100000 MWd/T.
This performance cannot be substantiated in a rigourous analysis. A
calculational consistent methodology, based on a combined execution of
the HERMES, MCNP, and KORIGEN codes, shows, nonetheless, that changes in
the original PHOENIX parameters can upgrade its performance.
1. The original PHOENIX contains 26 tons MA in 8 core modules; the
1.15 m**3 mudule is shaped for 40% neutron leakage; with a beam of 102
mA the 8 modules are driven to 100000 MWd/T in 10.5 years, burning out
the yearly MA waste of 15 LWRs; the operation must be assisted by grid
electricity.
2. If the 1.15 m**3 module is shaped to allow only 28% leakage, then
a beam of 102 mA will drive the 8 modules to 100000 MWd/T in 3.5 years,
burning out the yearly MA waste of 45 LWRs. Some net grid electricity
will be generated
3. If 25 tons MA are loaded into 5 modules, each 1.72 m**3 in volume
and of 24% neutron leakage, then a 97 mA beam will drive the modules to
100000 MWd/T in 2.5 years, burning out the yearly MA waste of 70 LWRs.
A considerable amount of net grid electricity will be generated.
4. If the lattice is made of metal fuel, and 26 tons MA are loaded
into 32 small modules, 0.17 m**3 each, then a 102 mA beam will drive the
modules to 100000 MWd/T in 2 years, burning out the yearly MA waste of
72 LWRs. A considerable amount of net grid electricity will be produced.
A further utilization of the 44% neutron leakage can be contemplated.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years the idea of utilizing spallation reactions in subcritical cores has bred a number of accelerator-cores concepts {I - 3 ) .
Common to all these is the assumption that future accelerators will
deliver protons of about 1600 MeV, in currents ranging from a few tens
to a few hundreds of mA. Such high power proton beams will be required
if the accelerator-core machines are to be used as practical transmuters
of LWR waste isotopes.
The entry of a high energy proton into a target gives rise to a host
of spallation reactions. The total neutron output per proton depends on
the target volume, mass number of target nuclei, and proton energy. It
is an increasing function of all three, and may reach 50. These neutrons
emerge with a hard spectrum, hence their envisaged utilizations as
transmutation agents proceed via two avenues, namely directly within the
hard spectrum or after thermalization. The fractional transmutation rate
of a nuclide, e.g. the percentage transmuted in a year, is proportional
to the effective one-group absorption cross section of the nuclide and
to the average total flux. Comparing hard with thermalized specrta, the
former yield higher fluxes, the latter sustain higher cross sections.
An incineration machine combines a proton accelerator with a core. In
most studies the core is divided into a 'target' and a 'blanket'. The
former is usually the core center, made of high mass materials, target
for the protons. The latter is the site where transmutation takes place.
Such 'blankets' may contain also fuel, if fuel is utilized to enhance
the flux of spallation neutrons streaming out of the target. In thermal
concepts a moderator region intervenes between target and blanket.
In the PHOENIX concept, addressing the hazard of the long-lived minor
a c t i m d e s waste, the target and blanket are one and the same. The proton
beam enteres an FFTF-type core, initiating the transmutation of
americium and neptunium, the fuel in the core. By fission, capture and
decay the Np and Am transform into Pu238 and fission products (3).
A comstent calculational methodology for proton-driven subcritical
cores {4} was used to recalculate the original PHOENIX. The resulting
performance fall short of the performance claim of the originators.
Built of mostly intermediate and low mass number materials, and shaped
for high leakage, the original PHOENIX will deliver only 1/5 (to 1/3,
if basic neutron data uncertainties are considered) of the claimed power
and thus will serve a smaller LWR community than envisaged. Also in
discord with the originators, the PHOENIX enjoys a very small reactivity
swing during a 100000 MWd/T operation.
Varying design parameters in the original PHOENIX helps regain most
of its envisaged performance. Reshaping the PHOENIX 1.15 m**3 module for
minimum (28%) leakage increases the spallation neutron yield (be^-ow
20 MeV) from 20 to 30, and the B.O.C criticality from .825 to .880,
resulting in a much shortened cycle. Utilizing a larger core module
of 1.72 m**3 further increases the neutron yield and criticality to,
respectively, 32 and .905, bringing the cycle period down to 2.5 years.
If one allows the options of metal fuel {51 and a proton beam splitup
to many (a few tens of) small current beams, then with a core module as
small as 0.17 m**3 the PHOENIX cycle can be trimmed down to 2 years,
serving at the same time as a neutron source (each module with 44%
leakage) for further incineration applications.
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ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS OF PROTON CURRENT REQUIREMENTS
The performance of a . 10s;NIX-type machine may be approximately
assessed with the help of some elementary considerations. The number of
protons in a current of I miliampers is
I(mA) <=> 6 (10**15) I
protons/sec
Let
n = number of spallation neutrons produced per one beam proton,
M = k/(l-k) = multiplication of the spallation source by fissions,
P = neutron production rate in the target
Then
P = 6 I n M (10**15), neutrons/sec.
Let
f = average target flux, neutrons/cm2/sec
s = effecive microscopic 1G abs. xsection of the fuel, barns
N = number density of the fuel, l/(barn*cc)
V = target volume, cc
Then also, from a simple balance, and neglecting leakage,
P = N s fV
Let
gl= fuel load in the target, gr
For simplicity assume a mass numer 240 for the fuel, then
gl= (240/0.6) N V = 400 N V
Let
dt = time period, sec
df = destruction fraction of the fuel in time period dt
from elementary considerations
df = 1. - exp{-(dt)(s)(f)}
if the destructed fraction is relatively small during dt, then
df = (dt)(s)(f)
for a period of dt = 1 Ye.ir one obtains
1Y df = 0.031sf , s in barns, f in units of 10**15
Let
gd= number of grams fuel transmuted in 1Y,
then
gd= 0.031 s f (400) N V = 12.4 N s f V = 12.4 P
Let
L = number of LWRs whose waste minor actinides is to be transmuted
in the target in 1Y (the no. of LWRs 'serviced' yearly)
W = number of waste minor actinides grams per PWR per 1Y
If one fixes the number of grams M.A. transmuted in 1Y to equal the
amount of M.A. appearing in 1Y in the waste of L LWRs, namely
gd= LW
then
12.4 (6) I n M = L W
from which, the current required is
I = 0.0134 L w /n/M
Simplifying next by equating the effective 1G target abs. mic.
xsection with that of the fuel in the target (i.e., neglecting
absorptions in other target componenets), one may proceed with some
specifications as follows:
L = 100 , namely 100 LWRs are to be 'serviced' yearly
W = 35000 grams minor actinides waste per LWR per 1Y
n = 30
as an upper limit for the neutron yield per one beam
proton in a large target whose volume is occupied mostly by materials
of low and intermediate mass numbers
k = .85 to .95 as typical of the criticality range envisaged for
an operation of a PHOENIX machine
These specifications, coupled with che last equation above, then
yield
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As will become evident from the detailed analyses of PHOENIX
variations below, these are reasonable estimates.
An estimation of the relation between proton currents and neutron
fluxes may be obtained directly from the 'production-absorption'
balance, namely
6 I n (M+l) (10**15) = N s f V
resulting m
= 6 (10**15) I n / { (1-k) V (Ns)} ,
n/cm2/sec
Specifying, for example,
n = 30
k = 0.9
V = 1000000 cc (1 meter cube)
Ns = 0.01 I/cm, as a typical value for hard spectra
then
a 10 mA current will result in a flux of 0.18 (10**16) n/cm2/sec
a 100 mA current will result in a flux of 1.8 (10**16) n/cm2/sec
Again, detailed results below for the various-type PHOENIX core modules
show these to be reasonable flux estimates.

PHOENIX VARIANTS
The analysis of the following four PHOENIX-Iike machines was performed
by a consistent methodology in which the codes HERMES,MCNP, and KORIGEN
combine to enable burnup studies of proton driven subcritical cores.
A detailed description of the methodology is given in reference 4.
1. In an effort to keep the number of parameters to a minimum the
original box-shaped PHOENIX {3\ was replaced with a cylindrer, the
proton current entering through a base. The 1st cylinder analysed had
the original volume of 1.15 meter cube; in order to keep also to the
original 40% neutron leakage it had the dimensions of 48.5cm/174cm,
height/diameter. Table 1 is a summary of the performance of this targetcore . Due to the high leakage, coupled with the fact that most of the
core is occupied with light and intermediate mass number materials, the
number of neutrons produced by the spallation reactions below 20 MEV is
just 20, not 50 as factored in the analysis of the PHOENIX originators.
In a burnup of 100000 MWd/T the changes of material densities have
both positive and negative effects on the core criticality. On the one
hand Pu238 replaces 9% of the minor actinides, raising the k-eff; on
the other hand the generation of fission products decreases criticality
through increased leakage (smaller cross sections) and absorption. The
balance is a very small reactivity swing, a most favorable operational
feature. This is in contrast to the originators assessment of a very
large swing, from about .80 to over 1.0.
The combination of a relatively weak spallation source with a low
criticality renders the power generated by the original PHOENIX only
about 1/5 of the claimed power. It means that the destruction of about
800 Kg MA in a PHOENIX module takes about 10 years rather than 2 years.
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or in other words that an 8 module PHOENIX machine can serve the MA
incineration needs of about 15 LWRs, not 75 as claimed. Further, this
original PHOENIX is a net consumer, not producer, of grid electricity.
The isotopics of the fuel at EOC is about as in the original PHOENIX
report (3(. The MA isotopics at EOC and BOC are not much different so
that the establishment of an equilibrium operation, waste MA replacing
in the core the incinerated MA, can be safely assumed. This point was
demonstrated in more detail by the PHOENIX originators.
2. To increase the power of the PHOENIX machine one has to minimize
the leakage out of the core. Rouhgly, neutron leakage will be minimal
for the minimal cylinder surface; therefore the 1.15 meter cube PHOENIX
module was reshaped with equal diameter and height, hence a 28% leakage.
Table 2 summarizes the performance of this module. It can be seen that
the spallation neutron yield is 30, compared with 20 in the original
40% leakage module, and the BOC criticality is .88, not the original .83.
As a consequence this variant is considerably more powerful, delivering
net grid electricity and reaching 100000 MWd/T in 3.5 years. The higher
power density is well below 1 MW/Liter, a reachable value for Na cooled
pin structured lattices. The reactivity swing is, again, very small.
3. The above PHOENIX variant may be further upgraded if 5.0 tonnes
of MA are loaded into a 1.72 meter cube module, compared with 3.3 tonnes
loaded into a 1.15 meter cube core, as in the above variants. Now the
neutron leakage is trimmed down to 24%, yielding a 100000 MWd/T cycle
length of 2.5 years, with increased net grid electricity delivery. The
criticality swings from a BOC .90 to a EOC .95. The reactivity gain in a
Na voiding is 5%, therefore the module remains subcritical when coolant
is lost. This PHOENIX variant is the closests approach the original 2
year cycle claim, without entering the regime of Na voided supercritical
cores. A performance summary is given in Table 3.
4. A powerful PHOENIX variant can be envisaged if one considers metal
fuel. Specifications for MA metal fuel can be found in ref. 5. volume
fractions of the lattice components remain arout the same as with oxide
fuel, but the higher actinides density coupled with the harder neutron
spectrum render this variant much more reactive than the oxide variants
described above. As a result a small module of 0.17 meter cube has a
high BOC criticality of .94, sustaining at the same time a high neutron
leakage of 441. The 100000 MWd/T cycle now takes 2 years, with a net
production of grid electricity. There is a small downward reactivity
swing during the cycle. A performance summary is given in Table 4.

SUMMARY
Some of the engineering and performance parameters of the four PHOENIX
variants here studied are tabulated below. In all four variants the
modules are FFTF type lattices (except that variant 4 has metal fuel).
In each of the four machines the total minor actinides load is 26 tonnes.
Due to uncertainties m
basic interaction data the performance values
quoted in the table cannot be considered accurate to better than 30%

PHOENIX
variant

proton
current

fuel
type

no. of
modules

mA
original

2
3
4

102
102
100
102

oxide
oxide
oxide
metal

8
8
5
32

module
volume RxH
m3
cmxcm
1.15
1.15
1.72
0.17

87x48
57x113
65x130
30x60
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machine
to grid
<MW>
- 640
+ 640
+2500
+2200

neutron
leakage
%
40
28
24
44

LWRs
served
yearly
15
45
70
72
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TABLE 1

PHOENIX - OXIDE FUEL - 4 0% LEAKAGE

target
lattice
fuel mixture
coolant
Kg. m.A.loaded
leakage (BOC)
protons energy
beam current
beam requires

n-spall
k-eff
leakage
flux
MW/Liter
trgt MW
grid mW
MWd/T

B.O.C.
20.8
.825
39.9 h
5.34+14
.072
83.5

cylindrical, height/diameter = 48.5cm/174cm
FFTF
oxide M.A. from the CURE process ('PHOENIX' fue
sodium
3330
40.0 1
1600 MeV
12 mA
20.8 MW(protons)*8 = 166 MWth target power
730 d
20.6
.829
40.0 %
5.53+14
.075
86.3

3800 d
20.6
.833
41.2 %
5.96+14
.078
90.3

-82

-80

-76

0

18600

100000

5530 d

0.0

Kg. in target
He

4

Kg. difference
5530d - BOC

4 .084e+00 4 .468e+00

Na 22
Na 23
Mg 24
Mn 55
Fe 55
Fe 56
Fe 57
U 232
U 233
U 234
U 235
U 236
Np235
Np2 3 6
Np2 37
Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Am241
Am242m
Am243
Cm242
Cm243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Cm247

6 .353e-01
4 .442e+02 4 .441e+02
2 .258e-04
7 .788e-04
3 .390e+02 3 .390e+02
1 .027e-02
1 .027e-02
3 .687e-02
1 930e+03 1 .929e+03
3 .497e-01
1 .119e-05
7 .639e-04
4 .211e-01
4 .940e-0?
4 .556e-0-i
3 .809e-03
7 .213e-02
1 372e+03 1 .316e+03
5 .928e+01
2 .834e-01
4 .279e+00
1 .841e-02
8 .558e+00
1 601e+03 1 .512e+03
5 .892e+00
2 884e+02 2 .763e+02
1 .245e+01
5 .891e-02
5 605e+01 5 .769e+01
3 310e+00 3 .637e+00
1 .765e-02
8 .815e-05

(total)

6.034e+03 5.970e+03 5.678e+03 5.678e+03

0 16
Ne 22

(ORIGINAL DESIGN)

4 .439e+02
3 .606e-03
1 .863e-03
3 .387e+02
5 .594e-02
1 .664e-01
9 .002e-02
1 .925e+03
1 .902e+00
1 .171e-03
3 .283e-03
1 .211e+01
3 .618e-01
1 .612e-02
4.742e-03
2 .813e-01
1 .093e+03
2 .884e+02
6 .860e+00
2 .175e+01
4 .035e-01
3 .905e+01
1 .173e+03
2 .276e+01
2 .293e+02
1 .057e+01
2 .948e-01
6 .079e+01
4 .946e+00
1 .104e-01
2 .564e-03

4 .439e+02
4 .375e-03
1 .093e-03
3 .387e+02
5 .596e-02
2 .025e-01
5 .389e-02
1 .925e+03
1 .902e+00
1 .616e-03
4 .016e-03
1 .667e+01
3 .656e-01
2 .llle-02
1.321e-03
2 .813e-01
1 .097e+03
2 .940e+02
6 .916e+00
2 .615e+01
3 .673e-01
3 .910e+01
1 .169e+03
2 .253e+01
2 .292e+02
5 .320e-01
2 .808e-01
5 632e+01
4 .945e+00
1 103e-01
2 564e-03

f i s . p r d 0.000e+00 6.190e+01 3.462e+02 3.462e+02
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-275
+294
+ 6 9
+ 26 2
+ 39 1
-432
+ 22 5
- 59 2

+ 0 3
1 6

+

+346.

TABLE 2.

PHOENIX - OXIDE FUEL - 28% LEAKAGE

target
lattice
fuel mixture
coolant
kg. m.a. loaded
leakage (BOO
protons energy
beam current
beam requires
n-spall
k-eff
leakage
flux
MW/Liter
trgt MW
grid taw
MWd/T

B.O.C.
30.2
.881
28.0 %
1.47+15
.180
208

42
0

cylindrical, height/diameter
113cm/114cm
FFTF
oxide M.a. from the CURE process ('PHOENIX' fuel)
sodium
3330
28.0 %
1600 MeV
13 mA
20.8 MW(protons)*8
166 MWth target power
365 d
30.6
.888
28.8 %
1.59+15
.202
233
67
24200

1095 d
30.4
.907
29.8 %
2.00+15
.255
294
128
82000

730 d
30.3
.900
29.2 %
1.81+15
.230
265
99
51500

Kg. in target
He 4
0 16
Ne 22
Na 22
Na 23
Mg 24
Mn 55
Fe 55
Fe 56
Fe 57
U 232
U 233
U 234
U 235
U 236
Np235
Np236
Np237
Pu236
Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Am241

1 .930e+03

•')

1 372e+03

1 601e+03

Am242jn

Am243
Cm242
Cm243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Cm247

5 .316e-01 1 .426e+00 2 .419e+00
4 .440e+02 4 .440e+02
6 .237e-04 1 .343e-03
2 .201e-03 3 .153e-03
3 .389e+02 3 .388e+02
1 .385e-02 2 .887e-02 4 .596e-02
7 .514e-03 2 .835e-02 6 .116e-02
5 .617e-02 1 .042e-01 j 4 97e-01
1 .929e+03 1 .928e+03 1 «6e+03
4 .725e-01 9 .832e-01 1 .564e+00
9 .162e-06 7 .840e-05 2 .699e-04
3 .501e-04 6 .712e-04 .333e-04
2 .410e-01 1 .068e+00 2 .474e+00
3 .902e-03 2 .22 6e-02 7 .020e-02
1 .296e-04 6 .240e-04 1 .830e-03
6 .687e-03 1 .034e-02 1 .272e-02
9 .475e-02 1 .763e-01 2 .472e-01
1 .2936+03 1 .213e+03 1 .127e+03
1 .207e-04 5 .266e-C4 1 .242e-03
6 .822e+01 1 .514e+02 2 .333e+02
3 .832e-01 1 .696e+00 4 .162e+00
2 .254e+00 4 .614e+00 7 .047e+00
1 .351e-02 5 .472e-02 1 .282e-01
1 .139e+01 2 .242e+01 3 .342e+01
1 .486e+03 1 .371e+03 1 .251e+03
7 .789e+00 1 .456e+01 2 .052e+01
2 .722e+02 2 .559e+02 2 .388e+02
2 .734e+01 3 .283e+01 3 .499e+01
1 .460e-01 3 .967e-01 6 .737e-01
6 .171e+01 6 .686e+01 7 .178e+01
3 .774e+00 4 .304e+00 4 .922e+00
2 .421e-02 5 .334e-02 9 .026e-02
1 .610e-04 6 .965e-04 1 .763e-03

4 .442e+02 4 .441e+02
1 .658e-04
1 .192e-03
3 .390e+02 3 .390e+02

2 884e+02
5 605e+01
3 310e+00

1300 d
30.0
.908
30.0 %
2.03+15
.257
296
130
100000

2030 d

0.0

Kg . difference
2030d -BOC
2 .998e+00 3 .803e+00
4 .439e+02 4 .439e+02
1 .855e-03 3 .374e-03
3 .678e-03 2 .159e-03
3 .387e+02 3 .387e+02
5 .656e-02 5 .661e-02
8 .458e-02 1 .548e-01
1 .748e-01 1 .047e-01
1 .925e+03 1 .925e+03
1 .925e+00 1 .925e+00
4 .501e-04 1 .106e-03
1 .065e-03 1 .788e-03
3 .486e+00 8 .133e+00
1 .nie-oi 1 .274e-01
3 .075e-03 5 .399e-03
1 .373e-02 3 .825e-03
2 .814e-01 2 .814e-01
1 .077e+03 1 .080e+03
-292
1 .775e-03 1 .092e-03
2 .765e+02 3 .062e+02
+306
6 .087e+00 6 .168e+00
+ 6 .2
8 .431e+00 1 .382e+01
+ 13 .8
1 .850e-01 1 .689e-01
3 .950e+01 3 .958e+01
+ 39 .6
1 . 182e+03 1 .178e+03
-423 .
2 .343e+01 2 .320e+01
+ 23 .2
2 .288e+02 2 .288e+02
- 59.6
3 .593e+01 1 .677e+00
+ 1 .7
8 .3ile-01 7 .916e-01
7 .437e+01 6 .891e+01
+ 12 .9
5 ,307e+00 5 ,306e+00
+ 2 .0
1 .152e-01 1 .151e-01
2 .669e-03 2 .669e-03

(total) 6.034e+03 5.948e+03 5.853e+03 5.744e+03 5.676e+03 5.676e+03
fis.prd 0.000e+00 8.395e+01 1.764e+02 2.830e+02 3.494e+02 3.494e+02
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TABLE 3.

PHOENIX - OXIDE FUEL - 24% LEAKAGE

target
lattice
fuel mixture
coolant
kg. M.A. loaded
leakage (BOO
protons energy
beam current
beam requires
n-spall
k-eff
leakage
flux
MW/Liter
trgt MW
grid MW
MWd/t

b.o.c.
32.2
.904
23.6 %
2.16+15
.255
440
190
0

130cm/130cm
cylindrical, height/diameter
FFTF
oxide M. A. from the CURE process ('PHOENIX' fuel)
sodium
5000
23.6 %
1600 MeV
19.5 mA
31.2 MW(protons)*8 = 250 MWth target power
226 d
31.8
.911
23.9 %
2.39+15
.280
483
233
20000

432 d
31.4
.921
24.3 %
2.71+15
.316
546
296
40000

615 d
31.0
.936
25.1 %
3.38+15
.401
692
442
60000

902 d
31.6
.954
25.7%
5.12+15
.603
1040
7 90
100000

Kg. in 2/3 target
He 4
0 16
Ne 22
Na 22
Na 23
Mg 24
Mn 55
Fe 55
Fe 56
Fe 57
U 233
U 234
U 235
U 236
Np235
Np236
Np237
PU238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Am241
Am242m
Am243
Cm242
Cm243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Cm247

3.509e-01 9 .708e-01
4.442e+02 4.441e+02 4 .441e+02
5.236e-05 1 .870e-04
fi.l78e-041 .159e-03
3.390e+02 3.390e+02 3 .389e+02
1.273e-02 2 .562e-02
2.639e-03 9 .438e-03
3.237e-02 6 .086e-02
1.930e+03 1.929e+03 1 .928e+03
4.348e-01 8 .732e-01
2.082e-04 4 .221e-04
1.247e-01 5 .062e-01
1.300e-03 6 .623e-03
5.427e-05 2 .577e-04
3.902e-03 6 .519e-03
7.336e-02 1 .339e-01
1.372e+03 1.300e+03 1 .230e+03
5.639e+01 1 .229e+02
2.901e-01 1 .210e+00
1.414e+00 2 .776e+00
7.887e-03 2 .976e-02
1.050e+01 2 .013e+01
1.601e+03 1.497e+03 1 .398e+03
7.224e+00 1 .325e+01
2.884e+02 2.736e+02 2 .596e+02
3.195e+01 4 .401e+01
1.458e-01 4 .253e-01
5.605e+01 6.199e+01 6 .727e+01
3.310e+00 3.742e+00 4 .208e+00
2.210e-02 4 .668e-02
1.343e-04 5 .416e-04

1.636e+00
4.440e+02
3.754e-04
1.651e-03
3.389e+02
3.860e-02
1.897e-02
8.685e-02
1.927e+03
1.315e+00
6.253e-04
1.078e+00
1.786e-02
7.04 6e-04
8.433e-03
1.832e-01
1.164e+03
1.856e+02
2.737e+00
4.034e+00
6.305e-02
2.888e+01
1.306e+03
1.822e+01
2.464e+02
5.002e+01
7.385e-01
7.193e+01
4.698e+00
7.385e-02
1.229e-03

2 .849e+00
4 .440e+02
8 .185e-04
2 .557e-03
3 .388e+02
6 .431e-02
4 .144e-02
1 .348e-01
1 .926e+03
2 .189e+00
1 .051e-03
2 .397e+00
5 .894e-02
2 .762e-03
1 .132e-02
2 .529e-01
1 .042e+03
2 .870e+02
7 .077e+00
6 .084e+00
1 .509e-01
4 .369e+01
1 .141e+03
2 .539e+01
2 .226e+02
5 .822e+01
1 .375e+00
7 .965e+01
5 .694e+00
1 .350e-01
3 .421e-03

1632 d

0.0

Kg. difference
1632d - BOC
4 .019e+00
4 .440e+02
1 .875e-03
1 .501e-03
3 .388e+02
6 .440e-02
9 .553e-02
8 .067e-02
1 .926e+03
2 .189e+00
1 .751e-03
7 .446e+00
6 .751e-02
4 .638e-03
3 .154e-03
2 .529e-01
1 .046e+03
-326
3 .376e+02
+338
7 .182e+00
+ 7 .2
1 .186e+01
+ 11 .9
1 .380e-01
4 .379e+01
+ 43 .8
1 .137e+03
-464 .
2 .514e+01
+ 25 .1
2 .226e+02
- 65 .8
2 .686e+00
1 .310e+00
+ 1 .3
7 .381e+01
+ 17 .8
5 .693e+00
+ 2 .4
1 .349e-01
3 .421e-03

(total) 6.305e+03 6.228e+03 6.150e+03 6.069e+03 5.908e+03 5.908e+03
fis.prd

7.488e+01 1.516e+02 2.300e+02 3.076e+02 3.871e+02
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TABLE 4

PHOENIX - METAL FUEL - 44%LEAKAGE

target
lattice
fuel mixture
coolant
kg. M.A.loaded
leakage (BOC)
protons energy
beam current
beam requires

cylindri cal, height/diameter
60cm/60cm
FFTF
metal, M .A from the CURE process ('PHOENIX ' fuel)
sodium
3330 (into 4 unites)
44.2 %
1600 MeV
13 mA (divided between 4 unites)
20.8 MW(protons)*8 — 166 MWth target power (from 4 unit

B.O.C.
n-spall
31.1
.942
k-eff
leakage
44.2 %
flux
2.85+15
MW/Liter
.746
trg MW *4
506
grd MW * 4
340
MWd/T
0

218 d
30.7
.936
44.7 %
2.62+15
.669
454
288
33333

737 d
30.0
.930
45.5 %
2.40+15
.585
397
231
100000

462 d
30.3
.930
45.5 %
.37+15
.592
402
236
66667

1467 d

0.0

Kg. in 4 targets
He 4
Ne 22
Na 23
Mg 24
Mn 55
Fe 55
Fe 56
Fe 57
Y 89
Zr 90
Zr 91
Zr 92
U 233
U 234
U 235
U 236
Np235
Np236
Np237
Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
Am241
Am242m
Am243
Cm242
Cm243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Cm247

1 .994e+02

1 .135e+03

5.566e+02

1 .372e+03

1 .596e+03
2 .901e+02

5 .773e+01
3 ,410e+00

3 .181e-01
5 .043e-05
1 .994e+02
6 .731e-03
2 .135e-03
2 .712e-02
1 .135e+03
2 .690e-01
1 .271e-03
6 .599e-02
5 .563e+02
1 .830e-01
1 .967e-04
1 .035e-01
1 .604e-03
5 .889e-05
6 .120e-03
1 .119e-01
1 .284e+03
4 .861e+01
2 -238e-01
1 .402e+00
7 .439e-03
9 .634e+00
1 .473e+03
6 .624e+00
2 .728e+02
2 .964e+01
1 .034e-01
6 .141e+01
3 .723e+00
1 .990e-02
1 .537e-04

9. 625e-01
2. 082e-04
1. 994e+02
1. 366e-02
8. 832e-03
5. 041e-02
1. 134e+03
5. 448e-01
2. 605e-03
1. 336e-01
5. 559e+02
3. 705e-01
4.510e-04
4.998e-01
8.017e-03
3. 394e-04
9. 767e-03
2. 038e-01
1. 199e+03
1. 095e+02
9. 467e-01
2. 960e+00
2. 884e-02
1. 837e+01
1. 357e+03
1.206e+01
2. 562e+02
3. 670e+01
2. 850e-01
6.425e+01
4.047e+00
4.147e-02
6. 155e-04

1 .726e+00
4 .819e-04
1 .993e+02
2 .075e-02
2 .048e-02
6 .940e-02
1 .134e+03
8 .265e-01
3 .966e-03
2 .027e-01
5 .555e+02
5 .619e-01
7 .759e-04
1 .272e+00
2 .239e-02
1 .075e-03
1 .142e-02
2 .774e-01
1 .118e+03
1 .688e+02
2 .178e+00
4 .697e+00
6 .346e-02
2 .617e+01
1.248e+03
1 .642e+01
2 .404e+02
3 .453e+01
4 .527e-01
6 .621e+01
4 .370e+00
6 .469e-02
1 .383e-03

Kg . difference
1467d -- BOC
2 .473e+00
1 .129e-03
1 .993e+02
2 .077e-02
4 .834e-02
4 .154e-02
1 .134e+03
8 .265e-01
3 .989e-03
2 .027e-01
5 .555e+02
5 .619e-01
1 .527e-03
4 .243e+00
3 .075e-02
2 .561e-03
3 .182e-03
2 .774e-01
1 .122e+03
1 .988e+02
2 .243e+00
9 .496e+00
5 .831e-02
2 .623e+01
1 .244e+03
1 ,626e+01
2 .404e+02
1 .596e+00
4 .312e-01
6 .135e+01
4 .370e+00
6 .467e-02
1 .383e-03

-250.
+199.
+ 2.2
+ 9.5
+ 26.2
-352.
+ 16.3
- 49.7
+ 1.6
+ 3.6
+ 1.0

(total) 5.211e+03 5.083e+03 4.954e+03 4.824e+03 4.824e+03
fis.prd

1.241e+02 2.497e+02 3.763e+02 3.763e+02
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LIMITATION OF PLUTONIUM AND MINOR ACTINIDES WITH THE EFRTYPE FAST NEUTRON REACTOR

Dr VERGNES J.*, Dr JOURNET J. **
* Reactor Physics Section - Research and Development Division
Electricite de France
CLAMART (FRANCE)
••Engineering and Construction Division
Electricite de France
PARIS (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT
To stabilize the existing quantity of plutonium via European Fast Reactor (EFR) type Liquid
Metal Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs) without fertile blankets, 55 % of the installed reactors
would have to be LMFBRs of the EFR type. A first recycling in PWRs can reduce the percentage
of LMFBRs required to 45 %. With reasonable adaptations of the fast reactor core, the figure
above would be 45 % without PWR recycling, 30 % after one PWR recycling and 20 % after two
PWR recyclings.
Simultaneous burning of plutonium and minor actinides (MAs) would not change the
plutonium recycling conditions significantly.
The MAs content of LMFBR fuels is relatively high: 2.5 % for direct recycling of Pu and MAs;
4 % for initial recycling of plutonium alone in PWRs. These high values are due to the large
quantities of Am 241 produced by the radioactive decay of Pu 241 outside the reactor and to the
gradual reduction of the MAs stock accumulated before implementation of the MAs recycling.

Introduction
To restrict the quantity of plutonium (Pu) and minor actinides (MAs) produced by Pressurized
Water Reactors (PWRs) fueled by enriched uranium (UOX), the Pu and MAs produced by the
PWRs must be burned in incinerator reactors.
This document describes a simulated Pu and MAs restriction using EFR type LMFBRs made
capable of incinerating Pu through the elimination of fertile blankets. However, it must be
stressed that EFR has not been optimised to burn the plutonium.
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The degree of incineration of plutonium and minor actinides during a single fuel cycle is far
from complete [1]. Thus, to eliminate all the Pu and MAs, this fuel must be recycled several
times. Equilibrium is achieved (for a given nominal total output) when the consumption of Pu and
MAs by the incinerator reactors is equal to their production by enriched uranium fuel.
The neutronic characteristics of reactors (incineration factor, safety-related reactivity
coefficients) are also dependent on the isotopic quality of the Pu and MAs used within them.
To simulate this isotopic depletion and its consequences as accurately as possible, we have
produced the software known as TIRELIRE [2] to simulate the use of Pu and MAs in PWR,
advanced PWR and LMFBR nuclear installations. TIRELIRE takes into consideration each Pu
isotope (Pu 238. Pu 239, Pu 240, Pu 241, Pu 242) and the following minor actinides: Np 237,
Am 241, Am 242, Cm 244 and Cm 245. TIRELIRE determines the number of reactors brought
into use depending on the plutonium resources and the industrial or strategic constraints specified
by the user.

Definition of the Simulated Scenarios
We now present the results of a study on controlling the quantity of Pu and MAs using an EFR
type Fast Neutron Reactor (without fertile blankets) operating within the French nuclear power
supply system.
To evaluate the extreme long-term effects of the simulated options, the study was followed
through up to the year 2100.
Beyond the year 2010 the total production of electricity by reactors is assumed to be stabilized
at 450 TWh..
The average accumulated discharge burn-up of PWR fuel will increase to 55 500 MW/t for
UOX fuels and 45 000 MWj/t for MOX fuels.
The LMFBRs installed are of EFR type (maximum combustion rate of 20 atoms %) without
fertile blankets.
Until the year 2010 plutonium will be recycled in PWRs of the CPY group authorized to do so.
The new strategies for intensive use of plutonium will begin in 2010 with the replacement of
the reactors started in the 1970s.
Until the year 2010 the quantities of reprocessed plutonium will be in accordance with the
PWR's needs for MOX. After 2010 the recycling capacity of all the fuel will be gradually
increased so that in 2030 there will be no more fuel left to be recycled.
The cooling time before recycling is 3 years. Manufacturing time is 2 years. A strategic stock
of Pu is built up to deal with a failure in one of the factories of the fuel cycle over 2 years.
We simulated 6 scenarios in Fast Neutron Reactors with multiple recycling of the following
cases:
- only Pu,
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- Pu, neptunium (Np) and americium (Am),
- Pu, neptunium (Np), americium (Am) and curium (Cm).
In certain scenarios, recycling of Pu in the LMFBR was preceded by an initial recycling in the
PWRs.
An additional scenario was added (scenario 1) where only UOX-PWRs were included and the
used fuel was not reprocessed. This scenario was used as a reference for measuring the
effectiveness of Pu and MAs weight reduction in the other scenarios.
The main options used in the various scenarios are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Options Describing the Different Scenarios

Scenario

Reprocessing

First recycling

Multiple recycling

Multiple recycling

of used fuel

of Pu from

of Np and Am

of Cm in LMFBRs

UOX-PWRs in

in LMFBRs

PWRs
Scenario 1

no

no

no

no

Scenario 2

YES

no

no

no

Scenario 3

YES

no

YES

no

Scenario 4

YES

no

YES

YES

Scenario 5

YES

YES

no

no

Scenario 6

YES

YES

YES

no

Scenario 7

YES

YES

YES

YES

Main Results
Effects of Incineration of MAs on Incineration of Pu
Isotopic composition of plutonium
The incineration of Np 237 and Am 241 produces Pu 238 in large quantities. This creates
problems for reprocessing. Currently, the isotopic percentage of Pu 238 should not exceed 5 %.
We have therefore determined what will be the changes in the isotopic quality of the available
plutonium.
Table 2 shows the isotopic composition of plutonium which will be loaded in LMFBRs in
2010 for scenarios 2 to 7.
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TABLE 2
Isotopic Composition of the Plutonium (in %) which will be Recycled in LMFBRs in 2010
Scenario
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu241
Pu242

2
1,4
50.4
36,6
5
6,7

3
3,6
49,2
35,6
4,7
6,9

4
3,5
49,4
35,7
4,7
6,7

5
2
46,9
36,4
5,7
9

6
5,3
45.4
35,1
4,9
9,3

7
5
46,4
34,9
5
8,6

Plutonium content
The plutonium content of LMFBR fuel loaded in 2100 for scenarios 2 to 7 is presented in
Table 3.
TABLE 3
Plutonium Content (in %) for Plutonium Recycled in LMFBRs in 2100
Scenario
Pu content

2
22,4

4
21,6

3
22,3

5
23,1

6
23,1

7
21,8

1|

LMFBR installed power and PWR power produced by MOX.
The proportion of LMFBRs installed and of PWRs fueled by MOX in 2100, for scenarios 2 to
7, is presented in Table 4.
TABLE4
Proportion of LMFBRs Installed and PWRs Fuelled by MOX in 2100 (in % ) .
Scenario
FBR
PWR MOX

2
55
0

4
58
0

3
56
0

5
44
5

6
46
5

7
50
5

These results show that the combined incineration of plutonium and minor actinides in EFR
type LMFBRs does not produce any appreciable effect on the plutonium recycling conditions:
- the change in isotopic quality of the plutonium is small and the increase in Pu 238 formec
during incineration of Np 237 and Am 241 remains modest,
- the Pu content is little changed (of the order of 22%) and even reduced,
- the weight of Pu at equilibrium is increased only slightly as is the number of LMFBR:
required (in the order of 45% for scenarios 5,6 and 7 and 55% for scenarios 2,3 and 4).
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LMFBR MAs Content
Figure 1 describes the development of MAs content of LMFBRs for scenarios 3,4, 6 and 7.
FIGURE 1
Development of MAs Content of LMFBRs (in %) for Scenarios 3,4,6 and 7.

"scenario 3
-scenario 4
-scenario 6
•scenario 7

e n c n o
*

-

*

-

C

M

Year

Note however, that the MAs content is high (between 2.5% and 4%) as the result of:
- the Am 241 formed by the decrease in Pu 241 which occurs during Pu storage periods,
- the weight of MAs accumulated between 1977 and 2010, the date on which recycling of MAs
is included in the scenarios.
The analysis of the MAs incineration dynamics demonstrates that the MAs content would be
greatly increased by:
-an initial recycling of Pu in PWRs (contents in the order of 4%),
-a reduction in the number of LMFBRs installed, following an increase in the Pu incinerating
capacity of LMFBRs,
- an increase in the Pu storage times.
In view of the levels of MAs contents obtained, it appears necessary to assess the effect of the
presence of such amounts of MAs on the safety-related reactivity coefficients of LMFBRs.

Effectivenesss Of Pu and MAs Incineration Strategies
The existing weights of plutonium, the weight of actinides loaded in LMFBRs and the weight
of actinides stored and existing in 2100 are indicated in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
The Weights of Plutonium Existing, of Actinides Loaded in LMFBR and Actinides Stored and
Existing in 2100 (in metric tons).

Scenario
Existing Pu
Loaded M.A.
by year
Stored M.A.
Existing M.A.

1
1350
0

2
533
0

3
535
3

4
537
4

5
515
0

6
510
5

7
510
6

300
300

205
205

16,5
55

0
50

250
250

22
90

0
78

The scenarios for multiple Pu and MAs recycling allow restricting the existing weights of these
substances as follows:
- for Pu, to approximately 5401 compared with 13501 by 2100 with no Pu recycling,
- for MAs, from 50 (scenarios 3 and 4) to 901 (scenarios 6 and 7) compared with 200 to 3001
for strategies with no MAs recycling (scenarios 1, 2 and 5).
If Cm is not incinerated, the cumulative amount of Cm will be in the order of 20 to 25 t by
2100, comparable to the amount of Pu present in production and reprocessing waste, taking into
consideration the current performance of the plant used in the cycle ("losses" in the order of a few
per thousand) and the weight of Pu handled (in the order of 50 t per annum for the multiple
recycling scenarios).
The weight of MAs present in production and reprocessing waste will thus depend on the
performance of the plant used to process these substances. Given the amounts of MAs handled
each year (in the order of 4 to 71), the "losses" from such plants should be reduced.

Conclusion
In the context of a plutonium incineration strategy, the required LMFBR installed capacity
could be reduced by increasing the incinerating capability of these reactors. This then raises the
question of determining how far one can go without deteriorating LMFBR design feasibility and
safety.
As far as plutonium is concerned, it is clear that the EFR which has been taken into
account in this study has not been optimized to burn the plutonium. It can be reasonably
envisioned to use the Fast Neutron Reactor more efficiently to burn the plutonium.
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If the number of LMFBR's is reduced, the LMFBR minor actinide content would have to be
increased. Optimization of plants in this respect has yet to be performed, covering the different
technical, safety, economic and strategic aspects involved.
With the hypothesis of this study (Annual production of 450 TWh after 2010), the cumulated
•• lounts of natural uranium which would have to be purchased in 2100, would vary between
630 000 t (scenarios with LMFBR recycling) and 1 000 000 t (scenario without reprocessing),
which would obviously raise procurement problems. This would affect natural uranium prices,
thereby reviving interest in the fast breeders. An LMFBR equally suitable both for plutonium
incineration and plutonium production could reduce to about thirty years the time required for
transition from a plutonium incineration strategy to an all-LMFBR installed capacity.
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Management of Transuranics Using the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuel Cvcle*

David C. Wade
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL USA 60439

The 50 years of activities following the discovery of self-sustaining fission chains have
given rise to a buildup of roughly 900 tonnes of manmade transuranics. The formation of
transuranics is initiated by the parasitic neutron capture on the abundant isotope (U238) of
uranium ore to produce Pu239 and the minor actinides are formed via the unavoidable parasitic
neutron capture on the transuranic isotopes themselves. Of the total, about 260 tonnes of Pu239
were generated for use in weapons while the remainder were generated as a byproduct of
electrical power produced worldwide by the commercial thermal nuclear power industry. What
is to be done with these actinides?
The options for disposition include interminable storage, burial, or recycle for use. The
pros and cons of each option are being vigorously debated regarding the impact upon the issues
of human and ecological risk ~ both current and future; weapons proliferation potential — both
current and future; and total life cycle benefits and costs.
As to the options for utilization, commercial uses for actinides (uranium and transuranics)
are of limited diversity. Small quantities find use in medical applications; a few kg/y of Pu238
is used for portable heat sources. The largest use of depleted uranium is for ballast. However,
the actinides have in the past and will in the future find application in large scale mostly by
virtue of their ability to release energy through fission, and here their utility is unmatched —
whether the application be in commercial electricity generation or in armaments.
The transuranics contained in the 100 tonnes of weapons material expected to become
available from disarmament contains enough fission energy to supply 35000 GWe d of electricity
(lOO tonnes * 106

gm

* 1.05 MW,,, d/gm * Va
1 ) . This represents the U.S. electrical
tonne
MW U i /
energy requirements for a little over two months and constitutes about 40 billion dollars of
electricity sales at 50 mills/kwhr. Similarly, the recovery and recycle for energy production of
the transuranics in the current thermal reactor spent fuel reserves represents an energy potential
two and a half times larger. These large values are matched by the past costs of the defense
expenditures which created weapons materials inventories.
v

The innate value of the world's current store of transuranic materials for either of its
potential recycle uses is thus seen to be enormous by even casual inspection. Does this fact have
relevance to the storage or burial options for disposition?
"Work Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Nuclear Energy Programs Under Contract
W-31-109-ENG-38.
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It is demonstrably true that materials of innate value cannot be successfully sequestered
in perpetuity; first because safeguarding incurs cost for which an offsetting revenue source is
absent in a storage or burial disposition scenario. Secondly, and far more importantly, the half
life for stability of societies is shorter than that of the materials. Conquest or changes in internal
sovereign policy have historically taken place in periods of 50 to 500 years and have more often
than not led to seizure and reallocation of use of long half life material of intrinsic value (e.g.,
gold, silver, and land). Thus, a policy of storage or burial is a policy of abrogation ~
relinquishing to future societies the decision as to which use (armaments or energy) to put the
energy and economic potential of the current store of transuranic materials.
Alternately, now is the propitious moment for current societies to take a decision to use
the transuranics for civilian energy production and to put them into a form such that they lack
cost effectiveness for armaments utilization. The time is right for several reasons. First, the
societies which decided fifty years ago to undertake a nuclear arms race have now changed their
policy to one of nuclear disarmament. Second, the need for environmentally clean civilian
energy will become acute over the next several decades. The earth's population is expected to
more than double in the next half century to more than 11 billion — with most of the growth
occurring in the developing nations. Even if the per capita use of electrical energy were only
a fraction of that currently consumed in the U.S., by the year 2050 the earth's societies will
require vastly expanded power production just to achieve a standard of living substantially less
than that enjoyed currently in the U.S., Europe, and Japan. Where will this energy come from?
It is clear that developing economies, struggling to provide a standard of living above the
poverty level for their citizens will make decisions first on the basis of local economic factors
and that global ecology impacts will receive a lesser priority in the decision process. This means
that wood, coal, oil, and natural gas, i.e. fossil energy will be selected in those societies which
will dominate the next 50 year's of energy growth — unless the currently developed nations
provide an alternative at a competitive price.
In Europe and Japan, policy decisions have already been taken to recycle the existing
transuranics to recover a part of their energy and economic value for civilian energy production.
This recycle is conducted via PUREX-based recycle chemistry and (LWR) thermal neutron based
fission. By employing "self-generated recycle" of the plutonium from LWR once through
discharge fuel, one can in effect more than double the benefit derived from the potential energy
content of the already mined uranium ore. The LWR recycle approach employs existing
technology and infrastructure. Recycle in any thermal spectrum reactor, however, eventually
will encounter a barrier based on the physical properties of the transuranics; the even-A isotopes
are not fissile, and they comprise a poison in a thermal spectrum reactor. Thus, two or at most
three recycles of transuranics through thermal spectrum reactors are contemplated.
That the \Jm also constitutes an energy resource has been recognized from the beginning
of the atomic age inasmuch as its capture of a neutron produces the fissile isotope Pu239. The
potential energy source contained in the already-mined and refined U238 is truly enormous. If
further mining were conducted and the U238 in the known plus reasonably assured reserves of
the earth's crust were used, the amount would grow to a number of centuries worth of the
earth's societies' energy requirements at the current usage rate.
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The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel cycle offers a number of features for management
of the current and future burden of inanmade transuranic materials and for capturing the energy
content of the U23*. First and foremost, the reactor is a fast spectrum reactor in which all
transuranics are fissionable and serve as fuel for creation of electrical power. Secondly, the
recycle chemistry is one which naturally carries all transuranics in a single product for recycle
to the reactor. Third, the waste forms which leave the IFR fuel cycle are essentially free of
transuranics; at most a tenth of a percent of the transuranics per cycle end up in the waste form
while the rest are recycled to the reactor to serve as fuel. Fourth, given a fixed power plant and
reactor vessel and internals, the IFR core loading can be variously configured to produce
breeding ratios lying anywhere between 0.5 and 1.5. This very large range of performance is
precisely what is needed for management of the earth's burden of transuranics; as shown in
Figure 1, it provides the means to extract all the energy potential from the U238 in the earth's
endowment of uranium ore, to hold constant or increase the deployment of reactors on a local
(regional) basis, and eventually to close the nuclear power option out in an ecologically-sound,
boyscout-like manner by using burner (BR = 0.5) core loadings to consume the working
inventories of decommissioned sibling units. Archaeologists of several millennia hence would
be able to discern the sophistication of current societies by noting an unnaturally low uranium
content in the earth's crust — rather than an unnaturally high transuranic burden if IFR
technology were employed to draw the commercial energy benefit from the actinides.
A tension has historically existed between the two energy uses of transuranics in that the
use of transuranics in fast reactors for the peaceful application has been burdened by a
perception that such use invites the proliferation of use also for the armament application. This
concern has historically been addressed by institutional means.
The IFR fuel cycle, however, presents a number of significant technical barriers to
diversion of transuranic material as well. First, a pure plutonium product never exists at any
point in the cycle; the recycle chemistry is inherently unable to achieve a product with
transuranic/uranium ratio greater than about four; second, since all the transuranics report to the
same product, the plutonium is always intimately mixed with the minor actinides which provide
isotopic contamination and substantial decay heat, alpha, and neutron radioactivity. Also, the
recycle chemistry is inherently unable to achieve a fission product decontamination factor greater
than about 1000; thus, the transuranic product is self protecting as a result of the gamma
radiation from (especially) the lanthanides. The incomplete separations of the pyrometallurgical
recycle technology and the pyrophoric nature of the metallic fuel form and recycle products
dictate that the recycle processes be conducted remotely in a heavily shielded, argon inerted cell;
the limited accessibility provides substantial opportunities for physical control measures.
Finally, the batchwise character of every process step gives rise to discrete product transfers eliminating liquid streams and making the entire cycle amendable to near real time accountancy
measures. For all of the above reasons, an IFR power plant site with a collocated Fuel Cycle
Facility is a "black hole" for transuranics." U238, steel, and (for BR< 1 designs) transuranics
go into the site while electricity, waste heat, and transuranic-free waste forms come out of the
site. The site is highly amenable to IAEA safeguards and employs at every stage of the cycle
a transuranic containing product which is at least as unattractive for armaments use as UO2-LWR
fresh and spent fuel.
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Fig. 1. Impact of a Potential IFR Fuel Cycle Scenario on the Global Transuranic Inventory and Energy Benefit
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Abstract

The OECD NEA and the CEC have been carrying out studies of new transmutation strategies in an
international network. It has been shown that an integration of transmutation techniques could reduce
substantially the long-term radiation hazard from commercial waste. Transmutation could also contribute
to a safe and even beneficial de-commissioning of nuclear weapons. An additional benefit of this more
economic use of fuel could be a reduction of radiation hazards from uranium mining.
In the search for transmutation concepts accelerator driven sub-critical actinide and isotope incinerators have attracted a great deal of attention especially in Japan and the VS. One reason is the fact that
actinide fuelled (critical) reactors pose a particular problem of control as they are characterized by a small
delayed neutron fraction coupled with a small Doppler effect and a positive void coefficient. In this context a new formula relating the accelerator energy requirements with the amount of fission product
transmutation and the multiplication factor of the system was developed. Also one point kinetic studies
dealing with fast transients as a function of reactivity insertion in accelerator driven systems were carried
out. They show that such boosters behave quite benignly even if they are only slightly subcritical.
Introduction
More than ever before public opinion questions the underground disposal of long lived radioactive
waste. Despite the fact that in the scientific community there is a growing confidence to solve the radwaste problem adequately by underground repositories the possibility of transmuting long lived nuclear
waste into short lived isotopes or even new nuclear fuel has recently become an argument also in political
circles. It might therefore be well worthwhile to demonstrate that in an evolving nuclear power industry
complementary and advanced techniques which use actinides as fissionable (power generating) materials
and transmute long lived fission products are technically and economically feasible long range options.
In the search for transmutation concepts the first candidates were actinide fuelled (critical) reactors.
But soon it turned out that they pose a particular problem of control. This is due to the fact that the fissile
isotopes of Neptunium. Americium. and Curium have a considerably smaller fraction of delayed neutron
emitters (as compared to the more common fuels U-238 and U-235), a small Doppler effect and a
positive sodium void coefficient. As is well known, the fraction of delayed neutrons is essential for the
control of a nuclear reactor in the critical state.
To overcome these problems various concepts of accelerator driven systems aiming at the transmutation of actinides and long lived fission products have been proposed in the recent past. Especially in
Japan and the VS these systems have attracted a great deal of attention.
in this context a new formula relating the accelerator energy requirements with the amount of fission
product transmutation and the "subcriticality" of the system was developed.
The safety of a multiplying system depends almost entirely on fast transients caused by accidental
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reactivity insertions. To study the power changes in accelerator driven systems a kinetic model dealing
with fast transients as a function of reactivity insertion was developed and programmed.
Basic Physical Considerations

The Direct Spoliation of Fission Products: T!ie original idea of exploiting the spallation process to
transmute actinides and fission products directly soon had lo be given up. It turned out thai the required
particle currents were much larger than the most optimistic theoretical accelerator design goals which are
around 300 mA. Indeed, it had been shown that the yearly destruction rate of the largest possible proton
accelerator would correspond only to a fraction of the waste generated by one LWR of I GWC in the
same period of time [2. 3].
The Direct Use of Spallation Neutrons: To use only the spallation neutrons as they are generated
in a proton target, the fission products would be placed around the target. For best efficiency, depending
on the material to be transmuted, either the fast neutrons would be used as they are emitted from the
target or they would be slowed down by a moderators to energy bands with higher transmutation cross
sections as for example Ihe resonance or the thermal region.
Assuming that it is possible to make all the spallation neutrons available for the transmutation
process the following amount of energy is necessary to transmute the fraction q*, of radio-nuclei per
fission process in a nuclear energy system

where qtp = fraction of fission products to be transmuted. Ph = proton energy. n,_ = number of neutrons
generated by one proton, r\h = efficiency of converting electricity into proton beam energy (= 0.5). \\/ =
efficiency of converting thermal energy into electricity (= 0.33).
In the case of a 1.5 GeV proton beam emitting 50 neutrons per spoliation in a lead target the transmutation of "7V, '-*/, l35Cs, 90Sr, "!Kr and VJZr (constituting 28 % of all fission products) would require
0.285 30/0.5/0.33 = 51.3 MeV to transmute the fission product fraction of one fission process. This is
51.3/200 = 26 % of the total power production of the energy system under consideration! Because of the
very optimistic assumptions made in this estimate the real percentage of energy required would even be
higher. Together with the cost for reprocessing it would make this type of accelerator transmutation
prohibitively expensive, at least in a commercial nuclear energy system.
Accelerator Driven Subcritical Assemblies: To improve neutron economy there remains, however,
the possibility of multiplying the spallation neutrons in a subcritical assembly. In such a system the main
part of transmutation is performed by fission neutrons in a reactor-like facility. Technically this is
realized by surrounding a proton target region by fissionable material in a cooling system. In most
designs a circulating liquid lead-bismuth alloy is proposed to remove the high specific heat released in
the target. It must, however, be mentioned that the specific heat production per neutron is considerably
lower than in a fission process (30 MeV against 80 MeV).
First the power production Pfl of a subcritical assembly fed by spallation neutrons is quantified:

where: A- = multiplication factor, a = importance of the target position and target neutron energy distribution (usually a >/ for a central target positio. v = mean number of neutrons in a fission process, Et =
power release per fission (= 3.2-10" Wsec). nsp - neutron yield from one proton. / = proton current, C=
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proton charge (= 1.6-10'19 A sec)
In Figure 4 the power production of
an accelerator driven facility is
U-238 Target
shown as a function of sub-criticality (l-k). It was assumed that a
proton beam of I GeV and I in A
Lead Target
if impinges on a Ph-Bi target releasing neutrons per spallation with an
importance of a=l. From Figure I
it can be seen that near criticaliry a
if
I mA current already generates a
relatively high fission power. For
k = 0.97 more than 100 MW can
if •
be achieved.
The additional neutrons from the
if
if
subcritical system as well as its
i - t
fission power which can be transFigure I: Power production of an accelarator driven booster as a formed into electricity, are now
function of sub-criricality (l-k^) assuming a proton beam of I mA exploited to run the transmutation
at 1.5 GeV entering a lead or a U-JS Target.
process. Expression 4 quantifies
the energy required to transmute a
fraction qf[> of fission products in such a system. A positive sign of E^ means that there is even a surplus
of energy, while a negative sign indicates the need to add energy to the system from outside.

[MW]

where
n

fp

IJFP+Fuel* Struct Mat)

The condition for break-even or a positive energy balance is given by

A- > .....

L......

(4)

Note that this expression is independent of the proton current and to a large extend also of the type
of system considered. For a lead target and a proton beam of 1 to 2 GeV break-even requires a k value
near 0.75. But the amount of nuclei transmuted depends on the power of the system and therefore on the
proton current as shown by Equation 2.
A more detailed analysis can be performed describing the transmutation facility by a set of time
dependent differential equations as shown in [4]. Assuming equilibrium between the addition of waste
and its burn-up the time derivatives can be set to zero transforming the system into a set of simultaneous
equations. In the case of the LASL project 4 equations were used to describe the equilibrium conditions
between the isotopes being considered.
As the most important nuclear waste materials which should be transmuted are the minor actinides.
they are also the first candidates to "fuel" the subcritical facility.
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The Transient Behaviour of an Accelerator Driven System
The safety of a multiplying system depends almost entirely on fast transients caused by accidental
reactivity insertions. To study the power changes in accelerator driven systems a kinetic model dealing
with fast transients as a function of reactivity insertion was developed and programmed.
The model allows a
comparison
with
an
I
equivalent critical reactor.
1
It was tested by a cominn /
parison with a NEACRP
benchmark.
As a general
/
1
tendency it turned out that
/
accelerator driven systems
t
behave quite benignly even
if they are only slightly
/ ,.
subcritical.
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The Kinetic Model: In the
following
considerations
we use the conventional
point kinetics equation to
which the term S(t) is added. It describes an external source which in our
case are the spoliation
neutrons generated by a
proton accelerator.

Figure 2: Energy required to transmute 28.5% fission products ("Tc, '-'/,
IJ
?Cs, vnSr. "JZr, «-<Kr ) assuming Ph=1000McV, n=3.0. n,p=34.3, hh=0.5,
h,=0.33. qfp=0.285.
(5)

dt

A

/ = /, 2

6

(6)

where N = number of neutrons in the system (it is considered to be proportional to the power).
Cj = delayed precursor concentration of the i-th delayed neutron group, X-, = decay constant of the i-th
delayed precursor group [sec"1], p,- = delayed neutron fraction of the i-th delayed precursor group, p =
total delayed neutron fraction ( = P,+ p%+ • • • + Pf, )• p(?fl) = P/? It) + po (N) total reactivity variation
caused by the time dependent ramp-rate pR (t) and the power (neutron population) dependent Doppler
reactivity pn (/V), A = prompt neutron lifetime [s]. Sit) = rate at which external neutrons are inserted. It
is chosen such that a certain power level is maintained in the system.
The coupled equations (I) and (2) are solved by a numerical method employing a variable implicit
technique. The method yields an efficient and accurate solution. The general features of the program
include time dependence of the total reactivity, prompt neutron generation titne and time step size, and a
maximum of six delayed neutron precursor groups. In addition the total stored energy is also calculated
by integrating the reactor power from / = 0 to the time of interest.
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The solution of Equations (I) and (2) is based on the program of Cheng [5] to which the following
features were added:
1) The possibility of inserting a linear or quadratic time dependent reactivity ramp. The quadratic time
dependent reactivity ramp serves for the simulation of gravity induced accidents like earthquakes, etc.
2) A negative reactivity feed-back mechanism to take the Doppler-effect into account.
3) The possibility to shut down the external neutron source by an exponential, T dependent, decay law of
the form exp(-tlx).
4) A graphical display of the power and reactivity changes.
The External Source: From Equation (2) it can be seen that near criticality a I mA current already
generates a relatively high fission power. For k - 0.97 more than 100 MW can be achieved. One can
assume that Sir) = - p 0 n,p IS is a good approximation since the spectrum of the spailation neutrons is
quite similar to the fission spectrum, except for a tail of fast neutrons above 20 MeV. It follows therefore
that
Sm - P
W)
~ f

P

° ""-k>
A a-k

C
TFf

(7,

'"

The Effect of Unprotecded Reactivity Accidents: Usually three types of unprotected reactivity
accidents are considered: - Slow reactivity ramp insertion. - Fast reactivity ramp insertion, - LOF driven
TOP (Fast reactivity ramp insertion due to sodium voiding caused by a loss of coolant accident.)
Slow reactivity ramp insertions without a scram are for example the inadvertent withdraw of a
control rod(s) (few cents/sec or .0001 kcri/sec).
A typical fast reactivity ramp insertion occurred in the EBR-I accident which was caused by an
inward bowing of the fuel pins. Other accidents of this category are earthquakes or diagrid failures
without a scram (up to a few $ / sec or .01 kcl1/sec).
The NEACRP Benchmark Problem: As a first example the KfK benchmark problem defined as a rod
ejection accident and proposed by the Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on Reactor Physics
(NEACRP) is chosen. It consists of a fast reactor made up of a core with a bank of annular control rods,
radial and axial blankets and sodium coolant. The essential features of the problem are : Axis-symmetry.
two neutron groups and six delayed neutron precursor families and thermal feedback through Doppler
effects in capture and fission cross sections.
The transient is obtained through steady control rod bank withdrawal. The reactivity insertion starts
at / rrn and increases at a rate of 170 $/s for the duration of 16 ms. (The speed of the control withdrawal
is adjusted to produce a ramp of 0.548cm Ims.) After this time the reactivity is kept constant.
The reactivity reduction by the Doppler coefficient was calculated from the sample data obtained
from Beauwen's paper [6] as a heat generation coefficient of -0.92108 $ IGJ.
The analysis of this problem allows a comparison with transient calculations obtained by others tc
validate the code used in our analysis. It also gives a first indication of the mitigating effect of using i
subcritical, accelerator driven system.
Figures 3a and 3b show the power and reactivity change in a critical reactor (solid line, curve no. 4
and in systems being sub-critical between -3 $ and -/ S (dotted lines, curves no. 1 to 3). These system:
are driven by a spailation source dimensioned such that they generate in steady-state operation the sami
power as the critical reactor, which is assumed to be I GW lhcrm . Curve 4 corresponds to a critical reactoi
Its power oscillates and has two peaks in a short time interval. Super-prompt criticality produces thes'
peaks, as can be seen in Figure Ib. The power rises rapidly during the period of super-prompt crilicalir
and reaches its peak value at the time when the Doppler effect reduces the reactivity to values below th
super-prompt limit.
In the case where the reactor is operated in a subcritical mode the neutron source is determined sue
that the system generates 1 GW thermal power and this source strength is maintained during the whol
time the reactivity is increased. When the time reaches 17 ms. or when the thermal power of the react<
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reaches 50 times of the initial power (50 GW), the neutron source is reduced by the shut-off function
exp(-tlx) ( x = / ms).
The case in which the initial sub-criticality is -3 and -2 $ respectively, the power increases only to
2.2 GW and 6 GW
respectively after 16 ms
and after 17 ins the
power decreases almost
proportionally with the
neutron source strength
of e.xp(-tlx) (curves Ih
and 2b). If on the other
hand the neutron source
is maintained constant
(the accelerator is not
io I
shut-off), also the power
remains almost constant
in this time range (curves la and 2a). For a
1 0 '
subcriticality of -I $
only a single peak. 0 0 0
. 0 0 1
. 0 0 4
. 0 0 !
. 0 0 1
. 0 1 0
. O i l
.
O
H. t i t
O l t
power of 530 GW was
Finnic 3a: Power excursion after a reactivity insertion accident (170 $ls
calculated. Even though
during 15 ms); 4: critical reactor, 1 to 3: suhcritica! accelerator driven
this value is similar to
systems (see text).
the peak of curve 4, the
integrated power, i.e. the
.0)21
total energy release during the excursion is
ttit••
. s
much less than for a
critical system.
An interesting result of
--.j
.Hii
this analysis is the fact
•-(
r
- t t i t that the power decreases
even between the delayed and prompt critical state. This is due to
-J.S
the long time constant of
-J
the delayed neutrons.
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. t i t
t i l
t i t
.me .in
When the reactor is in
Mil
in
in
an under prompt-critical condition, the neuFigure 3b: The reactivity behaviour during the accident scenario.
tron flux is controled by
prompt neutrons which
decrease for a sub-supercritical condition. For the case of a critical reactor two power peaks (curve no. 4)
of 700 GW and 500 GW resp. were calculated which is in good agreement with the results of the
NEACRP benchmark.
When the neutron life time and delayed neutron portion becomes half the value of the original case,
then the power change as well as the reactivity change in units of dollars (as a function of time) becomes
identiciil to the first case. This means that power and reactivity are time scale invariant in both the neutron life time and delayed neutron portion p. This can be easily verified by an analysis of equation I,
where a simultaneous change of the parameters in the numerator and denominator does not change the
numerical value of the coefficients.
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When the power change is slow, the reactor can be controlled by a mechanical movement of control
rods or by a hydraulic dispersion of liquid neutron absorbers which are dispersed by melting fuel elements like an electric fuse mechanism. In a subcritical reactor operated by spallatiort neutrons, the power
change is much slower than in a critical reactor. This provides a great advantage from the point of view
of reactor safety.
Conclusions
A new one point kinetics program was developed. It allows the simultaneous calculation of a critical
and sub-critical, externally driven system using the same input parameters.
The few examples treated show that even slightly subcritical systems which require only a
low accelerator current, respond much more benignly to a sudden reactivity insertion than
critical systems. As can be seen from the figures already a subcriticality of -3 $ reduceces the
energy release to less than a percent of that of a corresponding critical reactor.
It appears that a systems with a k etr of around 0.9 ~ 0.95 (= -30 $ ~ -15 $ for a FR) would
even look more attractive from the safety point of view. But these systems would require an
expensive high current accelerator. In addition they are characterized by an inhomogeneous
power distribution with a sharp peak around the target area. On the other hand, as we have
shown, accelerator driven slightly subcritical systems behave more benignly than the "classical"
reactors. They also have a relatively flat power distribution, and require only a low current and
therefore much less expensive accelerators.
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ABSTRACT
The present work describes the activity performed in the framework of the validation
of both calculation tools and nuclear data to use for the simulation of the Los Alamos
Actlnlde Transmutation of Waste Project (ATW). The calculations have shown a reasonable
agreement with available reference data which make us confident in the adequacy of the
selected code chain and associated cross section file in simulating the main phenomena of
the transmutation process. On the other hand, such validation results have highlighted
some code inaccuracy and cross section data unrealistic behavior which need of further
Investigations and updating activities.

Introduction
The objectives of Partitioning and Transmutation researches should be focused on the
production of the know how necessary to design a system capable to replace the last phases
of fuel cycle: vitrification and deep disposal of High Level Waste (HLW).
In this framework the most ambitious goal is the project of a machine, that fed with
long lived HLW, produces wastes that should be stored in shallow deposit for not more of
five hundred of years. The Los Alamos ATW system seems to be the most promising machine
suitable for such purpose.
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General Approach
The ORIGEN2 calculations HI, 121 of the actinide hazard behavior after irradiation and
during the natural decay demonstrate that the neutron flux is the most important physical
parameter to determine the effectiveness at both fast and thermal systems. They have
shown the existence of threshold values for neutron flux which, if exceeded, cause an
actinide hazard stepwise drop of 5 or 6 orders of magnitude with respect the one related to
the natural decay of the spent fuel. These flux thresholds are: 5.0X10 14 n/(cm2 sec) and
5.0X1016 n/(cm2 sec) for thermal and fast spectra respectively (see ref. /3/).
All the burner projects presented in the last ten years except the Los Alamos ATW
system, have operative flux levels lower than the threshold to determine the dramatic
decrease of the hazard.

The Los Alamos ATW System
As Ref. / 2 / shows the ATW system can burn long-lived fission products with a rate of 11
times the production one and Actinides from 11 to 44 times.
These performances are achieved with small amount of fissile material In the
reactor.
Ref. / 2 / concludes that the ATW system could burn the Actinides and long-lived
fission products existing in an Industrial HWL at a rate of 3.6 times the generation one. It
means that this system, coupled to another suitable for plutonium burning (perhaps
Integral Fast Reactor), could solve the long-lived waste transmutation problem.
In case of radioactive release accident, the environmental risk of ATW is the
minimum among the considered burner projects: that is due to the small inventory of
minor Actinides which may be discharged into the ecosystem, in the case of accidents with
loss of the blanket coolant. On the other hand the probability of such accident is minimized
by the CANDU type design of the blanket which confines the coolant inside pressure tubes.

Simulation of the Los Alamos ATW System
As the ATW System seems to be the most promising one, it was considered Interesting to
evaluate its features by performing detailed analysis. For this purpose, the following
tasks were planned:
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a) production of an actinide and long-lived fission product cross section library
from JEF 2.2;
b) simulation of the ATW configurations existing in literature with MCNP / 4 / and
KENOIV / 5/ Monte Carlo codes;
c) validation of the cross section library by simulation of experimental
benchmarks and critical masses taken from regulatory guides in order to
calculate the multiplication factor (keff) with MCNP, KENO IV and XSDRNPM
/ 6 / codes.
d) inter-comparison between MCNP reaction rate and keff calculations of a PWR
unit cell with the one obtained by using different codes and cross section
libraries (NEACRP criticality working group data);
e) validation test of the code chain in which the HETC Monte Carlo code / 7 / is
included for the evaluation of the spallation neutron source;
f) unit cell calculations to determine the pitch between the channels filled with
Actinides solved in D2O or dispersed in a FNa molten salt considering two cases:
maximum kjnf lower than 1.0 (safety condition) or equal to the maximum
attainable In the system (maximum power production).
g) determination of the size of the burning zone to obtain the maximum actinide
transmutation,
h) evaluation of the reflector dimension considering the "Tc burning,
i) global simulation of the selected ATW configuration.
The first five tasks are completed showing an excellent agreement with data
available in literature / 8 / . Task g) is in progress.

Simulation of the ATW Configurations Existing in Literature
The Los Alamos system configurations selected for simulation purposes refer to / 8 / and / 9 /
for configuration A and B respectively.
The calculations performed using MCNP were focused on the evaluations of keff,
239pu absorption and fission reaction rates and the absorption rate of "Tc, when It is
present, with configuration A; only keff was calculated for configuration B.
The Los Alamos and ENEA calculation results present a good agreement only for
configuration A: all the differences among keff estimations are lower than 2%, while for
the reaction rate calculations they are lower than 8%.
A multiplication factor underestimation of about 40% was found for configuration
B, that is due to the 238Np cross section data.
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Cross Section Validation
As existing information about critical experiments involving Actlnlde Is poor, it wa
necessary to refer to other information sources such as the regulatory guides. The abov
data have been used to perform extensive MCNP calculations in order to evaluate critic*
masses of fissile Actinides and the negative reactivity due to actinide neutron poison
introduced in critical experiments.
The keff values corresponding to the minimum critical masses of fissile mine
actinides give reasonable values except for Z43Cm.
The intercomparison of the reaction rate calculations shows reasonable agreemer.
for the plutonium isotopes, 241Am and 243Am, for absorption and production but th
neutrons per fission of 243Am is affect by a strong uncertainty.

Validation Test of the Code Chain for Spallation System Analysis
Validation of HETC Monte Carlo Codes
The HETC version coming from NEA Data Bank was modified to use the code featur
concerning the block inner description with sectors bounded by quadric surfaces.
The validation tests consist in the simulation of two lead targets both with 60 cm c
height and 20 or 10 cm in diameter (see /10/). Lead is represented by its isotope number 207
The bombarding protons hit the target at the center of one of its bases. Several proton bean
energies have been investigated.
The agreement between experimental data and ENEA calculation results i
reasonable for proton beams energies under 2000 MeV and it improves for higher proto
beam energy.
Thought the differences between LAHETC results, calculated with the procedure <
ref. / l l / , and HETC ones are increasing with the proton beam energy, they remair
reasonable for proton beam energy lower than 1600 MeV.

Production of the Low Energy Neutron Source
The data produced by HETC and stored in the file NEUTP were analyzed with a progra
developed ad-hoc.
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Such developed ad-hoc program can also produce the angular distribution of
spallatlon neutrons: it results isotroplc.
The above data have been used to produce the MCNP neutron source distributions.

Russian Experiment Simulation
This calculation was planed to compare the MCNP results with one of the experimental
measurements carried out at the Moscow Radiotechnlcal Institute of Academy of Science
and presented In fig. 6 of ref. /12/.
No substantial differences can be observed in the spectrum of the neutron flux at
different position within the lateral surface of the cylindrical target.
The measured spectrum Is harder than the one calculated by MCNP (this difference
Is less marked for the front and rear surfaces).
Due to the absence of a detailed description of the measurement geometry such
differences could be not fully explained.

NMTA Calculations
This program is devoted to the analyze the histories of the different particles produced by
HETC in the simulation of the spallation reactions, including those related to high energy
neutrons. The program calculate the particle fluxes and spallatlon product distribution as a
function of charge number (Z) and for each Z, versus the mass number.
The LAHETC / 1 3 / data, found In ref. /14/. are In good agreement with the HETC ones
only for mass numbers ranging from 135 to 207.
ENEA HETC cannot calculate the contribution of the nuclides having mass number
lower than 110. that is due to the absence of the height energy fission model.

Unit Cell Calculations
This calculation were performed for various initial minor actinide concentrations and at
different irradiation times; other calculations were also carried out considering the total
quantity of the actinides present in a standard HLW.
The pitch values are practically the same either for minor actnldes or for the cells
filled with HLW having one tenth or one hundredth of standard HLW 238U concentration
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Furthermore. HLW by themselves result to be an excellent nuclear fuel because they
can maintain a constantly near to 1.0 Keff value for more than 2000 days.

Dimensions of the burning zone
Critlcallty onedimensional calculations show that the maximum thickness of the
transmutation zone is about 500 cm for a minor actinide concentration of 10.8 g/liter and a
reflector thickness of 27.5 cm. The reflector is considered filled with D2O. The minor
actinide are assumed in D2O solution.

Conclusions
There is a good agreement with the Los Alamos reference data for the configuration A
simulations.
It is necessary to produce new versions of 238Np, 243Am and a43Cm cross section data.
ENEA version of HETC can reasonably reproduce the spallaUon experimental data
concerning the yield of spallation neutrons .
It is necessary to found a well described experimental case to perfonn the validation
of HETC related to the spectrum description, however the discrepancies found are not so
important. The code will be used for the source production in the future calculations.
The absence of height energy fission model in ENEA HETC code can explain the
differences observed in the low mass spallation product distribution.
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ABSTRACT

The

present

paper

deals

with

the

calculational

research

into

the

performance of fast reactor BRUS-150 cooled with liquid metal coolant eutectic
lead-bismuth

alloy

with

reference

to

minor

actinides

(Np,

Am,

Cm

-MA)

transmutation and isotopic pure U-233 build-up.

Broad experience has been gained by the RDB GIDROPRESS and the IPPE in
the development of nuclear power units with eutectic Pb-Bi alloy- cooled
reactors.

Their

application

as

transport

power

units

has

confirmed

the

validity of inherent principal solutions.
The calculational and design efforts made recently have demonstrated that
on the basic of the principal technical solutions attained a reactor power
installation may be developed for a mono-unit type modular NPP[1].
Basic engineering specifications
1. Rated output

500 MW(t)

2. Coolant temperature:
at core outlet

510°C

at core inlet

340°C

at cooling loop outlet

460°C

at cooling loop inlet

290°C

3. Fuel composition

U0 +PuO +actinides

4. Specific core rating
5. Time between refuelling

129kW/l
7000 eff.hr.

6. Gas pressure in primary circut
7. System lifetime

0.5MPa

50,...,60 years

The reactor unit incorporates too heat-exchange loops, each composed of 3
circuits:
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- I circuit - lead-bismuth;
- Intermediate circuit -lead-bismuth;
- II circuit - steam-water.
The intermediate circuit performs the functions of safety barrier against
potential contamination of steam-water circuit in the event of intercircuit
loss-of-tightness occurrence.
The reactor is of modular pool type. Mass-clearance characteristics of the
reactor allow its transportation by any transport upon its fabrication under
the plant

conditions.

The set

of reactor

umit

properties,

its

inherent

self-shielding properties and conformity to the requirements of future nuclear
technology

concept

underline

its

compentitiveness

compared

with

other

challenging nuclear units.
The

reactor

features

a

negative

temperature

and

capacity

reactivity

coefficients, low operational reactivity margin (unability of promt neutron
runaway, an ability of passive heat removal upon I circuit forced circulation
termination even without scram.
The following severe accidents are conceptually impossible in the reactor
installation module:
- involving reactivity;
- thermal explosion of reactor under effect of internal pressure forces in
case of any superheating due to natural properties of the I-circuit coolant
selected;
- chemical explosions and fires;_
- I - circuit radioactivity propagation to steam-water circuit;
heat-removal

accidents

with

loss-of-heat-sink

in

the

core

and

temperature surpassing up to the level which results in its melting.
The BRUS reactor core size is Deq x H = 1962xl300mm. Fuel is a mixture of
Pu and depleted U dioxides. At the sides the core is surrounded by the lateral
blanket. Then rod-free subassemblies filled with coolant are arranged. These
subassemblies form a "merged" reflector. At the core ends the axial blanket is
located.

The

composition

of

the

blankets

is

depleted

U

dioxide.

The

calculations were made on the assumption that minor actinedes(MA- Np,Am,Cm) be
introduced into the core in the form of appropriate oxide compositions.
The basic neutronics calculations were made by the RZA/PC[2] code system
in

a

two-dimensional

R-Z

geometry.

An

algorithm

of

partial

refuelling

simulations with allowance for potential recycle of actinides, as well as an
effective algorithm of steady composition determination were added to the
above system. Provision for constants was based on the 26-group microconstant
library BNAB-78 with the macroconstant preparation system CONSYST[3]. In this
case the lead constants were taken from BNAB-90. This approach for lead-containing

reactors

was recommended

in Ref[4].

Then

this

recommendation

was

validated as a result of experimental data comparision for the assemblies
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BFS-61 and PF-4B-4 and the appropriate calculation employing the RZA/PC code
system and various lead constants[5]. This paper shows that with the use of
lead constants from BNAB-90 the calculational and experimental values of k
are we11-agreeable between themselves, whereas lead constants from BNAB-78
underrate the calculational value of k

by * 2.2%.

It follows from the calculational results that:
1. With annual feeding of 100kg of MA into the BRUS reactor from the
spent fuel of PWR reactor and return of the inherent MA to recycle, the
reactor reactivity variation in the course of reactor run in the steady -state
238

conditions with load factor 0.8 will be close to zero. Pu

content in Pu of

the of the spent fuel in this case will amount to 7.2%, that will require
dilution of U-Pu fuel disloaded from the BRUS reactor with the fuel of other
fast reactors in case of reprocessing. The WER-1000 reactor of 3000MWU) cacapacity building-up about 32kg of MA a year, the BRUS reactor of 500MW(t)
capacity in the regime at issue will be able to burn MA which are built-up in
3 WVER-1000 reactors of total capacity 9000 MW(t).
2.Should 5% P u 2 3 8 content in spent fuel Pu, which is still allowable from
the standpoint of Pu self-heat-up be taken a limiting value, the reactor
capabilities in actinide burning will be reduced twice, however, even in this
case it will be capable of burning MA from thermal reactors with total thermal
capacity

near

an

order

of

magnitude

higher

then

its

power.

Reactivity

variation in the course of reactor run in this case will be also insignificant
(-0.28%).
3.Introduction of MA into a fuel composition has an unfavourable effect
on the physical characteristics which are vital for the reactor safety: the
negative component

of Doppler TRC decreases

by

the absolute

value, the

positive component of TRC coused of by coolant expansion slightly increases,
the coolant void effect (CVE) grows (with allowance for the sign). With the
maximum MA out of those at issue in the reactor, the CVE value with the
complete coolant dumping amounts to -0.6%. The maximum CVE value (with the
level of alloy 200mm higher than the bottom end of core ) is positive and
equels 0.5%. To ebsure CVE negativity in any position of alloy level, the
reduction of axial blanket thicknesses from 300mm to 150mm will be sufficient.
4.The control and safety system envisaged at this stage shall ensure:
- compensatability of the reactor under refuelling with the calculated margin
2. 4%;
- compensatability of the reactor with withdrawn scram rods and inserted shim
rods and control rods at the charging coolant temperature with the

calculated

margin2.1%.
Efficiency of three scram rods is sufficient for a reliable reactor
shut-down with the calculated margin 1.7%. Efficiency of control rods does not
exceed p .
ef
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In view of no evident need in the above considerable margins of control
and safety system efficiency, further research will be done on the feasibility
to reduce either the number of control and safety systems, or the number of
absorber in an individual control and safety subassembly.
5. With the use of Th as a fertile material in place of of depleted U in
MA reactor-burner, the plutonium inventory varies insignificantly (decreases
by - 5%). Reactivity variation over the lifetime

remains low (+ 0.12% in the

option with annual make-up of 100 kg MA). In this case void reactivity effect
is negative and monotonously varies from 0 to -5.7% with the total coolant
dumping. In this reactor between the core core and the blankets an insertion
was arranged, which was composed of nickel, steel, and Pb-Bi alloy.
The above

insertion enables multiple

increase

in the purity of U z 3
232

built-up in the blanket with respect to concurrently built-up U

isotope.

The latter is of principal value due to major difficulties in isolated uranium
management

caused

"hard" y-radiation.

by

daughter

U

decay

products

(T

=72y.) feathering

It is shown, that from standpoint of isotope-pure U

build-up, Ni appears the best material for the insertion. However, due to high
interaction
protected

of

Ni

with

with steel

Pb-Bi

coating

alloy,
will

application

be admitted

of

nickel

inexpedient,

pins

though

they may be

replaced by steel ones. Replacement off Ni by steel will not essentially
deteriorate the quality of resultant U233.
With the above insertion available, » 30 kg of U

are annually produced

with U-232 content below 10 ppm. With the insertion lacking U

contamination

increases by over an order of magnitude. In the core - 60 kg of IT
annually built-up with U

is

content « 3000ppm.

More detailed physical characteristics of BRUS-150 reactor are given in
Ref. [8].
The thermohydraulic calculations of rated and emergency conditions of the
BRUS reactor were made via the two-dimensional (r,z) geometry code DUPT, which
enables both stationary and non-stationary numerical solution of hydrodynamic
and heat transfer equations in the areas of intricate geometry with variable
properties of medium to be obtained in the approximation of anisotropic porous
medium [9].
As a transient, a low-probability beyond-the-design basic accident was
taken up on the assumption of simultaneous superposition of a few transients loss-of-flow over the I circuit, safety system failure and loss-of-heat-sink
from the intermediate circuit side. In this case the reactor core heat removal
is accomplished merely through the reactor vessel by the passive (air) system
of emergency heat removal. The MA impact on power, flow and temperature
parameters of the BRUS reactor unit in the course of transient evolution is
shown fig. 1 and fig. 2, where the solid and dashed curves stand for option 1
of the core with MA and MA-free option presented in Ref. 18], respectively. In
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this case:
q(x) - reactor power;
G ( T ) - coolant flow rate over I circuit determined by pump
rundown G
and a level of natural circulation G ;
MIN
M
MAX
°
T
T

(T) - maximum (local value ) coolant temperature in the core
volume;
(x) - mean -integrated (over the core volume) temperature of

FUEL*

fuel composition;
T
(x), T
( T ) - mean-mixed coolant temperature at inlet and
INLET
OUTLET
outlet of core;
q (T) - amount of heat removed by the heat removal system from the
reactor vessel surface.
The analysis of calculation data has demonstated that under the rated
operating conditions the coolant flow in the I circuit hydraulic path is
stable, the vortex nucleation area is lacking. The maximum (local ) value of
coolant temperature is observed at the core outlet and amounts to a535°c (at
outlet mean-mixed temperature T
» 510 C). The radial nonuniformity of
coolant of coolant temperature in this cross-section (z=const) does not exceed
the value » 450°C.
Introduction of actinides into the core fuel composition results in a
more intensive temperature "swing" of coolant and reactor structural materials
at the initial stage of transient. At the stage of quasi-static heat-up and
cool-down of reactor the difference in the values of thermo-engineering
parameters for the core options with and without actinides are negligible.
The maximum value of core coolant temperature (local value) at the end of
reactor heat-up stage (T = 22hr.) for the core options with and without
actinides amount to « 812°C and « 800°C respectively.
The presented results show that the availability of actinides in the core
fuel composition essentially affects the BRUS-150 reactor performance however
the failure of core elements in transient at issue does not occur.
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operating

Fig. 1. Dynamics of reactor parameters in the emergency conditions. Initial
stage of transient.
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ABSTRACT
Accelerator-based transmutation of waste (ATW) systems for the destruction of
commercial LWR spent fuel are compared with systems based on thermal
reactors that accomplish the same objectives. When the same technology is
assumed for the actinide-burning aspect of the two systems, it is seen that the
size of the accelerator is determined only by the choice of how many of the
long-lived fission products to burn. If none are transmuted, then the accelerator
is not necessary. This result is independent of the choice of fluid carrier, and
whether the actinides are destroyed in an ATW system or in a separate reactor.

Introduction
There is continuing interest in reducing risk from the disposal of commercial LWR waste,
although it has been over 15 years since a major study concluded that there are "no
insurmountable technological barriers to geological disposal" [1]. Accidental and intentional (to
obtain weapons material) intrusion risks are associated with the transuranic elements, most
notably plutonium. Although there is economic benefit from the sale of electricity generated by
fissioning the plutonium in reactors, the cost of the fuel reprocessing may be greater than any
economic gain. The justification for recycling and burning plutonium may lie in increasing the
acceptability and decreasing the cost of a repository [2].
Accelerator-based transmutation of waste (ATW) systems would not only burn the plutonium,
but all the higher actinides [3,4,5,6]. Reactors discussed here, which would also would be
capable of doing this, would not be of conventional design, but would rather resemble the fluidfueled concepts that were studied in the 1950's and 60's [7]. Thermal ATW systems offer the
additional advantage of transmuting many of the long-lived fission products (LLFP's), such as
" T c [8]. A small repository would thus hold a large number of reactor-years of the remaining
waste, without the legacy of leaving extremely hazardous waste unattended for millennia.
In this paper the differences between ATW and reactor based systems are discussed, with the aim
of a fair comparison of the two systems assuming that similar technology is used in each. The
results here are based on calculations performed with the established Monte Carlo neutron
transport code MCNP [9].
Conceptual Target/Blanket Designs
Figure la shows one of many possible conceptual design for an ATW target/blanket assembly.
The target will consist of a material that produces neutrons from either direct or spallation
reactions. There will be in general an annulus of high-Z material, such as lead, for further
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multiplication of the source through (n,xn) and (p,xn) reactions. The blanket contains a
moderated heterogeneous lattice, using a flowing liquid which contains the actinides. Fission
heat is carried away by convection and the liquid is cooled in an external heat exchanger. There
are separate regions in the blanket where the LLFP's are transmuted.

©
®
'
O
•

Figure 1. The concepts for target/blanket
assemblies for ATW systems with and
without the use of a reactor for actinide
burning.
(a) the ATW system combining actinide
transmutation and LLFP transmutation in
the same blanket.
(b) actinide burning reactor
that is based on the same heterogeneous lattice.
(c) the remaining LLFP-burning ATW blanket.

heterogeneous actinide region
target region
LLFP region
high-Z annulus
reflector region
outer vessel

Fission products continually are produced in the slurry and must be removed for processing, or
else they will become a very significant neutron poison for the system. The mean residence time
of the constituents of the slurry in the target/blanket/heat exchanger before removal for chemical
processing should be less than 15 days. The LLFP's produced by fission are removed by the
chemical system and stored for later transmutation. Another chemistry system must be present to
remove LLFP transmutation products (e. g. 100Ru from transmutation of " T c ) .
The fluid-fueled actinide-burning reactor is shown in Figure lb. Again, fission product
concentrations must be kept to a minimum by continuous removal, requiring the use of liquid
fuels. The prompt negative temperature coefficient of the liquid fuels eliminates the need for a
resonance absorber. The same heterogeneous lattice is used, held in a critical configuration. The
flowing liquid fuel is cooled in an external heat exchanger, and a chemical processing system is
present to remove fission products. The outer wall serves as the pressure vessel.
The remaining ATW system, as shown in Figure lc, then would burn the LLFP's only. The
volumetric heat generation would be reduced by one or two orders of magnitude versus the
combined actinide/LLFP ATW system. Chemistry systems to process and remove the
transmutation products would still be required.
Neutron Balance
The neutron balance for either configuration is almost the same, provided that the reactor
transmutes LLFP species with its reactivity margin. There may be some additional small effects
due to changes in leakage. The actinide feed to the reactor or the ATW is half 239 Pu; therefore,
initial criticality in the reactor is easily achieved. After -10 years, the higher actinides build up
in concentration to near the "equilibrium" values, resulting in a lowered reactivity. This process
is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the coupling between the species from neutron capture
reactions and by a, JJ-, EC decay.
To find the equilibrium concentrations for the actinide mixture, we solve a set of coupled linear
algebraic equations implied by steady state conditions using a code TRANEQUI. The inputs to
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the code are the 1-group spectrum averaged cross sections for all the reactions, the decay
constants and branching ratios, and the total flux.

Cm
247

Cm
24S

Cm2*9

36 m

1O5h

Figure 2. The set of 25 actinide species considered in the calculations for a commercial ATW system.

The unit cells in our MCNP calculations were those for a heavy-water moderated aqueous slurry
system (Figure 3a) and a graphite moderated molten salt system (Figure 3b). The results
presented here are the result of scoping studies, taking into account thermal/hydraulics
limitations, chemistry requirements, etc.
In the aqueous system, the actinides are in the form of an oxide (500 g/1 ACO2) slurry in heavy
water (1/4% H2O impurity). The tubing that holds the slurry is made of high-temperature
zirconium (97.5%) / niobium (2.5%) alloy, the same alloy used in CANDU systems. The inlet
and outlet temperatures for the slurry as it travels along its 3 meter path in the tube are 275 C and
325 C, respectively. The slurry velocity is 12 m/s. The tubes are of a double-wall design, each
wall thick enough to contain the 13.1 MPa operating pressure. The gap between the two walls
acts as a thermal barrier. The simplest unit cell is a triangle as shown. The heavy water
moderator outside the tubes is held at or near atmospheric pressure and 100 degrees C. Parasitic
losses in this system are in the tubing, the H2O impurity in the moderator and slurry, and in the
entrained fission products in the slurry. The tubing losses increase with the operating pressure
for the system. The system here operates at a pressure that gives a capability of 30%
thermal/electrical conversion efficiency. A 50% holdup time in an external heat exchanger is
assumed, and chemical processing residence times of 50% for Am/Cm, 25% for Np/Pu. These
factors are important in determining the equivalent flux that the actinides see on average, in the
input to the TRANEQUI code. The flux in the unit cell was determined to be 1.7xl0 I;
n/cm2/sec, based upon the slurry velocity, which in turn limits the power density.
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graphite balls
radius 3 cm

triangular unit cell

tetrahedral unit cell
6 cm on edge

pitch = 20 cm

Figure 3 (a) Triangular unit cell for aqueous
system.

(b) Tetrahedral unit cell for molten salt system.

In the molten salt system, the fuel is in the form of a fluoride salt (100 g/1 AcF 4 ), dissolved in a
molten salt carrier whose composition is 60% 7 LiF and 40% 9BeF2- The carrier's melting point
and operating temperature are 500 C and 650 C, respectively. The molten salt flows over the
outside of a hexagonal close-packed set of high-purity graphite balls, of 3 cm radius. The
simplest unit cell is a tetrahedron. In the selected design, the power density is about 200 MW/m 3
in the fuel, corresponding to a flux of l.lxlO 1 5 n/cm 2 /sec. No external holdup in a heat
exchanger or in processing was assumed in the calculations. Xenon is removed continuously by
a helium gas stripper. All other fission products are removed via centrifuge with a mean inblanket residence time of 2 days.
The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 1. The eigenvalue is slightly higher in
the molten salt system because reduced parasitic and fission product captures, even though a
value is higher due to increased resonance capture in 239 Pu at the elevated temperature.
Table 1. Neutron Balance in unit cell calculations for aqueous and molten-salt concepts.
symbol

-——-

fuel capture/fission
neutrons/fission
neutrons/ fuel absorption
parasitic capture/fission
fission product capture/fission
eigenvalue

a
V

il
Op

of
keff

value (aoueous)

1.62
3.05
1.164
0.11
0.12
1.070

value (molten salt}

1.74
3.06
1.117
0.015
0.036
1.096

We have performed a simulation of an entire reactor similar to the system shown in Figure lb,
but because of space limitations, the details will not be presented here. In the aqueous case the
tubing was made thinner because it is no longer a pressure boundary, and therefore the two
systems obtained the same keff value. That value is 1.03. Either system can form a critical
configuration throughout its lifetime, completely transmuting the LWR waste feed into fission
products. There is a reactivity margin available to transmute LLFP's in these reactors, as well.
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However, because of the presence of large quantities of higher actinides, the reactivity margin
depends on the full utilization of the nominal in-core flux. In practical systems it may prove
difficult to prevent flux dilution by holdup of the fuel in external components, e. g, heat
exchangers or hold-up tanks.

fission products
separated
from actinides
and transmutation
products from LLFP"s

actinJde + LLFP
burning ATW
targetttanket
system
KeB=~0.9

Accelerator 32 mA O 1.6 GeV
I
r-

Fission
products
2655 moles

waste heat
51 M W
595 MW
net electrical
output 153 MW

turbine/generator
thermal-to-electrical
efficiency 30%

Figure 4. (a) Baseline aqueous ATW system scaled to 1 LWR worth of actinide and LLFP waste from commercial
LWR spent fuel. The LLFFs burned are " T c and 1 2 9 I only. No isotopic separation is assumed, therefore, the 1 2 7 I
is burned with the 1 2 9 1
fission products
separated
from actinides
and transmutdion
products from LLFPs

1363 moles
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(b) Reactor-based system also scaled to 1 LWR. The net electrical production is the same. The molten salt system
is different in that the thermal/electric conversion efficiency is higher.

Mass and Energy Flows
The mass and power flows for an ATW system, normalized to a single 1 GWe LWR are shown
in Figure 4a. In this specific example the flow rates correspond to the transmutation of the
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actinides and " T c and 129 I. There is no isotopic separation used for these balances, therefore I 2 7 I
is burned also. Heat produced is used to generate steam that runs turbine/generators. The
accelerator uses less electricity than is made, and the surplus is sold to the grid. A small
chemical facility removes LLFP's created by fission for recycle, and continuously recycles the
actinides. Parasitic capture rates on target and structural materials have been taken from
integrated conceptual ATW target/blanket designs [6].
A reactor-based system that accomplishes the same goals is shown in Figure 4b. The actinideburning task is performed in a reactor that is fueled with the actinides. Electricity produced in
this reactor is sold to the grid. Only a portion of the LLFP feed is transmuted with the actinides,
and the rest is sent to an accelerator-based system for destruction by neutron capture. The
LLFP's generated by the fission of the actinides are added to this stream. There is no electrical
production in this portion of the system, and the heat generated is dumped. The accelerator buys
alternating current (AC) electricity from the grid. The difference in the net energy streams
between the two configurations is that the beam power is recycled to the thermal system in the
first case. The beam power will be typically 5% of the actinide heating power, and so this loss is
at most only a small fraction of the total power.
Power Requirements
The neutron balance of the ATW system is a function of the choices that are made for the
burning of fission products. In both the aqueous and the non-aqueous case most of the neutrons
used to transmute LLFP's are supplied by the accelerator, in either the configuration shown in
Figure la or that shown in Figure lb. The size of the accelerator is determined by the choice of
how many of the LLFP's to burn. If none are transmuted, then the accelerator is not necessary.
Table 2. Long lived fission products (LLFP's) of interest in commercial LWR waste transmutation schemes.
species

79

Se

isotopic
elemental
moles
moles
per LWR-yr per LWR-yr

2.5

93Zr
99TC
107 P d

257.5
259.5
67.9

i26Sn
129!
135Q

46.2
74.1

7.2

23.8
1297.4
259.5
427.3
46.0
60.5
588.1

half life

beta
energy

gamma
energy

1000's yrs

KeV

KeV

65

160
60

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1500

210
6500
100
16000
3000

293.0
33.0
250.0
150.0
210.0

87.0
39.0

0.0

elemental
neutrons
per atom

cross
section
barns

1.2
2.1
1.0
2.8
1.8
1.0
1.6

1.5
2.1
17
6.6
0.16

15
5.»

Table 2 lists the LLFP's produced in LWR's. All have low p- decay energies. Some of the
species have accompanying y rays, also of low energy. Two different molar quantities are listed.
One is just of the isotope itself and the second is for the element, including all isotopes. In the
case of zirconium, the contribution from cladding is not included. Most species occur generally
with several isotopes, as seen in Figure 5. Zirconium appears as 6 species, 90 through 96, not
including the short lived 97. If isotope separation is not used, isotopes 90 through 94 must be
transmuted to 95, which decays by two successive p - emission to 95 Mo. The isotopes 90 through
93 thus require more than 1 neutron per transmutation. Isotopes 94 and 96 require each 1
neutron. The net average per atom is 2.1 neutrons per transmutation. These are the quantities
listed in the last column in Table 2.
In Figures 6a and b the amount of electrical power needed to operate the accelerator is shown (on
a per LWR basis) for each of the LLFP's, on an isotopic and elemental basis, respectively. In this
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calculation, it is assumed that no LLFP transmutation is provided by a reactor. We assume a
proton beam energy of 1 GeV. Based on computational experience, we select a reasonable
number of number of neutrons liberated from the spallation target at 20 per proton. The
efficiency for capturing the neutrons is 80%, and the capacity factor of the plant is 75%. The
facility must buy the AC power from the electrical grid to operate the accelerator, and the
conversion of that power into beam energy is taken to be 50%.'

Figure 5. Transmutation schemes for some long lived
fission product species. Upwards arrows represent J$"
decay, which eliminates one atom of the element.
Technetium is the only element of interest where a single
neutron need be captured for transmutation. Others are
more complicated, requiring more than 1 neutron per
atom on average.
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1-129
Sn-126"B
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Zr-93
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i
H
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Figure 6 (a) The electrical power to operate the ATW
accelerator for each LLFP isotope transmuted, when it
is assumed that isotopic separation is used.

(b) The electrical power from the grid to operate the
ATW accelerator for each LLFP isotope transmuted,
when isotopic separation is not used.

Transmutation of the only species that appears as a single isotope ( 99 Tc) requires 160 MW of
power, or 16% of the power of the LWR. When isotopic separation is allowed, the transmutation
of all 7 isotopes would require 453 MW of power, or 45.3% of the electrical output of the LWR.
The elemental 93 Zr would require more power than is produced in the LWR. Elemental
transmutation is still expensive for 79 Se, 99 Tc, 126 Sn, and I 2 9 I. The transmutation of all these
combined would require 27% of the LWR's power.
The reactor in the system helps transmute LLFP's in two ways. Its reactivity margin is used to
burn 0.13 moles of LLFP's per mole of actinides, saving the equivalent of 25 mA per LWR of
beam current that would have been supplied by the accelerator facility. Thus, only 102 MW of
AC power is needed for the accelerator to burn " T c +1, rather than the larger quantities implied
by Figure 6b. For additional species destroyed, the full amount of power shown in Figure 6
would be required. The actinide-burner reactor can supply 255 MW of AC power (for the 30%
efficient aqueous system); the system would be a net producer of electricity unless all the species
shown in Figure 3 are transmuted. The molten salt reactor, with its higher thermal/electric
conversion efficiency, produces enough electricity to burn them all.
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Conclusions
Complete elimination of all listed actinides and LLFP's can be achieved. In the absence of
isotopic separation, however, the AC power required for most of the isotopes becomes much
larger, and the transmutation of 93 Zr becomes prohibitively expensive. If isotopic separation is
used and subsystem efficiencies are h'»h, the actinide-burning portion of a transmutation system
can supply a large fraction if not all o» the electricity needed. If a liquid fuel thermal reactor is
designed such that minimal dilution of the flux occurs in external regions, then using a
target/blanket system to burn only fission products and a reactor to transmute actinides could be
an attractive alternative to the single target-blanket solution.
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ABSTRACT
A method is described for determining homogenized, few-group cross
sections and discontinuity factors for a nodal model of a small, tightly
coupled reactor by performing several full-core Monte Carlo calculations
that simulate different reactor conditions, editing nodal parameters from
the results, and interpolating to find the parameters for intermediate
situations. The scheme is applied to a simplified model of the Advanced
Neutron Source Reactor. Provided a fairly elaborate interpolation method
is used when control rods are partially inserted in a node, the scheme
appears to be acceptably accurate. However, statistical errors in the
Monte Carlo calculations make it difficult to evaluate accuracy precisely.
Introduction
The use of discontinuity factors as defined by Smith [1] (a variant of
the heterogeneity factors earlier introduced by Koebke [2]) has been
extremely successful when applied to the analysis of light water reactors
in order to correct few-group nodal methods for transport and
homogenization errors.[3] One reason for this success is the relatively
short distance neutrons travel in slowing down and diffusing in light
water. Except for thin regions near interfaces, fission, absorption and
scattering rates for the materials comprising a fuel assembly are largely
insensitive to the flux boundary conditions on the surface. As a
consequence, except for nodes in the reflector next to the core,
homogenized, energy-group cross sections and discontinuity factors for an
assembly, based on zero-net-current boundary conditions, yield very
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accurate nodal flux shapes and k-effective values when used for a full core
calculation.
For reactors moderated by graphite or heavy water, this is no longer the
case. Attempts to overcome the difficulty by surrounding the assembly of
interest by regions simulating its actual environment in the reactor have
not been successful.
One strategy that can be used for small reactors (rocket reactors,
research reactors, neutron source reactors) to provide few-group,
homogenized cross sections and discontinuity factors is to determine them
by Monte Carlo analysis of the entire reactor for several different
conditions (different temperature distributions, different control rod
positions) and then to interpolate for intermediate conditions. We have
applied this method to a static analysis of a simplified model of the
Advanced Neutron Course Reactor (ANS) being designed at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
Figure (1) shows an axial cut through the (dotted) center line of the RZ
model we have analyzed. Hafnium rods in the central control region (grey)
have been homogenized with the D-0 moderator-coolant. Highly enriched fuel
plates are also homogenized with D~0 moderator-coolant. They are located
in two concentric, cylindrical shells having different inner radii and
axially displaced (the black regions of Fig. 1 ) . To reduce power peaking
the fuel is graded both radially and axially. Very large flux gradients
and drastic changes in neutron spectra with position require the use of
multigroup transport calculations for accurate analysis of the design. For
static cases, such calculations are today quite doable, although rather
expensive. However, the cost for the hundreds of transient cases needed
for a complete control design and safety analysis seems prohibitive. Our
ultimate goal for the present development is to use multigroup transport
methods to determine few-group, homogenized, nodal cross sections and
discontinuity factors for several different reactor conditions expected
during a transient and thence to determine those parameters during a
few-group, nodal-transient calculation by interpolation. The present paper
describes a static test of this procedure: The continuous energy version
of the Monte Carlo code MCNP [4] has been applied to the ANS model of
Figure (1). Full-core criticality calculations were performed for the
central control rod in three locations: that shown in the figure (which we
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shall call "rods inserted"), 5.45 cm withdrawn, and 10.9 cm withdrawn.
Two-Group, homogenized nodal cross sections and discontinuity factors for
the RZ nodal code ZAQ [5] were edited from the results for the first and
last (10.9 cm) cases. Values for the intermediate case (5.45 cm) were
found by interpolation and the resultant ZAQ solution for this intermediate
case was compared with the Monte Carlo Reference.
Sketch on the Theory
For the node (ik) extending radially from r. to r + , and axially from z.
to z. , the nodal balance equation for energy-group-g is

-r]) - 7gl(zk)n{rl{ -ft

~ik
—k
where 3 is the volume-averaged, group-g flux for node -(i,k); Jr (r i + 1 )
is the face-averaged net current at r. +1> etc. In ZAQ the face-averaged
currents are related to the volume-averaged fluxes on either side by
assuming that the transverse-integrated, intra-^nodal flux shapes are either
piecewise flat (finite difference) or quadratic functions. This
approximation along with the use of only a few groups and the fact that the
i k
ik
group cross sections £ ' , vT,.' , etc, for the heterogeneous nodes have
tg
ig
been homogenized leads to error. We correct that error by introducing the
discontinuity factors found from the full-core Monte Carlo calculations.
The final result is a set of corrected nodal coupling equations relating
the face-averaged currents to the volume-averaged fluxes. For example, we
find, for the quadratic representation, that [5]
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where fHi" k '— and f Hi—1 'k '+ are respectively the group-g discontinuity
factors for the face perpendicular to r on the minus-side of node (ik) and
the plus-side of node (i-l,k). Only the ratio of the discontinuity factors
on the tvo sides of the face at r. is needed for Equation (2), and this
ratio can be found by substituting into (2) reference values of the
face-averaged currents and volume-averaged fluxes edited from the Monte
Carlo results. Formulas for the individual discontinuity factors are given
in Reference [6].
Numerical Results
The Monte Carlo code MCNP at present edits reaction rates and fluxes
(and hence energy-group cross sections) only over homogeneous material
compositions. Thus to find a homogenized group-cross section for a node
composed of fuel plates and coolant channels, edits must be performed for
every plate and channel and the homogenized cross section then found by
hand. To avoid this difficulty, we have simulated the graded fuel as being
homogeneous radially and composed of twelve different, homogeneous zones
axially. Also, to reduce the effect of statistical error in regions far
from the core, we have edited from MCNP albedo boundary conditions over the
surface of the cylinder of 65 cm radius and 167.4 cm height shown on Fig.
(1). Thus the MCNP calculations are for the full reactor while the nodal
calculations are for the subcylinder with 18 non-uniform, axial mesh
spacings and 7 non-uniform, radial mesh spacings.
Another shortcoming of MCNP for present purposes is that it does not
tally scattering events so that group-to-group scattering cross sections
have to be determined by neutron balance.
Because of the way they are defined, the discontinuity factors were
expected to force the nodal model to match exactly results edited from the
reference Monte Carlo calculation. Table (1) shows that this did not
happen.
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Table (1): Monte Carlo vs. "Exact Nodal Results
Control Rod
Location
k eff (Monte Carlo)

Rods Inserted
1.0498 ± 0.0009

Withdrawn 10 .9 cm
1.0725 ± 0. 0009

Withdrawn 5 .45 cm
1.0600 ± 0 .0010

k eff ("Exact" Nodal
Code)
'/. Difference

1.0476
.21

1.0711
.13

1.0583
.16

The first line of the table gives the values of k .. for the three rod
positions each based on one million case histories. Statistical errors are
~ 0.1'/.. The second line shows results from the corresponding nodal
calculations carried out with two-group cross sections and discontinuity
factors edited from the MCNP results for the finite difference model. The
differences are far outside statistical error. Conceivably this
discrepancy could be caused by the neglect of n-2n and upscattering in the
ZAQ calculations. But these are very small effects in the ANS.
A far more likely reason for the failure to obtain exact agreement is
that such agreement requires that the reference calculation have exact
neutron balance in each node and each energy-group. For Monte Carlo this
balance is subject to statistical fluctuations. Hence the discontinuity
factors do not cause the nodal calculations to replicate those edited from
the Monte Carlo results exactly.
i k
Computation of the removal cross sections S«i , which in MCNP must
currently be done by neutron balance, further illustrates this situation:
i k
Different values of the ILj result depending on whether the fast or
thermal group balance is used for the computation.
In an artificial way it is possible to avoid the discrepancy and obtain
discontinuity factors which replicate the Monte Carlo results exactly. To
do this we use the Monte Carlo results to calculate a i 'k from the equation
Group-g net leakage rate from node-(i.k) = V,. .* a f 1 > k ) 0 f l f k )
Vl.KJ
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g

g

(3)

where ^lf is the volume-averaged flux of group-g neutrons in node-(i,k), "~f
V. . being the volume of the node. Then we write two-group balance
equations

[aj' k + S^k • Ej' k + S^'k] ?>k = £ [ 4 i k ?j' k + 4 » k ?j' k j
4 ' k - SJik ?j'k

(4)
(5)

With all other parameters in (4) and (5) edited from the reference Monte
Carlo, we solve for Eii as an eigenvalue. Use of this artificial removal
cross section in the two-group ZAQ equations results in a value of k .. and
reaction rates that match those edited from MCNP to within roundoff error.
Of course the Monte Carlo result that is exactly matched by this procedure
still involves statistical error. The only definite advantage that can be
claimed for the scheme is that it avoids the problem of deciding whether to
use the value of ELJ coming from the fast or from the thermal group
balance equation.
Unfortunately, the differences between the Monte Carlo and "exact" nodal
calculations displayed on the third row of Table (1) obscures the accuracy
of the procedure for finding nodal parameters for the 5.45 cm withdrawn
case by interpolation of "exact" parameters for the rods inserted and 10.9
cm withdrawn cases. When this interpolation is carried out by a simple
weighted averaging scheme suggested by Gehin [7], the result of the
approximate ZAQ calculation is a k - f value differing by 0.197. from the
1.0600 reference of Table (1). With the "exact" ZAQ value differing from
the reference by 0.16% for this case (and by 0.21'/. for the rods inserted
case), conclusions about the accuracy of the interpolation procedure are
obscured.
One way to reduce the "differences" on the third row of Table (1) is to
run more case histories. However, with the 10 case histories on which
each of the entries in Table (1) is based taking ~ 8 days of run-time on an
IBM 486, 50 MHz(vs. 6.8 seconds for the nodal calculation), we tried to
avoid this approach.
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Instead we compared the node-averaged two-group fluxes in order to
evaluate the adequacy of the interpolation procedure.

The average over all

nodes, of the absolute values of the percent difference between the "exact"
nodal group-fluxes and those computed using the interpolated parameters was
1.623'/, for the fast group and 1.6627. for the thermal group.
average agreement is acceptally good.

Thus the

However, the thermal flux in the

node containing the half-removed control rod differed from the "exact"
value by 59.6'/. and by 25.1'/. in one of its axial neighbors.

This leads to

concern for how well the interpolated nodal parameters would be able to
predict the correct control rod worth during a transient.
To correct this situation, more elaborate interpolation procedures were
used to estimate the two-group parameters for the control rod in its
intermediate position.

For all nodes except the one containing the

partially removed rod and its axial neighbors, the homogenized two-group
cross sections, discontinuity factor ratios and albedoes edited from the
two bounding Monte Carlo calculations were first smoothed by a least
squares polynomial fit before interpolated values for the intermediate case
were found.

In addition, the discontinuity factor ratios for the two

outermost radial nodal rings were given unity values.

To determine

two-group parameters for the node containing the partially removed control
rod and the two axial neighbors of that node, a sequence of 200,000 case
history Monte Carlo problems (for the entire reactor) were run with the
control rod in four additional intermediate locations.

The two-group

parameters edited from these results for the three nodes in question were
fit to quadratic polynomials.

Values of the two-group parameters for the

control rod at its intermediate location were then interpolated from these
curves.
With this more elaborate interpolation procedure the average absolute
percent differences became 1.323 for the fast group and 0.983 for the
thermal group, and the differences for the node containing the half
withdrawn control rod and its axial neighbor were reduced to 3.7'/, and 2.7'/,.
Perhaps because of the neglect of the (n,2n) neutrons in the ZAQ modeling,
the value of k ,, corresponding to the improved flux shape was 0.227, lower
than that of the reference MCNP calculation.

We feel that the improved

accuracy in the nodal flux values associated with the more sophisticated
calculation of the nodal parameters should lead to more accurate control
rod worth curves and hence more accurate predictions of transient behavior.
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Further studies give an indication that, when a control rod moves through a
node, only the homogenized cross sections and discontinuity factor ratios
for the node containing that rod change. Those for other nodes appear to
be little affected. However, statistical fluctuations make this conclusion
only tentative.
Conclusions
For a very tightly coupled reactor that requires a multigroup transport
method for its accurate analysis, it appears possible to edit homogenized,
few-group, nodal cross sections and discontinuity factors for several
different reactor conditions and then use interpolated values of these
parameters to perform accurate, few-group, nodal predictions of nodal
reaction rates and reactor eigenvalue for intermediate conditions. It
does, however, appear to be necessary to perform extra calculations to
provide accurate nodal parameters for nodes through which control rods are
moving.
Unfortunately, these conclusions are not completely firm because the
present study made use of a continuous energy Monte Carlo method to provide
reference cases, and statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo results
prevent a precise evaluation of the accuracy of nodal results based on
interpolated parameters. We are continuing the study using a multigroup
discrete ordinates code for the reference calculations.
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A MONTE CARLO METHOD FOR WHOLE CORE MICROSCOPIC BURN UP
CALCULATIONS
J L Hutton
A W Butement
AEA Technology, Winfrith, Dorchester, Dorset
United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
Neutronics calculations for the burnup of a reactor core are usually based upon deterministic
methods requiring a geometric mesh, which can only approximately represent the core
structure, and using macroscopic cross sections. On the other hand, Monte Carlo methods
allow the use of a sophisticated geometrical approacu enabling accurate three-dimensional
representation of core structure, but these methods also usually rely upon a macroscopic
approach for cross sections. In the WIMS-E modular program scheme such a limitation has
recently been overcome by introducing a microscopic burnup scheme which uses the Monte
Carlo duxes together with microscopic cross sections to give nuclide reaction rates, which
are used as a basis for solving nuclide material balance equations for each region. The
resulting predictions for the reactor at successive burnup time steps are thus based on a
calculational route where both geometry and cross sections are accurately represented,
providing a reliable and independent approach for benchmarking other methods. Examples of
results using this method are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The most commonly adopted approach to reactor simulation involves a two-stage process.
Firstly, a wide range of lattice calculations represent the fine detail of individual fuel
assemblies and generate effective homogenised data. Secondly, a whole core calculation uses
this data to compute core power distributions and burnup. This route can be extremely
complex, but is usually necessary even with modern computing facilities. For a wide range of
reactors of the PWR type where the steady state reactor conditions - fuel temperature and
coolant density - are well known, the problem of time dependent thermal hydraulic feedback
effects is removed, and detailed whole core calculations become more feasible.

This paper describes an approach based on Monte Carlo methods that has been adopted in
the WIMS-E [1] modular code scheme. The use of Monte Carlo has the advantages that
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detailed spatial modelling in three dimensions can be based on established tracking methods,
and calculations in many groups may not be significantly more expensive than those in few
groups. The usual disadvantage is of course the statistical uncertainty associated with the
Monte Carlo method; in addition there can be problems of memory and disc storage. The
theory for this approach is given, followed by examples of application.

THEORY
The concept of a Monte Carlo-driven burnup capability had been prototyped in the WIMS-E
scheme by pretabulating macroscopic cross sections

as a function of burnup [2]. This

"macroscopic" route made simplifying assumptions about the environment in which the fuel
is depleted; it could therefore only ever be an approximate approach.

To develop the present, more accurate, approach, it was necessary to replace the
macroscopic concept with a microscopic one. To ach" ve this the WIMS-E Monte Carlo
module WMONK based on the M0NK5W code [3] is used as the conventional lattice method
flux solution which enables the calculation of reaction rates on a nuclide by nuclide and region
by region basis. Provided this method is based on a broad group library such as the standard
WIMS-E 69 or 172 group scheme, the majority of the microscopic cross sections required are
simple table look-ups, requiring no application of physics algorithms. The exception is the
treatment of resonance shielding. We have two options in the treatment of resonance
shielding: the standard historic WIMS-E equivalence approach which is valid only for
pincells and clusters of infinite axial extent, and the subgroup approach. The statistical
accuracy of a Monte Carlo method depends primarily on the number of neutron histories that
are tracked, and the computing time for each neutron depends on the number of collisions it
has. To a first approximation, therefore, extra groups do not affect the computing time. It is
therefore sensible to keep not only the full library group structure, but also to regard the
resonance subgroups as additional groups in the scheme, at least for those reactions with
resonance shielding. There are two methods in the WIMS-E scheme for fitting subgroups to
the library resonance integral tabulations:

(a)

A single set of subgroup cross sections for a particular nuclide is fitted to the
total resonance integrals (tabulated against potential scattering between 9KeV
and 4eV), and a separate set of weights is then derived for each library group.
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(b)

A separate set of subgroup cross sections and weights is fitted for each library
group but with the weights constrained to be positive. (Attempts to constrain
the weights to positive values for a single set of subgroup cross sections have
proved to be impracticable.)

The first option (a) is used for deterministic methods because of the economy of computing
only one set of subgroup fluxes. The possibility of negative weights is not a problem so long
as the effective weighted broad group cross sections are positive. The second option (b) is
used by the Monte Carlo method of this paper because the subgroups are preserved as separate
groups and negative weights cannot be tolerated. The extra sets of subgroup cross sections for
each WIMS-E library group are not a severe penalty.

The equations representing the WIMS-E Monte Carlo microscopic burnup method are now
described. A system consisting of a set of contiguous regions is considered. The volume of
region i is V). A region contains a homogeneous mixture of K nuclides. The number density
of nuclide number k in region i at the end of burnup timestep n is N"k. The initial system
composition, N?k, is specified as input data. The microscopic burnup method evaluates N"k at
the end of n successive burnup timesteps. The superscript n is omitted where not needed in the
following equations. The library provides a set of microscopic cross sections Gkand decay
constants Xk. Cross section symbols such as <sk imply the sets <ssk , ockx, o ^ , representing
scatter, capture, and fission cross sections.

Some of the energy groups are termed "resonance groups". These are groups to which the
subgroup method is applied. The flux for such groups is known as a "resonance flux", and is
calculated by summing over subgroup properties. We consider the main calculations in a
burnup step. The number densities Nik will be available from the burnup calculation of the
previous step. Then the macroscopic cross sections, E. , are calculated for each region i and
non resonance group g:

For resonance groups the macroscopic cross section, 2 . . , for each region i, resonance group
g, and subgroup label j g , is given by
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where the set of subgroups jk is selected by a random process.

To save processing time, and storage, the calculation of the scattering cross section set is
made once only, although this introduces an approximation. The cross sections Zi are used
by the standard tracking calculations in WMONK together with values of Z r , which are
calculated as needed. As part of the development of this microscopic burnup method, a novel
extension to the established WMONK Woodcock tracking procedure [3] was introduced. In
the input data for the established procedure selected regions may be subdivided into
materials of differing composition. The tracking process within such regions initially assumes
a cross section for the whole region equal to the maximum of the constituent material cross
sections, then uses a random process to categorise the resulting collision as real or "pseudo".
A particle continues unchanged after a pseudo collision. If the collision is real, collision rates
are accumulated for all the nuclides in the material. Subdivision of regions in this way results
in a saving in processing time in comparison with specifying many separate regions since the
number of boundary crossings, and the associated processing time, is effectively reduced. For
each material it is necessary to store total, absorption, fission and yield cross sections.

In the extended Woodcock procedure, it is necessary only to store the maximum total and
absorption cross sections for the region. At a collision a random process is invoked involving
both these values to determine the category of collision. For a real collision a random process
selects a nuclide for which fission and yield cross sections are then retreived. The collision
rate for that nuclide is then accumulated. There is a saving in storage when using the extended
scheme since cross sections for each material need not be stored, and savings in processing
time occur, particularly since at each collision the collision rate is accumulated only for a
selected nuclide in a material.

Once tracking is completed the collision rates %Mi. and xMr

are available. The collision

rate %Mi is the number of collisions undergone by WMONK particles of non resonance
group g within region i during a M0NK5 W step. For particles in a resonance group, the set of
collision rates which applies is XMU •

The reactor flux in region / for a non resonance group g is

•„ - « ^
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where a is a scaling factor. Similarly the reactor flux in region / for resonance group g and
subgroup j is

The fission or absorption reaction rate is calculated for nuclides not having resonances.

Similarly, the reaction rate is calculated for nuclides having resonances

«. - IS v, u
Note that the summations over subgroups jkg apply only to those groups g which are
resonance groups.

The WIMS-E module WBRNUP then uses these reaction rates to find nuclide number
densities Nik at the end of the burnup timestep by solving
dNik
1=1

over a timestep, where the rate of change of nuclide number density is related to decay, fission
and capture processes. The new set of JV,-j provides the starting point for the next WMONK
calculation. In this way alternate calls to WIMS-E modules WMONK and WBRNUP enable a
microscopic bumup calculation to progress through a series of timesteps, with the eigenvalue
and regional nuclide inventories available as output from each step.
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APPLICATIONS
PWR Pincell
For a PWR pincell, results from the WIMS-E microscopic burnup method using the module
WMONK were compared with results from WIMS-E using the collision probabilities and flux
solution modules WPIJ and WPIP in place of WMONK to calculate flux.WMONK predicts a
quantity "kcoll" which is an estimate of k-effective calculated from the ratio of the number
of new particles created to the number removed by absorption and leakage as determined at
each collision point. As shown in Table 1, good agreement was found for both reactivities and
U235 number densities.
Table 1: PWR Pincell Reactivities and U235 Number Densities
WPUAVPIP

WMONK
%diff
k

% diff
U235

5.1000E-04

0.07

0.00

0.0015

5.O933E-O4

0.09

0.00

1.1832

0.0017

4.1317E-04

0.03

-0.00

1.1305

0.0015

3.3415E-04

0.13

0.02

1.0857

0.0018

2.6838E-04

0.10

0.07

2.1390E-O4

1.0454

0.0020

2.1383E-O4

0.07

0.03

1.0090

1.6866E-04

1.0094

0.0014

1.6852E-04

-0.04

0.08

0.9752

1.3162E-04

0.9770

0.0017

1.3150E-O4

-0.18

0.09

GWd/te
k-infinity

U235 Number
Density

k-coll

stddev

U235 Number
Density

0.0

1.2853

5.1000E-04

1.2844

0.0014

0.025

1.2488

5.O933E-O4

1.2477

4.025

1.1835

4.1316E-04

8.025

1.1320

3.3423E-04

12.025

1.0868

2.6856E-04

16.025

1.0461

20.025
24.025

Shippingport cell
For a model of a lattice cell representing a highly enriched plate fuel structure based on the
configuration used in the Shippingport reactor, results using the WIMS-E microscopic burnup
(WMONK) method were compared with results from the TWOTRAN module of LWRWIMS
[4]. As shown in Table 2, reasonable agreement was found for both reactivities and U235
number densities.
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Table 2: Shippingport Lattice Cell Reactivities and U235 Number Densities
TWOTRAN
MWcl

WMONK
% diff
k

% din"
U235

k-inf

U235 Number
Density

kcoll

std dcv

11235 Number
Density

O.O000OK+00

1.170304

2.04730E-03

1.1756

0.0075

2.O473OE-O3

0.45

0.0

1.20290E+01

1.157635

2.04730K-03

1.1831

0.0060

2.O4727E-03

2.20

-0.00

I.35338E+05

1.196922

1.74951E-03

1.2031

0.0057

1.749901--03

0.52

0.02

2.55616E+O5

1.296195

1.48851E-03

1.2895

0.0041

1.48658E-03

-0.52

-0.13

3.75918H+05

1.303132

1.22O38E-03

1.3138

0.0033

1.22O17E-O3

2.49

-0.02

4.96208H+05

1.175647

9.23083E-04

1.2049

0.0036

9.25323K-O4

2.49

0.24

Whole core based on Shippingport cell
For a representative region within a whole core model based on the above Shippingporl cell
Table 3 gives WMONK results showing the progressive reduction of U235 number densities
at successive burn up steps.

Table 3: Whole Core U235 Number Densities Predicted by WMONK
U235 Number Density

MWd/t

0

2.4097E-03

32481

1.8O71E-03

66707

1.3479E-03

CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the theory and application of a Monte Carlo method for whole core
microscopic burnup calculations recently introduced into the WIMS-E modular code scheme.
Use of the method enables predictions for successive reactor burnup time steps to be based
on a calculational route where both geometry and cross sections are accurately represented,
providing a reliable and independent approach for benchmarking other methods.
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Nomenclature
Fraction of fissioning atoms of nuclide / resulting in nuclide k as
a fission product.
K

Number of nuclides
3

N

(m" )

R
t

1

(s" )
(s)

V

(m3)

a

Nuclide number density
Reaction rate for one nuclide atom
Time
Volume
1

((news' )/

Scaling factor

(particles step''))

X

(s-1)

Decay constant

a

(m2)

Microscopic cross section

I

(m"')

Macroscopic cross section
1

*M

4>

(step" )

WMONK particle collision rate

(step"1)

WMONK particle collision rate for region i subgroup j k

(neutrons nT2 s"1)

Neutron flux

Subscripts
a
c,C
D

f
g
i
j
k,l
M
s
t

absorption
Capture
Decay
Fission
Energy group number
Region number
Energy subgroup number
Nuclide number
Signifies a WMONK parameter
Scatter
Total
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ABSTRACT
The continuous energy Monte-Carlo/collision probability hybrid method has been developed for
efficient burnup calculations of light water reactor fuel assemblies. By using this hybrid method, a
computing time is reduced to about 1/5 of a reference Monte-Carlo calculation because of the decrement
of the number of Monte-Carlo calculations. The hybrid method is applied to the NEACRP LWR fuel
burnup benchmark, and the numerical results are in good agreement to those of the reference MonteCarlo calculation, though there is a large difference between the collision probability method and the
Monte-Carlo method. Thus this hybrid method is found to be effective for burnup calculations of light
water reactor fuel assemblies.

Introduction
Monte-Carlo methods particularly continuous energy Monte-Carlo methods like VIM and
MCNP are very powerful for light water reactor(LWR) fuel assembly calculations. The resonance selfshielding in heterogeneous fuel assemblies is accurately estimated and the geometry is exactly treated.
Therefore it is desirable in detailed design calculations of LWR fuel assemblies to perform burnup calculations with continuous energy Monte-Carlo method using fine time intervals. However the MonteCarlo burnup calculation has a problem that the k^ change is not smooth but shows a zig-zag behavior.
This phenomenon is caused by the fact that calculated fluxes in fuel rods have standard deviations which
are usually larger than that of criticality, and the fluxes are used to calculate number densities of heavy
nuclides at next time step. Thus the error in number densities propagates to the error in k^. This error
propagation together with k^ standard deviation yields the unreasonable burnup reactivity change. To
overcome this problem and to reduce the computing time we have developed a Monte-Carlo/collision
probability hybrid method. In this hybrid method, the burnup period is divided into coarse time steps and
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fine time steps. At coarse time steps, both the Monte-Carlo and collision probability calculations are
done to get the correction factor for reaction rates. Then at fine time steps, only the collision probability
calculations are done to calculate the number densities at next fine time step using the correction factors.
Thus the Monte-Carlo calculations are done only at the coarse time steps, so the number of the MonteCarlo calculation is decreased compared to a pure Monte-Carlo burnup calculation. This causes the
reduction of the computing time and accumulation of the error which is introduced in the results of the
Monte-Carlo calculation. The details of the hybrid method are described in the following section.

Monte-Carlo/Deterministic Hybrid Burnup Calculation Method
In this method the burnup period is divided into fine time steps and coarse time steps. At coarse
time steps VIM[1J continuous energy Monte-Carlo calculations are performed to calculate k^ and reaction rates in fuel rods. The reaction rate of fuel rod i, nuclide m, reaction type x is output, which corresponds to

Mon.e

= /oVfv.

This reaction rate at coarse time steps is also calculated by deterministic calculation; we adopt
the LWR lattice code RESPLA[2] which is based on the collision probability method.
R

\ J * , = 2 0*%, *•,¥,,

(2)

g=i

where cfimxj is the g-group effective microscopic cross section of reaction type x, nuclide m of fuel rod
i, <|>g. is the g-group flux in fuel rod i, and V. is the volume of fuel rod i. The ratio o f the reaction rates
evaluated by Eqs. (1) and (2) is calculated :

In the fine time steps included in a coarse time step, the ratio a is assumed to be constant as shown
in Fig.l. At fine time steps, assembly calculations are performed only by RESPLA. In RESPLA the
reaction rates at fine time step k are obtained as

R ^ i k = 2 cfi»x{k)Pfli)V{.

(4)

Thus calculated reaction rates are corrected by the ratio a as
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Rm ., I

= R™

am . .

(5)

Then the corrected reaction rates are used to predict k^ and to carry out depletion calculations of
heavy nuclides in fuel. Though the correction factors are constant at fine time steps in a coarse time step,
the fluxes at fine time steps are not constant because of the change in number densities at every fine time
step. Thus in the hybrid method the burnup calculations are done with the correction factor a which is
updated at every coarse time step. The calculational flow of this Monte-Carlo/collision probability hybrid
burnup calculation method is shown in Fig.2.

Numerical Results for LWR Fuel Burnup Benchmark
The present Monte-Carlo/collision probability hybrid method has been applied to calculate the
burnup characteristics of the NEACRP LWR fuel burnup benchmark(3] of which model is shown in
Fig.3. In this model the Gd bearing fuel rods are subdivided into five equi-volume regions in annular
geometry. In the hybrid method, we performed the three cases where the burnup steps of updating the
correction factor a are every 0.5 GWd/t, 1.0 GWd/t and/or 2.0 GWd/t. As a reference a Monte-Carlo
burnup calculation was done, and we compared the following five methods.
method 1. VIM burnup calculation (Monte-Carlo, reference calculation),
method 2. RESPLA burnup calculation (2 group deterministic calculation),
method 3. Hybrid method with updating the correction factor every 0.5 GWd/t,
method 4. Hybrid method with updating the correction factor every 1.0 GWd/t,
method 5. Hybrid method with updating the correction factor every 2.0 GWd/t.
The burnup calculation module is same for all methods, and both VIM and RESPLA use the cross section
library based on JENDL-3.1[4]. All Monte-Carlo calculations were performed in a half million history.
The fine burnup calculation step is 0.1 GWd/t for all methods.
Fig.4 shows the power distributions at 0.9 GWd/t and 3.9 GWd/t. At 0.9 GWd/t the methods 4
and 5 are equivalent because the coarse time steps are larger than 0.9 GWd/t in both methods. As shown
in Fig.4, at 0.9 GWd/t the power distribution in the fuel rods without Gd are in good agreement to the
reference within 1.0% for all the methods. However the power distributions in the fuel rods with Gd are
different from the reference by about 3.5% in the method 2, 1.3% in the method 3 and 2.1% in the
method 4. At 3.9 GWd/t the same tendency is seen. There are relatively large differences from the reference only in the Gd bearing fuel rods, of about 2.2% in the method 2, 0.9% in the method 3,1.9% in the
method 4 and 4.6% in the method 5. Though the method 2(RESPLA) has a large error in power distribution, the error decreases to about 1.0% by using the method 3. However the methods 4 and 5(Hybrid
method) do not improve the power distributions compared to that of the method 2. The method 4 produces larger error than that of the original collision probability method. This large errors are explained by
the bumup dependence of the correction factors below.
The burnup dependence of kw is shown in Fig.5. The hybrid method (method 3,4 and 5), produced relatively smooth burnup compared to that of the method 1 where all the calculations were done by
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VIM code (*he standard deviation of the km was about 0.15%Ak iii all Monte-CarJo calculations).
However the bumup dependence of k^ is not smooth at 1.5, 4.5 and 6.0GWd/t for the method 3, 6.0 and
7.0GWd/t for the method 4 and 4.0 and 6.0 GWd/t for the method 5. This is because the correction factors
are updated at certain bumup steps and at these steps the correction factors change stepwise, and further
because the correction factors are updated by using the results of VIM code which always has the standard deviation. In the method 2 k^ is largely different from the others. This difference is mainly caused by
an erroneous treatment of group condensation in RESPLA: In the Gd bearing fuel rods, the neutron spectra are calculated in 70 energy groups using a supercell model consisting of a central Gd bearing fuel rod
and a surrounding homogenized fuel region whose volume corresponds to 8 fuel cells. The neutron spectrum in each region of the divided Gd bearing fuel rod is used as a weighting factor to obtain 2 group
cross sections. This group condensation does not preserve reaction rates in each region, and produce a
large error in the k^ calculations. In the methods 4 and 5, k^ is different from the reference about
1.0-1.5% at 4.0-6.0 GWd/t. In the method 3 the difference is less than 0.4% throughout the burnup
period.
Fig.6 shows the burnup dependence of the conection factors in the method 3. In the fuel rods
without Gd(region 6), the correction factors for U235 and Pu239 are almost constant and about 1.0
throughout the burnup period which means that the reaction rates calculated by RESPLA and VIM are
nearly equivalent. In the Gd bearing fuel rods(regions 1 and 5), where the rod is subdivided into five
regions, the correction factors for some nuclides such as Gdl55, U235 and Pu239 change remarkably.
The correction factors for such nuclides tend to become constant after 4.5 GWd/t where the Gd inventory
at that region is less than one tenth of the initial value. Even after the 4.5 GWd/t the correction factors for
the absorption rate of U238 are still largely deviated from 1.0 at the divided regions in the Gd bearing
fuel rods(regions 1 and 5). This large deviation is caused by the use of the spatial dependent flux spectrum in the condensation of cross sections in RESPLA. In the fuel rods without Gd(region 6), the correction factors are almost unity through the burnup period. Thus the power at that fuel rods becomes similar
between the methods 3 and 4 in spite of the different coarse time step. However in the fuel rods with Gd,
especially at the central region(region 1), the conection factor for the U235 fission rate is remarkably
increased at 2.0-4.5 GWd/t. Therefore, at such a burnup period, the U235 fission rate is corrected by the
smaller conection factor in the method 4 compared to the method 3, because in the method 4 the number
of updating the correction factors is smaller than that of the method 3. Thus the power at the Gd bearing
fuel rods is underestimated by the method 4 compared to the method 3 as described before.
The computing time of all the methods is compared in Table 1. The computing time of the
method 3 is about 1/5 of that of the method 1.

Conclusion
The Monte-Carlo/collision probability hybrid method has been developed, using the codes
VIM(Monte-Carlo) and RESPLA(collision probability). By using the method 3(Hybrid method), the
computing time is reduced to about 1/5 compared to that of the method l(Monte-Carlo). There are large
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differences between RESPLA and VIM. The results of the hybrid method are in good agreement with
those of the reference calculation by updating correction factors every 0.5 GWd/t(method 3).
The bumup dependence of the correction factors for U235, Pu239 and Gdl55 is remarkably large
only at the central region(region 1) in the Gd bearing fuel rods at 2.0-4.5 GWd/t, and after the 4.5 GWd/t
that dependence becomes small, although the correction factor for U238 is still deviated from 1.0. The
U235 fission rate in the Gd bearing fuel rods has a large effect on the power distribution and k^. By using
the correction factors, the power distribution and kra are in good agreement to the reference.
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Table 1 Comparison of the computing time
method
method
method
method
method
method

computing time
1
2
3
4
5

726'

10
161
89
49

* : computing time in hours by using the LUNA-88k(OMRON corporation)
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Fig.2 Calculational Flow in Hybrid Bunuip Method

region 6

region 1(central)
region 5(peripheral)

UO2 : 3wt!l» enriched

UO2+Cd : UO2 + 3wtX GcbOs
(subdivided into 5 regions)

Fig.3 Calculational Model
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1.112

()
1.11K 0.1)
1.114( 0.2)

At 0.9GWd/t

1.062
1.057(-0.5)
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ABSTRACT
Very accurate Monte Carlo calculations with MCNP have been performed to serve as a reference
for benchmark calculations on resonance absorption by 238U in a typical PWR pin-cell geometry.
Calculations with the energy-pointwise slowing down code ROLAIDS-CPM show that this code
calculates the resonance absorption accurately. Calculations with the multigroup discrete ordinates
code XSDRN show that accurate results can only be achieved with a very fine energy mesh.

Introduction
For accurate predictions of temperature effects on resonance absorption in a fuel pin, it is necessary
to describe in detail the radial variations of the fuel temperature, the nuclide densities, and the
resonance shielding. Because no experimental data are available on the detailed space and energy
dependence of resonance absorption in a fuel pin, detailed reference calculations are important for
the validation of calculational methods. For this purpose Tellier et al. [1] defined a calculational
benchmark which consists of the calculation of resonance absorption by 238U between approximately 2.8 eV and 1.5 keV in a typical PWR pin-cell geometry with cylindrical outer boundary
(Wigner-Seitzcell). The neutrons are assumed to come from a lethargy-independent neutron source
between approximately 2 ke V and 3.5 ke V. The absorption is studied in the relevant 42 groups of the
XMAS 172-group energy mesh between 2.8 eV and 1.5 keV and in ten concentric rings in the fuel
pin which have equal volumes. Tellier et al. use the Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI for the reference
results. There were several reasons to calculate reference results ourselves with the Monte Carlo
code MCNP [2]. First, the same data can be, and have been used in all our calculations. This does
not only mean that we have used the same nuclear data file (JEF2) but also that we have processed
these data with NJOY (version 91.38) [3] and NSLINK (version 4.1) |4] in such a way that, if
possible, the same processed data have been used. Second, the number of histories can be varied in
the Monte Carlo calculations. The total absorption in the TRIPOLI results has a standard deviation
of about 0.7 %. This is too high to make a detailed comparison between different codes. The
differences between the codes should not get lost in statistics, otherwise one cannot get an idea of
the aberration introduced by the calculational method.
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In our MCNP calculations we have also studied the absorption in a high-energy group between
1.5 keV and 3.5 keV which comprises 3 groups from the XMAS energy mesh.
The primary reason for performing this benchmark is the validation of ROLAIDS-CPM [5|.
This code, which is an extended version of ROL A IDS |6), performs an integral transport calculation
in one-dimensional geometry based on the energy-pointwise cross sections. Whereas ROLAIDS
uses the interface-currents method to perform the integral transport calculation, ROLAIDS-CPM
can also use the collision probability method. This is expecled to improve the calculation of the
spatial dependence of the flux in such a way that an accurate calculation of resonance absorption
rates directly from the energy-pointwise data is possible. The only assumptions that are made in the
ROLAIDS-CPM calculation are the assumptions of spatially flat and isotropic scattering sources in
the different zones. The assumption of spatially flat scattering sources can be examined by varying
the number of z.ones in the integral transport calculation but the assumption of isotropic scattering
sources cannot be examined directly.
ROLAIDS-CPM can also be used to calculate effective cross sections for the multigroup discrete
ordinates code XSDRN |7|. So, by varying the Legendre order of scattering in the multigroup
transport calculation the influence of anisotropic scattering sources can be examined. Besides, and
more importantly, the ROLA1DS-CPM/XSDRN calculations enable us to establish the accuracy of
multigroup transport calculations.

MCNP Results
A private MCNP version (based on 4.2) has been used which is able to treat isotropic reflection
at the cylindrical boundary. The number of histories in the reference MCNP calculation is made
very high to make sure that the differences between the different codes do not get lost in statistics.
The number of histories in the reference calculation is about 30 M. The reference results are given
in [X). Some results are presented in this paper when comparisons are made with results from
other codes. The total absorption by 23*U between 2.7679 eV and 3.3546 keV, which has been
normalized to 1 source neutron, is 0.21178 j_ 0.00006 (1 a).
The influence of the Wigner-Seitz approximation has been investigated by a comparison of the
reference results with the results of a MCNP calculation for a square cell with specular reflection
at the boundaries. The pilch of the square cell is 1.26472 cm. The total absorption by 23SU has
been reduced to 0.2091 t 0.0001. When we consider the escape probability p, which is simply 1
minus the total absorption, the difference is about 0.34 %. When this effect of the Wigner-Seitz
approximation on the effective multiplication factor is estimated ( ^ ~ ^), one gets a value of
about 340 pcm, which is quite large. This difference is certainly not negligible and should be taken
into account when detailed calculations are performed on a cylindrical pin cell. The fact that we
can quantify the difference is due to the high statistical accuracy in our results.
Figure I shows the spectrum of the difference between the absorption by m U in a square cell
and the absorption by : ' S U in a cylindrical cell. It is clear that the difference is mainly caused by
the large resonances of : ' K U. The fact that the absorption in the cylindrical pin cell is larger can
qualitatively be understood by noting that the inwards directed flux at the boundary of an imaginary
cylinder in the square lattice geometry will not be isotropic because of the Dancoff effect. On the
average the neutron current near the resonance energies will be less directed towards the fuel than
a cosine current. This qualitative argument implies thai the assumption of a Wigner-Seitz cell will
influence the results more when the Dancoff effect has a larger impact.
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Figure 1: Absorption by 238(7; Difference Between the Square Pin Cell and the Cylindrical WignerSeitz Cell.

ROLAIDS-CPM Results
The standard ROLAIDS-CPM calculations (version 93.15) have been performed with 10 zones in
the fuel with equal volumes (1 zone for each ring), 1 in the clad, and 1 in the moderator. Table
1 shows the absorption by 238U in the different rings for the standard ROLAIDS-CPM calculation
and for the reference MCNP calculation.
The absorption in the standard ROLAIDS-CPM calculations is somewhat less than in the
reference MCNP calculation. The tew: difference in absorption is about 4E-04. Although the
difference is statistically significant, it is only 0.2 % of the total absorption. This leads to 50 pem
difference in a k-effective calculation, which is small. In view of the small differences between
the MCNP results and the ROLAIDS-CPM results it can be concluded that ROLAIDS-CPM is
an accurate code for these resonance absorption calculations. Nevertheless, below we will have a
closer look at the remaining differences.
ROLAIDS-CPM assumes spatially flat sources in the different zones. The influence of this
assumption can easily be examined by taking more zones into account. The spatial mesh in the fuel
is already very fine, but because the flux at the resonance energies strongly decreases at the outer
area of the fuel pin, the spatial mesh might not be fine enough in this outer area. So, the outer ring
of the fuel pin has been divided into more zones by taking some extra boundaries. Figure 2 shows
the spectral difference in the absorption by 23ftU in the whole fuel pin between MCNP results and
ROLAIDS-CPM results for two different numbers of zones in the outer ring. It can be seen that
the absorption in the wide resonances decreases with the number of zones. It is of course at these
wide resonances that the spatial distribution of the scattering sources in the fuel is important.
A further refinement of the spatial mesh hardly influences the results. The assumption of
isotropic sources will be dealt with in the next section.
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Table 1: Absorption by
CPM.
Ring
Inner to Outer
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

in the Different Rings; Comparison Between MCNP and ROLA1DS-

ROLAIDS-CPM
MCNP
Standard Case
Reference Standard Deviation
.5763E-02
1.582E-02
1E-05
.6106E-02
1.617E-02
1E-05
.6509E-02
1.657E-02
1E-05
.6991E-02
1.704E-02
1E-05
.7586E-O2
1.762E-02
1E-05
.8351E-02
1E-05
1.842E-02
.9409E-02
1.946E-02
1E-05
2.1065E-02
2.108E-02
1E-05
2.4543E-02
2.448E-02
1E-05
4.5056E-02
4.513E-02
3E-O5
2.1138E-01
2.1178E-O1
6E-05

1.0E-03 —
ROLAIDS-CPM Minus MCNP (1 Zone)
ROLAIDS-CPM Minus MCNP (6 Zones)
Standard Deviation MCNP
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Figure 2: Absorption by 23HU; Difference Between ROLAJDS-CPM and MCNP for Different
Numbers of Zones in the Outer Ring of the Fuel.
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XSDRN Results
The XSDRN calculations (SCALE version 4.1) have been performed to test the performance of
our multigroup transport calculations. In the XSDRN calculations the spatial mesh consists of the
same 10 intervals in the fuel as in the standard ROLAIDS-CPM calculation, 1 interval in the clad,
and 8 intervals in the moderator which are equidistant. An angular quadrature of S32 is used in the
calculations. The only parameter that has been varied in the calculations is the Legendre order of
scattering (0-3) because isotropic scattering sources are assumed by ROLAIDS-CPM and we want
to know the effect of this assumption.
The calculations have in the first instance been done with a multigroup library for the relevant
45 groups from the XMAS 172-group energy mesh. First, the Nordheim integral treatment
| 9 | has been used to calculate effective group cross sections with NITAWL (SCALE version
4.1). However, because NITAWL calculates space-independent group-averaged cross sections, the
distribution of the absorption over the fuel pin is calculated completely wrong. This is shown in
table 2. The table also shows that the results are much better when ROLAIDS-CPM is used to
calculate group-averaged cross sections for each ring. So, we will concentrate on the results with
ROLAIDS-CPM/XSDRN.
Table 2: Absorption by mU in the Different Rings; Comparison Between XSDRN(45) (NITAWL or
ROLAIDS-CPM) andMCNP.
Ring
Inner to Outer
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

NITAWL/
XSDRN(45)
2.0491E-02
2.0652E-02
2.0831E-02
2.1019E-02
2.1219E-02
2.1437E-02
2.1674E-02
2.1944E-02
2.2225E-02
2.2663E-02
2.1418E-O1

MCNP
ROLAIDS-CPM/
Reference Standard Deviation
XSDRN(45)
I.6366E-02
1.582E-02
1E-05
1.617E-02
1E-05
1.6695E-02
1.657E-02
1.7O83E-O2
1E-05
1.704E-02
IE-05
.7546E-02
1.762E-02
IE-05
.8114E-02
1.842E-O2
IE-05
.8848E-02
1.946E-02
.9853E-02
IE-05
2.1O8E-O2
2.1440E-02
1E-05
2.448E-02
2.4724E-02
IE-05
4.513E-02
3E-O5
4.4805E-02
2.1178E-O1
6E-O5
U547E-01

As can be seen in table 2, the total absorption by 23flU in the ROLAIDS-CPM/XSDRN results
is too high. Figure 3 shows that the difference with the reference MCNP calculation is mainly at
the lower-energy range. Also some difference can be seen in the highest-energy group but this
might be caused by the fact that ROLAIDS-CPM has only calculated effective cross sections and
transfer matrices for 21XU. The effective cross sections and transfer matrices for the other nuclides
have been obtained by NJOY, using a 1/E weighting function. Because of the introduction of the
neutron source, the flux in the higher-energy range does not resemble a 1/E flux. Therefore, the
effective cross sections and especially the transfer matrices should be calculated by weighting them
with the calculated Hux from ROLAIDS-CPM.
From theoretical considerations on group condensation one may suspect that the energy mesh is
too coarse in the low-energy range to obtain very accurate results. Therefore, the 45-group energy
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Figure 3: Absorption in the Fuel; Difference Between ROLAIDS-CPMlXSDRN(45) and MCNP.
mesh has been refined and the calculations have been repeated for a 107-group energy mesh which
is obtained by inserting extra group boundaries in the energy ranges around the 4 lowest resonances
(6.1601 eV - 7.5240 eV, 19.455 eV - 22.603 eV, 33.720 eV - 37.266 eV, and 55.595 eV - 67.904
eV). In these ranges the width of a group becomes 0.05 eV.
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Figure 4: Absorption in the Fuel; Difference Between ROLAIDS-CPM/XSDRN Results with a
/07-Group Energy Mesh and Reference MCNP Results.
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The calculations in the 107-group energy mesh have been done with effective cross sections
calculated by ROLAIDS-CPM for each nuclide. The total absorption in the fuel is 0.21199 now,
which is very close to the reference MCNP result. The spectrum of the difference in absorption
between the ROLAIDS-CPM/XSDRN results and the reference MCNP results is given in figure 4.
This difference can only be shown in the 43-group energy mesh, because this mesh has been used
in the MCNP calculations.
It is clear that the accuracy of multigroup calculations with the discrete ordinates code XSDRN
is strongly influenced by the energy mesh. However, daily reactor physics calculations are done in
a fixed broad energy mesh. So, to establish the accuracy of such calculations one should know the
aberration that is introduced by the broad energy mesh and the Wigner-Seitz assumption.
The influence of assuming isotropic scattering sources in ROLAIDS-CPM can be studied by
varying the Legendre order of scattering in the XSDRN calculations. Although the calculations
have been done with 107 energy groups, figure 5 gives the difference between the PO approximation
and the P3 approximation in the 43-group (MCNP) energy mesh to enable a direct comparison
with figure 2.
1 0E 03
0 8E03 06E03 -

PO Minus P3

0 4E-03 r
0 2E-03 0 —
•0.2E-03 •

I

-0.4E-03 •
-0 6E03 -0 8E03 -1 0E-03
1E.00

1Et02
Energy (eV)

1E+03

1E+04

Figure 5: Absorption in the Fuel; Difference Between the PO Approximation and the P3 Approximation (Calculated with 107 Groups, Given in 43 Groups).
Apparently, the difference mainly occurs in the lower-energy range. However, because the
angular dependence of the scattering density will strongly vary with energy around resonance
energies, the difference between different orders of scattering should be calculated with a fine
energy mesh. We only have such a fine energy mesh in the lower-energy range. From a comparison
of figures 5 and 2 it is clear that the differences in the lower-energy range are of the same order of
magnitude in the two figures. Another conclusion is that the anisotropy of the scattering sources is
not important. A more detailed comparison can be found in reference |8].
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Conclusions
Very accurate Monte Carlo calculations are extremely important for a detailed comparison between
different codes. The statistical uncertainly in our Monte Carlo calculation with MCNP is so small
that differences with other codes do not get lost in statistics.
The ROLAIDS-CPM results show that this code is an accurate deterministic code for calculations of the resonance absorption in a fuel pin. Not only the total absorption, but also the
distribution of the absorption over the fuel pin is calculated accurately. The remaining differences
with the MCNP results in the Wigner-Seitz cell are very small. The multigroup discrete ordinates
calculations with XSDRN appear to be very dependent on the energy mesh that is used. The
XMAS 172-group energy mesh, of which 45 groups cover the energy range for our resonance
absorption calculations, does not lead to accurate results. With a new 107-group energy mesh
(instead of 45) very accurate ROLAIDS-CPM/XSDRN results have been obtained. However, both
ROLAIDS-CPM and XSDRN use the Wigner-Seitz assumption. A comparison between Monte
Carlo calculations in a square pin cell and a cylindrical pin cell with the Wigner-Seitz approximation shows that this difference cannot be neglected in general. Especially in lattices with a large
Dancoff effect the Wigner-Seitz assumption will strongly influence the results.
A more general conclusion of these benchmark calculations is that validation of codes should
not only be aimed at producing "correct" results but also at quantifying the aberration that is
introduced by the calculational method and at determining the phenomena that influence this
aberration. Seemingly accurate benchmark results may well be due to cancellation of errors.
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ABSTRACT
A simple method to calculate the homogenized diffusion coefficient for a lattice cell using
Monte-Carlo techniques is demonstrated. The method relies on modelling a finite reactor volume
to induce a curvature in the flux distribution, and then follows a large number of histories to
obtain sufficient statistics for a meaningful result.

The goal is to determine the diffusion

coefficient with sufficient accuracy to test approximate methods built into deterministic lattice
codes. Numerical results are given.

Introduction
Recent advances in computer hardware have led to the point that detailed simulation of nuclear
processes by analog Monte-Carlo is viable for large assemblies; in other words, sufficient neutron
histories can be followed to produce a reasonable estimate of flux and current, not just in a
lattice cell, but in a collection of such cells. With this capability comes the possibility of
calculating quantities by high-precision Monte-Carlo methods that have never before been
feasible.
In the mathematical experiment reported here, a 37-element CANDU2 bundle fuelled with
natural uranium at zero burnup was replicated twelve times end-to-end, to represent a CANDU

1
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CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark
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reactor fuel channel in an MCNP [1] model. The channel was penultimately terminated by a thick
slab of iron of 'small statistical importance', and ultimately by a void of zero importance. The
radial structure of fuel pins, pressure tube and coolant was faithfully modelled, with a reflective
boundary in the moderator at the square lattice half-pitch, and another at the mid-point of the
channel in a plane perpendicular to the channel axis, commensurate with the four-fold azimuthal
symmetry perpendicular to, and two-fold symmetry along, the channel axis.

The effect of this procedure was to generate the equivalent of the classical 'one-dimensional'
reactor core terminated axially by an infinite absorber, which is the standard model incorporated
into reactor lattice codes that accept as input the 'axial buckling'. By constraining the model to
a finite region, a curvature is induced in the axial flux distribution, from which it is possible to
accurately determine the axial flux profile, as would be done by an experimenter using activation
foils. More importantly, it is also possible to tally the neutron forward and backward currents
crossing selected cutting planes perpendicular to the channel axis, and so obtain a reasonably
accurate value of the 'net neutron current' over a plane as a function of axial position. The ratio
of the observed current and the gradient of the fitted flux at the same position defines the
homogenized "diffusion coefficient" for the lattice cell. This is not a quantity that could be
obtained experimentally with activation foils, since the net neutron current is not observable. The
technique thus contrasts with other methods [2] of calculating diffusion coefficients in an infinite
cell using Monte-Carlo methods.

Although not a practical method of determining diffusion coefficients for production runs,
because of the inordinate amount of computer time required, this does give a means of checking
the calculation of diffusion coefficients by a deterministic code using less fundamental means.

Analysis
The crux of the analysis focusses on the fundamental definition of diffusion coefficient:

J = -DV<|>

(I)

where J is the net current crossing a surface and (j> is the neutron flux over that same surface.
There are two important points:
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1) The gradient V<j» cannot be tallied, but comes from a 'best fit' to a model flux distribution; and
2) The net current J is the difference of two opposing currents crossing the surface

J = J + - J.

(2)

so any determination of J is subject to error because of fluctuations in each of J+ and J. .
Thus the determination of D requires a model that will generate a flux that can be fitted with
sufficient accuracy to obtain a gradient, and a set of currents crossing a surface such that a
difference can be computed that has meaningful statistical accuracy.

To satisfy the first requirement, observe that the population of neutrons crossing a test area
within a finite lattice cell bounded by reflective planes can be enhanced by decreasing the volume
of the cell, for a constant number of neutron histories tracked and for the same path length. This
can be accomplished in the case of a CANDU channel by simply decreasing the channel length,
but maintaining the same lattice (radial) pitch and geometry.

Since the diffusion coefficient D is mainly a 'material' property, the reduction in absolute
volume will increase the axial leakage from the cell, but only affect the radial neutron flux
distribution to second order near the channel ends, because of increased competition between
axial leakage and absorption. This effect can be measured by testing the factorization of flux in
the radial and axial directions (does the axial distribution remain constant at different radii within
the cell?). Because the ratio of fuel to moderator is maintained, the overall physics of the cell
will not be significantly affected. In the results to be reported, three channels of half-length 60,
125, and 300 cm were modelled at conditions of both void and operating coolant density.

To meet the second requirement, a more complete physical picture of a lattice cell is helpful.
Consider a surface over which two current tallies are accumulated in two different cosine bins
( -1 to 0) for J + and (0 to +1) for J.. Since the mean-free-path of a neutron in D2O moderator
is several tens of centimeters, each neutron that crosses a tally plane and contributes to the J+
tally will likely cross the same tally plane in the opposite direction, and thereby contribute to the
J. tally. This is particularly true near the centre of the channel, where the statistics are best
(highest flux) because the net current J vanishes. In the language of random processes, the two
tallies are expected to be highly correlated.
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If the statistical errors in the tallies of J+ and J. are represented by deviations o* and a. ,
respectively, then the deviation a(±) in the sum or difference J* ± J. is well-known:
a(±) 2 = a+2 + o.2 ± 2a + .

(3)

where o + . is the covariance and measures the degree of correlation between the two tallies. In
the case of two perfectly correlated tallies, o+2 = a.2 = o + . and the difference tally deviation c(-),
belonging to the quantity J in Eq. (2) vanishes. Paradoxically, this suggests that, near the centre
of the channel, where the difference between currents disappears and the difference of two nearly
equal quantities must be evaluated, estimates of J with the smallest errors will be found.
However, the currents will be partially correlated elsewhere, and so the determination of a
meaningful statistical difference over other axial tally planes is not an insurmountable task.

The problem then is that of determining an estimate of the covariance o t . needed for Eq. (3),
since the prediction of this quantity is not a standard feature of the MCNP computer code.
Fortunately, it turns out that it is possible to evaluate a+. in a simple way. A standard tally
available with any MCNP run is the sum of two or more sub-tallies. In this case I have obtained
J+ and J. from standard cosine bin tallies, as well as the tally of the sum J + + J.. It is a simple
matter to show that the variance ax+y2 of any tally of the sum of two quantities x, and y, (in this
case (J+ + J.)), which is calculated from general tally quantities in the usual way [1]:
ax+y2 = Av[(x+y)2] - [Av(x+y)]2

(4)

can also be expressed in terms of the variances of the individual tallies and the covariance a^:

<W = °* + o,a + 2axy

(5)

As a result, the covariance c + . (geneially oxy) is available by comparing the calculated deviations
associated with each of the three standard tallies J+, J. and (J+ + J.) and so Eq. (3) and the
deviation in J can be estimated. In the MCNP code, the only difficulty arises from the fact that
the values of deviations that appear in the standard printed tallies do not have enough significant
digits to permit this calculation to be done; a trivial correction to the subroutine MCTALW must
be applied to increase the number of digits of the error estimates in the tally files.
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Similarly, it is possible to obtain estimates for the "diffusion coefficient" D, in the illh
substructure (e.g., a fuel pin) of the cell by tallying the net currents and the neutron flux across
cutting planes that only tally quantities in these substructures using the segmenting features of
MCNP. Thus D, can be obtained for individual substructures, and their sums (e.g., fuel pins on
a common pitch circle), assuming that the currents between different substructures are not
correlated, since the covariance is not easily found. This is a conservative assumption. The
identification of D, is based on the premise that the flux factorizes (V<|) / § = V<j), / <)>, for any
substructure i) so D, satisfies the diffusion equation for sub-structures

J, = - D, V h

(6a)

D = E, V, 4, D, / £, V, <fc

(6b)

The importance of evaluating D, arises from an interest in checking deterministic methods of
calculating diffusion coefficients in a lattice code. For example, the Benoist model [3] says that
a cell diffusion coefficient Dkc<:11 in the direction k is given by the flux and volume weighted sum:

D k c c l l = £ , V , 4>, DlJC / E , V, «t>,

(7)

where the quantities D,k may be thought of as 'directed diffusion coefficients' for a region "i":

D,k * i ; a, P,JJt/3 ,

(8)

Pljk are the directed first-flight collision probabilities between region "i" and all other regions "j",
and Xj is the transport mean free path in region "j". The substructures in the Monte-Carlo code
and regions of a deterministic code can be made to correspond, so MCNP determinations of D;
in Eq. (6a) woulci be directly comparable with the calculation of Dilc in Eq. (8) using a
deterministic code, because of the obvious parallels between Eqs. (6b) and (7).

Having established that the evaluation of J is not a statistical impossibility, the means by
which the gradient of the flux V<j> of Eq. (6a) and (1) can be found remains to be determined.
There are three possibilities, all of which relate to evaluating the 'best fit' to the tallied axial flux
distribution. The obvious method suggests that one emulate the experimentalist with activation
foils, who, when determining axial flux profiles, would fit her tabulated results along the channel
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z axis to a cosine centered about the channel midplane (omitting the last few endpoints) and
determine a value of the axial buckling Bz 2 from a fit to the flux, assuming the relationship

4> = fo cos B 2 z.

(9)

The second and third methods are similar, but rely on no physical model:
- fit (j>(z) with cubic splines which automatically gives the slope at each of the fitting points;
- fit 4>(z) by a least-squares polynomial at least three degrees lower in order than the fitted
number of points.

The latter methods have the advantage that they give the slope of <j> at all points along the
channel, including those near the end, and so generate position-dependent diffusion coefficients
that would reproduce the true transport flux, if they were to be fed into a diffusion code together
with an appropriate boundary condition. The first method can be used to determine a constant
value of D that is representative of the diffusion flux only by extrapolation from the region of
the fit. If this value of D and an appropriate boundary condition were to be fed into a diffusion
code, a cosine flux coincident with that observed in the central region would be obtained. Note
that the use of extrapolated boundaries will not affect this result. Since this schema is the usual
way in which lattice and diffusion codes would be coupled in a realistic calculation, it is of
interest to determine whether the diffusion coefficient is significantly position-dependent along
the channel axis.

Results
The procedure discussed above has been used to calculate diffusion coefficients for CANDU
channels of three different lengths with and without coolant voiding. Figure 1 shows the spatial
dependence of the homogenized D using the shortest channel length at both voided and cooled
conditions. Three different methods of calculating V<J> were used, as discussed above; note the
spatial dependence near the channel ends for the latter two met^<- ds. Error bars and a horizontal
line stretching between points at half the cutting-plane spat _, from either end represent 95%
confidence limits that the corresponding diffusion coefficient is a constant (only O with estimated
errors of less than 10%, contributed to this calculation), and show that the spatial dependence is
significant. Figure 2 shows results similar to those of Figure 1, except that only the longest
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channel length was used. However, substructure results for D, are also depicted here for those
regions outside the pressure tube. The 'bundle average" results should be contrasted with those
of Figure la at half the number of particles tracked, and demonstrate how the use of the shorter
channel length improves the statistics. The results for the "gas annulus" are very good because
of the large number of neutrons that stream through this region.

Figure 3 shows how the

homogenized value of D, averaged axially, converges as a function of the number of histories
tracked for the longest channel using the cosine method tofitto V<J>. The results are very good
for small numbers of histories, suggesting that the errors may be overestimated.

The same

methods may be used to investigate^] the energy dependence of D.
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WORTH OF GAS EXPANSION MODULES IN FBTR

C.P.Reddy
Reactor Physics Division
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research
Kalpakkam 603 102 India

ABSTRACT
Gas Expansion Modules (GEM) are passive safty devices to mitigate the effects of
loss of flow accidents. Calculations of the worths of these subassemblies is very difficult
due to high neutron leakage. In this paper we use Monte Carlo method for the
calculation of GEM subassembly (SA) worths and present the results of calculation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

For exact calculation of GEM SA worths one has to use highly time consuming
three dimensional transport theory as diffussion theory fails in high neutron leaking
systems and two dimensional calculations can not be used to calculate as GEM SA are
placed in non symmetrical positions which are non ammemanable for two dimensional
calculations. As we require only reactivity Monte Carlo techniques can be used instead
of transport theory. Calculations were done for proposed GEM test SA in Fast Breeder
Test Reactor (FBTR) using Monte Carlo techniques and two dimensional hexagonal
diffusion codes. In what follows in this paper we describe the calculations model and
results of these calculations and describe the proposed experiment in the FBTR.

2.0 CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

Cadarache Version II cross sections were used for all the calculations made in this
study.

2.1 Monte Carlo Calculations

The following calculations were made using KENO IV code. K-eff was calculated
for the following cases upto a statistical accuracy of 100 pern.
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1. Nominal FBTR small carbide core (23 fuel subassembly) (Fig.1), without GEM
subassemblies.
2. Three vacant locations in third ring (nickel reflector subassembly replaced by
sodium) (In Fig. 1 GEM SA locations are kept vacant).
3. With three GEM SAs in third ring (Fig.1) with sodium in ( corresponding to normal
operation).
4. With three GEM SAs in third ring (Fig.1) with sodium out ( corresponding to pump
failure).
Three GEM SAs are used for computation of reactivity worth. The three GEM
subassemblies are spaced such that the interaction between the GEMs can be taken to
be negligible, and the total worth calculated is taken as three times a single GEM
reactivity worth. This increses the accuracy for the same computing time.

2.2 2D HEX Diffusion Theory Calculations
As Monte Carlo calculations are extremely time consuming, it is difficult to calculate
the worth of GEM assemblies in various radial positions. However two dimensional
hexagonal geometry diffusion theory calculations were made. These calculations are
affected by the following sources of error:

a. Use of normal diffusion coefficients instead of modified diffusion coefficients
especially for the sodium-out cases.
b. The sheath of the GEM is smeared into the GEM volume for both the sodium-in and
sodium-out cases.
c. Use of energy independent constant axial buckling for both sodim-in and sodium- out
cases.
The axial bucklings used in these calculations were earlier generated for the
normal FBTR core such that the predicted k-eff matched the experimentally observed
k-eff.

On account of these errors, the absolute values of GEM reactivity worth cannot be
predicted well. However these values can be useful to findout the variation of GEM
subassembly worth as a function of radius.
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Monte Carlo Results

The results of Monte Carlo calculations are presented in Table 1. The calculated
reactivity worth of a GEM subassembly at the core periphery in the FBTR small carbide
core is 297 ± 46pcm. The loss of reactivity due to introduction of a GEM subassembly in
place of a nickel reflector subassembly touching the core is calculated to be 649 ± 46
pcm.

3.2 Comparison of Monte Carlo with FBTR Measurements

In order to have a feel of the errors involved in Monte Carlo calculations for FBTR
small carbide core using the Cadarache cross section set we make a comparison with
some of the results obtained during FBTR start up experiments.
Table 1
Monte Carlo Results for GEM in FBTR

a) k-eff values
1.
2.
3.

4.

Case
FBTR with 23 fuel subassemblies
Case 1 with three sodium holes in
in third ring.
Case 1 with three GEM SAs
in third ring with sodium level
corresponding to normal
operating state (Fig. 2A)
Case 3 with sodium level corresponding to failure of pump (Fig. 2B)

k-eff
1.05226±97 pcm
1.03588±93 pcm
1.03278±97 pcm

1.02387±98 pcm

b) Reactivity Worth per Subassembly at Core Periphery
Case
Reactivity (pcm)
Loss of reactivity for removal
546± 45
of a Ni reflector touching core
Loss of reactivity for removal
649 ± 46
of a Ni reflector SA & addition
of GEM subassembly touching core
Reactivity worth of sodium in GEM
297 ± 46
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3.2.1 Measured excess reactivity
The measured excess reactivity at 180 Deg. C in the original 23 luel subassembly
of FBTR is 1953 pcm [1]. An earlier analysis [2] of nickel cross section showed that a
correction of -3341 pcm has to be applied for small FBTR core.
The error due to truncation of the SS reflector in KENO calculations is calculated to
be + 564 pcm. There is a temperature correction of -150 pcm for the temperature
difference of 30 Deg.C as the calculations are done at 150 Deg.C The calculated excess
reactivity by KENO for the 23 subassembly core (Table 1) is 5226 pcm, and by applying
the corrections as mentioned above is 2299 pcm and is in good agreement with the
measured value 1953±15 pcm. This error does not include the error due toAand/9 which
are used in the control rod calibration.

3.2.2 Peripheral Nickel Reflector Subassembly Worth

The measured worth of nickel reflector subassembly relative to sodium hole in third
ring is 481 ±15 pcm [1,3]. The Monte Carlo calculations predict 546 ±15 pcm (Table 1)
and the difference is put down to inadequate nickel cross sections in the Cadarache
Cross section Set.

3.3 2D HEX Diffusion Theory Results

The loss of reactivity due to placement of a GEM in the third ring is calculated as
958 pcm by two dimentional hexogonal diffusion model as compared to 649 pcm by
Monte Carlo. Further, the reactivity worth of the GEM in this location by 2DHEX diffusion
model is 2624 pcm as compared to only 297 pcm by Monte Carlo. This large deviation is
due to the fact that when the sodium is expelled by the gas, the region becomes more
leaky and diffusion theory fails.

Table 2 presents the loss of reactivity due to placement of a GEM subassembly as
well as the reactivity worth of a GEM as a function of radial location relative to third ring.
These relative values have been calculated using the two dimentional hexogonal model
and are to be used with caution. The GEM reactivity worth appears to fall more steeply
with radius than the loss of reactivity due to placement of a GEM.
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Table 2
Variation of GEM reactivity loss and reactivity worth with radial location relative
to third ring (2D HEX diffusion model)

Ring No.

03
04
05
06
07

Relative loss
of reactivity
due to GEM
replacing Nickel
reflector S.A.
in pcm

Relative
Worth of sodium
in GEM
subassembly
in pcm

1.0 *
0.39
0.15
0.08
0.02

1.0 +
0.38
0.13
0.07
0.01

* absolute value calculated is 958 pcm
+ absolute value calculated is 2624 pcm

4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The important parameters that are to be studied are :

1. Worth of GEM subassembly as predicted by Monte Carlo code 297 ±46 pcm and the
loss of reactivity due to GEM subassembly replacing nickel reflector subassembly
693 ± 46 pcm are realistic values.
2. In order to validate the calculations models we plan to measure the GEM
subassemblies in FBTR. For this we propose to use two special subassemblies one
similar to the GEM with compressed gas and the another similar to the GEM with
expanded gas. Worths of these subassemblies will be measured in various locations
by static measurements to validate the computational techniques.
3. After validating the computational model, we proposed to use exact GEM
subassembly to test dynamic performance.
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FOR THE DOUBLE HETEROGENEITY FUEL.
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ABSTRACT
This document provides the calculation technique for the

fuel

elements which consists of the one substance as a matrix and

the

other substance as the corns embedded in it. This

can

technique

be used in the neutron flux density calculation by the

universal

Monte Carlo code. The estimation of accuracy is presented too.

Introduction
The materials of the irregular composition came
the reactor technology recently. Such material
two substances. The second substance forms

into

is

use

in

comprised

spherical

corns

of
the

size of the order of 0.5 mm, which are positioned in the media of
the first substance. The total volume of the corns account for IX
of the total volume of the material.

The location of

the

corns

in the first substance designated as a matrix is casual enough.
An important point is that the following

two

conditions

are

fulfilled for the existed energy regions.
- The macroscopic cross sections of the corns is nore

than

one

of the matrix by a factor of 10.
- The product of the macroscopic cross section of the corn

into

its diameter compares with 1.
In that case replacing the

matrix

and

homogeneous media during the calculations

the
cannot

corns
be

with

the

tolerated.

The reasons are the same as for the intolerable hoaogenization of
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the heterogeneous react or 111.
Such materials

are

used

for

the

production

of

elements. The fuel elements form the heterogeneous
the reactor.

So

t. hev

are

referred

to

as

the

fuel

structure

being

in

the

double

the

high

heterogenei t v.
The

fuel

elements

of

this

kind

find

use

in

temperature reactors | 2 ) . It is often advisable to

consider

its

application in thermal reactors [3|.

Calculation technique
The

standard

technique

of

the

neutrons

flux

density

calculations by Monte Carlo code gives two opportunity. The first
opportunity is the homogenization of the fuel material. This

way

is often impossible. The second opportunity is the

consideration

of each corn as

This

the

separate

geometrical

zone.

impossible because of a great number of corns.
are

contained

in

one

spherical

fuel

About

element

of

way

is

10

corns

the

high

temperature reactor.
So the special calculation technique for such systems has been
developed on the base of the MCU code [41. For its description we
insert the following designations: The corns are
and their radius is symbolized by

r.

The

equal

in

n

denotes

letter

number of the corns per unit volume. For the sake
assume that one fuel element

is

considered.

of

The

size
a

simplicity

heterogeneous

part of the fuel element is designated as region Q. Its volume is
indicated by the symbol V . The total number of the corns denoted
by N is equal to n*V . So the total volume of the
by V

corns

denoted

is equal to 4/3*n*r~N, and the volume of the matrix denoted

by \' is equal to V -V .
Let us denote a set of the positions of all

corn

centres

B . We assume that two or more corns can be located in
part of the space. That proposal gives that BM is
Cartesian product QxQx...xQ which

is

taken

N

equal
times.

the
to

saie
the

B,, will

denote the set of the real positions of the corn centres in
of impossibility of the corns intersections. Random

by

location

view
of

the corns implies that the function of the probability density on
a set B,, is equal to the constant.
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O b v i o u s l v B ' B . a n d if
s m a l l . In this c a s e

a

V,/\' «.<! then

sot

[>„ c a n

the

replace

differ
a

B\B

set. B ,

n

H

calculations. It means that the probability
a corn on the interval

ls,ds) is equal

is similar to the rule of
sections

is

U

durina

the

for neutron to

to S d s , where

generation

a

enter

S=«r ri.

macroscopic

It

cross

from microscopic ones. We use an algorithm derived

from

these presumptions. For the first, time the similar technique
presented

in I 5 J.

Two frames of reference will be
The first

was

frame of reference

entered

is used

into

consideration.

for the fuel

element

whole and the second one is used for a corn. For
the first system the matrix

with

the

corns

the

is

as

motion

taken

as

homogeneous media with the macroscopic cross section )- equal
I ,+S, where £
the matrix

denotes the total macroscopic cross

material.

So,

1/7!

is

the

section

probability

of

a
in
the
to
of
the

m

it

modeling of the interaction with the matrix nucleus. S/?*

is

the

m

probability of the modeling of the entrance into the corn.
After the entrance into the corn the
changed.

Clearly

the

point

of

the

frame

of

reference

entrance

is

is

uniformly

distributed on the projection of the corn on the plane

which

is

perpendicular to the neutron velocity. The modeling of this point
is simple enough. The location of the
determined by the

point

of

entrance

coordinates of that point with respect

corn

centre

into
to

the
the

is

uniquely

corn
first

and

the

frame

of

reference.
The modeling of the neutron trajectory in the corn follows the
standard technique
carried out

of

the

calculations

Monte
the

Carlo

corn

has

calculations.

In

all

been

as

the

treated

homogeneous sphere. However, that is not a particular problem
consider any type of

the

corns

with

spherical

symmetry,

example, the sphere with the central part and a sheath, frame
reference

If the scattering takes place in the corn

coordinates of
collision

the

point

conversion of the

corn

in

the

energy

centre
corn
and

and
have

the

the
been

velocity

particle. After the neutron leaving of

the

the

of
the

of

the

after

the

direction
corn

for

then

coordinates
retained

to

of

the

frame

«r

reference is changed to the first one and the par! icle re ( urns-; l->
the homogeneous media.
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The

algorithm

is

absorption and the

similar

neutron

for

the

generation

cases
as

of

the

disintegration. If there is no collisions in

neutron

result

the

number of the parameters is retained. The last

the

of

corn

a

the
great

case

stands

then

it

out

for the computational speed increase.
If the ratio V../V

is

not

small

enough,

may

beneficial to correct the value S in the algorithm. Let the
element be intersected by the occasional straight

line.

Calling

the expected value of the sum of the line segments in the
substance !•„ arid the expected

value

of

the

sum

segments in the corn substance L,., the ratio V /V
r.

matrix

of

the

line

is

equal

to

KM

L../L . On the other side we have S entrances
fi

be
fuel

in

the

corns

per

PI

unit straight line in this algorithm.

So,

calling

the

average

J

chord d, the ratio V /V =L,./L =Sd. Clearly d = (4/3n r |/lnr Z ), so
S=7ir~n*V y /V n . The ratio Vy /VnM is the difference From the
given
above expression.

Estimation of accuracy
The simple technique gives us the opportunity to
error introduced by assuming

that

two

or

more

estimate
corns

can

located in the same part of the space. Calling the point

of

an
be
the

neutron outlet of the first corn A, the neutron path

before

its

entrance in the next corn at the point

to

The

B

is

neutron moves at angle f) with respect to the

equal
normal.

section of the entrance into the second corn at the

The

cross

point

equal to S in our model. The centre of the second corn
located at the upper half of the sphere with the

s.
B

is

could

be

centre

at

the

point B and with the radius r. The value S/n is equal to the area
of the projection of that half-sphere on a plane

normal

to

the

neutron path. (See Fig.)
To account for the impossibility of

the

corn

intersections,

the centre of the second corn cannot be located inside the sphere
with radius 2r and the centre at the same point as the first corn
has.

So the part of the half-sphere that

is

inside

that

sphere has to be removed. The real cross section labelled

large
Su

is

If

obtained from the projection of that remainder. The value

Su

is

H

the function of P and s parameters. D O ) is a value such that
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if

s<D then S <S, and

functions

if

H

and S n

s*D

then

i s(

are

S =S.

The

formulae

H

derived with

the

for

the

of

the

use

rudimentary knowledge of stereometry, but they are cumbersome.
the possible
position of the 2-nd
corn centre

Fig. The corrections of the cross section of the corn entrance.
Using the approximation for small 5: l-exp(-6)=6 and comparing
S,, and S, we receive the following expression for the

additional

n

probability of the entrance

into the corn:

)= J

(S-S H O,s) )ds.

The total error of the model can be estimated as

the

value of P O ) . It is reasonable to suggest that the

average

distribution

of 0 is appropriate to the isotropic flux. Hence the total

error

is the following:
n/2

The

model

E.R.Woodcock

may

be

[6].

Let

improved
us

by

using

determine

the

the

technique

function

of

g(£,s)

as

Su(P,s)/S. Obviously g(p,s)=l if the value s is large enough. The
effective macroscopic cross section of entering
while the distance from

the

last
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leaving

the

into
corn

any

corn,

is

large

enough, is designated by the letter- S

. The obtained at the last

leaving angle ft is put into the memory. If the

neutron

been in any corn

the

since

the

last

collision,

determined as -1. We suppose that g(-l,s)=l. The
region Q is considered as the motion

in

the

with the macroscopic: cross section £ =T- +S
the first model. The ratio

Y. /T.

fi

motion

in

homogeneous

is
the

media

in a similar wav

to

of

the

collision in the matrix substance, the ratio S p g(#,s)/T

is

the

probability of
S

the

entrance

the

angle

not

probability

ml

is

has

•*

into

the

next

corn,

the

ratio

M-g(j9,s)l/£

is the- probability to continue in free motion.

The value S

must satisfy the following equation:

n / ?.

s

'V

sin(20) Jsg(P,s)exp«-S ef JgO,o)do )dsdP=4rVH/VK
(J

0

(I

The left side of this equation is the expected

value

of

the

part of the trajectory between two corns under the condition that
T. = 0.
nit

That refining technique has not been included
yet.

into

MCU

code

Example
By way of

example

let

us

consider

a

calculation

infinite lattice of the spherical fuel elements. The

of

the

centres

of

the fuel elements form the diamond lattice. The fuel elements are
situated in the free space, each element consists of the graphite
sheath with heterogeneous sphere

inside

it.

The

heterogeneous

material consists of the graphite matrix and the corns made

from

the uranium oxide. The total radius of the fuel element is
to 6 sm, the radius of the heterogeneous part is equal to

equal
5

si,

the diameter of the corn r is 0.0502 sm, the total number of

the

corns Lit the one fuel elements is 9400.
The
k

calculation

by

double

heterogeneous

=1.697. After the homogenization of the corns

technique
in

the

gives
inside

part, of the fuel element the standard calculation technique gives
k

=1.590. So a gap between these two techniques achieves 6.6%.
On the other side the total error estimated as given above

equal to 2.7*10

. There is the satisfactory result.
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ABSTRACT
Three areas where nuclear based techniques have significant impact are briefly described. These
are: Nuclear material control and non-proliferation, on-line elemental analysis of coal and minerals,
and non-intrusive detection of explosives and other contraband. The nuclear physics principles and
the role of reactor physics methods are highlighted.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Major applications of nuclear techniques to the industry started more than three decades ago.2

One can identify three overlapping periods of development of techniques for various applications:
the sixties and seventies - oil well logging and detection of nuclear materials; mid-seventies to mideighties - on-line elemental analysis of minerals, especially coal; mid-eighties to present • detection
of contraband, especially explosives and drugs.
There have been ups and downs in the applications.

While nuclear techniques are the

backbones of oil well logging, its fortunes followed those of oil exploration activities. Development
of techniques and equipment to detect nuclear materials was aggressively pursued in the late sixties
and seventies. The application, though, suffered a great setback when nuclear fuel reprocessing was
practically abandoned in the U.SA. and scaled down elsewhere. Recently however, some aspects
of the technology are receiving renewed attention. This stems firstly, from the concerns over
nuclear proliferation in general and from the possible production and transportation of raw
materials, weapon components and even entire warheads across international boundaries. A second
reason is the worldwide effort to address the environmental issues resulting, among others, from
the waste generated by the nuclear fuel cycles.

s

To be presented in the International Conference on Reactor Physics and Reactor Computation, Tel Aviv,
January 23-26,1994.
2

Nuclear techniques such as gamma-ray and neutron transmission and backscattering have been developed
and applied since the dawn of the nuclear era. Similarly, gamma-ray and neutron radiography and tomography
have been extensively studied and implemented. These techniques and those used in life science mil not be
discussed in this paper, which will concentrate in general, on active techniques involving nuclear reactions.
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The development of nuclear techniques to perform on-line elemental analysis of coal, cement
and other minerals started in earnest in the mid-seventies, using mainly the process of thermal
neutron capture. Whereas in the seventies until mid to late eighties, there was a reluctance to
replace the common but tedious sampling and chemical analysis with the nuclear alternative, the
latter is now generally embraced by the coal industry as an integral part of the coal cycle analysis,
from the mine to the boiler. The development of nuclear techniques for detection of explosives was
initiated in the mid-eighties in response to the wave of terrorism especially against passenger
airlines. It is now being expanded to drug detection as part of a much more effective interdiction
effort. It is being further broadened to enable non-intrusive confirmation of declared manifest of
goods imported into a country and detect possible smuggling of dutiable items.

2. MATERIAL FEATURES AND ELEMENTAL SIGNATURES
All the applications mentioned above share one key ingredient of nuclear techniques, namely
non-intrusiveness. The other features are high penetrability, high specificity, high speed and the
inherent adaptability to automatic decision making. Most of the industrial nuclear techniques used
neutrons, thermal or fast, as probing radiation, a few use gamma-rays, usuaUy bremsstrahlung from
energetic electrons. Nuclear techniques detect the presence of the material of interest by detecting
specific isotopic nuclei through their unique nuclear structures. The key elemental features that
allow the detection of the various materials are summarized in Table 1. Fissionable materials are
detected, obviously, by the fission process. The elemental densities in minerals is determined mainly
by the characteristic gamma rays emitted following the radiative capture of thermal neutrons. The
same process is used for the nitrogen and chlorine determination which forms the basis for
explosive and drug detecting techniques. More specific detection of these contraband is achieved
by measuring more of the elemental constituents, namely oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, chlorine and
hydrogen. The first four elements are detected by the characteristic gamma rays emitted when fast
neutrons are inelastically scattered by the nuclei of the elements.
3.

ROLE OF REACTOR PHYSICS METHODS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES
Once the requirements of an inspection system, be it for nuclear materials, coal or explosives,

have been defined and understood, the laborious selection process of the proper nuclear
technique(s) and its ensuing development commences.

This is where the methods and

methodologies including computer codes and nuclear data bases play a very crucial role.
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All inspection techniques based on nuclear methods are generically similar (see Figure 1). The
key components are a source of penetrating radiation, means to tailor the radiation (e.g., slow down
neutrons or collimate them) the interrogated object (i.e., suitcase), means of detection (e.g., Nal(TI)
scintillation counter), and means of collecting and processing of the received data to make a
decision on the presence of the contraband. The various elemental nuclei in the interrogated object
react in different ways (e.g, they have different interaction cross sections) with the interrogation
radiation. Generally, they emit detectable characteristic radiations, i.e., high energy gamma rays.
All explosives, for example, and especially all known commercial and military explosives have
distinctive elemental compositions. They are generally dense and are rich in oxygen and nitrogen,
and relatively poor in carbon and hydrogen when compared to common benign substances.
The signals resulting from the interactions with the various elemental constituents can be one
or more of the following:
1) Specific change in the intensity of the probing radiation, i.e., neutrons or gamma rays from a
resonance absorption and/or scattering (this is a specific manifestation of the radiography
technique). This change is superimposed on the overall attenuation of the probing radiation
which, in this context, is considered as background ("attenuation measurements").
2) Specific energy loss for the probing fast neutrons via elastic scattering ("scattering
measurements").
3) Inducing emission of specific gamma rays, promptly or delayed, following the radiation, as a
result of neutron capture or inelastic scattering.
The induced (or modified probing) radiations are detected by an array of appropriate detectors
located in the vicinity of the probed object. The detector signals are usually processed firstly
via analog electronic circuit and then digitally. The information from all detectors is analyzed
by a main computer which, based on prior calibration and information can make the decision
to clear the object or to alarm, or provide the concentration of elements and materials of
interest. The development process of a nuclear based interrogation system involves many
specific choices and decisions governed by nuclear physics and other engineering disciplines:
•

Nuclear reactions, e.g., (n, 7 ), (n,n)(n,x"7), (7,7); ( 7 ,n), ( 7 ,p), (7,xn)

•

Cross sections, branching ratios, angular distributions

•

Sources of radiation - radioisotopes, accelerators, steady state or pulsed (fast or slow)

•

Detectors - type, size, efficiency, energy resolution, time resolution, sensitivity to probing
radiation, stability
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•

Electronics/Data Acquisition (hardware and software) - count rate and data rate,
miniaturization

•

Structural and shielding materials

•

Decision Analysis (hardware and software) • image reconstruction, feature analysis, classical,
and/or advanced decision techniques (e.g., artificial neural network).

There is a complex interrelation between these and other factors and issues affecting the design
of the system. This is where most of the reactor physics methods were found useful. Proper
considerations of these items in the design and construction will ensure (at least technologically)
a successful inspection system.

4. NUCLEAR BASED TECHNOLOGY FOR THE DETECTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS

Fissile and fertile nuclei spontaneously emit characteristic nuclear radiations, such as neutrons
and 7-rays, that are sufficiently energetic to penetrate the material and its container or cladding.
In addition, when irradiated by neutrons or 7-rays, certain nuclear materials fission, emitting highly
energetic radiations. Nondestructive assay (NDA) is the observation of spontaneous or stimulated
nuclear radiations to determine the amount of one or more nuclear materials in a sample without
affecting the sample's physical or chemical form. NDA can be contrasted with the more traditional,
destructive assay of nuclear material performed by sampling and chemical analysis, in which the
physical and chemical properties of the sample are altered. The spontaneously emitted radiations
is the basis for the passive NDA. This type of NDA is generally simpler and cheaper than the
active NDA but is far more limited when self absorption and possibility of concealment of nuclear
materials is considered.

Active Nondestructive Assay (ANDA)
Neutrons or 7-rays which irradiate nuclear material induce fissions that produce, on the average,
two to three highly energetic prompt fission neutrons and approximately eight prompt 7-rays. For
up to several minutes after fission, the fission produce nuclides continue to emit delayed radiations:
another six to seven 7-rays and approximately 0.01 to 0.02 n/fission.
Some ANDA techniques utilize the detection of prompt radiation while the material is being
irradiated and others depend on the detection of delayed radiation after irradiation has been
terminated. If prompt radiation is detected, the fission neutrons and 7-rays must be distinguished
from the irradiation neutrons and 7-rays. Radiation from the neutron or 7-ray source is incident
upon the nuclear material, but it may also be incident upon the detectors, or it may scatter into die
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detectors after interacting with the nuclear material or the counting chamber. The discrimination
of prompt fission neutrons from the radiation source can be accomplished by using detectors biased
to count only neutrons having energy greater than the energy of the source neutrons. An alternative
method is to use a random radiation source and coincident counting of the correlated fission
radiation. In coincidence counting, it is also necessary either to shield the detectors from the source
or to bias the detectors above the energy of the source radiations so that the accidental coincidences
from the random source neutrons and 7-rays do not create a large background.

Accidental

coincidences can be significant, if the number of random radiations detected during the coincidence
gate time is large. In the detection of delayed radiation, the irradiation source is quickly removed
prior to counting, therefore, gross counting can be used with or without energy discrimination. The
source is removed by turning it off, employing a movable shutter, or moving the nuclear material
past the source to a shielded counting chamber.
Another important difference among ANDA techniques lies in the type of radiation emitted by
the source. Interrogation sources are of two types: (1) radioactive isotopic sources and (2) electron,
deuteron, or proton accelerator sources. The energy of neutrons produced by proton or deuteron
accelerators can be adjusted by using different target elements that will produce neutrons by (p,n)
and (d,n) reactions.

The maximum energy of the 7-ray produced by electron accelerators

determines the maximum neutron energy created by the (-y.n) reaction. The 7-energy can be
adjusted by changing the electron energy.
Neutron-moderating tailoring assembly is commonly added to an ANDA system between the
interrogation source and the modified or "tailored" to suit a particular application. Selection of the
interrogation source and the tailoring assembly is extremely important because the energy of the
interrogating radiation determines the intensity of the response and the measurement accuracy.
Tailoring is necessary because both the fission cross section and the penetration of radiation
through nuclear material are strongly energy dependent. As a simple illustration of the importance
of this feature of ANDA, consider the use of a high-energy neutron source with a tailoring assembly
to filter out any low-energy neutrons. The interrogating radiation is highly penetrating, giving a
uniform response throughout the nuclear material, but also gives a low intensity response because
the fission cross section is low at high-neutron energy. If the tailoring assembly is modified to
moderate the source neutron energy so that the interrogating radiation is primarily low-energy
neutrons, then the intensity of the response will greatly increase because of the increase in the
fission cross section. However, the response will no longer be uniform throughout the nuclear
materia.
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There is a wide variety of active NDA techniques to match the wide scope of applications.
Table 2 lists the active NDA systems classified by the type of source they use, the induced and
detected radiations and typical applications.
ANDA also offers a flexibility not found in passive NDA techniques, as the following list,
contrasting active and passive techniques, demonstrates:
1. The energy and intensity of the active NDA interrogating radiation can be increased or
decreased to provide appropriate response intensity. Passive techniques are limited to the
response intensity provided by nature.
2. The energy of the interrogating radiation can be adjusted to generate different responses from
different nuclides. This adjustment is primarily useful in measuring first fissile nuclides using
low-energy interrogating radiation, and then measuring fertile nuclides using interrogating
radiation with energies above the fission threshold.

Passive neutron counting measures

primarily fertile nuclides. Passive 7-ray NDA measures the content of an individual nucUde
only, if nature has provided a penetrating 7-ray for that nuclide. A very notable example of the
is^U.
3. Active NDA is applicable to both uranium and plutonium, as is passive 7-ray NDA. Passive
neutron counting is applicable to plutonium and to low-enrichment uranium, but it is only
commonly used for plutonium. In contrast to 7-ray based NDA, which can be applied only to
plutonium compounds and matrix materials with low-bulk density, active NDA can be applied
to both low- and high-density materials with uranium, plutonium or thorium.
NDA systems found use in the nuclear industry in basically four common applications: (1)
nuclear material accounting, including real-time accounting, (2) personnel and package search for
nuclear material as a safeguard against theft, (3) verification of prior assay, and (4) nuclear material
process and quality control. Recently with the heightened concern of nuclear material and weapon
proliferation and the possibility of illegal transportation across international boundaries of complete
weapons or their components, interest is growing in using passive and active NDA for this difficult
task of inspection.
Passive and active NDA techniques and their applications are comprehensively described in two
books cited as Ref. 1 and 2.

5. NUCLEAR BASED TECHNIQUES FOR ON-LINE ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF COAL AND
MINERALS

The need to improve on the analysis of coal and minerals in terms of reducing sampling errors,
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increase accuracy and above all, providing results in real-time allowing corrective actions in the
process-line, has led in the mid-seventies, to the development of on-line coal and mineral analysis.
Nuclear techniques, especially neutron capture and inelastic scattering processes, provide elemental
specific signatures. By leaving the resulting or interacting nuclei in exited states, gamma rays, which
are promptly emitted, are specific to these nuclei.
A key parameter for these nuclear reactions is the interaction cross section for the specific
reaction. It describes the "affinity" for the interrogating neutron to the specific element. Table 3
lists the total cross section (in millibarns) for the production of penetrating gamma rays by 14 MeV
neutrons, through mostly the (n, n'7) reaction, and thermal (0.024 eV) neutrons through the (n,y)
reaction. The table shows significantly large cross sections for almost c'l elements. It also shows
the complementarity of the fast and thermal neutron interrogation. Those important elements,
which are not sensitive to thermal neutrons (e.g., N, C, O), do readily interact with fast neutrons.
Exceptionally high capture gamma cross sections are seen for tantalum, tungsten and the uranium
isotopes. The value of the production cross sections for gamma rays by themselves does not
determine the ability to detect a given element. The number of specific and distinctive gamma rays,
or lines and their intensities, the separation between lines, the background under the lines as
measured by the detector, are a few of the factors that determine the detectabiliry. Table 4 lists
the relative detectability (the product of the areal attenuation coefficient of the element for neutron
capture process with the gamma ray branching ratio). The table shows that hydrogen, chlorine,
cadmium and gadolinium have an exceptionally high detectability. A typical spectrum of gamma
rays produced mainly by the (n,y) interaction in coal is shown in Figure 2. Whether these elements
and others, even if they appear in the spectrum, can be accurately and quantitatively determined
depends on many factors. Some of these are the result of the size, geometry, density and other
materials present in the bulk sample being measured (see Figure 3). These factors must be
considered and their effect mitigated, or fully corrected for, if an accurate elemental concentration
is to be determined. This is again where neutron and gamma ray transport codes, for direct and
adjoined fluxes, are important for system optimization, design and for various systematic correction
of the measured data. For example, Figure 4 shows the effect of density variation in a bulk coal
on the measured (i.e., leakage) gamma rays produced by neutron capture (and inelastic scattering)
in the coal. It is interesting to note that for this geometry, 30 cm spherical shell, the detected
gamma rays and hence the inferred elemental concentration are independent of a reasonable
density variation around the nominal one of -0.8 g/cc. For more details see Ref. 3. A schematic
drawing of an on-line coal analyzer (called chute type Nucoalyzer) is shown in Figure S.I and a
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picture of the installed system is shown in Figure 5.2. Since the pioneering work of the midseventies, the technology for on-line nuclear analysis of coal and cement has been commercialized
by a few companies and scores of machines, based on that early development, were manufactured,
installed and are fully operational. Significant improvement in accuracy and broader applicability
of the technology are possible, employing extensively reactor physics methodologies, more powerful
computers, newer electronics and advanced data processing.
6. NUCLEAR BASED TECHNIQUES FOR CONTRABAND DETECTION
During the last decade, great strides were made in the development and deployment of nuclear
based detection of explosives. This development was required to combat the wave of air terrorism.
The same techniques are highly suitable also for drug interdiction. The first system to detect
explosives is based primarily on the detection of nitrogen, which is abundant in all military high
explosives. Though the neutron capture cross-section in nitrogen is very low (14 mb), the resulting
characteristic gamma-ray is practically the highest possible (10.8 MeV) and hence almost free of
background. The challenge was then to maximize the neutron flux per source neutron and the
detection of the 10.8 MeV gamma rays.

Indeed reactor physics optimization of the

moderator/shielding coupled with unique electronics and data analysis has resulted in a system that
has a better performance than another one with a twice or thrice stronger neutron source. The
system is TNA (Thermal Neutron Analysis see Figure 6 and e.g., Ref. 4) and six such machines
(plus two prototypes) were built and have been used for various periods of times at different
airports in the U.S.A. and abroad. The TNA systems have screened over a million airline passenger
bags and performed reliably. It can be used to detect hydrochtoride narcotics, primarily through
the detection of chlorine, which has a very high neutron capture cross section and yield intense
characteristic gamma rays.
Even higher sensitivity to explosives and narcotics - concealed in any size object, from a small
parcel to a chipping container - is achieved by the nanosecond pulsed fast neutron analysis
technique (PFNA). This technique is based on the fast neutron (EB > 5 MeV) interactions, mostly
(n,n'7) to yield characteristic gamma rays. The technique employs (see Ref. 5) neutron time of
flight technique to obtain the spatial distribution of the signal and hence, of the element. Very
narrow (< 1 ns) pulses of monoenergetic neutrons are generated and interact with the content of
the interrogated object. Three dimensional elemental distribution can be directly obtained in as
small as 5x5x5 cm3 volume elements (voxels). An example of PFNA results on a relatively complex
benchmark configuration is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the Nal(Tl) oxygen signal as a
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function of time, corresponding to the time of flight of the neutron through the configuration shown
at the right corner. The signal clearly indicates the presence of oxygen in wood, fabric and explosive
(C4) and absence in the polyethylene block. When the signal is time gated, corresponding to the
position at the center, the gamma ray pulse height distribution shows clearly the oxygen, carbon and
nitrogen, with typical intensities for explosives and that of carbon, when CH2 replaces the C4.
The effectiveness of the PFNA technique was demonstrated for both explosive, drugs and many
other materials. It is currently being built for inspection of full-size shipping containers and trucks
for narcotics and other contraband.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The contribution of active nuclear based techniques to industry and the nation in three
important areas have been described.

The uniqueness of these techniques notably: non-

intrusiveness, resulting from high penetration of the interrogating and stimulated radiation, high
sensitivity, high specificity and amenability to automatic operation and decision are beneficially
exploited in these applications.

The range and breadth of the applicability as well as the

performance of these techniques can be further enhanced. A key to these improvements is the
efficient use of reactor physics methods and methodologies.
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Table 1
Key Elemental Features and Signatures
Material

Key Elemental Features

Available Signatures

Th, 2 3 3 U, 2 3 S U > : a 8 U, 2 3 ^u,
*°Pu

(n,h,f), (npf), (Y.0
secondary: (n,,,,Y), (n,n'y)

np, n* yp, Yd
total/coincidence

Cement

Ca, Si, Fe, Al, Mg

("U..Y)

Specific capture Y-rays, e.g.,
6.420 MeV for Ca
4.934 MeV for Si
7.630/46 MeV for Fe, etc.

Coal

C (high concentration)
H, S, Si, AL Fe, Ca, K, Na, Ti

(iVY), (n,n'y)
(nth.T)

specific capture (or inelastic)
Y-rays, e.g., 4.945 MeV (n,y)
and 4.4.30 MeV (n,n'Y) for
C, 2.223 MeV for H, 5.420
MeV for S, etc.

CONTRABAND

Elemental Densitv (g/cc^
relatively high O
relatively high N
relatively low C
relatively low H

(n,n'y)
(n^y) and (n,n'Y)
(n,n'y)

6.130 MeV
10.80,5.11,2.31,1.64 MeV
4.43 MeV
2.223 MeV

relatively high C
relatively high H
relatively low O
possibly low-medium Cl

(n,n'Y)
(«*.*)
(n,n'y)
(IVY) and (n,n*Y)

NUCLEAR

232

Usable Nuclear Reaction

MINERALS

to

o

00

Explosives

Drugs (Cocaine/Heroin)

("ih-Y)

as above
as above
as above
6.110 MeV and other strong
lines.

Table 2a
Possible Active NDA for SNM Based on Isotopic Sources

No.

1

2

Source Type

^ C f o r (o,n)
(steady state or
shuffled)
B!

Cf

Applications

Radiation
Incident

Observed

Moderated/
unmoderaled.

Prompt neutrons (n p ) and
yrays (y) using fission
multiplicity detectors.

Useful for scrap and waste. Sample
size up to SS gal. Moderate sensitivity.

Moderated Cf-fission
neutrons.

Gross delayed gamma (y d )
(possibly n,, and delayed
neutrons, n j .

Samples with low-enriched SNM. Most
useful for rapid scanning of low
enriched fuel pins.

3

Low E («,n) [e.g.,
" ' A m (o,n) Li]

Unmoderated/partially
moderated neutrons.

n,, and y (using FMD)

Same as # 1 . Source intensity limited.

4

Low E («,n) (e.g.,
"'Am (o,n) Li]

Highly/partially
moderated.

Fast 11^

Low speed LWR fuel rod scanner.

(Y,n) [e.g., Sb-Be,
Ra-Be, etc.]

Sub-MeV neutrons.
<V "a

All degrees of SNM enrichments.
Various size samples including fuel
pins.

5

Table 2b
Possible Active NDA for SNM Based on Accelerators
No

Source Type

RtdMian

Applications

Incident

Observed

6

Electron accelerator

S to 10 MeV Y-ray
(Bremsstrahlung).

Thermalized IL

AU containers, all compositions. Instrument system
U complex. Can distinguish between fissile isotopes.

7

Electron accelerator

5 to 10 MeV ir-ray
(Bremsstrahlung).

nd and Hp/nd

•

8

Electron accelerator

5 to 10 MeV Y-ray
(Bremsstrahlung).

Yj (using low or high resolution
detectors)

9

14-MeV neutron

Unmoderated/partiaUy
moderated neutrons

n,.rd

AU containers, all compositions. Low H.
lnstrumeni System is complex.

10

14-MeV neutron {us
pulsed) generator

Moderated neutrons, "differential
neutron die away technique"

Vow

High sensitivity to small amount of SNM in SS
gallon waste drum. H«jh self shieidinc compta.

11

3-McV Van de Graaf

Subthreshold neutrons

Small samples (no H) witli h%k eariched SNM.
Fttod and complex naaUatioa. Oiairtgailm
between two fistale intopea.

Electron accelerator

MeV/wb-MeV neutrons

Small or tanje aampies wi* low to iattnMdiate
density of SNM. Complex sjratafa.

14-MeV neutron
generator

Low-energy, lead-moderated
neutrons

14-MeV neutron <>i
pulsed) generator

High-energy, lead-moderated
neutrons, "Lead Spectrometer*

Medium E Linac

Neutrons (via tim©-of-flight)

Fuel pins with low enrichment. Hsod and complex
installation

13

Medium size samples (no H) oaa be radioactive.
Complex system as #13.

14
15
Capture r

209

several fissile and fertile awtopaa, F M
HUUttMioai.

Table 3
Total Cross Sections of Production of Gamma Rays (0.5 s E s 12 MeV) at E . - 14 MeV and at
Thermal Neutron Energies
Target

(E. = 14 MeV)
(mbarn)

(EJ

Target

(mbarn)

(E. ' 14 MeV)
(mbarn)

(mbarn)

H

0

Cu

5985

4500

Li

(0)

3.6

Zn

5570

760

Be

(0)

0.9

Zr

5830

185

B

(160)

Mo

6800

2550

C

230

Cd

7192

2450

N

314

In

6815

194

O

474

Sn

6480

626
20500

330

100
3.5
75
0.19

Na

1486

530

Ta

9000

Mg

1445

51

W

10400

184 00

Al

1832

231

Hg

9400

372.000

Si

1620

177

Pb

6500

171

P

2515

172

Bi

11680

34

">U

20632

98300

a

10546

22000

23150

269.000

S

2419

530

Ti

4010

7840

Fe

4490

2590

U

Table 4
Relative Detectability of Various Elements
(Using their strongest high energy line)
Element

E(KeV)

D(cm 2 /g)

H

2223

2.0 x 10'

Be

6809

3.9 x 10

B

1

Element

|

E (KeV)

D(cmVg)

Mn

7244

1.8 x 10*

J

Fe

7631

1.4 x 10*

7005

U x 10^

Co

6876

3.1 x 10*

C

4945

1.1 x W

Ni

8999

3.4x10*

N

10829

4.5 x W

Cu

7915

1.1 x 10*

O

3271

1.8 X10-*

Zn

7863

1.1 x 10J

F

3589

3.3x10-'

Ge

3028

7.4xlO J

Na

3982

1.9 x 10 !

Zr

6294

ZOxW*

Mg

2828

6.6 x 10*

Mo

6919

5.4 x 10-*

Al

7724

1.4 x 10

1

Ag

5698

4.1 x 10J

Si

3539

23 x 10'

Cd

5824

2.8x10'

S

5421

5.8 x 10 J

Gd

4843

1.6 xlO*1

CI

6111

1.1 x 101

W

6190

Z9xlO a

!

1.6x10*

K

5381

2.9 x 10

Hg

5966

Ti

6760

1.8 X 10'

Au

6251

1.7x10*

V

7163

7.8x10'

Pb

7368

4.6 X 10*

Cr

8884

9.6 x 10'

Bi

4171

4.8 XlO4
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Figure 1 Diagram of generic active inspection system
(in this case, a nuclear based explosive detection system).
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Figure 2 Typical gamma-ray spectrum of coal measured by a Nal detector in a Nucoatyzer.
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Figure 3 Factors affecting the measured signal and its interpretation as elemental concentration.
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SAIC CHUTE NUCOALYZER

Figure 5.2 Installed Unit

Figure 5.1 Schematic Drawing

Figure 6 Cutaway View of SAIC's TNA Explosive Detection System
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Figure 7a PFNA-Oxygen Time Signals in the Benchmark Configuration
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Figure 7b PFNA Energy Spectrum Over the Time of Flight Corresponding to the Position of
The C4 (or CH2) at the Center of the Benchmark Configuration
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EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES ON THE EXCESS REACTIVITY
ADJUSTMENTS IN THE TRIGA-II CORE

OTOHIKO AIZAWA
Atomic Energy Research Laboratory
Musashi Institute of Technology
Ozenji 971, Asao-ku, Kawasaki 215, Japan

ABSTRACT
All the fuel rods of the TRIGA-II core of the Musashi reactor were replaced from
the aluminum-cladding fuels to the stainless-steel cladding ones in 1986. At that time,
the excess reactivity adjustments were performed on the new core after the initial
critical. The experimental data have recently been analyzed as the benchmark
experiments for further analyses of the TRIGA-II core by using the Monte Carlo critical
program KENO-V. The libraries used are the Hansen-Roach, the ENDF/B-IV and the
JENDL-3 libraries. The result shows that the agreement between experiments and
calculations depends clearly on the libraries used. It became clear that the whole core
calculations could be successfully performed by using a lap-top workstation in a small
core, such as the TRIGA-II core.

Introduction
In the calculations of the excess reactivity adjustments, it is necessary to perform
the whole core calculations by inserting the fuel rod, one by one. In this case the Monte
Carlo method is the best, because the geometries of the core are precisely represented
by each inserted rod.
In this paper we intend to analyze the initial critical core at first by changing the
libraries, especially by changing the cross section of hydrogen in zirconium-hydride.
Secondly, we intend to check the proportionality of reactivity between experiments and
calculations during the excess reactivity adjustments as the benchmark experiments for
further analyses to solve any problem with complex geometry of the TRIGA-II core.
The computer used for these calculations is the Panasonic lap-top workstation (P2200).
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Calculation Method
1. Preparation of Libraries
The libraries used are (l)Hansen-Roach (16-groups), (2)ENDF/B-IV (137groups), (3)JENDL-3 (137-groups) and (4)JENDL-3M (137-groups). In these libraries,
only the Hansen-Roach library has been originally equipped in the KENO-V code. The
other libraries of the ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-3 were produced from the 137-group
MGCL library[l] by using the MAIL and LAVA codes. Here the JENDL-3M library
means the modified JENDL-3 library, in which the thermal neutron scattering cross
section of hydrogen in zirconium-hydride is calculated from the spectral density functioo
of zirconium-hydride. The MAIL code is used for the conversion from the MGCL
library to ANISN-Format library after the consideration of the fuel rod gieometry. The
LAVA (Let ANISN Visit AMPX) code is a module which can take an ANISN library and
transform it to an AMPX working library, which can be read by KENO-V code.

2. Input Data Preparation
The computer code used for these calculations is the Monte Carlo program
KENO-V (KENO5A-PC).[2] The whole core v as divided by the horizontal 4-parts, as
shown in Figure 1, that is, (1) upper plug and H2O reflector, (2) upper fuel grid
including graphite assembly, (3) under fuel grid including the horizontal experimental
hole, and (4) under plug and H2O reflector. The part of the fuel grid was prepared fcty
the cylindrical H2O with "HOLE", and the fuel rod or the graphite rod was inserted in
the "HOLE", one by one.

30cm

Light Water

50cm

Light Water

w, . u

50cm

(2)

Graphite

(3)

Aluminum Plate
30cm

(4)

Graphite

Light Water

(1)

Fig. 1 Vertical Cross Section of the TRIGA-II Core
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Results and Discussions
1. Initial Critical Core
Figure 2 shows the initial critical core configuration in the critical experiments by
using the stainless-steel cladding fuels. The core reached critical by using the 66 fuel
rods at the excess reactivity of 0.225$, which corresponds to k ^ 1.0018 by using
Pen=0.008. The calculated results are shown in Table 1. The number of neutron histories
is 500,000 for all the cases, and the CPU time was about 14 hours for one case. The
variances (lo) of k,,,, values are about 0.1 %Ak.

S&2?
•
O

Fuel Rod
Control Rod

Fig. 2 Initial Critical Core Configuration

We can see from Table 1 that the calculated results from the ENDF/B-IV library
seems to be in relatively good agreement with the experiment. The difference between
the JENDL-3 and the JENDL-3M is clear, and this is caused by the hydrogen crosssection of zirconium-hydride. As the hydrogen cross-section between HZO and ZrH is
not distinguished in the ENDF/B-IV library, the calculated results from the ENDF/B-IV
library might become smaller about 2%Ak, if the hydrogen cross-section of zirconiumhydride is modified as the JENDL-3 library.

Table 1. Initial Critical Core Calculation
Library

Effective Multiplication Factor

C/E

Hansen-Roach

1.0239±0.0011

1.0221

ENDF/B-IV

1.0122±0.0011

1.0104

JENDL-3

1.0384±0.0012

1.0365

JENDL-3M

1.0169±0.0011

1.0151
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2. Initial Adjustment of Excess Reactivity
Figure 3 shows the procedure of the excess reactivity adjustments from the step-1
to step-10 after the initial critical. This procedure is very simple and systematic, because
a fuel rod or a graphite rod is simply added at the outer ring (F-ring) one by one, so
that the excess reactivity data measured are gradually increased step by step. The excess
reactivity data are summarized in Table 2 for both the measured and calculated ones.
The calculation was performed by using the ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-3M libraries. The
CPU time was also about 14 hours for one case at the neutron histories of 500,000.

Table 1!. Initial Adjustment of Excess Reactivity
Step

Measured k-eff

Calculated k-eff
ENDF/B-IV

Calculated k-eff
C/E

JENDL-3M

C/E

1

1.0062

1.0143±0.0011

1.0081

1.0233±0.0011

1.0170

2

1.0096

1.0170*0.0011

1.0073

1.0257*0.0011

1.0159

3

1.0099

1.0191-0.0010

1.0091

1.0236-0.0010

1.0136

4

1.0106

1.0165±0.0011

1.0058

1.0285±0.00U

1.0177

5

1.0114

1.0180-0.0010

1.0065

1.0277*0.0011

1.0161

6

1.0120

1.0179±0.0011

1.0058

I.0275±0.0011

1.0153

7

1.0126

1.0185±0.0011

1.0058

1.0282±0.0011

1.0154

8

1.0131

I.0190±0.0010

1.0058

1.0293±0.0011

1.0160

9

1.0134

1.0201*0.0010

1.0066

1.0292±0.0011

1.0156

10

1.0143

1.0205±0.0011

1.0061

1.0302*0.0011

1.0157

Fuel Rod
Control Rod
Graphite Rod
Fig. 3 Procedure of Initial Adjustment of Excess Reactivity
(The numbers show the steps.)
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We can see from Figure 4 that the calculated results show a good proportionality
for the experimental data during the excess reactivity adjustments. However, the
differences between experiments and calculations still exist nearly 0.6% and 1.6% for the
ENDF/B-IV and the JENDL-3M library, respectively.

1.04
CD

JENDL-3M

s
1.02

13

o

(0

O

1.01
Measured k-eff Values

1.02

Fig. 4 Comparison between Experiments and Calculations for Initial Adjustment

3. Experiments and Calculations for Complex Core Configurations
In order to verify the applicability for the complex core configuration, a series of
experiments has been performed by inserting some graphite rods in the central region
(B-ring) as a benchmark experiment. Here we call the B-ring, C-ring, D-ring, E-ring,
and F-ring from the center of the core. And also the number of 6 or 19 of the position
(B6) or (F19), for example, means the location in the B-ring or F-ring by the clockwise
counting from the top for each ring, (see Fig. 6) In the experiments we had only one
regulation that the excess reactivity of the core should be less than 2.0% Ak.
The procedure from the step 11 to the step 17 is as follows;
Step 11: The fuel rod of the central region (B6) was drawn out.
Step 12: A graphite rod was inserted at the position (B6).
Step 13: A fuel rod was inserted at the position (F17).
Step 14: The fuel rod of the central region (B2) was replaced by a graphite rod.
Step 15: Two fuel rods were inserted at the position (F18) and (F19).
Step 16: The fuel rod of the central region (B4) was replaced by a graphite rod after
inserting a fuel rod at the position (F20).
Step 17: A fuel rod was inserted at the position (F21).
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The excess reactivity data are shown in Table 3 for both the measured and
calculated ones. The results are also shown in Figure 5. We can see from these table and
figure that a good proportionality can be seen between experiments and calculations for
the complex core configurations.

Table 3. Experiments and Calculations for the Complex Core Configuration
Step

Measured k-eff

Calculated k-eff
ENDF/B-IV

C/E

Calculated k-eff
JENDL-3M

C/E

11

1.0033

1.0112-0.0011

1.0079

1.0201 ±0.0011

1.0167

12

1.0064

1.0121=0.0011

1.0057

1.0210^0.0010

1.0145

13

1.0095

1.0151-0.0010

1.0055

1.0254+0.0011

1.0158

14

1.0006

1.0092±0.0011

1.0086

1.0158±0.0011

1.0152

15

1.0055

1.0109+0.0010

1.0054

1.0200±0.0011

1.0144

16

Subcritical

1.0066±0.0010

17

1.0016

1.0102±0.0011

1.0163±0.00U
1.0086

1.0192±0.0011

1.0176

1.04
v>
"eg

JENDL-3M

%

I

1.02

(0

O

1.01
Measured k-eff Values

1.02

Fig. 5 Comparison between Experiments and Calculations for Complex Core
Configurations
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4. Insertion Reactivity for Final Core Configuration
Figure 6 shows the final core configuration at the Musashi reactor. It is wellknown that the insertion reactivity of some fuel rod is influenced by the position of the
fuel rod itself and the surroundings of the fuel rod. So, after the determination of the
final core configuration, the insertion reactivity of the fuel rod in the B-ring, C-ring, D ring, E-ring and F-ring was measured one by one as a benchmark experiment for the
analyses. The positions of the fuel rod measured are also shown in Figure 6. The
measured results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 7 in comparison with the calculations.
We can see from these table and figure that the agreement between experiments and
calculations is fairly good, however, the calculated values tend to over-estimate the
insertion reactivity in the outer ring (F-ring).

I
Fuel Rod
I O Control Rod
•
Graphite Rod
<C> Irradiation Tube

Measured Position
Fig. 6 Final Core Configuration at the Musashi Reactor (TRIGA-II)

Table 4. Insertion Reactivity of Fuel
Fuel Rod
Position

Insertion Reactivity
Measured
(%&k)

Calculated Values
(ENDF/B-IV)
(%Ak)

Calculated Values
(JENDL-3M)
(%Ak)

B4

1.20

1.18±0.15

1.17*0.15

C7

0.91

0.87±0.15

0.98*0.15

Dll

0.72

0.62±0.14

0.81*0.15

El 5

0.48

0.60±0.15

0.44-0.15

F19

0.28

0.55±0.15

0.56*0.15
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Measured Values (per cent delta-k)

Measured Values (per cent delta-k)

Fig. 7 Comparison between Experiments and Calculations for Insertion Reactivity

Conclusions
The result shows that the agreement between experiments and calculations
depends clearly on the libraries used, and the result from the ENDF/B-IV library shows
the best agreement with the experiments without distinction of the hydrogen crosssection between ZrH and H2O. While, it was found that the results from the JENDL-3
library gave an over-estimation for the effective multiplication factor in comparison with
the results from the ENDF/B-IV library. The proportionality between experiments and
calculations was fairly good even for the complex core conflgurations in both libraries.
And also the measured insertion reactivity was in good agreement with the calculated
values for both libraries.
We can conclude that the experimental data obtained during the excess reactivity
adjustments at the Musashi reactor were successfully analyzed by using a lap-top
workstation and the Monte Carlo critical program KENO-V.
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ABSTRACT
A recently completed series of physics experiments in the PROTEUS reactor in
Switzerland included the investigation of a Pu-fueled light water reactor (LWR) lattice with a moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of 2.07 and an effective enrichment of
about 7.5 %. The analysis of the measurements in this wide test lattice and in the
tighter light water high conversion reactor (LWHCR) lattices investigated previously
permits the determination of the kx void coefficient of the LWR lattice for cases of
partial and total voiding. A comparison of the measured changes of k^ with values
calculated using the cell codes WIMS/D4 and KAPER4 shows a satisfactory prediction of the partial void coefficient in the range from 0 % to 55 % voidage. Discrepancies increase up to twice the estimated experimental error in cases of further
voiding to 100 % void. The total void coefficient (0 % to 100 % void) is a small
difference of large individual effects on reaction rate ratios. Its accurate prediction
by cell calculations is rather fortuitous. Improved nuclear data and refined calculational methods are thus required for a more accurate calculation of the void coefficient in high enrichment MOX-LWRs.

Introduction
The large-scale introduction of the fast breeder reactor for an optimal use of plutonium produced in operating light water reactors (LWRs) has been delayed for several reasons. As a further option with respect to plutonium usage the construction
of a tight lattice light water high conversion reactor (LWHCR) was envisaged. Its
introduction as a replacement or supplement of well established reactor types is,
however, currently difficult to foresee for the near future. The most likely develop-
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ment is to increase the utilization of PuO:./UO, mixed oxide (MOX) as fuel in existing
LWRs and. in this context, the possibility of using higher MOX enrichments to
achieve higher burn-up is an important issue.
For several years the PROTEUS facility in Switzerland was used for the study of
the physics properties of LWHCR lattices. The Phase II series of experiments comprised the investigation of very tight and wider lattices fueled with MOX. In order to
provide a more thorough understanding of the physics of MOX fueled and well moderated lattices, a wide lattice with moderator-to-fuel ratio typical for a more conventional LWR was investigated. The high enrichment fuel originally manufactured for
LWHCR research was also used in this test configuration. The fuel was not poisoned and the lattice contained no absorber pins. The comparison of parameters
measured and calculated for this clean lattice should thus provide a valuable basis
for validating calculations for high enrichment MOX fuel in LWRs.
Description of the PROTEUS LWHCR Phase II lattices
A large variety of integral experiments, among them the measurement of reaction rate ratios and km, was performed in a central test zone of 0.5 m diameter
and 0.84 m height. All test zone configurations consisted of stainless steel clad fuel
pins with an outer diameter of 9.57 mm arranged in triangular lattices. In the tight
LWHCR lattices the pitch-to-diameter (p/d) ratio was 1.12. In the wider LWHCR lattices it was increased to 1.26. The effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio (VJV,) of
these lattices was 0.48 and 0.95, respectively. The lattices were moderated either by
light water (Cores 7 and 13) or by Dowtherm, an organic moderator containing
about 42 % less hydrogen than H2O. Completely voided lattices were also investigated (Cores 8 and 14). The results of experiments in the tight lattices are documented in [1] and those in the wider lattices in [2].
The fuel contained 11 % (total) plutonium oxide and the effective enrichment
was about 7.5 %. The isotopic composition of the plutonium was that of reprocessed LWR fuel, i.e. 64 % 239Pu, 23 % 240Pu, 8 % 24tPu, 4 % ™Pu and 1 % 238Pu.
The well moderated MOX lattice (Core 18) was created from the wider H3O-moderated LWHCR lattice by removing every third fuel pin in a central region of obout
0.24 m diameter. The effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of this lattice was
thereby 2.07. This central test region of Core 18 was surrounded by a poisoned
wider LWHCR lattice.
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Correspondence of undermoderation and partial voidage
Considering the well moderated Core 18 test lattice as the reference case, the
series of experiments in tighter lattice configurations may be interpreted as corresponding to partial voidage states of the LWR lattice. Cell calculations have confirmed that various voided states of the Core 18 lattice are accurately represented
in their k. -values and reaction rate ratios by the tighter lattices investigated. Some
remarks on these calculations will be made below. Thus, the tight H..O-moderated
LWHCR Core 7 (V^/V, = 0.48) corresponds to 77 % voidage in Core 18, the wider
LWHCR Core 13 (l/m/V, = 0.95) corresponds to 54 % void and the totally voided
Cores 8 and 14 (dry) to 100 % void. The Dowtherm-moderated lattices are not analysed here. They could be considered as intermediate steps corresponding to
voidage states of 73 % and 87 %, respectively.

Description of the experimental methods
Reaction rate ratios C3/F9, F8/F9 and F5/F9 were measured, applying absolute
techniques, from the -/-activity of foils irradiated between the fuel pellets inside special fuel pins and in calibrated fission chambers (CB is the capture rate in 238U; F9. FB
and F5 are fission rates in 239Pu, 238U and 235U, respectively). For the measurement of
fissions in 241Pu (F,) and captures in 242Pu (C2) thin deposits were irradiated between
fuel pellets. The calibration of detector systems used for the measurement of C2IF9,
as well as an alternative normalization route for CB/F9 and Fs/F9, involved irradiation
in the thermal column of PROTEUS and comparison with standard thermal crosssections. Apart from the usual foil effect corrections, which were determined experimentally, a calculated correction of < 0.6 % was applied to measured C8/F9-values
taking into account an assumed finite misalignment of fuel pellets and foils in the
various lattices. The estimated experimental errors (1 a) of the ratios C8/F9, Fe/F3
and F5/F9 are in most cases < 2 %. The ratios F:/F9 and C2/Fs are 3 to 4 % uncertain.
For the determination of kx, the ratio of neutron production to neutron absorption in the fundamental mode spectrum, the spatial distribution of reaction rates in
the test regions were measured and fitted to calculated traverses in order to obtain
a material buckling as described in [ 1 ] . kx was then obtained from the material
buckling and the calculated migration area. In the case of Core 18 this procedure
could not be applied initially because of a pronounced irregularity in the traverses
calculated using the available transport theory code, ONEDANT [3], After a recent
improvement of ONEDANT by the authors of the code a reliable determination of the
material buckling became possible. kx of the test lattices was also determined from
the reactivity worth of a unit cell, as described in [4].
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Estimated standard deviations for most kM measurements in the PROTEUS lattices are < 0.7 %, the experimental value being deduced as the mean of the results
obtained with the two different methods. The estimated error in Core 18 was slightly higher.
Some remarks on the cell calculations
Results based on two different sets of lattice calculations are presented in this
paper. The first one was carried out using the code WIMS/D4 [5] with its so called
'1981' nuclear data base [6] (cross-sections for several minor nuclides, however,
were updated by NJOY-processed ENDF/B-IV data). The second series of cell calculations was made using the cell code KAPER4 [7] and the 69 group cross-section
set G69CT005 of the KARBUS code system [8] based on KEDAK-4. For the calculations the unit cells were represented by their corresponding Wigner-Seitz cells,
with Dancoff factors for hexagonal geometry applied. The Core 18 test lattice did
not have the regular hexagonal geometry of the LWHCR lattices. The actual geometry was not explicitly represented in either cell calculation. Supplementary calculations showed, however, that the simplifying assumptions made for the unit cells
lead to effects which are very much smaller than the experimental errors.
Anisotropic diffusion in voided lattices may cause differences between the tight
and the wide lattices, because leakage effects influence the neutron spectrum also
in the fundamental mode. An accurate calculation of this effect requires sophisticated tools. An estimate of the influence of anisotropic diffusion was made using
the cell code KAPER4, which includes a model of Benoist for that purpose. For a
hexagonal representation of the voided Core 18 cell, which was not measured as
such, a /Coo-value about 0.3 % greater than that for the tight lattices was calculated.
Because of its uncertainty this difference has not been taken into account in the following evaluation.
A remark should be added regarding the calculation of scattering cross-sections
using the KAPER4 code. In this code it was the original standard to replace the
group-wise inscattering terms by an "outflow" term. This transport approximation
was felt to be inadequate for the calculation of well moderated lattices like that of
Core 18. New cross-section sets of the KARBUS system provide P, scattering matrices and a special version of KAPER4 was programmed which allows to calculate
an "inflow" correction. It was found to increase kM of Core 18 by only 0.2 %, but a
large effect (4.1 %) was obtained for the reaction rate ratio F8/F9.
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Comparison of calculated reaction rate balances with experimental values
The measurements currently analysed for the evaluation of the k^ void coefficient in the Core 18 test lattice were carried out over a period of about four years.
During this period a considerable part of the 241Pu originally contained in the fuel
decayed to :41 Am. A typical value for the decrease of k, due to this decay is 0.5 %
per year. Thus, as a first step, all measured data have been converted to the date of
the execution of the Core 18 experiments using calculated factors. Further, for this
comparison it has been assumed that /(^-values and reaction rate ratios for a fully
voided Core 18 lattice configuration can be deduced from the mean of the values
measured in the dry Cores 8 and 14. The ratios of calculated to experimental parameters (C/E-values) are given in Table 1.

PROTEUS
Lattice

Effective
Voidage

Kx

0 %

1.002
1.013
±0.8%

F^F9

F5'FS

1.079
1.058
±1.7%

0.976
0.983
±2.2%

0.994
0.992
±1.4%

54%

1.001
1.002
±0.6%

1.056
1.065
±1.5%

1.040
1.051
±1.9%

1.015
1.023
±1.2%

LWHCR tight
(Core 7)

77%

1.016
1.002
±0.5%

1.003
1.039
±1.4%

1.019
1.043
±1.9%

0.995
1.013
±1.1%

LWHCR voided
(Cores 8,14)

100%

1.034
0.994
±0.7%

1.009
1.059
±1.1%

1.040
1.090
±1.8%

1.013
1.009
±1.4%

MOX-LWR
(Core 18)
LWHCR wide
(Core 13)

Table 1. C/E-Values for kx and Reaction Rate Ratios for Various Voidage States of a Clean
MOX-LWR Lattice. Cell calculations are with WIMS/D4 (upper value) and KAPER4
(lower value). The experimental 1 a error is listed as third value.
For WIMS/D4 calculations the deviations from unity found in C/E-values for kx
are usually within the estimated standard deviation in the case of the well moderated lattices. They increase to about 3 % for the lattices with higher voidage. A
correlation between discrepancies found for kx and those for the important measured reaction rate ratios cannot be seen in most cases. Thus, e.g. the clear overestimation of CB/F9 in Core 18 is inconsistent with the slight overestimation of kx. It
must mainly be the effect of non-measured reaction rate ratios (involving, e.g., captures in 239Pu and 240Pu) which compensate for the measured overestimation of this
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most important, single reaction rate ratio. This point is discussed further in the context of the k, void coefficient results.
Comparison of calculated void coefficients with experimental values
From the measured reaction rate ratios in the lattices with different moderation
ratios estimates have been made for the contributions (or,,) of changes in the individual reaction rate ratios (R,) to the k« void coefficient av between the individual stages of voiding. By taking the measured change in k., itself into account, it is possible
to estimate the contribution of reaction rate ratios which were not measured in
these lattices [ 9 ] . In Table 2 experimental results are listed together with the calculated breakdown for the three stages of partial voiding considered for the
Core 18 test lattice, as well as for the total voiding of this lattice.

0 % to 54 % void

54 % to 77 % void

Experiment

WIMS

KAPER

Experiment

WIMS

KAPER

« V I <C 8 /F 9 )

-18.2+0.9

-17.2

-18.5

-44.6+2.7

-38.1

-41.4

aw(FB/F9)

3.8+0.3

4.3

4.4

11.9+0.9

11.0

11.7

<*v,(FsIFa)

0.5+0.1

0.6

0.7

2.7 + 0.2

2.4

2.6

«w< F i/ F 9)

not measured

4.2+1.3

4.9

3.8

aw(C2/F9)

not measured

-0.8+0.3

-1.5

-1.0

x w (others)

-2.9+2.3

-4.2

-5.3

7.3+4.6

8.5

5.4

Wefa,

-16.8+2.1

-16.9

-18.7

-19.3+3.4

-12.8

-19.0

77 % to 100 % void

0 % to 100 % void

Experiment

WIMS

KAPER

Experiment

WIMS

KAPER

«w(C8/F9)

-97.9±3.7

-98.3

-102.

-45.4+1.1

-43.4

-45.5

^vA 8* 9'

24.4+1.4

24.1

26.8

9.6+0.3

10.0

10.9

2.1+0.3

2.3

2.1

1.3+0.1

1.3

1.3

-4.8+0.9

-2.9

-5.8

not measured

4.7±0.1

9.8

4.5

not measured

94.6±5.4

95.7

94.0

26.5+1.6

27.3

23.7

23.0+3.5

30.7

19.6

-8.1 + 1.1

-4.8

-9.6

^w(* 5 / ' 9 )

«JC2IF9)
aw(others)
Netxv

Table 2. The km Void Coefficient of a MOX-LWR Lattice and its Components. All a, and »..,

values are in units of 10 4 / % void

The main contribution to the change in kx associated with the voiding is that of
C9IF9 in most cases. For the case 77 % to 100 % void, however, the contribution of
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the non-measured reaction rate ratios ("aw(others)") is of similar magnitude but of
opposite sign. This clearly illustrates the difficulties encountered in predicting the
void coefficient of tight LWHCR lattices.
In the case of partial voiding from 0 % to 54 % void both calculations yield
a,,(C8/F9) and the net effect within the error limits of the experiment. The consistent
overprediction of C8fF9 for corresponding voidage states, however, needs to be
borne in mind (cf. Table 1). The agreement between the calculated and the measured breakdowns deteriorates considerably if voiding from 54 % to 77 % void is
considered. The significant underestimation of the Ca/F9 contributions by the WIMS
calculation is reflected in the discrepancy for the net partial void coefficient. The
large overestimation of av,(C2/F9) by the WIMS calculation for the final voidage stage
(77 % to total void) results from the inadequate treatment of the self-shielding of
the 2.7 eV capture resonance of 2i2Pu.
The experimental errors are much smaller for the void coefficient results for total voidage, since larger changes are involved in measured parameters. Both calculations estimate a void coefficient which is more than one standard deviation different from the experimental value. Considering that the net result is the sum of
large individual contributions from Cs/F9, Fs/F9 and the non-measurable reaction rate
ratios it is clear that a more reliable prediction of oev for a high enrichment
MOX-LWR needs improvement in calculating the individual neutron balance components (cf. also Table 1).
In the context of the currently applied cell codes, it should be mentioned that the
'1981' version of the WIMS nuclear data library is better suited for the calculation of
well moderated lattices than for the prediction of properties of voided cases. The
cross-section sets of the KARBUS system used with KAPER4 were developed more
specifically for the calculation of LWHCR lattices and may, therefore, be expected to
perform more satisfactorily for the undermoderated cases. More detailed analysis
of the Core 18 lattice using improved nuclear data and calculational methods, as
reported earlier for the LWHCR experiments [2], is to be recommended.
Summary
Experimental fc^-values and reaction rate ratios measured in a well moderated
PROTEUS core, in tight and wider undermoderated lattices and in voided cores
have been analysed with the aim of assessing individual changes in the neutron balance during partial and total voiding of a MOX-LWR lattice. It has been seen that
the most important single contribution to the void coefficient is due to changes in
Ce/F9 This contribution, however, is compensated to a large extent by changes in
reaction rate ratios which could not be measured explicitly. The comparison of calculated and experimental results indicates that improved nuclear data and/or calcu-
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lational methods have to be applied for a reliable prediction of the kM void coefficient for high enrichment MOX-LWRs.
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THE INVESTIGATION OF REACTOR PHYSICS WITH AID OF
N-16 ISOTOPE GAMMA-RADIATION METHOD

S.G. TSYPIN
THE SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING CENTRE FOR NUCLEAR AND
RADIATION SAFETY OF GOSATOMNADZOR, MOSCOW, RUSSIA

A B S T R A C T

The data on VVER (PWR) -440, 1000 MWt physical investigations
as well as data on field energy distribution, thermal power
distribution and other parameters which are
important
for
achieving information about the processes taking place in the
reactor VVER (PWR) active core are given in the report.
Nontraditional investigation measuring method is being used.
As a source of information on the physical nuclear processes in
the reactor active core, gamma-radiation of isotope N-16 (reaction
O-16(n,p)N-16 in water coolant) is used. Some date given in the
report
on
physical-nuclear
characteristics
(for
ex. the
determination of the Axial Offset energy distribution) in the
reactor active core is received by combined using of neutron and
gamma-radiation from isotope N-16.
The measurements were held on operating NPP: Armenian (1-st
Unit, 440 MWt), South Ukranian (1-st Unit, 1000 MWt) and Kalinin
(1-st and 2-nd Units, 1000 MWt).

I N T R O D U C T I O N
In some countries [1-7] in order to control the W E R and PWR
parameters the gamma radiation from isotope N-16 which occurs when
coolant water passes through the reactor core (O-16(n,p)N-16) at
neutron energy more than E=10 MeV is used. For example according
to [2-4] the error of such power measuring systems in VVER and PWR
forms 1-2% and in case of reactor coolant flow "2-3%.
The W E R
and PWR radiation parameter control using N-16
monitoring has some advantages as compared to the traditionally
used control systems:
- maintainance of all activity measured characteristics after
their absolute calibration,
- on-line power measuring with operating power reactor, the
primary coolant flow (back flow) and coolant temperature measuring
as well,
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- absence of the relation of reactor core state (change of
power distribution, the control rod position and
etc)
on
indications of N-16 gamma detectors located in pipe detectors (PL>)
placed on main coolant loops (see Fig. 1.),
- small dependence of coolant velocity profile change in main
coolant loops on weighting function of the PD,
- the possibility of measuring N-16 activity by PD with <x
given error because of statistical character of the radiation
sources,
- the absence of PD perturbation effect on N-16 activity
measurements because of its location outside the coolant loop and
the simplicity of automatization of the measuring process in
real-time scale.
These advantages were successfully used at NPP with VVER and
PWR: the 1-st Unit at Armenian NPP with VVER-440, the 1-st Unit at
South Ukranian NPP with VVER-1000 and the 1-st and 2-nd Units of
Kalinin NPP with VVER-1000 as well as at NPP with PWR in USA:
Ginna (517 MWt), Indiana Point-2 (1022 MWt), Connecticut Yankee
(661 MWt) and Prairie Island (561 MWt) [2]. The measuring of
mentioned above parameters were successfully fulfilled with aid
N-16 activity.
Fig. 1. Position of
the PD
Detectors at VVER-440.
1-Reactor vessel.
2-Hot leg
3-Valve.
4-PD.
5-Reactor
coolant pump. 6-Steamgenerator.
7-Cold leg.

I N V E S T I G A T I O N
O F
R E A C T O R
P H Y S I C S
W I T H
N-16 A C T I V I T Y ,
Less attention was payed to investigation and analysis of
reactor physics, which helps to confirm the advantages of the
method as well as receive new information on processes taking
place in the reactor. Investigations dealing with reactor physics
using N-16 activity method and N-16 gamma detectors in PD were
performed at mentioned above NPP in the former USSR. The m a m
gamma energies of N-16 are: 6,13 MeV ("70%), 7,12 MeV P 5 X ) , the
half life is - 7.11 s. In some cases the neutron flux integral
monitor (IM) was used. These investigations include:
1. The determination of strict correspondence of energy
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output in sectors of the VVER active core to the heat power pass
in main circuit coolant loops, which join those sectors.
2. The measurement of the influence of axial form power
distribution change on the PD indication.
3. The determination of the influence of the back-ground
gamma radiation from impurities in coolant water on PD readings.
4. Measurement of the influence of variation of the radial
power distribution on the neutron flux emitted from the reactor.
5. The determination of the PD indication variation for a
long period time (long term drift).
6. The determination of the axial power distribution change
and the possibility of its measurement by
using
combined
indications from 1M and PD simultaneously.
7. The measurement of hydrodynamic characteristics of the
primary coolant loop according to PD indication.
And etc.
In this paper 3 examples shall be considered (p. 1,5,6).
EXAMPLE 1.
In an effort to approve the point 1 the values of counting
speed of PD on all 6 main coolant loops without perturbation in
the VVER-440 reactor core were measured. This was also made with
perturbation in azimythal power distribution in the appropriate
(1-st or 2-nd) sectors by full inserting of the automatic control
rod (ACR). By calculation according to three-dimensional geometry
programme BIPR [8] the emitted in the corresponding sectors of the
reactor core heat power was determined for the mentioned above
cases.
In table 1 these relative experimental and calculated values
are given.
Table 1. The Relative Change of the Loop Power Distribution
in the Corresponding Sectors of the VVER-440 of the 1-st Unit
Armenian NPP.
-T

I The CoorlThe
|
The Number of the loop (sector)
of ACR
| Way of(
T
T
T
T
T
Insert. |determ| 1
|
2 |
3 |
4 |
5
1

2

| 3

I

|0,97+ |0,84+ 11,02+ | l , 0 9 + | 1 , 0 9 +
|0,03~ |0,04~ |0,05~ |0.04 |0,03
|l,01 |0,88 | l , 0 1 |l,03 | l , 0 3

II

| 4

| 5
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| 6

| 7

Ending of Table 1.
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I
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II
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1
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T
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|0,03
11,01
11,17*
10,03
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11,08+
10,06
11,06
11,05 +
|0,03
11.09
H.U
11,14+ 11,09+
10,03
|0,03
11,06 11,06
11,09+ 11,03+
10,06 10,04
11,06 11,04
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1 5

1 4

1

i

1

T

T

U,16± |l,06t
10.05 10,03
11,07 11,06
10,82+ 10,83+
10,04 10,04
10,84 10,78
|0,98+ 10,74+
|0,06 10,03
11,04 10,81
10,84+ 10,86+
10,06 10,03
|0,88 10,91

X _ _ -j

~1

"T

1 6

-X

_.

7

1

1 8

|

1

1

I0.96+ 10,76*
|0,08 10,06
11,00 10,79
11,03+ 11,11+
10,03 |0,03
11,06 11,11
10,94+ 11,11+
10.04 10,05
10,96 11,05
11,08+ 11,16+
10,09 10,07
11,04 11,06
i

|
|
|
1

|
1
|
|
|
|
|
|
i

I - PD measurements
II - Calculation by BIPB
A good coincidence of calculated and experimental
data
indicates that the coolant fluxes in different main coolant loops
almost did not mix at equal flows in them.This makes it able to
control the power output in VVER reactor core sectors by measuring
the heat power on the corresponding loops PD.

EXAMPLE 2.
In the process of VVER (PWR) exploatation build up of Pu-239
in reactor core takes place • Pu-239 during fission releases power
almost at 4% more than U-235 and its energy spectrum consists of
more fission neutrons with energy more than 10 MeV (threshold of
0-16(n,p)N-16
reaction) than in case of U-235. An assumption is
made in [2] (which is experimentally proved later) that these
effects compensate each other because of their being opposed. For
making clear at the 1-t and 2-nd Units of Kalinin NPP the results
of relations of heat power measurements made for a long time were
handled. The measurements were made with PD and the standard
measuring system according to the heat balance of the 1-t and 2-nd
circuit. Some of the data are given in Table 2 with an error ±i%
at confidential probability - 0,95.
From the Table 2 it has been proved that there are no
deviations in the relations (only in the error limits) and
therefore the influence of Pu-239 build up in the W E R reactor
core on PD readings are not found.
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Table 2. The Relation Values of Heat Power Data, Measured by
PD and Standard Measuring System of the Primary Coolant Circuit
during 1992 at the 1-st Unit of Kalinin NPP.
r

1

1

I Month|April|May

T

1

T

|June |July

1 " •" ' i

1

1

1

|Augu.|Sept.|0cto.|Nove.|Dece.|

iRelatjl.OO 11,04 11,03 [1,03 [1,05 11,03 |0,99 (1,01 11,01 |

I Power I

I

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

i

EXAMPLE 3.
The mentioned above neutron integral monitor (IM) is placed
under the reactor and registrates the total neutron flux emitted
from the reactor vessel against the active core. Further it passes
through the gap between the reactor vessel and concrete shielding
(being scattered for many times) and finally gets to IM (see Fig.
2). The IM detector includes a plumbum-poliethilen target which
converts the neutron flux into gamma rays which can be measured by
gamma detectors [9].
Let us consider a simple linear relation model IM - Nim,
imp/s from Wb and Wu, MWt; Wb, Wu power released at the bottom and
upper halfs of the VVER active core,

Fig. 2.
Position
of
the
Detector IM at VVER-1000.
1-Reactor core.
2-Reactor
vessel. 3-Concrete shielding.
4-IM.
5-Transportation
passage of IM.

correspondently
Nim=Kb.Wb+Kuwu,
(1)
where Kb and Ku - constants, imp/MWt.s. Taking into account
that the Axial Offset (AO) according to the definition:
AO=(Wb-Wu)/Wb+Wu)
(2)
and it is believed that at AO=0 Wb=Wu =W/2, where W=Wb+Wu, we
have: Nimo=(Kb+Ku).W/2.
(3)
Making some simple transformations one gets:
AO=M(Nim/Nimo-l),
(4)
where M=(Kb-Ku)/(Kb+Ku).
Getting Nim and Nimo to one power level by dividing then
correspondently by the PD readings: Npd and Npdo, finally having:
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AO=M(Nim/Npd.L-l),
(5)
where L=Npdo/Nimo
The values of M and L and their errors are determined by
regressive and despersion analyses.
In Table 3 the comparison of the values of the Axial Offset
is presented. They were get at different levels of heat power on
the 1-st Unit of the South Ukranian NPP (VVER -1000) with the aid
of Nim and Npd detector indications of IM and PD according to the
line regression estimation (eq. close to (5)) - AO" and with the
help of incore detectors of the standard system InCCS - AOiccs.
Estimated

Table 3. The Comparison of AOiccs and A0~ Values,
in 1984 at the 1-st Unit of South Ukranian NPP.

I Heat
I Power
IMWt
1352
1376
2056
2104
2480
2256

|AOiccsl

(Heat
IPower

IMWt
0,08
0,08
0,13
0,14
0,12
0,13

0,06|
0,06|
|0,15|
|0,14|
|0,14|
10,111

2260
2340
2364
2412
2388
2897

|AOiccs|AO" |Heat
|Power
1

|AOiccs|AO" |

1

IMWt
I

0,14
0,09
0,08
1 0,06
I 0,03
| 0,17

+|0,12|

|0,11|
|0,09|
|0,05|
|0,04|
|0,

2915
2945
2967
2924
2977
3018

0,18
0,16
0,15
0,08
0,07
0,07

H

|0
|0
|0 161
|0
|0 08|
|0

From Table 3 it is clear that the difference between the
values of AOiccs and AO* according to the absolute value does not
exceed 0,02, that is the difference lays inside the error U n i t s .
Finally it should be noted that using N-16 activity and
neutron flux on operating NPP with VVER and PWR one can conduct a
wide set of investigations on reactor physical
which
are
practically unfulfilled at critical assembly.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES IN REACTOR PHYSICS STUDIES
AT THE 10 MWth RESEARCH REACTOR SAPHIR
E.Lehmann, J.Hammer, RChawla
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering
Paul Scherrer Institute Wiirenlingen/Villigen
CH-5232 Villigen PSI

ABSTRACT
The present paper describes - with emphasis on experimental aspects - the manner in which
reactor physics methodologies are applied during routine operation of the research reactor
SAPHIR, as well as for addressing specific questions such as the assessment of "hot spot"
factors for the core The determination of fuel burnup and the optimization of irradiation
conditions are further examples of reactor physics studies which have been conducted.

1. Introduction
The research reactor SAPHIR at PSI has been operating at its present power level of 10 MWtj,
since 1984 [1] It currently represents the strongest neutron source available for research
purposes in Switzerland and, with an average of about 5800 hours of full-power operation per
year, figures among the most constantly used research reactors world-wide.
Although medium and high-flux research reactors are operated today mainly as service
instruments for various basic sciences (solid-state physics and materials science,
radiochemistry, biology, etc.) and for industrial applications (e.g. isotopes production, silicon
doping), reactor physics investigations are necessary for providing operational support and
guaranteeing an adequate level of safety, as well as for optimizing the irradiation conditions in
various experiments The present paper reviews the different types of reactor physics studies
carried out at the SAPHIR reactor with particular emphasis on the experimental aspects

2. Start-of-cycle measurements
The nuclear instrumentation of the SAPHIR facility includes two moving fission chambers for
the source region (start-up) and two logarithmic channels and two linear channels for the
power region Three safety channels, and two further channels for the registration of the '*>N
and ' 9 O activities in the primary coolant water, ensure safe shutdown in case of the power
exceeding certain pre-set levels To guarantee the necessary coolant mass flow at fill1 power,
three flow rate meters are installed in the primary circuit. In the near future three new
instruments for the measurement of the pressure difference across the core will be set into
operation The various detector positions are indicated in Fig. 1.
A new critical loading is established at the start of each operational cycle (usually of 3 weeks'
duration) For this purpose a strict procedure is prescribed including the approach-to-critical,
the calibration of the shutdown and fine control rods, the estimation of the thermal power and
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the adjustment of the safety channels It is ensured that changes in the axial flux shape due to
xenon build-up and fuel buniup always effect the safety-channel settings in a conservative
manner.

Fig. 1: A typical SAPHIR core
configuration indicating detector positions
FC = fission chamber
S Ch = safety channel
Dev = deviation channel
LOG n = logarithmic channel
P = detector for the pressure drop
measurements (three-fold redundancy)
p = fast detector channel for control rod
calibrations
Si = optimized 75mm silicon crystal
irradiation position
— = power distribution scan considered
in Fig. 3
Fuel El

I

| Control El

Be-Reflector El

For the calibration of the shutdown rods, rod-drop methods using a special fast detector
channel are applied, measurements being done for each individual rod as well as for the entire
bank A typical detector position for these experiments is also shown in Fig 1 Alternative
techniques ( prompt jump approximation; amplitude, shape and compensation methods) are
employed for analysis of the experimental rod-drop data in order to ensure that spatial effects
are being considered adequately. Results usually agree within 10 % in spite of the simplifying
assumptions made in some of the applied models It should be noted that reactivity worths for
the full-length rods and/or bank are deduced from the measured results for drops from the
withdrawn position at criticality, a standard previously calibrated rod-worth curve being used
for this purpose.
The fine control rod (with a worth of < 1 $) is calibrated differently, viz. by gradual insertion
and withdrawal of the rod over its full length at criticality The same fast detector channel is
used as for the rod drop measurements, and an inverse kinetics analysis is carried out of the
count rates registered. Results from such an experiment are shown in Fig. 2. The consistency in
the rod-worth curves generated for the two directions of movement is seen to be quite
satisfactory
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Fig. 2 Calibration curves for the SAPHIR fine control rod obtained by inverse kinetics
analysis of its full-length cyclic movement in and out of the core

3. Operational-support investigations
3.1 Assessment of power distributions
According to the aims of the RERTR (Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors)
programme, the SAPHIR core should be fully converted from using high (93 %) enriched
(HEU) MTR elements to fuel with an enrichment of less than 20% (LEU). This is being
accomplished in stages and, during the past few years, three different types of fuel elements
(HEU, LEU and 45% enriched MEU) have usually been used together in mixed core loadings.
Because of the different nuclear properties of these elements and their influence on core
characteristics, especially the detailed power distribution, calculations are performed for each
new critical loading using the LWR-code system ELCCS [2] in order to ensure that maximum
local power-density values do not exceed prescribed limits This is particularly important in the
vicinity of in-core irradiation positions for radioisotope production, etc. (cf the vacant fuelelement position or "water hole" indicated in Fig. 1) Calculations have shown that, due to the
higher 23 5 rj cori tent of LEU fuel elements, the power density in the outermost fuel plate - for
the extreme case of a new fuel element loaded adjacent to a water hole - can be as much as
-40 % greater for LEU than for HEU. (Such an extreme configuration is, of course, ruled out
by appropriate administrative measures )
Fig. 3 compares caiculational results for the "hot spot" power-density values in two alternative
SAPHIR core loadings employing the same fuel elements and indicates how adequate safety
margins can be achieved by reshuffling just a limited number of elements In order to provide
an experimental basis for such calculational assessment of power distributions, neutron flux
measurements at low power using gold foils were carried out between fuel plates across a
57%-burnup LEU element located adjacent to a water hole. A comparison of the experimental
results with the calculated power-density distribution indicated that the measured, power
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peaking effect was considerably smaller than predicted The observed discrepancy is likely to
be due to some of the simplifying assumptions in the modelling of the core. One of these, for
example, is the assumed homogeneous bumup of each fuel element. In reality, the outer fuel
plates would be expected to have higher burnup values than the inner ones - a fact which
reduces the flux-peaking effect under consideration. More detailed modelling efforts are
currently underway, but it has been clearly indicated that the present calculational models are
conservative in their estimation of hot-spot factors for the case investigated.
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Fig. 3: Calculated pow' - distributions in the vicinity of a water hole for two alternative core
loadings using the same set of fuel elements (cf. — in Fig.l). The burnup of the LEU element
adjacent to the water hole is 24 % in the case of Core A and 56 % for Core B.

3.2. Fuel burnup estimation
Average discharge burnup values of 60 to 70 % have been shown to be achievable in routine
operation with each of the three fuel element types used in SAPHIR. A simple estimate of the
burnup for a given fuel element can be made on the basis of its effective irradiation history
However, an important aspect of the operational strategy at SAPHIR has been an annual series
of special burnup measurements involving the determination of relative reactivity worths [3]
Because the availably of the reactor for a relatively long period (about two weeks for, say, 50
fuel elements) is necessary in the case of the reactivity measurements, an alternative method
based on y-spectrometry [4| is currently under development, and this is discussed briefly
below
Fig 4 gives a schematic view of the equipment which has been installed in the SAPHIR pool.
away from the reactor, for enabling y-scans to be carried out for individual fuel elements using
a Ge(Li) detector/collimator arrangement The most important fission-product nuclide for
evaluation of the effective burnup appears to be ' ^ C s , because of its strong 661 keV line and
the relatively long half-life of -30 yr which simplifies the consideration of the
irradiation/cooling history The use of activity ratios involving other fission-product nuclides
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(eg ' ^ C s , 154g u '25§b) would eliminate the need for assessing the y-counting efficiency
accurately [5] Such methods, however, require calculated values of the activity ratios as a
function of burnup under MTR conditions, and this is currently a limiting factor in applying
such an approach
The results of 1 3 7 Cs activity measurements for a i-umber of HEU and LEU fuel elements are
shown plotted in Fig 5, as a function of the 2 3 5 U consumption deduced from simplified
irradiation-history considerations. The results for two HEU "standard" fuel elements of known,
independently assessed [3], burnup are also shown. It is seen that the measured values are
relatively consistent with the estimated 2 3 5 U consumption, except for the somewhat limited
data currently acquired for LEU elements.
Other measurements with the y-spectrometry equipment have involved axial scans of the
'^ 7 Cs activity for different types of fuel elements (standard, control). These have provided
useful insight into the axial asymmetry in burnup caused by the partially inserted control
absorbers and the asymmetric neutron reflector conditions for the core.

detector cooling
Ge(Li) detector
with shielding

HV-supply
amplifier
ADC

control device for element movements

colhmator tube -

water pool
support for ,fuel element •
movements

Fig. 4: S APHIR equipment for 7-spectrometric measurements of fuel-element bumup.

3.3 Optimization of irradiation conditions
Irradiation experiments in S APHIR which require reactor physics support in terms of
optimization of neutron fluence and spectrum characteristics include material testing, isotope
production and silicon transmutation doping [6]. The last-mentioned is a particularly
demanding application in H2O-moderated cores because of the strong flux gradients present
axially and at the core periphery. It is important to optimize the positioning and the movement
of the inserted crystals in an appropriate manner so that demands on accuracy and
homogeneity can be met.
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Calculations using the ELCOS system [2] have been performed to obtain the flux distribution
inside the silicon crystals and to assess the influence of core position and of the irradiation
device The calculated radial distribution of the thermal neutron flux inside and around a 75
mm-diameter silicon crystal is indicated in Fig 6 (cf also Fig. 1) Except in the outer region of
the crystal, the decrease in flux away from the core is seen to be relatively small Rotation of
the crystal during irradiation eliminates this finite gradient In order to improve rhe radial
homogeneity further, the slight peaking of the neutron flux at the outer surface has to be taken
into account as well Subsidiary calculations showed that increasing the wall thickness of the
irradiation tube reduces this effect considerably.
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Fig. 5: ' 37£ s ac tivity for various SAPHIR fuel elements, as a function of the 235y
consumption estimated from their irradiation history.

In order to ensure axial homogeneity, it is important to determine the axial neutron flux
distribution at the irradiation position accurately so that the insertion depth for the crystal
corresponds to a near-to-symmetrical irradiation A neutron detector system based on selfpowered rhodium-detectors (SPNDs) has been constructed for rapid measurement of the axial
flux distribution (Fig 7) Eight detector signals can be used simultneously to determine the
position of the flux maximum and thereby optimize the axial positioning of the crynals Even
though the presence of the silicon crystal itself has a marked flux-flattening effect [6],
appropriate measures are needed to (a) reduce flux-peaking effects at the ends and (b)
eliminate the influence of the finite flux "bulge" near the core centre
The fonner is achieved with short water-displacing aluminium cylinders above and below the
silicon, while the latter has been approached by using a variable wall thickness for the
irradiation tube A thicker wall near the centre of the crystal results in a lower thermalization
effect thereby reducing the local flux value
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Fig. 6: Calculated thermal neutron flux distribution in and around a 75 mm - diameter silicon
crystal at a core-periphery irradiation position (cf. Fig. 1)

The multi-SPND system mentioned above has also been used to evaluate die axial-buckling
value which is an important input parameter for the two-dimensional core calculations. Further,
the influence of the partially inserted control rods has been assessed at different locations in
evaluating the axial power-peaking factor.

Fig.7: Multi-SPND system for axial flux distribution measurements
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4. Summary
Experimental methodologies in reactor physics studies at the 10 MW tn SAPHIR research
reactor have been outlined in terms of the measurements made for routine operation, as well as
in the context of specific investigations The latter include the assessment of power
distributions, the determination of fuel burnup and the optimization of irradiation conditions
for various applications It has been seen that the employment of appropriate experimental
techniques is an important aspect of the reactor physics support provided for the facility,
enhancing both operational safety and efficiency.
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TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS OF RADIATION
DOSES FOR SOIL AND SIMILAR MATERIALS

N. Marinkovic*, R. Simovid
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
Institute of nuclear Sciences "VINCA"
P.O.Box 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

In this paper a simple exponential formula is proposed to define coefficients of transmitted
neutron and secondary gamma radiation doses through soil slabs thicker than SO g/cm2.
Radiation initiated from an isotropic fission neutron source. Unknown parameters of the formula
are determined by least square fit and approximation by a rational function. Results obtained
by applying this procedure are accurate enough for the purpose of preliminary shield design.
Although this formula is derived from calculated data for soil and was originally meant for soil,
it can be applied with satisfactory accuracy for similar materials as sand and brick.

Introduction
Influence of incident neutron spectra, density, material composition and water percent in the
soil on its shielding capability was analyzed in the paper previous to this one [1]. It was found
that the density and the water percent in the soil decisively determine its quality as a biological
shield. Continuing this research, in this paper approximate formulae are proposed for
calculating the transmission coefficients of radiation doses. These formulae have simple
exponential form dependent on density and water percent in soil and are applicable for
calculating the attenuation of high energy neutron and secondary gamma radiation.
However, such practical engineering formulae for calculating the transmission of nuclear
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radiation through soil are missing in contemporary handbooks for radiation shielding
[2,3,4,5,6]. Designers are thus obliged to apply less precise diagrams or complicated and time
consuming transport codes. Authors of this paper consider that the proposed technique will be
easy to apply and is competitive, at least with removal diffusion codes. Moreover, this simple
model for transmission of radiation could be valid for other shielding materials similar to soil
(sand, brick, clay) as well as for the case of initial monoenergetic neutron source up to 15 MeV.

Calculation of Transmission Coefficients
With the aim to analyze the behavior of functions describing transmitted radiation doses
dependent on the shield thickness, transmission of neutron and secondary gamma radiation
through soil slabs was calculated. Initial radiation originates from an isotropic fission neutron
source. More detailed data about the computational procedure (code, geometry, neutron source
and material composition of the soil) are cited in Ref.l. SABINE-3 code [7] was applied.
It is evident from Figure 1.,
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where A (dimensionless
parameter) and a attenuation

parameter (cm2/g), represent characteristic values for each type of radiation, q is percent of
water in the soil, x = p t (g/cm2), p is the soil density (g/cm3) and 1 is the shield thickness
(cm).
Table 1 Parameters a and A according to least square fit
Total
transmission
coefficient, defined as ratio of
SECONDARY GAMMA
NEUTRONS
q
(water
total transmitted radiation dose
percent)
A
a
A
a
and the initial neutron dose, is
1.68009E-2
0
9.22517E-3
2.46319E-2* 5.04861E-1
3
3.72303E-2
7.92894E-1 2.68701E-2 3.62751E-Z
equal to the sum of separate
5
4.07B06E-2
7.13554E-1 2.74857E-2 2.28314E-2
10
4.70816E-2
4.99670E-1 2.73611E-2 8.566936-3
transmission coefficients of
15
5.23644E-2
3.69622E-1 2.74993E-2 5.18013E-3
25
6.24565E-2
2.51362E-1 2.78246E-2 2.8S322E-3
neutron and secondary gamma
40

7.61474E-2

1.61559E-1

2.91957E-2

2.01393E-3

radiation. Owing to the fact
* read as 2.46319 10*
that neutron dose is dominant
for thin slabs it is justified to expect that the total transmission coefficient is appropriately
represented by a sum of two exponential functions for soil shields thicker than 50 g/cm2.
Unknown parameters a and A are determined by the least square fit as follows. SABINE-3
code was applied to calculate transmitted doses of both neutron and secondary gamma radiation
through soil slabs of different thicknesses (0.2, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600
g/cm 2 ), with several water percents (0, 3, 5, 10, 15, 25 and 40%). Calculations treated soil
having material composition shown previously [1,2] and having density p = 1 g/cm3. (This is
equivalent to measuring the biological shield thickness in g/cm2.) With the adopted assumption
that the neutron and gamma doses can be approximated by exponential functions, parameters
a and A are determined by least square fit for different water percents (Table 1). Using thus
determined parameters a and A with the formula (1) one could calculate the transmitted doses
for the selected water percents. For other water percents coefficients o and A could be
calculated by linear interpolation. Instead, it is proposed to apply a more precise and practical
procedure for interpolation of discrete values of a and A by rational function [8]:

(2)

where f(q) represents a(q) or A(q), q denotes the water percent as previously defined and c, are
unknown coefficients of rational approximation.
The rational function f(q) should be linearized in order to determine coefficients c ; .
Multiplying both sides of eq.(2) by the denominator polynomial the following equation is easily
obtained:

(3)

Values q and f(q) in eq. (3) are actually pairs (q,a) or (q,A) known from Table 1.
Coefficients c; are thus obtained by solving the system of linear equations, shown in the matrix
form:
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(4)

MC =

where M is a square matrix N x N

q?

-«,/(?,) qx

(5)

M =\

C and F are column matrices:

C=

F=

(6)

N is the order of rational approximation.
Number of chosen points as well as their arrangement are important for the efficiency of
interpolation. Unknown coefficients c; are calculated by interpolation with five discrete values
found as optimal to determine parameter A and six values to determine parameter a (Table 2).
Functions of a and A dependent on the water percent are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Accuracy of interpolation is
Table 2 Coefficients c, of rational approximation, eq. (2)
tested for the case of soil with
15% of water because this
SECONDARY GAMMA
NEUTRONS
point
was not taken into
a
a
A
A
account during interpolation by
2.46308E-2
1.68018E-2
5.04861E-1
9.22510E-3
c,
5.20943E-1
3.03275E-1
1.81260E-1
-4.36387E-1
=2
rational function. A good
2.23862E-2
1.25833E-2
3.77565E-1
4.70313E-3
-5.56472E-3
1.55949E-1
S.86S50E-2
1.07842E-1
c4
agreement
of parameters from
2.01468E-4
3.78375E-3
5.54198E-4
7.31293E-5
5.28399E-5
-S.8S565E-4
Table 1 and results obtained by
c«
applying eq. 2 is achieved.
Relative error is less than 1 % for both neutron and secondary gamma radiation. This accuracy
ensures finally calculated transmission coefficients to be insensitive to analytical approximation
of parameters a and A, except for thicknesses greater than 500 g/cm2.
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Results
Verification of the procedure for calculating transmission coefficients of radiation by applying
formula (1) was performed by comparing the results with those obtained by SABINE-3 code.
Soil, sand and brick with 15% of water and material composition as in Table 3 were treated.
Transmission coefficients and relative errors for results obtained by application of the formula
are shown in Table 4.
Table 3 Composition of materials with 15% of
Results for soil show that transmission
water (weight fraction)
coefficients of neutron doses is calculated
BRICK
Material
SOIL
SAND
with error less than 19% for shields thinner
2
H
1.67E-2
1.67E-2
1.67E-2
than 200 g/cm . For higher thicknesses (x >
C
3.40E-3
0
5.56E-1
5.67E-1
5.39E-1
200 g/cm2) neutron dose doesn't influence
Al
7.41E-2
3.15E-2
9.27E-2
S
i
3.33E-1
2.33E-1
2.51E-1
significantly the total radiation dose, although
K
2.37E-2
1.11E-2
1.53E-2
Ca
3.28E-2
1.02E-2
3.06E-2
even then results do not exceed the limits of
Fe
4.56E-2
1.19E-2
3.57E-2
Na
1.53E-2
4.25E-3
acceptable error. Transmission coefficients of
Mg
2.21E-2
Ti
5.10E-3
secondary gamma radiation is determined
very precisely for x > 200 g/cm2. Maximum
relative error of 16% is shown for x = 300 g/cm2. For x < 200 g/cm2 relative error is higher,
but then yield of secondary gamma radiation in the total transmission of radiation is smaller than
the yield of neutrons. Transmission coefficient of total radiation doses do not differ from
SABINE-3 results more than = 19% in the whole region of shield thicknesses. This result
justifies completely application of the formula for transmission coefficients of radiation since
higher accuracy cannot be expected disregarding the accuracy of computer codes because the
uncertainty of nuclear data which are used is 3-5%.
Results obtained for brick and sand by applying the formula for soil show its applicability for
these materials. Transmission coefficients for brick are calculated with the same accuracy as for
soil, while highest discrepancies for total radiation in case of sand are less than 43% in the
whole region of shield thicknesses. Reason for such a good agreement of transmission
coefficients for different biological shields is the fact that treated materials are unified from
shielding point of view, i.e. are represented by unique density and water fraction.

Conclusion
Results obtained by applying formula (1) with parameters a(q) and A(q) calculated by rational
function (2) and with coefficients Cj from Table 2 are in good agreement with results of
removal-diffusion code SABINE-3. This proofs the application of simple formulae for
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transmission of neutron, secondary gamma and total radiation doses to be justified for
preliminary designing biological shield made of soil or similar material (sand or brick). It is
confirmed that water fraction in the shielding material is the basic design parameter besides
material density.
Formulae for transmission of doses are derived under assumption of isotropic fission neutron
source. Previous calculations and analysis of transmission of doses though soil slabs [1] direct
towards conclusion that the formulae can be applied for the case of monoenergetic source of fast
neutrons up to 15 MeV. Moreover, preliminary calculations of ordinary construction concretes
show that a similar procedure as for soil is applicable.
Table 4 Transmission coefficients of doses for different materials with 15% of water.

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT OF NEUTRON DOSE
SOIL
<9/cm 2 )

FORMULA
eq. (1)

SABINE-3

50
100
200
300
400
500

2.706E-2
1.968E-3
1.041E-5
5.506E-8
2.913E-10
1.541E-12

3.337E-2
1.932E-3
7.990E-6
4.765E-8
3.7KE-10
1.575E-12

-18.92
1.88
30.28
15.54
-21.59
-2.20

1.310E-3
3.340E-4
2.170E-5
1.410E-6
9.163E-8
5.954E-9

1.758E-3
5.756E-4
2.319E-5
1.215E-6
8.167E-8
5.961E-9

-25.45
-41.97
i.42
16.03
12.20
-.11

SABINE-3
3.224E-2
1.843E-3
7.412E-6
4.391E-8
3.463E-10
1.497E-12

TRANSMISSION
50
100
200
300
400
500

BRICK

SAND

REL.ERROR (%)

REL.ERROR

(%)

-16.09
6.80
40.44
25.39
-15.89
2.89

SABINE-3
3.278E-2
1.860E-3
7.463E-6
4.381E-8
3.321E-10
1.362E-12

REL.ERROR (X)
-17.46
5.81
39.48
25.68
-12.32
13.11

^EFFICIENT OF SECONDARY GAMMA RADIATION
1.564E-3
5.254E-4
2.041E-5
9.886E-7
6.405E-8
4.307E-9

-16.23
-36.42
6.34
42.66
43.06
38.24

1.784E-3
5.800E-4
2.340E-5
1.235E-6
8.256E-8
5.957E-9

-26.56
-42.41
-7.25
K.22
10.98
-.05

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT OF TOTAL DOSE
50
100
200
300
400
500

2.837E-2
2.302E-3
3.211E-5
1.465E-6
9.193E-8
5.956E-9

3.513E-2
2.507E-3
3.118E-5
1.263E-6
8.204E-8
5.962E-9

-19.25
-8.19
2.99
16.01
12.04
-.11

3.381E-2
2.368E-3
2.782E-5
1.032E-6
6.440E-8
4.309E-9

•16.09
-2.79
15.42
41.92
42.75
38.23

3.457E-2
2.440E-3
3.086E-5
1.279E-6
8.290E-8
5.959E-9

-17.93
-5.66
4.05
14.61
10.89
-.05
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I.P. Matveenko, V.I. Matveev, S.P. Belov.V.G. Dvukhsherstnov,
E.F. Efimov, A.L. Kochetkov, A.V. Poplavsky, V.A. Cherny,
I.Yu. Krivitsky, A.N. Chebeskov, A.V. Shapar, P.L. Tjutjunikov
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia

ABSTRACT
The results of experimental studies of sodium void reactivity (SVR) obtained in
three critical assemblies being a rather simple mock-ups of low-void fast reactor are
given. The influence of sodium plenum placed above the core on integral value of SVR
was studied. Both uranium and plutonium fuel were used in these assemblies.
The appropriate calculations using routine fast reactor techniques have been carried
out. The comparison of calculational and experimental SVR values is illustrated. Some
reasons of revealed discrepancies are pointed out.
These studies aimed at the further substantiation of the BN-800 new designed core
with sodium plenum.
Introduction
In 1991 a new design for the BN-800 fast reactor core with near-zero SVR was
carried out. Near-zero value of integral SVR is achieved by sodium plenum introducing
above the core. That results in neutron leakage increasing and appropriate intensification
of SVR negative component. Preliminary theoretical and calculational studies showed the
possibility to attain in such manner near-zero SVR when the core and the upper part of
the fuel sub-assemblies was voided. The concept of such a core applied to BN-800 type
fast reactor is given in [1].
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It should be mentioned that the special approach has to be taken to carry out
calculations of such unconventional core layout. It is not always possible to stick to this
approach in routine calculations.
In order to estimate the accuracy level of calculations of such a core the International
Benchmark Calculations organized by IAEA and CEC were carried out [2]. These
exersices and preliminary calculational results of ZEBRA low void reactivity experiments
show that Ri ^sian nuclear data library ABBN-78 [3] being used for fast reactor
calculations to all appearance overestimates visibly positive SVR component in the core.
Taking into account the importance and topicality of the problem and various
difficulties connected with SVR calculations some experiments in IPPE to measure SVR
in several critical BFS assemblies have been carried out.
In the paper the information about three critical assemblies is given. Rather
complicated axial structure of the BN-800 type reactor with sodium plenum core was
simulated by these critical assemblies.
1. Some Features of Critical Assemblies
All three critical assemblies indexed BFS-54-2, BFS-54-3, BFS-56 and assembled
on BFS facility were mock-ups of the BN-800 simplified sodium plenum core design. The
core radius of the mock-ups was two times lesser than the reactor core radius. At the
same time the axial dimensions of the mock-ups (and their separate sub-zones) were
close to the reactor ones. Critical assemblies were constructed from stainless steel tubes
and inside them pellets of reactor materials were loaded. The core of critical assemblies
BFS-54-2 and BFS-56 was uniform zone loaded with uranium and plutonium fuel
correspondingly for BFS-54-2 and BFS-56. The BFS-54-3 critical assembly core was the
BFS-54-2 core with plutonium part inserted in the core center.
There was sodium plenum above the core of all critical assemblies consisted of
sodium pellets only. There was an area consisted of boron carbide and sodium above the
sodium plenum. This area simulated upper axial shield. And above the upper axial shield
another area with sodium pellets was placed. This area simulated steel reactor structures
situated above the core. The lower axial blanket with uranium dioxide was situated under
the core. The core was surrounded by uranium dioxide radial blanket.
Some features of these critical assemblies are given in Table 1.
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Table 1.
Some Features of Critical Assemblies
Critical assembly index
Parameter

Fuel in the core

BFS-54-2

BFS-54-3

BFS-56

Uranium

Plutonium in
the center,
uranium
in the
periphery

Plutonium

Core height, cm

77

77

94.2

Core radius, cm

57.6

58.4

61

Center plutonium
part radius, cm

_

23.7

_

30

30

30

Upper axial
shield height, cm

15

15

15

Maximum voiding
area radius, cm

43.2

16.3

51

Sodium plenum
height, cm

2. SVR Measurement Simplified Technique
Sodium void reactivity measurements in the critical assemblies were carried out under
sodium removal from both sodium plenum and core. During these experiments sodium
pellets were being replaced for equal amounts of empty steel sheaths. Experiments were
fulfilled in the following manner.
At first sodium was removed from the first portion of central tubes in sodium plenum.
Using digital reactivity meter the reactivity difference of two critical assembly states:
initial state and disturbed state was measured. This measurement was followed by core
size adjusting in order to maintain critical state. Having made core size adjusting
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experimental team proceeded to another portion of tubes adjacent to the central one and
etc. In a such manner sodium removal were continued as soon as maximum voiding state
was reached. Afterwards the same manner of experiments was taken for sodium removal
from the core.
After voiding of sodium plenum and core the reverse procedure: sodium insertion
into critical assembly was carried out. In these experiments the same experimental method
was applied.
In all experiments the reactivity of each final state was derived by summing up of
partial reactivities obtained in the intermediate states.
To prove this the direct reactivity measurement under maximum voiding of the core
and sodium plenum for the BFS-56 critical assembly were carried out. Abrupt power
decrease method was applied. The total reactivity obtained in the experiment equal to 4.02+0.2 Beff and this value is close (within experimental errors) to -3.78 Beff obtained
by summing up of intermediate reactivities.

3. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental SVR Values
Calculated SVR values were derived with the use of the following computer codes:
- RBR-80 - diffusion code in 2D geometry with 26 energy groups [4];
- MMCFK - 3D transport code based on Monte-Carlo method with 26 energy
groups [5].
In these codes the ABBN-78 nuclear data library with nuclear data preparation
system ARAMACO [6] is used. These two codes are widely used in the IPPE in fast
reactor routine calculations.
Calculational procedure with diffusion code was fully corresponded to the
experiment one: step by step calculations with core size adjustment in each step in
accordance with experimental data, and reactivity values were summed up in each step to
get reactivity value of final state.
For the MMCFK code based on Monte-Carlo method such a scheme of calculations
is unacceptable because of statistical deviations accumulation. That is why only states of
maximum voiding under unchanged initial core radius were calculated with this code.
Experimental and calculated SVR values for maximum voiding of sodium plenum are
given in Table 2, the analogous values for the core are displayed in Table 3.
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Table 2.
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated SVR Values under Sodium Removal from
Sodium Plenum, (%
Critical assembly
index

BFS-54-2

BFS-54-3

BFS-56

Experiment

-1.04+0.06

-0.22+0.01

-0.83+0.04

Calculation:
diffusion theory
Monte-Carlo
method*)

-0.32

-1.05

-0.86+0.07

-1.04
(-1.016)*)
-0.90+0.07

*) The values are derived under unchanged initial core radius. One standard
deviation is pointed out for the Monte-Carlo method.
Table 3.
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated SVR Values under Sodium Removal from
the Core, (%
Critical assembly
index

BFS-54-2

BFS-54-3

BFS-56

Experiment

-1.07+0.06

-0.038+0.08

-0.63+0.04

Calculation:
diffusion theory
Monte-Carlo
method*)

-0.86

-0.01

-0.84+0.07

-0.19
(-0.28)*)
-0.23+0.07

*) The values are derived under unchanged initial core radius. One standard
deviation is pointed out for the Monte-Carlo method.
Comparing of calculated and experimental values listed in Tables 2,3 one can make
the following conclusions.
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a) SVR values in sodium plenum.
For uranium fuel (BFS-54-2) calculated values obtained both with diffusion theory
and with Monte-Carlo method under two standard deviations practically coinside with
experimental value. And nominal calculated value obtained with Monte-Carlo method is
about 0.2% A.K/K less negative than experimental value.
For plutonium fuel (BFS-56) there is a good agreement between calculated MonteCarlo value and experimental one even within one standard deviation. At the same time
diffusion theory calculation gives SVR value more negative of about 0.2% A,K/K.
b) SVR values in the core.
For uranium fuel (BFS-54-2) both diffusion and Monte-Carlo calculation give
nearly equal values that are less negative of about 0.2% &K/K than experimental value.
The Monte-Carlo calculational value coincides practically with experimental one within
two standard deviations.
For plutonium fuel (BFS-56) both diffusion and Monte-Carlo calculation give also
close results that are more positive of about 0.4% A.K/K than experimental value. The
difference between Monte-Carlo and experimental value is about 0.25% &K/K taking
into account two standard deviations. Taking into account that experiments were carried
out keeping strictly to succession of the experiments: at first sodium was being removed
from sodium plenum and afterwards - from the core, it is possible to sum up SVR values
listed in Tables 2,3 in order to derive summarized effect under simultaneous sodium
removal from sodium plenum and core.
Qulitative analysis of the discrepancy between calculated and experimental SVR
values with assumption of simultaneous voiding of sodium plenum and core shows that
both diffusion and transport calculation give more positive integral SVR and this fact
does not depend on the kind of fuel: uranium or plutonium. Discrepancy between
diffusion calculated value and experimental one is about 0.2% A.K/K, at the same
condition the discrepancy between transport calculated value and experimental one is
placed within the interval of (0.2 - 0.6)% A.K/K taking into account two standard
deviations. Making analysis of possible reasons of derived discrepancies of calculated
SVR values from experimental ones it should be noted that definite part of these
discrepancies may be connected with rather complicated heterogeneous structure of BFS
facility accemblies. Preliminary studies show that account of this structure in calculational
models is more important for plutonium fuelled assembly than for uranium fuelled
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assembly because of BFS plutonium assembly has strongly pronounced heterogeneous
structure.
At the same time the main part of the discrepancies is connected to all apperance
with nuclear data and it should be taken into account in fast reactor design calculations.
Conclusion
The experiments carryed out on measuring sodium void reactivity in three critical
BFS assemblies both with uranium and plutonium fuel gave the possibility to assess the
level of discrepancies between calculated and measured values.
It turned out that both diffusion and transport calculated SVR values for simulteneous
voiding of sodium plenum and core are more positive than appropriate measured values.
The derived level of discrepancies between calculated and measured SVR values is
placed within the interval of (0.2 - 0.6)% A.K/K. And this more positive estimation takes
place both uranium and plutonium fuelled assembly.
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A GENERAL TECHNIQUE FOR CONFLUENCE OF
CALCULATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION
WITH APPLICATION TO
POWER DISTRIBUTION DETERMINATION
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ABSTRACT
Physical quantities can be obtained by utilizing different informational sources. The available
information is usually associated with systematic and statistical errors. If the informational
sources are utilized simultaneously, then it is possible to obtain posterior estimates of the quantities with better statistical properties than exhibited by any of the prior estimates. The general
technique for the confluence of any number possibly dependent informational sources can be
developed. Insight into the nature of the informational source allows different types of data associated with the source to be improved. The formulas of the technique are presented and applied to the power distribution determination for the research reactor HOR of the Delft University of Technology, employing calculational and experimental data.

Introduction
Determination of the power distribution is constitutional for reactor design and safety inspection. Lack of accurate knowledge about the power production and the conditions of the heat
transfer, i.e. uncertainties in the power distribution determination together with the thermalhydraulic uncertainties oblige a reactor to be exploited at a reduced power level to guarantee the
reliable and safe operation of the fuel elements. Underloading of a power station leads to the
considerable increase of the production costs.
The demand of high cost savings motivates developments of accurate power management
systems. A modern management system includes experimental devices and computers for incore neutron reaction rate and coolant temperature measurements and processing; and comput-
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ers employing physical models, nuclear and design data to perform flux, power and temperature
distribution calculations. A trustworthy control system justifies the corresponding expenses by
allowing to increase the power of the reactor.
Informational sources of the control system are associated with errors - systematic and statistical. Different sources give different estimates of the same quantity. In a comprehensive data
system the sources could be correlated with each other. If the statistical properties of each particular informational source and the degree of the correlation with the other sources are known,
then better estimates for the desired quantities can be picked up through the informational confluence founded on Bayesian conditioning [1].
Properties of similar approaches have been studied recently [2,3]. It is possible to describe
how any number of different correlated sources can be used in confluence and to show how insight into the nature of the given source can help to obtain better estimates for different types of
data associated with the source. In the present paper we state the formulas for the case of two
independent informational sources - calculation and experiment - and employ them for the
power distribution determination of the HOR reactor. An integrated code system CONHOR-II
was developed to match the CITATION [4] results with the in-core experimental data through
the confluence, exercised by the general purpose confluence routine CONFLU-II.

Confluence of Independent Calculation and Experiment
We consider a typical situation for reactor applications, when independently measured and calculated data for some reactor state is available. The measured data are the in-core foil activity
counts. The calculated data is the power distribution, which is desired for our analysis. Both the
calculation and the experiment are associated with statistical errors and presumed being free
from systematic errors. Thus, the statistical errors are described by zero means and known a
priori nonzero covariance matrices. It is assumed, that a set of so called auxiliary quantities can
be calculated by means of the utilized computed code using the same initial data (e.g. cross sections, nuclide number densities) as for the desired quantities calculation. These auxiliary quantities should be chosen such, that by means of some transformation their experimental values can
be obtained also from the measured data.
We denote as r the statistical error of the data set calculation, which consists of two - auxiliary and desired - data blocks with their statistical errors denoted as r c a and r £ ^ respectively.
They can be detached by means of projection operations (in every row' of the matrices P a and
P J there is one unity; the other entries - zeros; all the rows are different):
r

r
c,a = P a r c ;
c,d = P d r c 0>
The vector r is nonzero due to the random inaccuracies in the initial data and the calculational model itself. We combine the errors in the initial data into the vector d g . The model errors are organized in the vector m . If the errors are small, then r has a linear dependence on
d • the model error is summed with the error propagated from the initial data:
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r c = Ad c + m c ,

(2)

where A is a sensitivity matrix of the calculational results to the initial data.
The covariance matrix <m m T > of the vector m can be found by comparing the results of
the calculations for different reactor states with the values for the same quantities obtained by a
Monte-Carlo code. The average of the observed differences between the results of the two
codes is a systematic bias of the examined calculational model and should be applied as a systematic correction to all the calculational results obtained by the examined code within the
problem space. The covariance matrix of the model errors is expressed, as follows:
<m c m c T > = < Z c . m c Z c . m c T > - <m m c m m c T >,

(3)

where the covariance matrix of the unbiased differences of the two result sets is denoted by
T
<Z« mnZn m _> and the covariance matrix of the Monte-Carlo errors by <mmt.mrne. >, which
can be obtained from the results of the Monte-Carlo modelling.
T
Preparation of the covariance matrix <d c d c > for the vector d c of the initial data errors depends on the type of the data and requires distinct engineering judgment. The statistical error
r
of the experimentally obtained auxiliary quantities is propogated from the error of the direct measurements and exhibits the zero mean and the covariance matrix <r_ r _ >.
The vector of statistical differences between the calculational and the experimental values of
the auxiliary quantities is provoked by the difference in the statistical errors:

An expression for the covariance matrix of the vector y, which describes the properties of the
"total" statistical error can be picked up:
<yy T > = P a (A < d c d c T > A T + < m c m c T » P a T + <r g a r e / > .

(5)

When both the calculation and the experiment are performed and we hold the observed value
Y of the vector of differences y, Bayesian conditioning can be employed for the description of
this posterior case. For example, for the vectors d and m of the "partial" errors we secure the
a posteriori means
<d c > Q = < d c d c T > \x P a T <yy T >- l Y;

< m c > 0 = < m c m c T > pj

<yyVlY

(6)

and the a posteriori covariance matrices:
< d c d c T > 0 = [E - < d c d c T > A T P a T < y y V l P a A] < d c d c T >;

(?)

< m c m c T > 0 = [E- < m c m c T > P a T <yy T >" l P a ] < m c m c T >,

<8>

where I is a unity matrix of proper dimensions.
In spite of the possibly seeming complexity of the cited formulas, the annotation is quite modest. Both < d c > 0 and <n» c > o are the statistically weighted observed differences Y. The same
way the prior covariances are the weighted prior ones. These statistical weights are determined
by the relative contributions of the prior covariances of the partial errors into the prior covari-
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ance of the total error. The posterior variances - the diagonal elements of the posterior matrices are smaller, than the a priori ones. The posterior covariances do not depend on the value of the
observed difference Y, so that the degree of the variance reduction due to the confluence can be
evaluated yet before the comparison, i.e. a priori.

Application to the Power Distribution Determination
The confluence technique was applied to the improvement of the power distribution determination of the research Hoger Onderwijs Reactor (HOR), situated at the Interfaculty Reactor Institute in Delft, The Netherlands. The sample confuguration used in the calculations is presented at
Fig.l. The CONHOR-II system is developed to apply the confluence technique for determination of the power distribution for the HOR reactor. The CITATION code is used as a main calculational tool for CONHOR-II power distribution calculation. The in-core experimental data
consist of measured gold foil activities. Axially averaged values of activation rates were used as
the auxiliary data for the confluence. They are computed from the measured data and calculated
independently by CONHOR-II and used in direct comparison. Experimentally obtained activation rates are subject to 4% independent, bias-free statistical errors.
U number densities are
corrected by the confluence. Their prior errors are estimated to be bias-free, burnup-independent
and statistically independent from each other. The sensitivity of the auxiliary activation rates to
the 235U number densities are calculated by specially organized direct perturbations of the latter
densities in CITATION calculations. The CITATION modelling for our application described in
Ref. 2 is associated with considerable model errors. The prior model covariances are calculated
in the present work by comparing the results of CONHOR-II and KENO-VA [5] for the different states of the reactor. As an example of the prior and posterior data we consider behaviour of
the statistical quantities related to the analysis along the A6-F6 row of the core cross-cut with
the reference to the position A6. The results of the analysis are presented in Figs.2-5 and in Table 1.
The calculational results are approaching the experimental ones, for the latter are more reliable
a priori. The value of the correction applied to the average activation rate in the reference position depends not only on the observed difference between the calculational and experimental results in the reference position and the neighbouring ones, but also in the remote positions.
Neighbouring positions show positive impacts into the total calculational correction due to diffusion matters, and the remote ones should give negative contributions to preserve the power
level. The model correlation, which at first sight can be ignored is comparable with the correlation caused by the propagation of the uncorrelated data by means of the sensitivity matrix,
which one always employs in the linear confluence techniques. If the model variances are larger
than the propagated ones, than the model correlation but not the sensitivity matrix will determine the spatial behaviour of the statistical weight. In this case ignorance of the model correlation in the framework of the confluence can be compared with leaving only diagonal elements in
sensitivity matrices for perturbation analysis, which is not acceptable in neutron field studies.
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The characteristic decrement length of the prior correlation has an order of the core size. Confluence with the statistically independent data is a tool to reduct this length down to the distance
between the measurement devices.
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Table I.
Relative Differences between the Calculated and Experimental Average Activation
Rates, Relative Model and 2^5U Number Density Corrections and Standard Deviations,
Fractional Power Distributions at the Beginning of the HOR Cycle 9002.
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ABSTRACT
Applications of neutron and gamma transport codes to the design of nuclear techniques
for detecting concealed explosive material are discussed. The methodology of integrating
radiation transport computations in the development, optimization and analysis phases of
these new technologies is addressed. Transport and Monte Carlo codes are used for proof
of concept, guide the system integration, reduce the extent of experimental program and
provide insight into the physical problems involved. The paper concentrates on detection
techniques based on thermal and fast neutron interactions in the interrogated object.

Introduction
Nuclear techniques play an increasingly more important role in non-destructive analysis
of material composition, from coal and oil shales to mineral ores. Over the last decade,
methods based on thermal neutron activation (TNA) and pulsed fast neutron analysis
(PFNA) have been introduced for the detection of explosive and contraband concealed
in small and large packages, cargo containers and trucks [1]. In TNA, a continuous flux
of thermal neutrons is used to penetrate luggage or other relatively small packages. The
neutrons are absorbed by some of the constituent nuclei which, in turn, emit gamma
rays. By analyzing the emitted prompt gamma ray spectrum, the elemental content of
the examined package can be determined. In the TNA system one searches mainly for
the characteristic 10.82 MeV prompt gamma rays emitted by the relatively high atomic
density of nitrogen characteristic to explosive materials.
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The PFNA technique is designed to detect the presence of contraband and explosive
materials in any sample, including large ones such as trucks and cargo containers. The
method consists of irradiating the container with a nanosecond pulsed beam of fast neutrons while detecting simultaneously the energy spectrum of the gamma rays resulting
from inelastic neutron scattering in the various constituents of the interrogated volume.
Using the known information about the beam configuration and the pulse duration, together with neutron time of flight measurements provides a direct three-dimensional image
of the elemental composition of the interrogated sample.
In the current version of the PFNA technique [2], neutron pulses are produced in an
appropriate accelerator by the nuclear interaction of deutrons with a deuterium target.
The deutrons are accelerated in narrow, nanosecond wide bunches, and thus produce monoenergetic nanosecond pulses of neutrons. Most of the neutrons are generated in the
forward direction due to kinematics of the nuclear reactions. The spatial shape of the
neutron beam is defined by a mechanical collimator that removes the neutrons generated outside a desired angular opening. The energy and temporal shape of the neutron
distribution in the interrogated sample uniquely define the 3-D spatial resolution of the
detection system.
The design optimization of both the TNA and PFNA methods calls for extensive
coupled neutron/gamma transport calculations in two and three dimensional geometries.
Some problems necessitate also the solution of the time-space transport equation in thick
targets. A variety of reactor computations codes are available which are suitable for these
optimization problems. One of the most efficient methods is based on Si '-ing the linear
version of the deterministic transport equation as is commonly done in deep penetration
shielding codes such as the DORT/TORT [3j. For this reason, the DORT/TORT code
system has been extensively used for the design and performance analysis of nuclear
based techniques. In particular, these transport codes are used for shielding design and
to simulate the neutron and gamma flux distribution in the interrogated sample.
The accuracy of the transport calculations depends largely on the choice of the number
of groups, the spatial mesh size and the level of the P n and Sn approximation. In order
to validate the predictions, results of several benchmark problems have been verified
against experimental data and results obtained by the MCNP [4] and the MORSE [5]
Monte Carlo codes. This paper presents the methodology of applying Monte Carlo and
radiation transport methods for the design and optimization of nuclear based techniques
for explosive detection.

Results
All nuclear based inspection systems can be described by three basic components: a source
of probing radiation, usually an accelerator or radioactive source: an interrogated object,
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such as a suitcase, cargo container or a truck and; detectors to measure the attenuated and
scattered probing and induced radiations. System integration and optimization involve an
extensive computational study of each of these components. This section presents selected
results to demonstrate the application of reactor physics codes to the design, shielding,
and licensing of TNA and PFNA systems.

Design Analysis
In TNA applications, thermal neutrons from a moderated 252Cf radioisotopic source, dD or a d-Be source are used. An important goal of the simulation effort in this case
is to design an effective moderator assembly to provide the maximum thermal neutron
flux in the interrogated area. There is a variety of codes which can be used for these
optimization, ranging from the ID discrete ordinate ANISN code to 2-D and 3-D discrete
ordinate codes (DORT and TORT) or the MORSE and MCNP Monte Carlo codes. To
minimize computational costs an attempt was made to use the ANISN code whenever
the system geometry could be approximated by a ID configuration. Comparison between
the ANISN predictions and MORSE and MCNP results in ID geometry has shown a
very close agreement as demonstrated in Fig. 1 depicting the energy dependent neutron
leakage flux from a 10 cm D2O sphere containing a point 2S2Cf source at its center.
The DORT code was applied in 2-D configurations representing the source moderation
and mechanical support systems. To verify the DORT code, a 2-D problem was run
consisting of a finite polyethylene cylinder with a point 252Cf source at its center. The
poly cylinder was located at a distance of 15 cm above a large cylindrical sand box. Figure
2 compares the the thermal flux radial distributions predicted by the DORT (symbols)
and MCNP (lines) codes at various depths in the sand. Agreement to within 10% is
obtained. The differences are attributed mainly to the different cross section libraries
applied in the two programs.
Proper design of the source moderator in a TNA system must take into consideration
the neutron thermalization in the interrogated sample. Over-moderation of the source
neutrons may result in excessive attenuation in the sample. On the other hand, undermoderated neutrons may penetrate through the sarrnle with minimal interaction, resulting
in low detection sensitivity. To study the effect of the sample on the thermal flux in the
system cavity the thermal flux distributions were calculated in three types of suitcases
containing cellulose with density 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 g/cc. Figure 3 shows that the thermal
flux increases with increasing suitcase density, indicating that the neutrons in the cavity
are under-moderated. Placing a sample of explosive material in any of the suitcases
was shown to reduce the thermal flux locally near the explosive material as a result of
neutron absorption and scattering by hydrogen which is present there in a relatively high
concentration. The optimal moderation assembly is obviously the one that maximize the
effect of the explosive material on the thermal neutron flux in the cavity.
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There are various optimization issues which require a complete and accurate time
dependent modeling of a PFNA system. These include neutron attenuation and buildup
in the interrogated voxel; the angular distribution of gamma rays resulting from neutron
interactions in the sample; background radiation from neutron scattering in the shielding
and collimation material and; gamma ray absorption and scattering in the sample and in
the shielding material. In order to determine the system's performance and to guide a
parallel experimental program, a systematic computations were carried out using MCNP.
A typical geometry consisted of a high energy neutron beam impinging on the surface of
a truck (3 mm thick iron). The truck volume modeled is 2.6 m thick (along the beam
line), 2.5 m wide and 3.3 m high. The spatial and temporal distribution of neutrons and
gamma radiation in the truck were calculated for a large range of cargo compositions.
Figure 4 shows typical gamma "signals" in two 100 keV intervals in which carbon, and
nitrogen lines may be present. The signals in this case result from neutron interactions
in explosive concealed in a truck containing machine tools. The cargo machine tools is
modeled by a series of iron boxes, each of dimensions 85 cm (along the beam line) x 80 cm
(lateral) x 100 cm high, with walls 1 cm thick. The central box is assumed to contain a
cylindrical load of C4 explosive. Figure 4 show the signals detected by a gamma detector
located above the center of the truck. The explosive signal "arrive" at the detector at 88
ns and is recognized by the typical intensity ratios in the different energy regions. The
peaks shown at 55 and 75 ns are due to gamma produced in the iron load. The figure
demonstrates the plethora of information which could be obtained from accurate modeling
of the system.

Shielding
There are several identifiable sources of radiation during the operation of a PFNA system,
among them neutrons produced in the accelerator target, neutrons and gamma rays from
the interrogated area, x-ray generated inside the accelerator due to free electrons interacting with the accelerator's tube and neutrons and gamma rays generated by deutrons
interaction in the tube. Each of these radiation sources must be shielded to limit the dose
rate to below the accepted limit. The ANISN [7] and DORT codes were applied, along
with DABL69 library (46 neutron groups and 20 gamma groups).
The one-dimensional ANISN code was mainly employed to assess the types and thicknesses of shielding materials required around the neutron production target. In order to
simulate the energy and angular dependence of the source neutrons, different types of
neutron sources were used, based on the known energy distribution of neutrons resulting
from the D(d,n)3He reaction in the target.
The code DORT was used for designing the accelerator shielding. First a series of
calculations and measurements were carried out to establish the spatial distribution of the
neutron source along the deutrons beam in the accelerator's tube. Several distributions
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Table 1: Comparison between DORT predictions and measured dose rates
Location

Measured Dose Calculated Dose
(mrem/hr)
(mrem/hr)

1
2
3
4
5
6

260
620
150
30
10
400

305
635
145
30
13
470

were computed in order to match the measured dose around the accelerator. Table 1
presents, for several locations near the accelerator, a comparison between the measured
and calculated dose rates for the postulated neutron line source inside the accelerator's
tank. Locations 1 to 5 are near the accelerator tank while point 6 is near the target.
The DORT computations enable the design of a cost effective shielding using an optimal
combination of borated water and paraffin layers.

Licensing Computations
A PFNA system for the detection of concealed contraband in cargo containers must comply with licensing and registration requirements that apply to nuclear-based devices. The
regulatory requirements cover both safety issues regarding operating personnel, workers
and members of the public who might have to spend time in close proximity of the device,
and issues emanating from its effects on the contents of the inspected object, in particular,
on food. A sequence of computations were applied to deal with these issues.
The TORT and ORIGEN2 codes were applied to determine the intensity of residual
radiation in the the content of the inspected containers. In this combination, the first code
is used to solve the neutron flux in the sample and the second to analyze the activation
of the various elements resulting from this flux. The highest thermal flux value in highly
hydrogenous cargo was calculated to be about 10s n/cm2-sec. Deutron breakup and other
reactions contribute about 15% of the incident neutrons at lower energies. A conservative value of 1.5 x 10s n/cm2-sec was, therefore, assumed for calculating the induced
radioactivity by the ORIGEN2 code.
Effective cross sections required for ORIGEN2 computations were approximated by
<rt,j = THERM-(ro

+ RES • / + FAST -<rf

(1)

where ero is the 2,200 m/sec monoenergetic neutron absorption cross section, 07 is the
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fast cross section for all non-resonant reactions with threshold > 1 MeV, and / is the
resonance integral. The terms THERM, RES and FAST in eq. (1) are numerical
constants which are calculated in DORT/TORT using the DABL69 library (6], starting
with an incident flux of fast neutrons (7.4 - 8.2 MeV) at the surface of the inspected
object. The THERM parameter is used to correct for the fact that the thermal neutrons
are not monoenergetic. RES and FAST are used to weigh the epithermal and fast cross
sections relative to the thermal cross section.
Figure 5 compares the induced radioactivity at the surface of the container, where
mainly fast neutrons contribute, with that induced inside the container where thermal
interactions are significant. It is noted that the long term residual activity of butter is
larger than the activity in other foods. This is because the most important long lived radioisotope, which can be formed in food materials, is sodium whose activation is primarily
induced by thermal neutrons. In all the cases calculated, the residual activity resulting
was well below the limit of 0.4 Bq/g.

Conclusions
The paper shows a few specific applications of transport and Monte Carlo codes to performance analysis of nuclear industrial techniques. The scope of computations cover all
phases of system development, optimization, integration, shielding and licensing. The
use of well established nuclear codes reduces the amount of experiments required and
enhances the level of physical understanding of the complex interactions involved.
Adopting computational tools which were originally developed for reactor analysis is
not always straightforward. Particularly, cross section data, which are not commonly used
in nuclear reactor analysis, are sometimes missing or wrong in the currently available libraries. For instance, data related to the angular distribution of gamma rays resulting
from fast neutron inelastic scattering with carbon and oxygen had to be measured and
incorporated into a new cross section library in order to benchmark some of the computations presented in this paper.
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CALCULATION AND APPLICATIONS OF FREQUENCY DEPENDENT
NEUTRON DETECTOR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
H. van Dam, T.H.J.J. van der Hagen, J.E. Hoogenboom and J. Keijzer
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Mekelweg 15, 2629 JB Delft, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The theoretical basis is presented for the evaluation of a frequency dependent function
that enables to calculate the response of a neutron detector to parametric fluctuations
("noise") or oscillations in a reactor core. This function describes the "field of view" of a
detector and can be calculated with a static transport code under certain conditions,
which are discussed. Two applications are presented: the response of an ex-core
detector to void fraction fluctuations in a BWR and of both in- and ex-core detectors to
a rotating neutron absorber near to or inside a research reactor core.

Basic Theory
Adopting the operator notation and symbols system of Ref. [1], the general neutron
transport equations can be written as:
Sd

(1a)

(1b)
3t

sd =
k

where all independent variables (position, direction, energy and time in the general
case) have been omitted for ease of notation. M denotes the "migration and loss
operator" while F is the operator for neutron production via fission; the latter operator
contains the fission cross section, the average number of neutrons produced per
fission and the energy spectrum of the fission neutrons. The actual form of operators
and variables depends on the type of approximation to the general transport equation
that is adopted; for instance, if multigroup diffusion theory is applied, 0,0/v and S d are
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vectors with size N, whereas F and M are NxN matrices where N is the number of
energy groups.
In an operating reactor changes in macroscopic cross sections can occur;
these can be either of deterministic nature (e.g. movement of a control rod) or of
stochastic nature (e.g. formation, transport and collapse of steam bubbles in a BWR).
The latter type of perturbations and their effects are the subject of studies of reactor
noise, which is caused by relatively small "spontaneous" fluctuations. Changes in
macroscopic cross sections are usually denoted as "parametric changes" because the
macroscopic cross sections appear as parameters in the neutron transport equations.
The parametric changes lead to perturbations 6M and SF in Eqs. (1) which cause
changes 60 and 6Ck in the neutron flux and the concentration of delayed-neutron
precursors, respectively. Introducing these perturbations into Eqs. (1) and neglecting
second-order terms, which is justified in case of small perturbations, we obtain:
1 i . 60 = [y-flSF - 6M]0 + l(1-jS)F - M]60 * c5Sd
v 3t

(2a)

— <5Ck = Pk6F0 - 0kF60 - Ak6Ck

(2b)

*Sd = E * A * C k

(2C)

k

In case of fluctuations of a stochastic nature, a representation in frequency domain
instead of time domain is preferred because the most convenient description of
stochastic time-dependent quantities is in the form of frequency dependent functions
like spectra, coherence and phase [2]. Therefore, Eqs. (2) are Laplace transformed
and combined into one equation:
1
1

-(1-/?)F + M -

60 =

v

- <$M 0

(3)

where the energy distribution x of the delayed neutrons is taken into account in the
production operator Fd; s is the Laplace variable and the bar denotes a Laplace
transform.
The arrangement of terms in Eq. (3) reflects the physical meaning: the righthand side of the equation is the driving "source" for the flux fluctuations in the left-hand
side and can be considered as a fluctuating neutron source. The fluctuation source is
obtained by multiplying perturbations in the migration and production operators with
the static (or average) neutron flux. A neutron detector positioned in or near the
reactor core will detect the local flux fluctuations which are caused by parametric
fluctuations anywhere in the reactor. The detector response can be described by:
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where the brackets denote integration over all phase space and Z d is the detector
cross section (i.e. the cross section for the neutron reactions that contribute to the
detector signal). In case of multigroup diffusion theory the phase space consists of the
system volume and all energy groups.
In practice, the parametric fluctuations occur everywhere in the reactor core,
whereas the detector has a fixed position. By adopting an approach with adjoint
operators, the detector response can be written as an integration of contributions from
all noise sources. We can define an adjoint equation by using the adjoint of the
operator in the left-hand side of Eq. (3):

where M + and F + denote the adjoint operators, related to the regular operators
according to adjoint theory [3]. In multigroup diffusion approximation, the adjoint
matrix operators are the transpose of the regular operators. According to adjoint
function theory we can write:

where
60 = (1 -0)<5F + £ ^ 6 F

k

s+

d

- 6M

(6b)

h

which states that the detector response can be written as an integration over local
parametric perturbations multiplied by the local value of an adjoint function that is
dependent on properties and position of the detector through Eq. (5). Thus the
"detector adjoint function" can be considered as describing the "field of view" (FOV) of
the detector, because it describes the impact of a local perturbation on a detector
positioned at some distance; from now on this function will be designated as FOV.
The great advantage of using the adjoint Eq. (5) instead of the forward Eq. (3) is that
the response of a detector can be determined for every space distribution of the
perturbations in a single calculation once the FOV is known.
Taking s = jw, where w is the angular frequency, the FOV is a frequency
dependent complex function, containing a real and an imaginary part. In the terminology of system response theory [2], it is the frequency and space dependent transfer
function describing amplitude and phase of the detector response to a local perturbation. For each detector position and frequency, the calculation of the detector
response function requires the solution of the static and inhomogeneous transport
equation (5).
A complete elaboration of the foregoing equations in the framework of multigroup diffusion theory is given in Ref. [4j.
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Implementation in Multigroup Diffusion Calculations
In a multigroup approach, the FOV can for each energy group be split up into a real
and an imaginary part according to:

W

0* = «/i - \n\

where the minus sign has been chosen because usually there is a negative phase shift
in the response, thereby giving rj\ a positive value. Insertion of (7) in Eq. (5) produces
two (coupled) equations for each energy group, for real and imaginary part of the
FOV, respectively. So an N-group diffusion analysis leads to a set of 2N diffusion
equations defining a pseudo 2N-group static diffusion problem with modified cross
sections and an extraneous source term, containing the detector cross section. All
modified cross sections are related to the regular cross sections [4] with one
pecularity: it turns out that for each pseudo-group the modified fission and absorption
cross section are not separately and uniquely defined. Only their difference is fixed,
which gives a degree of freedom in choosing one of these cross sections. It is
advantageous to choose the fission cross section as low as possible, because neutron
multiplication in a system with an external source can lead to convergence problems in
numerical calculations. Therefore this multiplication should be kept as low as possible,
the only reason for keeping some pseudo-fission being the fact that in almost all
computer codes the fission production cross section may not be set equal to zero in
all system zones and energy groups. Another degree of freedom is present in the
distribution of the "adjoint" fission spectrum over the pseudo-groups. An extensive
discussion of the degrees of freedom is given in Ref. [4].
Although the set of adjoint equations can in principle be solved by every regular
diffusion code by adding a subroutine for transforming the system group cross section
set into a set of pseudo cross sections, care must be taken in the implementation.
Most codes have an internal protection for the occurrence of negative neutron fluxes;
the pseudo-fluxes (i.e. real and imaginary part of the FOV) can become negative, e.g.
the real part of the FOV changes sign for a phase shift of more than 90 degrees which
can occur at large distances from the detector and at high frequencies. Therefore the
well-known diffusion code EXTERMINATOR-II [5] was first used for conversion into a
"FOV-code", because this code has no internal protection against negative fluxes. The
numerical code was extensively benchmarked for this particular type of problems by
performing calculations on a simple system (homogeneous bare slab reactor with
detector) and comparing the results with the results of analytical calculations on the
same system [4]. Later also the CITATION-code [6] was modified for FOV-calculations.
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Practical Applications
The field-of-view of an ex-vessel detector
In BWRs stability problems can arise in some regions of the so-called power-flow map,
a special case being a BWR with natural convection cooling [7]. Power and flow
oscillations can occur with a global and/or local character which can in principle be
detected timely by noise monitoring. It was investigated how sensitive an ex-vessel
detector is for local parametric fluctuations in the Dodewaard BWR in the Netherlands.
As only frequencies around the resonance frequency of the core (1 Hz) are of interest,
detector FOV calculations in two dimensions and in two energy groups were
performed for this frequency. Because fluctuations in moderation cross section due to
steam bubbles are the main noise sources, these were used in the calculation of the
detector response. Figure 1 shows the result in the form of response contours on a
horizontal cross section of the reactor core, the detector being positioned at the
neutron detector

20 cm

core contour

Figure 1. Distribution of the relative contribution of 1-Hz
variations of the moderation cross section to the signal
of an ex-vessel neutron detector: 1 = 10-20%, 2 =
20-30%, ..., 9 = 90-100%.

"Northern" side of the core. The
numbers indicate the relative sensitivity, subdivided into a number of
percentage classes as indicated in
the figure caption. In the case shown
in the figure four control rods were
partially inserted; these control rods
were positioned in the areas with the
number "2" in it around the core
centre. It can be seen that variations
in fuel bundles with relatively high
power (which are the least stable)
contribute mostly to the detector
signal, whereas fluctuations near the
control rods are of minor importance.
An interesting phenomenon is that the
ex-core detector "looks" behind the
control rods thanks to the fact that
fluctuations in remote regions are

propagated to the detector by diffusion and fission processes; due to the spatial
extent of fission chains, there is almost no "shadow" effect behind the control rods.
Rotating absorber in the reflector of a research reactor
In the framework of a generic study of perturbations in a research reactor a theoretical
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study was made of the effect of a rotating absorber (e.g. a piece of cadmium on the
edge of a rotating disk) on a detector. Figure 2 shows a horizontal cross section of
the system: a symmetrical square MTR- 72
type core surrounded by a water reflector. _
reflector
The rotating absorber can be positioned in !
the middle of the core or near the core 52
edge, detector positions were considered
along the lines x = 19 cm and x = 35 cm,
-— -f
respectively. The rotating absorber was 36
modelled by positioning four sinusoidally
oscillating absorbers in four lattice posi20
tions, as indicated in the lower part of
Figure 2; these absorbers have mutual
i!
phase shifts of 90 degrees, adding up in
S2 x(cm) 72
counter-clockwise direction thereby simula20
36
ting a counter-clockwise rotating disk with
39
39
1 i !
absorber.
D4 D3
37J JC4;C3
37
Figure 3 shows amplitude and phase
D1 D2
35
35]
SC1JC2
of responses of detectors along the core
33
33 f i ;
33 35 37 39
21
edge to a rotator near the core edge.
i
;
i
There is a distinct difference between the
Figure 2. Geometry of the rotators
results of point-kinetic (PK) calculation and
a FOV calculation. The PK result shows a
spatial amplitude distribution equal to the flux distribution ("global response") and a
space-independent phase shift of 130 degrees. The FOV result shows a strong "local"
response and space-dependent phase shift (relative to the C1 absorber) at short
distances between detector and disturbance.
Figure 4 shows the results for a rotator in the centre of the core. In this case
the rotator has no reactivity effect because of the symmetry of the system and
therefore there is no response according to PK theory. However, FOV analysis shows
a strong local response and some, albeit rather weak, global response in which even
a slight reflector peaking is visible. The phase behaviour along the line of detectors
also shows a local effect whereas the phase is dominated by the phases of the two
oscillating absorbers with the shortest distance to the detector (all phases being taken
relative to the D1 absorber).
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ABSTRACT
Long-standing problems of uncertainty assignment to scientific data came into sharp focus in
recent years when uncertainty information ("covariance files") had to be added to applicationsoriented large libraries of evaluated nuclear data such as ENDF and JEF. Questions arose about
the best way to express uncertainties, the meaning of statistical and systematic errors, the origin
of correlations and the construction of covariance matrices, the combination of uncertain data
from different sources, the general usefulness of results that are strictly valid only for Gaussians
or only for linear statistical models, etc. Conventional statistical theory is often unable to give
unambiguous answers, and tends to fail when statistics is bad so that prior information becomes
crucial. Modern probability theory, on the other hand, incorporating decision-, information-, and
group-theoretic results, is shown to provide straight and unique answers to such questions, and to
deal easily with prior information and small samples.
1. Uncertainty Information and Probability Theory
Two experimentalists who measure the same quantity never come up with exactly the same value.
There are always small uncontrollable experimental errors, instruments are less than perfect, and
the standards used to calibrate them are not accurately known. If we have no reason to think
otherwise, we must assign equal probabilities to the alternatives "datum too low" and "datum
too high". For two independent measurements the four alternatives low-low, low-high, high-low,
high-high are then equally likely, which shows that two measured values bracket the true value
with a probability of only 1/2. Even after a third measurement the probability is still 1/4 that
the measured values are all lower or all higher than the true one. Users of scientific data can
therefore be sure of one thing: The figures in their tables and computer files differ from the true
values. The question is by how much. The question is serious where life, health and property are at
stake. Uncertain data necessitate costly safety margins in medicine or in the chemical, automotive,
aerospace, and nuclear industries, etc.
Clearly, the data themselves are not enough. One needs also their quantitative uncertainties.
The first example of data evaluation in the modern sense, the set of recommended fundamental
physical constants (speed of light, electron charge, Planck's quantum of action, etc.), started by
Dunnington in 1939 and updated regularly by DuMond, Cohen and collaborators, has always contained uncertainty estimates in the form of root-mean-squaie errors. More recently, data evaluators
compiling and updating the extensive computer libraries of recommended nuclear data have begun
to include "covariance files" with information about uncertainties and correlations, in response to
user requests mainly from basic and applied nuclear fission and fusion research, astrophysics and
radiotherapy.
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Th" weights given by an evaluator to data from different sources depend on the uncertainties. Data combination, for instance by least-squares adjustment, involves propagation of all input
uncertainties to uncertainties of the final recommended values. Uncertainty assignment and data
evaluation are thus intertwined. Both require reasoning from incomplete information, hence probability theory. Now it is perhaps fair to say that at present most practitioners rely on a few more
or less plausible recipes about counting statistics, first-order error propagation, least-squares adjustment and chi-square tests. They learnt them during laboratory courses and on the job, finding
most books on probability theory geared more to the needs of statisticians interested in trends and
correlations in large "random" samples of economic, biological, medical etc. data, than to their
own task of extracting "best" values and their uncertainties from often sparse, incomplete, always
error-afflicted and sometimes discrepant experimental data. Moreover, most of the literature is full
of intimidating statistical and set-theoretic jargon and of stern warnings against Bayes' theorem
with its dangerous prior probabilities, and affected by an overly restrictive definition of probabilities
as relative frequencies. Fortunately, recent progress in probability theory has led to considerable
simplification, and removed many of the old conceptual difficulties (see Jaynes 1983). Thus there
is not much excuse any more for uncertainty estimation by means of little-understood if handy
recipes and more or less educated guesswork.
2. The Fundamental Sum and Product Rules for Probabilities
Probability theory unfolds from the familiar sum and product rules
P(A\C) + P(A\C) = 1,
P(AB\C) = P{A\BC)P(B\C)

= P(B\AC) P{A\C),

(1)
(2)

where A, B and C represent propositions such as "the coin shows head" or "the cross section
is larger than 210 b", AB means "both A and B are true", A means "A is false", and P(A\C)
denotes the probability of A given C. Our notation indicates that all probability assignments are
conditional, based on either empirical or theoretical information or on assumptions. The two forms
of the product rule reflect the symmetry AB = BA. Following J. Bernoulli and Laplace we interpret
probabilities as degrees of rational expectation on a numerical scale ranging from 0 (impossibility)
to 1 (certainty).
The interpretation of the P as degrees of plausibility has been criticised by statisticians who
insisted that by probability one must mean only "relative frequency in a random experiment" such
as coin tossing, in the limit of very many repetitions. They argued that physical constants are not
random variables that assume given values with certain frequencies, so it is meaningless to talk
about their probability distributions. This viewpoint is too narrow. It would not permit us to say
that, according to experiment, a physical constant has a certain probability to lie between given
limits. Now the task to estimate values of half-lives or reaction cross sections from a given set
of error-affected and incomplete data is not a random trial that can be repeated at will but an
exercise in inductive logic (reasoning in the face of uncertainty). Therefore the Bernoulli-Laplace
probability concept looks appropriate for data evaluation.
All doubts were dispelled by R.T. Cox (1946). He proved that any consistent scheme of logical
inference must be equivalent to probability theory as derived from the basic sum and product rules,
with probabilities interpreted as degrees of plausibility. To prove this he demonstrated that the most
general consistency conditions can be cast in the form of two functional equations whose solutions
are just the sum and product rules. E. Schrodinger (1947), discoverer of the fundamental wave
equation of quantum mechanics, arrived independently at the same conclusions. Since then two
things ought to be clear: (i) Probabilities are not frequencies. They can be applied equally well to
nonrepetitive situations as to repeated trials, (ii) Allegedly superior schemes of logical inference,
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such as Fuzzy Logic or Artificial Intelligence, are equivalent to probability theory at best - if not,
they must be inconsistent.
'
3. Bayes' theorem, the Rule for Updating
Bayes' theorem in its simplest form, P(A\BC) = P(B\AC) P(A[C)/P(B\C), is an immediate
consequence of the two forms of the product rule. The usual situation is that we have data B
which depend on the value of an unknown physical quantity A and on other circumstances C. If
we have a statistical model, represented by the so-called likelihood function P{B\AC), and also
an a-priori probability ("prior" for short) P(A\C), then the updated or a-posteriori probability
("posterior") P(A\BC) is proportional to the product P(B\AC) P(A\C). The prior summarises
what we knew before the data became available, the likelihood conveys the impact of the data,
and the posterior contains the complete information available for further inference and prediction.
Laplace gave the generalisation to several distinct, mutually exclusive alternatives Av,
)
C)'

"-I,*.-*,

(3)

normalised to unity as demanded by the sum rule. In this form Bayes' theorem can be considered
as the cornerstone of data evaluation and adjustment, telling us how prior knowledge (a data file)
is to be updated with new evidence (new data). Examples will be given in Sections 8 and 9 below.
4. Probabilities and Relative Frequencies
Although probabilities are not relative frequencies, the two must be closely related. We can find
out how by considering n measurements of some quantity x. Let us label the measurements (trials)
by Jt (= 1,2,... ,n), the possible results xv by v (= 1,2,..., TV), and the result of the fc-th trial by
i>t. Assume that the probabilities P(v\,..., vn) for all N" possible outcomes of re trials are given,
and properly normalised with
£ $ > . , * , . ) = 1.
(4)
The relative frequency with which the result v occurs within the sequence {fi,...,f r t } is

(5)

/" = ^Z)W
Without measurements we can estimate /„ and its uncertainty from the expectation values

= K»),

(6)

where P(kv) is the probability that the Jt-th trial yields v and P(j(i,kv) the joint probability that
the j-th trial yields p. and the ifc-th trial v. Expectation values are denoted by angular brackets,
averages over trials by overbars. We recognise that relative frequencies are not probabilities but
their expectation values are numerically equal to probabilities. Now in the special case j = k one
has P(kfj,,kv) = S,iVP(kv). Therefore we can write the covariances of the estimated ftequencies
(/,}as
(
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U

)

+ (1 - -nX l * . -

VPP.)

(8)

where we introduced the abbreviations
_ 1 \-»
n *—'

.

'

'"'

1
v~-> ^ n(n - 1) ^~* ^—'

.

We note that the variances (ft — v) do not vanish in the limit of very many trials unless p,,r —
PfiPu'- The Central Limit Theorem is valid only for completely independent trials. For correlated
trials, pliv -fi p,,p,., the covariances cannot become smaller than pllt, - pt,py, which means that any
correlation puts an irreducible limit to the accuracy with which frequencies can be estimated from
probabilities, even for very "good statistics" (n —» oo).
5. Uncorrelated and correlated errors
Let us now apply the relationship between frequencies and probabilities to the measured quantity
i . Each measurement yields one of the A' possible values x,, (discretised by the electronics, say, and
differing from the true value because of errors). From observed frequencies /„ for the values xv one
gets the sample mean x = ^£,vfvxv. Without observations one can estimate x and its uncertainty
from the expectation values

With the expressions for (/^) and (/ M / v ) from the previous section one finds the estimate

(^} - (x)2 - -«* 2 > - (z}2) + (1 - -)((x,x) - (xf),

(14)

where
{*) = J^Pv*" '

(15)

{**)=*£,PyXl,

(16)

{X,X) =Y,P******

(I?)

are expectation values for single measurements and for pairs of distinct measurements, respectively
(with YLV P" = 1>S,,.,/JV" = !)• Thus the variance of the sample average is the sum of two variances, one from uncorrelated ("statistical") errors and another one from correlated ("systematic1')
errors. Correlations are usually due to common errors, as we shall see, such as errors in standard
cross sections used for normalisation. It is often doubted whether one may simply add statistical
and systematic standard errors in quadrature to get the total standard error but our derivation
shows that this is, in fact, the correct procedure.
In the special case that all n measurements are equivalent the probabilities P(kv),
P(jfi,kv)
must be the same for all j and k: P(kt/) — pv, P(jn, kv) = pMV for j £ k. For independent trials
(no common "systematic" errors) one has then p^ = p^Pt, and
var x = — vat z —> 0
for n —» oo.
(18)
nn
'
For complete dependence (only common "systematic" errors) the result xv of the first trial implies
the same value for all following trials, p/,,, = 6(,vpv, and one has
vai x — vat x ,

(19)

which means the uncertainty after any number n of trials is equal to the uncertainty about the first
trial (n - 1).
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6. Decision Theory: How to Recommend Values and Uncertainties
One might ask why we use the mean and the variance of probability distributions as estimates of
frequencies and other data and of their accuracy. The justification is provided by decision theory,
founded by A. Wald in the late 'forties, where it is argued that there is always a disadvantage or
penalty for bad estimates i, describable by a loss function that vanishes at the true value x and
is positive elsewhere. Near the true value any reasonably smooth loss function can be taken as
proportional to the squared error, (i — z) 2 , since its Taylor expansion about zero error begins with
the quadratic term. In this approximation, given probabilities pv for the various alternatives v, the
expected loss is minimised,
^ p , , ( z -xv)2 = m m ,
(20)
V

if one recommends z = (z). This makes the expected squared error minimal and equal to the
variance, and justifies our estimates: Under quadratic loss the mean and the square root of the
variance (also called root-mean-square error or standard error) are the optimal estimates of the
(always unknown) true value and of its uncertainty. These are therefore the numerical values to
be given by experimentalists in their documentation, or to be put into data files by evaluators rather than modes, medians or other "estimators" and associated "confidence intervals" suggested
in the older literature.
7. Group Theory: Use of Invariances for Probability Assignment
The basic sum and product rules tell us how probabilities are related to each other, but not how
we can assign them numerical values. In the first paragraph of Section 1 we used the Principle
of Insufficient Reason (often ascribed to Laplace but already used by J. Bernoulli) when we assigned equal probabilities to discrete alternatives. For continuous alternatives, with infinitesimal
probabilities p(x)dx, this is problematic since a uniform distribution, describing equal probabilities,
becomes nonuniform under substitution of variables. If we have to estimate the decay constant A of
some radionuclide, ought we to take all decay constants as equally probable a priori, p(\)d\ oc dX,
or all mean lives r = I/A, in which case the prior would be p(r)dr oc dr oc dX/X2?
For more than a century this seeming arbitrariness about priors for continuous variates has led
most statisticians to avoid and even attack Bayes' theorem and to seek alternatives that circumvent
priors. A few others, mostly physicists, comparing this with attempts to do arithmetic without
zero, tried to overcome the difficulty in a more constructive way. A breakthrough was achieved
by E.T. Jaynes (1968). He demonstrated that for the practically most important cases the invariance properties of the problem uniquely determine the "noninformative" prior that describes
total ignorance about numerical values. If a location parameter is to be estimated, for instance the
centre fi of a Gaussian, the form of the prior must be invariant under an arbitrary shift of location,
p(/i)dii — p(fi 4- c)d(fi + c). Otherwise some locations would be preferred to others, contrary to the
assumption of total ignorance. The functional equation is satisfied by the uniform distribution
p{/i)dn

oc dfi,

-OO</J<OO.

(21)

For a scale parameter, for instance the standard deviation a of a Gaussian, one expects invariance
under rescaling, p(a)dff = p(ccr)d(ca). This functional equation is solved by the prior proposed by
Jeffreys (1939) for inherently positive variates,
p(a)dcr oc — ,

0 < a < oo.

(22)

For Bernoulli trials with probability of success 6 Jaynes found, from the required invariance under
change of knowledge, the prior surmised by Haldane (see Jeffreys 1939)
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if 0 = 0 (only failures) and 9 — 1 (only successes) cannot be excluded, but the uniform prior
•p(9)d9 = d9 (the "Bayes-Laplace rule") if the trials are known to be truly binary, 0 < & < 1.
The non-normalisabiltty of these priors is sometimes criticised, and they are called improper.
Now one may consider them as limits of normalisable broad distributions, on a linear (dfi) and on a
logarithmic (do-jo = dlna) scale etc., just as Dirac's delta function is the limit of extremely narrow,
normalisable distributions. Mathematical difficulties do not arise for those who keep in mind
that the "noninformative" priori and the "most informative" delta function are just convenient
shorthand notations for distributions that are extremely broad or extremely narrow compared to the
distributions with which they are convolved. (Jeffreys' prior will be used in Section 9 below, for
further applications of improper priors see Frohner 1986, 1993.)
8. Information Theory: Probability Assignment by Entropy Maximisation
Jaynes has also shown how global numerical information about probability distributions can be
utilised. He recognised that entropy maximisation, employed by J.W. Gibbs in his axiomatic
approach to statistical mechanics, is a powerful logical tool applicable to all kinds of probabilistic
problems. This insight became possible after C.E. Shannon had established information theory and
proved that the missing information implied by a probability distribution is given by its information
entropy, S = - YlvP" ' B P v F° r continuous distributions with probability density p(x) one must
take (Jaynes 1968)

Ji»M'

(24)

where m(x) is a prior density ensuring form in variance under change of variable. Let us now assume
that we do not know p(x) but the (possibly noninformative) prior m(x) and "macroscopic" data in
the form of expectation values for known functions Ft(x),

(Ft) = jdxp(x)Fk{x),

4 = 1,2,.-.*.

(25)

What probability density p(x) satisfies these constraints without implying any other, spurious
information or hidden assumptions? The answer is provided by the Principle of Maximum Entropy:
If we want compatibility with given information, but minimal information content otherwise, we
must choose p(x) such that the information entropy it maximised subject to the constraints. This
variational problem is readily solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The result is

with Z = Jdxm{x)aV^-^XkFt(x)).

(25)

The Lagrange multipliers At must be found from the constraints (25) or from the equivalent equations

{Ft)=--J^lnZ,

k = l,2,...K.

(26)

Evaluators are mainly confronted with data reported in the form (x) ± Ax. As our notation
indicates, these figures ought to be interpreted as best estimates undet quadratic loss, with Ax —
^/var x. Thus the first and second moments, (x) and (x2) = {Ax)2 + {x)2, are known, fot which
the maximum entropy algorithm yields p(x) oc exp(-AiX — A2Z2) as the most objective probability
density for further inference. Obviously this is the Gaussian
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Similarly, if measurements of several quantities x} are reported as "best" values {XJ) with covariance
matrix elements C3t = {(ij - {xj))(xt ~ (zt))} = Ct}, the maximum entropy algorithm yields the
multivariate Gaussian
p(x\(x),C)d{x)

=

\
e x p [ - i ( x - ( x ) ) t c - 1 ( x - ( x ) ) | d(x),
J
yuet ( 2 T O )
' *

-oo < x},< oo , (28)

where x is the data vector with coordinates x}, C the covariance matrix with elements Cjk, d(x) —
n dXj the volume element in the data space, and the dagger denotes transposition. If only the
Aij are reported, without information about correlations, the maximum entropy algorithm yields
automatically the expected diagonal matrix with Cjj = (AXJ)2.
Gaussian distributions are often considered appropriate only if many independent "random"
errors act together so that the Central Limit Theorem is applicable, or they are invoked for mere
convenience, with stern warnings about the consequences if the true distribution is not Gaussian.
The Maximum Entropy Principle cannot eliminate those consequences but it reassures the data
user who is given only best values and their (co)variances that the corresponding Gaussian is his
best choice for all further inference, whatever the true distribution may happen to be. This is valid
for -oo < x < oo but can also be used for 0 < x < oo after introduction of a logarithmic scale
(i. e. lognormal distributions). Another myth is that systematic errors are to be described by
rectangular probability distributions. If we do not know their sign but have at least a vague idea
about their possible magnitude (from the state of the art, for instance), the Maximum Entropy
Principle tells us to use a Gaussian with zero mean and a width corresponding to that magnitude,
rather than a rectangular distribution.
9. Example: Count Rate Determination with Timing Uncertainty
Let us assume that a constant count rate A is to be determined from n events counted during the
recording time t. The appropriate statistical model, Poisson statistics, tells us that the likelihood
of n events, given A and t, is P(n\X, t) = e~Xt(Xt)n fni. As A multiplies all times it is a scale
parameter, with prior p(X)d\ oc <ZA/A(oc dr/r with T = I/A). The posterior, correctly normalised
with T(n) = (n - 1)!, is the gamma distribution
p(X\n,t)dX = T(n)-1e->Ll(Xt)n-hdX,

0<A<oo,

(29)

with mean (A) = n/t. For the relative uncertainty one gets AA/(A) = l/i/n, the familiar rule
for statistical standard errors. Now assume that the timing is slightly uncertain, with {<) ± Ai
given instead of t. The Maximum Entropy Principle tells us to assume a lognormal distribution of
possible t values but it is mathematically more convenient, and for small timing uncertainty not
very different, to take the ("conjugate") gamma distribution with mean (t) and standard error At,

p(t\{t), At)dt = T{m)-1e-at(at)m-1adt,

0 < t < oo,

(30)

where a = (t)/(A<)2 and m = ({t)/At)2. From the product rule we get the joint probability of A
and t, whence integration over all possible t yields a beta distribution,
P(X\n,(t},At)dX

= dX Pp(X\n,t)p(t\(t),At)dt
Jo
= B{n,m)-1xn-1(l + x)-"-mdx,

normalised with the beta function B(n,m) = T(n)T(n)/T(m
standard error one gets now

w =(t)~1 -

(At/{t))2
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0 < x = X(At)2/{t) < oo

, (31)

+ n). For the mean and the relative

valid for n > 1, i. e. even for bad statistics. For good statistics and small timing uncertainty one
has AA/{A) ~ \'\/n + (&</(<) )2 as expected from the familiar rules for error propagation in linear
approximation. We see again that equal treatment of statistical and systematic errors is perfectly
legitimate.
10. Covariance Matrices and Least Squares
Let us now assume that observables (responses, integral data) y3 depend on parameters (input
quantities, group constants) x^ according to some theoretical model y(x). Prior estimates or
previous measurements £ with covariance matrix A imply a Gaussian maximum-entropy prior.
Similarly, new data on the observables, reported in the form »j, B, imply a Gaussian maximumentropy likelihood. The posterior is proportional to the product of these two Gaussians,
x). (34)
Introducing the hypervectors z(x) = {x, y(x)} and £ = {£,»)}, and the associated covariance
matrix C = {6£S£i} with 5£ = £ - z, we can write more concisely

]

(35)

This is a Gaussian again if the model y(x) is linear. It is then easy to read off the posterior mean
vector (x) and the covariance matrix {Sx6x'). If the model is nonlinear one must either integrate
numerically (by Monte Carlo if necessary) or employ the method of steepest descent (saddle point
integration) which means that the posterior is replaced by a Gaussian with the same maximum and
the same curvatures at maximum, so that the approximation is best in the domain that contributes
most to the integrals: Taylor expansion of the exponent in Eq. 35 around the maximum, x = x,
and truncation after the bilinear term,
Q(x) = (C - z ( x ) ) t c - 1 « - z(x)) ~ <?(x) + (x - x)t A'- J (x - x),

(36)

shows that (x) ~ x, (6x#x') ~ A', the approximations becoming exact for linear models. The
maximum is attained for Q{i) = min, or

^ V <?Ui = ° = S(x)t C - 1 « - »(*)),

(37)

where VM ~ d/dx^, and S is the rectangular matrix of sensitivity coefficients 5,,, = dzi/dx,,. One
can solve this system of "normal" equations for instance by Newton-Raphson iteration starting
from x ~ £ (see e. g. Frohner 1986). The posterior covariance matrix A' is then obtained from
j

^

^

(38)

One can also work with relative errors, (C;-2;)/C;> relative covariances, {S(iS(j}/(d(j),
sensitivity coefficients, S^/h. The replacement
C - z -> D(C - z),

C-* DCD,

S -• DS

with

A> = kjKi,

and relative

(39)

leaves the equations invariant since the diagonal matrices D are canceled everywhere by their
inverses. Relative (percentage) errors and sensitivities are more easily grasped, remembered and
compared than absolute ones, especially for physically distinct paiameter and data types.
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Wi'hout correlations or in the principal-axes system (C diagonal) the quadratic form Q(x) is
just a sum of squares, so we recognise the condition Q[\) ~ min as the least squares principle,
generalised to nonuniform priors and nonlinear models. (The most general form admits correlations
even between prior estimates and new data.) Thus generalised least squares is essentially Bayesian
pti"LS')!eter estimation under quadratic loss m saddle point approximation, Jor the important case
that only best values and covariance matrices are given (which implies Gaussian maximum-entropy
distributions). A separate least-squares principle is not needed.
11. Construction of Covariance Matrices
In case reported data ^ were obtained from raw count rates a} by application of common corrections
h,r,...

the total errors are Sfy = {rij)-ri}

- {d-n} Ida^ba,

•+ (dr]} j db)6b + (di)j /dc)bc ) . . . , where the

derivatives are to be calculated with the estimates (o_,), (6),.... (The unknown errors 6i]Jt 6b etc.
an- not to be confused with the estimated standard or root-mean-square errors A ^ , A6 etc.) The
statistical errors, 6a}> are always uncorrelated with all other errors, and usually the common errors,
<5A, r r , . . . are mutually uncorrelated, too, so that the covariances between all error components
vanish, \6aj6at) - \6ajbb) — (ibSc) — ... — 0. The overall covariance matrix elements depend
then only on mean-square errors (variances) and on sensitivity coefficients (partial derivatives),

It is seen that the correlations are caused by common errors, and that for the construction of
covariance matrices the evaluator needs adequate documentation, viz. (i) (root)-mean-square errors
for the various error components, (ii) information about the data reduction so that he can calculate
the sensitivity coefficients. If he is told that the data reduction involved subtraction of a common
background b and multiplication by a calibration factor c, i. e. that the data reduction recipe is
f/j -- (a} - b)c, he can easily calculate {SrjjSrjt) ~ [tf,t(A.a,)a + (AA)2 -f Tijt}t{Ac)2]c2. Thus it is
essential that measurers reporting data state clearly and in sufficient detail the various statistical
and systematic error components and the standards employed, whereas they need not worry about
correlations because evaluators can construct them as explained. This should not be misunderstood
as meaning that covariances are unimportant. The uncertainty of any function F of the data r)},
for example a criticality calculated from group constants, is given in linear approximation by the
square root AF of

Again the covariance matrix and appropriate sensitivity coefficients are needed. It has appeared
repeatedly in the past as if nuclear data were not accurate enough when correlations were ignored.
When they were taken into account the accuracy was quite acceptable, due to negative terms
in the double sum from anticorrelated (compensating) errors. The importance of covariances in
least-squares adjustment has been explained already.
12. Problems with Nonlinearities
Considerable confusion has arisen recently for some who were blissfully unaware of the effects of
nonlinearities in error propagation ("Peelle's Pertinent Puzzle", cf. Smith 1991). The covariance
formalism is exact only if the reduced (or integral) data depend linearly on the raw (or microscopic)
data, as for -q} — a3—b (background subraction). For the nonlinear dependence ??; = o3c (calibration
of ratio measurements) one gets Sijj = cba} + a.j6c + iaj6c, but the last term is neglected when
the covariance matrix for the reduced data t\} is constructed. This results in different estimates
(and different maximum entropy distributions) for the same derived quantity, F say, depending on
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whether the raw data with their uncertainties or the reduced data and their covariance mattix aie
the input. It can be shown that the differences are large if common errors ate large and consistency
doubtful (if the scatter of the raw data exceeds estimated standard errors). The obvious remedy
in our calibration example is introduction of logarithmic variates, In n} — In a, + In c, and of the
corresponding relative errors, which linearises the problem and practically eliminates the differences.
We emphasise that the covariance formalism, and hence the least-squares approach to data
adjustment and model fitting, is exact only for linear problems and models but not in general.
Therefore experienced evaluators go back to raw data when they combine data measured relative
to some standard: The ratio data are averaged with the common calibration "undone", then the
average is recalibrated with the best available standard, and finally other absolute data are included.
This strategy was, for instance, adopted for the ENDP/B-VI (=JEF-2) evaluation of the standard
cross sections. Bayes' theorem is the natural tool for stepwise inclusion of data, the posterior from
one step becoming the prior for the next step (see e.g. Larson and Perey 1980, Frohner 1986).
13. Concluding Remarks
This brief review tries to make evaluators and data users aware of how modern probability theory
has advanced and simplified the treatment of data uncertainties, in particular utilisation of prior
information, probability assignment, and handling of systematic errors - areas where conventional
statistics has not much to offer. There has also been progress in the treatment of discrepant data
and goodness-of-fit testing (cf. e. g. Jaynes I'M, FrShner 1993).
Acknowledgment: I am grateful to Prof. Y. Yeivin for the opportunity to present this paper, to
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ABSTRACT
The nuclear community needs benchmarks as a tool to check computational procedures or to
check data. In order to be relevant, the definition of a benchmark has to be accurate and detailed
enough to enable an unambiguous calculation. Errors or inaccuracies in cross sections or in
calculational procedures lead to a calculation of a benchmark that disagrees with the
experimentally measured benchmark. In this paper we analyze the recommended mode of
calculation for critical benchmarks that, with proper data, allows a calculation of the measured keff
within the experimental uncertainty. We found that the mode of calculation recommended in some
publications on benchmarks is too coarse, and iherefore deviations between calculation and
experiment cannot be explained by the inaccuracy of the cross sections alone.

Introduction
Over the last quarter of the century quite a few benchmarks for the numerical determination of
the space, time, angle or energy distribution of particles in critical assemblies have been published
[1, 2, 3]. The purpose of utilizing such benchmarks varies according to the interest of the user.
Benchmarks are needed for instance for the validation of a new computational method or
computer code, or in the process of data testing of a new cross section library and its validation.
It is evidently important that information given by a benchmark compilation should be as
accurate, full and consistent as possible. However, experience has shown that errors (e.g.,
typographic errors) can persist in such collections for a long time. Only in 1991 - after ten years an error in the radius of Jezebel-Pu(20.1) as given in the CSEWG collection [2] was corrected
and the so called "long standing discrepancy between Jezebel and Jezebel-Pu(20)" was removed.
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Automated systems or computer files, such as our CRISY system [4], should be the main medium
for maintaining and distributing benchmark data.
The specifications of a benchmark have to allow the user to calculate the desired response to
an accuracy better or similar to the corresponding experimental uncertainty. One has to keep in
mind that the measurements of the critical mass in simple geometry (spherical for instance) are
very accurate Translating the experimental uncertainty to reactivity, one can conclude that the
typical uncertainty in the effective multiplication factor, /tcff, is about 1 milli-k (i.e. 1 mk = 0.001)
for such systems. The specifications of a benchmark problem should thus be such, that residual
calculational uncertainties due to the specification coarseness should not exceed a fraction of a
mil!i-k For example the isotopic composition of "enriched Uranium" should be given with an
accuracy of at least 0.1 %, and the contents of "minor" isotopes, such as U

or U

, should be

specified as well.
Benchmarks are needed for validation of calculational methods or codes. The calculational
method should be shown to be able to reproduce known experimental or analytical values. A
benchmark that has an analytical solution is to be preferred, but "physical" benchmarks can also be
used for validation of a program. In this context, the cross section data are dictated by the
definition of the benchmark, and a series of finer and finer approximations should converge to the
same result, for every calculational method applied. An example for this kind of benchmark is the
spherical Godiva-like system (with Hansen-Roach 6 group cross sections) defined in reference [1]
where the convergence is reported for different methods and codes.
Validation of a calculational method or code for a particular problem can sometimes be done
by one successful calculation. This is the case with the Monte Carlo method. The authors of the
Monte Carlo Code MCNP have checked their code against tens of different types of benchmark
problems [3] (one calculation per problem) and proved in this way the applicability of the code to
various different types of problems. However, with deterministic methods, such as the S n method,
some numerical approximations are applied. The calculated result is then also a function of
calculational parameters, such as the number of spatial intervals, the number of discrete angles,
etc. In such cases it has to be shown that the results calculated with a series of finer and finer
approximations in all numerical parameters converge to the ("experimental" or analytical) value,
as is clearly demonstrated in reference [1].
When using benchmarks for data testing care should be taken to calculate the benchmark
with a calculation^ method or tool that has been validated for that particular kind of problem.
Further, the mode of calculation of the benchmark problem should be accurate enough, to assure
that the residual calculational uncertainties due to the selection of numerical parameters do not
exceed a small fraction of a milli-k. For Monte Carlo codes this means to achieve the desired
statistical uncertainty. For S n codes, where there is no way to calculate with a truly zero
numerical uncertainty, a series of possibly not converged calculations should be performed, so
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that the "converged result" can be extrapolated. Alternatively it should be shown that a certain
finite approximation differs from the converged result by so little, that this approximation can be
taken as the converged result (within a typical uncertainty of a small fraction of a milli-k).
In this paper we intend to analyze the recommended mode of calculation of benchmark
critical assemblies with the S n method.

S n Calculation of Critical Assembly Benchmarks, Common Practice.
The CSEWG benchmark book [2] has the following recommended mode of calculation for a bare
core (such as Jezebel or Godiva): one-dimensional transport calculation, Si6 (angular
quadrature), 40 (spatial) mesh intervals, vacuum boundary at the surface and a 26 group structure
with half-lethargy unit widths and an upper energy of 10 MeV.
For reflected spheres with a thick reflector (such as Flattop) the recommendation is modified
to 30 mesh intervals in the core and 30 mesh intervals in the reflector.
There is no recommendation for the treatment of anisotropic scattering.
In actual benchmark calculations that were recently reported, a finer energy group structure
has been used and some CSEWG's recommendations were adopted.
Wright and White [5] used CSEWG benchmarks for the ENDF/B-VI data testing. The
calculations were done with an S j ^ angular quadrature, 174 energy groups (VITAMIN-E group
structure), and with the P3 (L=3) Legendre approximation of the scattering anisotropy.
Caro and Pelloni [6] tested JEF-2 and ENDF/B-VI cross sections. Their calculations were
done using the 175 group V1TAMIN-J group structure, and the P3 and the S32 approximations.

S n Calculation of Critical Assembly Benchmarks, Recommended Practice.
In order to estimate the effects of the numerical approximations in the discrete ordinates
method, we defined three "synthetic spherical critical assemblies": a bare assembly, an assembly
239

with a thin reflector, and an assembly with a thick reflector. In addition to a bare Pu
239

Pu

core, a

238

core is embedded in a U

reflector of 4 cm or 19.2 cm respectively. The convergence of

keff was checked as function of different numerical parameters.
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In Fig. I the convergence of ke(r is shown as function of the S n angular quadrature order n.
The difference between kcK calculated with a given n and kcSr calculated with S256, is displayed as
function of 1/n. The numbers displayed near the lower line in the graph are the order of the
angular quadrature n. Clearly there is convergence when 1/n approaches zero, but Aeff calculated
by S]6 is still about 0.4 milli-k off the converged value. This should be modified by using a higher
quadrature order of at least S32 as done by Caro and Pelloni [6].

0.12

Fig. 1: Convergence of *efl-as function of I/n.
The difference A(k) between the effective multiplication factor, Areff, and the converged value is
given as function of 1/n, the order of angular quadrature, for a bare, thin and thick U 2 3 8 reflected
Pu 239 core.
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The convergence of * efT as function of the number of spatial intervals is shown in Fig. 2. The xaxis unit is the ratio of the number of intervals in the CSEWG recommendations (40 intervals in
the bare core, 30 intervals in the reflected core and in the reflector) and the number of intervals in
the actual computation. The actual numbers of spatial intervals are displayed for the bare
assembly. The recommended CSEWG spatial mesh seems adequate since it is only 0.1 milli-k off
the converged value.

bare - H - thin T £ S - thick

(CSEWG intervaJs)/(used intervals)

Fig. 2: Convergence of ke{f as function of the number of spatial intervals.
The difference A(k) between the effective multiplication factor, Aeff, and the converged value is
given as function of the ratio of the number of intervals in the CSEWG recommendations (40
intervals in the bare core, 30 intervals in the reflected core and in the reflector) and the number of
intervals in the actual computation, for a bare, thin and thick U
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reflected Pu

core.

The differences between values of Aeff calculated with different approximations of the Legendre
multipolaritv of the scattering anisotropy L and the converged value are displayed in Fig. 3. About
twenty years go it was shown by Pazy et al. [7] that values calculated with L<3 differ generally
from the converged value by several milli-k. As can seen from Fig. 3, the value calculated with
L=3 still differs for the thick reflector assembly from the converged value by 2 milli-k! Good
convergence is achieved for L>5.

-©- bare - Q - thin - A - thick

3

4

5

7 8

6

9

10

L
Fig. 3: Convergence of * e f f as function of the order of the scattering multipolarity, L.
The difference A(k) between the effective multiplication factor, keff, and the converged value is
given as function of L, for a bare, thin and thick U 2 3 8 reflected Pu 2 3 9 core.

To analyze the proper group structure needed to calculate £ e(r adequately, several aspects have
to be checked. First, what are the upper and lower limits of the energy range to be used? Second,
how many energy groups should be in each part of the energy spectrum? And only third, how
many energy groups should be used, and where should the energy group boundaries be.
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As to the upper energy limit of the CSEWG recommended group structure, the limit of 10
MeV leaves out more than 0.2% of the fission neutron yield with energies higher than 10 MeV.
Ignoring these neutrons altogether, obviously results in lowering the effective multiplication
factor, keff , of Jezebel or Godiva by 3 milli-k. Even if the fission spectrum is renormalized to
unity, the resulting * d T is still lower by more than 1 milli-k when compared to a calculation with a
15 MeV upper energy limit. Realizing that the "missing" neutrons are the higher energy neutrons,
which are more potent, and accounting for them in the highest energy group of the CSEWG
group structure still results in a kea that is too low by more than half a milli-k. This lower keg is
the direct outcome of the simple fact that vof is an increasing function of energy in the MeV
range and that the average group value did not take into account the

VCTJ value

for neutrons with

an energy of over 10 MeV.
The lower limit of the CSEWG recommended group structure is adequate. Moreover, it could
be set much higher (in the keV region) for fast assemblies without any significant loss in accuracy.
The distribution of groups in the diverse regions of the energy spectrum as done according to
CSEWG, is unsatisfactory. More groups should be allocated to important energy ranges (i.e.,
ranges where there are many particles in the system, such as in the main regions of the fission
spectrum), than to unimportant ones. The constant equal lethargy width of the CSEWG energy
groups allocates many groups to unimportant ranges, and is too coarse in important ones. The
selective refining of the group structure between 10 keV and 6 MeV reduces kea by over one
milli-k before convergence is reached. On the other hand, the further refining of the energy groups
above 6 MeV (but using the 15 MeV upper limit) or below 10 keV, results in small changes of
less than 0.05 milli-k.
The 174/175 group structures are indeed fine enough for an accurate calculation, although not
the most economic ones.
To sum up, unfortunately the parameters recommended by CSEWG for the one-dimensional
transport calculation are not adequate for the calculation of £eff within the experimental
uncertainty, with the sole exception of the spatial mesh. The calculation mode recently employed
by benchmark calculations that were analyzed here [5,6], should be improved too, mainly by
adopting an order of scattering anisotropy of L=5.

Conclusion
In conclusion we suggest that benchmark collections be created and preserved by automated
systems such as CRISY We also suggest that the recommended mode of calculation of
benchmarks, such as the CSEWG benchmarks, which were clearly defined for data testing, should
be modified taking into account that modern computing technology enables inexpensive detailed
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calculations with as few approximations as possible. Alternatively the recommended mode of
calculation should be omitted entirely, leaving it up to the user to choose a suitable mode of
calculation (eg., Monte Carlo or deterministic methods). It will be the user's responsibility to
make sure that the proper convergence required by the problem at hand has been achieved.
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EFFECT OF UPSCATTERING BY HEAVY NUCLIDES ON
DOPPLER CHANGES OF RESONANCE ABSORPTION
VV. Rothen.stein
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Teclmion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, 152000. Israel

ABSTRACT
A procedure for handling energy change's of neutrons accurately in a Monte Carlo code,
within the large resonances of heavy nuclides, is discussed. The procedure has been applied
in the MCNP program to a sample problem which relates to a PWR unit cell. The statistical
uncertainties in estimating the effect of neutron upscattering in pronounced resonances of
heavy nuclides on resonance absorption rates, and their temperature changes, are discussed.

Introduction
Doppler broadening of the resonances of heavy nuclides is an integral part of resonance
absorption calculations in reactor lattices, whether this is done by broadening the simple
line shape functions of thr.; individual resonances, as in the procedure originally formulated
by Nordheim [1], or by accurate Doppler Broadening [2] of the 0 K point cross section
tabulations obtained in strict accordance with the basic evaluated nuclear data files [3]. The
resonance reaction rates are obtained as the integral over energy of the Doppler broadened
cross sections multiplied by the scalar neutron flux.

The flux distribution, as a function of energy, direction and location, is the solution of
the transport equation, in which the scattering source is an integral over all energies and
directions of the flux multiplied by a transfer kernel. The simplest approximation is integral
transport theory for the scalar flux, as used in [1] in a two region one-dimensional treatment,
with refinements for a multiregional subdivision of the lattice unit cell, as well as the use of
detailed temperature dependent resonance cross section tabulations, in a benchmark code [4].
The latter also contains a one-dimensional discrete ordinate option, which avoids the neglect
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of the dependence of the flux un the direction of motion of the neutrons; more recently a
two-dimensional finite element option. using truncated spherical harmonics expansions of
the direction dependent fluw has al.so been introduced into this code [')).

The transfer kernel for neutron scattering in the resolved resonance energy region for
scattering from one direction to another, and one energy to another, involves - to a good
approximation - energy moderation only through the principal resonances of the heavy nuclides at epithermal energies. This has the advantage that the flux calculations at the discrete
points of a fine energy mesh require no outer iterations over the energy variable, since the
neutron source only involves lluxes calculated previously at higher energies, or asymptotic
fluxes at energies above those to which the resonance absorption calculations refer. I'pscattering elfects by light nuclides in I he lattice uiii) cell have been taken into account in the
past, at least approximately. Huslik [<i] avoided iterations in the calculation of the energy
distribution of the neutron flux by replacing the scattering kernel for hydrogen by a temperat:;;c dependent, slowing down contribution, which could be handled together with the
asymptotic scattering kernels of the heavier nuclides (in the absence of their thermal agitation), while the corresponding total upscattering contribution by hydrogen was replaced by
scattering without energy change. This treatment was incorporated in the benchmark code
[4]. Similar procedures have been used for related purposes by other authors; an example
is the one formulated by Mathews [7] for the calculation of long range energy transfers by
hydrogen and oxygen in water from epithermal energies into the thermal energy region.

Recently another effect, connected with the influence of thermal agitation on the scattering by the heavy resonance nuclides themselves, has been found to be significant [8], at
least to the extent to which it modifies the probability of scattering from one energy to
another, or the Legendre moments of the scattering kernel. Previously scattering by heavy
nuclides was treated in the absence of their thermal motion. If, however, the heavy nuclide
has a pronounced resonance with a sizeable partial cross section for scattering, the - temperature dependent - energy transfer probability density distribution within the resonance
may differ noticeably from the asymptotic distribution at 0 K. The energy dependence of
the flux will then be affected accordingly. In the absence of thermal motion of the target
nucleus the probability of elastic scattering of the neutron from energy E to unit energy
interval near E' is non-zero only when nE < E' < E , where a = [(A — 1 ) / ( J 4 + I)] 2 ; it is
constant in this range for isotropic scattering in centre of mass coordinates. The authors of
[8] have shown that this probability is modified considerably near the peak (at energy Eo) of
a large scattering resonance, when the thermal motion of the target nucleus is represented
by a Maxwell-Boltzmaun distribution at operating fuel temperatures. The down-scattering
component is no longer a simple histogram, but decreases gradually over an extended range
when (E — E') increases. In addition there may be a sizeable upscattering component, which
decreases for increasing (E' — E). The total probability for upscattering reaches values as
high as approximately 80% for values of E just below the first resonance peak of U-238 at
Eo — 6.67 eV., for 100U K. while it has smaller values at E > Eo. The Legendre moments of
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the scattering kernel from E to E' take the form of a triple integral, in which the integration
variables are - effectively - the speed V of the target nucleus, the angle between its direction and the direction of motion of the neutron, and the azimuth angle between the planes
containing the neutron and target velocities before and after scattering.

The temperature dependent moments of the scattering kernels of heavy nuclides near
their resonance peaks may modify the neutron energy spectrum within the resonances, and
therefore the resonance absorption rates and their temperature changes. This effect will be
enhanced in the case of a heterogeneous assembly, in which the large resonance scattering
rate in the fuel is not in direct competition with the principal moderating process of neutrons
in collisions with light nuclides, which are located in the moderator region.

The most straightforward way of handling the above refinements of neutron slowing down
in the energy region of the resolved resonances is by the use of Monte Carlo methods. The
changes of energy and direction of motion of the neutrons in scattering collisions in the
reactor fuel must be sampled from the appropriate probability density distributons in the
resonances of the fuel nuclides, as shown in the following section. The results of sample
calculations made with the MCNP code [9] are given, and their accuracy is discussed.

Monte Carlo estimates of the effect of Upscattering of Neutrons
by Heavy Nuclides on Resonance Absorption
The study of the effect of upscatteriug by heavy nuclides on resonance reaction rates,
and their changes with temperature, requires fine energy mesh flux calculations by suitable
transport theory methods, which must contain an efficient procedure to evaluate the temperature dependent Legend re moments of the appropriate energy transfer kernels at every
mesh point. A convenient alternative is the stochastic approach, when a Monte Carlo code
is available which, instead of determining the transfer kernel by the calculation of a triple integral, samples the integrand: this is equivalent to sampling the target velocity. The MCNP
code [9] possesses this feature, at least in principle. The statistical uncertainties of Monte
Carlo estimates of temperature differences of resonance absorption rates will be discussed
later.

The target velocity V = (V,ilv) is sampled in the MCNP code by referring to the basic
reaction rate equation, which relates scattering rates in the laboratory frame of reference to
those in the coordinate system in which the target nucleus is at rest (the Doppler Broadening
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formula for the scattering cross section ).

".I".'/') = " / I ».*AVr,O)p(V)dvAA

(1)

J J
2. In
Here v — (i',il) is the neutron velocity, (\ = {v — V) is the relative velocity, fi = (fi.flv),
and \p is the azimuth difference between V and v. The magnitude of the relative velocity is
given by
oT = {ui + V*-'2vVn)lf'i
(2)
L>

In order to sample V', one samples fi and ~p uniformly in (-1,1) and
then V from

(0,2TT)

respectively, and

•wl^yi

(3)
vas(v,T)
where p(\••') is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the speed V of the target nucleus of
mass Am at temperature T :
12

(4)

Consequently P(V) is a conditional probability density.

If P(V) is written in the following form:

v+Vi\

1+ (iv v^/2

J

( }

the quantities C and C are merely normalization constants, which depend on the neutron
speed v and the scattering cross sections, but not on the speed V of the target, or the neutron
speed vr relative to the target at rest.

In the MCNP code [9] the ratio of the two scattering cross sections is omitted in the
expression for P{V). This approximation is assumed to be justified, because "(1) for light
nuclei <rs(ur,0) is slowly varying with velocity, and (2) for heavy nuclei, where crs('jr,O) may
vary rapidly, the moderating effect of scattering is small so that the consequences of the
approximation will be negligible". The advantage of the simpler form of P(V) is twofold:
(a) it may be sampled by a convenient "composition and rejection" method, and (b) the 0
K scattering cross section tabulations are not required, so that only the Doppler broadened
cross sections have to be specified for all constituents of the mixture of nuclides at the
collision point. The composition method refers to the sampling V from last term in curly
braces in Equation (5). It contains the normalized probability densities (2/34)V3e~/J v and
(4fi3/y/v)V2e-p2v\
weighted respectively by 1/(1 + fJVy/ic/2) and {j3v^/2)/{\
+0Vy
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Consequently V is sampled from the first probability density with probability, given by the
first weight, and from the second density with a probability, given by the second weight.
This is followed by sampling /< = o.V/(rV) uniformly in the range from -1 to 1, which
immediately leads to the value of i\ from liquation [2]. The probability vr/(v + V) implies
rejecting the choice of \ . and si ailing the entire procedure over again, if a number selected
horn the random number generator exceeds this quantity; it should be noted that vr can
never be greater than (r + V). Taking the scattering cross section ratio at 0 K into account
requires a similar second rejection step, with acceptance probability given by this ratio,
which again has unity as upper bound. The acceptance probability in this rejection step
should refer to a finite range of energies (or values of vr), whereas this range is in principle
unbounded. In practice, however, a finite range of energies near the neutron energy E can
be used in the same manner as in the Doppler Broadening code of Cullen [9], because of the
rapidly decreasing Gaussian Kernel.

For most problems the above approximation (2), referred to at the beginning the previous
paragraph, is completely justified. On the other hand, it is not justified for the problem dealt
with in the present study which, as stated previously, depends on the exact form of the energy
transfer kernel inside a large resonance of a heavy nuclide [10]. Consequently the complete
sampling procedure for the target speed V must be used. This involves the use of the 0 K
scattering cross section tabulations, as well as the cross section tabulations at temperature
T. which are part of the standard MCNP input. The additional data were provided by
specifying the relevant resonance nudities twice in the problem input, once at temperature
T with the desired concentrations, and once more at 0 K with concentrations reduced by a
factor of 10~u. This does not affect the problem, but enables one to use the 0 K data as
needed, if one of the resonance nuclides is chosen by sampling as the nuclide with which the
neutron interacts; choice of the additional resonance nuclide at 0 K is most unlikely, because
of its negligible concentration; if it should happen, the choice is rejected, and the sampling
of the nuclide with which the neutron interacts, is repeated.

A set of MCNP runs was made to estimate the effect of upscattering in the principal
resonances of the heavy fuel isotopes on the temperature changes of the neutron capture
rates, due to the temperature dependent energy transfer kernels of these nuclides. The
MCNP code cuts off these effects at. 4l)U.0*kT, i.e. at about 10 eV for room temperature,
but this cutoff can easily be changed. Different cutoff constants were also used in a modified
version of the MCNP code, which -as explained above - does not make any approximation in
the procedure, which is used to sample the velocity of the target nucleus. The cutoff values
used were 4.0*kT (no upscattering at epithermal energies), 400.0*kT (the standard cutoff),
and 40000.0*kT (upscattering included for all pronounced scattering resonances).

The problem related to a simple VO-ifH-iO lattice unit cell with fuel enriched to nearly
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3.0 %. Every ca.sc wax run lor 400,000 histories from fission to thermal energies. The values
listed are the overall captures per source neutron, as well as the tally for U-238 captures
per cc. The latter had an uncertainty of 0.22 % at one standard deviation in every case.
Differences between the results at 300 K and 900 K had a corresponding uncertainty of 5.7 %.

100,000 HISTORIES FOR UO2/H-2O LATTICE
STANDARD MCNP
Cutoff

4.0*kT

400.0*kT

CPU (minutes, 300 K)

313.91

323.48

316.42

CPU (minutes, 900 K)

310.63

313.61

312.32

Captures at 300 K

0.33813

0.33756

0.33750

Captures at 900 K

0.35477

0.35357

0.35424

Difference

0.01664

0.01601

0.01674

U238 capt./cc at 300 K

0.0430247

0.0429711

0.0429254

U'238 capt./cc at 900 K

0.0456569

0.0453778

0.0454961

Difference

0.0026322

0.0024067

0.0025707

40,000*kT

Note: The Calculations were made on a IBM RS6000 Workstation.

400,000 HISTORIES FOR UO2/H2O

LATTICE

MODIFIED MCNP
Cutoff (300 K)

400.0*kT

1200.0*kT

40,000*kT

Cutoff (900 K)

133.3*kT

400.0*kT

13,333*kT

CPU (minutes, 300 K)

360.19

364.65

368.07

CPU (minutes, 900 K)

367.78

372.58

397.48

Captures at 300 K

0.33783

0.33725

0.33791

Captures at 900 K

0.35422

0.35410

0.35506

Difference

0.01639

0.01685

0.01715

U238 capt./cc at 300 K

0.0429982

0.0428796

0.0429286

U238 capt./cc at 900 K

0.0455501

0.0455290

0.0457852

Difference

0.0025519

0.0026494

0.0028566
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For the standard version oi MCNI' tin* overall capture rates, and the U238 captures per
cc, at 1500 K as well as those at 900 K. are within the uncertainties expected at one standard
deviation (about 0.22%). irrespective of the cutoff criterion which is used. The same is true
for the difference bet ween these quantities for a temperature increase from 300 K to 900 K,
which has an expected uncertainty of about (i% at tine standard deviation.
On the other hand there are small trends in the results, when the precise details of the
energy transfer kernels by heavy imclide.s are taken into account in the modified version of
MCNF. in sampling of the target velocity, and the criterion for applying them is increased.
There is a slight tendency for the difference between the capture rates in U238 at 300 and 900
K to increase for the higher cutoff criterion, since the capture rate at the higher temperature
tends to increase under these conditions. Here the cutoff criterion has been decreased by a
factor of three for the higher temperature, in order to ensure that the detailed energy transfer
kernels are taken into account for the same resonances at both temperatures. For the lowest
cutoff criterion (4*kT) the results of the calculations for the modified and unmodified versions
are practially the same, since there are no pronounced resonances of U238 in the thermal
energy region. The first and second columns in the results for the modified MCNP runs differ
in the fact that the large i'2'AS resonance at 2U.9 eV is included in the modified treatment
in the second, but not in the first column. The difference between the results in these
two columns is however within the statistial uncertainties. However, the difference between
the U238 capture rates at :l00 K and 900 K in the last column exceeds the corresponding
quantity in the first column by about 12%, since the corrected sampling procedure of the
target velocity is implemented in the former for all resolved resonances up to about 1000
eV. This additional increase in the U238 capture rate with temperature, due to the detailed
energy transfers by heavy nudide scattering, may be statistically significant.
The trends referred to above are however so small that one cannot draw very definite
conclusions from them. There is consequently an incentive to determine the magnitude of
the upscattering correction - by heavy nuclides in their principal resonances - on resonance
absorption and its temperature changes, by deterministic methods, and by including the
results in benchmark codes such as [4].
Finally it should be noted that the modification, introduced into the MCNP code to treat
the sampling of the target velocity without approximation, involves an additional rejection
procedure, which is very inefficient at some energies, specially those just below the large resonance peaks, where there is strong interference between resonance and potential scattering;
many rejections may then be encountered. Because of this there is a sizeable increase in the
CPI' times, when the cutoff criterion used to include the effect dealt with in the modified
MCNP code is large.
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PREDICTION OF SOME FISSION PROPERTIES OF
ACTINIDES

Yigal Ronen
Department of Nuclear Engineering,
Ben-Gurion University
Beer Sheva, Israel

ABSTRACT
The 2Z-N correlations are indications for the deuteron-triton (d-t) clusters
structure to most of the nuclei. For N=Z nuclei this approach indicates deuteron
(d) clusters only. The space dependence Schrddinger equation for neutron and
proton in the same shell for N=Z nuclei shows that part of the time these particles
behave like single particles and part of the time as a deuteron cluster. The 2Z-N
correlations are used to predict some fission properties of some actinides.
1. Introduction
There is growing interest in more accurate data on actinides for several
reasons. First, some of the actinide elements have very high fission cross-sections
as well as a high number of neutrons per fission; these elements might be
important as nuclear fuels when weight is a dominant factor, like in space
reactors. Recently<1-2-3), Am242'" was considered as a fuel for space reactors. The
second reason for the interest is that some actinide elements, like Neptunium,
Americium, and Curium, are accumulating in the spent fuel of nuclear power
reactors. These accumulating elements with high fission characteristics might be
considered as fuel rather than waste(4>.
Although most of the actinides considered in this paper have no practical
use in the sense that they have either short half-lives or they are very difficult to
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create, they do have scientific interest. So the purpose of this paper is to predict
several nuclear properties for actinides which are related to fission.
The nuclear properties that we will consider in this paper are :
1. thermal fission cross section
2. number of neutrons emitted in fission
3. of ATC for (y , f) and (n.f) at energies 7 < E < 12 MeV.
These nuclear properties will be predicted for some actinides which so far
do not have experimental values.
2. The Prediction
The prediction of the suggested nuclear properties is based on the fact that
nuclei with the same 2Z - N values have common nuclear properties^5-6), when Z
is the atomic number and N is the number of neutrons. The variety of nuclear
properties which were found to be correlated with respect to their 2Z-N value
indicates that these correlations has importance rooted in the nuclear structure. It
was suggested(5-7) that most of the nuclei can be considered as composed from
deuteron and triton clusters part of the time, and neutrons and protons the rest of
the time. In this model the number of deuteron clusters in the nuclei is 2Z-N.
In this respect, consider neutron and proton in the nucleus. The neutron and
the proton have the same 1 and s. The neutron and the proton of the deuteron
have locations at the nucleus rj = (x,,y,,Z]) and r 2 = (x2, y2, z 2 ), respectively.
The center of mass coordinates are : R = (X,Y,Z).
The space dependence Schrodinger equation for the combined proton and
neutron in the deuteron cluster is given by :
2

v, 2

(1)

^-Vi+^T^-VCr,,^
n

where V(r j , r 2 ) is the potential of the system and E it's energy.
The potential V of Eq.(l) can be considered as composed of the individual
potentials of the neutron and the proton (single particle potentials) plus the
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potential representing the interaction between the neutron and the proton, and the
spin orbit interaction of the neutron and the proton. Thus,

i, R i

l=VnlR + iJ + V n R-I| + V 12 (Q + 2Vlsl-s (2)

where

Consider the case that t, »

R; for this case we can neglect R in the potential V

and it will have only 4 dependence. Also, the potential V ]2 (^) can be neglected
for large £. Thus for % » R we have :

V = 2\n(%) + 2V,S 1 • s

(3)

Let us write x as a product of a function of R and a function of £ as :

(4)
Using the representation of Eq.(4), we will have for Eq.(l) the following
relations :

+ ^ l E n - Vn (Q - Vls I • s) V|/(Q = 0
h2

(5)

and

VR<KR) + ~ -

h

[ E - 2En] 0(R) = 0.

(6)

2
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Both these equations are single-particle ones. The first equation (Eq.(5)] is a
single nucleon equation with a central potential Vn and a spin orbit interaction
V)s I • s; the energy of the nucleon is En. The second equation [Eq.(6)] is the
motion of the deuteron cluster under no force. When the neutron and proton
energy are the same, we have the cluster energy as E = 2En. For such a case, (|>(R)
= 1 and

x = y(^) •

a>

So in this case the nucleus is thought to be composed of nucleons, and the
single particle equation in a central potential is an adequate description.
Now, consider the case that R»%. For such a case we can neglect ^
dependence in the potential V and, thus, the potential V will have R dependence
only, namely V = VC(R). This is due to the fact that the spin-orbit interaction can
be neglected at % —> 0 and V[2(£) = constant at Z,—> 0. In that case, Eq.(l) will
have the forms :

(8)

and

Eq.(8) represents the deuteron cluster as a single particle under a central
potential Vc. The deuteron cluster energy is Ec. For the case in which the energy
of the system is determined by the energy of the clusters, we have E = E c . For
this case : \y(2;) = 1 and
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do)
So the wave function of the deuteron cluster in a nucleus can be described as
two separated nucleons when £ » R, or as a cluster when R » £. Thus,

k» R

(ID
<|>(R), R »

^.

The first nuclear property that we are considering is the thermal fission
cross-section. The thermal fission cross sections of isotopes with 2Z-N = 43 are
considered. The only isotope in this category for which a thermal fission crosssection is not available experimentaly is Bk248; it's fission cross section was
predicted to be 3070 b based on the 2Z-N correlations.
With respect to isotopes with 2Z-N = 45, their thermal fission cross-section is
given in Table 1. From this table we can see that for five isotopes
240

Am,

246

Bk,

252

Es, and

258

225

Th,

228

Pa,

Md there are no experimental values available for

their thermal o f .
Based on the 2Z-N correlations, we predict that all these isotopes should be
fissile isotopes. However, only for one isotope,

240

Am, do we have an indication

(8

that it is fissile. Based on Houser-Feshbach ^, the double-humped fission barriers
are V A = 6.2 MeV and VB = 5.7 MeV, whereas the neutron separation energy of
the compound nuclei

24)

Am is 6.66 MeV, which indicates the possibility of fission

by thermal neutrons.
Based on interpolation of the results of the known cross sections, we predict
that the thermal fission cross-sections of 240Am should be about 1500 b, of

246

Bk

about 1000 b, and for 252Es about 2100 b.
The isotopes

225

Th,

228

Pa and

258

Md should also be fissile; however, the

predicted values should be obtained by extrapolation from the known cross
sections. Since we are not sure about the nature of the needed extrapolation, we
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will not predict their thermal fission cross-sections.
The results of the thermal fission cross-sections for the 2Z-N = 45 isotopes
are given in Table 2.
The experimental values for the thermal fission cross-sections of the isotopes
with 2Z-N = 41 are given in Table 3. Again we see a strong correlation for the
thermal fission cross-sections of these isotopes.
The only isotope in this category that has no experimental value for the
thermal fission cross-section is 256Es. We also don't have any theoretical
indication that this isotope is fissile, beside the 2Z-N correlation. To obtain the
thermal fission cross section, we need to extrapolate the result. We are not sure
about the nature of the extrapolation, so we will not predict a value for the
thermal fission cross section of 256Es.
The second nuclear property in our prediction is the delayed neutron yields
from thermal fissions. Based on the 2Z-N correlations described in Ref. (5) we
predict the following values for the number of delayed neutrons per 100 thermal
fissions.
2Z-N
41
43
45

number of delayed
neutrons per 100 fissions
1.609 ±0.045
0.651 ± 0.023
0.264 ± 0.020

As a result of these values we can predict the delayed neutron yields for all
the fissile isotopes. The results are presented in Table 4.
The third nuclear property that is considered is the fissility. The fissility
Pf(E) is defined as & :
P^E) = o r (E)/o c (E).

(12)

For the energy interval 7< E < 12 MeV P,<E) = constant. Table 5 shows the
average fissilities in the plateau of Pf for both the (y,f) and (n,f) reactions.
From Table 5 we can see that isotopes with the same 2Z-N value have about
the same value for fissility. Moreover, there is a clear correlation between the
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fissility P, values and the 2Z-N values.
The experimental values for the fissilities P, both for (y, f) and (n,f) are
presented in the Table. A linear least-square fitting was performed between the
experimental values. The obtained correlation factor of the fitting is 0.934 which
indicates a good linear correlation. Using the values from the fitting, the average
values of the fissilities are given in Table 6. Almost all the experimental values
with their associated uncertainties are within the average values. These results for
the fissilities, which show clear correlation to the 2Z-N values, are used in order
to predict the fissilities of other isotopes with no experimental values.
Summary
Using the 2Z-N correlations we predict that the isotopes 225Th,
246

Bk,

256

Es,

252

Es, and

228

258

Md are fissile. Of all these isotopes, only

indications of being fissile. For part of these isotopes, namely for

Pa,
240

240

240

Am,

Am has

Am

246

Bk

and 252 Es, we have predicted fission cross-sections. The values predicted are 1500
b, 1000 b and 2100 b, respectively. It should be noted that the uncertainties are
quite high and we estimate them to be about ± 500 b.
For many actinides with 2Z-N = 41, 43 and 45 we have predicted the number
of delayed neutrons per 100 fissions. The values predicted for the actinides with
2Z-N = 41,43,45 are 1.609 ± 0.045, 0.65 ± 0.023 and 0.26 ± 0.020, respectively.
The fissility which is defined as o, (E)/oc (E) (and it is constant for the
energy interval 7 to 12 MeV) was also predicted for several actinides with 2Z-N
= 41 and 43. This fissility is valid for fission either by yor neutrons.
The purpose of these predictions is to estimate some nuclear properties
related to fission for actinide isotopes. It should be noted that these are
predictions; the "true" values should come from experiments.
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Table 1
Thermal Fission Cross-Sections in barns for Isotopes with 2Z-N = 45

Nucleus

Fission Cross-Sections
(b)

23l

U

400

234

Np

900

237

Pu

2400

240

Am

n.a.

243

Cm

600

246

Bk

n.a.

249

Cf

1660

252

Es

n.a.

255

Fm

3400

258

Md

n.a.

Table 2
Predicted Results for Thermal Fission Cross-Sections in Barns
for some Isotopes with 2Z-N = 45
Nucleus

Predicted Thermal Fission Cross-Sections
(barns)

240

Am

1500

246

Bk

1000

252

Es

2100
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Table 3
Thermal Fission Cross-Sections in barns for Isotopes with 2Z-N = 41
Nucleus

Thermal Fission Cross-Sections (b)

229

Th

232

Pa

700

235

U

583

238

Np

2070

241

Pa

1009

244

Am

2300

247

Cm

90

250

Bk

960

253

Cf

1300

256

Es

n.a.

259

Fm

s.f.

30.5

n.a - not available
s.f - spontaneous fission
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Table 4
Predicted Delayed Neutrons Yields
(n/100 fission) for Thermal Fissions
Nucleus
Delayed
2Z-N = 41 Neutron

Nucleus
Delayed
2Z-N = 43 Neutron

Yield

Yield

Nucleus
Delayed
2Z-N = 45 Neutron
Yields

229 T h

1.609±0.045

227 T h

0.651 ±0.023

225 T h

0.264±0.020

232p a

1.609±0.045

230p a

0.651 ±0.023

228p a

0.264±0.020

238Np

1.609±0.045

236 N p

0.651 ±-.023

231 U

0.264±0.020

Am

1.609±0.045

242

Am

0.651 ±0.023

240 ^

2* 7 Cm

1.60910.045

2

^Cm

0.651 ±0.023

1.609+0.045

24

2

-

1.609+0.045
1.609±0.045
-

25

-

-

-

244

250

Bk

253 C f
256ES

m

0.264±0.020

243

Cm

0.264±0.020

0.651 ±0.023

246

Bk

0.264±0.020

'Cf

0.651 ±0.023

249Cf

0.264±0.020

*Es

0.651+0.023

252ES

0.264±0.020

0.651 ±0.023

255Fm

0.264±0.020

-

258Md

0.264±0.020

«Bk

257

Fm
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Table 5
Fissility of Some Actinides

Fissile

2Z-N

Nucleus

(Y.O

(n,f)

Direct

ref.(10)

refs. (11,12)

Reactions
refs. (11,13,14)

0.4810.02

0.4210.06

0.5210.02

0.4410.06

235y

41

241p u

41

0.43±0.03
0.47±0.04

237Np

42

0.66±0.07

-

0.6010.08

233IJ

43

0.70±0.06

0.70±0.02

-

239p u

43

O.7O±O.O5

O.7O±O.O2

-

241

44

0.80±0.07

-

0.6210.07

Am

Table 6
Predicted Fissilities for Several Actinides
2Z-N

Fissility = c,<E) / o c (E)

Nucleus

7<E<12MeV

41
42

0.469
0.586

43
44

0.703
0.820
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EFFECTIVE CALCULATION ALGORITHM FOR NUCLEAR CHAINS
OF ALBITRARY LENGTH AND BRANCHING.
Chirkov V.A., Mishanin B.V.
Department of Nuclear Reactors and Power Units,
Nizny Novgorod State Technical University, Nizny Novgorod, Russia.

ABSTRACT
An effective algorithm for the calculation of the isotope concentration in the
spent nuclear fuel when it is kept in storages is presented. Using the superposition
principle and representing the transfer function in a rather compact form it becomes
possible achieve high calculation speed and a moderate computer code size. The
algorithm is applyed for the calculation of activity, energy release and toxicity of
heavy nuclides and the products of their decay when the fuel is kept in storages.
Introduction
There is quite a number of problems the solutions of which require
concentration calculation for a considerable quantity of isotopes, for example, when it
is necessary to estimate the activity and toxicity of heavy nuclides circulating in the
reactor and fuel cycle enterprises of nuclear industry.
Conventional methods for numerical integration of systems of linear differential
equations which describe the concentration varying in time require much computer
time when solving multi dimensional problems. Therefore, such methods appear
unacceptable when a sequence of concentration calculations for a great number of
isotopes in various moments of time arc performed.
An algorithm based on superposition of nuclear transformations linearized
chains is offered for the problems of such kind.
Theory
The linear chain of nuclear transformations of i isotope into (i+k) isotope is a
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simple nonbranching chain of isotopes succesive transformations. It appeares as a result ot
breaking a real complex branching chain of transformation of i isotope into (i+k)
isotope into separate chains describing possible ways of i isotope into (i+k) isotope
transformation.
Let us assume that the nuclear transformations cross-sections do not depend on
time and there is no back feeding.i.e. i isotope when transforming in successive order
into (i+1), (i+2) isotopes cannot transform into (i-k) isotope with the consequent k
isotope transformation into i isotope again.
For better comprehension of the given definition it is worth considering the
simplest branching isotope chain schematically given in Fig. 1.

-• 2

t

• 5

Fig. 1 Branching isotope chain.

-> 2

Fig.2 Breaking of the branching chain into two linear chains.
It is apparent, that isotope 1 can transform into isotope 4 throuth the two
possible ways: 1-2-3-4 and 1-2-5-4, due to the branching of the chain which takes
place as a result of two possible kinds of nuclear reactions at isotope 2.
Since nuclear cross-sections do not depend on time by defimtion and no isotope
is able to transform into the isotope preceding it (lack of back feeding) , the chain
plotted on Fig.l can be broken into two linear chains shown in Fig.2. These linear
chains describe two possible ways according to which isotope 1 may transform into
isotope 4.
I-isotope concentration in linear chain n at the moment of time t is described by
the simplest differential equation the solution of which in the explicit form reads as
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pS() . i
where pj (t) - i-isotope concentration at the moment t produced according to
the chain n; Pj(to) - concentration of j-isotope at the initial moment of time t=0;
fj j (t) - function characterizing the j-isotope portion which has transformed into
i-isotope according to the linear chain n during the time t, the so called transfer
function.
The widely used expression for the function fj j can be reduced to a more
compact form applying the backward numbering for the chain isotopes, i.e. the last
isotope should come first and vise versa (in our example it is not 1-2-3-4 but
4-3-2-1), then

where L is the linear chain length; l,m are the numbers of current isotopes
according to the backward numbering, and the functions f[ m (t) reads as

1= m

f\f = exp(-CTa,i • t)
(3)

where

p

An)
'•'

_ i
k m

'

" ' (p. .
Uk-l,m

_f<">

when k - m = 1

).

ik-2,m^

g

'*-'

when k - m > I

(a,v.t-a,,i

Wlien the transfer function of the linear chains is known one can find the total
concentration of i isotope at moment t in accordance with the following formula:

Pi(t) = S

Z Pj(tn) • f; 1 (t)

n-1 j=l

(4)

J>

where N is the number of linear chains into which a real branching chain is
broken, M :

- is the number of terms in the linear chain n which are summed up.
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The value of index Mj is calculated in the way when only the parts of linear
chains which were not considered before are summed up in order to find Pi(t).
Calculation Algorithm
Here we present the successive steps for the calculation of nuclear
concentrations according to the above algorithm.
Let us assume that the initial list of isotopes is given and each isotope in the list
is described by the nuclear charge, atomic weight, metastability characteristics and the
value of the initial concentration.
Step 1. Calculate the complete list of isotopes which would contain the initial
list of isotopes and the list of all the produced isotopes including stable ones which
can be formed from the initial isotopes as a result of successive nuclear reactions.
Step 2. Having obtained the complete list of isotopes let us compile the lists of
isotopes numbers for all the linear chains.
Each list describes one linear chain and is characterized by the linear chain
length and the array of isotopes numbers from the complete list of isotopes.
Step 3. Calculate the values of summation indexes M j for each linear chain
comparing the given linear chain n with all the preceding chains numbered from 1 to
(n-1). Mj values equal the number of nonequivalent part of linear chains which are
used when calculating the transfer functions fj j (t).
The idea given above can be illustrated if one considers the linear chains shown
in Fig.2.
Calculating the concentration of isotope 2 for linear chain (1) the values of the
summation index M2 = 2 , i.e. isotope 1 into isotope 2 and isotope 2 into isotope 2
transformations are considered. For linear chain (2) the value M2 = 0 since the
parts of chains (1) and (2) lying between isotopes 1 and 2 are equivalent and all the
possible ways of nuclear transformations determining isotope 2 concentration were
taken into account when calculating chain (1).
If the concentration of isotope 4 is calculated M4 = 4 for the first linear
chain, M4 = 3 for the second linear chain since the second chain contains three
part which are not equivalent to chain 1 (See Table 1).
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Table 1
Determination of the Equivalent Parts of the Chain
Chain 1

Chain 2

from 1 into 4

1-2-3-4

1-2-5-4

not equivalent

from 2 into 4

2-3-4

2-5-4

not equivalent

from 3/(5) into 4

3-4

5-4

not equivalent

from 4 into 4

4

4

equivalent

Step 4. Calculate the concentrations of all the isotopes according to formulae
(1-4) for the assigned time intervals using the initial data and the information
obtained during steps 1-3. The concentrations of oil the isotopes being known, it is
possible to determine other nuclides parameters such as activity, energy release,
toxicity coefficients, etc, which are necessary for the estimation of the potential
influence effect of nuclides upon the environment.

Results
Employing the above algorithm we have created FUDEC program for IBM PC
AT to calculate the characterestics of spent nuclear fuel. Due to the efficiency of the
algorithm the quantity of operations is considerably reduced.

It leads to the faster

calculation and moderate size of the computer code (~60 K ).
In order to illustrate FUDEC capabilities some results of characteristics
calculations of irradiated WER-1000 fuel kept in storages are given. The initial
isotope composition of the fuel mentioned during the unloading is listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Nuclide Mass in the Spent Fuel (T=0) of the WER-1000 Reactor [ 1 | *
Isotope
235TJ

236
238

kg/year

Isotope

kg/year

Isotope

762.500

239PU

243.750

243

u

194.167

*°Pu

80.833

244

U

39083.33

241

41.042

237Np

15.958

Pu

242pu

8.792

•Burnup of 30000 M W t d a y / t
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kg/year

Am

1.079

Cm

0.192

A list of 75 isotopes describing all the possible chains of nuclear transformations
was obtained as a result of calculations. All calculations performed at IBM PC
AT-286 12 MHz took ~ 2 minutes. Some results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
When keeping the fuel in storage its equivalent critical mass becomes 5-8 per
cent less during 100-1000 years of storage. Such decrease takes place as a result of
241

Pu decay and

24l

Am and

237

Np formation the contribution of which to the critical

mass is less valuable.
Table 3
Nuclide Mass Change in the Spent Fuel of WER-1000 Reactor
During Storage Time (kg).
238

239

237 N p

23Sy

236y

762.52

194.19

39083

15.972

243.73

10

762.57

194.25

39083

16.089

243.68

100

763.19

195.02

39083

20.808

243.07

1000

769.36
1.009

202.30

39083

48.445

236.99

1.042

1.0

3.036

0.972

243

244

T, year
3

1

M(1000)/M(0)

241

242

U

Pu

T, year

240^

3

80.828

35.693

8.792

1.0787

0.17117

10

80.809

25.767

8.7918

1.0780

0.13094

100

80.168

0.39043

8.7904

1.0689

0.004179

1000

72.889

0.

8.7763

0.9822

0.

M(1000)/M(0)

0.902

0.

0.998

0.91

0

Pu

Pu

Am

Cm

Table 4
Mass Change of Main Nuclear Decay Products of the WER-1000
Spent Fuel During the Storage Process (kg).
24I

T, year

232 T h

233y

234y

23>pa

3

1.7256e-05

1.4959e-05

1.7612e-05

2.3114e-06

10
100

5.7529e-05
0.00057642

5.!278e-05
0.00058346

6.0055e-05
0.00060567

7.7119e-06
7.7106e-05

35.801

1000

0.0058741

0.011592

0.0060542

0.00076687

8.5434
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Am

5.3362
15.144

Conclusion
The methods of concentration calculations of isotopes in chains of any length
and complexity excluding the case of back feeding have been developed. The code
created on the basis of these methods is of a moderate size and possesses much faster
operation then the codes based on conventional methods of differential equation
systems solutions.
At present a new algorithm version fuel for calculation of isotope composition in
the neutron flux is being created.
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ABSTRACT
The important amount of plutonium recovered from the reprocessing of spent fuel on the one
hand, the national and international experience of the use of mixed oxide UO2-PUO2 fuel in
power reactors on the other hand, have led the Belgian utilities to decide the introduction of
MOX fuel in Doel unit 3 and Tihange unit 2 cores.
The "MOX" project has shown that it was possible without reducing safety or requiring
modifications of the plant equipment.
It has been approved by the Belgian "Nuclear Safety Commission".

INTRODUCTION.
Up to now, the cores of the Belgian nuclear power plants have been fueled with U 2 3 5 enriched
uranium oxide.
The important amount of plutonium recovered from the reprocessing of spent fuel on the one
hand, the national and international experience of the use of mixed oxide UO2-PuO2 fuel in
power reactors on the other hand, have led the Belgian utilities to decide the introduction of
MOX fuel in the Doel Unit 3 and Tihange Unit 2 cores.
To this end, the ELECTRABEL Company and its Architect Engineer TRACTEBEL have started
the "MOX" project in order to investigate all the safety aspects related to the MOX (Mixed
OXide) utilization.
Most studies have been performed by FRAMATOME.
The Belgian Authorized Nuclear Agency "AVN" has assessed the contents of the safety studies
supplied and their completeness, and has presented its conclusions and recommendations to the
Belgian "Nuclear Safety Commission", which endorsed them.
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INDUSTRIAL USE OF MOX.

Several countries have decided the industrial use of MOX and their nuclear power plants are now
burning MOX fuel. The present quantity of MOX introduced is generally limited by the
fabrication capabilities. The present situation in Europe is summarized in Table 1 hereafter.
At the same time many experimental programs were started in order to provide data bases to
validate the calculation methods and codes. These programs concern as much critical
experiments such as:
. Saxton, Hanford and Batelle in the USA
. MINERVE and EPICURE in France
. JAERI in Japan
.FRF and VIP in Belgium
as power reactors:
. BR3 in Belgium
. SENA and CAP in France
. Obrigheim in Germany
. Beznau in Switzerland
. Mikama in Japan
in which the behaviour of MOX fuel under irradiation, and more particularly, the
thermomechanical performances are investigated. More, an important measurement program is
actually in progress in Fiance: the PROMOX program which comprises experiments on MOX
fuels irradiated as well in research as in power reactors.

Beginning of the
industrial Pu
recycling
Number of delivered
licences
Maximum number of
MOX fuel authorized
in the core (%)
Power plant
containing MOX fuel
Sollicited licences
{1992 status)

France
1987

Germany
1973

Switzerland
1978

16PWR

10 PWR

2 PWR

30%

variable
(-> 50%)

40%

6PWR

6 PWR

2 PWR

3 PWR
5BWR

2BWR

TABLE 1: Present Industrial Use of MOX Fuel

OBJECTIVES AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT.

With the reprocessing of 530 tons of spent fuel at La Hague, Belgium will recover about 300 kg.
of fissile plutonium per year, during the next ten years.
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The objective of the project is to use this plutonium in the form of mixed oxide UO2-Pu()2 in the
cores of Doel 3 and Tihange 2 which are units similar to those in which EdF in France recycles
its plutonium.
The design basis of the MOX fuel has been defined in such a manner thai the plant equipment,
the operating conditions and the operational safety level remain unchanged as compared to U(>2
cores.
The first part of the project has consisted of the nuclear, mechanical and thermal-hydraulic
designs of the fuel assembly and of the verification of rod integrity under normal and transient
operational conditions.
Next, safety evaluation studies have been performed, considering a recycle rate of 23% (23%
MOX assemblies in the core) and two types of in-core fuel management: reloading by quarter of
core, annual cycles; reloading by third of core, extended cycles.
Finally, the radiological consequences and the impact of the MOX fuel on the plant systems and
equipment have been evaluated.

DESIGN OF THE MOX FUEL ASSEMBLY.

Design basis

The introduction in the core of MOX fuel may neither disturb the reactor operating mode nor
induce system or equipment modifications.
Following this principle, the MOX fuel assembly has to be equivalent in all respects to an
"Advanced FRAGEMA LJO2 Assembly" enriched to 3.8% in U 235 , and the number of elements
which may be present in the core at the same time is limited.

Mechanical and thermal-hydraulic designs

The mechanical structure and the skeleton are identical to those of the AFA assemblies; the
evolutions of phenomena affected by irradiation such as spring relaxation and growth are more
important, the fast fluence being higher. All the design criteria remain nevertheless satisfied for
average burnup rates up to 45,000 MWd/t.
The thermal-hydraulic design of the assembly is not affected by the presence of plutonium.

Nuclear design

The nuclear design criteria of the MOX assembly comparatively to the UO2 assembly arc as
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follows: lo provide during its stay in reactor the same energy, lo ensure the same cycle length and
to have similar local form factor.
Considering conservatively a rather "degraded" plutonium (rich in high isotopes), the VuUA
average content (blended wilh depleted uranium) of the assembly is 11(7<.
The neutron absorption of the MOX fuel being higher than that of UO2 fuel, thermal flux
gradients and power peaks appear at the interfaces between MOX and UOj assemblies; to flatten
the power distribution in the MOX assemblies, these last comprise three regions of different
contents in plutonium (Fig. 1).
For the feasibility studies, the nuclear design has been performed by FRAGEMA using the same
codes as those used for the UO2 reload calculations, nevertheless adapted for MOX calculations
and validated by means of the experimental data bases previously mentionned.
BELGONUCLEAIRE has confirmed the nuclear design of the MOX assembly, using its own
methodology validated on different experimental data bases.
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follows: to provide during its stay in reactor the same energy, to ensure the same cycle length and
to have similar local form factor.
Considering conservatively a rather "degraded" plutonium (rich in high isotopes), the Put0(
average content (blended with depleted uranium) of the assembly is 1.1%.
The neutron absoiption of the MOX fuel being higher than that of (JO? fuel, thermal flux
gradients and power peaks appear at the interfaces between MOX and UO2 assemblies; to flatten
the power distribution in the MOX assemblies, these last comprise three regions of different
contents in plutonium (Fig. 1).
For the feasibility studies, the nuclear design has been performed by FRAGEMA using the same
codes as those used for the UO2 reload calculations, nevertheless adapted for MOX calculations
and validated by means of the experimental data bases previously mentionned.
BELGONUCLEAJRE has confirmed the nuclear design of the MOX assembly, using its own
methodology validated on different experimental data bases.
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Rod thermomechanical behaviour.

The characteristics of the MOX fuel rod are the same as these of the UO2 fuel rod; only the pellet
material is different.
The same design criteria have been taken into account; they concern mainly the pellet center
temperature, the clad temperature, the internal pressure, the stress level, the strain variation
during a transient and the clad damage.
All the criteria have been verified for the most penalizing power histories; the mechanical rod
integrity is ensured for normal operating conditions as for class 2 incidental conditions. These
verifications have been performed with the COCCINEL code and confirmed by COMETHE
calculations carried out by BELGONUCLEA1RE.
COCCINEL has also been developped for UO2 fuel and later adapted for MOX fuel, introducing
some fuel material specific characteristics and pellet behaviour models.
Again the validation is founded on an important experimental data base which continuously
grows with the experience feedback of power reactor operation.
Soon, four annual cycles and discharging burnups of 5O,(KK) MWd/t will be covered.
The most penalizing criterion for such burnups is the rod internal pressure one.

SAFETY EVALUATION STUDIES.

Reload management

Two types of reload management have been considered in the feasibility studies:
* reload by quatcr of core, annual cycle of 11 ,(KM) MWd/l, 8 MOX assemblies, nominal
operating conditions, UO2 assemblies enriched to 3.8%
* reload by third of core, extended cycles of 15,000 MWd/l, 12 MOX assemblies, uprated
power operating conditions (+ 4%), UO2 assemblies enriched to 4.5%
The transition cycles from a UO2 core to a mixed core at equilibrium were also analysed.
Sensitivity studies with respect to power level, Fu isotopic composition, uranium enrichment and
number of MOX assemblies have also been performed to confirm the MOX feasibility studies
and to define their application range.
The loading patterns have been chosen respecting the following principles:
- bounded hot spot factors
- important shutdown margins
- higher burnup of the MOX elements during their first cycles and a peripheral position during
the last cycle. This reloading scheme reduces the vessel fast flux and ensures a belter
thermomcchanical behavior of the fuel rods.
- respect of the main key parameters limiting values
The effects of the harder neutron spectrum of the mixed cores are:
- slightly higher critical boron concentrations
- more negative temperature moderator coefficient
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- higher axial stability (lower xenon effect)
The delayed neutron fraction and the prompt neutron lifetime decrease slightly with the
increasing quantity of plutonium in the core.
The safety studies have been performed with the FRAGEMA codes; these codes, used in France,
have also been validated on the basis of critical experiments, cycle follow-ups and spent fuel
analysis feedbacks. Penalties of 3% and 1% arc respectively applied on the hot spot factor when
it is located in a MOX assembly and on the axial factor.
The required shutdown margin is respected without changing the control rods system.

Power capability

The ncutronic and thermal-hydraulic studies of power capability have been performed and have
demonstrated that both the operating diagram and the protection design (AT overlempcrature and
AT overpower) remain unchanged.
In these studies, the penally of 3% on the hot spot factor located in a MOX assembly is
maintained, the technological factor is raised from 1.03 to 1.04 to take into account the tolerance
in the isotopic composition of the plulonium.

Accident studies

The introduction of MOX elements in the core has required a new analysis of four accidents,
namely: loss of primary coolant, steam line break, rod ejection, rods misalignment and rod drop.
The conclusions of these evaluations are as follows:
* loss of coolant accident: this accident consists in a double-ended guillotine rupture in the cold
leg; it leads to core uncovery with risk of excessive heat up of the fuel rod cladding.
All the USNRC safety criteria are satisfied; additional margins are released; the residual
power is not significantly affected by the introduction of MOX fuel; the residual power of a
MOX assembly is even lower than that of a UO2 during the ten hours following a reactor
shutdown.
* steam line break accident: the return to power is higher than for a IK>> core (32% instead of
30%) and the DNBR (Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio) is lower (1.6 instead of 1.84)
but nevertheless remains above the limiting value of 1.45.
* rod ejection accident: the results of the .study have led to raise the insertion limits of the
regulation groups, excluding the insertion of the B-group at hoi zero power.
* rod misalignment and rod drop: the F x v factors and the radial redistribution factors arc more
severe in the case of a mixed core but a confortable margin subsists wilh regard to the
crilerium.
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RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES.

The finish MOX assembly emits neutrons (spontaneous fissions and reactions (a,n) on O 1X ). a
particles (decay of plulonium isotopes except Pu 241 and of Am 241 ), |i and 7 radiations.
The neutron dose rale is lightly higher than the lamina dose rate.
The total dose rate is estimated to a maximum of 0.22 mSv/h. at one meter.The fresh MOX fuel
assemblies will be stored in the storage pool to reduce the personnel doses.
The activity due to the fission products of the spent MOX fuel is similar to that of the U(>2 fuel;
the main differences are listed hereafter:
- increase of the H 3 production
- increase of the Xe 1 3 5 , Cs 1 3 4 and Cs 1 3 7 activity
- decrease of the Kr and Sr activity and of the X e ' 3 8 activity
The activity of the aclinides series is much higher in the MOX fuel.
The activity of the primary coolant is slightly affected by the MOX assemblies:
- the activity of activation products, essentially Co 6 0 , is reduced
- the tritium production by activation in the moderator and by diffusion through the
cladding is higher
- the production of C 1 4 is slightly increased
- the fission gas release in ease of loss of cladding tightness is lower except the Xe'3-^
activity)
- fuel particles in case of the cladding rupture have a higher a activity
For these two last cases, it is important to know that up to now, no cladding rupture has been
observed for MOX fuel rods irradiated in the French power reactors.
All these values have been calculated by TRACTEBEL with the ORIGEN-2 code associated
with a special MOX cross section library representative of the fuel considered.
The impact of the MOX fuel has been evaluated; the following cases have been covered: fresh
fuel handling, releases in normal operation, release in accidental situations. No limit has been
exceeded.
The study of the loss of coolant accident for Tihange 2 has shown an increase of the whole body
dose (20% to 24%) and of the inhalation thyroid dose (4%) with as consequence the necessity to
reduce the containment total leakage rate by a factor 1.24.
The Technical Specifications have to be modified.
The impact of MOX on systems and equipments has also been verified.
As the residual power of a MOX assembly is even lower than that of a U(>2 during the ten hours
following a reactor shutdown, the capability of the Residual Heat Removal System is not
affected.
For cooling periods longer than 1 year, the presence of MOX fuel in the spent fuel storage pool
leads to a residual power higher by 5%.
The capability of the pool cooling system is sufficient.
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The Fu fission spectrum is harder than the U one.
The part of the reactor vessel in front of a MOX assembly is consequently subjected to a higher
fast neutron flux which increases the embrittlemenl.
The recommended positionning strategy for the MOX assemblies in the core put them toward the
center during their first two irradiation cycles and in periphery for the las! one which minimizes
the problem.

CONCLUSION.

The "MOX" project has shown that it is possible to introduce mixed oxide fuel elements into the
cores of the Belgian units, Docl 3 and Tihange 2, without reducing safely or requiring
modifications of the plant equipment. It has been presented to the Belgian "Nuclear Safely
Commission" which has approved it.
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WER REACTOR PHYSICS CODE APPLICATIONS
J. Gad6, A. Kereszturi, A. Gacs, M. Telbisz
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute,
H-1525 Budapest 114, POB 49

ABSTRACT

The coupled steady-state reactor physics and thermohydraulic code system KARATE has
been developed and applied for VVER-1000 and VVER-440 operational calculations. The
3D coupled kinetic code KIKO3D has been developed and validated for VVER-440 accident
analysis applications. The coupled kinetic code SMATRA developed by VTT Helsinki has
been applied for VVER-440 accident analysis. The paper gives a summary of the experience
in code development and application.

Introduction
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute has a long tradition in developing, validating and
applying reactor physics code systems. The present paper deals with recent developments and
applications.
The KARATE code system [1] was developed for VVER-1000 and VVER-440 operational
calculations. The code system has been validated against critical facility experimental results,
mathematical benchmarks and operational data.
The KIK03D code [2] has been developed for 3D kinetic calculations. The validation of
the code is still going on.
The SMATRA code [3] developed by the Technical Research Centre of Finland, has been
adopted for performing RIA and ATWS analysis in the framework of the safety re-assessment
of the Paks NPP.
In each code mentioned above the reactor physical properties of VVER cores are modelled
in a straightforward manner. The thermohydralic feedbacks are taken into account in a proper
way. The results presented below illustrate the applicability of the codes.
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KARATE
The KARATE code system [1] was developed originally for VVER-1000 applications and
it has been adopted for VVER-440 calculations. The purpose of code development was the
proper calculation of steady-state neutron physical and thermohydraulical processes in the
reactor core. The code system is applicable for normal operational, slow transient and startup conditions. The system consists of three calculational levels:
- multigroup calculation of fine-mesh diffusion-type constants
- fuel assembly homogenization in fine-mesh diffusion theory
- coarse mesh global calculation of the reactor.
Few-group fine-mesh diffusion-type constants for each type of lattice cells are generated
by multigroup transport calculations. They are performed by using 35 epithermal and 35
thermal energ) groups on the basis of the ENDF/B-IV nuclear data library. Effective
multigroup cross-sections in the resonance region are calculated by using refined equivalence
theory. The effective group constants are parametrized as a function of all relevant
parameters, including a special spectral index introduced to account for the non-asymptotic
character of the neutron spectrum.
Fuel assembly calculations are performed by solving the two-group hexagonal 2D fine
mesh diffusion equation. The equations are solved for the actual assembly and the six onethirds of the neighbouring assemblies. The irregularity between assemblies is accounted for.
The boundary condition permits both for the traditional

white-boundary-condition

homogenization and also for heterogeneous-boundary-condition response matrix alculations.
The fuel assembly calculations provides for the global calculations with homogenized
constants or response matrices, but they can be also used for microdistribution calculations
prescribing the actual boundary conditions resulting from global calculations.
Reflector regions and also the VVER-440 bulk absorbers are represented by albedo
matrices in the global calculations. These albedo matrices are calculated by using fine mesh
diffusion equation (reflectors) and transport theory (bulk absorbers).
The assembly group constants and reflector albedo matrices are parametrized for each
assembly type (reflector segment type) according to the relevant parameters.
The global calculations are performed in two energy groups by means of a 3D nodal code
in hexagonal geometry. The nodes are the assemblies subdivided into axial layers. The global
calculations can be applied for the modeling of
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- given reactor state
- fuel cycle
- xenon transient
- refuelling
and also for the determination of reactivity coefficients and kinetic parameters.
The thermohydraulical models of KARATE make it possible to calculate the thermal and
hydraulical properties of the core on the subchannel basis, preserving the mass, energy and
momentum. KARATE is supplied with two-phase flow ontion and the parametrization of
reactor physical quantites also allows for such calculations.
From among the very many comparisons made for validation purposes three results are
presented here. Table 1 shows some results for well-known critical facility benchmarks.
Table 2 gives the relevant results for various 2D and 3D mathematical benchmarks set up for
VVER reactor coarse mesh reactor calculations. Finally the comparison of the variation of
boron concentration with time for the VVER-1000 type Kalinin NPP Unit 1, Cycle 1, is
shown on Fig. 1 (both KARATE and the Russian BIPR-7 results are given).
Table 1. Calculation vs. Measurements for BAPL and TRX Lattices
525

5 28

P2t

Kn

0.084

0.078

1.39

1.0

±0.002

±0.004

±0.01

KARATE

0.082

0.073

1.44

0.9986

measured

0.0987

0.0946

1.320

1.0

±0.0010

±0.0041

±0.021

KARATE

0.0990

0.0941

1.392

0.9949

measured

0.0614

0.0693

0.837

1.0

±0.0008

±0.0035

±0.016

0.0606

0.0679

0.865

Parameter
Lattice
BAPL

TRX-1

TRX-2

measured

KARATE
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1.0019

Table 2. Results of VVER Mathematical Benchmarks
Case

kcff

AP(%)

AP(%)

reference

KARATE

average

maximum

VVER-440 2D

0.9776

0.9779

0.6

1.8

VVER-440 3D

1.0113

1.0119

1.0

5.0*

VVER-1000 2D

1.0116

1.0170

2.0

2.0

* Boundary problems exist in the reference solution

Figure 1. Comparison of boron concentration time dependence
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KIKO3D
KIKO3D is a 3D kinetic code [2] developed in the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute
under the auspices of the Hungarian State Commission for Technical Development. The code
is capable for solving the kinetic problem in 3D hexagonal and ID slab geometry. The time
dependent nodal equations were denved under the following approximations:
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- the unknowns are the scalar flux surface integrals on the boundaries of the nodes
- the flux inside the nodes is a linear combination of static solutions, asymptotic and transient
plane-waves are perpendicular to the node boundary surfaces
- the flux distribution inside a node must be close to the solution of the time-dependent
equation
- the flux and current integrals are continuous on the node boundaries.
The Improved Quasi Static factorization method is applied for solving the equations.
The code is supplemented with solvers for the thermohydraulic equations (only for VVER440 studies, i.e. for 3D hexagonal geometry with closed fuel assemblies). Coupling the code
with a primary circuit model has not been made yet.
Various benchamrk problems have been solved in validating the KIKO3D code. First the
kinetic problem proposed by Langenbuch, Maurer and Werner [4] and a heavy water reactor
kinetic problem [5] were solved with very good accuracy [6], The results of these methodical
benchmarks are illustrated on Figs. 2 and 3. Later a VVER kinetic benchmark problem set
up in the framework of the AER cooperation [7] was solved also with very satisfactory
results [8]. This rod ejection problem does not assume thermohydraulic feedback. Fig. 4
shows the results obtained by KIKO3D and the code DYN3D developed at the Research
Centre Rossendorf, Germany [9].

Figure 2. Average Power in Benchmark Problem [4] as Calculated by KIKO3D
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Figure 3. Average Power in Benchmark Problem [5] as Calculated by K1KO3D
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Figure 4. Relative Power in Benchmark Problem [7] as Calculated by KIKO3D and DYN3D
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SMATRA applications
The SMATRA ID kinetic code [3] was developed and validated at the Technical Research
Centre of Finland. This code was chosen to perform RIA and ATWS analysis in the
framework of the safety re-assessment of the Paks NPP (AGNES Project).
The SMATRA code was adapted in the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute and a full
Paks NPP specific data base was provided by the AGNES project. The data base includes
the modeling of the reactor protection system. The results of validation calculations
demonstrate the applicability of the code for Paks NPP specific RIA analysis purposes.
RIA analysis is being performed in a close co-operation with IVO International, Finland.
Initiating events analysed were selected in accordance with the onternational practice, taking
into account the peculiarities of VVER-440 reactors. In certain RIA cases 3D analysis is
required and either IVO's HEXTRAN code [10] or KIKO3D is applied. In other RIA cases
the ID calculations are preceeded by a careful selection of input data assuring the necessary
conservatism of the calculation, while in ATWS analyses mainly best estimate data are used.
The results of analyses are compared with adequate acceptance criteria in order to show
whether the consequences of the anticipated operational occurrences and postulated accidents
remain within the limits permitted for these categories of events.

Figure 5. Maximum Fuel Temperature in a VVER-440 RIA - SMATRA Calculation
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Calculational results can be illustrated with an inadvertent rod withdrawal case. The rod
withdrawal occurs at 2% power and it is assumed that the setpoints conespond to the 100%
case. Maximum fuel temperature is shown on Fig. 5. It is worth to mention that the actual
temperature dependence does not lead to cladding failure.
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POWER TRANSIENTS IN A PWR, SELF-INITIATED
BY A POSITIVE MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

M. Malice

Tractebel Energy Engineering
Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT
The consequences of the potential reactivity release resulting from a positive moderator
temperature coefficient in an un-rodded critical PWR core are investigated by calculating
ATWS reactivity accidents. The transients are initiated from a hot-zero-power test
condition, an also from a hypothetical cold shutdown state. At HZP, the consequences are
negligible. For the cold case, the core avoids sustaining the high reactivity by rapidly
transiting to a boiling state.

Introduction
A positive moderator temperature coefficient (PMTC) can be encountered in a PWR
when the rods are not inserted in the core and when the critical boron concentration is
high enough. For example [1], for a 4.2 % enriched, 157 assembly, WESTINGHOUSE-type
PWR, at equilibrium cycling with 1/3 core batches, taken as reference for our studies, the
expected value of the PMTC at cycle start-up, hot-zero-power (HZP) condition is about 4.5 E5/K. At a lower moderator temperature, the same critical core would of course display a
higher PCTM value but such a critical core could only be reached as a consequence of an
accidental loss of the subcriticality margin imposed to all the shut-down states.
Our study has for purpose to assess the hazards which could result from a reactivity
accident initiated with an initial PMTC core, from a test condition at HZP, and also from a
hypothetical cold-zero-power (CZP) shut-down state. Although it is hardly credible [3, 4] to
reach criticality at CZP, the case was nevertheless retained in order to test the ultimate selfdefence capability of the PWR of sustaining the transients in such an adverse situation.
According to the axial-synthesis kinetic model of the OKAPI code [2] used for the
calculations, the transient behaviour of the core will mainly be dictated by the functional
dependence of its "planar reactivity" r (as obtained from XY, 2-group diffusion, zero axialleakage, stationary calculations on the average plane of the core), with respect to the planar
average-value of fuel effective temperature u(K) and moderator specific volume v(m**3/
kg). Fig 1 shows such a plot r(u,v) around HZP; the moderator temperature was here
reduced to 280 C in order to get a more pessimistic value of +10 E-5/K for the PCTM.
Optimal moderation is obtained at T= 553 K and a new, stable zero reactivity condition is
recovered at T= 585K, around nominal operating condition.
Fig 2 shows the same plot at CZP (T = 293K) and atmospheric pressure (open vessel).
Here, v is intended to represent water expansion by heating-up to boiling and thereafter by
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vaporisation at constant pressure. The same expanded plot (fig 3) indicates that a potential
peak reactivity release of more than 2 % (or about 3 $!) could be made available. Zero
reactivity is recovered for v = 2E-3 m**3/ kg which corresponds to a vapor volume fraction
of 50 %.
The adverse effects of the temperature coefficient positivity could only be fully
experienced by considering ATWS-type transients, in the course of which the reactivity of
some core planes is actually allowed to reach the dangerous, high value region of the r(u,v)
plot. Any corrective action such as boration or rod insertion would indeed render the
temperature coefficient negative again.

Accident modelling in OKAPI.
For given planar average values of the physical variables u and v, the resulting planar
reactivity r(u,v) does depend on how these variables are distributed over the plane, and
static calculation of the correlation r(u,v) could, admittedly, not reproduce the actual
transient distributions
By comparing well differentiated modes of heating such as adiabatic versus stationary, it
was observed that the variance of r correlation with u-distribution is not significant, at least
for our problems. By comparing r(v) correlations established on an open-, as opposed to a
closed channel model, it was on the contrary observed that the v-distribution effects cannot
be neglected so that a realistic representation of these effects would ideally require a
sophisticated, coupled 3-D kinetics, open core transient 3-D thermo-hydraulic code, with
allowance for bulk boiling. For our studies with OKAPI, we have retained the openchannel approximation of water heating, deemed to be more representative of the open
core situation.
The other planar variables of the model (effective fraction of delayed emitters,
macroscopic coefficients of diffusion and of neutron production,..) are obtained through
adjoint-flux-weighted planar averaging, in order to insure that the static reactivity r(u,v) of
the static calculations, and the dynamic reactivity driving the kinetic equations are
identical. These variables are also related to u and v by means of correlations which are not
sensitive with the u- and v-distributions.
The "historical" variables (exposure, xenon poisoning) not explicitly modelled in the
code are accounted for by imposing as an input the initial power distribution which can
thus be considered as a parameter. Although OKAPI is able to model the other components
of the steam generation system as well, the present studies were conducted with imposed
boundary conditions for flow and enthalpy at core inlet and for core pressure. In addition,
the code incorporates a simple hot-channel representation driven by the radial form factor
Fxy of the planar power distribution, also correlated with u and v.
In the particular assumption of closed water channel heating the code has been
successfully tested against 3-D benchmarks; however there is little validation support for
testing the open-channel approximation retained for the present calculations.
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Reactivity accidents from HZP.
Although a variety of initiating events such as homogeneous or local dilution can be
postulated, we have assumed in our study that the reactivity accident will be triggered by
means of a small reactivity addition of 10E-5 to an initially critical core at 6E-5 o( nominal
power. Three core flow conditions are considered: a high value of 20 000 Kg/s
representative of nominal cooling , a medium value of 2 000 kg/s and a low value of 200
kg/s. The influence of the initial axial power distribution is investigated by considering two
types of distribution profiles: a flat (FP) and strongly top-skewed (TS) one( fig 20), more
representative of what is expected at beginning of cycle.
Fig. 4 to 7 cover the (200 kg/s, FP) case. After a long, diverging phase of evolution, the
core experiences a rapid transition as soon as the reactivity of its top layer reaches and
crosses over the peak value of the r(u,v) plot. This rapid transition is accompanied with a
rapid neutralisation of core reactivity re, an inversion of the power distribution as
demonstrated by a decrease of the power "axial-offset" AOc, and a stabilisation of power fc.
Fig 7 helps explaining what happens: the planar reactivity rck and the fuel temperature uck
of the 5 T&H nodes (ck= 1 to 5, from bottom to top) of the core are plotted against the
corresponding values of nodal specific volumes vck, at 4 typical times of the transient: the
first plot is at 10 238 s, when vck and uck are still close to their initial values. The second is
at 15 358 s just before transition, where the power peaks at 4.24E7 W: the 5 rck points are
still distributed along the left, unstable branch of the moderation curve, the transient
evolution remains Doppler-controlled. At 20 000 s, after transition, the core finds its stable
critical state (at 4.05E7 W) where the positive reactivity of the bottom nodes is compensated
by the negative reactivity of the top layers which have crossed over the top of the
moderation curve. For the (200, TS) case (fig 11), the trend is similar, but the transition
occurs earlier and results in a smaller power of 2.6E7 W and a smaller deformation of the
axial power profile.
At high flow (20 000 kg/s) and for both initial profiles (fig 9), the global power coefficient
remains negative and the core exhibits an essentially Doppler-controlled, stable evolution
towards a power of 8e7 W for the flat profile and 3.27E7 W for the top-skewed case.
The transition pattern also exists for medium flow (fig 8), with the largest power of
2.6E8 W observed for the flat profile, and a smaller power of 1.3E8 W for the top-skewed
case which displays a negligible redistribution effect.
In any case the consequences of these ATWS are minor, as it could in any case have
been anticipated considering the small value of peak reactivity available.
Therefore, it can be concluded that an initial PMTC as high as 10 E-5/K and even higher
can be tolerated without any concern, and that design precautions such as using burnable
poisons (BP), presently taken to limit the PMTC, are not justified. Furthermore, the
removal or the reduction of the amount of BP would have the additional benefit of
attenuating the peaking problems experienced at the end of cycle when the BP are burned.
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Results of the CZP cases.
The accident is also supposed to be triggered by a 100E-5 reactivity addition to a core
already brought to critical as the result of a hypothetical dilution event. The same profile
cases as for the HZP studies are retained. Two flow values are investigated: 800 kg/s,
corresponding approximately to the rated flow of the shutdown-cooling pumps, and a
reduced flow value of 400 kg/s.
At cold temperature, the radial distribution is very sensitive to v (fig 2): for liquid water,
the power map is strongly depressed at core centre because of the small radial neutron
leakage. As v increases by boiling, the distribution flattens and eventually becomes peaked
at core center.
(400 kg/s, flat) case is covered by fig 13 to 16. The same transition phenomena as at HZP
is observed but it is much more violent here: nuclear power peaks at .25 Pn, core reactivity
re at 300E-5 which is, by the way, considerably less than the maximum 2 % available. The
power axial-offset (AO), which is a good indicator of the axial power deformation, drops in
a drastic manner, and the relief to a stable final steady state condition at .09 Pn is eventually
reached throughout a sequence of outlet flow converging oscillations. In about 10 s after
inception of the transition, the core converts about 50 % of its initial water inventory into
steam, according a pattern depicted on fig 15 giving the axial plot of water specific volume
vck(k) at typical points of the transient. It is observed that the boiling limit propagates down
to mid-core. At core outlet, the steam volume fraction is 85 %, and the steam flow is 1.4
kg/s or 2.3 m**3/s. Fig 15 also illustrates the transformation of the power distribution
pattern: after the relief, most of the power is produced in the bottom quarter of the core.
Notwithstanding this impressive transient, the peak pellet temperature (fig 16) reaches
only 450 K, under the assumption however that the heat transfer coefficient will not
degrade due to the large steam generation.
The case (800kg/s, flat) shows (fig 17) a similar behaviour but with a lower steady-state
power of 2.8E8 W. The peak power is 8E8 W.
Top-skewed profile cases exhibit a quite different behavior: the (400, top-skewed) case is
illustrated by the fig 18 to 22. After the transition the flows exhibits a series of relaxationtype oscillations before reaching complete relief. The peak power is smaller than for the flat
profile cases. Fig 18 &19 depict the remarkable correlation existing between power, mass
defect, axial-offset and reactivity. For these problems the axial meshing was refined
sufficiently in order to avoid that the physical effects would be masked by spurious
transient behavior associated with the discrete T&H nodalisation. The distributions of
nodal power fck (fig 20), specific volume vck (fig 21) and reactivity rck (fig 22) versus
elevation (scaled in 1/20 of core height) are given at time 0, and at the 5 time-points B to F
labelled on fig 18: the core undergoes a series of converging oscillations before reaching a
final steady-state condition at 1.3E8 W. with at outlet a volume fraction of 0.78, a vapor
mass flow of 0.92 gk/s and volume flow of 1.53 m**3/s. Boiling remains confined to the top
18/20 of the core. As opposed to the flat profile cases, the power profile remains practically
unchanged except for a sharp depression at the top of the core.
(800/TS) case (fig 24) gives similar results with a power peak of 3.2E8 W, an outlet steam
fraction of 0.55 and a steam flow of 0.62 kg/s or 1.021 m**3/s.
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Discussion and tentative conclusions for the CZP cases.
According to the results presented, the core demonstrates a remarquable self-capability
of escaping from a potentially dangerous, high reactivity condition owing to a rapid
redistribution of its internal fields, which carries it to a stable, relatively safe state, at least in
terms of maximum fuel temperature.
It would however, be hazardous to conclude that the core will be able to sustain
damageless the transient, without evaluating the possible adverse effects of the simplifying
assumptions of our model. Particularly:
-constant pressure: the flow surges observed in the course of the transition will produce,
through inertial and friction effects, some transient pressure increases which will introduce
some damping but at the same time may have the effect of maintaining the core longer in a
high reactivity condition. In addition, the beneficial effect of the larger pressure due to
water height above the core should be accounted for.
-constant inlet flow: the same flow-surge effects may cause a temporary inlet flow
decrease with the possible consequence of shifting down the boundary of the boiling region.
-synthesis approximation: water density redistribution will not develop layer-by-layer as
supposed, but according to a complicated 3-D pattern susceptible of smoothing the
transition and possibly accompanied with radial flow oscillation linked to the high
sensitivity of the radial peak factor with density. However the transient is tightly feed-back
controlled so that the resulting states are expected to be relatively insensitive to internal
flow pattern
-drift effect: steam velocity at outlet is .5 to 1.1 m/s, according to the cases, against a
water velocity of .1 to .2 m/s at core inlet: drift effects cannot be neglected and will influence
the flow pattern. We have assumed a good cooling condition by convective and nucleate
boiling heat transfer; the possible heat removal degradation in low flow, low pressure
condition must be verified.
The results presented here should finally be regarded as a first attempt to characterise
this difficult problem.Further investigations by other codes are of course encouraged; the
necessary data's could be made available.
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ABSTRACT
Reactivity accidents due to thermalhydraulic transients as steam line break or boron dilution
accidents in a Pressurised Water Reactor are characterised by large asymmetric reactivity effects in
the reactor core. A best estimate calculation of the consequences of such accidents requires the
coupling of three dimensional and time dependant neutronic and thermalhydraulic computations in
the reactor core. Furthermore in order to compute the time variation of core inlet and outlet boundary
conditions, the thermalhydraulic transient in the reactor coolant primary loops and in the reactor
vessel has to be also computed.
This paper describes the possibilities of the SAPHYR system (Reactor PHYsics Analysis computer
code System) to calculate these transients, by coupling neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulics in the
reactor core and the primary system. The first part of the paper gives a description of the CRONOS2. FLICA-4 and FLICA-S computer codes and coupling methods.

The second part of the

communication deals with a Steam Line Break calculation performed with the SAPHYR system.
1. INTRODUCTION
Accidents in a Pressurised Water Reactor due to a reactivity insertion in the nuclear reactor core can be caused by a
control rod ejection or thermal hydraulics effects as a boron dilution or a moderator specific mass increase. After
the power increase feedback effects due to Doppler effect in fuel elements and moderator density variation. A best
estimate calculation of the consequences of such accidents, with large asymmetric reactivity and feedback effects,
on the fuel cooling generally requires three dimensional neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulics computations in
the reactor core.
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The French Atomic Energy Commission has recently developed a set of new computer codes for reactor physics
computations called the SAPHYR system which includes the following computer codes :
- APOLLO-2 performs multigroup neutron transport assembly calculations.
- CRONOS-2 calculates tliree dimensional neutron transport, diffusion and kinetics in reactor cores.
- FLICA-4 is dedicated to three dimensional steady state and transient two phase flow calculations
- FLICA-S computes steady state and transients thermal hydraulics in reactor coolant system.
The SAPHYR system permits coupling of these various computer codes in order to improve accuracy of nuclear
reactor analysis. This paper deals with the possibilities of coupling neutron kinetics with primary loops and core
transient thermal hydraulics in the SAPHYR system in order to perform accurate computations of reactivity
accidents.
The first part of this communication gives a brief summary of the possibilities of CRONOS-2, FLICA-4 and
FLICA-S codes which have been coupled in order to compute reactivity accidents. The integration of these three
computer codes in the SAPHYR system is then described. Finally, in the third part of the paper, validation of the
coupling for Steamline Break Accident will be presented.

2 : THE SAPHYR COMPUTER CODES SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The SAPHYR reactor physics computer codes system is made by the APOLLO-2 : 2-D neutron transport code, the
CRONOS-2 : 3-D neutronic reactor core code, FLICA-4 : 3-D thermal-hydraulic reactor core code and the FLICAS thermal-hydraulic transient system code.

2.1 : The CRONOS-2 computer code
CRONOS- 2(1] solves either de diffusion equation or the even parity transport equation using finite element or
nodal methods,

ft is applicable to three dimensional Cartesian or hexagonal, time-dependent, multi group

simulation of reactor core.
The neutron cross sections are provided by two dimensional, 99 groups transport calculation with the APOLLO-2
code [2). The library is obtained after a transport-diffusion equivalence adjustment and cross section data are
tabulated versus various parameters such as: bum-up, isotope concentrations. UO2 temperature or moderator
temperature and density.
The reactor core is represented with homogeneous elements where the flux is expended over truncated polynomial
(usually the Lagrangian). The numerical integration involved in the finite element method is performed using the
Gauss Lobatto formula which leads to more regular matrices than the conventional Gauss formula does. The
regular matrices enhance the vectorisation, and speedup the numerical resolution.

2.2 : The FLICA-4 computer code
FLICA-4 (3] is dedicated to three dimensional steady state and transient single and two-phase flow. The physical
modelling consists of three mixture equations of mass, momentum and energy balance equations, a phase mass
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balance equation permits thermal disequilibrium computations and a drift velocity model is used for nonhomogeneous two-phase flow Furthermore, viscous and turbulent effects, both for single and two phase flow, are
laken into account and a transport-diffusion equation is used to compute the 3-D boron concentration distribution.
Fuel elements temperature fields are computed by a one-dimensional heat conduction model.
The numerical scheme is a fully implicit finite volume method which allows computations with unstructured
meshing. The equations are integrated over control volume, and the mass momentum and energy fluxes are
expressed in terms of volume averaged variables by using an extension for two-phase flow of

the Roe's

approximate Riemann's problem solver |4[

2.3 : The FLICA-S computer code
FLICA-S |5] is dedicated to the thermal-hydraulic transient computations of primary reactor coolant system. It a
highly modular computer code which includes special modelling of pumps, pressurizer, steam generators.
FLICA-S can treat up to four loops reactors. The vessel is represented by a multi-volume model which allows
computations of flow mixing in the down-comer, the lower and upper plenum and the reactor core, a specific a
punctual model may take into account vaporisation and water level variation in the vessel's dome.
The FLICA-S model consists of two pressure nodes in primary side: one for coolant loops, the other for pressurizer
The state equations of pressurizer are combined implicitly with those of coolant loops to improve numerical
stability.
For fast reactivity transient computations. FLICA-S has two neiironic models: a cne-dimensional. two-group, timedependent diffusion model, and a point kinetics model. Fuel thermal dynamics are modelled with a doubly lumped
fuel node. These core models are useful when a simplified analysis without coupling with three-dimensional codes
as CRONOS-2 and/or FLICA-4 is performed.

2.4: Coupling strategy
The three computer codes are integrated in an unique software.

A modularity concept which separate data

structures and computational modules, is associated with an external user language GIBIANE. This, allows both
the individual use of each one of the computer codes but also the construction of computational schemes which
correspond to needs of the user.
The computer codes coupling has two aspects :
- geometric coupling with regards to the spatial domains of interest and mesh systems.
- parametric coupling for the physical data sharing.
The spatial domain of CRONOS-2 includes normally reflector while the FLICA-4's one is limited to fuel region.
Moreover, the independent mesh systems of the codes to be coupled may be preferable to maximise the efficiency of
numerical resolution of coupled codes. Thus, geometric coupling for the domains and the mesh systems will
precede parametric coupling.
The structure for physical data sharing is defined by the objectives of the analysis and the computational procedure.
For example, boron concentration may be not transferred (or may be transferred with some modifications) from the
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thermal hydraulic code to the neutronic one tor the sake of conservative safety analysis The data to be generated
and transferred in a simplified combination of codes are also different from those in a complete combination, as is
demonstrated in the following section The data sharing should be defined at the beginning of the algorithm but
can be redefined during the course of calculation.
Data w hie1) can be transferred between the codes are
•

fission power, gamma-ray heating are transmitted from CRONOS-2 to FLICA-4

•

effeefve fuel temperature, moderator density, moderator temperature, moderator pressure, solute

concentration in the core comes from the FL1CA-4 to CRONOS-2.
•

thermal power, pressure drop in the core, flow rate, enthalpy, solute concentration at the core exit

calculated by FLICA-4 are necessary to primary loops thermal hydraulics computations with FL1CA-S.
•

fission power, gamma-ray heating 1 , core outlet pressure, core inlet flow rate, enthalpy and solute

concentration are FLICA-4 boundary conditions computed bv FLICA-S

3. : APPLICATION TO A STEAM LINE BREAK ACCIDENT CALCULATION
Various reactivity transient calculations are possible using the coupling of these codes

In this section an

application to a Steam Line Break accident computation will be detailed

J.I : Steam Line Break Accident description
A steam line break accident in a reactivity accident due to a sudden rupture of the steam generator outlet pipe [6|
The rapid increase of the inlet steam generator mass flow rate due to the break and the secondary temperature
decrease due to the secondary pressure transient, lead to an increase of the heat transfer from the primary side to
the secondarv side

Consequently, the reactor coolant temperature decreases and. with a negative moderator

temperature coefficient, the core reactivity increases
A pessimistic scenario can be obtained if we suppose the reactor at zero power at hot stand-by status with the least
initial negative reactivity and the most negative moderator temperature coefficient
except lhc most effective one

All control rods are inserted

The stuck of the control rod is assumed in the sector of the broken loop

As the

p n m a n astern temperature decrease, the reactor can return to cnticahty and the fission power may grow
asvmmetncalK as a consequence of space-dependent thermal-hydraulics feedback's

Because all rods are inserted.

the power excursion ma> onh be controlled bv soluble boron which will be injected when pnmarv pressure falls
belou the setpoint of safen inicction
temperature in the vessel dome

Time when occurs safety injection will strongly depend on the water

For a hot temperature vessel dome, when the pressurt/cr will be empty, the

pnmarv system pressure decrease mav be slowed down b\ vaporisation of the dome water, this will dela\ the start
up of solute boron injection

' For simplified calculations, fission power an'< gamma ray hcaunt may be calculated by ponctual or 1-D neutron
kineues models ot FLICA-S.
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3.2 : Steam Line Break Accident computational hypothesis
The accident was studied with a four loops reactor for which, asvmmetnc effects will be more important than for a
three loops reactor
The initial power level is at Hi MW A -1500 pen) initial aim-reactivity margin is assumed for the reactor core,
and the core is at the end of a cycle without initial solute boron concentration
The break critical mass flow rate is computed by the Moody correlation. The pressurizer is located on the same
loop than the affected steam generator Thermal inertia of structures and materials is neglected except for the fuel
rods
No external neutron sources are taken into account and the three dimensional neutron kinetic calculations are only
necessary when the core returns to cnticahty [7]

i.3 : Reactor meshing and computational procedure
Figures 1 and 2 presents the reactor core radial meshing which are used for CRONOS-2 and FLICA-4 The radial
meshing for CRONOS-2 includes the reflector and there is one radial mesh by assembly. The radial nodalisation
for FLICA-4 is made of 35 meshes, the meshing is refined in the stuck control rod region. There is 13 axial level
for both codes
Figure 1 presents the primary nodalisation for FLICA-S. only one intact loop out of three is presented on the figure
The reactor vessel is divided onto 4 a/imutal regions for the down-comer, the core and the upper plenum, the vessel
dome is schematised by one volume
The computational time step is 0.02 s
The figure 4 presents a flow chart of the computational procedure

To determine the initial power condition.

iterations between FLICA-4 and CRONOS-2 are performed until convergence on the power distribution (loop 1)
The initial steady state thermal-hydraulic conditions in the primary loops has been previously computed by using
FLICA-S
At the beginning of the transient, only FLICA-4 and FLICA-S are coupled (loop 2)

CRONOS-2 steady state

computations will start only when the simplified FLICA-S core model detects that the core returns near to
^nticality (loop 1) After the core has became critical, the transient computation is performed by coupling the 3-D
neutron kinetic modules of CRONOS-2. FLICA-S and FLICA-4
All this computational scheme is defined by the user by using the G1BIANE external language

3.4 : Results and discussion
Figure * displays (he coolant temperature entering the reactor vessel Asymmetric cooling appears after the steam
lines ol the intact SG are closed to terminate blowdown The RCS pressure decreases monotonically (Figure 6)
and reaches the setpoint of high pressure safetv injection svstcm Figure 7 shows the concentration of soluble boron
at the core inlet due to safety injection

Figure X shows the variation of mass flow rate of pnmarv loops The

progressive cool down brings the reactor to cnticality at 21 s and the fission power begins to increase (Figure 9)
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Figure 11 and 12 display assembly-wise coolant temperature distribution in the core inlet after 20 s and 40 s
space-dependent thermal hydraulic feedback accompanied by asymmetric cooling will increase the peaking
fission power

The
of

The local heating of coolant in the affected region, decreases the peaking of fission power and

reduces the reactivity

Another important local effect is found in fuel temperature distribution as expected (Figure

]()). The more the fission power increases, the more the Doppler feedback will act strongly in power peaking
region than elsewhere It contributes to reduce both the fission power peaking and the reactivity. Figure 11 and 14
shows fission power distribution after 20 s and 40 s The global form remains almost unchanged during transient
because the asymmetric effect of the stuck control rod dominates power distribution

Figure 15 shows axial fission

power distribution As the core is heated, the distribution becomes skew to the bottom of the core.

4. : CONCLUSIONS
In the frame m the SAPHYR software system lor reactor physics computations: CRONOS-2, a three-dimensional
neutronic code. FLICA-4,a

three-dimensional core thermal hydraulic code, and FLICA-S a primary loops

thermal -hydraulic transient computation code are coupled and applied to analyse a severe reactivity accident
induced by a thermal hydraulic transient: the Steam Line break accident for a pressurised water reactor until
soluble boron begins to accumulate in the core. The coupling of these codes has proved to be numerically stable.
Furthermore it has yielded clear local feedback effects in the SLB, such as:
1 The fission power distribution is dominated by the stuck control rod and varies little during transient.
2 The peaking of fission power increases until the core is heated and then decreases due to local thermal hydraulic
feedback effects
l Local feedback effects play a important role in decelerating the excursion of fission power
4 Flow mixing in the core is significant
5 Core power is transferred mainly to faulted region and their mixing in the core by cross (low is not important.
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fig. 6 : RCS pressure evolution
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Assembly Position

Assembly Position

fig. 11 : Inlet core temperature distribution at

tig. 12 : Inlet core temperature distribution at

t=20s

t=40s

Assembly Position

Assembly Posilion

fig. 13 : Core power distribution at t=20s

fig. 14 : Core power distribution at t=4Os
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fig. 15 : Axial power distribution evolution during SLB accident
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CORD-2 PACKAGE FOR PWR CORE DESIGN
CALCULATIONS
Andrej Trkov and Matjai Ravnik
Institute "Joief Stefan"
Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
The CORD-2 package is designed to provide a modern, independent calculational tool for reactor
core calculations. It provides options that are essential for modelling the advanced features of fuel
assemblies. Its development is part of a wider effort to establish country's own expertise in nuclear
design and safety analysis. The package provides not only the calculational modules, but also the
data management support facilities. It has been implemented on VAX/VMS and on PC/DOS,
but extension to other systems is quite straightforward. The main components and the calculatinal
methods are briefly described. The results of the validation programme are presented. They include
the comparison of the calculated results with the measured values for ten cycles of the KrSko NPP
and for the IAEA test case Almaraz, with special emphasis on the first cores at hot-zero-power
conditions. The results of the validation programme show that CORD-2 is applicable for design level
PWR core calculations.

1

Introduction

Reactor core calculations are of interest to the nuclear designers, the power reactor utilities and
to the nuclear regulatory authorities. For this purpose there are validated code packages available
on the market, which are applicable for a certain range of problems. The drawbacks of such
packages are their commercial nature and limited flexibility in the sense that they are not necessarily
validated for certain reactor and fuel types that may be of interest.
Institute 'Joief Stefan" has been providing technical support services to the KrSko NPP utility
[a 600MW(e) PWR by Westinghouse] and to the national nuclear regulatory authority. With the
appearance of advanced fuel design features, it was decided to develop a code system, which would
have sufficient flexibility to account for such features, and include the three-dimensional (3D) core
modelling capability. For practical purposes the selection of the candidate reactor physics codes
was limited to the non-commercial ones. These design objectives of the code package have recently
been fulfilled with the completion of the CORD-2 package. The development provided a good
insight into the physical phenomena which affect the reactor core calculational models.
Parameters which appear in a nuclear core design can be calculated from a series of calculations
for the effective multiplication factor kej; and the power distribution for different core configurations
and operating conditions. These can be obtained by solving the neutron diffusion equation over the
domain of the reactor core. Using modern nodal codes, such a solution is not very computationally
intensive, even in 3D geometry. Most of the time is spent in generating the coarse mesh homogenized
few group cross sections. Since this is a crucial step in core design calculations, it is essential that
simple and reliable procedures for producing the cross sections are available.
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2

CORD-2 package description

The CORD-2 package consists of two basic reactor physics codes, namely WIMS [lj and GNOMER [2].
WIMS is a well known and widely used lattice code. Version WIMS-D/4 is available from the NEA
Data Bank in Paris. GNOMER solves the neutron diffusion equation in three-dimensional cartesian
geometry by the Green's function NOdal MEthod [3). It also includes advanced features for cross
section homogenization and a simple thermohydraulics module from the CTEMP code [4], so that
thermal feedbacks can be taken into account. The remaining parts of the CORD-2 software are
utility codes which perform various functions, such as: library maintenance, data managements
and input preparation for the reactor physics codes.
Standard FORTRAN-77 has been used as much as possible, with the minimum use of the jobcontrol language for better portability. The package has been tested on VAX/VMS and on PC-386
under DOS-5.1.
A set of data libraries is defined to contain various classes of data, such as reactor core geometry, material composition etc. All codes of the package share the data from the same libraries.
This reduces the user-input to the essential parameters which need to be varied in a calculational
sequence and simplifies the quality assurance and quality control procedures. The list of libraries
is the following:
DIMlib - dimensions and geometry description,
FASlib - fuel assembly ident, mass, enrichment and burnup history,
ISOlib - burnup-history dependent fuel isotopic inventory,
WIMlib - summary file for WIMS material assignment,
CORlib - core distributions data (e.g. power, temperature, burnup etc.),
RCFlib - reactivity coefficient library.

3

The methods of CORD-2

A solution for the whole core in 3D geometry is sought in several steps. On the reactor lattice level,
transport methods are applied. From the solution, cell-homogenized multigroup cross sections are
obtained. These are used in the calculations for a fuel assembly, where it was found that the
solution in the multigroup diffusion approximation is adequate. Assembly-homogenized effective
two-group cross sections can then be defined, which are suitable for solving the diffusion equation
for the whole core by a coarse mesh nodal method.
Lattice cell homogeuization: To homogenize a reactor lattice cell with WIMS, an array of
3 x 3 lattice cells is considered. The geometry is shown schematically in Figure 1 where the
detailed internal structure of cells has been omitted for clarity. The outer cells / always contain
fuel, while the central cell c may contain a fuel pin, a water hole, a burnable poison pin or another
type of special cell. With a fuel cell in the centre, an extra layer of water is added on the outside
of the cell array to preserve the total fuel assembly moderator to fuel ratio,
A solution for the array of cells is obtained using WIMS. Since an accurate solution is required
for the central cell only, the surrounding cells are smeared into concentric rings so that the problem
is reduced to 1-D radial geometry. This is done automatically in WIMS. Transport calculations are
performed in 32 energy groups.
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Figure 1: Lattice cell array configuration (schematic drawing).
From the WIMS results the cell-homogenized few group cross sections are obtained for the
central cell. The effective diffusion homogenization method (EDH) is used [5], which guarantees
not only the reaction rate conservation but also the conservation of partial currents on the boundary
of an equivalent homogeneous cell in the diffusion approximation.
The calculation for the array of cells is performed for each type of cell in an assembly, for each
axi-'l region (usually ten regions are considered) and for each assembly in the core. To reduce the
computation time, core symmetry assumptions (i.e. core quadrant or octant) may be applied.
WIMS input instructions for all cell types in the core are generated automatically. WIMS
outputs are processed by an auxiliary program to calculate the cell cross sections for fuel assembly
calculations.
Fuel assembly calculations: An array of homogeneous cells which constitute a fuel assembly
are considered. By default ten energy groups are used. The solution is obtained in the diffusion
approximation using GNOMER. Critical core conditions, for which kefj is equal to one are usually of
interest, therefore a critical albedo search is performed. Although such treatment is approximate
and ignores the specific properties of the neighbouring fuel assemblies, it nevertheless represents
the assembly surrounding correctly in an average sense. It is considered superior to the critical
buckling search, which is commonly applied.
The result of the calculation are assembly-homogenized two-group cross sections. Like in the
lattice cell case, the EDH method for homogenization is used. The calculation is repeated for each
axial region of an assembly, for all assemblies in the core, considering core symmetries, if any.
The GNOMER input instructions for all assemblies are generated automatically.
Global core calculations: Calculation to determine the global core power distribution and the
excess reactivity is the last step in the sequence. Solution is obtained with GNOMER in two energy
groups and on a coarse mesh which usually corresponds to one node per assembly and ten regions
in the core axial direction, with two additional regions for the axial reflector.
For a certain type of global core calculation the GNOMER input depends on the reactor core
geometry and does not change. For this reason any automatic input generation is impractical and
unnecessary.
Thermohydraulic feedbacks: In calculating the global core power distributions, the cross sections should be generated, taking into account the actual boron concentration and temperature
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distributions. However, these depend on the power distribution which we are trying to calculate.
An iterative procedure is required. Due to the complex nature of the thermohydraulic feedback
effects and because the flux distributions are sensitive to small perturbations, about ten iterations
are necessary.
Fuel material burnup: The treatment of burnup in CORD-2 differs from the approach commonly adopted in other code systems, where burnup-dependent cross sections are parameterized.
In CORD-2 a library of isotopic composition vectors ISOlib is constructed as a function of average
fuel assembly operating conditions. An isotopic composition vector gives the masses (in grams)
of all isotopes in the WIMS library per ton of heavy metal in fresh fuel. An axial section of a
fuel assembly is assumed to have operated at constant, average operating conditions. An isotopic
composition vector which corresponds to such conditions is retrieved from the ISOlib library by
interpolation and is used to prepare input for WIMS. When equilibrium xenon conditions are required, a burnup step of zero length is performed in WIMS. The cross sections are calculated from
the WIMS output.
At present, the parameters for tabulating the ISOlib library are the fuel assembly type, the
enrichment, the moderator density, the fuel temperature and the average number of inserts during
burnup.

4

Validation

Validation has been performed by comparing the calculated results to the measured values at the
KrSko NPP and the Almaraz NPP which is a benchmark for design calculations [6] proposed by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Whenever possible, the as built data for the core constituents were used. The recommended
materials in the WIMS library were used in the WIMS calculations except for control rods. Cross
sections for silver, indium and cadmium were added [7], because the original WIMS library was
deficient for these materials. It must be emphasized, that no empirical adjustments to the calculated
results were made at this stage, except for a 10 % reduction in the control rod absorber radius. This
was found necessary due to a systematic overprediction in control rod worth. Strong resonance
absorbers like control rod materials can not be treated adequately by a lattice code like WIMS.
A detailed analysis has been completed for the fresh cores at zero power. A summary of some
other results at zero power for the ten cycles of the KrSko NPP is also given.
Critical boron concentration: The difference between the calculated critical boron concentrations and the measured values at beginning of cycle (BOC), hot zero power conditions (HZP) for
ten refueling cycles of the KrSko NPP are shown in Table 1. Specific features of the core, such as
the number of burnable poison rods (BPR), number of integral fuel burnable absorber pins (IFBA),
the use of fuel with axial blankets and low leakage fuel loading pattern (LSP) are also indicated.
Table 1 shows that CORD-2 predicts the critical boron concentration very well, even in the presence of BPR's, IFBA pins, axial blankets and L?P cores. On average the boron concentration is
overpredicted by %ppm with a spread of ±13 ppm. The maximum difference from the measurement
is 29 ppm.
For the Almaraz NPP the critical boron concentration prediction is equally good. The calculated
value was 1346 ppm and the measured value was 1332 ppm.
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Table 1: CORD-2 prediction of critical boron concentration with respect to the
measurements at BOC, HZP conditions for the KrSko NPP.
Cycle

Core
loading

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LSP
LSP
LSP
LSP
L*P
LSP

BPR

IFBA

512
-

-

112
112
48
176
-

1024
3744
3600

Axial
blanket
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

AC 4
\ppm]
-3
-10
29
26
2
-2
15
9
-11
26

Reactivity coefficients: The boron coefficient act was measured and the isothermal temperature coefficient cti,0 was measured at different control rod configurations. The calculated values
and differences from measurements at BOC, HZP conditions for Cycle 1 of KrSko and Almaraz are
given in Table 2. From the table, excellent agreement between measurement and calculation can
be observed.
Table 2: CORD-2 prediction and differences from measurements of the boron
and the isothermal temperature coefficients at BOC, HZP conditions
for Cycle 1 of KrSko and Almaraz NPP. (lpcm = 10- 5 Afc/fc).

Coefficient

Units

<*«(ARO)
«i«(D-In)
<W(DC-In)

pcm/K
pcm/K
pcm/K
pcm/ppm

Krfko
CORD-2 Diff.

-4.5
-8.2
-14.8
-9.10

Almaraz
CORD-2
Diff

-0.4
-0.6
0.2
0.06

-1.6
-8.9

0.6
-0.7

-10.89

-0.03

Table 3: CORD-2 prediction of control rod worth (in the presence of other control
rods) at BOC, HZP conditions for Cycle 1 of the KrSko NPP.
Control
rod
bank

D
C(+D)
B(+CD)
A(+BCD)

Calculated
worth

Diff.from
measurement

\pcm]
950

[%]

1421
814

2090

1
4
-3
0

Control rod worth: The calculated integral control rod worths and % errors from the measured
values are given in Table 3. It can be seen that the integral wortha for all control rods agree within
5 % with the measurements.
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Core power distribution: The core power distribution was measured at Krsko Cycle 1 at BOC,
HZP conditions for different control rod configurations. The relative errors in the calculated power
distributions with reference to the measured values are given in Figure 2. Label ARO implies
D-bank at 190 steps, label D-In means D-bank fully inserted, C-bank at 194 steps and label C-In
means D-bank fully inserted, C-bank at 44 and B-bank at 172 steps. Control rod position zero
steps means fully inserted and 225 steps just out of the active core.

Krsko NPP core octant
-3.1
0.0

-4.1

-3.1
-1.2
-3.0
-2.8
-0.6
-2.3

-1.2
-0.3
-1.5
-1.2
-0.9
-2.6
0.0
1.5
0.1

-2.1
-1.9
-1.6
-0.8
0.3
0.0
0.5

-0.2
-2.7
-0.4
1.7

-0.4

-0.6
-2.1
-0.6
-0.6
-1.0
-0.7
1.1
2.3
1.3
1.2
1.0
1.6

-0.5

2.0

-2.1
0.2
0.5
0.2
2.5
2.0
0.7
1.8
2.0
0.1
2.5

-2.0
2.6
1.8

-0.3
0.9

-0.4
-0.8

ARO
Din
Cin

1.4

Figure 2: Percent difference in the calculated relative power distribution with reference to the measured values for different control rod configurations at
BOC, HZP conditions for Cycle 1 of the KrSko NPP.
It can be observed that the calculated power distributions agree well with the measurements
even for the rodded core. The third measurement is particularly interesting, since two control rod
banks are only partly inserted. For this configuration the calculated and measured core-average
axial power distributions are compared in Figure 4. Excellent agreement between calculation and
measurement is observed.
In Figure 3 the comparison for the Almaraz NPP is made. For the fuel assembly enrichments
and masses of uranium the as built data were used [8].

Core burnup: With partly burnt fuel only a preliminary qualitative analysis has been completed.
The analysis shows, that the differences between the calculated and the measured power assembly
distributions slightly increase, but the errors are still acceptable. One of the major sources of
error is thought to be the WIMS multigroup data library, in which the resonance integrals of tMV
and the fission product absorption cross sections have been adjusted. The adjustments correctly
compensate the overall reactivity effects (hence the correct critical boron concentration prediction),
but the ratio of 13SU/2S9Ptt is probably incorrect. A further indication of an inconsistency is the
observed overprediction in the power axial offset (i.e. the % difference in power production between
the top and the bottom half of the core). A WIMS Library Update Project [9], organized through
the International Atomic Energy Agency is in progress and nearly thirty laboratories participate
in it. Hopefully it will resolve the ambiguities related to the WIMS multigroup data library.
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Almaraz NPP core octant
1.138 1.061 1.176 1.078 1.192
-4.9
-2.6
-1.2
0.9
-4.0
1.157
-2.1

1.142 1.178 1.126
-2.3
-0.4
0.5

1.189
2.1

1.082 0.843
1.7
2.2

1.143 1.022 0.633
1.9
1.9
2.0

1.200 1.127 1.123 0.989 0.911
-1.6
-1.5
0.4
2.9
-0.5
1.120 0.977 0.913 0.593
-1.6
-1.8
0.6
2.1
0.855 0.630
-0.1
1.3
Figure 3: Measured relative power and percent difference in the calculated values
for the Almaraz benchmark.
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Figure 4: CORO-2 prediction of axial power distribution at BOC, HZP conditions
and partly rodded core for Cycle 1 of the KrSko NPP.
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5

Conclusions

CORD-2 is a non-commercial integrated package for design calculations of PWR-type reacton
It has been implemented on VAX/VMS and on PC-386/DOS-5 or higher. The package is usei
friendly, requiring a minimum input from the user. The relevant data are stored in a system <
libraries. All programs acquire some particular parameter from the same library. If that parametc
is to be changed, a single library needs to be modified, what simplifies quality assurance procedure
for the calculations.
Validation of CORD-2 has been completed for hot-zero-power calculations on fresh cores. Th
results show that CORD-2 is capable of predicting integral core parameters very accurately. Wit
burnup, the accuracy of the calculations is slightly reduced. The problems seem to lie in the WIM
multigroup data library. Work is in progress to update the WIMS library based on newly availab
evaluated nuclear data files. Validation at hot-full-power conditions is in progress. No significar
problems were encountered so far.
The CORD-2 package has been successfully used for core design verification of the KrSko NP1
Future work on the package will be focused on the completion of the validation programme, testin
of the new WIMS library and further optimization for better computational efficiency.
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THE CORSYS NEUTRONICS CODE SYSTEM
M. Caner, A.D. Krumbein, D. Saphier and M. Shapira
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Soreq Nuclear Research Center
Yavne 70600
Israel

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work is to assemble a code package for LWR core physics including
coupled neutronics, burnup and thermal-hydraulics. The CORSYS system is built around
the cell code WIMS (for group microscopic cross section calculations) and the 3-D diffusion
code CITATION (for burnup and fuel management). We are implementing such a system
on an IBM RS-6000 workstation. The code was tested with a simplified model of the Zion
Unit 2 PWR.

Introduction
In past years, a number of successful neutronics codes have been developed both for cell
and core calculations and for thermal hydraulics. With the advent of workstations and
supercomputers, it became feasible to combine these codes in a coordinated system that
can perform a complete series of calculations. A number of code systems are available,such
as the Penn State PFMP package (USA), the JEN-UPM package (Spain) and the VSOP
package (Germany).
We have begun to implement such a system on an IBM RS-6000 workstation working
under AIX (Unix). Due to limited resources, preference was given to the application
of codes previously used at Soreq for LWR calculations. A program was outlined to
modify these codes wherever necessary and to add simple modules with the purpose of
assembling a code package for LWR core physics including coupled neutronics, burnup
and thermal-hydraulics. The CORSYS system is built around the cell code WIMS [1] (for
group microscopic cross section calculations) and the 3-D diffusion code CITATION [2] (for
burnup and fuel management). The CORSYS Manager is the nucleus of the system: its
purpose is to automate the mechanical part of the code user's work. It performs a sequence
of WIMS and CITATION runs and transfers information on nuclide number densities and
cross sections back and forth to perform burnup and fuel management procedures.
The system is being tested with the Zion Unit 2 PWR data [3].
A model of the fuel burnup process must represent the isotopic changes at each point
of the power reactor and the consequences of these changes. This calls for the solution of
the neutron transport problem as well as the solution of the burnup equations.
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For reactors in which the basic separation of lattice and core calculations is a good approximation, the integration of burnup equations can be carried out at the cell calculation
stage. The result is a set of macroscopic cross sections as functions of burnup and soluble
boron concentration.
In those situations where the properties of neighbouring fuel assemblies affect the neutron spectrum in a given assembly, it is desirable to perform the integration of the burnup
equations at the core calculation stage. This is evidently the more realistic approach.

Description of the CORSYS Code System
WIMS is a general code for reactor lattice cell calculation on a wide range of reactor
systems. In particular, the code will accept rod or plate fuel geometries in either regular
arrays or in clusters. The code version we use is WIMS-D/4 (NEA Data Bank package
ID: NEA 0329/19).
The CITATION code is designed to solve problems involving the finite-difference representation of diffusion theory treating up to three space dimensions with arbitrary groupto-group scattering. X-Y-Z, R-Z, hexagonal-Z and triagonal-Z geometries may be treated.
Depletion problems may be solved and fuel managed for multi-cycle analysis.
The code WIMSNCS [4] reads in isotopic number densities and microscopic cross sections calculated by WIMS. It calculates 4-group homogenized isotopic number densities
and microscopic cross sections and generates files in CITATION input format. This code
is an extension of WIMSCORE [5], which calculates 2-group constants from WIMS binary
output files for the codes TDB, TRITON and CITATION.
WIMSNCS serves as an interface between WIMS and CITATION. We modified WIMSNCS so that it can handle up to 69 energy groups instead of 4 groups as before. The
code inputs are: the WIMS binary cross section output file and the control file.
The CORSYS code is a program which runs the cell code WIMS and the core diffusion
code CITATION in a coordinated fashion for performing core depletion calculations. As
such, CORSYS can be called a code manager. An important feature is that the burnup
calculation is done at the core calculation stage, so that the proper local power history can
be used in the depletion equations.
The nucleus of the code is a series of service subroutines and functions. We shall
mention two: SYSTEME and EDITOR. SYSTEME calls the Fortran library subroutine
SYSTEM which passes arguments as inputs to the AIX operating system; it also checks
their error return codes. SYSTEM makes possible initiating WIMS and CITATION runs
at the Fortran level. EDITOR is a character string handling routine which performs the
function of a batch line-editor. It operates on an input file and generates an edited output
file. Its functions follow the XEDIT command definitions as closely as possible.
The CORSYS input data generates three types of calls:
1. Editor calls, which update or modify input files.
2. System calls, which pass arguments to the operating system. The arguments can be
AIX commands or shell scripts.
3. Procedure calls, which invoke combinations of editor and system calls to perform
more complicated tasks, such as burnup calculations.
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A description of the system and proce*. e input data is to be found in Table 1 . All
CORSYS inputs are characterized by the appropriate keyword and arguments. If no
keywork is recognized, the record is treated as a comment. A log file is generated which
contains a copy of the input file together with labels indicating how each record was
interpreted.
Keyword
expand

(columns) Argument
string
(1)
(1-6)
filename

fcbumup

(2-8)

(col.)
Remarks
(2-60) AIX or shell script command to system
(10-60) Expand the CITATION 012-, 020inputs and change the 034-, 036inputs; prepare WIMS input for
each CITATION cross section set
Maximum burnup time (days)
Number of zones to a cross
section set
Non-depleting zone: WIMS calc.
done once only
WIMS calculation to be done
WIMS calculation not to be done
WIMS cross section update threshold
NAMELIST end of data

tmax
nz2xsec
kwims(j) = -1
kwims(j) = 0
kwims(j) = 1
eps

&end

Table 1: Description of CORSYS system and procedure input data
The code system's main function is the automatization of burnup calculations. To
perform a complete calculation the following elements are needed:
1. CORSYS input, as described in this section.
2. WIMS inputs for each of the assembly configurations present in the initial core.
3. WIMSNCS inputs for the different WIMS cross section types. The information
conveyed here is over which mesh points the homogenized cross sections are to be
computed.
4. CITATION input for the initial core.
A flowchart summarizing the interrelations between the different codes in the CORSYS
code system is shown in Fig. 1 (COBRA IIIC is not yet a part of the system).
The Core Burnup Calculation Method
The standard procedure is to generate a library of macroscopic cross sections as functions
of burnup (MWD/T) and soluble boron concentration using a cell code such as WIMS.
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CHANNEL CODE FOR LWR

S
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•FLUX DISTRIBUTION
• ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION
• KINETIC PARAMETERS

Figure 1: The CORSYS code system
Then, full core calculations can be done using a finite difference or nodal diffusion code
with an appropriate cross section interpolation routine. In the present approach, we solve
the burnup equations at the core calculation level (CITATION). The microscopic cross
sections and isotopic number densities are computed in WTMS, processed and transmitted
to CITATION via the intermediate code WIMSNCS. The advantage of solving the nuclide
chain equations in the core calculation is that the actual assembly power history is used,
instead of an average power. At the end of a CITATION pass (a run involving one or more
burnup steps) a check is made of the change in isotopic number densities for the burnable
isotopes, for each cross section set:
(1)
(2)
where
i = Xe-135, Sm-149, U-235, U-236, U-238, Pu-239,..., Pu-242
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j < 50 (cross section set index)
A = 1(T6
If the thresholds t and A are exceeded, the corresponding WIMS input file is updated
and run. In the test run described below, we set e = 0 at beginning of life (to follow the
Xe-135 and Sm-149 buildup) and ( = 0.10 later.
It must be noted that the core isotopic number densities are smeared over the whole
CITATION zone. Therefore, to update the WIMS input we write:
Rii

(3)

R,, =1 1 ^ where

i = isotope index
j = cross section set index
k == core zone index
The Njj
are number densities summed over all zones corresponding to a given cross
section set (the assumption is made that all these zones have equal volumes).
After the WIMS and WIMSNCS new runs, a CITATION cross section set sub-library is
generated. Once the full cross section library is updated (where needed) a new CITATION
burnup run (or pass) is done. The burnup calculation stops when the input value tmax is
exceeded or all the burnup procedure input cards are processed (whichever happens first).

The Zion PWR Benchmark
During the process of methodology development, validation of nuclear reactor core analyses requires benchmarking. Usually, various physics core modules in a sequence (such
as WIMS and CITATION) can be independently validated. That is, their results can be
compared to criticals or isotopics or even higher order calculations (for example, as described in the NESC Benchmark Problem Book [6]). Integral validation of the core analysis
methodology requires a carefully defined set of design and operational data, such as those
available for cycles 1 and 2 of the Zion Unit 2 PWR in report EPRI-NP-1232 [3j. The
design data collected is limited to the nuclear aspects of the core. Thermal, hydraulic and
structural properties are summarized only if required for a nuclear analysis. For additional
information, the Final Safety Analysis Report [7] should be consulted. The operational
data includes core physics parameters measured at the startups of cycles 1 and 2, as well
as the operating history over a period of close to 4 years. Measurements related to the
core power distribution as well as to core responses during certain maneuvers are included.
The two identical units are located at the Zion Station in Zion, Illinois, USA; they belong
to the Commonwealth Edison Company. The nuclear steam supply system vendor was
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Wesiinghouse. Unit 2 is commercially operational since 1974. The total heat output is
3250 MW and the net electrical power output is 1040 MW. The core contains 193 fuel
assemblies with a 15 x 15 fuel pin matrix. The fuel is UO2 with 2.248 weight %, 2.789
% and 3.293 % enrichment. The fuel cladding is zircalloy. The coolant is water at an
inlet temperature of 277 °C . Fig. 2 is a core map for cycle 1 showing the location of fuel
assemblies according to enrichment.
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Figure 2: Locations of the Zion PWR fuel assemblies by type

Preliminary Burnup Calculations
The results described below are only rough calculations: their purpose is to provide a
vehicle for testing the code system development procedure.
WIMS calculations were done for clean pin cells for the 3 different enrichments. The
water coolant contains 1350 ppm boron. A separate run was made for water in the vicinity
of fuel cells. All 4 cell calculations were done in 2 energy groups (lOMeV - 0.625eV - 0).
The microscopic cross section binary files served as input to the interface code WIMSNCS. The resulting cross sections in CITATION input format were used to update a
CITATION 2-group cross section library.
The CITATION calculation was done for j core, because of symmetry. The mesh was
4 x 4 intervals per assembly (5.4 cm per interval) in the horizontal plane and 1 interval of
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364.2 cm in the vertical plane. Extra distances of 21.5cm were added in each horizontal
direction for water. Each assembly was defined as a separate zone. The axial buckling
was taken as B] = 6.17xlO~5cm~2. The effective multiplication at beginning of life was
also calculated separately for full power. In the hot, full power, clean, status we calculated
Kf/ — 1.076 (design value: 1.132); with Xe and Sm equilibrium we calculated k c/ / =
1.052 (1.092). Our results are lower than the design values given in Table 1.4 - 1 of
the FSAR [7]. We followed the burnup history described in Table 3.31-1 in the EPRI
report [3]: 53 MWD/T at 25% power, 75 MWD/T at 35%, 145 MWD/T at 50%. The
normalized power map (PaMemWj, / PaveTage) at 53 MWD/T is shown in Fig. 3. The
difference between calculated and experimental values reaches 40% at some assemblies.
The so called "experimental values" are in fact, inferred relative assembly-wise powers.
They are synthesized from the relative axial flux distribution measured in the central
channel of about one-third of the fuel assemblies in the core and from calculated relative
power distribution factors.
The main source of error in this preliminary calculation is due to the fact that we did
not take into account that 21 positions in the 15 x 15 rod array are occupied by burnable
poison rods and by plugs. A better treatment would require using the WIMS cluster option.
Nevertheless, this exercise can serve the purpose of providing a reasonable PWR sample
case for the required code system development. A way to shorten running times should
be through an improvement of the cross section update algorithm. We would perform
interpolations according to burnup between cross section sets of similar assemblies, thus
achieving savings in the number of WIMS calculations.
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Conclusions
The CORSYS code system for neutronics calculations, based on WIMS and CITATION,
was implemented on the IBM RS-6000 workstation. The code was tested with a simplified
model of the Zion Unit 2 PWR.
A better understanding of the reactor steady-state behaviour can be achieved by adding
to CORSYS a 2-D thermal hydraulic calculation capability, since the temperature and density distributions in the reactor affect the neutronic characteristics of the system. COBRA
IIIC [8], the code to be used, calculates detailed flow distributions and temperatures in
a set of channels, given the power distribution. It has a detailed fuel pin model accounting for gap closure and channel cross flow. Using a multichannel approach, full 3-D core
neutronics and thermal hydraulics of pressurized water reactors can be calculated.
Further development of CORSYS will entail the following steps:
1. A more detailed calculation of the Zion benchmark, involving the WIMS cluster
option.
2. Improvement of the cross section update algorithm in order to shorten running times.
3. Addition of the COBRA IIIC thermal hydraulic code for temperature feedback.
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ABSTRACT
Reactor physics is a core component of all courses but in particular two
postgraduate courses taught at the Department in support of the Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Programme. All of the courses include the following elements:
lectures and problem solving exercises, laboratory work, experiments on the
JASON Zero Power Argonaut reactor, demonstration of PWR behaviour on a
digital computer simulator and project work.

This paper will highlight the

emphasis on reactor physics in all elements of the education and training
programme.

Introduction

Training of personnel

joining the Royal Navy's Nuclear Propulsion

Programme has been carried out at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich for over
thirty years.

Approximately twenty courses are taught (including three

externally validated postgraduate courses), ranging from a one week refresher
course, to a one year postgraduate course in Nuclear Reactor Technology and
the award of a Master of Science degree (1). Reactor physics is a core
component of all courses taught within the Department of Nuclear Science and
Technology (DNST).

In particular two of the three

postgraduate courses

include the following elements: lectures and problem solving exercises
(workbook or computer assisted learning), laboratory work, experiments on the
JASON Zero Power Argonaut reactor (2,3), demonstration of the PWR behaviour
on a digital computer simulator (4,5) and project work.
DNST aims to both educate and train personnel.

The accident at Three Mil*

Island showed how important it is to achieve the right balance between
education and training.

If education is neglected, then problems of
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understanding plant conditions could arise when, due to plant failures, the
plant deviates from the normal mode of operation (6).

Lecture Material

All of the courses taught within DNST contain traditional lectures in
reactor physics.

Lectures particularly, thought not exclusively, concentrate

on the physics of the Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR).

Every course is given

a description of the neutron lifecycle and derivation of either three, four
of six factor formulae.

Most of the lectures in the two post graduate

courses mentioned previously are based upon a description of the reactor
using diffusion theory.
energy groups.

The theory is limited, in the main, to one or two

Lecture material is consolidated by a structured series of

calculations based around a reflected, homogeneous, para1lelopiped core in a
reactor physics workbook.

This simple approach is taken initially to enable

students to build up a mental picture of the reactor core, and gain
confidence in performing simple reactor calculations.
The reactor physics workbook takes the students through a series of
exercises to calculate reactor parameters and fluxes, with the reactor
reflected and unreflected, and compares the one and two group results.
Kinetic calculations are also undertaken, but these are limited to the one
energy group model with one group of delayed neutrons.
calculations are presently undertaken by hand .

All of these

The students who complete

the workbook gain confidence in their ability and consolidate their knowledge
of the derivation of various reactor parameters, and their approximate
magnitude.

These numerical exercises have recently been incorporated into a

computer spreadsheet in order to reduce the time spent on

repetitive

calculations.
Extension of diffusion theory to multi-groups is carried out in the
Department's MSc course a* a prelude to consideration of numeric methods of
solution and transport theory.

The latter topic is covered in the physics

design assessment part of the course in which students are introduced to the
various mathematical approximations and the analytical solutions used in
transport calculations.

Practising reactor physicists from Rolls Royce and

Associates Ltd visit to lecture on the practical application* of reactor
physics in design and support of the naval PWR.
calculations are covered at the end of this topic.
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Finally, whol* cor*
It is these

(MSc)

students that carry out the more detailed computer modelling projects and
assignments.

Computer Assisted Learning

The use of computer assisted learning in education is now well established
and DNST make full use of this technique in the teaching of reactor physics.
Three distinct approaches are adopted, namely the spreadsheet
previously

models

described under lecture material, mathematical models and

simulations from the Engineering Science Programme Exchange (ESPE) and
computer modelling using industry standard codes from the Atomic Energy
Authority Winfrith (AEAW).
The ESPE programme is based at Queen Mary and Westerfield College,
University of London and provides computer assisted learning software in
engineering.

The nuclear engineering packages in this programme are used

extensively in physics design assessment course offered to the MSc students.
The first seventy percent of the course is dedicated to lecture material and
the remaining thirty percent involves computer based practicals in which
students evaluate techniques such as,

a)

Pin cell homogenisation using one group diffusion theory,

b)

The determination of neutron distributions by the method of finite
differences,

c)

Determination of flux distributions by discrete ordinates,

d)

Collision probability using a one-group code.

In total 28 packages are available to the students.

In order to

liscourage the students from using the packages as "black b o x e s " a
equirement is imposed that every student will give a short oral presentation
n the packages they have used during the last third of the course.
The most extensively used codes from the AEAW are the deterministic codes
WIHS and SNAP (7,8).

These codes are used by students in their "short"

projects (four weeks) and their "design study" which will be described in the
projects section of this paper.

The objective in using these codes is to

allow the students to develop the skills and rationale required to design and
or model real reactor cores.

The short project usually focuses on modelling

the core in the DNST JASON reactor.

However, the "design study" concentrates
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on the design of a power reactor core associated with the overall nuclear
engineering design objectives of the study.

Laboratory Work

The majority of reactor based experiments are in support of the teaching
of reactor physics.

Experiments have been devised to illustrate the

behaviour of the reactor when sub-critical, critical and super-critical.

An

Approach-to-Critical experiment is designed to illustrate tne effect of the
sub-critical multiplication factor and students construct reciprocal counts
against rod withdrawal plots in order to estimate the critical rod withdrawal
position.

The ability to retract the Am/Be neutron source from the core

region allows students to observe the effect of the neutron source when the
reactor is source-assisted critical and source free critical.

The concept of

reactor period is illustrated during super-critical operation and students
measure reactor periods during a control rod calibration experiment.
A 1/4 inch facility in the graphite wedge between fuel boxes is used in an
axial flux mapping experiment.

A motor driven pulley is used to lower a BF

detector or fission chamber, either with or without a cadmium sleeve, down a
vertical tube between fuel boxes and the cosine flux profiles are plotted on
a chart recorder.

Modifications of this experiment to allow for the

calculation of axial buckling are presently under investigation.
The JASON dump tank contains 20 kw electrical heaters which, together with
the 10 kW of nuclear heat generated in the core, can be used to change the
moderator temperature and allow students to determine the temperature
coefficient of reactivity of the reactor.
The last reactor based experiment to be described in this section is a
refuelling experiment which has been specifically designed for the Nuclear
Dockyard Officers Course (NDOC).

The experiment has two distinct components,

one dealing with radiation protection and the other dealing with the core
physics.
With respect to the core physics component, a sub-critical core is
established in JASON and the reactor supervisor and reactor physicist will
estimate the reactivity of the core. The students will then measure a "base
count rate" from a BF. detector and plot the reciprocal count rate as a
function of fuel loading.
rate is again measured.

New fuel is then loaded into the core and a count

Students plot reciprocal counts and estimate th«
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minimum critical mass and maximum controllable mass for the system.
Throughout the experiment students are shown how manipulation of the subcritical multiplication factor can be applied to predicting various core
physics parameters.

Simulator Work

The initial training of operators, and their subsequent continuation
training, is carried out after courses at DNST on simulators that replicate
the manoeuvering room (reactor, electrical and propulsion control area) of a
submarine.

These simulators use look up tables, and line fit extrapolations,

to display the correct indications on instrumentation to the operating team
in real time.
The training undertaken within DNST, however is of a more conceptual or
fundamental nature, and is designed to convey basic physics and plant
operating principles in a manner that does not overwhelm the student with
information.

The simulator used makes no attempt to replicate the

environment of a manoeuvering room or the exact form of the instrumentation
used.

All output is displayed on a 5 by 3 array of 71 cm monitors forming a

display array system, or telewall. The modelling is carried out on a Control
Data Cyber 930-31 digital computer (4)
Physical laws were chosen as the basis of the reactor modelling as this
allows the reactor simulator to be taken outside the normal operating region
to demonstrate various physical and failure processes.
table driven simulations lack data for these regions.

Traditional look-up
The reactor simulation

was written, and is being refined in house.

The model uses a coupled point

kinetic/thermo-hydraulic set of equations.

Equations used in the modelling

are covered in lectures, for example, reactor kinetics is modelled using a 4
node, 6 delayed neutron group model.

A true simulation requires these

equations to be solved at least once a second so that the results can be
displayed in real time.

In practice the equations must be solved more

rapidly to make the eye sense continuous motion.

This is a problem when

solving differential equations with fast time constants.

Mathematical

techniques, such as the prompt jump approximation, are introduced, with a
consequent loss of accuracy to keep the simulation manageable (5). It is
possible to extract any of the modelled parameters and display time
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variations

in a manner not available on the real plant or full scale

manoeuvering simulators.
A typical use of the simulator is to take the "reactor" from fully shut
down to critical, sub power.

The simulated behaviour of the naval PWR can be

compared with that of the JASON reactor.

The "reactor plant" is then taken

to power and subject to power transients to demonstrate how the physics of
the reactor controls its operation.

The age of the reactor may also be

varied in a session to demonstrate longer term effects on the plant eg.

how

changes in the temperature coefficient of reactivity affects power and
temperature transients.

Project Work

As mentioned previously, the MSc students are required to complete both a
short project and a design study.

Students registered on the other

postgraduate nuclear reactor course are only required to complete a short
project.

With both courses the aim of the short project is to provide the

student with the opportunity to apply their academic knowledge, computational
and experimental
challenging problem.

a)

skills in reactor physics to solving a reasonably
Recent projects offered in these courses have included,

Determination of Reactor Power in JASON by On-Line Measurement of N16 in the Primary Coolant,

b)

Adjoint Tracking in LWRWIMS/SNAP Models of the JASON Core,

c)

Modelling of JASON Transients using the Point Kinetic and Thermalhydraulic Code PARET (9).

The students are required to produce a written report and give an oral
presentation on their projects.

These are assessed by both staff and an

external examiner.
The design study is conducted along the lines that each student works on a
specific design aim such that the combined efforts of all the students
results in a complete nuclear plant design.

It is in the design study that

the students make full use of industry standard codes such as LWRWIMS. In
addition to the individual reports the students are required to produce a
joint project management report which is an integral part of the whole study.
A typical example of an MSc design study has been, "The Marinisation of a
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Space Reactor".
students

The design study is considered important

in providing the

with the opportunity to work as part of an engineering team.

Assessment of the design study is as described for the short project.

Conclusions

The teaching of r e a c t o r physics within DNST, e s p e c i a l l y a t the post
graduate level, i s aimed a t ,

a) Providing a sound theoretical basis through lectures,
b) Consolidating and supplementing this knowledge with computational and
experimental exercises,
c) Honing modelling and numerical s k i l l s using computer-assisted

learning

and
d) Training of plant operations within and outside normal

operating

regimes using a digital computer simulator.

I t is believed that t h i s balance between education

and t r a i n i n g

provide

the nuclear engineers and support personnel with the ability to support the
design, build and maintenance of the naval nuclear plant

to

the highest

standards of safety.
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IMPROVEMENT OF REACTIVITY
COEFFICIENTS OF METALLIC FUEL LMFBR
K. Tsujimoto, T. Iwasaki and N. Hirakawa
Department of Nuclear Engnieering
Tohoku University
Sendai, Japan 980

ABSTRACT
A new concept to improve the Doppler coefficient of metallic fuel liquid metal fast
breeder reactor (LMFBR) is proposed. This is accomplished by adding a moderating
material to a metallic fuel assembly, so that the neutron spectrum becomes softer and
the negative temperature coefficients are improved. The effects to the typical core
parameters, such as the Doppler coefficient, the sodium void reactivity and the reactor
breeding ratio are investigated. The results show this concept improves temperature
coefficients similar to those of the mixed oxide (MOX) core of same size without much
sacrificing the breeding ratio.

Introduction
The liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) using metallic fuel has several merits
compared with mixed oxide fuel (MOX) LMFBR. The metallic fuel offers substantial
advantages such as high fuel density and thermal conductivity, therefore, high breeding
ratio and reduced cost for fuel cycle are expected. At the same time, a metallic fuel
reactor has disadvantage in safety standpoint, such as poorer Doppler coefficient and
larger sodium void worth than a MOX LMFB*? has. It is said that these disadvantages
could be compensated by the radial core expansion and extension of control rods because of high thermal conductivity of metallic fuel. However, these effects suffer from
time delay, and if it is possible to make prompt negative Doppler feedback larger, a
metallic fuel LMFBR would simultaneously satisfy safety and economy requirement.
In order to improve the Doppler effect, the addition of moderating material to a
metallic fuel is considered. This makes the neutron spectrum softer, so that instantaneous negative Doppler coefficient becomes larger. This also restrain the spectrum
hardening when coolant sodium were voided and makes positive sodium void worth
smaller. However, at the same time it is inevitable the breeding ratio will decrease
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to some extent. Therefore, the principal purpose of this study is to investigate the
core concept without much sacrificing the breeding ratio. The effects of moderating
material to the typical LMFBR core parameters, such as the Doppler coefficient, the
sodium void reactivity and reactor breeding ratio are parametrically surveyed. This
was already demonstrated for berylia (BeO) [1, 2] , however, the possibility of the use
of other moderating material has not been pursued.

Core Parameter
A homogeneous lOOO-MW(electric) metallic fuel LMFBR was chosen as a base case for
the investigation of this study. The typical parameters for the fuel and the blanket are
shown in Table.I. For the fuel, the use of standard metallic fuel, U-15%Pu-10%Zr alloy
which has the smear density of 75% of theoretical one was assumed. The isotopic ratio
of the plutonium in the fuel was assumed to be 0.58, 0.24, 0.14 and 0.04 for 239Pu,
24U
Pu, 241Pu and 242Pu, respectively. This composition corresponds to the discharged
fuel from typical LWR after about 33GWD/ton of burnup without fuel recycling.

Table.I Reference lattice parameter for driver and blanket
Fuel
U-15%-10%Zr

Fuel Material
Number of Pins per Assembly
Smear Density (%TD)
Theoretical Density (g/cm3)
Pin Diameter (mm)
Cladding Thickness (mm)
Pitch / Diameter Ratio
Ducts Outside Flat-to-Flat (mm)
Duct Wall Thickness (mm)
Gap between Ducts (mm)

271
75

15.8
7.5
0.4
1.2

150.8
4.0
6.0

Blanket
U-10%Mo
169
90

16.7
10.375
0.4

1.096
150.8
4.0
6.0

As the moderating material, the zirconium-hydride (ZrHi.7) was chosen. As a
method to introduce ZrH into the LMFBR core, we first considered the TRIGA type
fuel, namely a mixture of U-Pu and zirconium-hydride. However, in this case the
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hydrogen would dissociate at high temperature in a transient, and then the positive
reactivity might be inserted. Therefore, we considered the concept to replace some of
the fuel pins in a subassembly by the pin containing only ZrH. The size of this ZrH
pin was assumed to be same as the fuel pins. This allows that the heat travels to ZrH
pin must come through the coolant sodium, and the dissociation of hydrogen is out
of consideration not only under the normal operation but also at the transient since
the dissociation is insignificant up to the sodium voiding temperature. The parametric
survey was made by changing the fraction of ZrH pins, and the effects to the typical
core parameters, such as the Doppler coefficient, the sodium void reactivity and reactor
breeding ratio, were investigated in comparison with conventional MOX LMFBR.

Computation
The cell averaged cross sections were derived with SLAROM code [3] using 70 group
cross section set JFS3-J2[4] based on Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library, version
2 (JENDL-2) library. Then, after the cell calculation, the two dimensional r-z diffusion
calculation for the entire core was performed using the homogenized cross section for
each region by CITATION-FBR code [5]. This code is based on CITATION code [6]
and makes it possible to use anisotropic diffusion coefficient defined by Benoist [7].
In the cell calculation, to simulate the fuel assembly heterogeneously containing
several ZrH pins, three cell models were considered. In the first model, a fuel pin
in a subassembly was assumed to be composed of a mixture of fuel and ZrH. The
atomic number density for this single pin was determined averaging that of each pin
weighted by the number of each pin in a subassembly. In the second and third model,
a hexagonal cell model in which a ZrH pin is placed at the center of the hexagonal
arrangement of fuel pins is used. The fraction of ZrH pin in the fuel pins is adjusted by
the number of fuel pins surrounding the central ZrH pin. This fraction is ranged from
about 1.1% (ratio of the ZrH pin to the fuel pin, 1/90) to about 5.3% (1/18). Prior
to this cell calculation, group constants for each fuel pin and ZrH pin are prepared
using the isolated pin model. The difference between the two models is the treatment
of fuel pins next to the ZrH pin. In the third model, the preliminary calculation was
performed for these fuel pins taking account of the effect by the existence of ZrH pin,
while isolated pin model was used in the second model. By comparing the results of
these different three models, the third model was concluded to be most suitable.
As mentioned above, parametric calculation for the Doppler coefficient, the sodium
void reactivity and the breeding ratio was performed as a function of ZrH pin fraction. In the calculation of Doppler coefficient, we assumed that the temperature would
change only in the fuel region except for ZrH pin, and calculated the effective multiplication factor at 600, 900 and 1200K. For the calculation of sodium void reactivity, we
assumed that the coolant sodium and bond sodium would be voided perfectly in the
fuel region. The core breeding ratio was obtained using flux for each region calculated
in the two dimensional diffusion calculation and the effective cross section averaged
over the cell.
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Results of Parametric Survey
Doppler coefficient is strongly affected by the shape of neutron spectrum. Hence,
cell averaged neutron spectra for various cells are shown in Fig.l, before refers to the
results of parametric survey. In this figure, solid line indicates that of the reference
case, metallic fuel including ZrH pins with fraction of about 3%, the dotted line and
dashed line indicate base case (pure metallic fuel) and MOX fuel, respectively. These
spectra are normalized to unity. By introducing ZrH to the metallic fuel core which
has harder spectrum than that of MOX, relative fraction in low energy region (about
102 ~104eV) increases because of the strong moderating effect of hydrogen. However,
since the ZrH pin is heterogeneously inserted to a subassembly, the moderating effect
is limited to the neighboring rods, and the spectrum is intermediate between that of
metallic fuel core and MOX fuel core.

Metallic Fuel

• Metallic Fuel with ZrH Pin

MOX Fuel

102

103

10*
10s
106
Neutron Energy (eV)

Fig.l Neutron spectra for metallic fuel core with ZrH pin (the fraction is
1:36) compared with metallic fuel and MOX fuel core
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The results for the Doppler coefficient and the sodium void reactivity are shown
in Fig.2. In Fig.2, the points denoted as MOX and Metal fuel correspond to those
of LMFBR with same reactor power using MOX fuel and metal fuel respectively. As
shown in Fig.2, the Doppler coefficient for the metallic fuel is much smaller than that
of the MOX fuel. However, the addition of ZrH pin of about 2.7% (number ratio of
ZrH pin to other fuel pins is 1:36) brings the Doppler coefficient to almost the same as
that of MOX fuel. Although in Fig.l, the spectrum component in low energy region
for the reference case is less than that for MOX, introducing about 5.3% of ZrH pin
(VzrH/Vfuei is 1/18), the Doppler coefficient becomes about 50% larger than that of
MOX case and about five times as large as that of base case. The sodium void reactivity
for the metallic fuel, which is originally larger than that for the MOX fuel, becomes
smaller than that of MOX fuel by the addition of only a small amount of ZrH pin.
Therefore, the addition of ZrH pin of more than 2.7% leads to the improvement of
the reactivity coefficients of the metallic fuel LMFBR superior to those of conventional
MOX LMFBR.

-15.Q

5.26% (1:18)

2.70% (1:36)

MOX; Fuel

1.64% (1:60)
1.10% (1:90)
Fraction of ZrH Pin
(V Z r H : V Fue ,)
Metal Fuel

0.0

1.0
2.0
Sodium Void Reactivity (% Ak/k)

3.0

Fig.2 The result of parametric survey for Doppler coefficient and sodium
void reactivity as a function of fraction of ZrH pin
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The spectrum softening by the addition of moderating material gives negative effect
to the breeding ratio. The results for the core breeding ratio of MOX and those of
metallic fuel as a function of fraction of ZrH pin are indicated in Fig.3. The breeding
ratio was calculated as the ratio of production and consumption of fissile fuel shown in
the following equation.
P{239Pu) + P{ulPu)
Here, P and A represent the production and the consumption rate respectively. As
shown in Fig.3, the introduction of ZrH affects the breeding ratio. However, even the
addition of about 5.3% of ZrH makes the breeding ratio still almost the same as that
of the MOX core.

Metal Fuel

0.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
Fraction of Zrh^7 Pin (%)

5.0

Fig.3 The result of parametric survey for Doppler coefficient and sodium
void reactivity as a function of fraction of ZrH pin
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Summary
Although a metallic fuel L M F B R has good characteristics in economy compared with
MOX LMFBR, it has disadvantage that Doppler coefficient is much smaller than MOX
L M F B R . For better safety, emphasis is placed on the improvement of Doppler coefficient. Since the Doppler coefficient depends on the shape of neutron spectrum, the
.•spectrum softening has strong effect for it. Thus, the introduction of ZrH as moderating material to a metallic fuel core is proposed. Also, the moderator restrains
the spectrum hardening when coolant sodium were voided and decreases the positive
sodium void reactivity.
For the addition of moderating material, some fuel pins in a fuel subassembly
were changed by the pins containing only ZrH. T h e Doppler coefficient, sodium void
reactivity and the breeding ratio were studied as a function of fraction of ZrH pin. T h e
results are summarized in Table.II. As shown in Table.II, the addition of ZrH pin in
the metallic fuel LMFBR from 3% to 5% will improve the reactivity coefficients. For
Doppler coefficient, especially, these cases provide as large as three to four times that
of base case, and even larger than t h a t for MOX fuel without much sacrificing the
breeding ratio. Also, for the sodium void reactivity they give about half that of MOX
and base case.
T h e results of this study have shown the addition of ZrH pin in metallic LMFBR is
useful in improving reactivity coefficient. However, more detailed study such as power
distribution in the subassembly will be necessary in adopted this concept.

T a b l e . I I T h e results of parametric survey in comparison with MOX fuel and
metallic fuel

(TAk/AT)

Sodium Void
Reactivitv
(7cAk/k)

1.11

-0.0090

1.79

5.37c (1:18)

1.08

-0.0134

1.40

Metallic Fuel

1.15

-0.0029

2.60

MOX Fuel

LOG

-0.0081

2.35

Fraction of
ZrH Pin

Breeding Ratio

2.77t (1:38)

Doppler
Coefficient
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ABSTRACT
The collision probability (CP) method [1] in neutron transport, as
applied to arbitrary 2D XY geometries, like the TDT [2J module in APOLLO-II
[3], is very time consuming. Consequently RZ or 3D extensions became
prohibitive. Fortunately, this method is very suitable for parallelization.
Massively parallel computer architectures, especially MIMD machines, bring a
new breath to this method.
In this paper we present a CMS [4] implementation of the CP method.
Parallelization is applied to the energy groups, using the CMMD message
passing library. In our case we use 32 processors for the standard 99-group
APOLLIB-II library.
The real advantage of this algorithm will appear in the calculation of
the future fine multigroup library (about 8000 groups) of the SAPHYR project
with a massively parallel computer (to the order of hundreds of processors).
Introduction
The TDT (TDT for Two Dimensional Transport) method calculates the
collision (escape and transmission) probabilities for a single motif or
several ones (called macros) coupled by interface currents. The boundary
condition for every surface can be exact (such as specular reflexion) or the
neighbouring surfaces can be cupled by the interface currents.
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The calculation of ij's for 2D geometries is done, for each energy group,
by a double integration on R and • over the neutron trajectories traversing
the basic motif. For each trajectory one must calculate the contribution tc
the Pij matrix of every traversed region i in the basic domain with everj
traversed region j within the optical distance T S T
max

The quadrature formula, number of trajectories and their maximum length,
depend on the geometrical complexity and the cross sections of the problem
treated. A geometry with many regions with very complex forms requires a great
number of trajectories: thousands or tens of thousands. The transparency of
the fast energy groups needs very long trajectories (in length, and
consequently in number of intersections): to the order of hundreds
intersections. The interface current aproximation can significantly reduce the
length of the trajectories, but a finer quadrature formula is necessary ir
order to achieve sufficient accuracy for the escape and transmission
probabilities.
One can imagine several parallelization techniques, each one with a
different
degree of complexity. Massively parallel architectures allow
simultaneous calculations on many processors, but need to find the equilibrium
between different computational parameters by minimizing: the quantity of
communications, repeted calculations, repeted memory storage and unoccupied
processors.
It is also important to develop a parallel algorithm independent (as much
as possible today) of the computer architecture, and especially independent of
the number of processors. For production codes, like APOLLO-II, it is
absolutely necessary to have a unique source for a sequential and a parallel
computer.
In practice it is not possible to have rigorously the same source code
for several computers used. The solution is the use of a pre-processor, which
will activate necessary program lines. In our case lines that should be used
only by the CMS computer contains the "!CM5" mark in the firs four columns.
Parallelization algorithm
The most adapted programmation model for the necessery MIMO treatment oi
our problem is "message passing". The fact that there is no standard massag<
passing library is an acceptable sacrifice in term of portability requirement
the number of library calls is limited and in any case different messagi
passing libraries are similar. A distributed memory model is supposed.
For our first parallel algorithm, we choose to parallelize the energ;
group treatment. In the classical, sequential, approach the task is splitei
into two steps: trajectory tracking and CP evaluation. Tracking is done onl,
once, and CP calculation is repeated for each energy group, with the sam
trajectories, only the cross-sections change. The optical length of th
trajectories depends on the cross-sections, that is why one has to track ver
long trajectories, in order to "have" enough optical length for the fas
groups. Because of the amount of data, the trajectories are stored on disk.
The parallel algorithm assigns each energy group to a differer
processor. Trajectory tracking is repeted by each processor for each grou{
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Repeated tracking is not penalizing, otherwise one could either execute
tracking on one processor, while ail others are unoccupied, or to parallelize
the tracking, which is a hard job. Our aproach has two other adventages. The
first one is a dramatical decrease of communications: the same geometrical
data are broadcast to all processors, and the corresponding total
cross-sections are send to every processor; there is no tracking data
communications. The second advantage is that there is no overtracking - only
the necessary optical length of the trajectories is calculated for each group.
The CM5 machine used for this work has NPROC=32 processors, and the
standard APOLLIB-II library has NG=99 groups: NONPROC and NG/NPROC is not an
integer. In our exemple, if nothing more is done, we will execute, for each
processor, a loop like:
MYPROC = 0 ;
!CM5 MYPROC = CMMD_self_adress();
do ig = MYPROC+1, NG, NPROC
call PIJ(ig, ...)
end do

NPROC = 1
NPROC = CMMD_partition_size()
(A)

where MYPROC is the node identifier: MYPROC e (0, NPROC-1). Hence, all
processors will execute the same loop, for different parametres; processor
number 0 for ig = 1, NPROC+1, 2»NPROC+1.... number 1 for ig = 2, NPROC+2,
2"NPROC+2..., etc. Note that the same code works for sequential computer also.
The Pij matrix calculation time is different for each group. Thus
matrices will not be written on disk in order, that is why we should use
direct access.
Suppose that the calculation time is the same for every group. In this
case, in 3 cycles the loop wil evaluate 3*32=96 Pij matrices. In the fourth
cycle the 3 last matrices will be evaluated, while 29 processors are
unoccupied. The global occupation ratio is .77, a poor performance. In
practice the calculation time for each group is different, the occupation
ratio will be better or worse.
For the realistic cases high energy groups are more transparents and
need larger calculational times, which means that the firsts processors will
be more occupated. A slight developpement of the energy groups loop:
MG = NG/NPR0C*NPR0C
do ig = MYPROC+1, MG, NPROC
call PUUg, ...)
end do

(B)

if(MYPROC.ge.NPROC-(NG-MG))then
ig = NG + 1 - (NPROC - MYPROC)
call PUUg, ...)
end if
allows a better distribution of the calculations - the lasts groups will be
calculated on the lasts processors. Note that the same code still works also
for a sequential computer.
In order to achieve a better occupation ratio we propose to change the
order of Pij matrix calculations.
Define the transparency of the motif containing N regions, as:
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1

t = —
_

where I

, i=l,N
ti

V

.

and V are the total cross section and the volume of region i.

Suppose that the calculational time for each energy group is nearly
proportional to its optical transparency, which is not a bad assumption in
case of specular reflexion as boundary condition. If we distribute the energy
groups to be calculated over the processors in such a way that the sum of
transparancies of the groups of each processor are nearly equal, we can expect
calculation times to be nearly equal. Now we will execute a loop like:
PROC = 1
!CM5 PROC = ORDER(T)
do ig = NG
if(PROC(ig).eq.MYPROC+l)call PIJ(ig, ...)
end do

(C)

where the function ORDER uses group transparencies (array T) to load array
PROC, so that
* Const,

P = 1, NPROC

i € PROC(P)
It is clear that the greater the ratio NG/NPROC is, the more efficient
the algorithm is. For NG<NPROC, one should look for a different
parallelization technique.
Numerical results
Actually we do not intend to compile the entire APOLLO-2 (more than 140
000 instructions) on CMS. Thanks to the modularity, we install only the TDT
module on CMS, preceding work is done on workstation, the total cross-sections
are tubed to TDT. The calculated collision probabilities are stored on disk
only to test processors to disk comunications, not for use.
A slight restructuration of the code was necessary in order to have the
possibility to do tracking once and store data or to repeat tracking on each
processor for each energy group.
TDT is written in standard FORTRAN 77, some FORTRAN 90 (and CM
FORTRAN) adaptations, like dynamic allocation, were necessary. Calls to
standard FORTRAN 90 intrinsic functions were introduced. The programmation was
simplified by introduction of array instructions.
Two different problems are treated: a RBMK fuel channel and a RSM (Tight
Lattice) hexagonal PWR assembly.
The RBMK assembly, Figure 1, with a side of 25 cm. is a graphite block
with 18 fuel rods embedded in a 8,6 cm radius fuel channel. The motif was
divided in 58 regions and 2 macros - one in the fuel channel, another in the
graphite. CPU times, per processor are shown in Figure 2.
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The RSM assembly, Figure 3, is
tube-guide cell, a fertile cell and
divided in 94 regions and 8 macros CPU times, per processor are shown in

composed of a central water-hole cell, a
13 typical fuel cells. The motif was
macros limites crossing the cell centers.
Figure 4.

Two different tipe of calculations were carried out for both problems: a
global Pij calculation with single motif and specular reflexion (with
algorithms A, B and C) and an interface current calculation in which the
macros are coupled by interface currents (with algorithms A, and B). All the
calculations were done with repeated tracking (RT, on the left side of the
figures) and with only one tracking (OT, on the right side) for all groups.
For the OT calculations, the lower rectangles represent the tracking times.
The times are in seconds, but their absolute values are not significant: the
operating system and the compiler of the CM5 computer used are not yet
stabilized and times change with every release.
The speed up and the occupation ratio were calculated and are given in
the tables. Ttr is the tracking time for OT. Ttot is the Pij calculational
time for all groups, including the tracking time for RT. Tmax is the Pij
calculational time for the maximum occupied processor, non including tracking
time in the OT case. The OT speed-up is defined as (Ttr+Ttot)/(Ttr+Tmax). The
sequentional/parallel speed-up, the more important one, is defined as
(Ttr+Ttot)/Tmax where the numerator is from OT and the denominator from RT: it
shows the speed-up of parallel computer versus sequentional one.
A rigorous quantification of the processor to disk communication was not
possible with the actual CM5 configuration. Comparing only the CPU times and
noticing that for the specular reflexion case the trajectories were not long
enough on OT for the first three groups, and with the communications in mind,
we recommend the RT technique.
For the interface current approximation the calculational times are the
same for all groups, so none of the proposed algorithms is prefered.
For the specular reflexion, the advantage of algorithme C is evident,
especially for the RSM case, where the calculational times are very group
dependent.
The main result of this study is that the speed-up between sequentional
and parallel computer, for specular reflexion boundary conditions, is 18 and
14, respectively, for the RBMK and the RSM assemblies.
Conclusions
This presentations shows the advantages and the limitations of the
algorithm proposed, concerning production code. The use of the CMS computer,
in the hostless mode needs a small parallelization work, but the entire code
has to be checked in order to be adapted to CM Fortran.
The next step - use of an actual production code - needs another aproach.
It seems to us that the host-node mode will be more adapted. The code should
run on a host computer and send to the nodes, for parallel processing, only
the paralellized code fragments. There are two advantages to this aproach: a)
It is not necessary to adapt the entier code and b) it will be easier to do a
portable code working at the others platforms, like IBM's SP1 and the couple
CRAY 90 - T3D.
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Figure 1. RBMK assembly.
Table 1. RBMK results for single motif
interface currents
Specular
reflexion

A 1 gor i thm

repeated

seq/par
speed-up
In t e r f a c e
c u rrents
A 1gor i thm

C

A

95.7

37, 5

20 .2
,63

24, 4
,76

26, 7
83

13 , 5

16,2

17, 8

115 .3

repeated
A

B

63 .9
17 _ 9
,82

C

A

61 , 0

60
18 . 6

,85

B
2.4+605,0

788,0

( Ttr+) Ttot
Tmax

31 ,2

32,0

23,3

24,7

s peed-up
occ. rat i o

25,3
,79

24,6
.77

23.6
,83

22.4
.79

s eq/par
s peed-up

19,5

19,0
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C

18. 5
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only one tracking
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B

tracking

23 0 + 1 531

2334,0
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a) Two macros, interface current approximation.
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Figure 2. RBMK results. CPU times per processor. Repeated tracking
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Figure 3. RSM assembly.
Table 2. RSM results for single motif and eight macros coupled by
interface currents
Specular
reflexion

repeated tracking

A Igori thm

A

(Ttr+) Ttot
Tmax
speed-up
occ. rat i o

B

C

4536,0
224,8
20,2
,63

208,2

155,9

21,8
.68

29,1
.91

10,2

13.6

seq/par
speed-up

9,4

Interface
currents

repeated tracking

Algorithm

only one tracking

A

(Ttr+) Ttot

B

A

B

93,9+2022,0
86,7
86,7
82,4
11,7
,87

11.7
,87

12,0
,89

only one tracking
C

A

1487,0

B
3,4+1193,0

Tmax

59,0

61,8

46,0

50,5

speed-up
occ. rat io

25,2
,79

24,1
,75

24,2
,82

22,2
.75

seq/par
speed-up

20,3

19,4
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Table 3. RSM results. Single motif, repeated tracking for each
group, algorithm C. Speed-up for different parallel processors partition.

Nombre of
processosrs
32
16
8
4

Tmax
156
307
588
1 138

speed-up
29,08
14,79
7,71
3,98

occupation
ratio
,909
,924
,964
,996
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ABSTRACT
A coarse-grain parallel algorithm is described for the solution of the sparse system of linear equations which arise from the application of the finite element-spherical harmonics method to radiation
transport problems. The algorithm employs the nested dissection technique to renumber the nodes
of the finite element mesh, so as to decompose the resulting global matrix into a number of independent domains, linked by interfaces, which can then be treated on separate processors. The
solution algorithm involves a combination of Cholesky factorisation and the preconditioned conjugate gradient scheme that keeps storage to a minimum, by solving for the spherical harmonics
expansion coefficients individually and in parallel.

1

Introduction

Radiation transport problems have been tackled by a variety of different methods, of which the
most popular are based on the discrete ordinates and the Monte Carlo techniques. Both however,
suffer from significant drawbacks: the former does not readily deal with complex multidimensional
geometry, whilst the latter suffers from inherent stochastic uncertainties. The radiation finite
element-spherical harmonics (FEPN) method [1] provides a good computational alternative to
these methods with its high accuracy, geometric flexibility, and freedom from ray-effects.
Application of the FEPN method to multidimensional radiation transport problems is not,
however, without its difficulties. Intrinsic to the nature of the method is the solution of fully coupled systems of linear equations for the unknown nodal moments of the angular flux. Though sparse
and symmetric, these systems of equations for problems with many thousand of nodes and requiring
higher order transport approximations can lead to very large demands on computer memory and
processing time. To ensure the success of the method it is therefore important that efficient numerical solution strategies be developed which minimize storage and operation count. In this paper we
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describe one such strategy which permits the economical direct solution of the F E P N equations
and is capable of taking full advantage of parallel computing, in particular Multiple Instruction
Multiple Data (MIMD) distributed memory parallel architectures. Characterised usually by a
few hundred powerful processing nodes each with relatively large local memory, MIMD systems
already offer real scope for the fast solution of very large partitioned problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: to set the scene, in the next section we
briefly outline the F E P N method. This is followed by details of the parallel numerical scheme for
the solution of the FEPN equations. Central to the numerical scheme is the use of the Nested
Dissection (ND) renumbering technique for splitting the problem into various domains and the use
of a combined Cholesky factorization-preconditioned conjugate gradient procedure for solving the
angular moments equations. Finally, we quote results for the parallel solution of a two-dimensional
problem, and draw some conclusions.

2

The radiation finite element-spherical harmonics method

The F E P N solution method discussed here is based on a variational formulation for the one-speed,
second order, even-parity form of the tranport equation:
(1)
where

f(r,n) = [#(r,n)+*(r,-ft)]/2
5 ± (r, SI) = [S{T, SI) ± S{r, r, -Sl/2
are the even-parity angular components of the flux <P(r,fi) and prescribed source S(r,Sl) respectively, and C and G are the scattering-collision operators denned by

Ctf(r,fi) = <7(tf(r,fi) - J dSl'a?(r,Sl.SV)9(r,SV)
G 1 *(r, SI) = <r(tf (r, SI) - j dil'a;(r, Sl.Sl')9(r, SI')
with <7±(r,Jl.n') = [o,(r,Sl.SV)±<T,(r,-Sl.SV)]/2.
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Numerical approximations to (1) can be found via the the Ritz-Galerkin procedure employing
the variational principle
F[$] = (ft.V*,Gfi.V*) + ( * , C » ) + < * , * > - 2 ( $ , S + ) - 2 ( n . V * , G S - )

(2)

where (.,.) = / d V J d i l and < . , . > = J dS f dil\il.n.\, and the following trial function for the
even-parity flux:
e=lj = lk=l

where Bj are the finite element shape functions for element e, and Qk are the ortho-normalised
spherical harmonics functions.
By inserting this trial function into (2), imposing continuity at the nodes and requiring the first
variation of F to vanish, we obtain the system of linear equations:
A * =b

(4)

where A is a sparse, symmetric, positive definite (SSPD) matrix, * is the vector of unknown nodal
spherical harmonics expansion coefficients (hereafter known as moments), and b is a vector built
from the specified source for the problem. Full details of the formulation including its extension to
multigroup theory is given in [1].

3

Parallel Solution of the FEPN equations

As mentioned earlier, the system of linear equations (4) becomes of near intractable size for large
multidimensional problems. To alleviate this problem we adopt the following algorithm [4] which
sweeps through the moments in turn through the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iterative procedure :
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r° = S - Atf>°
M6n = r"
if n > 0 then

else

(5)

endif

where r is the residual source; S is the source vector; A is the global matrix; 0 is the approximation
to solution vector (flux); M contains the factorised nodal matrix of the individual moments (ie.
without inter-moment connections); and a and /3 are weighting and acceleration factors respectively.
The most expensive parts of this algorithm qua storage and computation time are the solution
of M<5" and Ae". The scheme requires only that the nodal matrices of the individual moments be
explicitly assembled and inverted. The remaining matrix operations are realised in an element-byelement fashion, by taking advantage of the tensorial properties of the matrix which arise from the
variational formulation.
Parallelisation of the PCG

procedure above can be accomplished via the use of the ND

technique which effectively splits the problems into several domains which can then be treated
in parallel with minimal communication between processors. The ND algorithm also enables the
application of parallel Cholesky decomposition for the solution of the preconditioning stage.
In the ND renumbering scheme the finite element mesh is recursively dissected into two separate
halves, until meshes are achieved whose node-trees are only two levels deep. At each step of the
recursion, the node-tree of the mesh at hand is built up, dissected in two by a given criteria, and
each half of the node-tree is treated as a new mesh. The level of the node-tree corresponding with
the dissection becomes the interface between the separate domains, and is given a new numbering.
In this way, a domain decomposition scheme is simulated, resulting in a mesh with several non-
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overlapping areas, or domains, connected by separators, or interfaces. The parallelisation of this
scheme as applied to radiation transport finite element meshes is given in by Birnbaum in [2] with
more details for the full method in [3]20
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Figure 1: 5x5 matrix before and after nested dissection

When the whole mesh has been renumbered, the numbering is reversed, thereby causing the
separators to be numbered last instead of first. This has the result that in the subsequent matrix,
the rows/columns corresponding to the separator nodes are pushed towards the back of the matrix.
Fig. 1 shows a small 5 by 5 node finite element mesh, and its renumbering by nested dissection.
As can be seen from Figure lb the lower left to upper right diagonal is numbered last. The two
sub-meshes on either side of the separator are not in contact of each other.
The matrix that results from this renumbering is shown in Fig. 2. The top sub-matrix corresponds to one side of the mesh in Fig. lb (in this case the left side), and the middle sub-matrix
corresponds to the other side of the mesh. The last five rows/columns of the matrix correspond to
the five nodes of the separator.
The two upper sub-matrices are not dependent on each other and can therefore be factorised
completely independently. This is done by storing the two sub-matrices on two separate processors, and factorising them in complete parallel. Only when the last five rows/columns need to be
factorised, does communication between the processors come into play. The separator nodes can
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Figure 2: Lower triangle of a matrix for a 5x5 mesh after nested dissection renumbering

be stored on either of the two processors.
When factorising larger problems on multiple processors, the algorithm is the same, but the
recursive dissection of the mesh goes deeper, causing more independent sub-domains to be distributed over more processors. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3 for a 3775 by 3775 matrix,
divided up over 8 processors.
Each sub-matrix is stored and factorised independently and in parallel on a separate processor
When rows/columns are reached that correspond to the interface nodes of the mesh, then commu
nication between the processors will be necessary. Here we immediately see two very importan
criteria for choosing the mesh separators:

• sub-meshes of equal size, to make the work load on each processor equal, this is called loa
balancing;
• interfaces with as small number of nodes as possible, this to reduce the amount of inte
processor communication.
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Figure 3: Profile of the lower triangle of a 3775x3775 matrix after a nested dissection renumbering

4

Numerical results and conclusions

The algorithm described above has been incorporated into the FEPN computer code EVENT
[1] and adapted to run on the hypercube based iPSC/860 parallel computer. Each node posesses
16 Mbyte of storage and has pipelining capabilities.
We quote here the results for a one-group downwell-logging calibration benchmark, consisting of
a simple source and detector arrangement in a cylinder (2D R-Z geometry). A finite element mesh
of 3816 elements and 3775 nodes, with a Pj angular expansion of the flux (16 angular moments)
was used.
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Table 1: Timing, speedup & efficiency
p

T

Table 2: Timing &z efficiency of different stages

sP

E

P

Tfact

Efact

Tback

TpB

Tea

EcG

1

1188.1

1.00

1.00

1

40.5

1.00

81.1

686.3

373.2

1.00

2

615.2

1.93

0.97

2

23.6

0.86

49.7

350.9

187.2

1.00

4

343.4

3.46

0.86

4

12.5

0.81

39.1

188.8

100.9

0.92

8

191.2

6.18

0.77

8

10.4

0.49

33.8

93.7

52.1

0.90

16

123.8

9.60

0.60

16

6.6

0.38

36.8

49.7

29.7

0.79

32

98.2

12.10

0.38

32

7.4

0.17

42.5

28.1

19.4

0.60

In the tables above p is the number of processors; T is the total time (in seconds) for assembly,
factorisation and solution; S p ( = T(l)/T(p) ) is the speedup; E ( = Sv/p ) is our measure of
efficiency; T f a c t is the factorisation time of the individual-moment matrices; Efact is its efficiency;
TbacW is the time for the back-substitution which updates the right-hand side; T F B is the time for
the forwards-backwards moment by moment sweep; T C G is the time for the conjugate gradient
accelerator; and E C G is its efficiency.
Table 1 shows good speed-up for the overall algorithm up to a certain number of processors.
Efficiency of the method naturally drops as the number of processors increases. This is due to the
fact that as the parallel parts of the algorithm are split up over more processors, their solution time
goes down, thereby increasing the overall share of the sequential parts of the algorithm (Amdahl's
law). This can be easily seen in Table 2, where the efficency is shown for two different stages,
the factorisation stage, that involves inter-processor communication, and the conjugate gradient
acceleration stage, which involves no communication. The efficiency of the former drops fast as the
number of processors increases, as the time taken for the parallel part drops below time taken for
communication. Any increase in number of processors only increases the communication overhead.
The efficiency of the accelerator stage is not 100% all the time, since element-wise some of the
domains overlap, causing certain duplication in work.
Table 3: Load balance for a 3775 node RZ problem
p
1
2
4
8
16

Mave
1614256
807128
403564
201782
100891
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Mmax
1614256
809152
426480
226912
134864

A compressed storage scheme is used as described by George and Liu [5] to store the factorised
nodal matrix of the individual moments. Thus the storage per processor equals the number of
nonzeros including fill-in, plus a small amount of extra overhead. The load balance over the
processors is shown by the divergence of the maximum storage per processing node (MmBX) from
the average storage per processing node (M ave ), which would be the ideal. The greater the gap
between the node storage and the ideal, the greater the load imbalance, which means greater
processor idle time. This is also a cause for drop in efficiency.
The parallel scheme presented in this paper, which combines Cholesky factorisation with a
PCG procedure to optimise speed and storage, allows large problems to be solved with high PN
approximations by splitting the problem up over several processors using a ND mesh renumbering
and keeping storage to a minimum by sweeping over the moments iteratively. Multidimensional
problems which could previously only be tackled by supercomputers, are now within reach of
smaller scale parallel computers. Numerical experiments show that the parallel ND moment by
moment method yields good computational efficiency for large problems involving multiple moments
per node, and is suitable for any 2" processor arrangements, such as a hypercube based MIMD
computer, showing reasonably good scalability. Although this scheme has been purpose built for
the needs of this particular approach to radiation transport, it could be adapted to other areas in
finite element analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The neutron flux values onto RPV for WER-1000 and WER-44C
reactors, at the places important for the metal embrittlement surveillance, have
been calculated by 3D code TORT and synthesis method. The comparison of the
results received by both methods confirms their good consistency.

The determination of the neutron flux onto the W E R pressure vessel is an
essential part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Surveillance Program. The
main tools for determining the pressure vessel flux are the neutron transport calculations.
The discrete ordinate Sn method has been successfully applied in one (ID)
and two (2D) dimensional geometry nowadays. The synthesis [1, 2] of the 2D and
ID solution for three dimensional geometry (synthesis method) has been applied in
neutron flux assessment. The adequate determination of neutron flux depends on
the choice of Pn, Sn approximations, multigroup libraries of neutron constants,
mesh of variables discretization, the choice of neutron source, based on the power
distribution. A more correct description of neutron flux distribution is expected to
be obtained by direct three dimensional (3D) solving of the problem.
The comparison of neutron flux calculational results on RPV for W E R 440 and WER-1000 reactors, at the places important for the metal embrittlemenl
surveillance, with 3D code TORT [3] and the synthesis method is presented in this
paper.
The code TORT version 1.5.11 (for IBM RISC Sistem/6000, from RSIC
ORNL) has been ported by us to the 386/486 personal computer and used fo;
these 3D calculations.
The 3D neutron flux estimation in the synthesis method is based on the 21
and ID DORT [4] solutions of the transport equation: radial-azimuthal N T (r,6
radial-axial N z (r,z) and radial NR(r), using the following expression [2J:
N(r,€tz) = Nr(r,e&lfc(r,z)/Ni(r).
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(1)

Such three dimensional flux representation is acceptable because the flux
dependence on z and 0 is smoother than on r, but it is difficult to evaluate its
accuracy because of the lack of exact limits definition of its application. The
validity of (1) could be formally estimated in the case of the simplified description
of the volume source as superposition of limited linear neutron sources and
neglected self-absorption [2, 5]. For the complicate real geometry of W E R reactor
the validity of (1) is suitable to be estimated by comparison with 3D code TORT
results.
The calculations for both WER-440 and WER-1000 are performed
considering a sector of 30° mirror symmetry including the reactor core, the inner
vessel arrangement, the air shell between the vessel and the heat insulation and the
part of the biological shield. The neutron fission source is represented by the
power efficiency, averaged over the plane cross section of each cassette. The axial
dependence is taken into consideration. The detailed geometry models we have
used are described in [6] for WER-440 and [7] for WER-1000.
The integral neutron flux values
-;max

N(r,0,z) =

(2)

N(r,0,z,E)dE

at the places (Table 1), important for the metal embrittlement surveillance, in
energy intervals from E m , n = 0.5, 1, 3, 5 MeV to E max = 15 MeV, have been
calculated and compared.
TABLE 1. Places for the Test Comparison
No

r, cm

0,°

z, cm Comments

WER-1000

1
2

207.35
207.35

8
30

96.0
96.0

on RPV, azim max, axial max
on RPV, azim min, axial max

WER-440

1
2
3
4

178.40
192.45
178.40
192.45

30
30
13
13

29.5
29.5
29.5
29.5

on RPV, azim max, weld 4
beh. RPV, azim max, weld 4
on RPV, azim min, weld 4
beh. RPV, azim min, weld 4

Reactor

z = 0 - core bottom
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For description of the neutron scattering energy dependence a comparative
analysis [6] have been carried out with the following libraries:
- VITAMIN/C [8]: 73 groups above 0.5 MeV; averaging multigroup
constant spectrum is 1/E for the energy intervals 0 to 0.82 MeV, 10 to 12.6 MeV,
and E^V 1 ^ 1 - 4 for 0.82 to 10 MeV,
- FLUNG [9]: 17 groups above 0.5 MeV, with the above mentioned
averaging spectrum,
- DLC37F [10]: 36 groups above 0.5 MeV, 1/E averaging spectrum,
- L26P3S34 [11]: 13 groups above 0.5 MeV, 1/E averaging spectrum.
The differences between the integral energy flux values calculated by the
mention libraries vary no more than 3%. The estimation of the integral flux with
energy above 0.5 MeV differs less than 0.7%. The library FLUNG has been
applied in all following flux calculations.
TABLE 2. Number of Mesh Intervals
Reactor

r

0

z

WER-1000
WER-440

95
93

30
30

71
60

There are not substantial differences (greater than 0.5%) in the integral
neutron flux values with energy above 0.5 MeV calculated by P3S8 and P6S16
approximations both for WER-440 and WER-1000 [6, 7, 12, 13]. That is why,
the P3S8 approximation has been used. The (r,6u) coordinate meshes (Table 2) are
chosen by the authors, so that the inaccuracy is less than 0.5%. The comparative
calculations with the chosen azimuthal steps 1.0° and 0.3° for WER-1000 / 0.5°
for WER-440 show that the differences are within 0.5%. The used value d = 0.01
of the general convergence criteria provide the same flux value as d = 0.001.
The flux values for WER-1000 calculated by the 3D synthesis method and
3D code TORT are shown in Table 3. The comparison shows a good consistency
within the limits of the solution accuracy. The differences diminish from 5% to 1%
with enlarging the energy range limits.
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TABLE 3. Neutron Fluxes on WER-1000, 109 ernes' 1
Point

Method
>5.0

Energy range, Mev
>3.0
> 0.5
>1.0

1

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

4.73
4.60
1.03

11.0
10.8
1.02

37.6
38.4
0.98

57.0
57.7
0.99

2

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

1.38
1.32
1.05

2.91
2.82
1.03

9.93
9.80
1.01

14.6
14.4
1.01

These results are expected for WER-1000, because the places of interest
are far from the reactor core axial edges.
The more important conclusion is connected with the good consistency of
the flux values for WER-440 in the places near the core bottom, the weld seam 4
(Table 4).
TABLE 4. Neutron Fluxes on WER-440, 1010 cm'V 1
Point

Method
>5.0

Energy range, Mev
>3.0
>1.0
> 0.5

1

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

0.610
0.628
0.971

1.54
1.59
0.969

6.80
7.01
0.970

11.3
11.6
0.974

2

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

0.0448
0.0471
0.951

0.112
0.117
0.957

0.937
0.970
0.966

2.69
2.79
0.964

3

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

0.509
0.530
0.960

1.23
1.28
0.961

5.10
5.27
0.968

8.34
8.60
0.970

2

SYNT
TORT
SYNT/TORT

0.0376
0.0400
0.940

0.0839
0.0883
0.950

0.625
0.649
0.963

1.75
1.81
0.967
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In addition, it may be noted that the CPU time for the synthesis method
calculations is about 18 times shorter than the TORT one. The accomplished
comparison indicates that at reasonable cost the calculations necessary for the
Metal Embrittlement Surveillance Program should be performed by the synthesis
method.
This comparison, however, is not sufficient for estimating the inaccuracy of
the neutron flux calculational results because it is based on one and the same
calculational method of discrete ordinates.
Another way to prove the calculation validity in the real operation could
be based on the comparisons with measurements of the threshold detector
activities, placed behind the RPV. Such detectors have been already installed on
WER-440 reactor of Kozloduy NPP.
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ABSTRACT
A brief overview is given of the subgroup approach to resonance capture as implemented in
the WIMS code. Recent developments to the general geometry characteristics solution
module in WIMS, known as CACTUS, may be used in combination with the WIMS subgroup
modules to derive broad group shielded cross sections for almost any geometry in two
dimensions. This application is described, together with some sensitivity studies for a simple
pincell case, and also an example of its use for a more complex geometry.
INTRODUCTION
The original and very successful method in WIMS of computing effective multigroup cross
sections for resonance absorbers was based on equivalence theory, in which a collision
probability approach is used to equate a heterogeneous geometry to an equivalent
homogeneous one. The WIMS library therefore needs to store only a set of homogeneous
resonance integrals, precomputed by very fine group calculations for a range of scattering
cross sections. This method is still in widespread use for standard geometries, including
pincell arrays (with semi-empirical corrections for missing neighbours) and fuel clusters of
the AGR, RBMK or CANDU type.

There are many more complex geometries including:
non-uniform clusters,
the resonance skin effect, which causes plutonium to build up preferentially on the
surface of a fuel pin,
partially dissolved fuel in processing plant, and
the double heterogeneity of HTR fuels,

for which the standard equivalence approach would be very difficult to implement in a general
formalism. This realisation led to the development in WIMS of a more generally applicable
sub-group method. Section 2 gives a brief outline of this approach. Section 3 describes how
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this has been extended to incorporate the capability of the WIMS CACTUS characteristics
method, and Section 4 gives a few examples of the type of problem to which the method can
be applied.

OUTLINE OF THE WIMS SUBGROUP METHOD
The WIMS subgroup method for resonance shielding is based on a fitting procedure that
enables the code to derive its own subgroups using the standard library resonance integral
tabulations. The procedure is most readily understood by considering a homogeneous system
with unit slowing down flux. We then have:
(O(E)+<J p )<t.(E)~O p

(1)

where O and (J> are resonance absorption cross section and flux, and O p is the effective
' mattering cross section per absorber nuclide. The resonance integral is:

(2)

In subgroup form:

I = Y —L-E-Wj

rCTi+o

(3)

'

where the subgroup cross sections Oj have weights Wj.

The two formulations for resonance integral must be made to agree as a function of O p . In
practice, a WIMS 69 group library might contain resonance integrals for U238, say, at several
temperatures and for 10 values of Gp in the 13 resonance groups. After the temperature
interpolation is performed, we have 130 resonance integrals to fit. These are added to give a
total over energy and a set of values of 0j are then chosen to fit the 10 resonance integrals so
obtained. In practice this set comprises 5 non-zero values (ie half as many as there are Gp
values) and a zero. Then, using the same Cj, a set of six weights, wj, are found for each group,
ie 78 in total.

For the set of subgroup cross sections, we can perform a corresponding set of one group flux
calculations. Hitherto, these have been based on:
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a spatial source calculated from XLp for each material,
a removal cross section calculated from S s a set of collision probabilities calculated for each subgroup cross section Oj, and
assuming an average value for the total cross section in moderator materials.
If the X values are constant for all library resonance groups, the number of one group flux
solutions is equal to the number of subgroups; if they vary with energy group, the one group
flux solutions will vary from library group to library group.
Until recently, the standard route has involved the following sequence of modules in the
WIMS scheme:
PRES to fit subgroup cross sections to the total (over energy) of the resonance
integrals as a function of O p
any collision probability module to calculate a set of collision probabilities for each
subgroup cross section, <Jj
RES to calculate the spatial source, a set of one group fluxes, the subgroup weights in
each library resonance group, and the final effective library group shielded resonance
cross sections.

A statistical approximation to the resonance interaction between different nuclides, eg U238
and U235 is achieved by solving for all combinations of the six U238 subgroups and usually
three U235 subgroups, ie 18 in total. With many resonance absorbers, this total can become
unacceptably large; the equivalence treatment is therefore still useful for the minor resonance
absorbers.

EXTENSION OF THE SUBGROUP METHOD TO USE CACTUS
The WIMS subgroup method for treating resonance shielding, as described in Section 2,
relies on the availability of a collision probability method for the required geometry. The PIJ
module in WIMS does have a square boundary option but is essentially a cylindrical cluster
treatment. The present improvements to the route were therefore made to invoke the power of
the CACTUS characteristics solution module, which can solve the differential transport
equation in almost any 2D geometry. (The CACTUS geometry input in its most general form
is based on straight lines and circular arcs, which can be combined to form any desired shapes.
Tracks are 'drawn' in such a way that they end at their starting points - see Figure 3.)
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Previous uses of CACTUS had been limited to eigenvalue and flux solutions for general fuel
assembly geometries but the addition of a fixed source option handling several one group
cases simultaneously has made it possible within the WIMS modular scheme to compute the
detailed variation of resonance capture in complex geometries.

Yet another extension to CACTUS has been the use of the tracking information to derive
collision probabilities which take full account of specular reflection at the cell boundary. Used
in this mode, CACTUS simply replaces PIJ - or any other collision probability module - in the
PRES-PLI-RES module sequence.

All the features of reactors with rectangular fuel channels are allowed straightforwardly
within the rectangular boundary of a CACTUS calculation; to compute hexagonal geometries,
it is necessary to represent a rectangle made up of two adjacent quarter hexagons. It is
therefore anticipated that this method will provide a viable option for resonance capture for all
geometry types that the WIMS scheme is required to calculate.

The new route in WIMS for deriving resonance cross sections is therefore:
PRES to fit subgroup cross sections (as before),
CACTUS to (a) function as a collision probability module, or (b) to calculate the
spatial source, and the associated set of one group fluxes,
RES to (a) function as before, or (b) to recognise that subgroup fluxes have already
been written to the WIMS module interface, and that it needs only to calculate the
subgroup weights and the final library group shielded resonance cross sections.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION
With all new applications of numerical methods, the verification must establish both the
validity of the method and coding, and the behaviour of the results as the integration criteria
(numbers of tracking lines and angles, for example), are tightened.
A Square PWR Pincell
The first example studied in detail to verify the new options was a simple 1.26 cm square
3% enrichment PWR pincell with reflective boundary conditions. See Figure 1.
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The original equivalence treatment in WIMS gave k-infinity = 1.40270; adding in the
Carlvik numerical integration of Dancoff factors increased this to 1.40582. (This already
represents a major uncertainty of 222 pcm dk/k.) The simplest applicable collision probability
method that can be used in the WIMS subgroup method gives the module sequence PRESTHES-RES, in which the collision probabilities are calculated for a cylindricalised pincell by
the Bonalumi method. This gave a k-infinity of 1.40221.
A more satisfactory treatment requires a proper calculation of the effect of the square cell
boundary. This has previously been achieved in WIMS by using the PIJ module, in which
many tracks at many angles, together with explicit boundary reflections, are used to carry out
a numerical integration of the collision probabilities. Now it is possible to use the two
CACTUS routes described in Section 3 as alternatives. The following results indicate the
relative numerical performance of these three options. They are all based on a reduced 28group WIMS library for rapid testing. This has four groups over the resonance range from
9118 eV to 148.728 eV to 15.968 eV to 9.877 eV to 4.0 eV.

In a collision probability based route, the polar angle integration is achieved analytically by
use of Bickley functions; the numerical integration parameters are therefore the number of
azimuthal angles (in the horizontal plane) and the track spacing (or the number of tracks).

Table 1 shows how the value of k-infinity is affected (through the resonance treatment) by
the method of allowing for pin-cell boundary effects. Case 1 had a cylindrical white boundary
of radius 0.7109 cm, Case 2 had a square white boundary (giving very similar results), and
Cases 3 to 5 treated the square boundary more correctly by tracking 3, 5 and 10 reflections
respectively. Figure 2 illustrates typical PIJ tracks.

Table 1: Effect of Boundary Conditions
Tracks

Spacing

Cylindrical/white boundary

40

0.01777

1

1.40170

Square/white boundary

50

0.01782

11

1.40193

Square/3 reflections

50

0.01782

11

1.40418

Square/5 reflections

50

0.01782

11

1.40409

Square/10 reflections

50

0.01782

11

1.40408

Boundary

Angles

k-inf

Taking the 50 track, 5 reflection square cell case as a base, Table 2 shows the effect of
tracking at many azimuthal angles (1 to 12) distributed uniformly between 0 and 7E/2. (Note
that tracking only from 0 to 7C/4 is not adequate; initial tracks at angles a and KI2-OL are
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equivalent, but their reflections are not.) The results of Table 2 indicate that an odd number of
angles is to be preferred.

Table 2: Effect of Number of Angles (TVacks SO/Reflections 5)
k-inf

Angles

k-inf

1

1.42271

2

1.40099

3

1.40544

4

1.40360

Angles

5

1.40412

6

1.40387

7

1.40415

8

1.40391

9

1.40409

10

1.40399

11

1.40409

12

1.40403

Now taking as a base case, 11 azimuthal angles and 5 reflections, Table 3 shows how kinfinity depends on the number of tracks. The tracks cover the range from zero to 0.891 cm
(1.26/V2) so the spacings vary from 0.0891 cm for 10 tracks to 0.00178 cm for 500 tracks.
Precise convergence (to the 1 pcm level) is achieved only by the use of a very fine track
spacing and the user must be aware of this.
Table 3: Effect of Number of Tracks (Angles H/Reflections S)
k-inf

Tracks

k-inf

10

1.40057

20

1.40500

30

1.40344

40

1.40511

50

1.40409

60

1.40379

70

1.40441

80

1.40397

90

1.40456

100

1.40417

200

1.40419

500

1.40420

Tracks

All the results so far given have used the well-known PIJ collision probability option in
WIMS. The following Tables 4, 5 and 6 contain results for the new CACTUS options. The
Table 4 results are for CACTUS in its new collision probability (CP) mode. Values of kinfinity are given for a range of track spacings and azimuthal angles. Note that the
convergence of the results with number of angles is consistently less well behaved than that
indicated in Table 2 for PIJ. The effect is more marked at wider track spacings; the reason is
that the CACTUS angles are not (exactly) uniformly spaced due to the requirement to choose
angles that make the tracks return to their starting points. See Figure 3. The more angles there
are, especially at wide track spacings in small problems, the greater the adjustment in angles
is likely to be.
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Table 4: Effect of Tracks and Angles in CACTUS (CP)
Track spacing, cm
Angles
1

0.10

0.05

1.39577

1.39728

2

1.40243

3

1.40489

4

1.40429

5

1.40447

6

1.40402

7

1.40411

1.40381

0.02

0.01

0.005

1.40427

1.40418

1.40419

8

1.40341

9

1.40454

10

1.40433

11

1.40409

1.40423

25

1.40392

1.40423

When CACTUS is used in its source mode to calculate the subgroup fluxes directly (instead
of in the RES module), numerical integration over the polar angle is necessary to replace the
Bickley functions of the collision probability route. Table 5 indicates how many polar angles
are required to achieve a given accuracy. Note the monotonic convergence when no
constraints are placed on the precise values of the angles used.
Table 5: Effect of Polar Angles in CACTUS (S) (7 Azimuthal angles/0.05 cm spacing)
Polar Angles

k-effective

1

1.40188

2

1.40354

3

1.40395

4

1.40411

5

1.40418

11

1.40429

31

1.40432

The final set of results for the pin-cell case in Table 6 indicates the sensitivity of k-infinity to
the number of azimuthal angles and the track spacing, using CACTUS in its source mode (S).
These results are very similar to those of Table 4, verifying the consistency of the collision
probability and source modes of execution of CACTUS
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Further confirmation of the consistency of the collision probability and source mode
methods in CACTUS is obtained by comparing, in Table 7, the actual resonance cross
sections for, say, the 11 angle, 0.05 cm track spacing cases of Tables 4 and 6.

Table 6: Effect of Tracks and Angles in CACTUS (S)
Track Spacing
Angles

0.10

0.05

1.39586

1.39737

1.39658

2

1.40252

1.40108

3

1.40493

1.40360

4

1.40433

1.40353

5

1.40454

1.40419

6

1.40409

1.40383

1

7

1.40388

0.02

1.40418

1.40431

0.01

1.40420

0.005

1.40414

8

1.40348

1.40404

9

1.40460

1.40414

10

1.40440

1.40399

11

1.40416

1.40411

25

1.40398

Table 7:4-Group Resonance Cross Sections
Cross Section
U-235 Abs

U-235 Fiss

U-238 Abs

Resonance Group

CACTUS (Col!
Prob)

CACTUS
(Source)

1

12.86

12.86

2

56.04

56.05

3

76.84

76.84

4

70.15

70.14

1

8.94

8.94

2

32.91

32.91

3

40.51

40.51

4

46.62

46.60

1

1.042

1.044

2

3.826

3.824

3

0.303

0.303

4

8.529

8.514
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The Effect of Guide Tubes on Resonance Shielding
To demonstrate the power of the WIMS subgroup method, a case was analysed with a 3 by 3
array containing a water-filled guide tube at the centre, and eight pins (as above) surrounding
it. For the purpose of the demonstration, the geometry was subdivided as shown in Figure 4.
Note in particular that the fuel pins have been divided into quadrants which are numbered 1 to
5. The object of the exercise was to derive different sets of resonance cross sections for these
five separate regions, thus showing the effect of the excess water in the centre. Region 5 faces
the excess water in the nearest neighbours, and region 3 faces it in the diagonal near
neighbours. It is therefore to be expected that the degree of resonance shielding will be a
minimum in Region 5, and somewhat lower than full shielding in Region 3.

Table 8 lists the U-238 resonance absorption cross sections for a range of CACTUS tracking
parameters (azimuthal angles, track spacing, polar angles) and for the source and collision
probability modes of execution.

Table 8: U-238 Resonance Cross Sections (3 by 3 Case)
Method

Group

Mail

Mat 2

Mat 3

Mai 4

Mat 5

Source
7/0.05/3

1
2
3
4

1.050
3.855
0.303
8.585

1.050
3.848
0.303
8.562

1.055
3.878
0.303
8.635

1.051
3.856
0.303
8.582

1.072
3.961
0.303
8.818

Coll Prob
7/0.05

1
2
3
4

1.046
3.852
0.303
8.590

1.047
3.845
0.303
8.568

1.052
3.876
0.303
8.642

1.048
3.853
0.303
8.587

1.069
3.959
0.303
8.823

Coll Prob
7/0.01

1
2
3
4

1.045
3.841
0.303
8.561

1.047
3.845
0.303
8.568

1.053
3.883
0.303
8.660

1.046
3.840
0.303
8.552

1.070
3.964
0.303
8.836

Source
11/0.05/5

1
2
3
4

1.048
3.842
0.303
8.554

1.048
3.844
0.303
8.556

1.055
3.884
0.303
8.654

1.048
3.835
0.303
8.531

1.072
3.971
0.303
8.846

Coll Prob
11/0.05

1
2
3
4

1.046
3.844
0.303
8.568

1.047
3.846
0.303
8.571

1.053
3.886
0.303
0.8669

1.046
3.837
0.303
8.545

1.071
3.972
0.303
8.859

Coll Prob
11/0.01

1
2
3
4

1.046
3.842
0.303
8.563

1.046
3.842
0.303
8.561

1.053
3.883
0.303
8.658

1.046
3.840
0.303
8.552

1.069
3.963
0.303
8.836
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Taking approximate averages from Tables 7 and 8 gives the results in Table 9.
Table 9: U-238 Resonance Cross Sections - Summary
Group

Pincell

Mat 1,2,4

Mai 3

Mat 5

1

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.07

2

3.83

3.84

3.88

3.97

3

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

4

8.52

8.56

8.66

8.85

The pincell cross sections are fully shielded by an infinite array of similar pincells. These
are therefore the lowest. Materials 1, 2 and 4 in the 3 by 3 case are rather well shielded, and
only marginally greater than the pin cell values. For the pin quadrants diagonally adjacent to
the water zone (material 3) the cross sections are higher by about 1.5 %; in the pin halves
closest to the water they are higher by about 4%.

CONCLUSIONS
The method described in this Paper is a new and potentially very powerful addition to the
capabilities of the WIMS code package. It has been demonstrated to work in a few model
problem cases and is now ready for testing in practical applications.
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Figure 1: Typical Pinrell

Fieure 2: TvDical PLT Tracks

1 . 26 cm •
r = 0.41 cm
R = 0.45 cm

Figure 4: 3 bv 3 Pincells

Fieure 3: TvDical CACTUS! Tkack
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ABSTRACT
A benchmark set has been collected to help the Hungarian nuclear authorities in licencing
WWER-440 core calculation and in-core measurement processing models. The verificationvalidation procedure is based on the comparison of the test cases with precalculated reference
solutions. The test cases include experiments on the critical facility ZR-6, mathematical
benchmarks as weli as measurements on operating WWER-440 units.

Introduction
A benchmark set has been selected and elaborated to test the most important elements of the
core design and the in-core signal processing codes. All the problems are WWER-440 specific
since this reactor type is being operated in Hungary.
The calculational modelfl] for the WWER-440 calculation includes both neutron physics
and thermal hydraulics and allows the power plant staff to design reload core patterns. The fuel
management of the power plant is supported by a large amount of fuel cycle calculations by the
above mentioned model.
The test set has been selected so that the most important elements of the calculational
model can be tested. Though it is apparently impossible to test every element of the
calculation, by the inclusion of mathematical, experimental and operational test cases the
computation can extensively be tested. The scope of the tests covers certain non-operational
reactor states[2] (e.g. main circulating pump trips, stucked control rod) to assess the error of
the calculational model in such "exotic" states as well.
The benchmark set includes mathematical tests to estimate the accuracy of the solution to
the diffusion equation. There, the reference solution is a finite difference (FD) solution
obtained by mesh refining. Here the available computer capacity has set a limit to the accuracy
of the solution.
Abundant measured data are available on WWER lattices[3]. That measurements allow
specifically for testing the neutron physical code, the spectral calculation and the FD
algorithms.
A large amount of measured data have been accumulated at the power plant and from those
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the most reliable ones have been included into the test set to test the calculational model as a
whole.
Two thermal hydraulics tests help in estimating the accuracy of the calculational model
against the COBRA-3 code[4].
The aim of the present work is to inform the WWER interested part of the reactor physicist
community on the existence of a benchmark set to validate WWER-440 codes.

Scope of the Benchmarks
A number of calculational models are available for the WWER-440 type. There are two main
parts[l,5] in a WWER-440 calculational model, vis.
-generation of a parametrized library;
-solution of the diffusion equation in the core.
In the first step of the calculation, the model usually treats the neutron spectra in details. In
the second part, however, the accuracy of the solution to the diffusion equation depends rather
on the correct description of the inter assembly interactions. Thermal hydraulics is utilized
rather in the library making than included explicitly in the solution of the diffusion equation.
The in-core signal processing is considered as a third part of the calculational model. In this
part of the model two main tasks have to be solved:
-to convert the self powered neutron detector (SPND) signals into fluxes or power
densities at the location of the detectors;
-to estimate the power densities at non-measured locations.
The test set includes measurements performed mostly on the ZR-6 critical facility[3]. That
critical facility has made it possible to study the lattice physics of WWERs. Those
measurements validate the library and the spectral calculation utilized at library generation.
Certain measurements test the FD algorithm of the calculational model as well. The YANKEE
benchmark[6] has been included to test the burn-up modul.
Mathematical benchmarks have been included to test the thermal hydraulic and nodal
programs[7] that solve the heat and neutron balance, respectively.
The most difficult area of the validation is the feedback. That phenomena is of importance
only at a higher power level and in not fresh cores- an area out of the possibilities of the
traditional experimental environment. The available measurements thus restrict to the
operational measurements on operating blocks. The available measurements include not only
the in-core detector signals but several technological data (e.g. the technological data of the
primary circuit) as well.

Data Acquisition Technique
As to the data acquisition and processing of the measurements, the recommendations given in
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Refs.[8] and [9] have been complied widi. The measurements on the ZR-6 were evaluated
according to Ref.[8], in the data acquisition and evaluation we tried to follow Ref.[9] as closely
as possible. Since the data acquisition and elaboration of the experiments have been published
in Ref.[3] and the data acquisition system is too complicated to be discussed here in any details
and it is described elsewhere, in Ref.[10], here only the operational data processing is dealt
with briefly.
The Paks Power Plant Company (recently Paks Power Flant Limited) operates 4 units of
WWER-440 type, the first and fourth blocks went critical in 1980 and 1987, respectively. The
core of each unit consists of 349 hexagonal fuel assemblies, from which 210 assemblies are
equipped with outlet temperature measuring thermocouples. Further 36 assemblies are
equipped with self powered neutron detector (SPND) sets, each set having 7 Rhodium
detectors located at 7 axial elevations. Each block has a data acquisition system called
VERONA, which is capable of archiving the measured electric currents and voltages
furthermore to process them and evaluate assembly powers and axial power profiles in every
assembly. The primary data are used as reference for the validation. The VERONA core
monitoring system is described in Ref. [10].

Verification
One has to draw the border between the "elaborated" measured data and the calculated
quantities. Usually the raw measured data (electric voltage, current) are transformed into
physical data (temperature, flux) with the help of the specifications data in the detector's
passport. That transformation involves individual sensitivities and several assumptions as well
as certain corrections. From the core analist's viewpoint the "natural" output of the calculation
includes the temperature fields and neutron fluxes but reaction rate distributions of a given
detector material are easy to be accommodated in the model.
The verification compares two distributions[ll]. The measured one is called evaluated data
file (EDF), the results of a calculation are called calculated data file (CDF). In the WWER-440
benchmark package the EDF is
-reaction rate distributions in the experimental benchmarks;
—AT field in the temperature measurement of the operational benchmarks;
-corrected SPND currents (explained below) in the case of SPND measurements.
These fields contain as little additional manipulation as possible. The AT field has a large
relative error due to the radiation heat, its estimated effect is 2-3 C°. To reduce that large error,
an additional reference field is defined that is analogous to the radial peaking factor:

k

-
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j=

where the summation runs over all the measured positions. The error of the kqi field is smaller
than that of the AT field and no additional assumption has been introduced.
The SPND measurements are corrected for the cable current because a part of the current is
induced not in the detector but in the cable. A further correction for the detector burnup is also
introduced as follows

j

_

I

V
V

I

r i _ n \
j

Here B is the detector burnup, r]=0.007476; R; is the ratio of the power above the j-th detector
in assembly i to the full power of assembly i and Iy is the measured, uncorrected current. For
each operational benchmark we have EDFs formed from the AT, kq and SPND current fields.
When the core is symmetric, the AT distribution in the basic 60 degree sector is also derived.
There are non-measured positions in this distribution and in the measured position i the
variance is estimated as

where ATav is the average of the measured temperature increases in position i, N is the number
of measurements in the positions equivalent to i. The verification of the of the calculational
model is based on the EDF-CDF comparison. The deviations, the statistics are studied in
details, the statistical analysis is done by the RFIT program[ll].
More complex problem is the verification of the core monitoring algorithm. Here the
essence of the problem is to decide which reconstructed field is closer to the unknown
"reality". The reconstructed field has two sources of errors. Firstly, when the measured
quantity is transformed into a physical quantity we need approximations since in the case of
the SPND measurements, the transformation depends on the power density that is the quantity
to be determined. Secondly, we have only secondary information on the non-measured
assemblies. In the possession of a model for calculating the charged particle transport inside
the detector material! 12] one might attempt to derive artificial "measured" currents from a
known distribution (e.g. from a calculated distribution). In that procedure the reality were no
longer be unknown. Another possibility is to take the reality from an already qualified
calculational model and the validation gives an estimation for the nature of the error. Now,
considering the flux values provided by a validated calculational model as the measured values
at the detector positions, the error of the flux reconstruction can be estimated. This, however, is
only a part of the problem. A to be validated core monitoring system should also be stable.
With the decreasing number of the reliable measurements the reconstructed field is also
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degraded but the degradation must be gradual. That problem has to be analyzed further since
the correlation between point-drop values (i.e. when a measurement is excluded from the
processing its estimated value can be estimated from the deviation obtained with the inclusion
of that measurement [11]) makes the picture at least foggy.
Although we have the necessary device to analyze the EDF-CDF differences, we do not
recommend to associate the licence automatically with the qualification results. The
qualification documents have to be studied carefully and a technical consultation can give or
deny the license in each case individually. That practice has to be revised periodically and the
appearing new techniques have also be accommodated in the procedure.

Benchmarks
Below we assess the benchmark cases listed in Tableau 1. The case ZR-6AR is an
experimental benchmark with a regular, hexagonal asymptotic lattice. The case YANKEE is
an asymptotic experiment with burnup. The cases ZR-6PRE7, ZR-6KA91 and ZR-6KB91
model different lattice irregularities. These cases test the spectral calculation part and the FD
algorithm of the calculational model. The EDFs in these benchmarks are the measured
distributions.
Tableau 1 : List of Benchmark Cases
Type

Case name

No. of
EDFs

Core

ZR-6AR

E

A

1

YANKEE

E

A

8

ZR-6PRE7

E

N

1

ZR-6KA91

E

N

1

ZR-6KB91

E

N

1

KATHVI

M

-

I

THMOD

M

--

1

SEIDEL-2D

M

--

1

SEIDEL-3D

M

-

1

SBESZO

0

S

4

SBESZ1A

0

As

4

SBESZ3

o

As

4

SDIN1

0

As

4

SDIN2

0

As

4

SDIN3

o

As

4
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Tableau 1: List of Benchmark Cases
Case name

Type

No. of
EDFs

Core

STERCO

0

Z

4

SINC100

O

s

4

2BKAMP

o
o
o

F

46

F

50

St

20

4BKAMP
INDIT4

E-experimental; M-mathematical; O-operational;
A-asymptotic; S-symmetric; As-asymmetric; Z-zero power;
F-fuel cycle; St-start-up measurements.
Test cases KATHVI, THMOD, SEEDEL-2D and SEIDEL-3D are mathematical
benchmarks to test the thermal hydraulics and the coarse mesh calculation. The corresponding
reference solutions were obtained by COBRA-3 (KATHVI and THMOD) and by a FD
program (SEIDEL-2D and SEIDEL-3D).
The other test cases refer to operational states of WWER-440 units. Their respective
reference solutions contain measured data with a minimal processing as given under Scope of
Benchmarks and Verification. These cases test the calculational model as a whole.
Measurements on the first 5-5 fuel cycles of Paks Unit-2 and Unit-4 are given in the
benchmark cases 2BKAMP and 4BKAMP, respectively. In those cases at least two states -one
at the beginning of the cycle another at the end of the cycle- have been registered. The state
STERCO introduces measurements at low power level (close to zero). SINC100 is a
symmetric core state at full power. Another symmetric core state is SBESZO that shows the
core before pushing down the regulating assembly in tests SBESZ1A and SBESZ3. In the
cases SDIN1, SDIN2 and SDIN3 one, two and three main circulating pump(s) is (are)
switched off thus a strongly asymmetric coolant flow distribution is realized. In the cases
SBESZ1A and SBESZ3 a control assembly is partially and fully inserted thus the power
distribution is strongly deformed. The case INDIT4 includes start-up measurements including
8p/9cg, dp/dH and dp/dT measurements.
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VALIDATION OF THE IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT
CODES BY CALCULATING A SQUARE LATTICE WITH
ADJACENT GADOLINIUM PINS
Nada M. Marinkovid
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
INSTITUTE OF ..UCLEAR SCIENCES 'VINCA'
P.O.Box 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the comparison of the results obtained through the Coordinated Research Program
(CRP) on Safe Core Management with Burnable Absorbers in VVERs organized and supported by IAEA.
With the aim to verify and validate the available in-core fuel management codes, a simplified BWR square
lattice with adjacent gadolinium burnable absorber rods was adopted as a benchmark for comparison of
results. Comparison of the most important neutronic data enables reaching conclusions concerning the
influence of gadolinium burnable absorber on the parameters of the lattice. Variation coefficients and standard
deviations are compared to the typical target accuracies recommended by IAEA for power reactors. Taking
into account the complexity of the problem as well as different methods applied by the compared codes, an
acceptably good agreement of the results is obtained. Discrepancies of results are mostly due to different cross
section data libraries applied.

Introduction
Since a complete understanding of different aspects of in-core fuel management is indispensable for both
economic and safety reasons, for many years, IAEA has coordinated and supported research and development
activities in order to provide verified computer codes for solving in-core fuel management problems.
Within the Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on Safe Core Management with Burnable Absorbers in
VVERs [1] one of the main tasks was to verify and validate the available codes for neutronic calculations of
lattice parameters with burnable absorber. A simplified BWR square lattice benchmark with adjacent
gadolinium burnable absorber rods was adopted for comparison of results obtained when applying different
methods and codes.
Format of the comparison was the same as previously adopted in the
NEACRP international comparison [2]. The list of all the participants
whose results are taken into account is shown in Table 1, with the most
important relevant data concerning codes and data libraries applied.
Besides the comparison of eight available CRP data sets, an analysis was
performed taking into account the CRP data in addition to those of the
ten NEACRP participants (marked NEACRP+CRP in Tables). The 18
sets of results were considered as more significant from the statistical
point of view. With the aim to separate the influence of the applied cross
section libraries apart from the influence of the applied methods, the
results of the participants who applied the ENDF/B library are treated
separately as well as those obtained by WIMSD-4 code available and
Figure 1. BUR benchmark
lattice
applied in a number of laboratories.
with adjacent Gd pins

O00O
O00O
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Problem Specification
The benchmark BWR square lattice consisted of 16 fuel pins, 14 UO2 initially identical fuel cells and 2
gadolinium poisoned ones [2]. Six different cell types were defined as shown in Figure 1. The fuel density
of 1 cm diameter pins was 10 g/cm3, at temperature 600°C, and U-235 enrichment 3 weight-%. Gadolinium
pins consisted of 0.3 g/cm3 Gd2O3 and 9.7 g/cm3 UO2. The cladding was Zirkaloy-2 with density of 6.55
g/cm3, at temperature 300°C, inside diameter 1 cm, and outside diameter 1.2 cm. The water moderator, at
temperature 286"C had void content 0%. The lattice pitch was 1.6 cm. The average power density was 20
W/g U. Regular lattice was treated as single UO2 fuel pin.
For assembly average burn steps
Table 1 List of participants
of 1000 MWd/t up to 10000
MWd/t comparison was made [3]
for the following:
burnup
Oata Library
No Participant
Code name
dependent infinite multiplication
N E A C R P [2]
factor; burnup of fuel pins; relative
1
WIMS
LWR-W1MS
AEEW
power distribution of the 6 fuel
2
AMM
ENDF/B-4
BU
pins normalized to an average of 1;
3
CEA
ENDF/B-3+ENDF/B-4 APOLLO
4
CISE
MUFT-IV+TEMPEST
NUOVO, AUTOBUS
Gd pin average densities of the
5
EIR
ENDF/B-4
BOXER
most important heavy isotopes,
6
ENEA
ENDF/B-4+UKNDI
KIM
7
JAER1
ENDF/B-4
5RAC
Gd-155 and Gd-157.
8
NAIG
ENDF/B-4+ENDF/B-5 TGBLA
From the available neutronic
9
OSAKA
WIMS + ENDF/B-3
RESPLA
parameters, the
following
10
RISO
UKNDL
CRS+CDB
parameters were derived and
C R P [3]
compared [3]: reactivity deviations
WIMS
SKOOA(CS«)
UIMSD-4
11
from mean values for both the
12
VTT(FINLAND)
ENDF/B-4
MICBURN-3.CASHO-3G
regular and the poisoned lattice;
13
VEB(GERNANY)
ENDF/B-4
NESSEL-4.DIP0L-2
14
IKE(GERMANY)
JEF-1
RSYST.ICMD.KENO
gadolinium
reactivity
worth;
15
BARC(INDIA)
WINS
LURBOX
gadolinium destruction; reactivity
16
SUIERK(POLAND)
WIHS
UIMSD-4
17
CEADNCCUSA)
WIMS
UIMSD-4
gain for the poisoned lattice
18
VINCA(YU)
UIMS+UKNDL
UIMSD-4
dependent on burnup and
gadolinium destruction; plutonium
ratio; reactivity loss in the regular lattice dependent on U-235 destruction and Pu-239 number density,
reactivity gain or loss at given values of Gd destruction.

Results Obtained
With the aim to separate the problem of fuel element modelling from the influence of the burnable
absorber, the results related to the fresh regular lattice are analyzed first. Variation coefficients of the infinite
multiplication factor for the fresh regular lattice shown in Table 2 obtained by comparison of 18 data sets are
in better agreement than the NEACRP results as expected. The CRP results, as well as those obtained by the
users of WIMS and ENDF/B are in good agreement, with variation being 0.4%. Variations of k-infinity
values (Table 3) for the fresh poisoned lattice exceed the values for the regular lattice. The variation
coefficient is smaller when 18 results were compared than in the case of NEACRP. The CRP, WIMS and
ENDF/B LIB results show better agreement although not as good as in the case of the regular lattice (0.7%,
0.5% and 0.7% respectively).
Accordingly, values of gadolinium reactivity worth for the fresh lattice (Table 4) could be considered to
be in good agreement for CRP, WIMS and ENDF/B cases standard deviation being 0.4% when compared
to the NEACRP and the NEACRP+CRP results, where standard deviations are 0.7% and 0.6% respectively.
Agreement of results could be considered as acceptable having in mind the variation of k-infinity values for
the fresh poisoned lattice being 1.1% and 0.9%, respectively. Since the CISE value of gadolinium reactivity
worth is the lowest, probably due to a less sophisticated calculation model [2], it may be neglected. In that
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TABLE 2 K-INFINITY FOR REGULAR LATTICE
Burnuo (MUd/rU)
No.

0 no Xe 1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

1.2489
1.2445
1.2369
1.2357
1.2373
1.2449
1.2393
1.2381
1.2172

1.2349
1.2329
1.2240
1.2238
1.2245
1.2354
1.2279
1.2246
1.2040

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

ParticiDant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

AEEW
AMN
CEA
CtSE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA
.RJSO

1.3514
1.3400
1.3298
1.3278
1.3316
1.3390
1.3285
1.3340
1.3060
1.3180

1.2926
1.2794
1.2742
1.2752
1.2744
1.2869
1.2723
1.2767
1.2537
1.2637

1.2773
1.2681
1.2623
1.2613
1.2626
1.2692
1.2617
1.2646
1.2424
J_-i.538_

1.2630
1.2563
1.2495
1.2488
1.2501
1.2618
1.2506
1.2515
1.2301
1.2427

-1J33SL

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
V1NCA

1.3325
1.3359
1.3235
1.3349
1.3409
1.3369
1.3356
1.3287

1.2757
1.2794
1.2678
1.2778
1.2836
1.2800
1.2789
1.2724

1.2637
1.2675
1.2556
1.2658
1.2691
1.2676
1.2666
1.2600

1.2507
1.2549
1.2433
1.2530
1.2553
1.2544
1.2534
1.2468

1.2373
1.2420
1.2306
1.2399
1.2417
1.2409
1.2399
1.2332

NEACRP

MEAN
VAR.

1.2240
1.2290
1.2180
1.2267
1.2283
1.2274
1.2263
1.2198

1.3306 1.2749 1.2623 1.2504 1.2374 1.2251
.009
.009
.007
.008
.007
.007

1.2213 1.2080 1.1951
1.2214 1.2098 1.1986
1.2111 1.1987 1.1865
1.2111 1.1993 1.1876
1.2119 1.1996 1.1875
1.2226 1.2067 1.2000
1.2167 1.2058 1.1951
1.2114 1.1985 1.1860
1.1908 1.1779 1.1652
.±=2074. J--J958. J_-J845_

1.1825
1.1882
1.1747
1.1764
1.1758
1.1844
1.1847
1.1739
1.1529
J.--1734_

1.1703
1.1781
1.1632
1.1652
1.1645
1.174C
1.1747
1.1621
1.141C

1.1953
1.2037
1.1936
1.2011
1.2022
1.2012
1.2001
1.1937

1.1738
1.1797
1.1703
1.1769
1.1772
1.1764
1.1753
1.1692

1.1621
1.1682
1.159C
1.1653
1.1652
1.1645
1.1634
1.1575

1.2102
1.2163
1.2057
1.2138
1.2151
1.2141
1.2131
1.2066

1.1858
1.1916
1.1818
1.1888
1.1896
1.1886
1.1876
1.1814

1.2126 1.2000 1.1886 1.1767 1.1656
.008
.008
.008
.008
.009

NEACRP +CRP MEAN
VAR.

1.3319 1.2758 1.2633 1.2509 1.2377 1.2250 1.2123 1.1995 1.1878 1.1759 1.1645
.007
.007
.006
.006
.006
.006
.006
.006
.006
.006
.007

CRP

MEAN
VAR.

1.3336 1.2770 1.2645 1.2515 1.2382 1.2249 1.2119 1.1989 1.1869 1.1749 1.1632
.004
.004
.004
.003
.003
.003
.003
.003
.003
.003
.003

U1MS

MEAN
VAR.

1.3334 1.2768 1.2645 1.2513 1.2378 1.2244 1.2110 1.1976 1.1858 1.1737 1.1619
.004
.004
.003
.003
.003
.003
.003
.004
.003
.003
.003

ENDF/B

MEAN
VAR.

1.3319 1.2749 1.2632 1.2509 1.2384 1.2258 1.2135 1.2014 1.1896 1.1782 1.1671
.004
.003
.003
.003
.004
.004
.004
.004
.005
.005
.006

TABLE 3 K-lNFINITr FOR POISONED LATTICE
Burnup (MUd/TU)

0 no Xe 1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

No. Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
E(R
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA

._!£.

_RJJS_

n

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
VINCA

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
NEACRP

MEAN
VAR.

1.0093 1.0024 1.0295
1.0140 1.0036 1.0316
0.9970 0.9991
.0314
1.0164 1.0058 .0286
1.0110 1.0093 .0403
0.9965 0.9935 .0187
0.9983 0.9973 .0270
1.0004 1.0044 .0368
0.9899 0.9895 .0162
..O.-9§15_ -0.-9798.. .0093
1.0000
1.0004
.9954
1.0006
1.0077
.9925
.9886
.9896

1.0625
1.0631
1.0658
1.0531
1.0727
1.0504
1.0596
1.0699
1.0439
_1JL435_

1.0121 .0460 1.0745
1.0001
.0293 1.0628
0.9926 .0142 1.0488
0.9938 .0235 1.0563
1.0040 .0320 1.0637
1.0086 ' .0450 1.0767
.9947 .0283 1.0566
0.9841 .0129 1.0461

1.1042 1.1516 1.1866 1.1989 1.1939 1.1832
1.1002 .1412 1.1747 1.1895 1.1891 1.1819
1.1035 .1433 1.1731 1.1811 1.1756 1.1654
1.0884 .1196 1.1501 1.1717 1.1788 1.1728
1.1083 .1477 1.1754 1.1895 1.1861 1.1765
1.0846 .1250 1.1595 1.1828 1.1811 1.1756
1.0964 .1399 1.1745 1.1910 1.1901 1.1822
1.1051
.1419 1.1714 1.1834 1.1803 1.1707
1.0742 .1105 1.1465 1.1651 1.1650 1.1566
1.0855 .1379 .1.1739 J_-J866__1_.J837 J--J-747 _
1.1032 .1333
1.0999 .1396
1.0901 .1302
1.0913 .1256
1.0996 ' .1404
1.1079 .1423
1.0839 .1118
1.0876 1 .1346

1.0014 0.9985 1 .0269 1.0585 1.0950 1 .1359
.011
.009
.009
.010
.010
.012

1.1642
1.1712
1.1636
1.1551
1.1750
1.1755
1.1404
1.1699

1.1823
1.1847
1.1810
1.1735
1.1902
1.1913
1.1580
1.1818

1.1838
1.1626
1.1805
1.1771
1.1887
1.1890
1.1601
1.1773

.1715
.1727
.1546
.162'
.1657
.1705
.1721
.1595
.1466
.1642

1.1754 1 .1646
1.1737 .162*
1.1730 .162^
1.1707 .160?
1.1794 .168C
1.1791 .1679
1.1523 .1421
1.1672 • .1561

1.1686 1.1840 1.1824 1.1740 1 .1640
.011
.008
.007
.007
.007

NEACRP •CRP MEAN
VAR.

.9994
.009

.9986
.009

.0278 1.0594 1.0952 1 .1342
.010
.010
.009
.010

1.1667 1.1824 1.1813 1.1728 1 .1625
.010
.008
.007
.007
.007

CRP

MEAN
VAR.

.9969
.007

.9987 1 .0289 1.0607 1.0954 1 .1322
.009
.012
.010
.008
.009

1.1644 1.1803 1.1799 1.1714 1 .1607
.010
.009
.008
.007
.007

WIMS

MEAN
VAR.

.9927
.005

.9999 1 .0330 1.0635 1.0956 1 .1305
.013
.015
.014
.011
.012

1.1625 1.1783 1.1775 1.1685 1 .1577
.013
.012
.011
.010
.010

ENDF/B

MEAN
VAR.

1.0024 1.0009 1 .0301
.007
.008
.015

1.0632 1.1005 1 .1405
.014
.009
.009
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1.1720 1.1857 1.1835 1.1748 1 .1644
.007
.004
.003
.002
.001

TABLE 4 GADOLINIUM REACTIVITY WORTH
Burnup (MWd/t)
No.

Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAER1
NAIG
OSAKA
RISO

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
VINCA

0 no Xe 1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

.253
.243
.250
.235
.241
.256
.249
.250
.242
-•255

.225
.216
.216
.211
.208
.228
.216
.213
.211
.225

.194
.186
.183
.184
.176
.197
.186
.180
.182
.195

.159 .116
.154 .116
.147 - .108
.157 .119
.142 .104
.168 .129
.153 .115
.145 .107
.151 .117
..160

.067
.074
.066
.085
.063
.089
.072
.068
.078

.028
.038
.031
.050
.030
.052
.035
.033
.037
.028.

.008
.017
.015
.023
.008
.020
.012
.013
.011
.008

.001
.008
.009
.007
.001
.016
.004
.005
.000
.001

.250
.251
.248
.250
.248
.258
.260
.255

.207
.218
.217
.222
.218
.212
.222
.227

.172
.188
.192
.191
.187
.176
.188
.196

.141
.153
.156
.157
.153
.142
.157
.161

.108
.114
.114
.120
.114
.107
.126
.118

.074
.073
.072
.082
.072
.069
.093
.070

.038
.037
.035
.048
.033
.032
.060
.030

.011
.002
.016 .008
.011
.001
.023 .010
.010 .001
.008 -.000
.035 .023
.010 .003

9000

10000

-.001 -.001
.005 .005
.008 .007
.003 .003
-.001 -.001
.007 .003
.002 .002
.003 .002
-.003 -.005
-•0°l_

--•QPL

-.001
.005
-.002
.005
-.002
-.002
.020
.002

-.002
.005
-.003
.004
-.002
-.003
.018
.001

NEACRP

MEAN
ST.OEV

.247
.007

.217
.007

.186
.007

.154
.008

.115
.007

.073
.009

.036
.008

.013
.005

.005
.005

.005
.003

.004
.002

NEACRP+CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.250
.006

.217
.006

.186
.007

.153
.007

.115
.006

.074
.008

.038
.009

.014
.007

.006
.006

.003
.005

.002
.005

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.253
.004

.218
.006

.186
.008

.152
.007

.115
.006

.076
.008

.039
.010

.015
.009

.006
.008

.003
.006

.002
.006

WINS

MEAN
ST.DEV

.256
.004

.217
.009

.183
.011

.150
.010

.115
.009

.077
.011

.040
.014

.016
.013

.007
.011

.004
.010

.004
.010

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.DEV

.247
.004

.215
.003

.185
.005

.150
.005

.111
.005

.070
.004

.034
.003

.013
.003

.005
.003

.004
.002

.004
.002

case, the standard deviation would be reduced
to 0.5%, and the previous statement would be
even more justified.
Further analysis of burnup dependent kinfinity data in Table 2 show quite a good
agreement for the CRP, WIMS and ENDF/B
data, varying during burnup from 0.3-0.4%.
One may conclude that the chosen method
and the choice of data library have the same
influence on the obtained results.
Variations of k-infinity values the for
poisoned lattice (Table 3) are higher than for
the regular lattice in all the burnup steps.
Differences vary from 0-0.5% for the
NEACRP results, 0.2-0.4% for the
NEACRP+CRP, 0.3-0.8% for the CRP, 0.11.2% for the WIMS and 0.3-1.2% for the
ENDF/B LIB results. The highest fluctuation
of results appears at the burnup range from
1000 to 3000 MWd/t and there is a decrease
towards the end of cycle. This is caused by
variation of gadolinium reactivity worth
values as seen in Table 4 and gadolinium
destruction rates which are shown in Table 5.
Standard deviations of these data are highest
in the same burnup interval. The influence of
gadolinium diminishes towards higher burnup

TABLE 5 GADOLINIUM DESTRUCTION IN POISONED PIN
Burnup (MUd/TU)
No.

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

ParticiDant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA

.507
.495
.523
.457
.501
.537
.495
.508
.487

.699
.681
.710
.636
.691
.701
.682
.693
.669

.842
.623
.850
.781
.834
.822
.825
.832
.810

.933
.919
.935
.884
.928
.909
.921
.923
.910

.488 .665

.978 .995
.969 .990
.979 .995
.950 .983
.973 .994
.962 .98!
.972 .99;
.972 .992
.967 .991
-•JUS.-:S?i
.803 .902 .962 .989

.451
.475
.491
.507
.496
.511

.754
.798
.821
.822
.804
.845

.853
.896
.917
.918
.902
.933

..10.....JLLSO—. ._-•JOIL_-JPJ_
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
NEACRP

SKODA
VTT
VES
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
VINCA

.623
.657
.678
.686
.670
.704

.925
.955
.970
.971
.961
.978

.968
.984
.992
.99;
.981
.995

MEAN
ST.DEV

.502 .686 .826 .919 .970 .991
.022 .021 .020 .016 .009 .004

NEACRP+CRP MEAN
ST.DEV

.497 .679 .818 .913 .966 .990
.022 .024 .025 .021 .014 .007

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.489 .669 .807 .903 .960 .987
.021 .025 .028 .025 T 017 •Oft

UIMS

MEAN
ST.OEV

.501
.011

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.DEV

.496 .680 .820 .913 .965 .988
.024 .030 .034 .030 .020
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.681 .819 .914 .968 .991
.017 .019 .015 .008

.on

values, since it has burned out. The same is
true for all the comparisons performed. Better
agreement for both k-infinity and gadolinium
worth is achieved for the CRP and the
NEACRP+CRP than for the NEACRP
participants, and the ENDF/B LIB results show
significant discrepancies although somewhat
smaller than the WIMS values. On the whole,
gadolinium reactivity worth values can be
considered to be in good agreement, although
variations of gadolinium destruction results are
up to 3.4% (for the ENDF/B participants at
burnup of 4000 MWd/t). These results indicate
the inaccuracies in gadolinium treatment when
modelling and calculating the poisoned lattice
parameters.
Reactivity loss from 1000 MWd/t for the
regular lattice (Table 6) and reactivity gain
above 1000 MWd/t (Table 7) for the poisoned
lattice are calculated in order to separate the
buniup effects from reactivity effects for the
fresh lattice. Burnup of 1000 MWd/t was taken
as a referent value to avoid the xenon effect. A
good agreement is shown for the regular
lattice, especially for the WIMS results. For
the poisoned lattice, variations are somewhat
higher. Problem of gadolinium cross section
library is indicated again by comparison of the
WIMS and the ENDF/B standard deviations for
both the regular and the poisoned lattice. From
the comparison of the data in Table 7 and
Table 8, which shows reactivity gain dependent
on gadolinium destruction one may see that
gadolinium destruction affects the reactivity
gain more than the burnup.
When considering the burnup, xenon effects
were derived from the available data by
extrapolating k-infinity factors at 1000 MWd/t
and at 2000 MWd/t to zero burnup for both the
regular and the poisoned lattice. The results in
Table 9 show good agreement for the regular
lattice. Somewhat higher variation of results for
the poisoned lattice indicates that the xenon
effect is not insensitive to gadolinium
poisoning. Standard deviations for the
NEACRP+CRP and the CRP case are
somewhat higher than the NEACRP values for
the poisoned lattice, due to the results of
SKODA and SWIERK. If these results are
omitted the NEACRP+CRP standard deviation
is reduced from 0.46% to 0.35% and the CRP
value from 0.58% to 0.44%. Results for both
the regular and the poisoned lattice are lower
than the standard deviations for the k-infinity
values at zero burnup. Generally, the

TABLE 6 REACTIVITY LOSS FROM 1000 MWd/t FOR
REGULAR LATTICE
Burnuc (MWd/t)

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

No.

Participant

1

AEEW
AMN
CEA
C1SE
EIR
ENEA
JAER1
NAIG
OSAKA
RISO _

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

JO
11
12

,

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SWIERK
CUBA
VINCA

13
14
15
16
17
18

.012
.009
.009
.011
.009
.014
.008
.009
.009
.008

.034
.027
.029
.031
.029
.033
.026
.030
.029
_.O26

.055
.045
.050
.050
.049
.050
.044
.051
.050
.045

.075
.063
.069
.069
.068
.068
.061
.071
.071
.063

.095
.079
.087
.086
.086
.088
.077
.090
.090
.080

.009
.009
.010
.009
.011
.010
.010
.010

.030
.029
.029
.030
.033
.031
.031
.031

.051
.049
.049
.050
.053
.051
.051
.052

.070
.069
.068
.070
.073
.071
.071
.072

.089
.087
.086
.088
.092
.090
.090
.090

NEACRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.010 .029 .049
.002 .003 .003

.068 .086
.004 .006

NEACRP+CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.010 .030
.001 .002

.050
.003

.069 .087
.004 .005

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.010 .030 .051
.001 .001 .001

.071 .089
.002 .002

UIMS

MEAN
ST.DEV

.010 .030
.000 .000

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.DEV

.009 .029 .048 .067 .085
.000 .001 .003 .004 .005

.052 .071
.000 .000

.090
.001

TABLE 7 REACTIVITY GAIN FOR POISONED LATTICE
Burnup (MWd/t)
No.

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

AEEW
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA
RISO

.027
.028
.032
.0?3
.031
.025
.030
.032
.027
.030

.060
.059
.067
.047
.063
.057
.062
.065
.055
.065

.10? .149 .184
.096 .137 .170
.104 .144 .174
.08? .113 .143
.098 .137 .165
.092 .132 .167
.099 .143 .178
.100 .137 .166
.086 .122 .159
.108 -.J61. .198

.196
.185
.182
.165
.17(
.19'
.194
.17!
.177
.211

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SWIERK
CUBA
VINCA

.033
.029
.022
.030
.028
.036
.034
.029

.062
.063
.057
.063
.059
.067
.062
.063

.090
.100
.098
.098
.095
.098
.090
.105

.168
.185
.191
.181
.185
.181
.164
.201

NEACRP

.120
.139
.139
.133
.136
.133
.118
.153

.150
.171
.172
.16?
.170
.165
.146
.189

MEAN .029 .060 .097 .138 .170 .186
ST.DEV .003 .006 .008 .013 .015 .013

NEACRP+CRP MEAN .029 .061 .097 .136 .168 .184
ST.OEV .004 .005 .007 .012 .014 .012
CRP

MEAN .030 .062 .097 .134 .166 .182
ST.DEV .004 .003 .005 .011 .013 .012

UIMS

MEAN .033
ST.DEV .003

ENDF/B

MEAN .029 .062
ST.DEV .004 .003
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.064
.003

.096 .131 .163 .179
.007 .016 .019 .017
.099 .140 .171
.003 .003 .004

.185
.006

magnitude of the xenon effect can be neglected
in treatment of burnup dependent solutions.
For safety reasons, it is important to
examine local power peaking in the presence of
burnable absorber. The pin power values for
the pin with the highest rating (corner pin
No.4) and for the poisoned pin are compared in
Table 10. The standard deviations for pin No.4
are higher in the case of comparison of the
CRP and the NEACRP+CRP than in the case
of the NEACRP, WIMS and ENDF/B LIB,
because of significant discrepancies of
SWIERK, SKODA and CUBA results when
compared to other participants, due either to a
misunderstanding of the definition of this
quantity [3] or to an inadequate treatment by
the WIMS code. In the case of the poisoned
pin, variations of results are higher for all the
comparison cases. Standard deviations for both
pins decrease during burnup.

Discussion and Conclusion
Summary of the variations of the most
important neutronic parameters is shown in
Table 11. compared to the typical target
accuracies for power reactors recommended by
IAEA [4]. The NEACRP results are higher
than the target accuracies except for the U-235
depletion and power in the corner pin. The
NEACRP+CRP results show somewhat better
agreement but they are higher than the target
accuracies, with the exception of the reactivity
lifetime for the regular lattice, U-235 depletion
for both regular and poisoned lattice, and
power for the corner pin. On the whole, the
CRP results are in better agreement with the
target accuracies except for the reactivity
lifetime and Pu-239 build-up for the poisoned
lattice, as well as relative power in both the
pins treated. The uncertainties in calculating
the important parameters for both the regular
and the poisoned lattice are due to different
reaction rates for U-235, Pu-239 and
gadolinium isotopes. This results from different
data libraries applied. Results of the
participants who applied the ENDF/B cross
section library show much better agreement
although the variations of Pu-239 and Pu-240
for both the regular and the poisoned lattice are
not negligible. Taking into account the
complexity of the problem, the variations of

TABLE 8 REACTIVITY GAIN AND GO DESTRUCTION
Gd-DESTRUCTION
No.

Participant

1
2
3
4

AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA

5

6
7
6
9
..1Q..

"jso __

11
12
13

SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SU1ERK
CUBA
VINCA

14
15
16
17
18

NEACRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

NEACRP+CRP

.50

.60

.70 .80

.026
.029
.029
.027
.031
.021
.030
.031
.029
.029

.043
.046
.046
.042
.047
.038
.048
.049
.044
.047

.060
.064
.064
.062
.065
.057
.067
.067
.062
.065

.035

.051

.069

.089

.119

.175

.032
.034
.029
.035
.034
.027

.049
.049
.040
.048
.051
.045

.076
.063
.044
.055
.068
.062

.113
.0B4
.059
.059
.089
.081

.162
.126
.121
.114
.117
.126

.196
.184
.187
.182
.171
.205

.080
.086
.081
.088
.084
.082
.088
.088
.082
.080

.90 1.00

.123 .200
.125 .192
.120 .185
.121 -176
.120 .183
.127 .202
.129 .200
.123 .183
.116 .184
_.133_ .216

.084 .124 .192
.003 .006 .012

MEAN
ST.DEV

.028 .045 .063
.003 .003 .003
.030 .047 .066
.004 .004 .006

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

.032
.003

.050 .070
.003 .006

.093
.011

WIMS

MEAN
ST.DEV

.033
.004

.050
.003

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.DEV

.030 .048 .067 .090 .130 .190
.001 .001 .005 .012 .016 .007

.087 .126 .191
.010 .010 .012
.129 .189
.014 .012

.067 .087 .121 .184
.004 .004 .004 .015

TABLE 9 XENON REACTIVITY WORTH at 0 MUd/t in IT*
(1 mk = .001)
L a tt i c e
No.
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

-10

Participant
AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA
.—"-ISO

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Regular

Poisoned

Regular-Poisonei

32.2
36.8
32.9
29.1
34.1
25.7
34.3
33.9
31.4

33.7
37.9
30.3
32.9
32.3
28.3
30.8
28.4
27.4

-1.5
-1.1
2.6
-3.7
1.8
-2.6
3.6
5.5
4.0

—11-J-.-.JEU-.

_L?_

33.6
33.4
32.9
33.8
31.9
33.3
33.2
33.0

21.8
29.4
24.5
36.5
31.5
20.4
27.9
34.7

11.8

MEAN
ST.DEV

32.4
3.1

31.4
3.1

1.0
3.0

NEACRP+CRP MEAN
ST.DEV

32.7
2.3

30.0
4.6

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

33.1
0.6

28.3

UIMS

MEAN
ST.DEV

33.3

26.2

0.2

6.5

2.7
4.8
4.8
5.9
7.1
6.7

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.DEV

34.0
1.3

30.5
4.1

3.5
3.0

NEACRP
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SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
VINCA

5.S

4.0
8.4
-2.7

0.5
12.9

5.4
-1.7

CRP results are in good agreement with the target accuracies, except for the lifetime and Pu-239 build-up in
case of the poisoned lattice. Results of the participants who applied WIMSD-4 code, show similar variations
as the ENDF/B results, due to different choice of W1MS options, the number of energy groups chosen for
calculations and to Dancoff factors applied.

TABLE 10 RELATIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION
PIN TYPE
Bu nuo (MWd/t)
No.

Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AEEU
AMN
CEA
CISE
EIR
ENEA
JAERI
NAIG
OSAKA

-JO.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

BISO
SKODA
VTT
VEB
IKE
BARC
SUIERK
CUBA
VINCA

PIN No. 4
0 no Xe 2000 4000

POISONED PIN

6000 8000

10000

0 no Xe 2000 4000 6000

1.163
1.165
1.159
1.153
1.159
1.154
1.158
1.166
1.178
1.174

1.118
.123
.111
.116
.113
.137
.114
.113
.126
.126

1.060
1.074
1.057
1.070
1.06?
1.055
1.064
1.060
1.071
1.066

1.004
.989 .988
1.027 1.010 1.008
1.009
.996 .995
1.023
.994 .991
1.014
.997 .996
1.027
.999 1.000
1.021 1.003 1.002
1.012
.996 .995
1.014
.992
.991
1.007 .992 .991

1.113
1.159

.081
.113

1.047
1.062

1.015
1.016

.998
.994

.370
.427

.535
.600

1.160
1.161
1.106
1.104
1.181

.116
.119
.069
.068
.108

1.06')
1.065
1.032
1.034
1.069

1.019
.996
.993
1.012
.993
.991
.997 .985
.985
1.003
.9«9 .988
1.025 1.007 1.000

.384
.369
.364
.384
.375

.999
.999

.381 .546
.462 .592
.384 .563
.355 .507
.373 .540
.368 .533
.374 .546
.391 .566
.411 .559
.__-J21 .506

8000 10000

.771 .985 1.045 1.047
.755 .919 .982 .990
.769 .956 1.007 1.010
.674 .870 1.022 1.041
.736 .921
.990 .994
.716 .924 1.022 1.033
.752 .951 1.025 1.028
.757 .936 1.003 1.008
.731 .935 1.018 1.022
.737 .962 J--°26_J.O28
.735
.779

.925 1.010
.939 1.002

1.016
1.011

.548 .731
.538 .740
.549 .759
.561 .756
.551 .745

.911
.944
.956
.935
.904

1.006
1.021
1.025
1.018
.966

1.020
1.026
1.027
1.023
.999

1.014 1.020
.019 .019

NEACRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

1.163
.008

.120 1.064 1.016
.008 .006
.008

.997
.006

.996
.006

.382
.036

.546
.026

.740
.029

.936
.031

NEACRP+CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

1.154 1 .110 1.060 1.014
.023
.019 .012 .009

.996
.006

.994
.006

.382
.030

.549
.024

.744
.024

.934 1.011 1.019
.026 .019 .016

CRP

MEAN
ST.DEV

1.141 1 .096 1.053 1.012
.032
.023
.016
.010

.995
.00/

.993
.005

.382
.021

.555
.022

.749 .931 1.007 1.017
.017 .018 .020
.010

UIMS

MEAN
ST.DEV

1.126 1 .082 1.04A 1.010
.033
.017 .016 .012

.995
.010

.993
.007

.373
.023

.549
.020

.749
.015

ENDF/B

MEAN
ST.OEV

1.161 1 .115 1.063 1.016 1.000
.004 .004 .006 .007 .005

.998
.006

.402
.035

.568
.024

.758 .937 1.002
.015 .015
.015

.930
.023

1.005 1.016
.026 .012
1.007
.014

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the performed comparison:
- the uncertainties in calculating the neutronic parameters for both the regular and the poisoned lattice are
due to different reaction rates for U-235, Pu-239 and gadolinium isotopes. This results from different data
libraries applied. Results of the participants who applied the ENDF/B cross section library show better
agreement.
- Taking into account the complexity of the problem, the values of the initial gadolinium worth are in quite
a good agreement.
- Variations of reactivity loss and reactivity gain above 1000 MWd/t, lead to higher uncertainties of the
reactivity lifetime, particularly in the case of the poisoned lattice.
- The fact that the variation of the Pu-239 build-up is large suggests that it may be influenced by the
spectrum effect.
- Xenon effect does not influence significantly the computed burnup dependent parameters for either the
regular or the poisoned lattice.
- Pin powers are acceptably well calculated with some exceptions.
On the whole, an acceptably good agreement is obtained for most of the CRP results treated separately.
Smaller variations are observed in treating 18 sets of results (NEACRP+CRP) than in the NEACRP
comparison, as it was expected owing to better statistics. The results of the participants who applied the
ENDF/B data library indicate the significant influence of the chosen computational method while the results
of W1MS users show the influence of the cross section library applied, especially in view of the data for
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gadolinium isotopes. For a better insight into the validity of the applied codes it could be useful for all the
participants to apply the same data library with their available codes especially in treating gadolinium burnable
poison. An acceptable agreement of the results shows that the available in-core fuel management codes can
be applied to treat square lattices with burnable absorber. The same conclusion is valid for the W1MSD-4
code which was not originally designed for calculations of light water square lattices with burnable absorber.
Acceptable agreement of results is achieved with a suitable choice of calculational options and would be even
better if applied with a more accurate cross sections library for a complete chain of gadolinium isotopes.

Table 11 Variation of the main results
Variation

(%)

Parameter
NEACRP

NEACRP«-CRP

CRP

ENDF/B

UIMS

K-INHNITY
regular lattice
0 MUd/t
1000 MUd/t
2000 MUd/t
3000 HUd/t
5000 MUd/t
7000 MUd/t
10000 MUd/t

0.9
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.6

0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3

Poisoned lattice
0 MUd/t
1000 MUd/t
2000 MUd/t
3000 HUd/t
5000 MWd/t
7000 MUd/t
10000 MUd/t

1.1
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.2
0.8
0.7

0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.7

0.7
0.9
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.7

0.7
0.6
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.4
0.1

0.5
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.0
1.0

0.25-0.5

0.25-0.5

REACTIVITY LIFETIME
regular lattice

6.1

4.6

2.1

5.1

0.6

2 -5

poisoned lattice'

13.2

10.8

9.5

7.4

11.9

2 -5

0.8
5.8

0.7
4.4

0.6
1.7
2.1

0.9
5.1
4.1

0.3
1.2
0.4

2
2
2
2

CHANGES IN ISOTOPE
NUMBER DENSITIES
Regular lattice
U-235 depletion
Pu-239 build-up
Pu-240 buiId-up

*

Target
accuracy
(%)

._ l-A—

k

2

-

1

Poisoned lattice
U-235 depletion
Pu-239 build-up
Pu-240 build-up

1.2
4.6
6.9

1.3
4.3
5.4

1.5
4.1
3.0

1.5
5.1
6.9

0.7
2.6
3.1

Pin power retative
to lattice
Corner pin
Gd pin

0.8
3.6

2.3
3.0

3.2
2.1

0.4
3.5

3.3
2.3

2

Deduced from the standard deviation of the reactivity loss between 1000 and 10000 MUd/t and assuming a
reactivity swing of 1% per 1000 MUd/t at the end of cycle.
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Israel Electric Corporation

ABSTRACT
Various computer codes employed at IEC for preliminary reactor design
analysis and fuel cycle scoping calculations have been often subject to
program source modifications. Although most changes were due to computer or
operating system compatibility problems, a number of significant code
modifications were due to model improvements and enhancements of algorithm
efficiency and accuracy. With growing acceptance of Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) requirements and methods, a program of implementing
extensive testing of modified software has been adopted within the regular
maintenance activities.
In this work a survey has been performed of various accepted SQA methods
of software testing which belong mainly to the two major categories of
implementation ("white-box") and specification-based ("black-box") testing.
The results of this survey exhibit a clear preference of specificationbased testing. In particular, the Equivalence Class Partitioning Method
(ECP) and the Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA) have been selected as
especially suitable functional methods of testing reactor analysis codes.
A separate study of the SQA methods and techniques has been performed in
this work with the objective to establish appropriate pre-test software
specification methods. Two methods of software analysis and specification
have been selected as the most suitable for this purpose: The method of
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) has been shown to be particularly valuable for
performing the functional/procedural software specification, while the
Entities - Relationship Diagrams (ERD) method has proved to be efficient
for specifying the software data/information domain. Feasibility of these
two methods has been analyzed in particular for software uncertainty
analysis and overall code accuracy estimation.
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INTRODUCTION
Software Quality Assurance (SQA) is an emerging discipline, which has
gained wide recognition of importance during recent years in many fields of
technology. Nevertheless there is still a lack of consensus among SQA
practitioners in regard to theoretical foundations, metrics or even
definitions of basic terms (such as software reliability or software
quality). Therefore SQA is viewed by many as an empirical set of rules and
practices.
A growing support of SQA in software development, procurement and
maintenance has been reflected in the inclusion of major SQA methods as
either required or desired methods in recent standardization efforts
undertaken by the American National Standards Institute [1-3], and the
International Standards Organization [4].
According to the SQA approach, a software life-cycle may be represented
as consisting basically of five major stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Requirements analysis
Design
Implementation
Testing
Operation and maintenance.

Specific guidance and methods are provided for each of these activities
whose connections are in general overlapping and recursive rather than
direct and consecutive. For example, unit design is actually an interface
between stages (2) and (3), unit testing may be done in stage (3), while
testing in general may involve all other stages, starting from (1), concept
review, requirements validation etc.
In this work, the feasibility of employment of SQA methods in the
validation and maintenance of reactor analysis software, has been assessed.
Computer codes employed for reactor analysis by the IEC NED staff within
preliminary design analysis and fuel cycle scoping calculations fall
primarily into the category of mature, widely used public-domain software.
Multigroup neutron diffusion, transport and fuel depletion codes used by
us in recent years for cell analysis and whole-core calculations of LWR,
PHWR and HTGR designs include WIMS/D-4, CITATION, VSOP, LEOPARD and
PSU-MCRAC. Other codes such as ORIGEN provide evaluations of core
radioactive inventory build-up needed for nuclear safety analysis programs.
Due to the preliminary character of IEC design and analysis activities,
stages (1-5) of a typical software life-cycle have in many aspects been
reduced to the operational and maintenance stages (5). However, due to
computer portability needs which had required the transfer of some codes
between various computers, such as CDC, IBM, Prime, PC and more recently,
UNIX workstation platform, modifications of code program sources have been
frequently made. Such deviations from typical "end-user" activities have
often resulted in implementing the other software life-cycle stages (2-4).
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COMMON MAINTENANCE

PROBLEMS

The following are some common examples of maintenance problems which have
been encountered in the transfer of reactor analysis codes between various
computers and operating systems:
- Variable names conflicts. Special characters (such as the dollar sign)
used in names of program variables cause sometimes problems due to the
use of a symbol for command/niacro call substitution in various operating
system "shells" and utilities.
- Evaluation of the data type of an arithmetic expression. Differences
have been found between various FORTRAN compiler implementations of type
conversions which should be performed during the "mixed-type
arithmetics". These conversion differences have led in seme cases to
discrepancies in calculational results.
Differences in internal binary representation of floating - point
numbers. This was sometimes a cause of different results, due to the
process of accumulation of inaccuracies through multiple calculation
cycles (such as in cases of a large number of iteration loops).
Inconsistencies in I/O data management, such as various FORMAT type
conventions, different approaches to usage of the "OPEN FILE" and
"DEFINE" statements or conflicting rules for the "NAMELIST" group data
positioning.
- Different rules for by-default procedures of data exception handling,
during occurrence of conditions such as "underflow" and
"divide-by-zero".
IMPROVEMENTS IN MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

Although most of our maintenance efforts have been devoted to the
above-mentioned "routine" solutions of machine conversion and inter-system
portability problems, there have been also some significant source code
changes made to the reactor analysis programs which reflect various model
improvements and enhancements of accuracy and efficiency of the code
computational algorithms.
Following are some examples of major modifications to reactor analysis
codes (performed mainly in joint research projects with the Technion):
1. The integral transport methods of the THERMOS code have been added as an
option to replace the simple ABH method of heterogeneity treatments used
in LEOPARD code at thermal energies [5]. The THERMOS option performs the
.patial analysis in much greater detail, using thermal scattering
kernels in strict accordance with recommended basic data rather than
using the proton gas model. A separate 30-group thermal cross section
library has been prepared for employing the THERMOS option by LEOPARD.
2. The standard resonance treatment in the LEOPARD code has been
extensively modified. The procedure introduced consists of the
utilization of preprocessed temperature-dependent resonance shielding
factor tabulations [6].
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3. The diagonal symmetry option was introduced into the PSU-MCRAC code [7].
This feature is especially useful for PWR cores with eighth-core
symmetry. Another modification to the PSU-MCRAC was the development of
an alternative mesh point allocation scheme.
4. Modifications were introduced into the nodal version of the PSU-MCRAC
code [8]. One change permits the user to calculate flux and power
distributions for Xenon concentrations corresponding to local power in a
fuel assembly rather th? l the average power. Another modification to the
NODAL PSU-MCRAC is the introduction of albedo factors, derived from
finite difference calculations, into core depletion analysis.
5. More recently, extensive modifications have been performed in the VSOP
code package for the analysis of a HTGR core. The modifications include
replacement of the one-dimensional diffusion module by the twodimensional CITATION code, extension of the VSOP cross-section library
to include the natural Hafnium data for the HTGR burnable poison
representation and implementation of the neutron leakage feedback from
the diffusion calculations to the spectrum calculations [9-11].
ADOPTION OF SQA APPROACHES TO TESTING

As a rule, with each modification to a code, a series of benchmark
calculations have been performed within the framework of program validation
checks. Due to limitations of staffing and time, the extent of testing has
been generally limited to checking the overall program functioning (using
as controls such parameters as the neutron multiplication factor, critical
soluble boron concentration, flux spectrum ratios or normalized power
distribution) as well as to selective testing of specific parameters to
check the correctness of modified code features.
From the maintenance point of view, a most troublesome feature of
typical reactor analysis codes is lack of program structuredness. In spite
of pronounced modular structure of many codes, there are usually many
complex interactions between the various modules. Moreover, strong coupling
of the modules (due to common data sharing and device sharing) is often
cause of severe maintenance problems. Any change in the meaning of data
structures or module improvement, usually affecs many modules. A thorough
understanding of module performance requires simultaneous study of a number
of modules.
These maintenance difficulties are aggravated also by the fact that many
of these codes are poorly documented. In many cases inadequate user
documentation does not permit one to determine fully either capabilities of
the code, or limitations of its models and correlations. Sometimes the only
way left to a maintenance person is a "reconstruction" of an algorithm or
an approximation employed directly from the code source using the available
references or performing a relevant literature search.
Such difficulties with program post-modification validation, as well as
the growing acceptance of SQA requirements and methods have, led us to a
decision to put a stronger emphasis on implementation of extensive and
systematic program testing as part of our software maintenance activities.
A preliminary analysis of possible input combinations and program logical
path topology, has revealed that even for the smallest of the reactor
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analysis codes available to IEC, the tasks of implementing exhaustive input
testing and exhaustive path testing would be clearly impossible. The
problem has been reduced therefore to defining acceptance criteria for a
set of less-than-exhaustive tests to constitute an adequate set of tests.

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF SQA TESTING METHODS
A survey of various SQA validation techniques has been performed, assessing
their feasibility for reactor analysis code maintenance, with the objective
of minimizing efforts needed for test case design and implementation, while
preserving a sufficient degree of tost coverage of the program functions.
The survey has revealed that most of the widely accepted SQA methods of
software testing fall mainly into one of the two major categories: the
implementation ("white-box", or structural) testing methods and the
specification-based ("black-box", or functional) testing methods [12].
In regard to structural testing, the logical path testing methods have
been evaluated. Path testing is a white-box testing strategy which
exercises every independent execution path through the component. This
ensures that all statements in the program are executed at least once and
that conditional statements are tested for both true and false cases.
Exhaustive path testing involves testing all possible combinations of paths
through the program. For any components apart from very trivial ones
without loops, this is an impossible objective.
It should be noted that usual SQA requirements are that all significant
portions of the code should be exercised by some test cases. Especially
difficult for implementation is the EPRI SQA program, which implies as a
"significant portion of the code" every module and every segment of code
that is longer than 10 lines [13]. iJ.e test coverage criteria employed by
EPRI require executing 90% of all decision-to-decision paths in a program.
However, due to staffing and time limitations of our maintenance set-up,
the feasibility of structural testing has proved very limited. Applying
this method to test only the modified sections in the code has been
feasible for changes in small modules with a low degree of branching. Other
feasible applications of structural testing refer to testing such features
as program segmentation or overlays, dynamic memory allocation and
multi-pass or complicated data organizations.
The overall results of our survey clearly exhibit the preference of the
specification-based (functional) testing approach over the implementation
(structural) testing strategy. A subsequent study of functional testing
methods has been implemented and the following two methods have been
selected as the most practical and efficient:
1. The Equivalence Class Partitioning Method (ECP):
Equivalence partitioning is a technique for determining which classes of
input data have common properties. A program should behave in a
comparable way for all members of an equivalence partition. The
equivalence partitions may be identified by using the program
specification or user documentation and by the tester user experience to
predict which classes of input value are likely to detect errors.
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According to the ECP method, designing test cases with different input
values belonging to the same equivalence class is considered nonproductive, while the typical center-of-range values suffice for valid
input representation. However, for each input class the program should
be tested also for values which are intentionally set well beyond the
class validity range.
2. The Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA):
According to the BVA method there is empirical evidence that mistakes in
an algorithm application often result from misunderstanding of the
algorithm behavior at the boundaries of its input domain. Thus input
values at the edges (or just beyond the edges) of the equivalence
partitions should be chosen for the algorithm validity lests.
A feasibility study of other SQA testing methods for our maintenance set-up
was also done. The Cause-Effect Analysis Method [12] (CEA) exhibited
partial suitability for relatively small programs. The CEA method involves
examining the program output and analyzing it, to determine whether
combinations of input partitions always cause outputs to be produced in the
same output partition. The different output effects are examined and the
causes of these effects usually used as test cases. However, for larger
codes the CEA method seems less appropriate for implementation, due to the
high level of code complexity and the heterogeneity of input data and
parameters.
In regard to structural testing methods the logical path testing has
been evaluated. Path testing is a white-box testing strategy which
exercises every independent execution path through the component. This
ensures that all statements in the program are executed at least once and
that conditional statements are tested for both true and false cases.
Exhaustive path testing involves testing all possible combinations of
paths through the program. For any components apart from very trivial ones
without loops, this is an impossible objective. Nevertheless, applying this
method to test directly only the modified section in the code has proved
feasible for us in regard to changes in small modules with a low degree of
branching. Other feasible applications of structural testing refer to
testing such features as program segmentation or overlay, dynamic memory
allocation and multi-pass or complicated data organizations.
SELECTING SQA METHODS OF PRE-TEST SPECIFICATION

A feasibility study have been performed of methods of software systen
analysis and representation. This study shows that various methods have
been successfully employed as the analysis and documentation tools foe
systematic maintenance of complex programs.
Widely used methods of software requirement and design specificatior
include
the flowchart
methods,
the state-transition
diagrams,
Nassi-Schniederman charts and Warnier-Orr diagrams. Some of these method:
have been more suitable for real-time applications while others have beei
more efficient for maintenance of common business data-processing systems.
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As a result of this study, the following two closely related methods of
structured system analysis [14] have been selected, as the most appropriate
methods of pre-test software specification for maintenance of the reactor
analysis codes:
The first method of Data-Flow Diagrams (DFD) is of top-down hierarchial
functional system decomposition. The uppermost diagram in the hierarchy,
which defines the code function most abstractly, is the context diagram. It
shows all system inputs and outputs. The next-level diagram reflects a
crude functional program decomposition into major tasks or processes.
According to this method, the analyst repeatedly refines the system,
representing each refinement by a separate more detailed diagram.
For each process shown on a diagram, all incoming and outgoing data flows
serving the process are shown. The data store notation serves to represent
various data records and files, common memory-stored data blocks, etc. A
complete set of leveled DFDs is complemented by a set of specifications for
all lowest-level processes and by a data dictionary providing ordered
listing and description of all data flows and data stores.
A process specification may be provided either by verbal description, by
a pseudocode or by other diagram notation (similar to a decision tree graph
or a flowchart). However, the level of abstraction of the DFD method does
not imply ordering of events or logical decision points, which are usually
required to be represented in flowcharts.
The second method, which may be seen as complementary to the DFD method,
is the method of the Entity-Relationship Diagrams (ERD). The ERD method
gives an insight into the system information domain while the DFD method
provides mainly a view of its "behavior". The ERD method aims at capturing
all the objects manipulated by the system, defining properly the attributes
of the objects and their interrelationships. The DFD data dictionary is
usually a source of "raw data" for ERD.
A procedure of data structure normalization serves to locate those
entries of the data dictionary which are non-essential for the ERD
representation of the program information domain, those which are actually
the system objects, and those which describe the object attributes.
According to the same ERD normalization scheme, decomposing the data
dictionary entries of complex structure into simple parts reveals the
character of relationships existing between various objects in the software
system.
In summary, combining the DFD and the ERD methods has provided us with a
suitable software specification framework necessary for designing an
adequate set of functional program tests.

CONCLUSIONS
In the environment of pre-project R&D activities in a public utility, the
maintenance of reactor analysis codes for preliminary design studies and
fuel cycle scoping calculations needs frequent program modifications.
Whether these modifications result from changes in the operating system or
are due to model and algorithm enhancements, an extensive program of code
testing should follow. In this work, studies of SQA methods of software
testing and corresponding pre-test software specification was performed.
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It has been shown that methods of specification-based (functional)
testing of reactor analysis codes are in general more feasible than methods
of implementation (structural) testing. In particular, two methods of
fun/tional testing have been selected as the most appropriate:
1. The Equivalence Class Partitioning Method (ECP) and
2. The Boundary Value Analysis Method (BVA).
A survey of software specification methods has been made and two SQA
methods have been shown to be of special value for reactor analysis codes:
1. The method of Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), selected for performance of the
functional/procedural software specification;
2. The Entities - Relationship Diagrams method (ERD), providing efficient
specification of the software data/information domain.
In addition to the primary application of DFD/ERD methods to pre-test
specification, these methods have been analyzed for their feasibility in
assessing uncertainty contributions of specific factors within the software
uncertainty analysis and for overall code accuracy estimations.
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ABSTRACT
In the frame of two international programmes, in which Belgian (CEN/SCK,
BELGONUCLEAIRE), Japanese (MITSUBISHI representing NFI, NEL and PWR Utilities,
TOSHIBA and HITACHI representing BWR Utilities) and UK (BNFL) contractors were
involved, a series of benchmark experiments have been conducted in VENUS, a pool-type critical
facility built and operated by the Belgian Nuclear Centre (CEN/SCK).
Typical PWR and BWR assembly configurations were modelled, with and without MOX fuel,
and with moderator density reduced to 73 % or 51 % of its nominal value.
Axial buddings and detailed (pin-to-pin) fission density distributions were measured, and a
few other parameters were investigated (spectral indices, reactivity effects of water level
variations,...).
These experimental results are the reference for the calibration of theoretical analyses
performed by each partner in order to validate, and possibly improve, their theoretical predictions
and studies for the power reactors. This paper includes the comparison of a few CEN/SCK
computational results with the corresponding experimental values.
Introduction
Large-scale MOX utilization programmes are now considered or implemented in various
industrial countries. The necessity to demonstrate to the Licensing Authorities that the differences
in the neutronic, safety and thermal-hydraulic features are properly taken into account shows that
there are still subjects of concern which require new experimental investigation for code
validation.
Moreover, an insufficient validation might induce a dramatic increase in the uncertainty
factor with a possible reduction of the allowed reactor power and it appears that most of the
organizations concerned with MOX fuel utilization do not dispose of enough experimental data
for the improvement and the calibration of their neutronic calculation tools.
Therefore, on the basis of their many years experience in the subject, CEN/SCK together
with BELGONUCLEAIRE decided to implement the VENUS International Programme (VIP);
two series of experiments were defined: the first, dedicated to PWR-users, with MITSUBISHI
and BNFL, and the second devoted to BWRs with TOSHIBA and HITACHI.
The objective of the VIP programme was to constitute a complete set of experimental
measurements performed with UO2 and MOX fuel rods, and also with UO2-Gd2O, burnable
poison rods, in order to provide an extensive nuclear data base for the development and the
validation of nuclear calculation methods for Pu-recycling strategies in BWRs and PWRs. Basic
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measurements, such as critical mass, axial buckling, radial power distribution and detector
response, were performed in VENUS critical facility within mock-up configurations representing
as close as possible current BWR or PWR assemblies.
VENUS Facility Description
VENUS is a pool-type critical facility built and operated by the CEN/SCK; it is located at
MOL (Belgium). Two grids in the cylindrical vessel enable accurate positioning of fuel rods
individually handled; the present lattice pitch is 1.26 cm, but other grids could manage different
pitches if requested. The reactivity control is usually provided by water level adjustment and the
safety shut-down is obtained by a fast dump system. The easy access to each fuel pin in the
loading, the absence of perturbing materials (no control rod, no boxes), and the availability of
several types of fuel (UO2 at two enrichments, MOX with different contents of Pu, gadoliniumbearing UO2 rods),allow to realize very clean and well characterized loadings (all dimensions,
densities and compositions have been accurately defined) and a great flexibility in the
manipulations. Aluminium microrods or tubes allow to reduce the water density in the lattice (or
in a part of it) to about 73 % or 51 % of its nominal value, in order to better simulate
moderating properties in operating conditions of the power reactors.
Major Features of the VIP Programme
a) VTP-BWR
The VIP-BWR programme was divided into two different phases. A first phase was limited
to the measurement of:
critical mass
axial buckling measurement
rodwise fission rate distribution
into three configurations simulating as close as possible advanced BWR bundles :
UO2 BWR Bundle Mock-up :
This configuration consists of 4 BWR 8x8 UO2 bundles surrounded by a UO2 rod feeding
zone. A 2x2 water hole is located in the centre of each bundle. Two bundles diagonally
opposite contain 8 U0 2 -Gd 2 0 3 rods. The moderator density in the 4 central bundles and in the
12 surrounding ones is reduced to about 73 % of its nominal value.
I-MOX Mock-up :
This configuration consists of 2 BWR 8x8 UO2-MOX island-type bundles and 2 UO 2 bundle:
surrounded by a feeding zone of UO2 rods. The moderator density of the 4 central bundles i
reduced to 51 % of its nominal value and to 73 % in the 12 surrounding bundles.
A-MOX Mock-up :
This configuration consists of 2 BWR 8x8 all-MOX type bundles and 2 UO2 bundle
surrounded by a feeding zone of UO2 rods. The simulated MOX assemblies contained Hire
different Pu-content rods as well as burnable absorber rods (UO2-GdjO3). As for the UO2 cast
the moderator density of the 16 bundles is 73 % of its nominal value.
A typical studied configuration is shown in figure 1, it represents the I-MOX Mock-u
loading scheme.
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A second phase was devoted to the determination of the reactivity effects of various
perturbations. Following effects were measured:
AmM1 build-up effect; therefore the A-MOX Mock-up was reloaded after a cooling time
of two years.
Reactivity effect of moderator density variation within the I-MOX Mock-up configuration
Reactivity effect of a reduction from 14 to 10 U0 2 -Gd 2 0 3 burnable poison rods.
b) VIP-PWR
A typical studied configuration is represented in figure 2. A current three-zone PWR MOX
assembly, surrounded by four UO2 assemblies and a necessary feeding zone was studied in a first
experiment. A second experiment differed only by the introduction of twenty U0 2 -Gd 2 0 3
burnable poison rods within the central MOX assembly. In both case, the moderator density in
the five assemblies was reduced to 73 % of its nominal value.
For both mock-up experiments, following measurements were carried out :
- critical mass
- axial buckling for various types of fuel rods
- the rodwise fission rate distribution in the central MOX assembly and in an adjacent UO2
assembly
- the response of a U-235 fission chamber located in the centre of the MOX-assembly and the
response of the same chamber in the centre of an adjacent UO2-assembly. The detector
response, for a similar flux level, is particularly affected by the neutron spectrum.
With respect of the rodwise fission rate distribution, both for VTP-BWR and for VIP-PWR,
fresh fuel rods were irradiated during about twenty hours at a reactor power level of about 500
Watt. These rods, located at positions of interest, were unloaded afterwards and gamma-scanned
for determination of the Ba-La140 activity. By this technique an accurate fission rate distribution
could be obtained. Accuracies of better than 1.4 % within UO2 assemblies and 1.8% within the
MOX assembly could be achieved.
Calculation Methodology and Results
Preparatory calculations were required for each significant change of the core loading : the
size of the feeding zone had to be adapted to reach criticality at a suitable water level. Indeed,
since the MOX fuel rods are longer than the UO2 ones, all experiments were performed with a
water level at least 5 to 6 cm below the upper limit of the active height of the shortest rods; this
reduces the impact of the differences between the nature of the upper part of the rods on the axial
flux distributions (dry fuel zone everywhere above water). Criticality searches were performed
with the SCALE code system (Monte Carlo code KENO-IV) coupled to a 27-group cross-section
Mbrary derived from the 218-group reference set CSRL (DLC-43 in the RSIC data library
:ollection).
The detailed analysis of the experimental configuration was performed with the MULCOS
code system coupled to a 4O-group cross-section set developed by CEN/SCK, followed by a 2Dim. core calculation with the transport code DOT3.5 . Self-shielding of the resonances is based
on the Bondarenko formalism and S,P0 approximation with diagonal transport correction was used
to perform cell calculations with a modified version of the DTF-41-Dim. transport code included
in MULCOS. Homogenised cell cross-sections, taking into account the flux profiles in each
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group, were then used in large DTF-4 run(s) representing core traverse(s) along a principal axis
of the loading; a relatively fine meshing was adopted and zones were divided into sub-regions
to better follow spatial spectral variations and produce adequate average spectra required for a
further space-dependent group-collapsing of the cross-sections into few-group sets (around 10
groups). In some cases, for very heterogeneous assembly configurations such as the PWR ones,
pin-to-pin collapsing spectra were produced by a 40-group 2-Dim. DOT assembly computation.
Axial bucklings measured in selected positions in each zone of the loading were used to
account for the finite height of the core: DB2h terms were added to the absorption and transport
cross-sections used in the final DOT calculations (S8P0 transp. corr. approximation); here also
a fine meshing was adopted with many sub-regions and either one quarter of the core or the full
core was modelled according to the symmetry of the loading. For the BWR I-MOX case, the
moderator density in the central assemblies was nearly halved and rapid spectral changes occur
at the border of these zones; the final DOT run has been performed with the 40-group crosssections in order to follow more closely the spectral transitions.
The computed multiplication factors (K^,) are indicated in Table 1 (DOT3.5 results). In all
cases, pin-to-pin fission reaction rate distributions were calculated and compared to the
experimental ones; the figures 3 to 5 show the observed deviations for three typical
configurations ( BWR A-MOX, BWR I-MOX and PWR); the two sets of results were scaled
to yield the same average over the indicated pin locations.

Table 1.

Computed

VIP - BWR

UO2

1.006

VIP - BWR

A - MOX

0.9982

VIP - BWR

I - MOX

0.996

VIP - PWR
VIP - PWR

0.9998
+ 20 Gd

1.015

Conclusions
Although the 40-group library included in MULCOS has not been particularly designed for
MOX fuel studies, the obtained K*, values and the relative fission rate distributions agree
reasonably well with the experiment; as could be expected, due to the absence of specific
treatment of the Gd-bearing fuel , significant discrepancies are observed for these cells: the
homogenisation of the cell, even weighted with microscopic neutron flux profiles, overestimates
the poison efficiency and lowers the fission rate. One should recall here that these calculations
were performed in support to the experiment (optimal sequence for scanning the rods,....) and
not in order to calibrate a calculation scheme to be used in further design studies.
A further step is planned for the analysis of the VIP experiments: repeat the study of some
configurations with another cross-section set (and maybe other codes), for example with a
multigroup cross-section library derived from ENDF/BVI when it will be made available in s
suitable group structure.
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FIG. 1: SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE BWR CORE LATTICE

FIG. 2: SCHEMATIC VIEW OF THE PWR CORE LATTICE
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XENON OSCILLATIONS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PIUS REACTOR
C.F. H0jerup, E. Nonbfll
Reactor Physics Section, Dept. of Nuclear Safety Research
Rise National Laboratory
DK-4000 Roskilde. Denmark

ABSTRACT
The PIUS reactor (Process Inherent Ultimate Safety, an advanced reactor design by ABB,
Sweden) is a pressurized water reactor without any moveable control rods. Thus, no means exists
to counteract spatial Xe-oscillations if any.
Calculations have been performed, which show that the PIUS reactor is stable against Xeoscillations in its proposed size (2000 MWth), but also that the size cannot be increased
significantly without the occurrence of power oscillations.

1. Introduction
Xe-oscillations is a phenomenon occurring in large reactors.
If a stationary power and flux distribution is disturbed in some small volume of a reactor, the
concentrations of the very strongly neutron-absorbing fission product, Xe13S, and its precursor, I135,
will change. This, in turn, changes the flux distribution, as well in the disturbed volume as in other
parts of the reactor. The dynamic coupling between the flux and the concentrations of I135 and
Xe135 is such that self-sustaining spatial oscillations of the flux are possible, if the reactor is large
enough.
These phenomena have been studied for the PIUS [1] reactor, which has no moveable control
rods to neutralize oscillations, and therefore is bound to have a certain maximum size.
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2. Method
Two diffusion theory programmes have been utilized for these investigations:
DIFF2D, a 2-dimensional difference equation code based on the TWODIM routine by K.E.
Lindstrom Jensen [2] and
NEM3D. a 3-dimensional nodal expansion method code by Brian Christensen [3].
Both codes were modified by including
1) A subroutine, XESM, calculating the concentrations and the macroscopic absorption cross
sections of the isotopes I135, Xe135, Pm149. and Sml4V, for each mesh/node after a time step
with constant flux level
2) The necessary commands to add this absorption cross section to the absorption of each
mesh/node
3) The commands enabling a series of time steps to be taken
4) The coding providing for a convenient output (plotting instructions) to be generated at
selected times.
The mentioned subroutine, XESM, calculates the I 1 "-, Xe135-, Pm149-, and SM149-concentrations under the assumptions that
all yield in the 135-mass chain is delivered as I135
all yield in the 149 chain is delivered as Pm' 49
the flux is constant during the time step
no absorption lakes place in I135 and Pm149.

3. Calculations
The calculations move in steps of 1 -2 hours with automatic generation of plotting instructions for
power profiles at selected times. The reactor is assumed poison-free from start. The inhomogeneity
introduced by the power-dependent poison cross section will generate oscillations of the
flux/power, if the reactor is inherently unstable, while a soft approach to an equilibrium state will
occur, if the reactor is inherently stable.
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As mentioned above, both 2- and 3-dimensional codes have been used.
In fact, a 3-dimensional code should always be used for accurate results, at least when the
configuration examined is close to instability. But 3-dimensional codes are computer time heavy,
and many useful results may be obtained from 2-dimensional calculations:
An (r, z) calculation is very well suited to examine the oscillatory mode, where the peak is
situated at the z-axis and moves between the upper and the lower half of the reactor.
An (x, y) calculation is suited for examination of modes, where the peak is somewhere in the
midplane of the reactor and moves from side to side.
If such a calculation shows instability, the reactor is unstable. Cases that show stability in a
2-dimensional calculation, but are close to the instability limit, should, however, be checked with
a 3-dimensional calculation.
Another point of interest regarding such calculations is the strong requirements to the
convergence criterion. As the calculations move in small time steps, the flux distribution in one
step is quite close to that of the preceding step. As the flux distribution of one step is normally
used as a first guess of the next time step, a crude convergence criterion might immediately satisfy
the stop-of-iteration test and consequently hardly change the flux. But, as the flux change is the
very cause of the Xe-change, a false stability, entirely due to bad numerics, may be deduced.
Therefore, an "as small as possible" epsilon should be specified.

4. Results
The layouts of PIUS in (x,y)- and (r,z)-geometry are shown in Figure 1.
A series of calculations in the 2-dimensional (r,z) geometry were made to find the maximum
height of the reactor. The equivalent radius of the PIUS reactor in its proposed size of 2000
MWth is 188 cm with the active core height equal to 250 cm.
In figure 2, the peak power densities, which oscillate between the lower and the upper half
of the reactor, but always are found on the cylinder-axis, are shown as function of time.
The stability of the reference reactor, H = 250 cm, and the beginning of violent oscillations
around H = 350 cm are noticed.
It may be concluded that an increase of core height to around 300 cm is possible when the
number of fuel assemblies is not increased. This corresponds to an increase in thermal output from
2000 MW to 2400 MW with unchanged average power density.
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PIUS — (x,y) geometry

PIUS - (r,z) geometry

290.0
270.0

0.0

188.0 208.0 r<cm)

Figure 1. The PIUS reactor in (x,y)- and (r,z)-geometry.
Varying the size of the reactor is simply done by "zooming"
the figures and retaining the neutron cross sections.
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Figure 2. Peak power densities vs. time
PIUS. R = 188 cm, varying heights
Constant average power density = 72 W/cc
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In figure 3 analogous results are shown from 2-dimensional (x,y) calculations.
The side-to-side dimension of the reference reactor is - 380 cm, i.e. somewhat more than the
height that gave axial instability.
A priori, the possibility for significantly increasing the radial dimensions therefore seems small.
This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3, where already the 10% increase to 2200 MWth
shows a weak oscillatory behaviour.
It may be concluded that the number of fuel assemblies of the reference reactor cannot be
increased at all, without the danger of initiation of Xe-oscillations.
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Figure 3. Peak power densities vs. time
PIUS. H = 250 cm, varying radial size
Constant average power density = 72 W/cc

In figure 4, the power in a plane (a-a in figure 1) is shown for different times. The plane is
laid through the node, where the initiating flux depression is enforced at t = 6 hours (and
maintained for the rest of the calculation). The reactor has the proposed design size of the PIUS,
i.e. 2000 MWth, H = 250 cm and an equivalent core radius of 188 cm.
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The calculation was a 3-dimensional (x, y, z) calculation, and shows no signs of instability.
In figure 5, the divergent power oscillations of a reactor with H = 250 cm, but increased
radial size, are shown. The thermal output is 3000 MWth, i.e. 1.5 limes the normal, with the
average power density of 72 W/cm3 preserved. The calculation in this case is a 2-dimensional (x,y)
calculation, and no initiating flux depression was enforced. It takes quite a long time before
random disturbances start the oscillations, and the rather trivial flux pictures from t < 90 h have
been omitted. From t = 204 h the power peak starts a rotary movement in the midplane.
It is a general feature that the bigger the reactor, the easier it is to get into oscillations, and
the bigger are also the oscillations.

5. Conclusions
The calculations show that the PIUS reactor in its proposed size (H = 250 cm, R = 188 cm,
P = 2000 MWth) is stable against Xe-oscillations. However, the radial size is about the maximum
allowable, while a slight increase of the active core height should be possible, when viewed only
from the point of Xe-stability.
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A STUDY O F THE EFFECTIVE DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTION
IN THE COUPLED FAST-THERMAL SYSTEM 'HERBE'

M.Milosevic, M.Pesid, S.Avdic, D.Nikolic"
Institute of Nuclear Sciences 'VINCA'
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory - NET
P.O.Box 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT
The delayed neutron parameters and methods used for calculation in reactor safety
tudies are verified by measurement of the effective delayed neutron fraction in the coupled
ast-thermal system 'HERBE'.

NTRODUCTION

The main aim of the 'HERBE' system is experimental verification of reactor designmented methods [1]. Complexity of the 'HERBE' system arises from strong heterogeneous
jffects related to its design.
The fast core is loaded with the natural uranium fuel elements. It is surrounded by
i neutron filter and a neutron converter. The neutron filter contains a cadmium layer (1.6
nm) and the natural uranium fuel elements. Thermal core is composed of the 80 % enriched
JO 2 in the 12 cm square lattice cell, moderated and reflected by heavy water. A vertical
ihannel is placed in the centre of the system.
Methods applied in the calculation and interpretation of measurement of the effective
lelayed neutron fraction in the coupled fast-thermal system 'HERBE' are described in this
>aper.

:ALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTION
In kinetics calculation, the integral measured delayed neutron six group data and
>hotoneutron nine group data given by Keepin [2] are used. Evaluated delayed six group
leutron spectra are adopted according to Saphier et. al. [3]. The photoneutron spectra are
evaluated by using simplified method based on isotropic emission of neutron and proton with
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equal energies.
The flux and adjoint neutron flux are obtained by using: assembly spectrum codes
DENEB [4] and VEGA [5], ID reactor code AVERY [6] based on muhigroup integral
transport equation and 2D diffusion code GALER [7]. Program DENEB is based on spectrum
and spatial calculation in ID cylindrical geometry. It is capable of dealing with geometric
configuration typical for HERBE system, which cannot be described by standard cell
calculation. The program start at the microgroup (44 library group) level, where the flux is
evaluated to be used for group condensation and space homogenization. The library contains
the shielding factors as a function of more variables to account for the resonance interference
between nuclides

235

U,

238

U and

239

Pu. The standard Benoist theory [8] is used to calculate

diffusion coefficients. Problem comes when vertical channel are present. The neutron leakage
through the vertical channel is substituted by buckling-dependent effective absorption crosssection determined by Monte Carlo method so that escape probability from the channel is
equal to absorption probability in the channel. This calculation is followed by a few group
(4-25) entire system calculation (AVERY code) to describe the actual coupling between fast
and thermal cores. The resulting flux is used to further condensation to few macrogroup (2-4)
that are used as input to the 2D reactor program GALER.

MEASUREMENT OF THE EFFECTIVE DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTION
The effective delayed-neutron fraction has been determined from measurements of the
fission rate, the adjoint neutron flux and the reactivity worth of a calibrated *"Am-Be neutron
source. The expression for P e f f is expressed as [9],
)

fit)

(1)

where are: S absolute M1Am-Be neutron source strength, $*x (?) average importance of a
fission neutron at the source position (?), p / p e f f apparent reactivity effect of theMIAm-Be
source neutrons, V average number of neutrons/fission, F total fission rate in the system,
and correction factor f(f)
MI

which is calculated as ratio of the average importance of the

Am-Be neutron source to average importance of fission neutron at point f.
The M1Am-Be neutron source strength is verified by flux density method. Hie two

group neutron flux distribution is measured by irradiation of the Au foils (diameter 10.0±0.1
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mm, thick 20.0 + 0.2 ^m) with and without Cd cover (average thick 0.74 + 0.02 mm).
Absolute gamma activity of the Au foils is measured by calibrated coaxial Ge detector. The
foil's gamma spectra are measured long time, enough to obtain good statistical condition for
automatic peak (411.80 keV, p=95.57%) search and fit. The absolute gamma activity of Au
monitor foils is calculated by APOGEE computer code [10]. This values of activity were
provided calibration of automatic beta counting system with flow P-10 gas proportional
counter of high efficiency.
In this experiment few local perturbations of neutron flux are introduced. The
following cases can be envisioned: (1) insertion of the channels and Al supports for
irradiation of the activation foils, and (2) insertion of the foils and Cd covers. Influence of
the first effect is calculated by DENEB code. New computer program NSD [11] is developed
to account for the second effect. The NSD code is based on the collision probability method
in the slab geometry. It uses the shielding factor concept for cross section calculation. The
limitation of this concept comes because it contains no information on distribution of the
resonance of one particular nuclide within an energy group. For these reasons in the FOIL
code an enhanced method is applied only in resonance groups of foil material. In these
groups is assumed that the remaining nuclides behave as narrow-resonance scatterers with
effective cross sections equal to their multigroup shielded cross sections. This assumption
allows that the flux and cross sections for foil material can be calculated by numerical
slowing-down method with ultrafine group structure.
The results of neutron flux measurements in the HERBE subcritical system with the
24I

Am-Be neutron source, and the results of calculation are shown in Figure 1. Neutron flux

from GALER code is normalized so that calculated and measured average flux of thermal
neutrons in the HERBE thermal core is the same.
Value of the <t>£ (f) is determined by measurement of two group adjoint neutron flux
distribution [12]. These distributions are derived from measurements of flux densities and
reactivity worths of absorbing (Cd) material and fissioning (UO 2 , 80 * 235U) sample. The
results of adjoint neutron flux measurements and calculation are given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Measured and calculated adjoint neutron flux
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The measured reactivity of the extraneous

241

Arn-Be neutron source (p m ) consists of

two parts. One part is reactivity (p 0 ) resulting from neutron interactions in the 2 "Am, Be
and its container. The second part is the apparent reactivity ( p ) with the emission of
neutrons. This second part varies inversely as the neutron flux while the first part is
independent of flux. Following, p has been found by measuring the reactivity at several
different power level, Figure 3. For each measured value pm, a constant power level is
maintained, so the reactor has been subcritical by an amount required to compensate for the
effect of the neutrons emitted from source.

-0.1
0 00

005

0 10
1/P (1/mW)

0.15

0.20

Figure 3 Reactor response to "'Am-Be neutron source

Relative fission rates is obtained by measurement of space and energy distribution of
the absolute neutron flux (at a power level where the effect of the extraneous source is much
enhanced) and calculated fission cross-sections. Absolute fission rate is measured by counting
the significant gamma ray emitted from nuclide 140La. Fission nuclear data for nuclides l40Ba
and

140

La are adopted according to data files ENDF/B-V.
The value of v" is determined from a two-dimensional calculation by GALER code.
Value of the correction factor f(r)

=0.97

spectrum code VEGA and ID reactor code AVERY. The
is taken from ref. [13].
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is calculated by using assembly
24l

Am-Be neutron source spectrum

RESULTS

The values of each of measured and calculated quantities and an estimate of their
uncertainties are given in Table I.

Table I P e / / Results

Quantity

Value

S (n/s)

1.79 x 10*

P/P e «

0.22564

v

2.4421

F (fissions/s)

4.2146 x 108
1.057
0.970

Estimated
error

±
±
±
±
±
+

2.0
1.5
0.5
2.0
1.0
1.0

0.00791 ± 0.00028

$gff

(calc)

0.00787

The experimental value for P e f f are only slightly higher than the calculation.
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CNSKINO CODE
A. Mysenkov
Plant S a f e t y A s s e s s m e n t D e p a r t m e n t
Council for N u c l e a r S a f e t y
RSA

ABSTRACT
CNSKINO - A user-friendly code for the quick assessment o< nuclear reactor kinetics problems.
The calculation of reactor power is based on an effective solving point-kinetics equations by
using third-order Hermite polynomial approximations of the reactor power and analytical integration
of the delayed group precursor equations at every finite time step of the process. Problems of fast
transient processes caused by reactivity accidents and slow transients for different types of reactors
can be successfully evaluated using the CNSKINO code. The CNSKINO code is written in the algorithmic
Turbo Pascal for Windows language.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reactor power calculation in CNSKINO code is based upon an effective method for
solving point-kinetics equations. This method is an extension of the method described in [1,2].
A third-order Hermite polynomial approximation of reactor power and analytical integration
of equations for delayed group precursors at every finite time step of the process is used
for solving the kinetics problem. This method provided:
- computational stability,
- an interpolation error of 0(At) 4 ,
- an effective strategy for determining the length of the time steps.
The problems of fast transients as well as slow transients are successfully solved for the
thermal and fast reactors by using this numerical method and an effective automatic time
step size adjustment.
The following reactivity effects are taken into account: Ooppler effect, reactivity insertion
due to moderator temperature effect, reactivity insertion due to moderator density effect,
reactivity insertion due to boron, reactivity insertion due to control
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rods and reactivity

insertion due to Xenon and Samarium. In addition there is the possibility to define external
reactivity as a polynomial function of time, as an exponential function of time, as a sinusoidal
function of time and as an integral function of power.
The Doppler feedback is accounted for by including integration of the heat conduction
equations with the integration of kinetics equations. For slow transients, calculations of the
concentrations of the poisons I135, Xe135 and Sm149 can be performed.
The CNSKINO code is written in the algorithmic Turbo Pascal for Windows language. The
user-friendly interface is written in Objects Windows and the code is used as a Windows
application.
II. METHOD OF SOLUTION
The reactor kinetic equations for NG delayed groups are

(i)

^u);

1 = l t 2

where
p(t) = reactivity of the reactor,
Pi = effective fraction of I'th-group delayed neutrons,
Xt = decay constant of I'th precursor group,
A = neutron generation time,
P=£P,<
C,(t)= concentration of I'th precursor group.
After a simple transformation and the change of variables
J?{t)=p{t)/P; X
P{t)=N{t)/N0;

D

eq. (1,2) can be rewritten as

and
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NG.

1 dD,(t)
y
ii-i=P(t)-D J (t) ,

1=1,2, .. .,NG.

(5)

The time scale is divided into intervals and the length of a time interval from t, to t 2 is h.
At both ends of this time interval, we put
P^PitJ , P2=P(t2);
D1 =D1 (tt) , Di'Dj. ( t 2 ) , 2 = 1 , 2 , . . . ,NG;
1

R1=R{t1) , R2=R(t2) ;
L -\{R P - V

9 j

( 6 )

^M

Then, due to the change of variable, T = t , + (t2-t)/h, the kinetics equations for the time interval
0< T <1 become
KG

—D,

1

tik1

<&iM

= p ( T ) _D ( T )f

(T)

;

2=1,2,...,MS.

('I

(8)

dx

Using a third-order Hermite polynomial as an approximation of the solution between t, and t 2 ,
we put
P(x)

= J3X + n2x + /3 3 T 2 + n 4 t 3 , Oi T i l ,

(9)

with
(10)

Now the delayed group precursor equations (5) can be integrated with respect to t and for
T=1
T

:) + hk1fp(x)dx

,

J=l,2,...,NG.
This solution is an improvement on the numerical method developed in [1], where third-
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order Hermite polynomials are also used for the approximation of the delayed group precursor
equations solution and the matrix with dimension (NG + 1) should be inverted on every time
step.

In equations (11) some special functions [3] C(x) are used

Cn{x) = jTexp[x(l-c)] t""1 dx
0

[C0(x) -1]
Co (x) = exp (x) ,

(12)

q (x) =

C^ <*) - -

^

^

After integration of Eq.(7), and using (9) we have
1

MS

P2 - P, = hXlR{x)P(x)
o
•4

MS

= hXTF<

dx - XT -r^ (Di-D?)
_

1
* XT^T
DSll+CA-hX,))
HO

+

<«>

4

where
I

FL = JniR{x)xi-tdx

.

2=1,2,3,4.

(14)

o
The reactivity as a function of time and power is defined as
R{t)

= f{t)

+ rx + x2t + r3exp[r4fc] +

+ r s s i n ( n — ) + z7fp{x) dx ,

(15)

where f(t) - is a function which mav include any input function of time and reactivity insertion
due to changes in the moderator density, boron concentration, control rods position and
Xenon and Samarium*'; rf,(i = 1,2,

7) - coefficients, and the integral of the power is the

thermal feedback (adiabatic model). Part of the reactivity that is given by

R(t)

* ) The calculation of those effects for point approximation is trivial and not discussed here.
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is equivalent to the two equations

R(t)

= a[T(t)

- T(O)J ,

KP{t)

(17)

.

(18)

if r7 = a K. Equations (16) or (17,18) can be used for the modelling of the fast transients in
the adiabatic approximation.
For the calculation of the feedback in all kinds of transients (slow and fast) a simplified
thermal hydraulic model of the reactor core is used. The average temperature of the fuel T is
defined as the

integration of the fuel temperature

over the core fuel volume V u in the

following way
T{t)

=

- i . (T{X,

t) dv ,

rev.

( 1 9 )

This temperature is defined by the simplified equations of the core heat balance

c

- (KF) (T(t)-TH),

r

where
MCP = effective heat capacity of fuel,
Po = initial fission reactor power,
P ^ = decay power,
KF = effective heat exchange coefficient,
T H = average temperature of coolant,
M H = mass of the coolant in the core,
C m = average specific heat capacity of the coolant in the core,
G = coolant mass flow in the core,
Tin, = temperature of the coolant in the core inlet.
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(20)

After the integration of Eq.(20) and the approximate numerical integration of Eq. (21) by the
trapezium rule we have

f
H + Gh)

u

1

Cn

(*£

T )dt

» -

THi- (MK-Gh) THi -2 GhTlnl)

(22,
,

Mu

(XF)

+

G

Comparing Eq.(15)-( 18) and Eq.(22) we can calculate thermal feedback by using the following
coefficients in Eq.d 5):

(KF) ( T ( t ) _ r w ) d t _ r ( 0 ) - Cp ((MH+ Gh) TH - (MH-Gh) TH -

2GhTinl)

For the calculation of the reactor power with thermal feedback the Newton iteration
procedure is used.
Precision in the solving of reactor kinetics equations is attained by adjusting the length of
the time steps to guarantee the polynomial approximation with acceptable accuracy [1].
Suppose that the solution P2 at t 2 has been computed with desired accuracy with the time
step h, =t 2 -t,. First, the acquisition of the next solution P3at t3 with, for instance, the same
time step h2 = h, is attempted. Then the solution at t 2 , say Y, is attempted again, but using
interpolation Eq.(9) for the extended time interval from t, to t 3 under the restriction that this
solution must not be too far from that of P2 That is, the next criterion for determining the
length of the next time step is established:

If this criterion is false, the size of the time step is reduced by a factor 0.75 and the solution
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at t 3 is calculated again. If this test succeeds, the solution at t3 is obtained. Continuation of
the calculation with the same or larger time step is attempted after checking satisfaction of
the following criterion
P2 -

Y.

with t2 ( e v If this criterion is satisfied, the size of the time step is increased by a factor
1.25. If this test fails, the calculation is continued with the same time step.
In practice sufficient accuracy is obtained by using 5x10"* for e, and 1 x 10* for e2 in
CNSKINO code.
In the case of calculations with thermal feedback, if the

convergence criterion for

Newton's iterations
e3,

with «3 = 1 x 10* is not satisfied during n= 10 iterations, the size of the time step is reduced
by a factor 0.75 and the solution at t , is calculated again.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To test the accuracy of the method and the CNSKINO code some comparisons with the
results of ather authors and analytic solutions were made in those few special cases for which
analytical solutions exist. The computations of all the cases are performed with equilibrium
initial conditions P0 = D 0 '=1, I=1,2,...,NG.
Case 1

In this case transients with constant reactivity and one precursor group are calculated. The
analytical solution for this case is given by

P(t)=

where
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B=

and s,, s 2 are the roots of the characteristic equation:
= 0
Two tests were computed:

:

CNSKINO code

CNSKINO code

Test 1 - Seaeovity = 0.338'« $.

Test 1 - ffcwoli'/ity - 0 3364(5 *

igure 1 . Test 1: the behaviour of the power
and reactivity.

Figure 2. Test 2: the values of the time step
and relative error.

Test 1 - a slow transient in a fast system for R = 0 . 3 3 8 4 6 $, P = 0 . 0 0 6 5 , X, = 0 . 0 8 ,
and A = 10 8 s; The behaviour of the power and reactivity is shown in Fig. 1 , the values of the
time step and relative error are shown in Fig.2. The numerical result agrees with the analytic
result with the relative difference not exceeding 1O'e. The time step rises to a value of 3.5
sec.

Test 11

- a fast transient (reactor is supercritical on prompt neutrons) for R = 1 . 0 1 $,

P = 0 . 0 0 7 , X, = 0 . 1 , and A = 10"*s. For this test the behaviour of the power and reactivity
is shown in Fig.3 and the values of the time step and relative error are shown in Fig.4. The
numerical result agrees with the analytical result with the relative difference not exceeding
6 . 1 0 s . The time step rises to a value of 0.051 sec.
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CNSKINO code
Twst 1.1 • Reactivity - 1.01 $
6

B
SJ

KC

y<
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CNSKINO code

Z1
.

4

c

It-
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II,

\ \ .

I

I Test 1..! -ReaeSwty = 1.01 S |
,
.
.—.—„ ^-oai

0.W ^
•oc:

01 f
,

igure 3. Test 1_1: the behaviour of the
power and reactivity.

1

0

Figure 4. Test 1 1 : the values of the time
step and relative error.

Case 2.

In this case a sinusoidal reactivity is used

R(t)

= r 5 sin(n —)

and for Test 2- rs = 0.6751$, r« = 50s, p =0.0079, X, =0.077s, A =10 8 sec.
An analytic solution is available for the limiting case A =0

P(t) =

[arcsinr5+

l-R(t)

+arcsin

R(t)/Zs-I,
x
s s

CNSKINO code

CNSKINO code
• IH--0 B8 3W{Pi»IV'SO

Test* • H=0 68 SIN(PS*T/50j $

Figure 5. Test 2: the behaviour of the power
and reactivity.
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igure 6. Test 2: the values of the time step
and relative error.

The numerical results for power and reactivity are shown in Fig.5. From Fig.6 one can see
that the relative error does not exceed 6.10" and the time step reaches 3.8 sec.
Case 3
In this case, transients with a reactivity feedback are calculated:
t

R(t)

= Tj

+ r,

Test 3 - transient with feedback for six
delayed group for rz=l5.504,

CNSKINO code

r 7 =-

T«st 3-f"MObiK-.k. 6 delayed gt oupe.

1.5 5.10", A = 5.10 5 sec and the delayed
group parameters are:
P, =0.00021, X, = 0.0124 p 2 =0.00141,
k2 =0.0305 p 3 =0.00127, X3 =0.111,
P4, =0.00255, \4 =0.301, P5 =0.00074,
X5 =1.13, p 8 =0.00027, ka =3.0 .
Since no analytic solution is available for
comparison in this example, in the Table 1

Figure 7. Test 3: the behaviour of the power
and reactivity.

some parameters calculated by CNSKINO code are compared with those from Reference 1.
Table 1. Comparison of Parameters Calculated by CNSKINO with Reference 1.
Item
Asymptotic power
First peak
Time to first peak(s)

CNSKINO

Reference 1

1.0068 1010

1.0067 1010

2.420325 1 0 "

2.420379 1 0 "

0.2247

0.2241

The behaviour of power and reactivity in this test is shown in Fig.7.
Test 3_1 - transient with a step change in reactivity with a thermal feedback and no
delayed neutrons [4]- This case is described by the equations:
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R{t)

=J?0 +o[T(t) -

The analytic solution for Pit) is given by

] 2 exp(ut),

^ ^
where

a

0

Y 2 ={i? 0 -a>/X)/o.
The comparison is performed for X = 1000/sec, R 0 = 0 . 0 1 ,
a =-1CTVdeg K, PO/(MCP) = 10"14degK/sec, Po = 10 5 , T 0 = 3 0 0 K .
The behaviour of power and reactivity is shown in Fig.8 and the values of the time step
and relative error are shown in Fig.9. The numerical result agrees with the analytic result
with relative difference not exceeded 2.1.10"4. The time step rises to value 0.027sec.

CNSKINO code

CNSKINO code
Tert 3J-B»aot=«+b"CT-T0). dT/dt=kP.

oi. <JT/dt-kP
f>CTr*
BMtM>-

:

igure 8. Test 3 1 : the behaviour of power
and reactivity.

c

igure 9. Test 3 1 : the values of the time
step and relative error.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The developed Reactor Kinetics Model has shown its effectiveness and reliability. The
application of this method to the space-rime dependent neutron kinetics problem is presently
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under consideration. The code has been validated against numerical and experimental results
and can be used for a wide spectrum of transients: accident conditions, start up and
exploitation regimes of reactor, experimental and training purposes or as part of more
sophisticated code, etc. The CNSKINO code is written in the algorithmic Turbo Pascal for
Windows language. The user-friendly interface is written in Objects Windows and the code
is used as a Windows application. The code has been used for the evaluation of the reactivity
transients for the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station and Safari-1 research reactor.
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DIRECT CALCULATIONS OF KINETIC PARAMETERS

Ch. DECURNEX, R. FRUH, J. LIGOU
Institut de Genie Atomique - Departement de Physique
Ecole Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne (EPFL)
CH-1015 LAUSANNE - Switzerland

ABSTRACT

A new method is proposed for the calculation of kinetic parameters. The adjoint fluxes are no
longer necessary so that, standard codes devoted to steady state reactors can be used after minor
modifications. Moreover, the usual procedures of group condensation and homogenization are
discussed regarding the "kinetic information" which must be saved. The EPFL critical assembly
CROCUS is proposed as a benchmarking tool and the influence on kinetic parameters of the
plutonium recycling in a nuclear power plant is analyzed.

1. Introduction.
In reactor physics, a high degree of accuracy has been achieved regarding the calculation of
steady-state reactors but the time dependent problems have not been so deeply investigated. Of
course, many point (or space) kinetics programs have been developed, but the data they require,
are not always available and furthermore, the procedures needed to calculate these kinetic
parameters are not sometimes clearly established.
In practice, the problem is, how to use the detailed results obtained for critical systems?
According to most of the theories, one needs not only direct fluxes for each energy group, but
also the adjoint fluxes [1,2] which are not necessarily provided by standard codes. So, the main
aim of this paper is to show, how to get the required information by only using a few direct
calculations. Moreover, nuclear reactors are never homogeneous as it is assumed in text books
dealing with kinetic theory, and this is another reason for developing a new strategy. As already
known, it is necessary to introduce several steps in the calculations of a critical reactor. As an
example, a three step approach could be:
- ID calculations of cells through collision probabilities (CP) with many energy groups.
- 2D transport calculations of fuel assemblies with a fewer energy groups (10 to 30).
- 3D diffusion calculations of the whole reactor with a restricted number of groups (generally 2).
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After each step, one needs a procedure, which defines the data for the next step (group number
reduction and homogenization). This condensation procedure based on the conservation of
reaction rates provides all required cross sections for each step. This is enough only for steadystate cases but not for kinetic studies in which other considerations must be introduced.
In the next section, we begin with very well known formulations [1,2] and the new method is
introduced after the necessary discussions. In the sect. 3, a practical strategy is defined for LWR
reactors with the ELCOS code system [3]. Finally numerical results are given in sect. 4, where
most benchmark problems deal with the EPFL zero power CROCUS reactor [4], while the Swiss
nuclear power plant BEZNAU II has been chosen to analyze the effects due to the presence of
plutonium [5].

2. Theoretical Bases.
In this section one only considers homogenized systems in the framework of neutron transport
theory with fluxes depending on space coordinates f, directions Q, energy group g and time t. It
is convenient to introduce the following definitions:

(H/P), = Z i d £ i ' I*(h-»g,fl-S)<ph(5f)
h=i

(l)

*

(Hfq», = ^ £ J4<P XtQOtyZtWiW)

(2a)

where the kernels £, and x • vZ f have the usual meaning. While the scattering operator H s is
quite general, the fission operator Hf is isotropic and the fission spectrum Xg(h) depends very
little upon h (incident energy). In the same way, one may define H}, the fission operator
associated to the delayed neutron group (i), by
(2b)

With the above definitions, the transport equations take very compact forms. Critical systems
are, for example, governed by the eigenvalue equation:
(lAV\=(Ef<?)t/k
(3a)
with (Lq>)f = Q • Vcpf + £„«!>, - (H.q>)(

(3b)

where L could be called "the neutron loss operator". One should note that, strictly speaking, Eq
(3a) has a physical meaning only when k=l. However, if the system is close to criticality, k is a
good estimate of the effective multiplication factor. With this formalism, the adjoint problem can
be easily formulated for the same critical system:
L > + = HfepVk
(4a)
+ +
with (L <p )g = - Q • V<p; + I lg <p; - ( H $ V ) g
(4b)
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where the adjoint operators Hf and H* are obtained through the permutations of energy indices
(g, h) and directions (£2,£2'). In fact, to understand the following analysis, one has only to
remember the definition of adjoint operators:
<(p|LV) = <<P+|L<p)

(5)

where the scalar products are defined in the phase space (r,Q,g).

2.1 Point Kinetic Theory.
According to the literature and by using the above definitions, the data for the point kinetic
equations are given by:

| } ( | } ] /

(6a)
(6b)
(6C)

where H\ is defined by Eq (2b), while p, p*1 and A have the usual meaning (reactivity, effective
delayed neutron yield and generation time).The time dependent regime under considerations can
be seen as the departure from a critical state characterized by the adjoint flux <pj and the data
L o , H o . This departure is induced by modifications of the reactor which can be expressed, in a
general way, as AL = L - L 0 and AHf = H f - H f 0 . To obtain these results from the time
dependent transport equations, most authors [1] assume that the fluxes can be approximated by
the product of an amplitude factor P(t) (governed by point kinetic equations) and a shape factor
\|fg(r,£2) which appears in the above scalar products. The last point to discuss deals with F,
which is still arbitrary, since in point kinetic equations only appear coefficients like ( p - p)/A
and p / A . As shown below, it is convenient to set:
F = {<(>;|HfV)

(6d)

and, as the previous ones, this new parameter is allowed to depend upon time.

2.2. Direct Calculations of Kinetic Parameters.
Let us recall rapidly, with the above compact notations, the bases of the perturbation theory. To
calculate a reactor in a steady state one must solve the transport (or diffusion) equations:
L(p = Hf<p/k
(7a)
L>o+=H>O+

(7b)

where the 2nd one governs a reference critical state and, for convenience, its adjoint form has
been retained. If these equations are multiplied by (tpo| and (<p| respectively, one obtains after
subtraction and use of Eq (5):
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{(po|Hf(p)
Of course, in practice, the calculated eigenvalue k 0 for a critical system will never be unity, so it
is assumed in Eqs (7) that the usual adjustment has been made (the v's are divided by k0 in
both, H f0 and Hf operators). One can now introduce the proposed method. Let us consider three
reactor states: the critical one (k=l), another state governed by the Eq (7a) with k*l (non critical
reactor) and a third state very close to the 2nd one, characterized by a small parameter a.
One begins with the delayed neutron yields and define the "a state" by introducing the "new
fission spectrum":

ZI(h) = X,(h)-aPLzi

(9)

Let us write Eq (8) for this last state:
(<po+|Ly) + « | ( H , o - L o ) < p )
where L = L, since only Hf has been changed. If a is small enough, one may set, to first order,
cp = 9 everywhere. Then, from Eqs (8) and (10), one easily finds:
( k - k ) / k = ((po+|5Hf(P)/{(Po+|Hf(p)
According to the Eq (9), one can show that: 8Hf = Hf - Hf = - a H , , where the fission operators
are defined by the Eqs (2), and the last expression can be written as:

If the fluxes of the 2nd state (p may be regarded as a good approximation of the shape factors i/,
then, the r.h.s. of the above equation is identical to the effective yields defined by Eqs (6b, 6d).
Finally, one must retain, for the so called "adiabatic approximation", the simple recipe:
(11)
where it has been set kj(O) = k and k s (a) = k' to emphasize the a dependence. In principle, the
"direct equation" (7a) must be solved only twice, for oc=O and oc*O, giving kt(0) and k f (a) the
eigenvalue response to the perturbation defined by Eq (9). Since one must only use small a
values, a loss of digits could occur . Fortunately, in practice, as it is shown in the next section,
P' is rather constant over a large a domain.
If vg is the neutron velocity in the group g, one can define the new perturbation:

Z' — y 4-n/v

no}

giving, in the same way, the generation time A:

.

\(

1

alk v( a)

(13)

MO)!^,
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3. Implementation of the Proposed Method.
3.1. ELCOS Code System and Delayed Neutron Yields.
Because our calculations have been made with the ELCOS system, developed at PSI [3], its
main characteristics will be presented here. However, ELCOS is only an example showing more
clearly how to implement in practice the above formalism in existing steady state codes.
In the 1st step, cross section libraries (ENDF/B or JEFF) are retrieved and the shielded
resonances are incorporated, allowing 70 groups calculations of the microcells (fuel pin +
cladding + moderator). After homogenization, a Gl group library is produced as an input for the
next step. Usually one takes Gl=15, although the only restriction is Gl<70. At this level one
deals with quasi-homogeneous media and the delayed neutron yields, for each group and each
microcell, are obtained from the Pm's of all relevant materials by simply using (vZ f )m as a
weighting factor. Then, for this 1st step, there is no need of extra flux calculations, but, of
course, the P's will generally depend on space variables, since the fuel composition is not
uniform across the fuel assembly (box).
In the 2nd step, QP1 transport calculations are performed in each box (x, y geometry). In the
QP1 approximation [6], the whole angular domain (4n) is splitted into four subdomains of same
size, over which the angular fluxes on the microcell edges are assumed to be constant. In this
module, the fission spectrum is, as usual, independent upon incident energies and then
Xg(h) = Xg- However, the "a perturbation" defined by Eq (9) destroys this property and, in
principle, one should introduce a double index spectrum Xg(h) before P calculations. However,
it is easier sometimes to keep the chosen module as it is, and to assume, in a first approximation,
that delayed and prompt neutrons have the same spectrum. Then, the original structure is
preserved, since the perturbation can be written as:

Xg(vIf)h=xg(v£)h(l-aPi,)

(9a)

So, only the fission cross sections must be changed, giving through the Eq (11), a first estimate
p1 which takes into account both, the spatial distribution of fissile materials in the assembly, and
the energy dependence (h) of the P's. After that, the spectrum effect can be introduced with the
2nd perturbation:

JC f =X f -aPX

(9b)

giving the final effective yield. As shown below with diffusion calculations (sect. 4.1), this kind
of factorization gives the expected results. Moreover, it is interesting, from a physical point of
view, to know the contribution of two effects which are quite different. Finally, from the above
QP1 results, one may obtain the G2 group cross section set needed by the 3D diffusion
calculations of the whole reactor. In practice, G2 will be small (usually G2=2) and the fission
spectra are trivial for broad groups: %t = 1 for the first one and xt - 0 for g>l. So, only the 1st
effect (Eq (9a)) must be evaluated. In this 3rd step, the final effective delayed neutron yield pelf
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takes into account the p characteristics of each fuel assembly which may be different from one
to the other (the fissile content of the boxes is the highest in the outermost zones).
Before going on, one must make a general remark regarding the (x, y) 2D transport calculations
of boxes. In all the cases, the axial leakage can be incorporated in the data through a "D g B 2
correction", but one has still to make some choice about the boundary conditions. If, as usual,
one chooses a "white boundary condition", QPl will give an eigenvalue k which is far from
unity ( a fresh fuel assembly could give k=1.2!). With a "DB 2 correction", which represents the
macroscopic leakages, one may force this eigenvalue to be unity. Since QPl is only used to
produce normalized fine spectra, only rough estimates of B 2 are needed. Moreover, very cheap
"fundamental mode" calculations can accelerate the B 2 iterations so that only 1 or 2 QPl
calculations are required [7].

3.2. Generation Time and Space Kinetics.
The calculation of a global generation time A is not so obvious and, moreover space kinetics
codes require other data. In the 2nd step, the QPl calculations can produce a A value for each
fuel assembly as explained in sect. 2.2; but, how to deduce from these results a unique
generation time for the whole reactor? The only way is to draw more information from QPl
calculations. Let us choose two broad groups (G2=2) for the final diffusion calculations; one can
easily obtain their contribution A, and A2 to the generation time, by using twice the proposed
method. If, for example, among Gl fine groups used by QPl, only those belonging to the 1st
broad group are submitted to the "a perturbation" defined by Eq (12), one gets A,. The
contribution A2 of slow neutrons is obtained in the same way and one finds of course:
A = A, + A 2 . As explained in sect. 3.1, one must define a DB2 adjustment to make critical the
box, before any A search.
One may apply the same reasoning to the "fundamental mode" approach to get analytically:
(A,) H = a,/v, and (A 2 ) H = a 2 /v 2
(14a)
l/a 2 = ( l . 2 + D 2 B 2 )(vI f l (l, 2
where B 2 has already been defined (sect. 3.1). Finally, the velocities v, and v 2 are chosen in
such a way that, for each box, the partial generation times obtained from the QPl calculations
and the homogeneous ones defined by Eq (14a) are identical. Like the above homogenized cross
sections, these velocities will depend upon space variables during the 3D calculations of the
whole reactor. One may now obtain the generation time A of the whole reactor by using again
the "a perturbation" method (Eq 12) with the above defined velocities, which can also be used
directly by space kinetics codes.
We will call "kinetic" the proposed adjustments as opposed to the "standard" ones. As far as one
can see in the literature, "standard" means that the broad group velocities are obtained by using a
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fine spectrum (Gl groups) to average the inverse velocities (1/v). Unfortunately, neutron spectra
depend very much upon the position inside the boxes, so that, one cannot get a unique solution.

4. Numerical Results.
4.1 CROCUS Reactor and Benchmark Problems.
CROCUS is a light water moderated zero power reactor. Two types of fuel elements are used:
336 uranium oxide rods (1.8% enriched) in the inner zone and 176 uranium metal rods (0.9%
enriched) in the outer zone. The characteristics of this reactor are given in the ref. [4] and the
main feature to remember is that the criticality can be achieved by only adjusting the water level.
This "clean geometry" is very convenient to validate LWR code system like ELCOS. Moreover,
this reactor is small enough to be considered as a unique "fuel assembly". In other words, the
whole reactor calculations can be made with the QPl transport code (2nd step) for a well defined
(vacuum) boundary condition.
Two sets of 15 group cross sections have
been prepared for both, diffusion and
7.7
1
(
1
transport methods. The QPl calculations
p
T
of the reactor lead to k=l.00138, if one
7.6
uses the experimental critical height then,
theoretical and experimental results are in
7.5
1
very good agreement. Regarding the
kinetic parameters, the standard method
7.4
1
•2
•1
-3
0
1
based
on adjoint fluxes (Eqs 6) and the
10
10
10
10
10
10
Figure 1: Effective delayed neutron yield ($eff [mk] versus a
proposed one (Eqs 11, 13) have been
(k is within a 10'8 accuracy)
compared with (ID, 2D and 3D) diffusion
55
codes. One could not observe any
significant discrepancy. As shown in Figs
1 and 2, dealing with the proposed
45method, the estimated values are quite
constant over several decades. For large
a's, it is clear from the theory, that the
352
1
1
2
3
5
results
have no meaning. On the other
lO
UK
10°
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10*
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Figure 2: Generation time A [us] versus a (k is within a Kr*
hand, for very small values, the expected
accuracy)
loss of digits may be observed. One may
also note, that the 2nd calculations, dealing with the "a" states, can be strongly accelerated if the
outer iterations are started with the previous neutron fission source distribution; for example,
k(0) and k(ot) in the Eqs (11)(13) could require typically 21 and 5 outer iterations respectively.
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As a last point, one has checked the accuracy of the factorization proposed in the sect. 3.1. This
control has been made with diffusion codes which allow an easier implementation of both
approaches (Eqs 9). One has found that, within 0.01 mk accuracy, the effective yields Peff are
the same. Then, this factorization procedures will be retained in the rest of the paper.
The QP1 calculations have been performed with Gl=15 groups: the first three ones, above 0.025
MeV, and the last six ones in the thermal range, E<1.3 eV. With this group structure [7], one has
obtained 7.63 mk and 48.2 fis for Peff and A respectiveley. One must note that, almost all
delayed neutrons are emitted in the 3rd group, one can't see the influence of the detailed spectra
given by the most recent libraries. Then, this 3rd group has been splitted into 5 new ones
(Gl=19) giving Peff =7.68 mk. Similary, with more groups in the thermal range (11 instead of 6),
one gets the better value A= 50.4 £is.

4.2 Beznau Reactor.
This PWR reactor has been analyzed, with plutonium recycling, at the beginnig of cycle and at
the end of cycle (BOC and EOC). It means that standard (UO2) and MOX (UO2+PuO2) fuel
assemblies, with different initial enrichments, have been considered as function of burnup and
boron content. Then, the kinetic parameters have been calculated for about 80 representative
boxes! Some results are given in Tab.l for two very different fuel assemblies to emphasize the
influence of plutonium.
lab]g_ll Kinetic parameters of typical BEZNAU assemblies
Ptmk]

A [us]

v , / v 2 [cm/s]

7.58

22.9

1.96107/4.47105

500 MWj/t

(7.12)

09.4)

(2.46107/4.43105)

MOX, 2.8% fissile Pu

4.04

14.0

2.46107/4.13105

30000 MWj/t

(4.16)

(14.95)

(2.50107/4.61105)

Box characteristics
235

standard, 3.5% U

If the boxes are not made critical (no DB2 correction) before p and A calculations, one obtains
slightly different values (in bracket). The reference results for velocities v,/v 2 are based on the
"kinetic adjustement", while the bracketed values are obtained from 1/v averages as explained in
sect. 3.2. The final results for the whole reactor have been obtained through 3D diffusion
calculations (G2=2) by using the appropiate kinetic parameters of each box. They are given in
the first two columns of Tab. 2, together with the "standard" values (in bracket) which have been
used until now [5]. The agreement is quite good, although these last values result from crude
estimates of box kinetics parameters.
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x Kinetic parameters of the BEZNAU reactor
Core loading

P eff tmk]

A[usJ

Plff tmk]

A* Msl

BOC

5.81

19.

6.10

20.

(5.713)

(18)
5.45

22.

EOC

5.25

21.

(5.257)

(20.)

In the last two columns, the same parameters are given for a uniform core loading, only made
with UO2 fuel elements (3.5% enriched). Although this case is not a real one, it can be used as a
reference because of its simplicity.

Conclusion.
As it has been shown, standard codes for steady state reactors may be very easily used to
produce kinetic parameters and the proposed philosophy is quite general. For example, the
calculations of two group velocities may be extended to any number of broad groups by using a
very powerful multigroup fundamental mode formalism; the contribution of each fissile material
to the delayed neutron yields can also be calculated in order to emphasize the influence of the
basic data given by standard libraries, etc. Unfortunately, due to the lack of space, the associated
problems can not be discussed in length, these will however be made available soon in a Ph.D.
work.
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ABSTRACT
The governing equations for future equilibrium nuclear state are presented and
their characteristics are discussed. These equations are solved for several typical
cases.
In the present study on the equilibrium state, two coincidences are found.
The 1-st one is the coincidence on the neutron balance performed by the nuclides
satisfying the equilibrium condition. The infinite neutron multiplication factor is
near unity.
The 2-nd one is the coincidence on the toxicity. The produced long-life fission
product toxicity is near the incinerated natural fuel toxicity.

Introduction
The nuclear energy has a potential for even a million years of human being's
utilization by fission reactors with their breeding ratio of about unity and low grade
uranium such as one from sea water. However problem is not only the amount of
resources, but also safety, waste, environment, peace, et cetera. Some other energy
sources such as solar energy may be available for such a long period, but they all
also have some difficult problems to be overcome. We should study the fission energy
as one of the most probable energies to be used for such a long period.
When we use the energy for such a long period under constraints acquired by the
finiteness of the earth, the ideal energy consumption rate should be stable. Though
many kinds of fission energy systems can be considered, in the present study only
simple cases are investigated to get knowledges on general characteristics. The
generality and robustness of these results are important in the present stage.
As such simple cases, we consider the following systems: A nuclear energy
center is considered to confine the radioactive materials in it from the environment.
Fission reactors are employed in the system, and natural uranium or thorium is
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inserted into each of these reactors as a part of a continuous process. All of the
actinides are recycled into the reactor. The end products of the heavy-isotope decay
series (lead and bismuth) and the stable fission products are taken out from the
center. The discharged short-life fission products are cooled down until dying out in
the center. Neither of these reactor types and feed fuel elements are mixed to
perform synergic systems in the present preliminary study, but simple one-reactortype and one-fuel-element combinations are compared.
In this paper some analytical methods to investigate this system are presented
and general characteristics of this system predicted from physical constants are
studied.

Governing Equation
In the traditional formal analysis, the nuclide densities in the reactor can be
obtained by solving the burnup equation. At certain time-steps, the neutron
transport equation should be solved to assure that the system is at critical state. At
the beginning or end of each cycle, a proper fuel management should be employed
in the analysis, and the system should also satisfy the equilibrium condition.
However the aim of the present study is to get some general characteristics of the
future equilibrium nuclear society, then simple analyses for simple cases may be
enough and desirable.
Since the continuous process is studied, the number density of each nuclide in
the reactor satisfies the following simple material balance equation using onegroup approximation for neutron energy:
)

(1)

for the heavy nuclide, when its leakage from the system is neglected, and
i= 0

(2)

for the lead, bismuth and fission products, where
Aj

=

ZiAi—»j

j

and
Aj_*i : Decay constant of isotope j to produce isotope i,
oj_*i : Microscopic cross section of isotope j to produce isotope i,
rj-n : Breakup reaction factor (1 for non-fission reactions and 0.5 for 2
fragments producing fission)
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$
: Neutron flux level,
Si : Supply rate of number density for isotope i,
Ki : Discharge constant of isotope i.
In the present study the discharge constant is treated to be the same for each fission
product.
For the first stage of the study, a one-group cross-section set is given for each
type of reactor. Then these equations become simple linear equations. From
these equations the following characteristics can be found: The relative values of
heavy-nuclide densities are determined by only nuclear data and flux level, and their
absolute values are fixed with the fuel supply rate, which is determined by the power
level. The relative values of fission-products densities are determined by the
discharge constant in addition to the nuclear data and flux level.
We can get the nuclide densities simply from eqs. (1) and (2), but whether they
satisfy the criticality criterion is left as a problem. The criticality depends on the
reactor design in general, but we are interested in general things independent from
details of the design at present.
Then we investigate the infinite neutron
multiplication factor of the system, which can be written by using the one-group
macroscopic cross-sections in conventional notations as
(3)

- 2£n,3n
Only eqs. (1) through (3) are our governing equations to describe our system in the
present study.
From eqs. (1) and (2), the following characteristics can be derived: The nuclide
density is sensitive to the one-group cross-sections, but the change of macroscopic
cross-section caused by the microscopic cross-section change is compensated by the
nuclide density change. Eq. (3) shows that the infinite neutron multiplication factor
is sensitive to eta-value mostly and then only the relative values of cross sections.
Reactor design changes the one-group cross-section by changing its neutron
spectrum. Core composition, such as coolant, construction material and/or
moderator, changes the global shape of neutron spectrum, and fuel pin design
modifies self-shielding effect to change microscopic shape of neutron spectrum.

Equilibrium Fuel Composition and Criticality (1-st Coincidence)
We consider two types of thermal reactors and two types of fast reactors, whose
characteristics and neutron spectra are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively, as
typical examples for the present study. The number density for each nuclide in the
equilibrium state has been evaluated as shown in Fig. 2. The actinide nuclides
existing in the uranium cycle are heavier than the thorium cycle. The amount of
heavier nuclides increases for the softer spectrum and higher flux level, and vice
versa.
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Table 1
Reactor Design Parameters

Thermal power output
Power density
Discharge constants

Thermal reactors

Fast reactors

3GWt
50W/cc
0.37 year 1

3GWt
300W/cc
0.347 year 1

aDischarge rate for reprocessing.
3> 0.06 r
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Fig. 1. Neutron spectra for (a) two types (hard-spectrum and soft-spectrum)
thermal reactors and (b) two types (hard-spectrum and soft-spectrum) fast
reactors employed in the present study. These reactors correspond to the
following reactors: hard-spectrum fast reactor - sodium-cooled metal-fuel
reactor, soft-spectrum fast reactor - sodium-cooled oxide-fuel fast reactor,
hard-spectrum thermal reactor - PWR with recycled Pu, soft-spectrum
thermal reactor-homogeneous graphite moderated reactor with C/U ratio of
about 104.
The number density ratio of the main fissile nuclide to the fertile is obtained
with good accuracy by the following simple equation:
n

(4)
ferfile

For the uranium cycle, the ratio of 238U to 239Pu is calculated as:
f 0.03
n49 _ I 0.06
n2s ~ 1 0.13
i 0.16

for the soft thermal reactor
for the hard thermal reactor
for the soft fast reactor
for the hard fast reactor
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Actinide atomic densities for different reactor and charged fuel. The
abscissa denotes each nuclide (Th 226-234, Pa 231-235, U 230-241, Np 235241, Pu 236-246, Am 239-246, Cm 241-251, Bk 249-251, Cf 249-255, Es 253255).
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These differences are resulted from the global difference of neutron spectrum. These
values are similar to usually designed values, though they can be changed by
varying self-shielding effect by modifying fuel pin design. It is just a coincidence,
but suggests that the densities of main nuclides in the equilibrium state may not be
so different from those at the present state. Next we will discuss this coincidence in
more detail.
The infinite multiplication factors calculated for these fuel compositions are
shown in Fig. 3. For the uranium cycle, both thermal reactors show infinite
multiplication factors of less than unity, then the thermal reactors with natural
uranium are unable to perform the equilibrium state. However the values for both
fast reactors exceed unity. The hard-spectrum fast reactor in particular shows a
large multiplication factor (about 1.3), and may easily attain the equilibrium state by
employing proper reactor design and fuel management. For the thorium cycle, all of
the reactors are able to perform the infinite multiplication factor of more than unity
by only a small amount. It may be difficult to perform the equilibrium state only by
thorium cycle.
1.4
Fast-hard

1.3 1.2
1.1
Tharmal-nart

1.0
0.3 3.3 10

10 '
Neutron flux [nicm-isec

Neutron flux [n.crn .'sec ]

(a)Uranium cycle

(b) Thorium cycle

Fig. 3. Infinite multiplication factors with neutron flux level for different reactor
and fuel in the equilibrium nuclear state.

Toxicity (2-nd Coincidence)
The waste problem will become severer in the future equilibrium society than the
present time. In our present system the middle-life fission products (soSr, wCs and
isiSm) are stored in a repository in the center. The equilibrium amount of each
nuclide stored in the repository is about 11 per 3-GWt reactor[l]. However, if isotope
separation will not be employed, their stable isotopes should be added to them. But
the stored amount increases by only several-tens times, and the total amount still
remains manageable. For the long-life fission products (79Se, l26Sn, 99Tc, 93Zr, i35Cs,
'«7Pd and 129I), if they are stored in the repository, they accumulate to
unmanageable amount. They may be incinerated in the reactorfl], but isotope
separation is inevitable, otherwise the reactor becomes subcritical. However the
toxicity of long-life fission products is not so high.
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The risk may be the best index for evaluation of this problem, but it depends on
the disposal method and environmental conditions, and furthermore the analysis for
obtaining it has usually large uncertainties and errors. On the other hand, toxicity
is given for each nuclide and can be used like a nuclear data. In the present paper,
we discuss the possibility of fission nuclear systems satisfying the condition, that
the toxicity of waste discharged from the nuclear energy center is less than the
original fuel toxicity incinerated in the reactor. When the discharged toxicity is
less than the original uranium toxicity, we can expect that the risk of the
discharged wastes can be also managed to be less than the original uranium risk.
The fuel (natural uranium or thorium) of about 1.11 is charged to a 3-GWt reactor
in our system. Together with it the long-life daughters of natural uranium or
thorium can be charged with only negligible change of the neutron multiplication
factor. The toxicity of fed fuel is shown in Fig. 4, where three cases (uranium only,
uranium + thorium, and uranium + thorium 4- radium) shown for natural uranium
and two cases (thorium only and thorium + radium) for thorium. The additionally
charged nuclide amount is the equilibrium amount to each parent (uranium or
thorium).

10°t
10.

10 u

10'

10 2 10 3 10'
Time ( y e a r )

10°

10c

Fig. 4. Expected change along the time of the incinerated toxicity measured by
Annual Limit on Intake of (a) natural uranium (uranium only, uranium +
thorium, and uranium + thorium + radium) fed to the 3 GWt soft-spectrum
fast reactor per year and (b) thorium (thorium only and thorium + radium)
fed to the 3 GWt hart-spectrum thermal reactor per year. The amounts of the
additionally charged nuclides are the equilibrium amounts to each parent
(uranium or thorium).
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A 3-GWt reactor consumes the fuel of about 1.1 t, and then produces fission
products of about L i t . About 11 % of them are the long-life fission products. Their
toxicities are shown in Table 2. They are not so sensitive to the reactor type or
inserted fuel with few exceptions (lo^Pd, i35Cs), and remain constant for almost 105
years. These values are close to the incinerated toxicities. This is the 2-nd
coincidence.
Table 2.
Toxicities Measured by Annual Limit on Intake
of the Long-Life Fission Products Removed per Year from 3-GWt Reactor
Fuel
Spectrum

Thermal
Soft

Uranium
Thermal
Fast Soft
Hard

Fast Hard

Thermal
Soft

Thorium
Thermal
Fast Soft
Hard
1.14X105

1.I7XI0 5

Se-79

4.20X 104 5.11 X10 4 5.46 XIO4 5.69 XlO 4

So-126

4
3.31 XlO 4 3.24 X 104 3.36X104 3.45 XlO 4 5.40 XIO4 5.33 XlO 4 5.39X10

Tc-99

S.79X104 9.31 X10 4 9.9SXI0 4 1.02X105

4
6.19XI0 4 6.23 XlO 4 6.84 X10 6.90 XlO 4

Zr-93

2.43 XIO2 2.30 XIO2

1.11X101

Cs-135

3
2.02 X105 2.23 X10 2.32XI0 5 2.33X105

2.31 XIO 5 2.10 X10 5 2.22 XiO 5 2.2! XIO5

Pd-I07

5
5
5
I.93X105 2.23 XIO 2.35XI0 2.43 XiO

2.22 X105 2.39 X105 2.52X105

[-129

4
4
1.31 x 10' 2.15X10 5.58XKT 5.68 XIO

1.34X104

Total

5.76X1O5 6.49 XIO5 7.11 XIO5 7.26X105

5
5
6.94X105 7.03 X10 5 7.69 X10 7.77 XIO

I.88X102

I.30X 102

1.12X105

1.I5X105

Fast Hard

1.45 X101

1.33X1O1

5.43 X10 4
1.27X101
2.56 XIO5

4
2.31 X10 4 5.90 X10 5.95 XlO 4

Though the total toxicity of long-life fission products is higher than the
corresponding pure natural uranium toxicity, it is lower than the corresponding
equilibrium natural uranium toxicity. The toxicity level of produced long-life
fission products becomes the same level of incinerated toxic nuclides at about 2000
years after incineration for uranium + thorium burning and at about 20 years for
uranium + thorium + radium.
For the system using thorium, the total toxicity of long-life fission products is
higher than either toxicity of the corresponding pure or equilibrium thorium.
However the difference between incinerated and produced toxicities is small.
The actinides are confined in the center and incinerated in the reactor. But we
should consider their leakage especially at the reprocessing process. The
permissible leakage limit has been evaluated, but the results are not presented
here, since it is rather human controllable item and published elsewhere together
with other practical problems[2].
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Conclusions
The fission energy can be considered as one of the most promising future energy.
In the far future it will attain an equilibrium state.
The governing equations for future equilibrium nuclear state are presented
and their characteristics are discussed. And these equations are solved for several
typical cases.
In the present study on the future equilibrium nuclear state, two coincidences
are found.
The 1-st one is the coincidence on the neutron balance performed by the nuclides
satisfying the equilibrium condition. The infinite neutron multiplication factor is
near unity.
The 2-nd one is the coincidence on the toxicity. The produced long-life fission
product toxicity is near the incinerated natural fuel toxicity.
It is said that the cosmic coincidences result in a fruitful universe which produce
even life and intelligence in it, and the human beings also use this kind of nature's
characteristics to improve their living. Two coincidences presented here seem to
show a potential of the nuclear energy for its future fruitful utilization.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN FRENCH NUCLEAR
CIVIL CENTERS
R. Lallement - Waste Management Director
French Atomic Energy Commission

I) Waste management is rather easy, in any country, when three conditions are met simultaneously :
- existence of a final depository,
- clear criteria for acceptance of the wastes in the depository,
- acceptance of the public opinion.
I do not mention the subsidiary coundition, rather trivial, which is to have good techniques for
waste confinement, but I insist on the important point of having coherent regulations and laws
ruling the waste business.

II) The French situation is contrasted, but rather good, on the whole.
A - We have a clear policy as far as final disposal is concerned :
. The greatest part of the wastes can be sent to surface waste depositories when the waste
contain short life nuclei only.
. When the wastes contain long life nuclei, the situation is less simple. Nevertheless, our
parliament has issued a law in December 1991, which guides us.
This law says that, during the next 15 years :
- we must look for solutions allowing separation and transmutation of long life nuclei,
- we must study the possibility of retrievable an non retrievable storage in deep
underground places, through specific laboratories,
- we must study waste condionning systems able to sustain long duration in surface
storage.
Clearly, the technical choices for the storage of waste containing long life nuclei are not
made, and the recommandations of the law reflects the conflicts which persist in French
public opinion.
I must add that an arbitrator has been nominated by the Parliament in order to investigate
the wishes of local communities to accept the laboratories. Surprisingly, the candidate are
many.
We guess that, eventhough the process might be delicate, two sites will be chosen as
underground laboratories next year.
B - We have clear criteria for acceptance of the wastes in our surface repositories. They
are edicted by ANDRA, now independant of CEA.
This independance increases the credibility of the system of acceptance of the wastes.
C - The French public opinion on waste is contrasted. There is no rejection of our system of waste
management as far as surface storage is concerned.
The situation is different for underground storage of wastes containing long life nuclei. A
moratorium on prospection of sites has been decided three years ago by our government. To
day, the situation is improving, as I said above, and, no doubt that the studies on separation
and transmutation of long life nuclei will bring some interesting and useful results.
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HI) There is nothing special in the way we condition and manage our wastes. Our techniques are very
similar to those of many countries.
We insist on :
- sorting out the wastes according to their nature,
- reducing the volumes,
- decontaminating as far as possible,
- conditionning, according to the physical nature of the wastes, to meet the Andra
criteria,
- measuring the radioactive content as well as possible.
The R and D supporting the waste management teams is oriented towards better new containments
(glasses and ceramics) and drastic reduction of volume (plasma torch).
IV) Apart for the major issue of underground depositories for long life nuclei containing wastes, CEA
has met great difficulties with the problem of very low level waste management.
Those problems came when a press campaign revealed the existence of two depositories of very low
level waste near Paris.
Those affairs revealed that:
1) our laws and regulations were very poor on that subject,
2) CEA managers were not prepared to discuss with public representatives.
Our experience is that the question of low level wastes is as important and raises as many problems
as the question of high level wastes.
This question is even possibly more important, as it is linked to the problem of low doses of
irradiation and possible large dispersion of radioactivity.
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WWER IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT BENCHMARK DEFINITION,
BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON ANALYSES

T. Apostolov, G. Alekova, R. Prodanova, T. Petrova, K. Ivanov
Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

ABSTRACT
Two benchmark problems for WWER-440 and WWER-1000, including
design parameters, operating conditions and measured quantities are discussed
in the paper. Some benchmark results for infinitive multiplication factor - Keff,
natural boron concentration - CB and relative power distribution - kq, obtained
by the used code package are represented.

Introduction
The WWER benchmarks have been developed to verify methods and to
validate in-core fuel management code systems, related to core physics with
actual operating data. It is typical for the reactors of this type that the active
core contain low-enriched fuel in hexagonal grid, light water as both moderator
and coolant, relatively thick fuel assemblies, due to the short diffusion length of
neutrons in the water.
Units 2 (WWER-440/V 230) and 5 (WWER-1000/V 320) of Kozloduy
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) serve as models for providing data for the
benchmark specifications [1-4]. The data required for the benchmark problem
definition include:
I. Design parameters based on the best estimate design information on
two levels:
a) reactor core description: rated thermal and electrical power, specific
power density, integral description of the core, coolant, and reflector;
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b)

fuel

and control

assembly data - for

each type

of

fuel

assemblies: enrichment, geometry, number of fuel rods and lattice pitch, total
description of the spacer grids and the instrumentation tubes; for fuel rods:
material compositions of pellets and cladding, geometry, etc; for control and
burnable poison rods: for WWER-440 - geometry and composition of the
absorber, for WWER-1000 - number of control pins per cluster, composition
and geometry of the absorber and cladding;
II. Set of realistic experimental reactor data and measured quantities.
Experimental data files have been prepared to describe the corresponding first
three operational cycles of WWER-1000 [3] and WWER-440 [4] at Kozloduy
NPP. Some of the experimental data are measured directly: thermal power,
critical boron acid concentration Cg technological pressure value, flow through
the core, assemblywise temperature control values, average "cold" and "warm"
coolant temperature and warm up data, control rods position, current of the
activation detectors.
The experimental data files for WWER-1000 have been prepared by an
information system in which the detector set signals were transmitted into
physical units. The measurements are obtained by means of self-powered
neutron detectors (SPD). They are located in 64 places in radial plane (in given
fuel assemblies) and in 7 positions in axial plane: 42.5, 86.2, 130., 173.7,
217.5, 261.2, 305. cm from the bottom of active core. The measured values are
used to reconstruct the field W by methods of least squires and is represented
by:
W = W1 * W2.
where W1 - function, describing the microstructure of power field and
W2 - a smooth part of power field. The reconstructed field is determined taking
into account the dispersion of measurements and setting the inequality:

IW - Yl < F,
where Y - measurements and F - allowable deviation. Results from
code package calculations (three-dimensional diffusion simulation code, based
on a version of BIPR code [5]) in 16 points are used to construct the
calculational curve. After that, an iteration procedure on the basis of least
squires methods is used to minimize the differences between the experimental
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and calculational curves. The inaccuracy range of calculated data is ± 5 % and
they could be considered as experimental.
This information is collected to be used as input data for running incore fuel management codes and for performing the benchmark calculations.
III. Operating conditions for the fist three cycles of the WWER-1000
and WWER-440.

which

contain

the corresponding

reload patterns

and

operation histories.
Benchmark calculations have been performed in 60° mirror symmetry
with 28 assemblies for WWER-1000 and 59 assemblies for WWER-440. A set
of steady states, necessary for description of the real operation has been
defined for each cycle of each type of reactor.
Based on analysis of the actual core operation during each cycle the
validation parameters have been selected for given burnup steps. The following
parameters are calculated and compared as a function of burnup: Kinf, critical
boron concentration, radial (assemblywise) power distribution, assemblywise
burnup distribution and axial average core power distribution.

Calculation codes and methods
To perform benchmark calculations the cross section generating code
NESSEL-IV-EC [6] and core simulator code PYTHIA-Q [7] (supplied with
appropriate libraries) have been used.
The NESSEL-IV-EC is intended to calculate the local neutron physics
characteristics of light water moderated reactor cores. It calculates effective
few-group diffusion parameters and depletion not only for a given subzone, but
also

for

the

entire

assembly,

taking

into

consideration

the

strong

inhomogeneities inherent to this type of reactor cores.
PYTHIA-Q is an asymptotic diffusion theory code for global reactor
core analysis. Diffusion equation in three-dimensional hexagonal geometry is
solved by coarse-mesh finite-difference scheme of a quadratic order. Iterative
solution of the nonlinear problem for the eigenvalue of the algebraic mesh
system value is used.

Results
Comparisons between calculated and experimental data for critical
boron concentration have been carried out and results for given cycles of
WWER-440, unit 2 and WWER-1000, unit 5 of NPP Kozloduy are presented in
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Table 1. The corresponding differences have been analyzed statistically and it
has been established that they have got Gaussian distribution on /*

2

criteria.

The standard deviation if this distribution is ef = 0.04 g/kg, e.g. 13% of the
experimental inaccuracy, which is approximately 0.3 g/kg.
The comparison between calculated and experimental radial and axial
core power distributions have been performed with evaluation of the averaged
differences (from the experimental d a * ^ and the standard deviations in per
cent.

For

all assemblies the averaged differences

have been

calculated

according to the formulae:

. * . n - 28
n

where:
n - number of steady states per cycle
( i )^

- relative differences, presented as:
E

|k_(i)J|-

|k

(i)J|

C

(k q (i) j ) E and ( k q ( i ) ' ) c are the values for kq for assembly i. and for steady state j ,
determined experimentally and calculated by PYTHIA-Q, and their standard
deviations according to the formulae:

m
215k
d>.l

, i n;

V

.1 = 1

q

n

„
(i)3
-

' *

m = 32 for the I cycle

m - 20 for the II cycle

Statistical characteristics of£k q distribution for WWER - 1000, unit 5 of
NPP Kozloduy cycle 1 are shown in Table 2.
Statistical analysis of the comparison results show the following:
- calculated radial power distributions are in a good agreement with the
corresponding measured data;
- some disagreements, in axial core power distribution observed in the
beginning of cycles, are a ground to analyze this problem in the future.
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Kinf calculation of the fuel assemblies with four different enrichments as
a function of the state parameters have been carried out by the NESSEL-IV-EC
code. The average fuel temperature has been chosen to be 727°C. The water
density at 302°C is 0.71442 g/cm 3 . The average Boron-10 concentration during
the first operation cycle is 718 ppm. As an illustration in Table 3 is shown Kinf
investigation results for an assembly with enrichment of 3.3% U-235. profiled
with 3% U-235.
The main conclusion is that both formulated benchmarks for WWER440 and WWER-1000 can successfully serve for verification and validation of
the developed methods and codes for in-core fuel management code systems.
The accuracy of the calculations has been found satisfactory from the viewpoint
of the directly measured data accuracy. The difference distributions are normal
with standard deviation in the range of experimental inaccuracy.

REFERENCES
1. T.G. Apostolov, K.N. Ivanov, R.P. Prodanova, Proc. of XIX Symp. of
TIC on WWERs Physics, Shiofok. Hungary. 30.09 - 6.10.1990.
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A PRACTFCAL EXTENDED DISCHARGE BURNUP DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUE USING PENN STATE'S FUEL MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

Madeline Anne Feltus
Nuclear Engineering Dept., 231 Sackett Bldg.
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802, USA
tel. (814) 865-1341 fax. (814) 865-8499

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the advantages and disadvantages of using very high fuel burnup,
reinsertion, and low leakage designs in advanced fuel cycle light water reactor cores as a
technique to reduce vessel fluence, and total volume of spent fuel discharged into the waste
management stream. The results demonstrate how to attain practical high burnup core
designs using the Penn State Fuel Management Package (PSFMP, i.e., LEOPARD, MCRAC,
ADM ARC, OPHAL computer codes) [1]. The PSFMP was used to scope out fuel
management strategies, that can be verified directly with standard utility and vendor design
calculations, such as CASMO and SIMULATE [2], This paper presents such a direct
comparison between the PSFMP and CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 results.
This paper focuses on the practical use of such advanced fuel designs to: (a) achieve
very high discharge bumups, (b) produce low leakage at the periphery, (c) have 24 month
cycles, and (d) maintain safety margins, peak power levels, thermal-hydraulic limits, and nonpositive moderator temperature coefficients. Evaluations of practical and optimal extended
burnup core designs, using the PSFMP, will show that very high burnup core designs are not
only attainable, but are most cost-effective and beneficial to the environment in terms of
waste reduction.

Introduction

Longer cycle lengths impose higher fuel enrichments, pronounced power peaks,
potentially positive moderator temperature coefficients, which must be mitigated by
complicated burnable poison (BP) rod design, and high leakage rates that must be suppressed
for vessel fluence reduction. In order to minimize the amount of spent fuel discharged into
the waste stream, nuclear utilities must have clear economic incentives to extend fuel bumup
limits. Tulenko [3] proposes dollars-per-kilogram fuel disposal charges to motivate higher
burnup levels, rather than 1 $/MWhr to provide an environmentally beneficial and costeffective means to costs. Increasing burnup from 33 to 60 GWD/MTU saves 18% in uranium
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ore, milling, and conversion, 5% less SWUs, and 13% less waste tails; furthermore, there
would be 81% fewer assemblies to handle and store [3].

Extended bumup strategies yield some advantages: (a) uranium utilization
improvements, (b) cycle cost savings, (c) reduced spent fuel volume, and (d) facilitates longer
operating cycles [4]. However, possible disadvantages are: (a) relicensing of spent fuel pool
design, (b) impact on fabrication facilities, and (c) higher costs associated with more
sophisticated fuel and burnable absorber designs [4). Transitional cycles may and terminal
cycles at the end of the plant's useful life could have a high U235 inventory, and be expensive,
if not designed carefully.

PWR 12 month cycles attained discharge burnups between 33-38 GWD/MWT and 18
month cycle reloads produce average region discharge burnups of 40-45 GWD/MTU. With
the available advanced fuel designs, such as Westinghouse VANTAGE+ and PERFORMANCE+ using ZIRLO [5], an alloy of zirconium with niobium, tin, and iron, it is possible to
have regional average discharge burnups well above 50 GWD/MTU. ZIRLO yields more
corrosion resistance needed for higher bumups. The Westinghouse advanced fuel designs [5]
also use integral fuel burnable absorbers (IFBA) in a thin coating of ZrB2 on the pellet
surface. This allows for: (a) greater flexibility in reactivity control; (b) placement anywhere
in the core, including control rod locations; (c) reduction of the number of discrete burnable
poison rods; and (d) essentially zero residual absorber penalty at EOC. Seeker [6] gives
describes successful IFBA core designs that have operated in 4 reactors, and details about
core design analyses. Extended burnups can be achieved by the use of split batches and IFBA
to keep power peaks within limits, and without approaching the NRC's 5% enrichment upper
limit. Stillman [7] states that equilibrium cycle conditions requires the use of BP rods and
that the fuel discharge bumup is uniquely related to the cycle length.

The use of existing relatively low burnup spent fuel for core reinsertion does not effect
radial peaking factors greatly, and has been shown to have a small effect on feed enrichments
and power peaking [8]. First cycle fuel and low burnup assemblies can be used to reduce
flux peaks in the core center or periphery. Reinsertion can serve to reduce vessel damage,
fuel fabrication costs, and fission product and waste fuel inventory.
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Methodology

When fuel shuffling is used, increasing cycle length and increasing discharge burnups
compete with each other. For example, discharged fuel with low EOC Kinf could have
attained increased burnups would they have been placed in interior core positions before their
discharge; however, this would increase core leakage and decrease lifetime. Levine [1] gives
a detailed history and describes current techniques for fuel reload designs, especially for
PWRs. The PSFMP includes two separate single expert code systems, one for TM1, with
B&W fuel [9], and the other for Beaver Valley [10], with Westinghouse fuel. These two
expert systems use minimal information to produce acceptable and optimum reload cores.

Zhian's [10] basic technique uses a priority table to load fuel by ranking Kinf and core
positions, determined by their neutron importance, and then modifying the loading pattern to
reduce hot spots. This is achieved quickly by using the Haling power distribution, which has
been shown to give the optimum power and core depletion [1]. Both fuel shuffling and split
batch enrichments are used to obtain the best practical fuel design. The minimum amount of
BPs (discrete rods or IFBAs) are found in the practical core design by using the Haling
distribution to find the optimal core loading, and to minimize power peaks during depletion.

Levine [1,9] and Zhian [10] show that the simpler PSFMP codes produce results
comparable to sophisticated vendor codes and utility methods [1,2]. Zhian's [10] optimization
technique found: (a) the optimum core depends on the EOC state, which has the maximum
Kerf at EOC so that any fuel movements reduces Keff or violates constraints; (b) core reload
begins with BOC, depletes to optimum EOC without violating constraints when the Haling
distribution is used to determine BP loadings; (c) the optimum EOC by its very nature
requires low leakage core, since the maximum Kinf assembly would have been moved to
higher neutron importance regions already; and (d) the optimum power distribution follows
the Haling distribution closely when BPs or split batches are used achieve constant power
shapes. Levine [9] states that since the fuel metal-to-water ratio is not changed, the U235
consumed during the cycle is independent of loading schemes and/or BOC core configuration;
however, the U2J5 required at EOC to maintain criticality is strongly affected by loading
schemes.
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The extended burnup research used three separate calculations. First, Feltus [ 11 ] did
simple scoping calculations, using standard Westinghouse 17x17 fuel for a 3411 MWth 193
assembly plant. Downar [12] concludes that a scoping calculation for cycle length, batch
burnup, and economics needs only a simple point reactor model with one-dimensional spatial
detail in order to get k(BU) and assembly average power level within an accuracy of 5%.
Parametric studies [11] using the LEOPARD and TWIDDLE codes show the effects of batch
enrichments, loading patterns, power distributions vs. BPRs, and batch loading options on
normalized power (NPs) levels, Kjnf, and cycle lifetimes.

Next, Zhian's [10] optimization technique is applied using the PSFMP to see find
practical designs for high burnup cases, using Beaver Valley as a reference plant. The
loading schemes used: (a) reinserted cycle 1 assemblies in core center location; (b) Haling
power distribution for an initial optimal pattern; (c) BP loading that satisfies peak power
criteria; and (d) a higher peak assembly burnup value of 70 GWD/MTU, anticipating the high
burnup capability of ZIRLO fuel. [5]

Finally, a direct comparison between the PSFMP [1] and CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 [2]
cycle depletions was made to demonstrate that the scoping capabilities of the PSFMP would
be valid for realistic core design. If the PSFMP results could be benchmarked against the
sophisticated CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 results, then the PSFMP could be used with
confidence to achieve an practical extended burnup design.

Discussion and Results

Target maximum burnups were calculated using the 193 assembly 17x17 standard
Westinghouse core with 222,739 lb in UO2, or 460 MTU per assembly, producing 3411
MWth. A 12 month cycle produces 330 Effective Full Power Days (EFPDs) or 12,679
MWD/MTU, an 18 month cycle yields 510 EFPDs or 19,018 MWD/MTU, and a 24 month
cycle has 700 EFPDs or 25,358 MWD/MTU average assembly burnups. It should be noted
that typically a 12 month cycle really yields 28 GWD/MTU, and 18 month cycles have 45-50
GWD/MTU discharge bumups, since the assemblies cannot produce nearly average power
levels throughout their life.
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Based on the experience gained from simple LEOPARD depletions [11], it is possible
to take a known fuel cycle design, namely, Beaver Valley 1, Cycle 9, as given by Zhian [10],
and apply the PSFMP codes and optimization techniques [1,10,11] to obtain practical, high
discharge burnup core designs. The Beaver Valley 1 Cycle 9 core had 19 GWD/MTU
average burnup for 520 EFPD, or 17 months, and is used as the reference core for this study,
in terms of the BOL and EOL priority tables produced by Zhian [10]. Similar BOL and EOL
priority tables were produced for a shorter cycle length core, Beaver Valley 2 Cycle 4, which
had 15.8 GWD/MTU and a maximum NP of 1.37. Since the EOC Kinf priority tables are
relatively invariant [1,10] between these different exposure limits, this study starts with the
actual BOC pattern for Beaver Valley 1 Cycle 9, applies the PSFMP optimization technique10,
and extends the bumup limits so that an 18 month cycle can be used to attain a 24 month
cycle.

Several cases determined the impact of fresh fuel assembly enrichments, split batches,
fuel shuffling, and BP loading. The LEOPARD exposure range was extended to 70
GWD/MTU to produce nuclear constants for ADMARC input [11]. Extrapolation of the
LEOPARD depletions to 90 GWD/MTU failed because the Wigner-Wilkins spectrum calculations failed to converge, primarily caused by the effects of plutonium on the thermal spectrum
[1,12]. Five cases are explained below to show the progression used to obtain a practical 24
month cycle, with high EOC burnups immediately, using actual Cycle 9 BOL conditions.

The idea was to achieve an effective high discharge burnup design, without using
intermediate transition cycles. Such transitions could prove costly, and actually defeat the
purpose of getting higher burnups, since some transition batch assemblies may have to be
discharged prematurely. The constraints on the fuel designs were kept the same, with the
exception of the maximum burnups, namely: (a) Cycle 1 Batch 1 and 2 fuel assemblies are
used in the central core position, (b) NPs must be kept below 1.5; and (c) non-fresh
assemblies must be actual assemblies taken from the previous cycle or from the spent fuel
pool, and cannot have BPs inserted.

In the first case, the fresh batch enrichment was increased to 4.6 w/o to attempt a
25,323 MWD/MTU based on 23 months, 30 days per month and 36.7 EFPD/MTU factor.
This case failed at 572 EFPD or 19 months. The fresh fuel enrichments were increased to the
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NRC 5 w/o limit with 160 1.5X IFBAs [5] (-2.36 mg natural B per inch); however, this
second case produced only 653 EFPDs. A third case exchanged fuel positions 9D with 9E
based on the EOC Kinf values from case two, and the optimal EOC priority tables [10]. This
assembly exchange shortened the cycle length, confirming the results found by Zhian [10] and
Levine [1] that the optimum core depends on the EOC state, which has the maximum Keff, so
that any fuel shuffling reduces the Keff or violates constraints.

Another case, based on the second case, changed the enrichment of the eighth core
position 19 (IOC) from 3.6 to 5.0 w/o with IFBA. This location was chosen because it was
neutronically important, based on the BOC priority table. The forth case, however, had a
slightly high NP of 1.58, violating the peak power constraint. By using a slightly higher
enrichment, even with BPs, in this one position, it was found that the BOC Haling
distribution would have failed to meet the NP limits. This confirms Levine's1 findings that
the optimal design must first meet the design constraints at BOC with the Haling distribution
used to find the BP loadings, before a practical core design can be found that also works.

Finally, a fifth case used split batches for those positions that had NPs greater than
allowed, i.e., F9 and E10 or positions 10 and 17 in on Figure 1. The fresh fuel had either 5.0
w/o with 160 IFBAs or 4.6 w/o with 160 IFBAs. This split batch method produced NPs that
were less than 1.47 for the first 2 GWD/MTU, and consistently less than 1.40 for the rest of
the cycle that yielded 25,323 MWD/MTU or 690 EFPDs. This design met the 24 month
cycle lifetime requirement of 23 months operation and 1 month for refueling. Figure 1 shows
the eighth core loading pattern in terms of enrichment, BPs (n.b., a 1 implies 160 IFBAs), and
initial BOC burnups. Figure 2 shows the extent of the high burnups achieved by giving BOC
and EOC MWD/ MTU.

Figures 1 and 2 show how the assembly Kjnf values are changed,

and the relative importance of each core position. Figure 3 shows the critical boron letdown
curve for the cycle, and demonstrates how well the IFBA loading optimizes the cycle excess
reactivity. The BOC soluble boron is 1757 ppm initially, drops to 1386 ppm at an
equilibrium xenon condition, and then rises to 1763 ppm boron at 4 - 6 GWD/MTU, which
implies that the IFBA loading has been optimized effectively. At 690 EFPDs, the EOC boron
is 21 ppm. This final case for a 24 month cycle shows that a practical design can be
obtained: (a) with high discharge burnups, (b) starting with an actual 17 cycle of optimized
for costs [10], (c) without using transition cycles, or (d) violating safety constraints.
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This final case was used to compare the PSFMP optimization results against
CASMO/SIMULATE [2] which is a sophisticated state-of-the-art industry code package.
First CASMO-3 pin cell and assembly depletion calculations using the actual Beaver Valley
IFBA BP loadings were performed to provide the cross section and constants needed for the
both 2-D and 3-D SIMULATE-3 nodal code depletions. The SIMULATE-3 depletion
calculations were performed to obtain the same core average EFPDs at EOC. Figure 4 shows
how well the PSFMP results compare with the CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 EOC results in
terms of power distribution, burnup, and K^. Thus, the PSFMP expert system technique
produces fast, scoping results that produce a practical, high burnup, and efficient design, that
matches the results from CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3.
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Figure 4

CASMO/SIMULATE EOC Power, Burnup, and Kinf.
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Conclusions and Summary

In order to reduce the amount of spent fuel discharged into the high level radioactive
waste stream, it is not only advantageous [3] to extend fuel burnups, but also cost-effective,
and feasible. With the advances in fuel designs [5], it is now possible to burn fuel more
effectively. Starting with automatic optimal reload design expert system [10] results, it is
possible to extend the maximum discharge burnup limits and find an optimal loading pattern
meeting design constraints. Although the optimum design is very sensitive to constraints
imposed, all of the core patterns follow the reference priority table [ 10] closely and produce
similar optimum design results. Using K^j priority tables and existing core patterns, it is
possible lo find practical extended burnup designs by making make small adjustments. In
general, a split batch approach with IFBAs proves to be the most effective design, in terms of
low leakage, high bumup, and usage of low bumup assemblies in the core central location
and strategic locations.

The PSFMP expert system technique can be used with confidence to obtain a practical,
efficient design, that matches sophisticated industry tools, such as CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3.
The PSFMP optimization system, which is based on Kinf priority tables, BOC power
distributions, uses the Haling distribution for a first estimate to find BOC states, with
constraint equations for discharge bumup, and on reducing cycle costs [1,10] can be extended
to achieve higher exposures. Although the optimum design is very sensitive to constraints
imposed, all of the core patterns for both: (a) the extended bumup PSFMP design, and (b) the
CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 design follow the reference priority table [10] closely and produce
similar optimum design results. Using information provided by position vs. Kjnf priority
tables and existing core patterns, it is possible to find practical designs by making make small
adjustments.

The PSFMP expert system [1,10] optimization based on LEOPARD and 2D diffusion
theory found practical core loadings for a high bumup design, that compare well with
sophisticated CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 depletions. This study shows that the PSFMP can be
used as an accurate scoping and optimization tool to obtain a practical, efficient extended
bumup design, which can be verified with CASMO-03/SIMULATE-03 benchmarks.
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A HEXAGONAL-Z DIFFUSION THEORY BURNUP MODEL
FOR FBR CORE DESIGN STUDY
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an advanced three-dimensional

few-group

diffusion burnup model in hexagonal geometry, developed for fuel
depletion analysis as well as for investigations of the reactor
transmutation characteristics. Results from the verification of
the model on different Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) benchmarks and
its application for neutronic design studies are presented.
Introduction
This model involves the determination of the neutron flux and
power distributions in the reactor core (HEXAB-3D code) and the
solution

of

isotopic

coupling between

the

kinetic

equations

neutronics

(BURNUP

and depletion

code).

The

calculations

is

performed by so called time treatment. The burnup equations are
solved for each physical zone over time steps in which the zone
average flux and the microscopic group constants are assumed to
be constant. The depletion time step length is chosen such that
the variation of the flux over this step is negligible. Because
the microscopic cross sections vary slow as a function of fuel
depletion in FBRs, the regeneration of spectral weighted values
of these cross sections

is needed

only once

for several

time

steps. The macroscopic cross sections are recalculated at the end
of time step

(using the number densities supplied by depletion

module and microscopic group constants) and the group diffusion
equations are solved to determine a new flux shape for the next
time step.
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Steady-State Few-Group Diffusion Calculations
HEXAB-3D

[1] is a hexagonal-z few-group improved coarse mesh

diffusion code useful for steady-state neutronics core analysis.
Based

on the finite difference type nodal method an

approach

has

calculated

been

developed

integral

and

to

improve

local

the

reactor

effective

accuracy

parameters

of

the

without

significantly increasing the computer time and storage.
The fine mesh finite-difference method has been employed to
derive the local sub-region radial and axial balance equations.
The global coarse-mesh neutron balance is solved by the nonlinear
finite-difference method, in which the coopling coefficients are
modified

in such a way to conserve the average node flux and

neutron

leakage

expressions

obtained

by

neutron

balance

solutions. The modified equations can be written as follows:
g*
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D
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,
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axial
and

macroscopic group constants in node i; V
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Here

g•

( VJSJ

mesh
vZ

spacings,
are

the

is the node volume;

interface areas between

node

i and

an

z ,i

adjacent node in radial and axial direction, respectively; K
is

the

effective

multiplication
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factor.

The

analytical

expressions, obtained for the radial correction coefficients in
two important cases are:

where for the absorber part of boron carbide control rods a=18.4
and b=9.6, for the rest of the core a=13. and b=7.,

1

1

I*g
+ LJ
v _s.l

g
U

C I1

1

I= 1

- E9
where |32

D9

-

is the axial

,

(32

>g
9

1=1

$9
t

'f.l

L.

l

If g

)

neutron

and

(3)

buckling

calculated

from

the

axial neutron flux distribution in the case of three-dimensional
problems. The axial correction coefficients expressions are the
same as those given
leakage

is taken

in Ref.[2] exept that the radial

into account as a transverse

neutron

leakage

in the

derivation of axial local balance equations.
For the entire calculational process an optimized multi-level
iterative strategy [3] has been developed and implemented. Inner
iterations

are

factorization
overrelaxation
three-term

solved

technique

using

high

effective

[4], accelerated

procedure.

Chebyshev

The

power

polynomial

by

incomplete

double

method,

acceleration

successive

combined
for

with
outer

iterations, is applied in the code.
To verify the quality of the correction parameters expressions
many numerical investigations have been carried out for threedimensional

test

models

of

SNR-300

[5] and

BN-1600

[6]

fast

reactors. Calculations based on the finite-difference method with
6 mesh points per node have been used as reference ones

[5,7],

The discrepancies between the obtained and reference results do
not exceed
control

rod

the following
reactivity

values: 0.15%

worth

and

2.0%

for Kerr, 1.5%
for

the

distribution in terms of average values for a node.
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for the

spatial

power

Depletion Calculations
BURNUP code [8], based on an analytical approach [9], calculates
the time-dependent concentrations of isotopes, coupled in chains
by radioactive decay and neutron capture in a specified reactor
flux. The solution is analytically obtained for a series of time
steps,

in which

assumed

to

be

the group
constant.

neutron
This

flux

method

and

can

fission
treat

rate

all

are

isotope

couplings in the reactor core. It is quite flexible and general.
2 39

The fuel actinides both generated (e.g.

Pu) and depleted (e.g.

2 38

2 4 1 2 4 2

U) , as

well

as

generated

waste

actinides

(e.g.

Am,

Cm

etc.) can be calculated. The fission products can be determined
explicitly.
This approach is based on resolving of each real isotope chain
into several sub-chains, the so-called

linear chains, in which

each isotope is coupled to a single parent by |3-decay and neutron
capture mechanisms. That results in the following set of coupled
equations for each linear chain:
dN
l

k
where N

i=l,2,3, ...

- concentration of the i

th

isotope in a linear chain; yk

- yield fraction from fissile isotope k; S k - fission rate of the
kth

fissile isotope; A. - radioactive decay constant; A a =Y <xq ig
i

1 L*
g

- absorption rate, where a9
the i
gth

th

a, 1

is the absorption cross section of

isotope in energy group g, and $ g is the neutron flux in

energy

group;

r

-

either

A

coupling from precursor i-l. Here A

c

or

A^

, depending

is a capture rate, A

on
c

=

A a - A^ where A f is a fission rate analogous to A a .
The set of equations
transmutation

and

(4) describes fuel depletion, actinide

fission

product

buildup

for

a

given

time

interval of reactor operation. Since the time step can be chosen
arbitrary small, the assumption made does not limit the practical
application of the method.
The generation of the necessary group constants is of great
importance

for

any

depletion

calculation.

The

group

constant

provision of the proposed model is based on the updated 26-group
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cross-section

library ABBN-78

[11]

module

and

a

for

[10], ARAMACO-S1 constant

efficient

preparation

of

system

few-group

constants [12].
Numerical Results and Discussion
The

methodology

of

the

model

verification

involves

the

following objectives: i. validity check up of the model

through

detailed

system,

comparison

already
higher

validated
order

benchmarking

with

the

against

results

measured

of

other

data.

For

code

this

comparison

ii.

additional

test

models

have

been

used

;

and

verification

for

new

developments

and

implementations.
Initially the HEXAB-3D solutions have been compared with the
results, obtained by TRIGEX code system

[12], developed at the

IPPE, Obninsk, Russia and validated against the FBR experimental
data.

Two

versions

(with

boron

control

rod

system

and

with

fuel-type control rod system) of the three-dimensional fast power
reactor model (a modification of the BN-1600 benchmark [6]) have
been used for comparison calculations. For each test version two
cases

have

withdrawn

been

calculated

control

rods.

-

The

with

fully

results

for

inserted
K

,

and

fully

control

rods

C ff

worths, power and group flux distributions have been compared and
discussed

in details

in Ref.[13].

Based

on these

results

the

following values of the discrepancies are observed: < 0.0002 for
K __; < 0.001 absolute percents for control rod worth; < 0.5 %
for both power distribution and 4-group neutron fluxes over the
rector volume.
Depletion

calculations

have

been

performed

for

SNR-300

benchmark [5] with HEXAB-3DB code package (including HEXAB-3D and
BURNUP codes) for different time steps. The results obtained have
been

compared

includes

a

with

burnup

the

TRIGEX

module

code

based

on

system
a

ones.

numerical

This

system

method

for

approximate solution of the isotopic concentration equations. The
comparison with the TRIGEX results for 60 effective full power
days

(EFPD) burnup step shows, that the maximum deviations of

isotope concentrations are as follows: for inner core region 0.40%; for outer core region - 0.44%; for radial blanket - 0.76%;
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and for axial blanket - 0.90%. The detailed comparison results
are given in Table 2.
For mixed oxide fueled BN-1600 type reactor

[6] studies on

cycle length optimization have been carried out. In these studies
the control rod system worth and burnup reactivity loss have been
taken into account. The time dependence of burnup reactivity loss
has been investigated, as well as the influence of the burnup
step length on the calculational accuracy has been evaluated. In
Table

1 the results for burnup reactivity

different depletion

loss per month

schedule are given. As a result

of

for

cycle

length optimization a value of 160 EFPD has been obtained. The
present results are calculated under following assumptions: the
fuel residence time is 480 EFPD and the reactivity compensation
rod system worth is 5.1% AK/K.
Conclusions
A

hexagonal-z

HEXAB-3DB

code

capability

design

diffusion
package,

burnup
is

model,

proposed.

implemented
To

in

the

demonstrate

its

studies for BN-1600 reactor model have

been

performed. The results, although preliminary, show its advantages
in

comparison

with

other

models

solving

the

same

problems,

namely: i. fast and accurate core analysis model; ii. application
of an analytical method, which allows to increase the efficiency
and to improve the accuracy of burnup calculations in comparison
with the numerical methods; iii. inclusion of different isotope
chains

which

permits

to

perform

investigations

on

actinide

transmutation in FBRs.
Based on the calculational results it could be concluded that
this model used with above mentioned group nuclear data can be
efficiently applied in FBR design studies on further improvement
of both core performance and safety. Investigations using this
model to assess the efficiency of FBR as an actinide burner are
possible if a reliable cross-section data library for actinides
is available.
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Table 1. BN-1600 Burnup Reactivity Loss per Month for Different
Time Step Division of the 480 EFPD Interval
(Rated Thermal Power = 4200 M w ) .
Number of Burnup
Steps x Step
Length
(n x EFPD)

Burnup Reactivity
Loss per Month
(% AK/K/m)

Average Burnup
Rectivity Loss
per Month for
480 EFPD

1 x 480

0.493

0.493

2 x 240

0.519

0.470

4 x 120

0.540

0.504

0.482

0.463

0.497

8 x

60

0.554
0.483

0.522
0.474

0.514
0.465

0.499
0.455

0.496

16 x 30

0.570
0.511
0.489
0.469

0.534
0.506
0.482
0.464

0.523
0.501
0.478
0.459

0.518
0.496
0.474
0.455

0.496

0.495
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Table 2. SNR-300 Test Problem. Comparison of the Isotope
Concentrations after 60 EFPD Burnup Step, Calculated
with the HEXAB-3DB and the TRIGEX Code Systems
Physical
Zone

Isotope

23S

U

238 U

Inner
Core

239
pu
24O
PU
241
PU
242

PU
Fission
Products
from 2 3 5 U

Outer
Core

Radial
Blanket

23S
U
238
U
239

PU
PU
24
'PU
242
PU
Fission
Products
from 2 3 U
23S
U
238
U
239
241

PU
PU
PU

PU

Fission
Products
from 2 3 S U
23S

Axial
Blanket

Isotope Concentration N
[atom/cm3]
HEXAB-3DB
TRIGEX

|AN/N| %

X 10

u

238
U
239
PU
240
PU
241
PU
242

PU
Fission
Products
from
U

-4

-4

0. 109*10
0. 477*10- 2
0. 996*10- 3
0. 314*10- 3
0. 372*10- 4
0. 738*10- 5

0. 109*10
0. 477*10-2
0. 999*10- 3
0. 315*10- 3
0. 372*10 - 4
0. 741*10- S

0.40

0. 998*10- 4

0. 999*10- 4

0.10

-5

1%

-4

0.
0.

0.30
0.32
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THE ULTIMATE IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT CODE
FOR PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
Samuel H. Levine, Dan Bai, and Li Zhian
Nuclear Engineering Department
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA, 16802, USA

ABSTRACT
The ultimate in-core fuel management code for PWRs is defined and a code is presented
which aims toward the ultimate code. The code environment is written in C-language with all of
the neutronic codes written in FORTRAN. The main goal is to minimize fuel costs while meeting
all constraints. The code presented is a combination of two fuel management codes now in
operation, plus some modifications and additions which bring it closer to the ultimate code.
Introduction
The ultimate in-core fuel management code is defined to have the following attributes:
(1)

Minimize fuel costs while meeting all constraints.

(2)

Perform multicycle analysis.

(3)

Be very user friendly requiring simple input to perform all of the calculations
automatically.

(4)

Use accurate high speed neutronic codes to design the reload configurations.

(5)

Print out concise but comprehensive output data in a format convenient for
checking a reload manually.

There may be criticism of this definition; however, the technology has reached a stage, where it
is worthwhile to discuss this topic, and present a code which aims toward this goal.
Performing multicycle analyses which automatically minimizes fuel costs while meeting all
constraints is the main and most difficult task. The other attributes are presently achievable.
Minimizing fuel costs demands:
(1)

Maximizing the end-of-cycle (EOC) multiplication factor, k, or minimize the fissile
inventory, and
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(2)

Maximizing the burnup of the discharged fuel assemblies while meeting all
constraints.

There are presently two principle techniques for optimizing the reload configurations. The
Monte Carlo approach is one [1], however, this method requires an extremely large number of
calculations to optimize a single cycle. Extending this technique to perform multicycle analyses,
which maximizes the burnup of the discharged fuel assemblies to attain minimum fuel costs,
presents an enormous task for the computer. For this reason, direct optimization methods are
employed, which quickly define the single cycle optimum reload configuration. Adjusting these
reloads for increased burnup discharge to minimize fuel costs in a multicycle analysis is easily
feasible.

Single Cycle Optimization

Two separate methods [2,3] have been employed to maximize the EOC k, and one of
these will optimize the EOC k for a continuous sequence of cycles automatically [4]. Each of
these two methods follow the same general approach, i.e., maximize the EOC k following a
priority loading scheme (PLS), use the Haling principle (HP) both to modify the core design to
meet the constraints and separate the placing of fuel from determining the BP design for the core,
and to design the BPs to minimize the peak fuel assembly power. The Haling principle is used
here to compare one core design with another core design and to identify the hot fuel assemblies
in the core, if they exist. The Haling principle is an excellent technique for comparing the reactor
physics characteristic between two different core designs. Both methods use the Penn State Fuel
Management Package (PFMP) to perform the neutronics calculations; however, each PFMP
incorporates fuel assembly and core design features, for their respective power plant, in their
code to simplify the input and improve its accuracy. The manner in which each method effects
each process may differ. The calculations methods presented here incorporate the best of the
two methods to move toward the goal of attaining the ultimate code.
A PLS is determined for all core calculations. The maximum EOC k is determined using
the Space - Covering Approach and Modified Frank -Wolf algorithm, SCAM-W [5]. SCAM-W
searches for the global optimal solution by partitioning the problem definition domain into subregions, and has a moving window scan over the entire domain. A calculation for the local
optimum is made, and the solution having the maximum objective functional is recognized as the
global optimum. The beginning-of cycle (BOC) core configuration which depletes to the maximum
k core design defines the PLS by ranking the k-infinities [6]. A special technique accomplishes
this task [7].
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Fig. 1 is a comparison between the BOC and EOC for the Duquesne Light Co.'s Beaver Valley
PWRs.
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Figure 1 Loading Priority Scheme
Beaver Valley Reactors

The PLS is the starting point for the new fuel management code. It is used to make the
initial loading, and to be a guide to any modifications made to the initial loading pattern. The logic
for modifying the core is written in C-language, and the basic rules needed to modify the core are
implemented automatically. The first step adjusts the fresh fuel enrichment to meet core lifetime.
Next, the fuel is shuffled until either a solution is reached or it is necessary to split the fuel
enrichment. All of the analyses are performed using the Haling principle, because it is extremely
fast to obtain a solution. The solution identifies the hot fuel assemblies in the core. The
maximum NP with the Haling solution is set approximately 4% below that allowed with the
standard depletion method [2,3]. Also, the solution is found with the need to incorporate BPs.
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The core is designed to be close to the constraints for optimally. Hence, it is necessary
to design BPs to keep the peak NP as low as possible during the cycle. This is achieved
automatically by taking the non-BP core at any particular burnup step and determining the BP
distribution that will produce the desired power shape. Here the diffusion equation is used similar
to that of Chao et al [8] to determine a BP design distribution at each burnup step to effect close
to a radial Haling power distribution. At any one of the burnup steps, the two group equations
are solved with a fast source term that is forced to follow the Haling power distribution. This
solution gives a first iteration value to <|>1 and the thermal leakage, \ V • J2 dV- Rearranging
the fast group equation as

0O

(1)

A first iteration is obtained where

W " * i Zfi 01

and
p(r) = power density
Kq = energy conversion constant watt-sec./fission
and g = 1,2 for groups 1 and 2, respectively.
All other constants in the above equations are standard. The new value of I a 2 is used in a
repeat of the above calculations, and the process is continued until the calculations converge.
The code then chooses the BP design that occurs at the burnup step where the peak NP occurs.
This BP design is then used in a standard depletion, which normally gives a good solution. If a
fuel assembly has an NP that is too high, the code will slightly increase the BPs for this fuel
assembly as the constraints allow. To date this has not been a problem if the Haling maximum
NP is 4% below the constraint value. This completes the single cycle optimization[9].
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Multicycle Optimization Using Single Cycle Optimization Techniques
An optimization code, PFMP-MCSO, has been developed which uses a single cycle
optimization code to perform a multicycle reload [2]. This multicycle automatic optimum reloading
process can be represented by Fig. 2. Here {lu(i)} is the set of used fuel assemblies available
for use in cycle i, C(i) is the set of constraints for cycle i, T(i) is the Effective Full Power Days
(EFPD) for cycle i, {P(i)} is a core patterns for cycle i, and {y(i)} is the output parameters for cycle
i. Given the cycle length, constraints, number of fresh fuel assemblies, the code, through its data
base, accesses all available used fuel assemblies, and proceeds to optimize the reload pattern
for cycle i.
The multicycle problem as performed in PFMP-MCSO is
max y (i)

v/

(3)

subject to the constraints,

The set of output parameters {y(i)} is composed of the constrained parameters, {y c (i)}, and the
EOCk,{y b (i)},i.e..
{y(i)} = {y (>)} + {y

fl»

(4)

As shown in Fig. 2, the input has constraints and core lifetimes for each cycle. The core
pattern, P(i), is searched so as to implement all of the constraints while preserving the optimum
EOC k. Thus, the output of each cycle is a fuel loading pattern having an optimum EOC k.

Cffl.lXD.UWI

C(i+l),T<i+l),(P<M»

I

_J_

(Iu(i)J — H cyclei f—~(Iu(i+l))—•— cyclei+1 — (Iu(i+ ))

Figure 2 Illustration of a Multicycle Optimization Problem
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The used fuel assemblies data are available as input from the data base. All needed
information a. the end of one cycle is retained and made ready for use by the next cycle. Since
the input for cycle (i+1) must have available the EOC data of cycle (i), the cross sections for all
of the fuel assemblies used in cycle (i) must be calculated for cycle(i+1). PSUI-LEOPARD is ideal
for this, because it has the speed of LEOPARD and the accuracy of CPM2 [10]. PFMP-MCSO
has been used to successfully design optimum reloads for the TMI-1 reactor for eight cycles,
cycles 10 through 17. This will be presented at the meeting. A fuel cost subroutine has been
added to this code to evaluate the multicycle fuel costs.
The next step is to perform an outer loop calculation on all of the reload patterns to
increase the discharge bumup, Bu=d (i), for each cycled following a somewhat different method
of Kim et al [11]. From this point on, ail of the fuel assemblies are followed individually to
maximize their discharged burnup consistent with the maximum allowed burnup, B u m a x and other
constraints, and minimum fuel costs. F e l t u s ^ has shown that the PLS is relatively insensitive
to the Priority Loading Scheme (PLS). A set of rules is established starting with cycle(i) to
minimize j ' 1 ' for the number of fuel assemblies in the core,
minJ(i)=

, i.e.,

- Bu j

(5)

j d

The constraints are
Bujd(i)<Bumax

(6)

(i) -= BUj (i.BOC) + TIP-

(7)

plus there are others such as the fuel assemblies to be discharged cannot be exchanged with
fresh fuel assemblies. The normalized power, NA, of the fuel assembly is the ratio of its power
to the average power of a fuel assembly in the core.
Here, w1 and w 2 are weighing factors designed to minimize the fuel costs.
(8)

NP\ = NP; f
I
J

where
NPf. is the estimate of NP, after the change, and f
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accounts for tme effect of the

difference between the k^ of the fuel assemblies before being exchanged. This process for
cycle(i+1) continues except that the opportunity exists to modiTy the fuel assembly positions of
those 10 be discharged in cycles (i) and (i+1). The execution of the outer loop continues in this
fashion until all of the cycles P(i) have been modified. The outer loop calculations are repeated
a few times to assure the fuel costs are changing slowly and are at their minimum.
Further improvements in {P(i)} can only be made by using rules based on experience. A
knowledge-based code for optimizing fuel reload configurations, based on a heuristic search
method and implemented in Common LISP programming language[13j. is an ideal code for
improving (P(i)}. This code allows for establishing rules for modifying the reload pattern to effect
optimum designs. It is especially powerful in modifying the reload pattern to search for intelligent
changes to improve the design. Attaching this code to the outer loop of the above code results
in a code that approaches the ultimate code.
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APPLICATION OF A GENETIC ALGORITHM TO CORE RELOAD PATTERN
OPTIMIZATION
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ABSTRACT
A genetic algorithm is applied to reload pattern optimization of a PWR core. Evaluating all different distributions
of a given batch load separately is found slow and ineffective Allowing patterns from different distributions to
combine and reproduce, an optimized pattern better than that obtained from linear programming is found, albeit in
a longer time

Introduction and Background
Core reload pattern optimization constitutes one of the subject areas of in-core fuel management in which the
optimal distribution of a given batch load in the core is sought. The duration of each cycle being specified by the
utility, the variables of the optimization problem are: The number and enrichment of fresh assemblies to be added,
arrangement of the fuel assemblies in the core, the amount of poisons to be added to reduce power peaking. The
poisons used to shape power in PWR's are burnable poison (BP) rods, since the control rods are kept outside the
core under normal operating conditions and soluble boron introduces an overall change in the criticaliry rather than
a localized change in power shape. Reload pattern optimization is effectively separated from BP management by
assuming a constant power distribution throughout the cycle (Haling depletion). Although the use of currently
available BPs do not exactly produce Haling depletion, this assumption greatly simplifies the calculations.

Optimization is achieved by maximizing the end-of-cycle (EOC) kejj- for a given cycle length without violating
the power peaking limits

In scoping studies, a two-dimensional, effective-one-group |1) nodal scheme for kcly and power distribution
computations is sufficiently accurate To supplement this scheme, assembly reactivities are assumed to be linear
functions of burn-up |2| The resulting equations express the EOC power distribution and kcff in terms of migration
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area and the beginning-of-cycle (BOC) assembly reactivities |3J. This method reduces the time spent in power
distribution calculations significantly, thus eliminating the necessity for partitioning the core into large zones.
The use of continuous variables in optimization when the assembly reactivities are fixed in advance, introduces an
additional step of matching the available assemblies with the core positions such that the power distribution will be
as close to the optimized distribution as possible. This matching process is a third optimization problem in addition
to fuel and BP optimization problem. When the optimized reactivity distribution cannot be realized by the use of
available assemblies, one approximation can be matching the highest reactivity assembly with the highest reactivity
position, second highest reactivity assembly with the corresponding position, etc. However, the result obtained this
way may be a rather poor solution w ih respect to the true optimal integer solution, and it will most likely not
respect the peaking limits although the continuous optimized solution does.

Linear programming is one of the most frequently used methods for reload pattern optimization |4). In a previous
study [ 3 J linear programming as an optimization method was applied in combination with the nodal scheme
described above. To utilize linear programming, the EOC kel|- to be maximized is assumed to be a linearized
function of the nodal powers and reactivities. Peaking constraints are imposed on the nodal powers, and the
assembly reactivities are required to observe the limits set by the minimum and maximum assembly reactivities in
the given batch load. The EOC kef|- is maximized by the simplex algorithm, and the computed reactivities are
matched with those of the given batch load. For this reactivity distribution the kcjy and nodal powers are computed
with the nodal scheme mentioned above. These steps arc repeated until the EOC k,;|1 stops increasing.
In the present study, a genetic algontiim is applied to reload pattern optimization of a PWR core, and the results
are compared with those obtained by linear programming.

Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm [5| is an optimization method best suited for multi-dimensional domains with many variables
whose states can be represented by bit strings. In this algorithm, patterns belonging to an initial population are
evaluated for fitness, and the best are multiplied by dissecting pairs of patterns from two randomly-chosen locations
and exchanging the middle portions - the so-called crossover method. The new population is also evaluated for
fitness, and these steps are repeated until convergence

Genetic algorithm is applicable to core reload pattern optimization because each representative fuel assembly of a
symmetric core affects the EOC kejr independently, and the spatial distribution of the assembly reactivities can be
represented by a string of reload batch numbers. To apply the algorithm, first an initial population of reactivity
configurations is randomly selected. For each configuration (pattern) the corresponding EOC k^y and power
distribution are computed. Fitness for reproduction is evaluated according to the k^- In addition, a pattern is
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rejected if the corresponding power distribution has more peaking than a given permissible amount. A number of
best patterns are multiplied by crossover to create a population of the si/£ of the initial population. Each pattern is,
then, processed and evaluated, and these steps are repeated until the ke)^of the best pattern is converged.
In order to compare the speed and effectiveness of Linear Programming and Genetic Algorithm a very simple
test case is used. The core consists of 31 nodes and 3 groups of assemblies (see figure). The BOC reactivities of
these batches were chosen as 0.0, O.I and 0.2 and two alternative optimization codes based on the Genetic
Algorithm were run to search for the optimal configuration when total assembly number in each batch was kept
constant.

I"

The Genetic Algorithm was implemented in two computer codes as
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one-eighth core. The string was divided into two zones: first zone
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contained only the numbers of nodes which have 4-fold symmetry in

1

0

0

the core, while the second contained only those having 8-fold

0

0

symmetry (the numbering of the nodes is such that nodes in the second

follows. In both codes the nodes in the core were represented as a

zone always have larger numbers than those in the first zone). A third
code to prepare the initial population for the selection process was written. This code, first of all, calculates the
different possible ways of dividing each assembly between the two zones while conserving the total number of
assemblies in all batches. For instance, if there are 64 assemblies in each of the 3 batches, 12 nodes in the first
zone and 18 in the second; 28 different distributions are possible, some of which are presented in Table 1. After
ail the distributions are found, the code creates the initial population by randomly generating patterns in all
configurations, saving the ones that survive the power peaking test.

Dist 1
Dist 2
Dist 3
Dist. 4
Dist. 5
Dist. 6
Dist. 7
Dist. 8
Dist. 9
Dist. 10
Dist. 11
Dist 12
Dist 13
etc.

Batch* 1
(Zonel,Zone2)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(2,7)
(4,6)
(4,6;
(6,5)
(6,5)
(6,5)
(8,4)
(8,4)
(10,3)
(10,3)
(12,2)
etc.

Batch#2
(Zonel,Zone2)
(12,2)
(8,4)
(10,3)
(6,5)
(8.4)
(2,7)
(4,6)
(6,5)
(2,7)
(4,6)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(0,8)
etc.

Table 1. Some Reload Batch Distributions
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Batch#3
(Zonel,Zone2)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(0,8)
(4,6)
(2,7)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(0,8)
(2,7)
(0,8)
(0,8)
etc.

To improve on this initial population of surviving patterns, both codes read a number of patterns from each
possible distribution from the preparation code's output, and a succession of generations was created using
crossover operation. The crossover operation consists of cutting each of the two parent strings at two randomlyselected points and swapping the cut portions. In this application, however, additional rules apply, for the
strings contain two distinct /ones, and the total number of assemblies in each batch has to be conserved. The
two codes differ in the application of the crossover operation.

In the restricted version swapping was allowed only within a single /one, and no assembly was transferred
between /.ones This means the distribution of the parent string could not be changed by the crossover operator.
For example, consider a parent string having a first-zone pattern of (1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 2), whose nodes 3 to 5
are to be replaced by (1 1 1) during swapping, if this were to be simply placed in the parent string, total
assembly numbers would not be conserved. Instead, internal swapping within the zone is performed to obtain (1
1 I) in nodes 3 to 5 the third node is swapped with the first node, the fourth with the sixth, and the fifth with
the seventh, resulting in (0 0 1 1 I 2 0 2 2 0 I 2). In this scheme the parents to be crossed must have the same
distribution, otherwise there will not be enough assemblies to successfully complete internal swapping. This
selection process was repeated for every possible distribution, starting from an initial population created
separately for each distribution. The results are shown in the first column of Table 2.

Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithm

Linear Programming

(Restrained ver.)

(Unrestrained ver.)

Converged EOC Kn

1.11804

1.12260

1.12012

CPU time spent (min.)

230

140

5

Table 2. Results of Genetic Algorithm and Linear Programming Optimizations

In the second implementation of the Genetic Algorithm, the parents were allowed to come from different
distributions, and crossover operator was defined accordingly: A correction step was added to each crossover
operation, transferring assemblies between zones to conserve the total number of assemblies For example, after
inserting the portion (I 1 I 1 1) to positions 3 to 7, the first zone (4-fold symmetry) of the parent string (10 0 2
0 112 2 0 12) becomes ( 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 2 ) This results in an increase of 4 second-batch assemblies and a
decrease of 4 first-batch ones. Consequently, the number of the first-batch assemblies in the second zone needs
to be increased while decreasing that of the second batch. Considering that there are two times more assemblies
in each node of the second zone than that of the first, another 4 assemblies of second batch were added to, and 4
of the first were removed from the first zone, resulting in (1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 2 2). Now, 8 first-batch assemblies
are added to and 8 of the second-batch ones are removed from the second zone. The offspring has the same
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number of assemblies in each batch as its parent, but belongs to a different distribution than the parent. The
results of this implementation of the Genetic Algorithm are shown in the second column of Table 2.
Comparison of the first two columns of Table 2 indicates that evaluation of all distributions to find the best
possible pattern in that distribution is slow and ineffective in locating the pattern having the highest kefy. In the
second implementation, however, after the crossover operation is performed in one zone, succession of changes
are introduced randomly in the other zone. This adjustment serves as a mutation operator used frequently in
each generation, introducing new gene placements that were not present in the initial population. Surviving
patterns randomly chosen from several, but not all, distributions can converge to the optimal pattern even if no
member from the distribution to which it belongs is present in the initial population.

Comparison of the second Genetic Algorithm implementation with the linear programming code whose results
are given in the third column of Table 2. indicates that the Genetic Algorithm has the potential of converging
to the global maximum, although this requires considerably longer time than for the latter. The variables that
affect the convergence rate include the initial population size, crossover priorities depending on ke(1-, average
size of the swapped portions in crossover, etc. These need to be investigated in greater detail.
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ABSTRACT
The application of stochastic optimization methods in solving in-core fuel management
optimization problems is restrained by the need for a large number of proposed solutionsloading patterns, if a high quality final solution is wanted. Proposed loading patterns have to
be evaluated by core neutronics simulator, which can impose unrealistic computer time
requirements. A new loading pattern optimization code MOCALPS (MOnte CArlo Loading
Pattern Search) has been developed by coupling the simulated annealing optimization
algorithm with a fast one-and-a-half dimensional core depletion simulator. The structure of the
optimization method provides more efficient performance and allows the user to employ
previous experience in the search process, thus reducing the search space size. Hereinafter, we
discuss the characteristics of the method and illustrate them on the results obtained by solving
the PWR reload problem.

Introduction
In the past few years th; application of random search involving simple heuristics in the fuel
management optimization of power reactors has become a new direction of the research. The
feasibility of this approach is a consequence of a steady improvement of the computer
performance. However, an application of the techniques such as simulated annealing [1] in
solving the loading pattern optimization problem is still rather limited because of the necessity
to evaluate a large number of trial (tentative) solutions, which is done by solving a reactor
flux/power distribution for several steps per single trial loading pattern. The MOCALPS
(MOnte Carlo Loading Pattern Search) code employs the adaptive annealing heuristics with
the fast core simulator. The code is developed for performing the loading pattern optimization
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on a single cycle basis. The performance of the new optimization algorithm has been studied
on different integer programming problems prior to having been embedded into the loading
pattern optimization code. These studies have shown the importance of different parameters in
governing the convergence of the algorithm and their impact on the final result. In this work
we briefly describe the MOCALPS structural parts and present results obtained by employing
different MOCALPS optimization strategies in solving the loading pattern optimization
problem.

Optimization Problem
In the PWR loading pattern optimization one has to minimize an objective function f(S)
which depends on a three dimensional matrix S :
Min / { S }
(1)
where the terms of the matrix S can take values of 1 and 0:
_ / 1 .... if the particular combination is realized
S,.j.k \ o .... if the particular combination is not realized ,
where / represents core positions, j available fuel assembly types and k burnable absorber
types. The matrix S is a subject to the conservation laws, e.g. the conservation of number of
available fuel assemblies and possibly the number of burnable absorbers. The optimal S
should also satisfy the technical constraints such as moderator temperature coefficient, peaking
factor, and maximum discharge burnup. Thus formulated, the loading pattern optimization
problem should be well suited for stochastic optimization techniques. Indeed, if there were not
a problem of objective function evaluation, this could be true. The application of simulated
annealing (SA) technique in this field [2] has shown that even rather effective stochastic
technique like SA, coupled with fast core neutronics simulator, needs a considerable computer
time to achieve a near global optimum solution.

Optimization Method
Nowadays, simulated annealing is a well known method for solving difficult combinatorial
optimization problems. We will briefly describe the main parts of MOCALPS code: employed
cooling schedule, trial loading pattern generator and fast one-and-a-half dimensional core
neutronics programme.
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Cooling schedule
In the annealing search, the key parameters are those which define the cooling schedule,
i.e. the way of changing the control parameter T (analog of the temperature in a real physical
system), and the length of each Markov chain L (number of trial loading patterns at each T
in a sequence). In MOCALPS these changes are based on the following equation [3]:

T*

(2)

l+TM[±S)
30-,.

where T^ is the value of the control parameter in the k-th Markov chain, a T ,

standard

deviation of the objective function value in the k-th Markov chain, and 5 user given parameter
which controls the speed of changing T. The starting value of T, TQ, is determined by the
code through the user defined parameter Xo> which defines the ratio of accepted transitions in
the search at the beginning of the algorithm run. The length of the Markov chain, L k , is
bounded between the lowest and highest acceptable values, and is governed by the statistics
from the previous temperatures in the run. The algorithm stopping is being controlled by three
criteria: difference in the average objective function value A<f>-rj c , acceptance ratio, and
maximum CPU time. The generation of trial loading patterns is controlled by the main search
routine, but it is performed in a special loading pattern generation routine described in the
following section.

Trial loading pattern generator
From the studies carried out by employing the SA algorithm in solving

the discrete

optimization problems with constraints, we have learned that the efficiency of the SA based
algorithms mostly depends on the so called "neighbourhood structure" (NS). Under the term
"neighborhood structure" we assume the way of performing the sequential changes (moves in
the configuration space) of the current configuration of S during the performance of some
search algorithm. The neighbourhood of the current configuration of S consists of all
configurations that can be reached from that configuration by performing one move.

The

loading pattern generator in the MOCALPS code performs in two distinctive modes: exact
neighbourhood structure mode (ENS mode) and binary exchange neighbourhood structure
mode (BNS mode). In the exact neighbourhood structure mode, the successive core
rearrangements are made so that all core locations can exchange fuel ascribed to the current
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minimum configuration. In the binary exchange mode, only the exchanges of fuel between
two core locations are allowed. Further refinement in both modes represents the step
adaptation algorithm [4], which controls the size of the variable space (number of fuel
assemblies or burnable absorbers) above each core position. By using different loading pattern
generator modes and step adaptation algorithm, it is possible to change the neighbourhood size
during the process of optimization, which is important for the efficient performance of the
method.
The MOCALPS code has some other features that can enhance its use:
- the size of the problem is determined by the user specification of FA mapping of all core
positions in the programme input. Thus, an experienced user gets the opportunity to lower
the search space;
- it does not need an initial loading pattern to perform the search; it is designed to start from
random loading pattern;
- the internal logic of loading pattern generator samples only the loading patterns which satisfy
the conservation of the number of available fuel assemblies; if the current neighbourhood size
is too small to accommodate this condition, the algorithm heuristically adapts the critical
variables, until the condition is being satisfied;
- the code has an ability to switch between two modes of generating trial loading patterns;
- it can start each chain (number of trial loading patterns at constant temperature T) from
the "best so far" (bsf) loading pattern instead of the current minimum;
- parameters of the adaptive step size algorithm can change the values in the run, at the point
specified by the user.
All this provides a possibility to build different strategies when solving the particular problem.

One-and-a-half dimensional (l'A-D) core simulator
In the IV2-D [5] model the diffusion equation is solved in two energy groups

and one-

dimensional geometry, but the results are unfolded to produce the two-dimensional flux/power
map, as illustrated in Figure 2. The 1V2-D calculation starts by determining cross sections for
individual fuel assemblies (FAs) which are then averaged over the one-dimensional regions
(annular rings). The one-dimensional diffusion equation is solved producing the one dimensional
flux/power distribution map. The innovation of the 1 Vi-D model is in the multistep unfolding
procedure, which reconstructs the two-dimensional power map. The procedure accounts for all
the major physical differences between the cylindrical one-dimensional geometry and the twodimensional x-y geometry. First, the average normalized power (NP) within the one-dimensional
ring is split into the two-dimensional NPs for individual FAs based on the ratio of the average and
individual k^ (k^ correction). Afterwards, the so called radial importance correction is applied,
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based on the radial position of the fuel assembly in reference to the two-dimensional position. The
difference in local topologies is considered next. It leads to the correction which accounts for the
local relation between adjacent fuel assemblies. Finally, a correction is introduced by an albedotype relation to account for the differences between peripheral FAs. They vary among themselves
in their neutron leakage, whereas in the one dimensional geometry they are treated as the
equivalent ones in this respect.
The unfolded two-dimensional power map obtained by this process is referred to as the 1 Vi-D
power map to distinguish it from the results of the standard two-dimensional calculation. The
computer code MCYC1.5D incorporates the described model and employs the technique of
reconstructing the cross sections which are generated by PSU-LEOPARD code [6], As an
important new option, a Haling power distribution [7] and depletion are added in order to make
the stochastic loading pattern optimization more tractable. Using Haling principle, the loading
pattern optimization problem can be divided into two separate subsequent problems of much
smaller combinatorial size: fuel placement optimization and optimization of burnable absorber
distribution.

Results
The behaviour of the MOCALPS method has been investigated on the loading pattern
determination for the cycle 7 of the NPP KrSko. The core of the NPP KrSko pressurized water
reactor consists of 121 (16x16) fuel assemblies. 1/8 of the core is modelled by the MOCALPS in
order to make the problem more tractable, but also due to the fact that 1/8 core symmetry is well
preserved in actual operation. The total number of combinations for the particular optimization
problem amounts O(IO^).
The efficiency of the method has been studied on the test loading pattern optimization problem
with known optimum. We have defined the realized (reference) loading pattern for the cycle 7 as
the optimum loading pattern of the objective function, which is given as the average difference in
normalized power distribution between some trial loading pattern and the reference loading
pattern. Defined in this manner, the problem has provided more accurate means of testing the
efficiency of the method, since its global optimum is known by definition.
The preliminary results have indicated different behaviour of the two NS modes. In the binary
exchange NS mode "moving" of the algorithm through the search space is rather slow; thus, some
kind of slow annealing should be practiced, if one wants to escape the trapping in local minima.
Using the exact NS in combination with an adaptive step size algorithm, rather good solutions
searching through less than 10000 LPs have been obtained. The combination of two the NS
modes in one optimization run gives a significant improvement in the efficiency of the search. At
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the beginning the algorithm is performing in the ENS mode. After T falls below some given
value, the algorithm starts to perform in the combined ENS&BNS mode, alternating between the
two modes until T becomes very low. Thenceforth, the algorithm performs only in the BNS
mode, up to the end of the search. The performance of the method is analyzed statistically,
comparing the results of a large number of independent runs on the same problem. Thus, we
defined the efficiency as follows:
^—r1

(3)

<f ><n >
where <f> represents an average final objective function value in a number of independent
optimization runs, and <«> an average search length in number of trial loading patterns. The ENS
mode strategy is more reliable than the BNS, and its efficiency is somewhat higher. Combined
ENS&BNS strategy exhibited the tenfold improvement in efficiency, as well as the reliable
performance. To perform the efficient search through loading pattern optimization problem
configuration space, it seems crucial to change the size of the neighbourhood, simultaneously
with lowering the temperature of the system.

Optimization of the realistic objective functions
We have analyzed the performance of the MOCALPS code using tne ENS&BNS strategy on
the problem of the same size with realistic objective functions, enlarged by penalty functions to
treat the constraints. Table 1 contains the parameters for the realized cycle 7 loading pattern
(obtained with MCYCI.5D), and the LPs obtained in MOCALPS search using two different
objective functions: one involving maximization of the discharge burnup (BUj), and the other one
involving maximization of the EOC reactivity (keffEOC). The Haling power distribution was used
to optimize the fuel distribution in both cases. After the optimum locations of fuel assemblies
were determined, the burnable absorber content was optimized on the locations of fresh fuel
assemblies. Both LPs in Table 1 are the best obtained in longer runs.
The intervals of final objective function values of several runs for different search lengths are
shown in Fig. 1. Differences in final objective function values between shorter and longer runs
indicate rather high quality of solutions obtained in short runs, thus confirming the efficiency of
the method in optimization of the realistic objective function.
The best loading patterns obtained in optimization runs with the MOCALPS code indicate
deficiencies of using the Haling principle for PWR loading pattern optimization. The Haling
principle assumes versatile power distribution control, and no negative reactivity in the core at the
end of the cycle. Both of these assumptions are only partially valid for the PWR cores. Since the
only way of controlling the power distribution in the PWR core is through the use of burnable
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absorbers, both LPs in the Table 1 contain a large amount of BPRs to lower the peaking factor
to an acceptable level. This introduces a large negative reactivity at the end of the cycle.
Compared with the reference loading pattern, however, both LPs still have higher optimized
parameters, but the cycle length for the maximized BUd LP is not satisfied.

Table 1

Results for MOCALPS optimal LPs compared with the reference LP. Values in
brackets represent the results obtained by fuel assembly distribution optimization
using Haling principle. Maximum allowed peaking factor for NPP KrSko reactor
for cycle 7 was 1.435.

Reference LP

Mai.BU., LP

Max k ^ o c LP

Fresh FAs

16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

BA content

48BPR

112BPR + 640IFBA

144BPR + 256EFBA

BUd

(36780)

(35990)

36500

35910

It EOC
K
efT

(55)

(197)

(EOC ppm)

-5

35640

(MWd/tU)

30

Peaking
factor

(1.434)
1.430

1.415

135
(1.435)
1.435

1500

i

4
1000-

36000 -

o
a
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500-

35000 4000

8000
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L

Fig. 1.

Results of the MOCALPS optimization of the Haling keffEOC and BUd with
penalizing constraints. For comparison, the Haling keffEOC and BUd of the
reference LP are represented in graphs by dashed lines.
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Summary
A new loading pattern optimization method has been described, together with the fast core
simulator programme, used to evaluate objective function parameters. The performance of the
method has been analyzed on the simple test loading pattern optimization problem with an exactly
defined search space, objective function and global minimum. The results indicated

the

importance of the adaptation of neighbourhood in generating trial loading patterns, for the
efficient performance of the method. The method is further tested on the realistic objective
functions enlarged by penalty functions for constraints. The results have shown an efficiency
similar to the one on the test problem.
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ABSTRACT
The second-order accurate generalized perturbation theory (GPT), nodal neulronics model utilized within the nuclear
fuel management optimization code FORMOSA-P is presented within the context of prediction fidelity and computational efficiency versus forward solution. Key features of the GPT neutronics model as implemented within the Simulated Annealing optimization adaptive control algorithm are discussed. Supporting results arc then presented
demonstrating the superior consistency of adaptive control for both global and local optimization searches.

Introduction
In-core nuclear fuel management for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) concerns the optimum placement of fuel and
burnable poison (BP) material within a core loading pattern such that the greatest economic benefit is derived while
satisfying operational constraints. Economic benefit is interpreted according to the individual needs of the utility but
most often seeks to achieve, on a single cycle basis, one of the following objectives: (1) maximization of thermal
operating margin; (2) maximization of cycle energy production; (3) minimization of fresh fuel enrichment; and (4)
maximization of the discharge region exposure. Constraints include limits on maximum power peaking (Fxy and FQ),
moderator reactivity feedback (moderator temperature coefficient or MTC), and discharge exposure on a region,
assembly, and fuel rod basis. Depending on the availability of computing resources and the design difficulty, which
may be complicated by the use of multiple fresh fuel and BP types, a typical design may involve from several days to
several weeks of engineering time. A literature survey shows a wide variety of methods employed [ 1 -3 ] for assisting
the core design engineer in the decision-making process. In such applications, however, there are no guarantees for
establishing an optimal pattern because of inherent approximations designed to address: (1) the enormous size of the
decision space; (2) the non-linearity of the objective function and constraints; and (3) the existence of numerous local
minima (maxima). Engineering judgment remains, nevertheless, the final criteria for assessing the merits of a given
loading pattern.
FORMOSA-P was developed for the purpose of automating the process of determining the family of near optimum
fuel and BP loading patterns while taking into account, with a minimum of assumptions, the complexities of the
reload design problem. FORMOSA-P couples the stochastic optimization technique of Simulated Annealing |4] with
a computationally efficient neutronics solver based on second-order accurate, nodal generalized perturbation theory
(GPT) (5] for evaluating core physics characteristics over the cycle. By examining tens of thousands of candidate
loading patterns, the engineer is afforded a number of different solutions, statistically validated to lie in the vicinity of
the optimum for the staled objective function. The capability of FORMOSA-P to select from a variety of objective
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function ami constraint formulations allows, furthermore, the assessment of such intangibles as the relationship of
thermal operating margin to fuel cycle COSLS.
I"his paper discusses the fidelity and efliciency of the FORMOSA-!' code within Uie context of the underlying neuironics foraiuhuion and the Simulated Annealing (SA) optimization algorithm. FORMOSA-1' is unique in thai the
optimisation algorithm employed takes advantage of key features of the G I T solution methodology as a means of
assuring consistency i/i the optimized loading pattern results obtained. Discussed in the following sections are (he primary models that comprise the FORMOSA-!' code. These include the following: (1) reference nodal neutronics
model: <2) second-order accurate nodal ( i l T neutronics model: and (3) Simulated Annealing adaptive search control
algorithm.

Reference Neutronics Model
The reference neuironics model within FORMOSA-!' corresponds to a two-dimensional Cartesian |x-y| geometry
implementation of the nodal expansion method (NKM) to solve the two-group, steady-slate neutron diffusion equation:
A

™

X

(1)

Hie principal characteristics of this polynomial nodal method are its quartic expansion of the one-dimensional transverse integrated flux and quadratic leakage mode] for the transverse leakages |6). The solution algorithm employed is
based on the non-linear iterative NF_M strategy |7J. a key feature of which is the preservation of a coarse-mesh finite
difference (CM11)) matrix structure. This is achieved through updating of the CMFD diffusion coupling coefficients
to force agreement with the node surface average current determined from a spatially decoupled NI£M calculation
spanning two adjoining nodes. I"hus. the non-linear operator of Kq. (1) may be written as:

liach two-group, two-node NFM problem produces a 16 by 16 linear system of equations which is reducible to a single 8 by 8 and two 4 by 4 system of equations [8|. These correspond to continuity of current and discontinuity of flux
across adjoinining node interfaces and the preservation of the Oth, 1st and 2nd flux moments within each node. By
maintaining the ("MIT) matrix structure a conventional outer-inner iterative solution strategy may be employed, with
periodic updating of the matrix structure performed to address local thermal-hydraulic and fission product feedbacks,
soluble boron criticality search (if required), and NF.M correction of diffusion coupling coefficients. Acceleration of
the outer iterations is achieved through use of Wielandt shift (9) while the inner iterations are accelerated through use
of SOR with optimum relaxation parameter estimation (10]. Additional computational speed is obtained through the
functionalization of tabular group constants to piece-wise cubic spline polynomials, with automatic detenninauon of
region boundary knot values to minimize the least squares fit error [11]. The use of cubic splines has been shown to
reduce the cross section evaluation time by a factor of eight versus utilization of a four point [.agrangian interpolation
scheme and, as will be shown later, is crucial for obtaining peak performance within the GPT neulronics solver.
l-igure 1 displays a full core benchmark of FORMOSA-H predictions against the lilectricitC de France licensing code
COCCTNKLLK. Version 2.2. The benchmark problem is a two-dimensional |x-y| representation of the Blayais, Unit 2
Cycle 8 core loading pattern at BOC. hot full power, all rods out with modeling of local thermal-hydraulic and fission
product feedbacks. As shown, superb agreement is exhibited in both nodal powers and core eigenvalue. Consistent
with the FORMOSA-P code philosophy of integrating into existing design licensing code systems, homogenized
group constants identical to those required by COCC1NELLK were utilized as input. It is noted that in (he benchmark
comparisons FORMOSA-!' utilized a four node per assembly nodal discretization while COCCINFLLF. used a finemesh, finite difference discretization (30x30 mesh per assembly). Additional FORMOSA-P code benchmarks performed within other licensing design code systems have shown similar accuracy, with RMS assembly relative power
errors of less than 0.4% consistently obtained at all cycle burnup steps.
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Generalized Perturbation Theory Model
Core physics characteristics during a 1 •'( )KM( >S A-P optimization are evaluated utilizing a second-order accurate ( i l T
model as derived from the reference solution non-linear NKM iterative strategy. I'he use of (JIT is motivated by the
SA algorithm requirement of a large number of loading pattern evaluations, each involving repetitive calculation ol
core power distributions and reactivity over the operating cycle. As H )KM( )SA-I' allows for multiple objective function and constraint formulations, including those that require evaluation of feed enrichment, local power peak, and
discharge burnup. the ( i l T model must maintain accuracy and elticiency with respect to an equivalent forward NHM
solution for a wide range of core loading pattern perturbations.
Within FORMOSA-P, a change in core response, such as power, at a core location T is related to the current estimates of ihe governing system operators, llux anil eigenvalue through the following CrlT functional:

AR'P = -<rf.(^'-^'B;'')<tp

(*i

l"he superscript "est' denotes an estimate for the condition 'p' of a perturbed core loading pattern. Ihe subscript "o*
corresponds to the reference loading pattern and t is the adjoint (lux for the gener;ili/ed core response in location
T . lor linear operators. Hq. (3) is accurate to one higher order than tile estimate of the flux and eigenvalue utilized in
the functional. In such cases, linear superposition of single assembly contributions (e.g. llux change) to the loading
pattern perturbation c;ui be performed, thereby providing the first-order esimates required to obtain a second-order
( H T response. This approach has been successfully extended to the estimation of the operator ^NllM
(>f Hq. (2) for
perturbations in the NHM coupling coefficients of the non-linear NIM .strategy 112). Further extension of the linear
superposition approach to the treatment of highly non-linear, local thermal-hydraulic and li.ssion product feedbacks
has proved insufficiently accurate, thereby requiring an additional second-order accurate, non-linear correction to liq.
(1) This correction is accurately obtained by direct substitution of the 'uncorrecled' power response of Ivq. (3> into
analytical sensitivities for the change in cross section with local power 113].
First-order accurate estimates of the core reactivity llux. and nodal coupling coefficients corresponding to any given
loading pattern may be expressed as follows:
Nihng
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Within Ivqs. <4)-(6). the single assembly perturbations 's' are performed with respect to the reference core loading
pattern "<>' priono the start of an optimization. The changes in NKM flux <Aty). eigenvalue (AX) and NHM coupling
corrections ( A D ) are solved for exactly utilizing the NHM neutronics solver and stored for later use. Once inside the
( i l T neutronics solver of the SA optimization, an estimate of die CMI1) operator of liq. (2) lor a given perturbed
loading pattern is readily obtained by performing a single feedback update utilizing die lirst-order, reconstructed flux
results of lu)s. (4) and (5). An estimate of the NHM operator, required for use in the ( i l T functional is then obtained
as follows:

It is noted that depletion is handled by solving for bumup utilizing a forward difference operator, both for the single
assembly perturbations and the second-order reconstructed power responses. Since this approach yields group constants accurate through second-order in burnup. there is no need to explicitly consider sensitivities with respect U
bumup within the OPT functional.
Table I displays a comparison of the CPU run-lime performance results for the CiPT model versus the reference for
ward solution, non-linear NHM model within FORMO.SA-P. The run-time comparisons were made on a DKCstau'on
5000 (approximately 1.5 MI1.OPS floating point performance) for an 8 bumup step depletion with 160 nodes (1/4
core I.P, 2-0 [x-y| geometry, 4 nodes/assembly). As shown, a relative speedup of 8.3 is obtained for the CiPT mode
with respect to die reference nodal NHM model. Of greater significance, is the large fraction of CPU time spent ii
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evaluating local feedbacks ;uid in performing the cross section setup (which includes the calculation of node-wise
bumups). Table 2 displays the I;ORMOSA-P maximum absolute errors in predicted assembly power and core eigenvalue responses over iwo SA coaling cycles for a power peaking minimization run. As shown, the accuracy of second-order (iJT at the completion of the optimization is virtually identical to the NEM results. These results are
typical for local reactivity perturbations of up to 15 % Ap on a first SA cooling cycle.

GPT Model

Time | s |

Cross Section Setup
lsl-Order Superposition
1 st-Order Feedback Update
2nd-Order Functional
2nd-Order Feedback Correction

0.168
0.043
0.147
0.145
0.075

Total CPU Time

0.578

Reference NEM Model

Time [s]

Cross Section Setup
0.168
Eigenvalue and Flux (41 outer,
1.750
164 fast, 82 thermal avg./depl. step)
Feedback Updates (10 avg./depl. step) 1.469
Non-linear NEM (5 avg./depl. step)
1.406
4.793

Table 1. Comparison of GPT Run-Time Performance Results versus NEM

Maximum Absolute Assembly Power Error
Burnup
Cooling Cycle 1
(MWD/MTt) ] si-Order 2nd-0rder

Cooling Cycle 2
1 st-Order 2nd-Order

Core Eigenvalue Error (Akeff)
Cooling Cycle 1
1 st-Order 2nd-Order

Cooling Cycle 2
1 st-Order 2nd-Order

0

0.104

0.032

0.008

0.000

.0010!

.00018

.00023

.00000

1500

0.031

0.002

0.004

0.000

.00077

.00004

.00022

.00000

4500

0.037

0.011

0.009

0.001

-.00011

.00005

.00015

-.00001

9000

0.049

0.003

0.010

0.001

-.00025

.00007

.00004

-.00001

14000

0.027

0.006

0.039

0.003

.00069

.00004

-.00022

-.00001

Table 2. GPT Accuracy Performance Results

The total number of single assembly perturbations of Eqs. (4)-(6), represented by Nchng, is set by a maximum allowance, Krnge, on the size of (he reactivity change anticipated for any given single assembly perturbation during the
current SA cooling cycle (i.e. one iteration of the S A control algorithm). A relative power density of unity is assumed
for the purpose of estimating assembly exposures over the fuel cycle during the process of calculating permissible
single assembly perturbations. The maximum reactivity allowance serves the dual purpose of controlling the magnitude of GPT errors while reducing the size of the search space. Thus, on a given S A cooling cycle only those assembly pairings satisfying the maximum reactivity allowance will be stochastically sampled for exchange. It is noted that
since multiple SA cooling cycles are employed during a FORMOSA-P optimization, with each establishing a new
reference solution based on the converged result of the most recent SA cooling cycle, the entire search space is
readily spanned. As will be shown in the next section, the value of Nchng figures directly in the S A adaptive control
algorithm.
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Optimization Model
The Simulated Annealing algorithm derives from the Monte Carlo application in which individual panicles within an
annealing solid arc tracked as the solid cools: with biasing enacted toward those particle displacements that minimize
the energy slate of the solid. A particle displacement is accepted with HXH probability if an energy stale lower than
thai of the previous slate has been achieved. In conslrasl, a higher energy slate is accepted based on a conditional
probability that is an exponential function i.. .ie difference in energy between the current and previous slates divided
by (lie temperature of the heat bath.
In the general SA implementation, the objective function replaces the energy stale of the solid and the temperature
becomes a control parameter adjusted according to an annealing schedule. Within l-'ORMOSA-P, Oie objective function is formulated to include the active constraints, such as those on radial power peaking and octant power tilt. This
may be expressed by the equation / = / + y 0 , where / and / represent the modified and true objective functions,
respectively. 0 is a function that is positive-valued under the conditions of constraint violations, and y is a positivevalued penally coefticient that is adaplively controlled during the optimization.
Binary and ternary location exchanges are the basis of loading pattern generation. Locations are randomly selected
for exchange based on the current geometry, non-lixed core locations as might be specified by the user, and symmetry
shuttling options such as requiring symmetric octant partners to be maintained. Iiaeh exchange may also involve the
sampling of BP loadings and/or orientations for those assemblies targeted for placement within newly selected core
locations.
The SA algorithm within 1-ORMOSA-P employs adaptive control in (he estimation of initial temperature, adjustment
of temperature during the search, and the detection of convergence. Both global and local search options are available. As will be discussed, the size of the permissible search space as delined by the the total number of single assembly perturbations, Nchng. is the underlying basis of adaptive search control.
l o r global and local search options, an initial search is conducted in order to enable a suitable initial temperature to be
estimated. During this initial search all non-grossly-infeasible solutions are accepted (i.e. an infinite temperature is
used). The length of this search is adaptively selected to be B o Ncltng, where B o is a constani. At the end of this initial
search, the standard deviation, G,, of the distribution of the objective function values of solutions accepted is calculated. The initial temperature is chosen according to T=A (T, [ 14), where A is a constant specific to either a global or
local search.
During the optimization the temperature is held ata constant t.ilue until eilheragiven number of acceptances (L^^,)
have been achieved or a given number of trials (Lchajn) have been attempted, whichever comes first. The values of
these variables are adaptively selected to be l JIran = Bj Nchng and L chain = B 2 Ncling unless specified otherwise by the
user. B, and B 2 are constants specific to either a global or local search. A new temperature is then calculated according to the formula T n + 1 = aT n , where a is either a user input or adaptively calculated as a = exp(-vT n /o f ) 1151- In the
present implementation, v is a constant and a is restricted to be greater than a predetermined threshold value.
During global searches the temperature is held constani when the ratio of acceptances to total number of trials falls
below a threshold value, (hereby allowing continued sampling over a greater portion of the search space. This is in
contrast to local searches which would continue to decrease temperature until convergence is detected. Gk>;al and
local searches are terminated when, at the end of the search at a particular temperature, a given number o) trials
(l. lnglh ) have been made. The value of I-ingth ' s selected to be I'it,gt/i=B3 Ncling, where B 3 is a constant. In the case of
local searches, the search is also termimux' if the ratio of acceptances to trials made falls below a limiting value and
more than Nchng trials have passed since a new best solution was found.
To bias the search increasingly towards feasible space as it progresses, the penalty for constraint violation, y, is gradually increased through a weighting parameter. Initial values of the weighting parameter. P g and p], are required for
global and local searches, respectively. Thereafter, every time the temperature is adjusted the weighting factor is
increased by a constant multiplier. This occurs even if no temperature change has occurred, as is (he case in (he later
stages of a global search. In addition, a maneuver known as a 'return to base' is executed if no progress is being
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made. During a return in base the current solution is replaced by the best solution encountered so far and the search is
then resumed. The adaptive control search executes a return to base if a new best solution has not been encountered in
C'| I-ingUi trials for a local search and CR l-|llgIj, trials for a global search, where C| and C s are constants.
fables 3 and 4 display results demonstrating the performance of adaptive search control as implemented in the global
and local search strategies. The results presented show the average performance over 20 code runs initialed from different initial conditions (i.e. reference loading pattern and/or random number seed). Each run was performed as a global search with continuation as a local search upon global search convergence. Shown are comparisons of results
obtained using non-adaptive search control and those using adaptive search control, both with and without the ternary
exchange feature, on a sample power peaking minimization problem.

Non-adaptive
Search

Adaptive Global Search
(no ternary exchanges)

Adaptive Global Search
(with ternary exchanges)

f

1.3562

1.3421

1.3420

Of

0.0137

0.0102

0.0079

N

21177

23909

23979

Table 3. A Comparison of Global Search Performances

For the global search algorithm it can be seen that, at the cost of a slight increase in the average number of histories
per run N. there is a significant improvement in the quality of the solutions, a lower average objective function F, and
in the consistency of performance, a lower standard deviation in the distribution of solutions Of. In this case, the use
of ternary exchanges does not improve the average performance significantly but does further improve its consistency.
J-or tiie local search algorithm the results presented show the average performance is improved both in terms of solution quality T and run lime N. The use of ternary exchanges not only improves consistency as measured by Of but also
solution quality. Similar performance results have been observed for other objective function formulations.

Non-adaptive
Search

Adaptive Local Search
(no ternary exchanges)

Adaptive Local Search
(with ternary exchanges

f

1.3028

1.2956

1.2931

Of

0.0130

0.0100

0.0074

N

30655

24512

25409

Table 4. A Comparison of Local Search Performances

Recalling the CPU run-time performance results of Table 1, the execution of 30,000 histories for the 1/4-core problem specified could be completed in 4.8 hours on a DECstation-5000 wilh an additional 25-30% CPU run-time overhead expense required to perform the GIT adjoint and first-order perturbed solution calculations. Recent results
obtained for an IBM R.S6000 (Model 375) showed actual turnaround limes of approximately 80 minutes for this same
problem in a multi-user environment. If a forward versus GPT solution were employed, CPU run-times would
increase on the IBM RS6000 lo about 11.1 hours, clearly demonstrating the desirability of employing GPT.
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0 7081 0.9241 0 7057 <-- FORH0SA3.O (2i2 mesh, lodal)
0.696 0.911 0.693 <-- C0CCIIELLE2.2 (30x30 mesh, FD)
0.012 0 013 0.013 <-- Difference [FC1R3.0] - [CQX2.2]
0.7196 0.9879 0.9690 1.1838 0 9631 0.9892 0 7212
0.709 0.979 0.96S 1.184 0.960 0.981 0.711
0.011 0 009 0.004 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.010
0.4799 1.1041 1.0040 1 0337 1.2449 1.0395 1.0111 1.1060 0.4799
0 472 1.097 1.003 1.037 1.251 1.043 1.011 1.100 0 472
0.008 0.007 0.001 -0.003 -0.006 -0.003 0.000 0.006 0.008
0.4780 0.9915 0.839S 0.9809 1.2522 1.1009 1.2637 0.9811 0.8370 0 9911 0.4774
0.471 0.983 0.837 0.983 1.260 1.109 1.272 0.984 0.835 0.983 0.470
0.007 0.009 0.002 -0.002 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.003 0.002 0.008 0.007
0.7167 1.0999 0.8356 1.1593 1.1820 1.0101 1.0681 1.0107 1.1820 1.1564 0.8378 1 1010 0.7171
0.706 1.093 0 833 1.163 1.188 1.017 1.075 1.017 1.188 1.159 0.835 1.094 0.707
0.011 0.007 0.003 -0.004 -0.006 -0.007 -0.007 -0.006 -0.006 -0.004 0.003 0.007 0.010
0.9835 0.9992 0.9782 1.1829 0.9815 1.2683 1.1221 1.2617 0.9789 1.1918 0.9787 1.0016 0.9850
0.975 0.999 0 980 1.189 0.987 1.278 1.132 1.271 0.984 1.198 0.981 1.001 0.976
0.008 0.000 -0.002 -0.006 -0.005 -0.010 -0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.006 -0.002 0.001 0.009
0.7070 0.9628 1.0354 1.2537 1.0046 1.2611 0.98S7 1.2330 0.9797 1.2641 1.0100 1.2584 1.0345 0.9665 0.7105
0.695 0.960 1.039 1.262 1.011 1.270 0 992 1.242 0.986 1.263 1.017 1.267 1.038 0.963 0.698
0.012 0.003 -0.004 -0 008 -0.006 -0.009 -0.006 -0.00.9 -0 006 -0.009 -0 007 -0.009 -0 003 0 003 0 012
0.9239 1.1882 1.2467 1.1012 1.0601 1.1160 1.2281 1.0006 1.2216 1.1062 1.0593 1.1053 1.2479 1.1917 0.9314
0.911 1.189 1.254 1.110 1.067 1.126 1.237 1.007 1.230 1.115 1.066 1.114 1.255 1.192 0.919
0.013 -0.001 -0.007 -0.009 -0 007 -0.009 -0.009 -0.006 -0.008 -0.009 -0.007 -0 009 -0.007 0.000 0.012
0.7057 0.9645 1.0376 1.2616 1.0079 1.2480 0.9691 1.2147 0.9732 1.2492 1.0040 1.2579 1.0448 0.9690 0.7108
0.693 0.961 1.041 1.270 1.014 1.257 0.975 1.223 0.979 1.258 1.010 1.266 1.048 0.966 0.699
0.013 0.003 -0.003 -0.008 -0.006 -0.009 -0.006 -0.008 -0.006 -0.009 -0 006 -0.008 -0.003 0 003 0.012
0.9901 1.0110 0 9862 1.1849 0.9711 1.2475 1.1085 1.2564 0.9735 1.1744 0.9799 1.0077 0.9899
0.982 1.011 0.989 1.191 0.976 1.256 1.118 1.265 0.979 1.180 0.982 1.008 0.981
0.008 0.000 -0.003 -0.006 -0.005 -0.009 -0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.006 -0.002 0.000 0.009
0.7227 1.1100 0.8447 1.1590 1.1771 0.9968 1.0612 1.0050 1.176S 1.1521 0.8366 1.1036 0.7201
0.712 1.104 0.842 1.162 1.183 1.003 1.068 1.011 1.182 1.155 0.834 1.097 0.710
0.011 0.006 0.003 -0.003 -0.006 -0.006 -0.007 -0.006 -0.006 -0.003 0.003 0.007 0.010
0.4834 0.9942 0.8343 0.9768 1.2504 1.1004 1.2456 0.9729 0.8332 0.9885 0.4771
0.476 0.986 0.832 0.981 1.258 1.108 1.253 0.975 0.830 0.980 0.470
0.007 0.008 0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.008 -0.007 -0.002 0.003 0.008 0.007
0.4786 1.1025 1.0059 1.0429 1.2442 1.0312 0.9973 1.0977 0.4775
0.471 1.096 1.005 1.046 1.250 1.034 0.996 1.091 0.470
0.008 0.007 0.001 -0.003 -0.006 -0.003 0.001 0.007 0.007
0.7186 0.9873 0.9664 1.1857 0.9628 0.9825 0.7157
0.708 0.978 0.963 1.18S 0.9S9 0.973 0.705
0.011 0.009 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.010 0.011
0.7068 0.9243 0.7064 <-- FORHOSA3.0
-->
0.694 0.911 0.694 < — C0CCIIELLE2.2
—>
0.013 0.013 0.012 < — CF0R3.O]-[C0X2.2] — >

k-eff«ctiv«
1.040041
1.040040
0.000001

Figure 1. Comparison of FORMOSA-P Predictions versus COCCINELLE (BL208/BOC)
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ABSTRACT
We discuss the diffusion equation as an asymptotic limit of the neutron transport
equation for large scattering cross sections. We show that the classical asymptotic
expansion procedure does not lead to the diffusion equation and present two modified
approaches to overcome this difficulty. The affect of the initial layer is also discussed.

Introduction
In the early years of this century there existed two completely independent descriptions of fluids.
In the fluid dynamics theory, linked to such names as Euler, Navier and Stokes,
fluid is treated as a continuous medium described in terms of local density, velocity
and energy which satisfy partial differential equations. Fluid dynamical approach
has proved to be extremely successful in practical applications and up to this day is
a basic tool for predicting the behaviour of fluids.
With the advent of the molecular hypothesis and after Boltzmann had formulated
his famous equation, the kinetic theory appeared as an alternative description of fluids. It treated fluid as a collection of particles in terms of a one-particle distribution
function satisfying an integro-differential equation.
At this stage there was a great deal of uneasiness among the physicists who could
not see any link between the two theories. It took a mathematician, David Hilbert,
to supply such a link. In 1912 he published a monograph on integral equations
in which he introduced a perturbation procedure for the Boltzmann equation to
illustrate the Fredholm alternative. To the astonishment of contemporary physicists
he was able to show that the well known Euler equations describing an inviscid fluid
can be obtained as an asymptotic limit of the Boltzmann kinetic equation if the
collision frequency is very large or, in other words, the system tends rapidly to the
local thermal equilibrium.
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Soon afterwards. Chapman and then, independently, Enskog, introduced a modified asymptotic expansion which lead to I ho Navier-Stokes equation describing viscous fluids. Since then it has been generally accepted that any kinetic system in
which ihe approach to the local thermal equilibirum is sufficiently lapid. can be
adequately described by the first five moments of the distribution function, that is.
density, three components of velocity and energy.
In the real world the majority of fluids are not far away from the state of local thermal equilibrium and the standard tool for physicists and engineers solving
practical problems for fluids are the (nonlinear) partial differential equations of fluid
dynamics. Only in exceptional cases the more complicated description offered by the
Boltzmann kinetic equation is to be used.
In general the fluid-dynamical and kinetic equations are nonlinear due to the
binary collisions between particles or collective interactions in media such as liquids
and plasmas. In some instances, however, the density of particles under consideration
is so low that only the interactions with the host medium are to be taken into account
and the equations become linear. In such cases the kinetic description is given by
the so-called transport equation and the fluid-dynamical description by the diffusion
equation.
By far the most important and most widely developed field of application of the
transport theory is the description of the behaviour of neutrons in a nuclear fission
reactor. First attempts in this direction were made already in the 1930's but the real
development started during the second world war in connection with the Manhattan
project.
Following I he general pattern of the statistical mechanics the neutron transport
and diffusion equations were introduced independently of each other and derived
from the first principles (see, for instance, the famous monograph of Glasstone and
Edlund [1]). It was then a common wisdom that diffusion theory was valid in case
of small absorption and far away from the boundaries. The link between the two
descriptions of a neutron gas was being obtained by an heuristic argument which
consisted of expanding the neutron distribution function into Legendre polynomials
and assuming that the gradient of the second moment as well as the time derivative
of the neutron current can be neglected. An alternative procedure described in
detail in the bible of neutron transport theoreticians, the monograph of Davidson
[2], consists of considering exact solutions to the transport equation and showing
their asymptotic parts to satisfy the diffusion equation.
The early attempts to treat the diffusion equation as an asymptotic limit of th(
neutron transport equation were hampered by the fact that the classical asymptolii
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procedure of the type used by Hilbert for the Boltzmann equation does not give
satisfactory results. The breakthrough was achieved by Larsen and Keller [3] who
proposed a new time scale which allowed them to derive the diffusion equation by
an heuristic argument. Using the same approach Bardos, Santos and Sentis [4] have
proved rigorously that the diffusion equation is an asymptotic limit of the transport
equation when the scattering mean free path tends to zero.
Recently, the authors [5, 6] proposed a different approach to the asymptotic analysis of the neutron transport equation based upon the adaptation of the ChapmanEnskog procedure.
In this paper we describe the three different asymptotic procedures and show in
which sense the diffusion equation can be treated as an asymptotic limit of the transport equation. We present here only the heuristic argument, the rigorous treatment
can be found in [5].

Asymptotic analysis of the neutron transport equation
For the sake of simplicity we will consider one-velocity neutrons in plane geometry.
Then the neutron distribution function ifr depends on space variable x, the angular
variable /x and time t. If ip is expanded into normalised Legendre polynomials so
that
oo
m=0

where
1
Pail*) = -/=)
liPm(l*)=

m

+ L-=

P m+ i(p) +

p

i{v) '™

_- Pm-i(li),

m=l,2,...

(2)
then the neutron transport equation is equivalent to the infinite system (which Weinberg and Wigner [7] called the second form of the transport equation)
dtu°

+

-±=drul + (Tau° = 0,
V3
(3)
<7aum + crs(l - bm)um

= 0,

JH=1,2,...

Here dt — Jy, dx = -g^, <ra and a, are the absorption and scattering cross sections
and 6m describe the anisotropic scattering with b\ equal to the average cosine of the
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scattering angle. The coefficients <7a,os and bm may depend on i and bm(x) < /3m <
1 for all x.
Here we are interested in time evolution of neutrons so we will assume that the
system is infinite and no boundary condition for (3) is needed. Alternatively [5, 6]
we could take periodic boundary conditions.
As the initial condition we take
um(x,0) = am(x),

m = 0,1,2,...

(4)

where a m ( i ) are given.
Now we make the assumption that the system described by (3) is rapidly approaching the (local) thermal equilibrium due to collisions. This means that we
have to treat as as very large or, alternatively, introduce a non-dimensional positive
parameter e whose main task is to label terms of various orders of magnitude and
write (3) in the form
dtu° + 4=0*ti° + <7a«° = 0,
v3
£

m
\dtum +
,
= dxum~l + . m+lr
= dxum+l
L
y/2m - lv/2m + 1
y/1m + W2m + 3
+<rs(l - bm)um = 0,
m=l,2,...

+ aaum]
J

(5)
V
'

This is a singularly perturbed problem and we expect that the approximate
solution will consist of the bulk solution and of the initial layer solution which decays
exponentially over the time interval of order of t.
In the classical approach which coincides with that of Hilbert the bulk solution
is assumed to be of the form
um = u% + (U? + (2u? + ..., m = 0,1,2,...

(6)

TL;s is inserted into (5) and terms of the same order in e are collected. As a result
one obtains the system of equations for the first two moments:
t°

= 0,
au°x

= 0,
(7

v3

u\ = -^dluUfy
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where 1/A(r = as(l - 6 1 ) .
Eliminating u[ and u\ we obtain

c1

: dtu° + aau° - \dx (A«Tarug) = 0,

e2 : dtu02 + <rau°-l-(\trdxu°)

(8)

J

We see that at each level of approximation we have a rather trivial ordinary
differentia] equation with the inhomogeneous term of increasing complexity but no
diffusion equation.
To overcome this difficulty Larsen and Keller [3] proposed to relabel the terms
in (5) by introducing the new time variable 6 = tt as it had been done previously by
Kurtz [8] for the Carleman model of the Boltzmann equation. The system (5) will
now have the form
idBu° + 4 = & V + tvau0 - 0,
m
£2 [0tum + aaum] + 1 \ .
1
'
[y/2m+as(l-bm)um

= 0,

m = l,2,...

In writing (9) we have to assume additionally that the absorption is very small when
compared with streaming.
We expand now um in powers of c as in (6), substitute the expansion into (9)
and compare terms of the same order in e to obtain

t' : d9u°0 +v34=k«i + a«ul = °.
u\ = ~^dxul,
v3
(2

Eliminating u\ and Uj
equation. Introducing

: deu°, + -^dxu\
v3

we see t n a t

(10)
+ aau° = 0,

b 0 1 " Mo a n c ' u ?

u°W = «g-M«?
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sat s

' ^y

tne

same diffusion
(11)

which represents the 0((2) approximation to the neutron density and returning to
the original time variable we see that it satisfies the diffusion equation
<9(u0(1) - (dx{Ddxu0^)

+ taau°^

=0

(12)

where the diffusion constant D = cA*r/3 is proportional to e and so is the absorption
term.
In [5, 6] the authors proposed an alternative derivation of the diffusion equation
using the asymptotic procedure of Chapman-Enskog in the version proposed by Mika
[9]. The basic assumptions of that approach are:
(i) the neutron density u° remains unexpanded at each level of approximation,
(ii) the time derivatives of higher moments um, m > 1, are expressed in terms of
spatial derivatives of u°.
To obtain the 0{i2) approximation u 0 ' 1 ' to the neutron density we substitute
UQ + iu\ into (5). Then we have
v3
As in previous cases «J = 0 and

so that (13) gives the diffusion equation
dtu°^ - edx(Ddxu°W) + oau°W = 0

(15)

which differs from (12) only in that aa is nol multiplied by €.

Initial layer solution and the effective initial condition
for the diffusion equation
The diffusior -^nation (12) (or (15)) is supposed to describe the neutron density up to
terms of order of e2 except for the initial layer. However, even if we are not interested
in what is actually happening near t = 0, to maintain the 0{e2) approximation we
have to modify the straightforward initial condition for u° as given in (4).
The initial layer is analysed by introducing the stretched time r = t/f into the
system of equations (5) and then using the standard approach expanding all moments
into powers of t. The details can be found in [5]. Here we will merely quote the final
result.
The effective initial condition to be used for (12) or (15) is

, x) = ao(x) - (yJ^dx[D(x)ai(x)}.
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(16)
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PERFORMANCE OF IMPROVED POLYNOMIAL
AND ANALYTICAL NODAL
DIFFUSION METHODS IN THE TREATMENT OF
THE MOX-UO2 INTERFACE
A. BOUAMRIRENE AND S.NOCEIR*
DEPARTMENT OF REACTOR PHYSICS
DIRECTION DES ETUDES ET RECHERCHES,
EDF, PARIS, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
Solving the two energy group static, quasi-static or kinetic diffusion equation for
PWR is done in COCCINELLE, a code developped at EDF, by using two different
methods : a finite difference method and a second order polynomial nodal method.
Although faster than the finite difference method, the 2nd order nodal method
used with J coarse-mesh doesn't attain a good accuracy, particulary for MOX
cores.
New kinds of nodal methods have since been developped by S. NOCEIR in his PHD
work. These are 3rd or 4th order polynomial nodal methods along with an
analytical nodal method.
The unknowns used to solve the diffusion equation are the node-averaged-flux
and the face averaged currents. With a flux elimination and a good matrix
preconditionning technique, we now get runtimes much shorter than those
obtained with a classical method, with a better accuracy. We have compared the
relative performance of these new methods on a core with MOX assemblies, that
is, with large heterogeneities. We present our results.
Taking into account our needs of accuracy and speed for depletion calculations,
we have chosen the 4th order nodal method, which will be more adequate to
reproduce the large flux variations in the MOX cores and will be, above all,
sufficiently fast.

' has written a Phd thesis at the Reactor Physics Department.
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I - INTRODUCTION

To design and study a PWR core it is necessary to use neutron diffusion codes in order to
obtain an accurate evaluation of 3D power distributions in static or dynamic operation. To
meet this need, the Department of Reactor Physics of the EDF Direction des Etudes et
Recherches, has developed the COCCINELLE code.
COCCINELLE is based on two types of numerical methods: the finite differences method
and the second-order polynomial nodal method. The calculations are performed with two
groups of energy, in static, quasi-static and fast kinetic conditions. The assemblies can be
described homogeneously or heterogeneously, inclusively pin by pin calculations.
For homogeneous calculations, the observance of safety criteria requires the accurate
calculation of the peak power in 2D geometries. This maximum power peak is obtained
relatively well by a method suitable for fine power reconstruction by finite differences or by
the second order nodal method on UO2 cores, even using a coarse mesh(i.e.,4 by 4 per fuel
assembly).
On the other hand, the introduction of MOX assemblies in a given core loading plan
obliges us to obtain a fine mesh, in finite differences as well as in the second-order nodal
method, to ensure a satisfactory fine power distribution to the MOX-UO2 interface. In reality,
the flux variations are very sudden, as illustrated by the homogeneous power profile in Figure
1.
We have thus implemented new higher order nodal methods to allow us to find peak power
accurately on a sufficiently coarse mesh.

n - NEW NODAL METHODS IN COCCINELLE
Three major types of methods were implemented in S. NOCEIR's thesis [1]:
- Hennart's third order polynomial method [4], called P34- ;
- the fourth degree polynomial nodal method ( £ 4 ) ;
- the analytical nodal method (ANM).
They are distinguished by the form of the function which approximates the intranodal
homogeneous flux,0 (x, y).
P3+ : 0 (x, y) is defined by the sum of a polynomial in x and y of an order
lower than or equal to 3 and a linear combination of the following 4th degree terms
: x^y and xy3
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Z4 :

0 (x, y) is defined by the sum of two 4th degree polynomials

in x and

in y:
0 (x, y) =
ANM: In this application.it is not the flux which is approximated but its
transverse integral on the node :
[ $ (x'v)dy
c-^.;io^i,

oimiiarxy

=

A- c o s ^ (K*) + B sh (KX) + ao + ajx + a2X2

f § (x,y)dx
= A cosh (icy) + B sh (Ky) + ao + ajy + a2y 2
'

Jx

This last method was directly derived from that developed by K. SMITH [2]
a) General resolution method
For polynomial nodal methods, three types of equations are expressed:
- the nodal balance equation,obtained by spatial integration of the neutron diffusion
equation over the volume or surface of a node;
- the weighted balance equation obtained by integration of the weighted diffusion
equation by a first or second degree polynomial in x, y or xy;
- the equations of continuity of average surface flux and average surface currents
between the nodes.
These equations lead us to a global symmetrical system given by :

(My
My

M2

\M\

where

Mj is positive definite and M3 is negative diagonal,
J represents the average surface currents,
and 0 represents the node average flux and the flux-moments.
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b) Elimination of flux - Methods of currents
By eliminating the average flux unknown, 0 , in the above system,
a simplified system is obtained:

A.J=B
where:
A=M,-M 2 .M3 l .M t 2
and
B^Mz.Ma'lF
Since M 3 is negative definite and M] is symmetric positive definite. Thus A is symmetric
positive definite.
The final system has a desirable structure for the application of a usual
iterative. Because the additional computational cost expended in calculating the
flux vector is very low,this elimination method may be very fast.
In the analytical nodal method, an identical system is obtained with the exception that an
additional approximation is made within the K. SMITH method. This consists in
approximating the transversal sources by a second degree polynomial as is already the case for
transverse leakages.

ffl - TEST ON AN MOX CORE
We have tested these various nodal methods as well as the finite-differences on a core
containing MOX assemblies; criticality calculations with fine pin by pin power reconstruction
(using 17 x 17 nodes per assembly) were performed.
Table I gives the results of this comparison on the computation of the k-effective, the
maximum power peak and the pin by pin power distribution.
We have performed calculations with finite-differences to justify the use of a fine mesh as
reference. For a mesh of 8 x 8 elements per assembly, the k-effective is overestimated by
about 50 pern. Peak power is also overestimated by about 1% and its location is slightly
shifted to a neighboring assembly.
In the P3+ method, the coarse-mesh generation of one node per assembly gives a
satisfactory multiplication factor but a poor peak power. It is necessary to use up to four nodes
per assembly to obtain an accurate k-effective but a slightly overestimated peak power shifted
to the neighboring assembly. However, the performances in computation time can be noted. A
single second of CPU time on a CRAY-YMP is sufficient instead of 3.25 s for 8 x 8 finite
differences.
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On the other hand, the analytical method gives very accurate results, for k-effective as
well as for the peak power, with the additional advantage of being slightly faster than the P3 +
method. If the pin by pin power distribution is considered, the average deviation per assembly
has been reduced by three. There still remains, however, a maximum deviation of 6.5% on an
assembly close to the reflector.
Finally the fourth-order nodal method gives similar results with 4 x 4 nodes per assembly
but with half the computation speed of the P3 + method. This method thus achieves, for MOX
cores, the two goals fixed for an industrial code: adequate speed and accuracy.

Methods
&
Meshes

k effective

FQ

Peak Power Location
assembly/ pin

effective)

Duration
(s. CPU)
on
CRAY
YMP

1.05143

1.422

E9 / 198

15.284

1.434

E10/63

3.241

1.601

B9 / 257

0.125

1.442

H9 / 209

0.312

1.431

E10/81

1.436

Z4
1 x1

1.05192
(49 pcm)
1.05153
(+10)
1.05125
(-18)
1.05143
(0)
1.05116
(-27)
1.05143
(0)
1.05262
( + 119)

Z4
2x2
S4
4x4

1.05172
( + 29)
1.05142
(-1)

R«. FD
17 x 17
FD
8x8
P3 +
1 x1
P3 +
2x2
P3 +
4x4
ANM
2x2
ANM
4x4

Maximum
Assembly
Average
Power Error

Maximum
Pin Power
Error

1%)

(%)

3.46

8.62

1.038

1.36

5.20

H9/182

0.432

2.79

1.424

E9/198

0.977

1.17

6.52

1.427

E9/210

0.066

1.427

E10/81

0.157

1.423

E9/198

0.530

0.93

7.97

Table I :
2D-Calculations of the Keffective of a Mox core
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IV - THE MOX-UO 2 INTERFACE

The study of MOX cores presents the additional difficulty of highly heterogeneous
variations of neutronic constants at the interface.The fission and thermal absorption crosssections are larger in a Mox assembly than in an Uranium assembly.
However, the differences are rather moderate for a full uranium core,
The discontinuity of these constants poses a problem for numerical resolution of the
diffusion equation.

This is because there are high flux gradients at the interface which are

difficult to approach by the various numerical methods. Figure l,from a representation of
homogeneous power, shows a 3D diagram of the power of two adjacent assemblies.
In the FD method, a finer mesh must be utilized to obtain a better view of the
discontinuity. Note.the nodal methods allow us to analyze high flux variations while keeping a
coarse mesh.
However, the study of the pin by pin power distribution shows some discrepancies
between the 17 x 17 finite differences and the "Z" fourth order type nodal methods (see Fig.
2). The errors observed are higher than 4%. But taking into account a finer mesh in finite
differences (30 x 30) these deviations are notably reduced (see Fig. 3) to below 1.5 %.

V - CONCLUSION

The results of this practical study of real cores confirmed the theoretical conclusions drawn
within the framework of the S. Noceir's thesis on nodal methods. These numerical methods
developed in COCCINELLE have a higher order of convergence than the various finite
differences methods. They can thus be used,with a coarse-mesh,to obtain higher accuracy at
higher speed than the finite differences methods.
For MOX cores, the fourth-degree method is the most attractive both for its accuracy and
speed. A 4 x 4 mesh thus gives an accuracy comparable to a 30 x 30 mesh for finite
differences and for a computation time six times lower than that for FD 8 x 8 .
MOX cores thus constitute a suitable testbed in which fourth-order nodal methods show
their superiority. The high gradients of flux at the interfaces, difficult to characterize by finite
differences, do not indeed pose major difficulties, even when using a coarse-mesh.
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FIGURE 1:
Homogeneous normalized power distribution at the Mox-UO2 interface.
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FIGURE 2:
Pin by Pin Power Differences between FD_17xl7 and X4_4x4 .

FIGURE 3;
Pin Power Differences between FD_30x30 and I4_4x4
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ABSTRACT
An advanced method of heterogeneous reactor theory is presents
including general formulation of 3D few-group heterogeneou:
reactor
equation in dipolar approximation, its approximate
difference form and method of calculation of heterogeneoui
reactor cell parameters. On the basis of this new approache:
computer codes capable of solving 3D space and space-tinn
problems for heterogeneous reactors with large number o:
channels were developed. Some numerical results of validation:
are presented.
1.

Introduction
The basic idea of heterogeneous reactor theory belongs t<
academician L.D.Landau and first systematic formulation o:
theory
was
presented
in
an
unpublished
work
b;
I.Ya.Pomerantcb.uk. The theory called lately as Galanin-Feinberj
theory became well known after the First Conference on Peaceful
U S J S of Atomic Energy held in Geneva in 1955.
Yet the tw<
obstacles prevented the wide practical application oi
heterogeneous methods for reactor calculations: 1) the matri:
form of reactor equations leading to quadratic dependence o
problem dimension on the number of fuel elements; 2) the absenc
of a consistent theory of heterogeneous reactor cell parameter
accounting for all the details of neutron reactions.
The first obstacle was overcome by heterogeneous reacto
equations transformation
to an approximate difference for
leading to a linear dependence of problem dimension on th
number of reactor channels. As a result the reactors with SOB
thousands of channels having nonuniform axial structure can t
feasibly treated. The problem becomes even simpler than for s
called homogeneous reactor equations due to a simpler structur
of an operator used in inner iterations. The extension to
dimensions is reached by finite Furie transformation relative t
axial dependence that leads formally to the same form (
equations as for the case of 2 dimensions.
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For the second part of the problem a consistent theory for
heterogeneous parameters - effective boundary conditions on the
surface of a reactor cell - was formulated. In few group theory
(with G groups) the main characteristic is GxG A-matrix relating
a vector-flux to a vector-current on a cell surface. The
calculation is based on a series of G+l solutions of detailed
space-energy multi-group problems with linearly independent
neutron currents across cell surface. Some weak suppositions
concerning fission sources distribution and superposition
principle make it possible to separate absorption and slowing
down from fission processes and to construct A-matrix consisting
of two parts and depending on (l+G)«G/2+2*G parameters.
Numerical methods for reactor cells of complicated geometrical
and isotopic composition are developed. Specific methods for
resonance absorption calculation are based on nonuniform
subdivision of lethargy scale and effective resonance level's
approach for numerous
high-energy resonances including
unresolved regions. Specific methods are developed for A z and A r
- matrices describing neutron migration in axial and radial
directions. Besides the theory for reaction rate matrices is
presented. Thus an advanced method of heterogeneous reactor
theory has been developed and widely used for 3D space-time
reactor problems.
2.
Heterogeneous reactor equation formulation
Instead of source-sink Galanin-Feinberg theory a general fewgroup heterogeneous reactor equation formulation is used 111:

N=C?rN

(1>

with G-vector-flux N, C-constant triangular GxG matrix,
dependent on neutron migration properties of the moderator,
& = K Q + IQF; K Q , I Q - k- and g--diagonal matrices (modified
Bessel functions with arguments given on the channel surfaces),
F - (GxK)x(GxK) g-diagonal matrix with elements (K - number of
channels in a regular lattice pointed by vectors Mkj.kg),
G - number of groups, g = 1...G):

JrWVi

ki

k-diagonal GxG ^-matrices
y = - I ^ " 1 A + dI 0 C" 2
(3)
depend on GxG A-matrices of effective boundary conditions
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relating vector-flux to vector-current
boundary (of radius p) :

on a channel or cell

dN = AN
d = p d/dr
(4)
'r=p
Taking account of azimuthal angle dependence of neutron flux
near each channel surface one gets a
dipole approximation
instead of monopole with vector-flux on the surface of each
channel extended to 3 components: NfN^N 1 ), N°- scalar monopole
component,
N1
2-dimensional
dipole
component.
The
corresponding extension of equation
(1) is as follows
(neglecting the interaction between dipole components):
y = K + IF ;
(51
K = diag ( Kn> K., K.) ; I = diag ( I
g,m,k
g,m,k

F=
oo
Foo
=K

pOO

pOx

pOy

,xO
F y0

0
0

0
0

V

nOX_

™

c = cos 2|k
and

&

(6)

f c + 9s ) ; FOy= - Kj( 6c + s )

— ~ h..x
o, F
p x O _ o tf
r

I , I.)

n. - \*

.

ryO_

f

i

p if

"• £• IV.

o

(7)

o

; s = sin (%->v ), j;lb - the angle between

r lk

X-axes, 9 = 0 for square 1/2 for hexagonal lattice;

A = diag diag (A0, A1, A 1 ); y = diag diag (y°, y1, y 1 )
k
h
k
h
Finite
Furie expansion of
axial
dependence
M
N (r,z)= 2 0gomm(r) sinamz, a=rr/H; H - effective height,
8
m=l
leads symbolically to the same form of equations as above with
9, K , I, F depending on axial index m (and m-diagonal ), \fi GxKxM - vector, y - (MxGxK) x (MxGxK) - k-diagonal matrix with A
elements calculated as follows (2M+1 instead of MxM elements):

A0
mn
1

= Aoc m-n
1C

A = A m-n
mn

m+n
m+n

a2n2

\0C
.
z, m-n

)

z,m+n

(8)

U/OL

A = ( a/n ) J" A (z) cosamz dz
As is shown below , A - matrix can be given in a form:
(9)
A=
2,
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with ^-matrix and parameter
« linearly dependent on the
number of neutrons born in fissions. Dividing them by eigenvalue
- effective multiplication factor k - one can get an equation
with simple dependence on k:
CT = ( « + CFC" 1 ^ ) FT/k - CFC" 1 * FT
(10)
where £ = CIC A~^ + y2«, with ^dependence on A 2 the same as
y on A ; FT = N/ ( 1-u/k).
3.
A difference form of heterogeneous reactor equation
A difference form 11,2,33 of heterogeneous reactor equation
is derived as follows (first consider monopole approximation).
The elements F|j approximately obey the equation :
( - Aj+
A

i

: f

k

->

^

( f

K2

a 2 ) Fgj s 0

k+Qe ~ 4 ffc }» e!=

(

|k - 1

|> 1

(11)

!.° >• Q rotates a vector

on the angles 0°, 90°,180°, 270° (for a square lattice).
After some transformations of equation (1), operating on both
its sides by an operator ? (a,/3) with elements:
P g : f k -> t-a/j- a 2 A 2 - ... + |3K2a2 ) ffc; Ia.=l,

(12)

with best fitted parameters a , (3, which effectively eliminate
F-matrix elements outside some fixed local set U^ of indexes
surrounding k, one obtains an approximate difference form of
heterogeneous equation:
? <p = Q y <p
(13)
In dipole approximation the following equation is used:
<p°= ( D Q - 5
* F y O y 0 ^ 0 ; F^== FF0000 + 6 ; D. = I / 1 K.
2
> FF Uo*s ( r.rj) « 0 ; s = O,x,y.
with
( -A + K")
Using approximate relations:
00

FX0 = -

2<c 1

"

.r'ri

(

1 _ nZ
*•
°

g,m

*

OX

dF

r>r

* )

Oy

nn

10.-1
- 92

K H diag \Kg

.e

fiR^
110/

nn

( dy
r.ri

)

oY

( T.TT
3x

)

}

*• ' m J

one can get a difference equation of the same form as (13):
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(16)

= Q 7
? =

- ?

0
E

0
0

0

E

Vo

oo

RxO

R x0

Q =

X

- 9

R

fy D

Ry0

R y0

0
0

D.

with P, Q - local (difference) operators depending on axial
index m and group index g (and m,g-diagonal ), y - (MxGxK) x
(MxGxK) - k-diagonal matrix, if) - GxKxM - vector and with
difference analogs of operators in (15) and approximate
relations:
nSO.
UU F SO_
(17)
; s = O.x.y; ? C FOO_
= F
s = x,y.
4.
Direct solution of heterogeneous reactor equation
The equation (10) in dipole approximation, having a matrix
structure had been used for development of 2D computer code
DISHER.
Group-theoretical analysis (based on point groups of
reactor lattice symmetry and loading symmetry) was used to
reduce the dimension of the problem. Some transformations of
equation (10) made it possible to obtain an operator with some
properties of positivity enabling an iteration procedure to be
effectively convergent. The computer code capable of describing
reactors with several hundreds of channels has been used for
critical experiments analysis (where accurate boundary condition
on a cylindrical outer boundary is needed) and for test
calculations.
5.

Solution of difference equations
On the basis of heterogeneous equations in difference form
computer code TRECD [4,5,6] has been developed for 3D
heterogeneous reactor with piece wise properties of channels or
cells ( in axial direction ) arranged in a square or hexagonal
lattice and based on monopole
and dipole approximations.
Nonlinear iteration procedure 15,6] is used for kef and tfr
computation. Two-term Tchebishev polynomial method for outer
iterations and successive symmetric over relaxation method for
inner iterations accelerate convergence of solution.
The method based on finite Furie transform of axial
dependence provides flexible description of axial structure of
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channels and their changes (control rod movements). Low order
axial expansion (2-3 axial modes) is enough for computation of
integral quantities - k ~, two - dimensional
distributions,
control rod effectiveness. 9-point scheme for square lattice and
7-point scheme for hexagonal lattice provide good accuracy in
k ef (0.05 - 0.1/i) and power distributions (0.1-0.5%) as compared
with the results of computer code DISHER [ U . Power and reaction
rate distributions are obtained by relations
W = <R,N>
with R G-vectors, relating vector-flux N to reaction rates.
6.
Heterogeneous reactor cell characteristics
Computer code TRIFON has been developed for calculations of
detailed space-energy neutron distribution in a reactor cell,
reaction rates for nuclei
in all physical
regions,
multiplication factor, few-group cross-sections, monopole and
dipole few-group A-matrices, reaction rate R-vectors.
A library of microscopic data (multi-group cross sections,
scattering matrices for neutron thermalization, parameters of
resonances and effective resonances) is incorporated in TRIFON.
Neutron transport in every group is evaluated by collision
probability or S-n method in cylindrical, R-Z, R-#> geometries.
A special subdivision of energy scale allows an effective direct
treatment of resonances for prescribed nuclei. Subdivision of
lethargy scale in a given interval (uQ, u R ) corresponds to
uniform division of F - image
F(u R + 1 ) = F(uk)+A, A=F(un) /n; u = In E/E Q
where function
F(u) = Y Sz. . VT. ./ 2 E. .(arctg x m a x - arctg x. .);
U j

ij

ij

6

ij

i j

6

IJ

(18)

'

z. .= y. ./ V T>y7. ; y. . = c.crijl.; x. . = 2 (E -E. . ) / T. .z. .;
roughly estimates the absorption by all resonance nuclei
present. As a result only a few lethargy intervals ( 5-7 ) are
needed to describe absorption by a given resonance. Effective
resonance levels technique [9] can be used as well for
description of resonance absorption with reasonable accuracy.
A set of parameters ( E, T , T , L, <r; L - Doppler-broadening
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parameter divider, <r - constant capture cross-section), makes it
possible to describe resonance absorption by a single resonance
level instead of tens or hundreds of resonances in a given
lethargy interval.The theory is based on pre calculation of
resonance absorption by initial set of resonances and effective
one in some simple homogeneous model, and the fact that an
approximate equivalencyexists between resonance absorption in
homogeneous and heterogeneous systems (the parameters for c-°°u
are given in Table 1). Table 1. Effective resonance parameters
?38, [9].
for
ev
r , ev
L
N of gr.
E, ev
cr, <5apH
15062.8
7532.9
3499.3
1874.4
694.48
342.51
150.23

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

V

n

254.7
14.36
136.9
7.007
49.34
2.308
1.902
1.6136
0.5008 0.4027
0.1415 0.1564
0.5055 0.0794

102.15
73.74
42.7
14.18
10.1
5.95
4.45

0.2347
0.1996
0.0546
0.2921
0.3138
0.2779
0.00056

Neutron thermalization problem in a reactor cell is solved by
subroutine TERMIT (101.
A system of multi-group neutron transport equations is solved
with an external fission spectrum source Q having an estimated
space distribution and normalized to unity.
A new characteristic of reactor cell - A-matrix - is
calculated as follows. Let N Q be G-vector-flux on the cell
boundary for the problem with zero currents across it and unit
source Q . A system of relations
ex
g=2
G+l
(19)
define A2-matrix due to slowing down and absorption of neutrons,
N *» being G-vector-fluxes corresponding to G linearly
independent J ^ currents on the cell boundary. The relations
(20)

S

describe fission sources due to currents J ^ .
Combining above relations one gets an expression for a full
A-matrix <ko =1g
A =

A

Aj

similar

o,g

qg =E,Q
, , ® - tenzor multiplication):
.g g
g

(21)
A2, A 1= A 2 N Q 0 qA 2 /(k ef -«); « = k o -qA 2 N Q
method is used for reaction rate R-matrices
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calculation (reaction of type x):
(22)
x = R x , 2 + H oH« ® aA2/
Axial leakage parameters are calculated accounting for the 1st
R

order elements of a parameter <x2= n2/ H2: A =* A + a 2 A 2 ;
tt2Az2;

A 2 =» j

NQ=# NQ+ a 2 N z ; kQ=> kQ+ a 2 k z ; q^ q

a2qz

(23)

with the equations for the detailed flux $:
$ =

2
a

$z;

Q = Qo + <x2Qz;

Q o );

= ie n (Z

t =.

+ a2

(24)

<*z + Q z )

Qo) (25)

( matrix elements for monopole operator £Q and z-dipole
component £z are given in fll). A theory is developed and
programmed for radial dipole components A r of A-matrix as well.
7.
Numerical examples
The results of TRIFON calculations for TRX, MIT, BETTIS
cells can be found in [111. Comparison of TRIFON
and
Monte-Carlocalculations for TRX cells are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Reaction rates for TRX cells by TRIFON (T) and MonteCarlo (MC). Full number of reactions is equal 1, f-fissions, ccaptures, e-epithermal, t-thermal reaction rates, t» moderator/fuel ratio.
IS

1.0

2.35

4.02

0.05862
0.05908

0.03863
0.03896

0.02836 0.01893
0.02873 0.01907

c-e T

0.3436
0.3477

0.1969
0.1962

0.1290 0.07030
0.1294 0.07035

c-t T

0.11295
0.1125

0.1492
0.1488

0.1557
0.1548

f-e T

0.07093
0.07044

0.03898
0.03865

0.02511 0.01354
0.02501 0.01357

f-t T

0.29543
0.29541

0.39920
0.40075

0.42017 0.38626
0.42032 0.38508

c-e T

0.03540
0.03151

0.01950
0.01764

0.01251 0.00666
0.01135 0.00601

c-t T

MC

0.05126
0.05187

0.06841
0.06919

0.07166 0.06564
0.07209 0.06573

T
MC

1.0502
1.0517

1.1676
1.1732

1.1559
1.1587

f-e
238u

T
MC
MC

MC

MC

235U

MC
MC
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8.11

0.1424
0.1409

1.0194
1.0185

Next example - for RBMK cells - table 3.
Table 3. TRIFON (T) H MCU (M) [12] reaction rates for RBMK
cell; epithermal reactions (e) - above 0.465 eV boundary of
thermal (th) region.
empty
water
e
t
e
t
235
U
c
0.0864
0.0153
0.0877
M 0.0239
0.0879
0.0886
T 0.0243
0.0156
f M 0.0587
0.501
0.0361
0.513
T 0.0539
0.511
0.518
0.0342
238
U
c
0.1005
M 0.1469
0.101
0.1072
T 0.1454
0.1022
0.1087
0.102
f M 0.0185
0.0151
T 0.0176
0.0145
1.379 - 0. 0045
M 1.4147- C).0043
1.378
T 1.416
Next the results of 3D heterogeneous calculations for Smolensk
and Ignalina power stations with RBMK reactors (fuel enrich. 2%)
are presented. Thermal power * 3 Gwt. The results of
multiplication factor calculations are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Multiplication factor for RBMK reactors.

NPP
Ignalina

Smolensk

k

ef

1. Basic state
2. All contr. rods removed
3. All control rods completely
inserted
4. Control rods as in basic state
coolant removed
1. Basic state
2. All contr. rods removed
3. All contr. rods completely
inserted
4. Control rods as in basic state
coolant removed

8.

1.0052
1.0330
0.95372
1.0227
0.9990
1.0119
0.94732
1.0304

Space-time problems
On the basis of theory presented above computer codes for
3D space- time simulation problems were developed. The extension
of cell problem to time dependence is direct and is governed by
nuclei chain transformations with cross-sections obtained from
detailed space-energy calculation (extention of computer code
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TRIFON ).
Reactor space-time problems include slow and fast
processes. Modeling of slow processes was fulfilled step by step
the time variable being simply a parameter. Fuel management and
control rod movements were included and the slow process of Xe
poisoning taken into account (the extension of TRECD =* BARS
[13] computer code). To take account of temperature and coolant
density feedback a number of thermohydraulic modules were
included for one or two -phase coolant states (RBMK, HWR-1OOO,
VK-500). More complicated is the problem of fast transients prompt and delayed neutrons are to be taken ?nto account and it
was reasonable to introduce a new characteristic of reactor cell
- the time component A - matrix. Conjugate solutions were used
for point-like equations describing the evolution inside time
intervals (computer code DINAR [14]).
9.
Conclusion
The new approaches in heterogeneous reactor theory presented
here made it possible to develop effective computer codes for
the solution with high accurady of many problems of reactor
design and simulation especially for channel-type power reactors
[15,16]. Calculations and safety analysis is now possible
including 3D space-time simulation of fast transients for a
number of important types of reactors including RBMK, CANDU,
FUGEN, ATR.
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ABSTRACT
A nodal method for the solution of neutron diffusion equation in rectangular geometry is presented.
It is based on eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator. Computer memory requirements are the same
as in conventional nodal methods, since only average partial currents and average neutron flux are
treated as unknowns. Unknown coefficients of eigenfunctions are calculated from node corner flux
derivatives. A new algorithm for the determination of corner point values is proposed. The results
obtained for test problems show very good agreement with reference solutions.

1

Introduction

Consistently formulated modern nodal methods have become a popular tool for the solution of large,
multidimensional, multigroup neutron diffusion problems which arise in nuclear reactor physics
[1, 2]. Although their efficiency is much better than in conventional finite-difference approach,
some applications still remain very demanding on the computer hardware and require further
development.
Since there is no strictly analytical, or even iterative solution, of general multidimensional problems, some form of approximation must be implemented in every algorithm. Typical approximation
used in nodal methods is a low order polynomial expansion of the neutron flux, implemented to
cover spatially nonseparable effects. Such approach results in a solution which can satisfy multidimensional diffusion equation only in an integral sense.
In this paper a different approach is proposed. The main idea is to select functions which satisfy
diffusion equation in a point manner and perform the necessary approximation afterwards. For this
purpose a linear combination of the eigenfunctions of Laplace operator (i.e. eigenfunctions of the
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eigenvalue problem associated with the diffusion equation) is used at each node. The solution
at the node can be represented, in genera), with a linear combination of an infinite number of
eigenfunctions (differing in directional vector of eigenvalue). In our approximation only a few of
them are considered.
Since only two coefficients per dimension are covered by classical iteration algorithm of inand out- node average partial currents, additional constraints must be imposed, in order to avoid
increasing the number of unknowns. Additional quantities are obtained from node corner values.
In this respect our work can be seen as an extension of the methods presented in [3, 4], which don't
use any leakage approximation.
We have investigated several approximations of the transverse leakage profile at node boundaries. Conventional parabolic fit [5] is not adequate to accommodate strong spectral changes near
the border where material properties change. A better approximation can be obtained with spatially
nonseparable polynomial expansion of the flux near the common point of 4 adjacent nodes [6, 7, 8].
The essential difference between existing schemes is in quantities which are preserved on the boundary between nodes. We propose a new scheme which deals exclusively with point value quantities
of the calculated corner.

2

Theory

We start with a diffusion equation in the standard matrix notation. For each rectangular node we
have:
- V 2 * ( r ) -I- <B) 2 *(r) = 0
(1)

(S)

(2)

where $ is the flux vector, (B) 2 is the buckling matrix, while (D) and (S) are the diffusion
and cross-section matrices, respectively. Diffusion equation is transformed into diagonal form by:
*(r) = <T)**(r)

(3)

where matrix (T) comprises eigenvectors of the buckling matrix. Transformed flux can be
approximated with a linear combination of functions (energy dependence omitted):
N

#•(*, y) = *iD(Xx) + *\D(\y) + ] T *2D,nK*, /*»¥)

(4)

71=1

A is a square root of the Laplace eigenvalue (absolute value). One-dimensional functions are of
the form:
= cosh(Aas)Ci + sinh(A*)Ck
(5)
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The set of two-dimensional functions (index n omitted) is given by:
/3y) = cosh(ax) cosh(/fy) <7C*C
+

(6)

sinh(ax) cosh(/ty) C")c

+ cosh(az) sinh(/fy) C*,
+ sinh(az) s\nh(0y) C*a
with
a = Asin(^)

/? = Acos(y>)

(7)

where y> is a free parameter. Note that the hyperbolic functions are transformed into trigonometric ones in the case of negative Laplace eigenvalue. Assuming that coefficients of two-dimensional
functions are known, we can easily deduce relationship between incoming and outcoming average
partial currents and node average flux from equations (3), (4) and (5).
Unknown two-dimensional coefficients are determined from conservation equations at the point
common to four adjacent nodes (Figure 1). Expansion (4) leads to the system of matrix equations
which, however, is to time consuming to solve. We perform the Taylor expansion of two-dimensional
functions instead and truncate the series after the leading term. If we use only one set (N=l) of
functions and neglect contribution of the first function (C*c = 0), we obtain the basic equation which
correlates only corner point values and integral quantities in each energy group independently. For
the node 1 we have:
hxhy

hy dx

dx

hx oy

Oy

oxoy

where h is the node half dimension; $1/3 is the sum of the average flux on two corresponding
edges minus node average flux; | $ I D is the average flux derivative on the node edge. Equations for
other three nodes differ only in signs of the corresponding factors. It is interesting to note that the
resulting equations are the same as in the case when we approximate two-dimensional functions
with Legendre polynomials. Equations are also independent of the one-dimensional functions.
Their contribution is hidden in the average quantities (denoted with ID subscript).
Quantities which appear in the equations must satisfy some continuity conditions. Continuity
of neutron flux requires that corner fluxes of all four nodes are identical. Mixed second derivative
represents derivative of neutron current in transverse direction. We require that Dgfg-^o is equal
for all four nodes. First derivatives need special consideration, if the corner point is a singular point
(i.e. D ^ J D ^ J / D(2)D(3)). In that case it is not possible to postulate continuity of neutron currents
and flux derivatives (in transverse direction) simultaneously at the corner point. Continuity of one
quantity can be established only in an average sense. In this respect we have two possibilities:
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• Scheme A - neutron current is continuous, average flux derivatives are preserved:

JU

(-D^*o) (2)

(-D^*o)(3) = (-I>£*o)(4)

(9)

and equivalently for derivatives in Y direction.
• Scheme B - flux derivatives are continuous in transverse direction, average neutron current is
preserved:
(

*

)

(

(-D£*O)(3,

- (-I>JUo)(»> + (-D JUO)«)

(12)

With these additional relations corner flux derivatives can be calculated for all four nodes. Both
schemes give the same result in cases where the corner point is not singular. For singular cases
we can't a priori state which approximation is better. However, we can expect the best results
to be somewhere between both estimates. On this basis, scheme C is introduced. The resulting
derivatives are simply averages of the values obtained from schemes A and B.

3

Results

Experimental computer program LEM [9] (Laplace Eigenfunction nodal Method) was used to test
accuracy of the different corner point interpolation schemes. Since interpolation schemes provide
8 derivatives per node and per energy group, coefficients of 2 sets of the two-dimensional functions
(N=2 in equation (4)) can be determined. Parameter ip was chosen to be | in one set and 5 in
the other set of functions. The selection of parameters is suggested by symmetry considerations
but it has little influence on the final solution. Reference results were obtained in all cases with
the fine mesh calculation (10x10 nodes per assembly). Agreement with solutions published in [10]
is excellent.
Results of one node per assembly calculations for the 2-D IAEA benchmark case are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. They show significant dependence of the interpolation scheme, used for the
determination of corner flux derivatives, on accuracy. In cases A and R errors are approximately
the same as in other nodal codes where parabolic fit of the transvers leakage is performed. If
scheme C is applied, discrepancies are significantly reduced.
In BIBLIS test case [10] neutron flux variations between fuel assemblies are smaller. Flux
derivatives predictions in all schemes are almost identical, resulting in small differences of power
distribution (Table 3 and 4). This suggests that the remaining error is primarily dictated by the
use of only 2 sets of two-dimensional functions (equation (4)).
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4

Conclusions

A nodal method has been developed based on eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator. Such an
approach eliminates errors occurring when diffusion equation is solved only in integral form. Remaining uncertainties are due to, both, the finite number of functions used and since only a few
continuity conditions are considered between nodes. To get an efficient algorithm, where only average partial currents and node average flux are treated as unknowns, some kind of interpolation
procedure on node edges must be applied. A new scheme for the determination of node corner
derivatives has thus been proposed. Results of calculated test cases have shown very good agreement with reference solutions. Relative errors of average assemblies power obtained from one node
per assembly calculations are less than 0.5 %. Obtained kefr values differ from reference results for
less than 2 pern.

(3)

(4)

Jt.L
* "

(1)

(2)

A
OX.

Figure 1: Quantities used to compute the corner derivatives.
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Table 1: Summary of results obtained from different corner point interpolation schemes for 2-D
IAEA case.
Scheme
A
B
C

Max. relative assembly
power error [%]
[pn»]
-4.6
1.54
-1.41
1.8
0.31
-1.4
Reference kerT is 1.029585.
Keff error

Table 2: Assembly powers and relative errors for the 2-D IAEA benchmark problem - scheme C.
0.7456
0.7465
0.13
1.3097
1.3069
-0.21

1.4351
1.4346
-0.03

0.6921
0.6942
0.31

1.4537
1.4525
-0.08

1.4799
1.4794
-0.03

1.4694
1.4693
-0.01

1.2108
1.2086
-0.18

1.3149
1.3150
0.01

1.3451
1.3452
0.01

1.1929
1.1935
0.05

0.6100
0.6110
0.16

1.0697
1.0681
-0.15

1.1792
1.1789
-0.03

0.9670
0.9656
-0.15

0.4706
0.4713
0.15

0.9351
0.9342
-0.09

1.0361
1.0363
0.02

1.0705
1.0707

0.9064
0.9083
0.21

0.6856
0.6838
-0.25

0.9343
0.9351
0.09

0.9503
0.9512
0.09

0.9751
0.9739

0.8462
0.8482
0.23

0.5972
0.5966
-0.10

0.7549
0.7558
0.11

0.7357
0.7373
0.21

0.6921
0.6942
0.31

0.02

-0.12
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Reference

LEM
Error (%)

0.5850
0.5853
0.05

Table 3: Summary of results obtained from different corner point interpolation schemes for the
BIBLIS problem.
Scheme
A
B
C

Ke(r error
[pern]
1.4
-1.1
0.1

Max. relative assembly
power error [%]
0.56
0.30
0.42

Reference keff is 1.025110.

Table 4: Assembly powers and relative errors for the BIBLIS problem - scheme C.
1.0911
1.0872
-0.36
1.1016
1.1003
-0.12

1.1176
1.1136
-0.36

1.1994
1.2045
0.42

1.2428
1.2386
-0.34

1.1342
1.1328
-0.12

1.1223
1.1190
-0.30

1.2206
1.2198
-0.06

1.2237
1.2200
-0.30

1.1051
1.1046
-0.04

1.1608
1.1581
-0.23

1.0888
1.0862
-0.24

1.0677
1.0676
-0.01

1.1200
1.1178
-0.20

1.0400
0.12

0.9820
0.9829
0.09

1.0319
1.0309
-0.10

0.9236
0.9245
0.10

0.9501
0.9497

1.0947
1.0953
0.05

1.0717
1.0735
0.16

1.0145
1.0161
0.15

0.9705
0.9721
0.16

1.0387

Reference
LEM
Error (%)

1.1225
1.1219
-0.06

-0.04

0.9929
0.9965
0.36

1.1994
1.2045
0.42

0.9309
0.9321
0.13

0.7651
0.7681
0.40

0.8743
0.8750
0.08

0.6842
0.6828
-0.21

0.8245
0.8273
0.34

0.5454
0.5456
0.03
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ABSTRACT
A local mesh refinement technique based on the variational nodal transport method has been developed to
account explicitly for strong localised heterogeneities in full core calculations. This technique relies on using
the partial ingoing surface currents produced during coarse mesh iterations as boundary conditions for fine
mesh calculations embedded within the coarse mesh calculations. The outgoing fine mesh partial currents are
averaged to serve in the coarse mesh iterations. This method has been developed for 2D XY-geometry and has
been tested for a detailed rodded PWR model.

I. Introduction
Current 30 core calculation techniques consist of separating the neutronic behaviour in several successive
processing steps; at first, very detailed (in energy and space) transport calculations are performed for small
regions (usually one or a few assemblies); results are condensed in energy and space to yield coarse mesh few
group cross sections. These cross-sections are then used in coarse mesh nil core calculations (usually based on
a nodal formulation) which produce coarse mesh fluxes- and reaction rates. Finally, local (usually pinwise)
fluxes and reaction rates are reconstructed through some interpolation scheme of the coarse mesh results. Every
step in these procedures involves approximations with a limited domain of validity. Of particular concern is the
treatment of strong localised heterogeneities such as control rods which in the classical approach are
homogenised with the surrounding fuel and moderator regions; the homogenisation treatment usually
introduces non negligible errors in the neutronic calculations [1] which might not be acceptable in view of the
need to reduce design margins in future reactor concepts.
Ideally, strong heterogeneities would be explicitly represented in a complete 3D pin by pin transport
calculation of the core; nevertheless this approach would not be practical (or even feasible) on the current
generation of computers.
The purpose of this paper is to describe and test an approach which should provide the local accuracy
of a full core pin by pin calculation, while requiring computing resources almost equivalent to those of a typical
nodal calculation; it relies on full core nodal transport calculations along with a localised mesh refinement
which allows for an explicit treatment of heterogeneities in the region of interest to the core analyst.
The variational nodal method (VNM) developed by E.E. Lewis [1] is used for the nodal transport
calculation; the spatial meshing in one or several nodes is refined to represent localized heterogeneities; during
the inner iterations, surface ingoing currents from the coarse mesh calculation are projected onto the fine mesh
boundaries; an additional iteration loop (using the VNM formalism) is then performed within the fine mesh
region and the converged outgoing currents are collapsed on the outer surface to serve in the coarse mesh inner
iterations.
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II. Response Matrices Formulation
II. 1 Variational Formulation
The response matrices used in VNM [3,4] are derived from the functional for the wilhin-group even-parity
transport equation. The functional may be written as a sum over the nodal contributions

V

where y and x are the even- and odd-parity components of ¥ , the angular flux. For each node, the functional is
divided into volume and surface contributions

1

V

where <>
f is the scalar flux, and the remaining notation is conventional. I so tropic scattering and group sources
are assumed. It may be shown that requiring the functional to be stationary with respect to variations in y and
X results the Euler-Lagrange equations that are the even-parity transport equation
- Q . V—Q. V\|/(r,Q) + OT|/(r,Q) =

o$(r)+S(r)

within the node and the associated continuity conditions on y and

X(r,Q) =

1

i

across the nodal interfaces.

H.2 Ritz Procedure
Formally, the response matrices result from the following Ritz procedure. The even- and odd-parity angular
flux contributions are approximated as

and

reTy.
In these equations, the ^ and x^y are arrays of unknowns. The spatial basis/and h are complete polynomials
and the angular basis g and k are spherical harmonics.
To obtain the response matrices, we rewrite the reduced functional in partitioned matrix form
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where the partitioning of A, s and M is consistent with that of \ and %. Requiring the functional to be stationary
with respect to the variations in % then yields

Y

or, solving for the even-parity flux coefficients,

(2)
Substituting in the reduced nodal functional Eq. (1) and taking the variation with respect to %, across an
interface leads to the requirement that the following quantity be continuous across each interface:
VT = M &

(3)

Combining Eq.(2 ) and (3), we have

xVy=M'rA-ls-^M-A-]MrXr.
r

(4)

To obtain a response matrix conventional form, we introduced a change of variables

j;=±M-y%±±Xy,

(5)

where 7* are the outgoing and incoming partial current-like moments. Combining Eq. (4) and (5), we may
then write the nodal response matrix in the form
(6)
where

J? = [G+/]-'[G-/]

are also in partitioned form with

G^^M'^M,

and Cy = ±M-A-\

Once the partial current moments are determined, the even-parity flux moments in the node can be determined
by

t> = A-ls-2C'(r-J-),

(8)

where the first subvector § of \ contains the scalar flux moments.
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III. Local mesh Refinement Method
III. 1 Solution Algorithm
The solution algorithm derives from the Schwartz algorithm [5,6] for domain decomposition problem.
For the local mesh refinement method, two meshing levels are used. The first one is the coarse mesh
for the global geometry of the reactor (one mesh per assembly) and the second one is the local fine mesh which
describes the heterogeneous zone of interest.
Once the domain is meshed, the response matrices for each coarse and fine node are calculated. Then
iterations are performed. These iterations consist in two loops, the loop over the coarse mesh nodes and the
loop over the fine mesh nodes embedded within the coarse mesh calculations. In a given iteration, the first step
consists to calculated all the outgoing cunents of the coarse mesh nodes using Eq. (6) excepted for the refined
one. This produces the incoming currents at the interfaces between the coarse and the fine mesh. This coarse
current is projected onto the fine mesh domain boundary interfaces and it produces the incoming fine current at
the boundary. Then the second step of the iteration is performed; the outgoing currents for the fine nodes are
calculated with the relationship (6) and the previous boundary incoming fine cunents. This produces the fine
outgoing currents at the interfaces between fine and coarse mesh. These currents are used to reconstruct the
coarse outgoing currents to update the following iteration on the coarse nvrsh nodes.
This algorithm relies on two major approximations which are the basis for the projection and the
reconstruction techniques. The following example (see Fig. 1) illustrates the two techniques.

III.2 Partial Currents at the Fine/Coarse Mesh Interfaces
Fie. 1: Current Projection on the Interface Between Fine and Coarse Mesh

in"
V

r2
J2+

I7
Jl."

v,,

V,4

r,

r

vz

In this example, the outgoing coarse current Jj the node V2 is divided into two incoming fine currents
Jf, and/,^.
Once the transport calculation over the coarse nodes is done, the coarse current 72+ has the following
polynomial form
N

Q),

(9)

and this current has to be projected on each interface of the fine mesh Tj and F 2 For this, the fine currents
7,", and 7,~2 are defined, as
r.O),

I'=1,2.

k=O
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(10)

Then, the following functional is considered

(ii)
The fine currents components are derived by minimisation of L with respect to each component. This
technique produces the following relationships:

(12)
*"=o ' r ,

In a similar way, the coarse current components are obtained from the known components of the fine currents
and are used to update the iteration on the coarse mesh nodes:

Ju =

!/'

k

~

l

(13)

-'

IV. Numerical Results
IV. 1 Geometry Description
To test this method, several numerical tests have been performed. The Benchmark presented here is based on
cross-sections and geometry data given in the Benchmark Calculations of Power Distribution Within
Assemblies [7J.
Table 1: The 2-group cross-sections
Cell Type
u:UO2
x: Guide tube
c: Moveabie fission chamber
a: Absorber

Dl
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

SA1
0.010
0.001
0.001
0.040

SR
0.020
0.050
0.025
0.010

NSF1
0.0050
0
l.E-7
0

D2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

SA2
0.10
0.02
0.02
0.80

NSF2
0.125
0
3.E-6
0

where Dl and D2 are the diffusion coefficients, SA1 and SA2 are the absorption cross-sections, SR is the
down-scattering cross-section and NSF1 and NSF2 are the fission cross-sections.
In this test case, nine assemblies are considered (see Fig. 2), eight of them being completely
homogeneous (UO2 fuel) whereas the central assembly is heterogeneous (see Fig. 3). The problem is treated
with reflective boundary conditions (i.e. J=0).
Fie. 2: Coarse Mesh XY-Geometrv
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IV.2 Results
For the local refinement method, a 3x3 coarse mesh is used for the reactor and the heterogeneous node is
described with a local 17x17 mesh refinement. For the reference calculation, a fine mesh calculation (with a
51x51 mesh) using the varialional nodal transport method is used.
The calculated keff and the CPU time are presented in Table 2. The errors on the keff are acceptably
low and the transport calculation is performed with very reasonable computing time.
Table 2: keff and CPU Time

DIFFUSION
TRANSPORT

METHOD
reference
local refinement
reference
local refinement

k*ff

CPU Time

0.97312
0.97275
0.97503
0.97474

18,2S
1,3s
116s

Ms

Fig. 4 represents the median thermal flux profile of the heterogeneous node and Fig. 5 shows the
difference (in %) between the reference flux and the local refined mesh flux for the same profile. These two
figures show a very good precision (~ 1%) for the flux distribution in the center of the refined node and also
show that the difference between the reference flux and the local refined mesh flux is more important (~ 4%)
close to the boundaries between the fine mesh and the coarse mesh. Nevertheless the refined calculated flux is
acceptably close to the reference flux. This effect can be due to the errors introduced by the approximations
made for the projection and the reconstruction of the incoming and outgoing currents onto the interfaces
between fine and coarse mesh. Some other techniques, to define the boundary conditions for the refined node
calculations, need to be improved to estimate the real contributions of these approximations for the errors that
appear in the local mesh refinement calculation.
Finally. Fig. 6 represents the local refined mesh calculated flux distribution within the heterogeneous
assembly for the thermal group.
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Fig. 4: Transport Thermal Flux

Fig. 5: 1- (Refinement Method Flux / Reference Flux)
For the Thermal Group
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Fig. 6: Transport Flux Distribution in the Assembly
For The Thermal Group
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V. Conclusion
The local mesh refinement method appears to have good convergence properties which make it applicable to a
wide variety of transport core calculations. Its good accuracy in terms of flux distribution within the strong
heterogeneous zones in PWR calculations suggests that it can be used to calculate most of the heterogeneities of
a reactor (control rod, U02-M0X assemblies, core-reflector boundary, control rod cusping,...) with reasonable
computing time.
The contributions of the different approximations made in this method have to be defined by testing
this method on a large set of heterogeneities.
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ABSTRACT
A systematic analysis has been performed by 3-D diffusion and transport methods to
calculate the measured control rod (CR) worths and subassembly wise power
distribution in Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR). Geometry corrections (rectangle to
hexagon) and diffusion to transport corrections are estimated for multiplication factors
and CR worths. Calculated CR worths by diffusion and transport theory are nearly same
and

10% above measured values. Power distribution in the core periphery is over

predicted (15%) by diffusion theory. But, this over prediction reduces to 8% by use of the
S N method.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
FBTR is now operating with 23 subassemblies and various low power and high
power experiments are being performed for the present hexagonal core including
criticality and control rod (CR) worths measurements^ ].We used Cadarache Version-2
cross section set [2,3] processed by the computer code EFFCROSS [2]. Cell
homogenised cross sections were prepared for the CR absorber portions using the code
COHINT[4] which is considered to be better than preparing simple volume weighted
cross sections.

3-D transport

code TRITAC[5] used for our analysis considers

rectangular geometry. Hence a set of calculations was also performed in 3-D diffusion
method in rectangular geometry and hexagonal geometry using the codes CEMESH[6]
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and TREDFR[7] to determine the geometry corrections if there is any in estimating the
CR worths accurately. We have compared the CR worths estimated by 3-D transport
method with the experimental measurements performed mostly at low power. One
critical case where the reactor is in 959 kwt operation is also simulated in 3- D transport
calculation with the actual CR positions.

2.0 CHOICE OF CROSS-SECTIONS - 25 GROUPS AND 8 GROUPS
With our past experience, u was found that the neutron captures calculated in Ni and
Cr, were under estimated. Hence, these cross sections in Cadarache set were replaced
from JENDL set. Sb cross sections which were not available in Cadarache set were also
introduced in it from JENDL set.AII CR worth measurements were performed at low
power operation (few Kwt) and therefore the cross sections were generated at 420 K.
For critical core operating at 959 Kwt all cross sections were generated at 606 K which
was the average Na temperature.Fuel cross sections were generated at 800 K. For
preparing the homogenised cross sections, the expansion of the core and the reflector
region at 606 K was taken into account with the respective expansion coefficients.25
group cross sections were collapsed to 8 groups with the flux obtained from 25 group
R-Z calculation using the code ALCIALMI[8].The condensation error in using eight group
cross section set was estimated to be 49 pcm when compared with 25 group calculation
for all CRs in case.Eight group condensed cross sections were individually prepared for
all the cases considered for our 3-D transport calculations.

3.0 CHOICE OF GEOMETRY
3-d transport code TRITAC has the provision to handle only rectangular geometry.
Hence, the hexagonal subassemblies of FBTR are converted to equivalent squares and
arranged as in the hexagonal core. Fig. 1 shows the original hexagonal geometry core
including the Be-Sb source. 3-D diffusion calculations were performed both in
reaanguhr geometry and in hexagonal geometry using the codes CEMESH and
TREDFR to determine the geometry effect on keffs as well as CR worths. Table-I quotes
the results of CEMESH calculations and Table-ll that of TREDFR.
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We have considered the worths as AK/K2 where K2 is the Keff when all CRs are in.
The worth is measured by monitoring the time dependent change of neutron population
after the CR insertion. The measurement is representative of the reactor condition with
CR inserted. Thus it is more logical to divide by K2 than by Ki[9]. It was found that the
worth of the six rods was higher by 3% in hexagonal geometry evaluations than in
rectangular geometry evaluations.

Table-I
Results of 3-D Diffusion Calculations in Rectangular Geometry
using the Code CEMESH
SI
No.

Cases

1.
2.

All CRs out
All CR? in

Keff

Worths
AK/K2 (pern)

0.97654
0.91009

7301

Table-II
Results of 3-D Diffusion Calculations in Hexagonal Geometry
using the Code TREDFR
SI
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cases

Critical core
All CRs out
All CRs in
"B" CR in
other CRs out
"B" CR out
other CRs in

Keff

Worths
AK/K2
(pem)

Geometry
correction
for keff
(pem)

0.95854
0.98318
0.91435
0.97242

- 7528
1107

+
+
-

0.92330

979

- -
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664
426
-

Geometry
correction
for rod
worth (pem)

+ 227

4.0 CALCULATIONAL RESULTS
The critical core operating at 959 kwt.was simulated with exact CR positions in 3-D
rectangular geometry for the transport calculation.The keff obtained is 1.6% higher than
the experimental value and

would be still higher if it is corrected for the

rectangular-geometry approximations.The criticality predictions as quoted in Table II
(item-1) by 3-D diffusion theory in hexagonal geometry is

4 . 1 % lower than the

experimental measurement.

Table-III
Results of 3-D Transport Calculations in Rectangular Geometry
using the Code TRITAC
SI
No

Cases

1 . Critical core
2 . All CRs out
3. All CRs in
4 . B CR in
others out
5. B CR out
others in

Keff

Worth

(pcm)

1.01589
1.03925
0. 97040
1.02792
0.98007

- 7095
1102
996

Transport correction in
comparison with CEMESH
results (pcm)

+ 6271
+ 6031
- - -

4.1 CR Worths
In the experimental measurement^] to estimate the worth of one CR, the method
used was balancing one rod in terms of the others maintaining the criticality of the core
at low power. This could not be simulated in the calculations.Hence two extreme cases
were considered, (a) the worth of one CR (B)inserted alone and (b) in the presence of all
other five rods.lt was expected that the experimentally measured value would lie
between the two extreme worths estimated by us within the experimental errors.
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Fig.2 shows the R-Z view of the core with one CR fully inserted. Table II quotes a
geometry correction fo, all CR worth to be + 227 pern.From Tables I and III,it is seen that
transport correction for keff is about 6000 pem and for CR worth about 206 pem
(3%).From Table ll.it is found that calculated individual rod worths are lesser by about
10% in the presence of other rods.A comparative picture of experimental measurements
and TREDFR and TRITAC results are presented in Table IV. Comparing the shadowed
worth of B rod with measurement.we find that TREDFR worth is 8% higher while
TRITAC worth is 10% higher.

Table-IV
Comparison of Calculated Worths [3-D Diffusion (TREDFR) and
3-D Transport (TRITAC)] with Measured Worths in FBTR
Control
Rod

Measured
(pem)

Calculated (TREDFR)
(pem)

Positive
Period
Method

Insertion
from all
rods Out

905

1107

Withdrawal
from all
rods In

979

Calculated (TRITAC)
(pem)

Insertion
from all
rods Out

1102

Withdrawal
from all
rods In

996

4.2 Power Distribution
The operating critical core at 959 kwt power with the average temperature of 606 K
with all except one control

rod withdrawn by 30.8 cm and one by 31.13 cm was

considered for our power distribution analysis. An estimation of assembly wise power
distribution was done for this expanded core at 606 K by 3-D diffusion code TREDFR in
hexagonal geometry and 3-D transport code TRITAC in rectangular geometry with
identical set of cross sections generated at this temperature.The measured

ring

averaged powers are compared with calculated power by both diffusion and transport
methods. The comparison is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that diffusion
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theory over predicts the powers in the periphery. The over prediction in ring-4 is 15%
The maximum difference of ring wise power calculated by TRITAC is less than 8%.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The critical keff estimated by 3-D transport method is 1.6% higher than the
experimental value and would be still higher if corrected for hexagonal geometry. The
diffusion keff predicted for the same case is 4.1 % lower than the experimental value.The
CR worths estimated by diffusion and transport methods are about 10% above
measured values. The ring averaged power

distribution estimated by 3-D transport

method is found to be closer to the experimental measurements than the diffusion theory
estimations.
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ABSTRACT
A two-step procedure is proposed to establish a coarse mesh scheme to solve the multigroup diffusion system of
equations in hexagonal geometry, for reactor core evaluations. First, a response matrix for the hexagonal cell is
determined, through the solution of a set of diffusion problems for the hexagonal cell, associated to several different
boundary assignments. This solution is obtained by means of the boundary element technique applied with a
suitably fine boundary discretization. Afterwards, the full system is treated, applying volume balance equations and
cell boundary continuity conditions. Results for the hexagon response matrix are presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Neutron diffusion codes capable to handle hexagonal geometry are important tools for the core
design of some types of nuclear reactors. As for the more usual rectangular geometry, space-time
calculations need to resort to coarse mesh numerical algorithms, in order to associate accuracy with a still
acceptable amount of numerical work. When meshes are large with respect to the neutron diffusion
length (as is the case of highly absorbing or control elements), simple finite difference schemes turn out
not to be accurate enough; the neutron flux may vary widely within each mesh and, therefore, higher
order shape functions must be chosen to represent the solution, which implies passing to nodal methods.
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Several discrete methods are available for the numerical solution of the multigroup neutron
diffusion or transport problem in hexagonal geometry [1+9). Among them some nodal discrete schemes
have been developed. Attempts have been made to use the finite Fourier transform [3,4]. In these
schemes the neutron flux and currents at the boundaries of the hexagon are represented in terms of
Fourier or Legendre series. More recently, a scheme closer to what is usually done in rectangular coarse
mesh techniques applied to nuclear reactor calculations has been developed [5]. According to this
scheme, one dimensional problems along each one of the three symmetry axes of the hexagon have been
obtained by integration along the cross coordinate; polynomial expansions have then been used to
represent source and boundary terms. The balance equation has been applied in order to obtain an
algebraic problem which completely defines the solution within the hexagon. Also transport problems
have been treated using polynomial expansions coupled with a variational formulation [6].
The main problem connected to nodal methods relies in the choice of the spatial representation of
the unknown neutron flux within each mesh. Polynomial formulae can be easily app'ied in rectangular
geometry, but they may yield rather complicated procedures for non-cartesian configurations, as is the
hexagonal geometry. To overcome the geometry difficulty, sophisticated conformal mapping techniques
have been suggested [7].
Hexagonal geometry does not allow any refinement, if the hexagonal mesh shape has to be
preserved. On that ground, it would seem better to refer always to equilateral triangular geometry,
which, together with cartesian geometry, can be indefinitely refined. Of course, that would imply always
a heavier burden, since each hexagon is made up by six triangles, but it would also give a greater
flexibility in the description of the shape of the system.
In the present work, a method is proposed for the numerical treatment of the diffusion equation in
a two space dimension domain discretized with a hexagonal mesh. The scheme has been developed to be
used within a space dynamic code, especially oriented to fast reactor evaluations, as an improvement to
existing discrete techniques [10]. The proposed scheme is based on the Matrix Response technique [8,9]
and is the outcome of a coupling between the boundary element method and certain typical nodal
procedures, as is described in the following.

HEXAGONAL COARSE MESH SCHEME
The present coarse mesh scheme is obtained by splitting the calculation procedure into two steps.
When polynomial expansions of a sufficiently high order are used, it is supposed that they can
appropriately describe the effective microscopic space behaviour of the unknown flux within the coarse
mesh. If some information on the actual solution of the diffusion equation within the mesh were known,
it would seem reasonable to use it to construct a coarse mesh scheme for the flux distribution over the
whole reactor. Therefore, as a first step, the diffusion equation with a spatially constant source is solved
on the hexagon, imposing suitable boundary conditions, and appropriate response parameters are
calculated in order to describe the detailed features of the solution. These parameters are then employed
for the set up of the full system discrete scheme, where, as usual, balances over each mesh are imposed,
together with interface flux and current continuity conditions. Therefore, the aforementioned parameters
must be determined prior to any full reactor calculation for all cells; of course some grouping is possible,
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taking into account different material compositions and positioning within the reactor core (this
procedure reminds the standard energy cross section averaging procedures usually employed for the
determination of few group data in reactor calculations).
A homogenized hexagonal cell having edge £ is considered, at the moment within the simple one
energy group theory. The diffusion equation is solved within the cell in order to determine the
relationship between the average neutron partial current exiting from the i-th edge 0;, and the average
incoming partial currents through all edges / ; ; th'is, the distribution of incoming currents is assigned as
a non-homogeneous boundary condition. Different conditions, some of which involve boundary neutron
fluxes rather than currents, have also been tried; it is believed that the scheme here proposed can result
into a good performance of the final numerical method. Due to the linearity of the diffusion equation, in a
sourceless problem the average current exiting from each edge can be expressed through the linear
relationship
O,= lAtl

I,

(1)

A convenient and efficient technique to determine the cell response matrix A turns out to be the
boundary element method [11]. In that framework, a suitably fine discretization of the boundary with the
introduction of N subdivisions per edge is performed. The problem is reduced to the solution of a linear
system of equations having the form:
2 ilU^^jf+VM^J^Q,

1 = 1,2,...,6, <x=l,2,...,N

(2)

where <I>/B and Jjf indicate the mean neutron flux and net current on the p -th subdivision of the / -th
edge, and matrices 0 and V stem from the boundary element technique and depend on the dimension
and composition of the hexagonal cell. Through the usual P,-diffusion partial current definitions, system
(1) can also be written as follows

i = l,2,...,6, ct=l,2

N

On each edge the shape of the incoming current ;/p is assigned, as 1$ = 7}i I}, with X fjfi = 1. Once the
values of the exiting currents O/S are determined, the edge average values can be found. In practice, the
evaluation of the elements of the matrix A can be performed by solving the diffusion problem for six
different boundary incoming current assignments. The matrix A is generally non-symmetric owing to
the different 7$ 's on each edge.
If a spatially constant source is supposed to inject the neutrons within the hexagon, formula (1) is
easily modified as follows:
O^lA^+BS
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(4)

On the other hand, the coarse mesh scheme is constructed starting from the neutron balance for
each hexagon
(5)

where 4> denotes the mesh average neutron flux and A.= ^{3tC2/4 is the area of the hexagon. The
introduction of equation (4) into (5) above yields

It is desirable to obtain equations formally involving only average mesh fluxes, as is usual in finite
differences techniques. That can be done by coupling balances for each hexagon with each of the nearest
neighbours within the standard numerical iterative procedure which is activated to solve the whole core
diffusion problem. Two hexagons sharing the edge labelled p within the first hexagon edge sequence
and q within the other are taken into consideration. Conservation at the boundary requires that

having primed all quantities referring to the second hexagon. At the m -th step of the iterative procedure,
improved values of the partial currents at the hexagon boundaries other than the shared edge are
supposed to be proportional to those just computed, much in the same way as for the coarse-mesh
rebalancing acceleration technique, i.e.
/. = /!""•£,

j*p
(8)

so that relationship (4) is written as

These equations, together with the interface conservation condition (7), allow to establish the following
linear relationship between the partial currents Op and lp and the correction factors § and Q':

Inserting this result and eqs. (8) into the balance equations (6) for each of the two adjacent meshes, also a
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linear relationship having the following structure holds:

U'

(H)

Hence, from (10) and (11), edge partial currents are written as a combination of the two adjacent cell
average fluxes and sources:
n)_6 *m)j/S '

(12)

The procedure is repeated for all edges, taking account of situations where hexagon edges constitute
reactor external boundaries, then the mesh balance is again used to obtain a seven-point equation, in a
form by all means similar to usual finite difference techniques applied to hexagonal geometry. The
iterative procedure is then advanced one step, up to convergence, solving the linear system constituted
by all these seven-point equations for the full reactor core.
More complicated and possibly more accurate schemes can be developed; relationships (8) can by
generalized by coupling each hexagon simultaneously with a few or all the six nearest ones.

THE HEXAGONAL SYMMETRY CASE
In the simplest though roughest case, the mesh response parameters are determined assuming the
same symmetric shape 7$ for the incoming current distribution on each edge of the hexagon. Formula
(1) of the preceding section simplifies as follows:
(13)
where edges are labelled clockwise or counter-clockwise, and <k >s 1 +(k -1) mod 6. Response matrix
A is diagonally symmetric, as
(a
p
7
5
y
1J}

p
a
P
y
S
y

y
p
a
p
y
8

5
7
p
a
p
y

y
5
y
p
a
p

p
7
8
y
p
a)

(14)

Some calculations for the hexagon response parameters are presented in the Table 1. The results
are obtained assigning a symmetric parabolic shape for the incoming current edge distribution, in order
to study the effect of the distribution curvature on the response matrix. The results show that, at a first
approach to the problem, a constant distribution can be assumed, since no large variations of the
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parameters versus the shape are experienced. However, to accomplish high precision results, an accurate
estimate of the response matrix A has to be performed by improving the shape distribution during the
iterative procedure for the whole reactor calculation.

Table 1 - Response parameters for hexagons having four different sizes and for three different parabolic
incoming current shapes, corresponding to different values of the ratio r between the edge mid-point
and corner incoming current values (e.g., r = l means a constant distribution). The ratio between the
diffusion coefficient D and the diffusion length L is assumed to be 0.1 for all cases.

r = 1.5

r =\

r=0.5

dIL = 0.5

dlL = \

d/L=3

d/L = 5

a

0.135

0343

0.554

0.601

P

0.282

0.207

0.086

0.050

Y

0.080

0.035

0.0024

0.0019-1

5

0.060

0.024

0.0011

0.0059-2

a

0.124

0328

0540

0590

P

0.288

0.216

0.095

0.058

y
8

0.080

0.035

0.0024

0.0019-1

0.059

0.024

0.0011

0.0048-2

a

0.101

0.299

0512

0568

P

0302

0.233

0.113

0.073

Y
5

0.079

0.034

0.0023

0.0019-1

0.058

0.023

0.0011

0.0045-2

THE MULTIGROUP CASE
Multigroup calculations could be run constructing a scheme as the above for each group and
coupling groups through scattering and fission, using outer iterations in which, as usual, a cascade of
monokinetic diffusion problems are solved. However, a better treatment can be developed.
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In a multigroup problem, response parameters may be determined directly in the multigroup
framework, therefore finding the link between the exiting current of group g from edge i and the
incoming currents of all groups through all edges, explicitly

Of=i I Aflf

(15)

To obtain the elements A**' of the multigroup response matrix, 6xG multigroup problems defined by the
system of equations
. =O

(16)

have to be solved over the hexagon after imposing different boundary incoming current conditions. The
fully coupled system of G equations of type (16) can be written in matrix operator form as:
V 2 * =0 3

(17)

System (17) can be diagonalized through the matrix $ such that &~^Q§ is diagonal. The matrix § can be
found solving the eigenproblem for Q; it is well known that the columns of $ are constituted by the
column eigenvectors of such a problem and that the diagonal elements of $~'@$ are the corresponding
eigenvalues. Problem (17) can be multiplied on the left by £~l, obtaining
V2($-}Q) = ($-*Q$)($AQ)

(18)

As a consequence, a fully uncoupled problem is obtained for the new unknown vector V = §'*&, since
S~lQ$ is diagonal. For each diffusion-like equation of system (18) a boundary element scheme can be
utilized, as suggested for the one group case. It is to be remarked that the diagonalization procedure
uncouples the equation but couples the boundary conditions, which have to be constructed recalling that
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ABSTRACT
In the paper a general iteration strategy for solving the discrete form of
multidimensional neutron diffusion equations is described. Usually the solution method is based on the system of inner and outer iterations. The presented matrix formalism allows us to visualize clearly, how the used matrix splitting influences the structure of the matrix in an eigenvalue problem to be
solved as well as the interdependence between inner and outer iterations within global iterations.
To keep a page limit, the present version of the paper consists only with
first three of five sections given in the original paper under the same title
(which will be published as soon).
1. INTRODUCTION

The neutron diffusion theory is the most widely used method in the analysis
of criticality of nuclear reactors. The consideration of criticality is generally referred to as an eigenvalue problem for the multigroup neutron diffusion equations which solution provides the reactivity eigenvalue, i.e., the
effective multiplication factor and power profiles in large scale reactors
subject to nonuniform fuel loading and depletion [1]. Hence the numerical solution for realistic heterogeneous reactor problems requires detailed neutron
diffusion calculations in either two- or three-dimensional geometries.
In the next section the matrix form of multigroup neutron diffusion equations is formulated together with describing the structure of matrices and solution properties. Iterative strategies based on different levels of (global,
outer, inner) iterations are presented for single splittings in Section 3. In
the original paper the same iterative strategies are discussed for double
splittings [10] in Section 4 and results of numerical experiments on some realistic reactor problems for different iterative strategies are given in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The time-independent multigroup neutron diffusion equations representing
a system of coupled elliptic partial differential equations of the second order can be written, as follows
c
-TO (r)V<f> (r) + Zr (r)0 (r) - I I s , (r)0 (r) = i* £ vZC (r)0 , (r)
(2. 1)
g

g

g

g

., , gg
g*g

<s

" 9 ,
i

g

g

g = 1,2,....C
where notation is standard [1,4]. The following group-dependent boundary conditions
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a<t> ( r )
D (r) 5
+ a
9
Sn

(r) = 0,

r e T

(2.2)

are used where n is the normal outwardly directed to the boundary F.
According to practice the above continuous problem is converted to discrete
representations into a mesh of fine cells. The most frequently used approach,
the standard low-order finite difference approximation [1,2,3], leads to the
system of linear coupled algebraic equations which can be combined into the
following matrix eigenvalue problem
(2.3)

E<p = ^X
The order of the square matrix

E = A - Sd - S"

(2.4)

is equal to the number of energy-space mesh points, CxN, (G is the number of
energy groups and N is the number of spatial mesh points), where the matrices
A, S and S represent diffusion-removal, downscatter and upscatter terms respectively. The components of the column vector <p represent approximate values
of neutron flux <p at the energy-space mesh points. The emergence spectrum of
fission neutrons and a production (fission) term are represented by the column
natrices X and F respectively, where superscript T denotes the transposition.
The precise structure of these matrices depends, among other things, on the
ordering of the unknown fluxes in the vector <p. For the natural ordering of
the unknowns in <p, row by row and plane by plane, and assumed in the remainder
of the paper, the structure of particular matrices can be visualized, as follows

0 Su
Su
1,2 1,3.

0
A2

S

,.. °

0

, su =

A =

0

s

d

s

C,l
x

d

. s

C,2

d

S"

c-i ,c
0

C.G-l

•

X
2

X =

Su
1 ,C

2

.

F=

and

<f =

(2.5)

F
G

The structure and properties of NxN submatrices A

in the block diagonal

matrix A are dependent on the problem dimensionality, the mesh geometry (rectangular, triangular, uniform, nonuniform), the method (mesh-centered, corner-mesh, the order of approximation) used for the derivation of difference equations providing n-poirtt formula which forms n nonzero diagonals in A as well
g

as the reactor material composition represented by group constants (see, for
example, [7] and references given herin). All NxN nonzero submatrices in the
matrices S , S , X and F are diagonal matrices with nonnegative entries.
The properties of Eq.(2.3) have been exhaustively studied over the years.
Under quite general conditions, Froehlich [5J has proven that Eq.(2.3) has a
unique positive eigenvector <p and a corresponding single positive eigenvalue
A

greater than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue of Eq.(2.3). For
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earlier developments see, for example, References given in [2,5].
The matrix E is nonsingular and monotone, i.e., its inverse is nonnegative,
where each A

is a positive matrix, i.e., A

g

> 0, and the eigenvalue problem

g

(2.3) can be written in the following form
\<p = B<p

(2.6)

B = E^XF1" 2 0

(2.7)

where

For solving the above eigenvalue problem, much effort have been devoted over
the last four decades to the development of efficient iterative methods and
implemented in numerous computer codes (see, e.g. References in [4,7]).
A large class of methods for determinig the eigenvalue of largest modulus A
and the corresponding eigenvector <p is based on the power method [2,8] in
which successive estimates for A

and <p are generated by the process

ip(li-l) = - 4 T B V > C £ ;
and

(2.8)

i, , , „ x ii

\\<P(I+I>\\

Ml + l) = X(l)

5.

(2.9)

where 1 is the iteration index and two norms either maximum [I'll or Euclidean
n IIm
|| • || are most commonly used. Since the largest (in modulus) eigenvalue A of
the nonnegative matrix B is positive and simple, ti;e power method is a convergent process for almost randomly chosen nonnegative starting vector <p(0), i.e.
A(JJ —> Xj, <p(l) —> <Pr as

1 -» oo

The rate of convergence in the power method is governed by the subdominance
ratio (according to the terminology proposed in [8])
<r(B) = |A2I/Xi

(2. 10)

assuming that the eigenvalues A of the matrix B are ordered in such a way
that
'
A > |A | 2 |A I z
(2.11)
1

2

3

The snaller the subdominance ratio, the faster the convergence. Assuming that
for sufficiently large values of i, \(1) is approximately equal to A , we can
equivalently consider the problem
=B(A )<p(l)
(2.12)
where
B(A ) = i E
1

has eigenvalues v

= A /A

B, t
B, 1

\

A

XF

(2.13)

l

and according to the above ordering, we have
1
1

B,2

B,3

and
cr(B) = o-[B(A )] = |i>
1

I

(2. 14)

B, Z

2.1 REDUCED PROBLEM
Since the rank of the matrix F is only N, the eigenvalue problem (2.6) with
the order of GxN can be reduced to the variant with the order of N which ite-
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rates on the fission source vector [2,4]
>l> = F T <p
(2. 15)
Multiplying Eq.(2.6) by F and using (2.7) and (2.15), one obtains the reduced
problem
\\J) = (Hi
(2. 16)
where
0 = FTE"1X £ 0
(2.17)
T
Both matrices B = (E~'x)(F ) and 0 = (FT)(E"1X) have the same rank and their
nonzero eigenvalues are identical but this denotes that both eigenvalue problems given by Eqs.(2.6) and (2.16) are mathematically equivalent.
The fundamental eigenvalue A and the corresponding eigenvector 0 which
T

represents fission sources can be obtained by means of the power method described previously.
In actual practice Cheb^shev polynomials on the flux vector <p or on the
fission source 0 are usually used to accelerate the convergence of the power
iterations [2,3,4]. The application of Chebyshev polynomials is based on the
assumptions that the eigenvalues of B (or 0) are real, nonnegative and ordered
in such a way that A > A £ A a.... 2 A a 0, and the corresponding eigen1

3

2

n

vectors form a basis for the /V-dimensional vector space. However, these hypotheses may be not true in some multigroup neutron diffusion problems.
2.2 BASIC PROBLEM
In the considerations given above, it was assumed that the matrix E~ is given explicitly. In the case of one-dimensional problems however, with the absence of upscattering process, i.e., S u = 0, it is often possible to solve the
eigenvalue problem (2.6) directly. In two and three dimensions the inversion
of E has proven impractical and a special iterative strategy must be used.
Eq.(2.3) together with Eq.(2.4) can be rewritten as
K<p = S d <p + Su<p + h(FT<p

(2. 18)

A

and itroducing the iteration index 1, one obtains
k<p(l+U = Sd<p(l+1) + S V J ; + J^YJXFT«>O

(2.19)

or equivalently
^

Sa<p(l) + ^jjXF1

V

<p(l)]

(2.20)

The fact that S is a stricly lower triangular block matrix allows us to use
the components of <p obtained in the latest iteration 1+1. After completing tho
calculations for the iteration 1+1, a new value of X(1+1) is estimated according to the formula given by Eq.(2.9). The above equation can be represented in
the following form
<p(l + l) = T(\(l))<p(l)
(2.21)
where
.
7(\(D) = [I - A ^ S W i s " + rT-rrXF ]
(2.22)
AfiJ

As can be seen the entries of 1{\(D) change from iteration to iteration in
dependence on changes of \(1) and for sufficiently large values of I, \(1) becomes close to A and
-> T(A ) = [I - A" 1 S d ]' 1 A" 1 [S u + i XF T ] £ 0
1
\
Assuming that the eigenvalues of T(A ) are ordered, as follows
T(\(D)

v

, = p[TU,)] = 1 > |w

T,l

1

T,Z
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I a |i>
T,3

I a ....

(2.23)

then for sufficiently large values of i the rate of convergence of iteration
process (2.20) is governed by the subdominance ratio
o-lTUJ] = |i>T2 I
It is evident that with the absence upscattering, i.e., when S u = 0,

(2.24)

The iterative process represented by Eq.(2.20) is referred to as "fission
source iteration" or alternatively as "outer iteration" however, for its implementation, it is necessary to have the inverses of the submatrices A form9

ing the block diagonal structure of A visualized in (2.5). In one-dimensional
problems A are three diagonal matrices which inverting can be easily done by
9

the well known forward elimination
backward substitution procedure [2]. For
two- and three-dimensional problems the matrices A have more than three diagonals and moreover its order is much"greater than that in one-dimentional
case, so that the inversion of A becomes impractical or simply impossible
9

respect to round-off errors. In this case an approximate inversion of A

is

9

usually done iteratively through a series of "inner iterations". The strategies of different levels of iterations are presented in the next section.
3. SINGLE SPLITTING ITERATIVE STRATEGIES

Inhomogeneous solutions appearing in multigroup diffusion problems are referred to the iterative solution of the linear equation system
K<p = c

(3.1)

which can be expressed in the form
M 0 < t + 1 ) = N 0 ( t ) + c,
where 0

ta 0

(3.2)

denotes the successive iterates and
A = M -N

(3.3)

represents the single splitting of the NxN nonsingular matrix A as the classical splitting of A in the theory of iterative methods. The above iterative
scheme is convergent to the unique solution
<t> = k~ic

(3.4)

for each <p
if and only if M is a nonsingular matrix and the corresponding
iteration matrix
§ = M N
(3.5)
has the spectral radius
p(S) = max |y I < 1,

1£ i£ N

(3.6)

j

where y are eigenvalues of S*. Eq.(3.2) can be written in the equivalent form
0 < t +n

= ^ ( l > + M^c,

t£ 0

(3.7)

or in terms of <f>
yoX + 1 , \ U )

j * t + 1 ;

^~

f *}

* ^ / l

1

o \

where
M

{ T

i^

' ~ C x T " £ ?

*

J

4©*^

+

S' +

•

.

l i

6C ^ \ ^M

>

S

/

^

H

^^

(O •

"** V 5

\M

*

n

/ o

n

\

{, o • y )

i = 0

From Eq.(3.3) it follows that
A'1 = (I - M ' ^ r ' n ' 1 = (I -
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ff)"^"1

(3.10)

hence
= (I -

(3.11)

Substituting Eq.C3.ll) into Eq.(3.9), one obtains
M"1

(3.12)

(t)

Since by the assumption p(i?) < 1, § approaches the null matrix when t —-> »
and consequently M~
A~ , and the solution of (3.8) tends to the unique
,(0)

solution defined by Eq.(3.4) with arbitrary <p "'. In the convergence analysis
of iterative methods the (asymptotic) rate of convergence
R(£) = - lnp(i?)

(3. 13)

is certainly the simplest practical measure in the rapidity of convergence for
a convergent matrix *$ and especially useful for comparing the efficiency of
different iterative methods [3,8].
The matrix M

can be considered as approximating A-l

which in some sense

represents a incomplete inverse of A after t iterations, and therefore M
called the pre invert Loner of t-degree of the matrix A, where M~

is

= A

,and

(a>)

— l - i

M

= M
is the preinvertioner of 0-degree of the matrix A.
Convergence behaviour is usually studied by examining the error vector defined by
,
c (t+i) = <t>
(3.14)
(0)
Specifically for <f> = 0, one obtains
e t *1' = A" c - M ( t ) c
hence by Eq.(3.12)

(t + I )

«,t n

(3.15)
(O)

Thus, the solution of Eq. (3.8) obtained after t iterations with <j>
responds to the solution obtained for the pre inverti oner M~

= 0 cor, and its error

vector respect to the unique solution is determined by Eq.(3.15).
3.1 GLOBAL ITERATIONS
Assuming that the splitting of A is represented by the following matrix form
M

,

l

M

2

A =

0

N
2

= M - N =

0
(3.16)

M
Eq.(2.18) can be written, as follows
M(p = top + S*V + Su<p + ^-XF <f

(3.17)

and itroducing the iteration index 1, one obtains
1
Vkp(l+1) =
(3.18)
If the splitting of A is chosen such that M is a nonsingular matrix and relatively easy to invert, the above equation can be expressed as
(3.19)
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or equivalently
(3.20)

<P(
where
V{\(1)) = [I -

;• .; i the iteration matrix V associated with the splitting of A defined by
Lq.(3.16), has the form

V = M~ l N =

(3.22)

For sufficiently large values of 1, Ml) ~ A and
VU ) = [I - M"1Sd]"1[V +
I

tS" + AI XFT)]

(3.23)

ard assuming that the eigenvalues of V(A ) are ordered, as follows
v, i

the rate of convergence in the iteration process (3.20), representing the global iteration (1) strategy, is governed by the subdominance ratio
<r[VU

)I

(3.24)

=

1

where the index i is referred to global iterations, and the matrix M
is the
preinvertioner of zero-order of the matrix A.
By an analogy to the convergence analysis of iterative methods for solving
linear equation systems, one can define the (asymptotic) rate of convergence,
as follows
R(V) = - lncr[V]
(3.25)
which is useful measure for the rapidity of convergence to the dominant eigenvalue of a given matrix V in the power method [8]. Since the number of iterations required for obtaining the dominant eigenvalue is roughly inversely proportional to the rate of convergence, the arithmetical effort required for
computing the dominant eigenvalue of two different matrices V and V , with a
given degree of accuracy, by means of the power method can be evaluated by
comparing the obtained number of iterations.
The eigenvalue spectrum of V(A ) depends on the assumed splitting of the
matrix A. When A = M - N represents a nonnegative splitting of A [9] (i.e.,
M"1 a 0, M" J N 2 0 and NM"1 = 0) or, its special case, a regular splitting of A
(i.e., M~ 2 0 and N s 0), then V(\ ) is a nonnegative matrix.
Usually the NxN submatrices A are defined by the following decomposition
9

A

(3.26)

=K -L - U

where K , L , U are diagonal, strictly lower triangular, and strictly upper
9

9

9

triangular matrices, respectively. Moreover these three matrices are nonnegative. Defining the block diagonal matrix A of Eq.(2.5) in a similar way, i.e.,
A =K-L- U
(3.26a)
it is evident that the entries of K, L and U are those of K , L and U , for
9

9

9

all g = 1,
G, respectively. In the majority of numerical problems, iterative schemes are derived from splittings representing the Gauss-Seidel method
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[2,3,8] and defined by
M = K - L
g

g

and

N

g

=U
9

(3.27)
9

or for the block structure
M = K - L

and

N = U

(3.27a)

The above equations represent a regular splitting of A (or A ) and the corresg

ponding iteration matrix £ has the form
£t = M ^ N = [I - K ^ L T 1 ^ 1 ! ; a 0
(3.28)
The SOR method closely related with the Gauss-Seidel method, is represented
by the following splitting
M = -Ktl - uK^L] and N = -[wU - (w-l)K]
(3.29)
u
w
u
u
and the associated iteration matrix £ can be written as
W

jf = M ^ N = [I - uK'1L]~1K'1[(M - (u-l)Il
(3.30)
where u> is the relaxation factor. It is evident that for w = 1, the above equations reduce to Eqs.(3.27a) and (3.28) representing the Gauss-Seidel method.
The eigenvalues of V ( A ) defined by Eq.(3.23) satisfy the equation
[I - M'1Sd]"1M"1(N + S u + \ XFT)]x = vx
(3.31)
\
or equivalently
[N + i>Sd + S u + i XFT]x = oMx
(3.31a)
A

i

and substituting Eqs.(3.27a) into Eq.(3.31a), one obtains
K"'[i>(L + S d ) + U + S u + i XFT]x = wx

(3.32)

A

In the case of using Eqs.(3.29) the corresponding equations can be written as
V U
W

+ S u + I- XFT)]y = rjy

)y s [I - M ' V r V ^ N
1

(0

or equivalently
[N

u)

.
+ TiSd + S u + i XF T ]y = T)M y

U>

(3.33)

A

u>

A

(3.33a)

0)

and after substituting Eqs.(3.29) into Eq.(3.33a), one obtains
+ S d ) + U + S u + I XFT]y = ^ - i y
(3.34)
A
W
From the above equation, it may be seen an implicite dependence of rj on the
relaxation factor u, and as is observed in numerical experiments there is u>
b

which minimalizes the subdominance ratio <r[V (A )]. Moreover the value of u
u 1
b
is different from w
minimizing the spectral radius of £ in the SOR method.
opt

U>

For values of w such that 1 a w £ u , cr[V (A )] decreases monotonously, and
for u
b

< w £ w

< 2 a strong increase of <r[V (A )] is observed and with w
max

<J)

1

max

the disconvergence of iteration process is occuring. It is interesting to mention that in one of examples of Section 5 given in the original paper only
this strategy is most efficient in comparison to others.
3.2 GLOBAL-OUTER ITERATIONS
Denoting the fission source term by
(3.35)
Eq.(3.18) can be written as
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(M + Sd)<p(l+1) = (N + S U )?CO + £(1)

(3.36)

For fixed £(1) the cycle of outer iterations p = 1,2,...,P can be performed
according to the following scheme
(M + Si)ip(l+-) = (N + Su)*>(i+—-> + £(1)
p

(3.37)

p

or equivalently
<p(l+-) = Gy(l+p-^-,) + [I - M~1Sd]~1M~1f(i.)

(3.38)

where
+ Su) = [I - M'1Sd]'1[V

G = [I - M ' V r V t N

+ M'V]

(3.39)

It is easy to notice that
for p=l, <p(l+1-) = G<p(l) + [I - M" 1 S d ]" 1 M~ 1 fCi),
for p=2, <p(l+-) — G<p( 1+—) + [I
p

p

= G2<p(l) + [I •

for

p=P, <p(l*l)

= GP<p(l)

+ [ I + G + G2+

+ GP

1

][I

- M ' V ]'1H

which can be written in the general form
<p(l+l) = V(X(l))<p(l)
where

p

J

^

(3.40)

'

(3.4D

and

^p.n

= EGpfI - M ' V r V 1

(3.42)

p=0

Assuming that for sufficiently large values of 1, V(\(D) « V(A ), and the eigenvalues of V ( A ) are ordered, as follows

the rate of convergence in the iteration process (3.40), representing the
global-outer Iteration (l,p) strategy, is governed by the subdominance ratio
1

V, 2

(3..43)

where the index p is referred to outer iterations.
As can be seen for a convergent matrix G,
GP —> 0 and M"1

—* E'1

when P —> oo, hence, V(A ) —» B(X ). Thus the! matrix M
l

l

(3..44)
can be considered

as the preinvertioner of (P-i)-degree of the matrix E in global-outer iterations. Since, with P = 1, this strategy reduces to the global iteration
strategy, hence, M
can be considered as the preinvertioner of zero-degree
of the natrix E in the global iteration strategy.
This strategy is used in the EQUIPOISE method for which no proofs have been
found to guarantee its convergence [6]. However, the necessary and sufficient
condition for the convergence of global-outer iterations is this that G should
be a convergent matrix. Assuming that the nonnegative matrix G defined by
Eq.(3.39) has the eigenvalues T which satisfy the following equation
Gx = T X

(3.45)

(N + TS d + Su)x = TMX

(3.46)

or
Using the splitting matrices of Eq.(3.27a), one obtains
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[T(L + S ) + U + Su]x = T X

K

Since the properties of the matrix E = A + S + S
matrix
S = K^tL + S d + U + Su]

u

(3.47)
imply that the nonnegative
(3.48)

representing the iteration matrix in the Jacobi method is irreducible and its
spectral radius is less than unity [2,3], then the spectral radius of the matrix G, representing in some sense the iteration matrix in the Gauss-Seidel
method, is also less than unity and moreover p(G) < p(£).
In the case of the splitting matrices of Eq.(3.29) defining the SOR method,
one obtains
(N + tS d + S u )y = £M y
(3.49)
0)

or

U

_

K^ICCL + Sd) + U + S u ly = S ^ i t i y

(3.50)

w
The above equation shows an implicite dependence of £ on the relaxation factor
u>. As is well know [3], |£| < 1 for all 1 < u < 2 and exists w
which miniopt

malizes the dominant eigenvalue ^ , and in the 2-cyclic cosistently ordered
1
case
u
=
(3.SI)
o p tt

where x

T

1 •

is the dominant eigenvalue of the matrix G of Eq. (3.45). In general

when both matrices S and S are nonnegative the matrix 2 has no properties of
2-cyclic cosistently ordering and there is no the precise formula for a
. In
opt

the case when S = 0 , the matrix 8 is block triangular and its eigenvalues are
related only with the entries of diagonal submatrices L + U , and each of
9

9

them is 2-cyclic consistently ordered, so that the formula (3.51) can be used.
As is usually observed in practice, the values of w minimalizing <r[V(A )]
are closely related to the value of u
opt

3.3 GLOBAL-INNER ITERATIONS
The block structure of Eq.(3.17) allows us, with a fixed index 1, to introduce the following cycle of inner iterations, t = 1,2,...,Tg, for each group g

M ip (l+~)
g g

Iq

= N <p ( i + ^ - ) + c U )
g g

Iq

(3.52)

q

where
c (i )
g

=

g-i

r S

k=l

<p {1 + 1) +

k,gk

c

]T S
k=g+l

<p ( I ) +

k,gk

.

c

. . X Y. F w {1)
A ( i ) g k k
k=l

(3.53)

is c o l l e c t i n g s c a t t e r i n g and fission terms for a given group g. Eq.(3.52) can
be written in the equivalent form
<p (l+~) = M-1N <p ( i + ^ ) + M"'c (J) = V cp (i+^A) + M"Jc U)
(3.54)
9

I *3

and we have

'9

9 9 9

99

99

for

t=l,

<p ( i + = i )
g
Iq

= V <p U ) + M ' c ( J )
gg
9 9

for

t=2,

<p ( 7 + = 3 )
q
lq

= V <p ( 1 * ~ ) + M " J c ( J )
q q
Iq
g 9
= VZ<f ( J ) + ( I + V ) M " ' c ( 1 )
9

f o r t=Tq,

«9

9

9

X

9

g

(fiil + 1) = VT9<p{l) + (I + V
9

g

g

+ V2 *
9

9
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+ VTg'1)M"1c ( i )
9

9

which can be written as
<p {1 + 1) = V <p (1) + M e (i)
9

9 9

(3.55)

g g

where
1/2

1/ T g

g

g

(3.56)

=

and
....

-

1
M"
M
=M
g

T g

,

-

1
t

(3.57)

= T V H

g, (Tg-l )

**

g

is the preinvertioner of (.Tg-l)-degree of the matrix A .
g

Defining

V=

and

V

c(l) =

(3.58)

M

the group equations (3.55) can be condensed into one equation
<p( 1 + 1) = V(p( 1) + H '

(3.59)

or

(3.60)
and hence

(3.61)
where

(3.62)

= [i -

Assuming that for sufficiently large values of 1, V(\(D) « V(X ), and the eigenvalues of V(A ) are ordered, as follows

the rate of convergence in the iteration process (3.61), representing the
global-inner iteration (l,t) strategy, is governed by the subdominance ratio

o-(V(\j )] = \vy 2I

(3.63)

where the index t is referred to inner iterations, and Tg may have different
values for each g.
As can be seen for each convergent matrix V and with Tq —-> m for each
g = 1.2. ...,G,
0

and M"1

(3.64)

and
(3.65)
where T(A ) is defined by Eq.(2.23). When Tq = 1 for each g = 1,2,...,G. this
strategy reduces to the global iteration strategy, hence, M
can be considered as the preinvertioner of zero-degree of the natrix A in the global iteration strategy.
This global-inner iteration strategy is known in the literature under the
name of outer-inner iteration strategy, where index J is referred to outer
iterations and t to inner iterations, and is implemented in the majority of
computer codes; see, for example. References given in [4,7],
Usually the SOR method, defined by splitting matrices of (3.29), is used
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for accelerating inner iterations and since A

are 2-cyclic consistently orde-

g

red matrices the optimum relaxation factor u
K

, which minimalizes the spectr-

opt

al radius of the associated iteration matrix £

(Eq.(3.30)) can be determined

CO

by formula (3.51). For increasing values of Tg in all g = 1,2, ...,G the eigenvalue spectrum of V(X(D) tends to the eigenvalue spectrum of
3.4 GLOBAL-OUTER-INNER ITERATIONS

T(A(D).

The matrix W{X(D) of Eq. (3.62) representing the cycle of inner iterations
in all groups, g = 1,2,...,G, can be expressed, as follows
= G + [I - M 'Sul

M

^fjjXF1

(3.66)

where
G = [I - M ' V r ' t V + H ' S " ]
As is known from Sec. 3.3, when Tg
V -> 0,

(3.67)

—> a> for all g = 1,2, ...,G,

M"1 -> A"1

and

V(ACU) -^T(AC/J)

With the above form of V(\(D) the global iteration scheme can be written as
— i d - I ~-1

~

1

^

- 11 - M b J n

Now introducing the scheme for outer iterations represented by index p=l,..,P,
and using the relation of (3.35), one obtains

= Gp<p(l) + [I + G + G2 + ... + G ^ M I - M'1Sd]~1n'1£(l)
and for p = P

_

<p(l+l) = V[\(l))<p(l)

(3.68)

where
^(AfiJ) = GP + M ^

^7jXF T

(3.69)

B~*_l = [Pu-i'Vr'8"1

(3.70)

n

and
p-i
p=o

Assuming that for sufficiently large values of 1, V(ACU) ~ V(A ), and the eigenvalues of V(A ) are ordered, as follows
the rate of convergence in the iteration process (3.68), representing the general form of global-outer-inner iteration (l,p,t) strategy, is governed by
the subdominance ratio
^ ]
= \vy 21
(3.71)
j
y

2

The matrix fl~ is the preinvertioner of (P-l)-degree of the matrix E.
In inner iterations the values of <p are updated within groups with fixed
both scattering and fission terms. On the level of outer iterations the values
of ip are computed with updating the down-scattering term in a given outer iteration and the up-scattering term is modified between successive outer iterations. After completing the cycle of outer iterations, which is eqivalent to
one global iteration, the fission term, ifi(l+l) = FT<p(l + l) (also called the
fission source), is recalculated.
It is evident that the strategies described in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3
are special cases of the global-outer-inner iteration strategy obtained with
assuming P = 1 and/or Tg = 1 for all g = 1,2, . . ., G. Of course, when P —> oo

r1

-»E

(pi i
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As can be seen the structure of the matrix V(A ) is strictly related with
the choice of the splitting matrices M and N, and the values of P and Tq determining the numbers of outer and inner iterations respectively, and each of
them influences the subdominance ratio (r[V(A )]. However, their implicite interdependenc, makes serious difficulties for theoretical investigations of behaviour of the subdominance ratio in depemdence on changes of M, N, P and Tg.
Hence, it is clear why an empirical approach, for evaluating iteration parameters in different strategies, is used in actual practice. Iteration strategy
parameters are usually assumed as dependent on the type of reactor problem.
However, as can be concluded from experience [11,12,13] and the analysis of
numerical results presented in Section 5 given in the original paper, the proper choice of splitting matrices M and N (N = M - A) has a dominant influence
on the efficiency of the solution of neutron diffusion theory problems.
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ABSTRACT
The code system which

is a compilation of well known codes

NJOY, AMPX, ANISN and DOT-3 adapted for NDP Fortran on IBM PC/AT
is

described.

Bondarenko

The

171-group

factors based

library

DLC-41/VITAMIN-C

on the ENDF/B-4

is introduced

with
to the

system as a main data library. Modification and development of
this library are realized by NJOY code on the base of ENDF/B-6
files. A 171-group problem-oriented data library is usually used
in

ID

calculations

by

the code ANISN.

This

library

is

being

generated by the AMPX modules (BONAMI and others). Data libraries
with smaller number of groups are being used in 2D calculations
by

DOT-3.

These

problem-oriented

libraries

have

been

gotten

libraries which are averaged

from
by

171-group

corresponding

spectra from ID calculations. Using of the described system is
being demonstrated with two examples.

INTRODUCTION
Many of the common multigroup cross-section libraries used in
radiation transport applications have been collapsed from either
the VITAMIN-C

[1] or VITAMIN-E

[2] fine-group

libraries, which

were originally generated on the base of ENDF/B-4 and
data

respectively.

currently

Some

examples

in use are BUGLE

of

, SAILOR

such

collapsed

and ELXSIR

ENDF/B-5
libraries

. Shielding

analysis which employed these collapsed libraries has difficulty
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in

accurately

components

calculating

the

neutron

spectrum

[3]. Accurately predict transmission

behind

steel

of high

energy

neutrons through iron and steel is of great importance for the
reactor

pressure

vessel

lifetime evaluation. Neutron

transport

calculations through steel using ENDF/B-5, revised ENDF/B-5, and
ENDF/B-6

iron cross sections demonstrate

increasing of

neutron

transmission in the energy range above 1 MeV with ENDF/B-6 iron
cross sections

in comparison with data ENDF/B-5

and

ENDF/B-4

[4).
DESCRIPTION OP THE CODE SYSTEM
Several
carried

WWER

out

mock-ups

during

the

and

benchmark

last

experiments

decade

on

LR-0

have

been

reactor

for

experimental validation of neutron calculations using in the WWER
pressure vessel radiation load evaluation
described

[5]. The code system,

below, was developed for calculations of the neutron

spectra, measured in these experiments, and for the choice of the
best cross sections for neutron transport calculations

outside

the core of the light water power reactors (WWER-440, 1000) .
171-group library based on ENDF/B-4 and ENDF/B-6 data files is
used in suggested code system. The necessary set of self-shielded
cross section is generated
the measured
cross

for each problem. The comparison of

and calculated spectra shows the best set of the

sections.

These

cross

sections

collapsed

into

smaller

number groups may be used in the 2D calculations.
The

cross

generating
shown

in

library

section

procedure
the

Fig.l.

VITAMIN-C,

is
The

based

on the ENDF/B-4, contains
|NITriUJL|—HTflPEfiflKEBl—*fl71- SIT )
JRNISNI

data for 66 nuclides with
3

temperatures,

dilution
Fig.l. Cross Section

Generating

for each nuclide
Master

Procedure.

cross
Interface

5-6

sections
in

AMPX

Format.

The 171-group data for all
isotopes of Cr, Fe, Ni and 0-16 and H-l, based on ENDF/B-6 data,
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were added to the VITAMIN-C by NJOY code. It is used here the new
module MIAML, transforming CCCC format into AMPX Master format.
The 171-group set of self-shielded cross sections for each
nuclide mixture is being generated by the standard AMPX modules
(AJAX, BONAMI, NITAWL) in ANISN format. These modules were
adapted for NDP Fortran on IBM PC/AT.

LEAKAGE SPECTRUM FROM IRON SPHERE
The

comparison

spectra

from

(radius

25

fission

spectrum

carried

out with

cross
and

cm

leakage

iron

sphere

, central

sections

natural

of

point

source)

was

171-group
from

Fe

ENDF/B-4

mixture

of

4

Fe

isotopes from ENDF/B-6 ( self shielding for pure iron).
10

10"

10

ratio of ENDF/B-6 and
group

E,eV

The

ENDF/B-4

fluxes on outer

surface

of iron sphere is shown in

Fig.2.Ratio of Fluxes.

Fig. 2.

Both

the

calculations

carried out with the same source spectrum. Ratio depends only on
difference

between

libraries.

One

penetration
ENDF/B-4

Fe cross

sections

can

see

that

through

the

iron

results

in

energy

in ENDF/B-6

£NDF/B-6
sphere

range

and

increase

in

above

the

comparison
l

ENDF/B-4

MeV.

neutron
with

This

the

effect

correlate with the reducing of inelastic cross section up to 13%
in ENDF/B-6 in comparison with the ENDF/B-4 in the same energy
region [4]. The ratios of some responses, calculated in the both
leakage spectra, are presented in Table 1.
Table

1.

Ratios

of

Responses

Calculated

with

ENDF/B-6

and

ENDF/B-4 Iron Data { R=lf(e)*6(e)de, f-spectrum, 6-response c.s.)
R

27

Al(n,a)

63

Cu(n,a)

ratio

1.200

1.245

R
ratio

Ni(n,p)
1.173

Ti(n,i
1.160

Mg(n,p)
1.200
93

z?

Al(n,p)
1.300

46

Ti(n,p)
1.304

5

Ve(n,p)
1.227

Nb(n,n ( ) Flux(E>lMeV) Flux(E>0.5MeV)
1.017
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1.060

0.979

One can see that the higher energy threshold in response the
greater

response ratio. Ratios of integral fluxes above 1 and

0.5

are

MeV

smaller.

Results

of

table

1

also

demonstrate

increasing of high-energy neutrons penetration through the iron
sphere with ENDF/B-6 data. In its turn the integral flux above
0.5 MeV is changed inessentially. So the ratio of integral cross
section:

/J

(e)f(e)de/J f (e)de,
*

where

0

R

E

f(e)-neutron spectrum, 6 a (e)-response cross section, for

E=0.5 MeV and all responses from table 1 will be the same as the
ratio of responses.
The same responses are used in power reactor pressure vessel
dosimetry.

If

the

form

of

neutron

spectrum

can

be

calculated

in the point of response measurement, the

correctly
integral

cross section and integral flux can be calculated also correctly.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED BENCHMARK SPECTRA
The

comparison

benchmark
been

experiment

carried

reactor
neutron

of

core

out

on

calculated
is described
the

is composed

spectrum

was

and

measured

spectra

here. The measurements

experimental reactor
of 19 WWER-1000 type
in

measured

the

for
have

LR-0 [6]. The
cassettes. The

dry channel of central

cassette,

in

which

the

fuel

pins were replaced by the steel
ones.

The

wrench

size

of

cassette equal to 23.5 cm. The
neutron spectrum in the channel
has

been

formed

by

fission

neutron from core, penetrating
through water-steel composition
of central

cassette.

The core

Fig.3.The Benchmark Core

bencmark is given in the Fig.3.

1-dry channel

Volume ratio of

2-cassette with steel pins

water in the

3-cassette with fuel pins

is equal to 0.5.

the

central
The

steel

to

cassette
diameter

of dry channel is 7.3 cm. The
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neutron spectrum is calculated in the cylindrical geometry, core
and water-steel cassettes are homogenized. The calculation has
been carried out by code ANISN with 171 group library , based on
the ENDF/B-4 and B-6 data files.
«

The ratio of ENDF/B-6 and B-4
group

fluxes

experimental
in

10*

10

is shown

1-8 MeV ratio
1.06. This

agreed

with the
as the

the

In the energy

exceed
data,
v

channel

the Fig.4.

range

-1

in

do not

result is
preceding

amount of

Fe

is

in the media, which is
forming the neutron spectrum.
small

E,MeV
Fig.4 The Ratio Group Fluxes

In the range above 8 MeV,

B-6/B-4 in the Benchmark.

ratio is less than

the

1, as the
235

fission spectrum of

U

from

ENDF/B-4 library is harder than ENDF/B-6 spectrum.
The measured and the calculated with the ENDF/B-6 spectra are
given in the Fig.5. In the both cases integral flux above 1 MeV
equal to 1.
In the range under 2 MeV both
spectra is likewise, above 3 MeV
measured spectrum is harder than
the
ltf,-1

calculated

spectrum. The

same correlation of the measured
and

calculated

spectra

observed when some other
,-2

10'

10-2

sections
10- l

10c

10'

E,MeV
Fig.5.The measured (E) and
calculated (C) benchmark
spectra.

cross

(SAILOR,

DLC-23/CASK)

is used

calculation

of

for

the

the

neutron

spectrum. Independent activation
measurements

give

possibility

for the other comparison of the
spectra

above 2 MeV. Some measured

libraries

is

spectral

in the energy

indices and some

range
spectral

indices, calculated in different spectra, are given below.
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Table 2. Comparison of Spectral Indices.
measure .
Spectral
indices

exp.
ratio

calculated

S.I.

uncart.
[%]

exp.
spectrum

spectral

indices

calc. spectra
b4-b4
b4-b6
b6-b6

Ni/Al a

116.63

5.5

105.41

98.88

110.13

114.06

Mg/Ai a

2.3035

8.0

2.33

2.077

2.1

2.1

Fe/Ai

a

83.544

6.0

82.29

74,86

83.24

86.28

Ti/Al

a

24.161

12.0

20.94

20.86

23.29

24.11

5.5109

6.0

5.57

4.112

4.434

4.558

p

Al /Al

a

Notes:Al a Ti-

4i

27

Al(n,a) , Ni- 58 Ni (n,p) , Mg- Z4 Mg(n,p) , F e - W F e ( n , p ) ,

Ti(n,p), A l p - 27 Al(n,p);

b4-b4 : first index-cross section data, second index-

U fission

spectrum data.
The first two columns of table 2 include data from

[6]. The

rest of them are calculated here with using the measured spectrum
from

[6]

(third

column),

calculated

spectra

and

IRDF-90

activation cross sections. The measured spectrum consists of the
results

of

two

different

measurements:

stilbene

spectrometer

(fast part) and hydrogen chamber. There is a discrepancy between
the hydrogen chamber and stilbene detector in energy range below
2

MeV

[6].

approximately

The

presented

2 MeV

and

in

[6]

measured

stilbene

spectral

spectrum

indices

seem

above
to

be

consistent possibly except for Ni and Ti. In its turn the "best"
calculated

spectrum

and

the measured

spectral

indices

do

not

p

correlate for Mg and especially A l . This discrepancy depends on
the

unusual

maximum

in

the

measured

spectrum

in

the

range

approximately 4.5-7.0 MeV (see Fig.5). This maximum is not seen
in the calculated spectrum.
As

all

reaction

27

indices

are normalized

on the

high-energy-threshold

Al(n,a), we calculated the ratio of this response in

the measured spectrum to the same value in calculated spectrum.
This ratio is equal to 1.4-1.6 for various calculated spectra.
The increasing of the response

Al(n,a) as 1.2 is observed

(see

Table 1) in the leakage spectrum from the iron sphere, when the
Fe cross sections from ENDF/B-4 are replaced by ENDF/B-6.
The

benchmark

water-steel

layer

spectrum
(volume

is

formed

ratio
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2)

by
with

the
the

cylindrical
thickness

approximately 10 cm. The influence of the various cross section
data on the form of neutron spectrum in this case is small. The
differential measurements have unknown error in the energy range
above 9 MeV and approximately 20% in range 8-9 MeV. At the same
time

the

correlates

measured
with

the

spectral
one

index

calculated

Al p /Al ,
in

the

equal
measured

to

5.51,

spectrum

(5.57) and exceeds the same index in calculated spectrum

(4.56)

on 17.2% (l£of the measured index is equal to 6%).
So this analysis does

not give a good agreement with the

measurements both with ENDF/B-4 and with ENDF/B-6 evaluations.
The reason of this discrepancy is unknown.
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NEUTRON TRANSPORT ASSEMBLY CALCULATION WITH
NON-ZERO NET CURRENT BOUNDARY CONDITION
FOR GROUP CONSTANT GENERATION
Nam Zin Cho and Chang Keun Jo
Department of Nuclear Engineering
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
373-1 Kusong-dong, Yusong-gu, Taejon, Korea

ABSTRACT
The assembly homogenization code CASMO-3 that is currently in wide use
assumes zero net current boundary condition for the fuel assembly. This assumption is not strictly valid in actual reactors. This paper develops a homogenization
method that can treat any actual boundary condition, i.e., non-zero net current
boundary condition, by modifying CASMO-3. The method is applied to two benchmark problems. The results indicate that the effects of the non-zero net current
boundary condition are significant.

Introduction
Fuel assembly calculation for the homogenized group constants is one of the most
important parts in the reactor core analysis. The homogenized group constants of
one or a quarter assembly are usually generated for the nodal calculation of tht
reactor core. In the current nodal calculation, one or a quarter of the fuel assemblj
corresponds to a unit node. The homogenized group constant calculation for a fue
assembly proceeds through cell-spectrum calculations, group condensation aad eel
homogenization calculations, two-dimensional fuel assembly calculation, and thei
depletion calculations of fuel rods.
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To obtain the assemblywise homogenized group constants, the two-dimensional
transport calculation is usually performed. Most codes for the assemblywise homogenized group constants employ a zero net current boundary condition. CASMO3[lj is such a code that is in wide use. The zero net current boundary condition is
plausible and valid in an infinite reactor composed of the same kind of assemblies.
However, the reactor is finite and the core is constructed by different kinds of assemblies. Hence, the assumption of the zero net current boundary condition is not
valid in the actual reactor.
This paper describes a homogenization methodology that can treat any actual
boundary condition, i.e., non-zero net current boundary condition. In order to
treat the non-zero net current boundary condition, we modify CASMO-3. For the
two-dimensional treatment in CASMO-3, a multigroup integral transport routine
based on the method of transmission probability|2j is used. The code performs
assembly calculation with zero net current boundary condition.

Modification of CASMO-3 for Non-Zero Net Current
Boundary Condition
CASMO-3 is modified to consider the inhomogeneous source at the assembly
boundary surface due to the non-zero net current.

The modified version of

CASMO-3 is called CASM0-3M. In CASM0-3M, the system is expressed as follows:
M $ = AF$ + g

(1)

where an arbitrary boundary condition is considered in the inhomogeneous source g.
Equation (l) is an inhomogeneous equation with unknowns A and flux distribution
$. A premise of the methodology in this study is that the distribution of the
outgoing and incoming currents of an assembly are given and that A is an unknown
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variable. The inhomogeneous source g corresponds to the incoming current. To
find "resolvent" A, we solve iteratively the inhomogeneous equation until the sum
of the resulting outgoing currents of Eq. (l) becomes equal to that of the given
outgoing currents. The few group macroregion flux distribution thus obtained by
the two-dimensional assembly calculation is an "in-situ" spectrum of the assembly
as embedded in the core. Therefore, in CASM0-3M, the assembly is homogenized
to obtain the few group constants directly by this in-situ spectrum in order to
perform nodal calculation.

Results and Discussion

CASMO-3M is applied to sevral benchmark problems.[3j In order to obtain the
inhomogeneous source, the global calculation is performed. The local calculation is
then performed by CASM0-3M with the inhomogeneous source.
The results of the benchmark problems show that the relative errors of meshwise fluxes are negligible. It is thus verified that CASM0-3M can perform assembly
calculation with inhomogeneous sources, i.e., non-zero net current boundary conditions.
Reported here are the results of two benchmark problems. Benchmark Problem
I consists of fuel assembly type B shown in Fig. 1. This problem is to verify
CASM0-3M. The global problem is shown in Fig. 2. The surrounding water gap
is to consider water gap between assemblies in the core. In the global problem,
the boundary condition is given as the reflective boundary condition, i.e., zero net
current condition on all boundary surfaces. As shown in Fig. 2, the local problem is
defined as an inner portion of the global problem. The global problem is calculated
by original CASMO-3, while the local problem is calculated by CASM0-3M. That
is, in order to perform the two-dimensional assembly calculation, the method that
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is based on transmission probability is applied to the global and local problems.
The results in the local problem area by CASM0-3M and CASMO-3 are compared
with each other. As given in Table 1, the Ar-value of the local problem agrees with
that of the global problem. The errors in flux distribution are also negligible.
Therefore, CASM0-3M is verified for its correctness.
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Fig. I. Geometry of heterogeneous fuel assembly
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Fig. 2. Geometry of benchmark problem I
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Fig. 3. Geometry of benchmark problem II
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Benchmark Problem II consists of fuel assembly type A and type C shown in
Fig. 1. The problem is shown in Fig. 3. The fuel assembly type C contains control
rods as highly absorbing materials. The local problem is defined as the central fuel
assembly of the global problem. The global problem is calculated by TWODANT[4]
and the local problem by CASMO-3M. The results in the local problem area by
CASM0-3M and TWODANT are compared with each other. As given in Table
2, the relative error of the A-value is obtained to be 0.15%. Table 3 shows the
homogenized group constants that are obtained by assembly calculations with zero
net current boundary condition and with non-zero net current boundary condition.
In Table 3, £ a and i/T,j in the fast group, and the removal cross section make large
differences. In particular, the difference in the removal cross section is 11.448%.
Therefore, a fuel assembly with highly absorbing materials in an actual core should
be calculated with actual boundary condition, e.g., non-zero net current boundary
condition.

Table 1. Comparison of Local versus Global Calculations for fc-Value
and Sum of Outgoing Currents in Benchmark Problem I

Global0
Local*
Error(%)<

fc-value
1.12036
1.11938
0.08

Sum of outgoing currents
fast group thermal group
0.69654
0.16412
0.69813
0.16264
0.228
-0.900

CASMO-3
CASMO-3M
Error(%) =

668

x 100

Table 2. Comparison of Local versus Global Calculations for fc-Value
and Sum of Outgoing Currents in Benchmark Problem II

Global*
Local*
diff.(%)t

Sum of outgoing currents
/t-value fast group thermal group
1.09179
0.20729
4.J8811E-O2
1.09340
0.20732
4.08395 E-02
0.15
| 0.014
-0.102
TWODANT
CASMO-3M
cliff.(%) =

x

100

Table 3. Comparison of CASMO-3M versus CASMO-3 for
2D Group Constants Benchmark Problem II

CASMO-3
CASMO-3M
diff.{%)*

fast
1.1856E-02
1.2375E-02
4.403

s«

thermal
9.5878E-02
9.6110E-02
0.242

i/E,
fast
thermal
6.6081E-03 1.3758E-01
6.8291E-03 1.3839E-01
3.344
0.589

1.3601 E-02
1.5158E-02
11.448

It is noteworthy that the two sets of the homogenized group constants obtained
by the assembly calculation with (1) zero net current boundary condition (i.e.,
CASMO-3) and (2) non-zero net current boundary condition (i.e., CASMO-3M)
show significant differences. Thus, it will be worthwhile to evaluate the global effects
(e.g., core multiplication factor and assembly power distribution of the core) of the
homogenized group constants obtained with the non-zero net current boundary
condition by CASMO-3M. Figure 4 shows the global effects of the non-zero net
current boundary condition for Benchmark Problem II. The global problem was
solved by a diffusion nodal method using AFEN[5]. Note that as much as 5%
difference in the average assembly power is observed in the central rodded assembly.
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Reflective B.C.
-0.634

-0.667

-4.028

b

-3.798

-3.709

-0.566

c

-0.113

-0.199

4.943

0.139

-3.353

-3.268

5.681

0.789

-1.0183"

Reflective B.C.

Vacuum B. C.

0.00
-3.125
0.488

Vacuum B. C.
Multiplication factor = 1.07468 by (CASMO-3M)-AFEN
a

b

c

1.07027 by (CASMO-3)-AFEN
Relative error(%) in node average power between
(CASMO-3M) - AFEN and (CASMO-3) - AFEN
Relative error(%) in node average fast flux between
(CASMO-3M) - AFEN and (CASMO-3) - AFEN
Relative error(%) in node average thermal flux between
(CASMO-3M) - AFEN and (CASMO-3) - AFEN
Fig.4. Results o f benchmark problem II
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A CLOSURE FOR STOCHASTIC TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

G. C. Pomraning and Bingjing Su
School of Engineering and Applied Science
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Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597, USA

ABSTRACT
The problem of particle transport through a stochastic mixture of two immiscible materials is considered. The material mixing process is assumed to obey Markovian statistics. An
ensemble average of this stochastic transport equation leads to two equations containing four
different ensemble-averaged intensities. To close these equations to a set of two equations in
two unknowns, certain rod geometry problems are considered. In this geometry, two distinct
exact analyses are possible, namely a small correlation length analysis, and a nonstochastic
mean number of secondaries per collision analysis. The closure philosophy is to demand that
the closed set of two equations reproduces these exact limiting behaviors. Numerical results
are given which compare the predictions of this new closure with exact benchmark results
as well as with the standard closure available in the literature.

Introduction
In the last decade there has been considerable interest in the problem of describing linear
particle transport through a stochastic medium consisting of two randomly mixed immiscible materials (see Ref. 1 and the references therein). The goal in this work has been to
develop a relatively simple and accurate description for the ensemble-averaged solution of
this stochastic transport problem. The exact equations describing this ensemble-averaged
solution contain additional ensemble-averaged unknowns, and the number of unknowns exceeds the number of equations. Thus one is presented with a closure problem, and this is
the subject of this paper.
The linear transport equation we will be concerned with is written, in standard neutronic
notation,
O • V^(r, O) + <r(r)ifr(r, ft) = ^ p ( r ) + 5(r,

ft),

(1)

where
V»(r)=/ <0ty(r,ft).

(2)

In writing Eqs. (1) and (2) we have assumed time-independent transport with isotropic
scattering involving no energy exchange. Thus the energy variable is simply a parameter;
Eqs. (1) and (2) hold at each energy. These assumptions are made for simplicity of notation
only, and are not essential for our considerations. To treat the case of a binary statistical
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mixture of immiscible materials, the quantities a,crs and 5 in Eq. (1) are considered as
discrete random variables, each of which assumes, at any r and fi, one of two triplets of
values characteristic of the two materials constituting the mixture. We identify the two
materials by an index ?', with i = 0 and 1, and in the ?th material these three quantities
are denoted by <x,,<7sl and S,. As a particle traverses the mixture in any direction fi, it
encounters alternating segments of the two materials, each of which has known deterministic
values of <J,as, and 5. The statistical nature of the problem enters through the statistics of
the material mixing, i.e., through the probabilistic knowledge as to which material is present
in the mixture at space point r. SinceCT,as and S are random variables, the solution of
Eqs. (1) and (2) is stochastic, and we let (ip) denote the ensemble-averaged solution.
Balance-like considerations for Eq. (1) applied to each material component of the mixture
leads to a set of two exact equations given by, with i = 0 and 1,[2]
n • v{Pi*i) + viprtu = Y^-PiVi + piSt + ^

_ M,

j? ,-.

(3)

The ensemble-averaged solution (V') is given by
(V») = po*l>o + Pi4>i-

(4)

Here p,(r) is the probability of finding position r in material i; ipi is a conditional ensemble
average of the intensity, conditioned upon point r being in fluid i; y, is the angular integral
of t/',; and i!\ is another conditional ensemble average of the intensity, conditioned upon point
r being an interface between fluids i and j , with fluid i to the left (the vector ft points from
left to right). In the case of Markovian mixing statistics, the only case treated in this paper,
A, in Eq. (3) is the Markov transition length, defined by

Here P(i —* j) is the (differential) probability of point s + ds being in fluid j ^ i, given that
the point 5 is in fluid i, with s being a spatial coordinate in the direction ft. For homogeneous
statistics, A, is by definition independent of s and has the physical interpretation of being
the mean chord length through packets of material i. Further, in this ca«e the mixing is
described by a Poisson process, with the chord length distribution function in each material
given by an exponential.[3]
Equation (3) represents two equations in four unknowns, and either more equations are
required, or one must invoke a closure. The simple relation
& = ifc

(6)

has been suggested as a closure,[2] and the resulting description of stochastic transport is
known to be exact in the absence of scattering.[1,2] Several other derivations of this model
are also available in the literature.[l,4-7] Although this model is approximate when scattering
is present, it appears to be a robust model which is reasonably accurate. Another model has
also been proposed which replaces the simple closure given by Eq. (6) with a closed set of
two coupled equations for the ^,-.[8] This model is more complex, but appears to be more
accurate than that based upon Eq. (6).
In this paper, we suggest the use of Eq. (3), together with a closure relationship more
general than Eq. (6), as a model of particle transport in a binary Markovian mixture of
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immiscible materials. Specifically, we propose a closure of the form

A,

A, -

Q

{ A, ~ A, ) ++44 n [ X,

\ )'

(

'>

with the constraint that a = 1 and /3 = 0 for a problem without scattering. This constraint
ensures exactness in the absence of scattering. To determine the forms of a and 0 for a general
problem, the demand is made that the model comprised of Eqs. (3) and (7) reproduces exact
results in the literature for selected rod geometry problems with scattering.
The next section of this paper summarizes the analysis leading to the closure parameters
o and /?, and the concluding section gives typical numerical results predicted by this model
of stochastic transport.

Analysis
We restrict our immediate attention to the case of homogeneous statistics, in which case the
A; and p< are spatially independent, and related according to [3]
(8)

ft = TTT"
Ao + Ai

Also, in this case the two-point correlation function is exponential in form, with the correlation length Ac given by [1,9]
Xc Ao Ai
We further restrict our attention to source-free (S = 0) transport in rod geometry. In this
geometry, particles are constrained to move along a single line, which we take to be the x
axis. Under these conditions, Eqs. (1) and (2) are written

where
<p(x) = iP+(x) + </r(z).

(11)

Here ^(x) denotes the particle intensity along the ±x axis. In analyzing Eqs. (10) and
(11) within the two material Markovian mixture context, we take a, and <?„ to be constant
(independent of x).
We first consider the problem corresponding to a common total cross section (<r0 = <7i),
but with different scattering cross sections (cr,0 ^ <r,i). This problem has recently been
analyzed in the small Ac limit by converting Eqs. (10) and (11) to an integral (Peierls)
equation for <^>(x).[9] For the halfspace albedo problem, it was specifically shown that the
ensemble-averaged intensity (^>±) satisfies the renormalized equation

where u)cj/, the effective mean number of secondaries per collision, is given by
.—
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C).

(13)

Here a = O-Q = ax denotes the common total cross section, u>, = crai/a, and
{">).

(14)

An extension of this analysis which allows crs0 ^ <rsi and (To ^ cr\, and based directly upon
Eq. (10) rather than the corresponding Peierls' integral equation, will be reported shortly.[10]
The second problem we consider is again the halfspace albedo problem in rod geometry,
but in this case the two materials comprising the mixture have the same mean number of
secondaries per collision, i.e.,
u>0 =
= m, =
,
(15)
Co

O\

but the total cross sections are different (CTO ^ <J\). In this case, the deep-in behavior for
( I / ' ^ J ) ) is a purely decaying exponential, proportional to exp(-tcx). The decay constant K
is given by [11]

(16)
with u> once again given by Eq. (14). In this case, Eq. (14) predictes u> = u0 = u^, the
common value of the mean number of secondaries per collision.
Our closure procedure is to use the proposed transport model given by Eqs. (3) and
(7), and demand that this model reproduce exactly the transport behavior embodied in
Eqs. (12) and (16). This strategy gives the closure parameters a and /?. For the source-free
rod geometry problems under consideration, the stochastic transport model, Eqs. (3) and
(7), is written
^

+^ ( ^ ^ )+^

(

)

j * i

(17)

If we define
W±)=Po^+Pi4>?,
X* = y/toPi(»l>i ~ to) ,

(18)
(19)

the four equations contained in Eq. (17) can be equivalently written as

± ^

+ *X± + "(0±> = | [ ^ + " » ] ,

(21)

where
(<p) = 0>+) + it'),

r, = X++X-,

(22)

and
6- = po^i + PI<T0 + T »

^* = Po<7»i +Piff»o + T-,

(23)

v, = y/jwl (<r,i - <r,0) •

(24)
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To find the small Ac limit of these equations, we scale a and <7S as 1/f, with e being a
formal smallness parameter. We then assume a power series in e solution according to
<tf ±) = (V-'0'*) + ttyW*) + • • •,
x

± =

xC)± +

^(')±

+

(25)

...

(26)
2

Omitting the straightforward algebraic details, we find, with an error of 0(e ), the renormalized description
dx
If we consider the special case of a common total cross section (<TQ = <J\ = a), we have u = 0
and Eq. (27) simplifies considerably. Demanding that this special case result coincides with
Eqs. (12) and (13) gives
a-0=
\/l - w
(28)
as one relationship between a and /?.
To obtain a second equation relating a and /?, we demand that the model equations given
by Eq. (17), or equivalently Eqs. (20) and (21), reproduce the exact result given by Eq. (16).
In the case under consideration with the A,, <r,, and asi independent of x, Eq. (17) obviously
admits an exponential solution of the form

4>f(x) = C±e-KX,

(29)

with the constants Cf and K to be determined. Using Eq. (29) in Eq. (17) yields four
homogeneous linear equations for the C*, which only have a nonzero solution if the coefficient
determinant vanishes. This leads to a quartic equation for K, which is actuallj' quadratic
in n2, due to the symmetry (upon reflection) of the equations represented by Eq. (17). We
identify the positive value of K corresponding to the smaller of the two values for n2. For
the special case UJQ = u?i, we equate this expression for K to be the exact asymptotic decay
constant given by Eq. (16). This equality constitutes a second relationship between the
closure parameters a and /3. This relationship is algebraically very complex, and will not
be given here. The remarkable fact, however, is that this complex equation, together with
Eq. (28), has a very simple solution for a and /?, which is given by

a = ^=L^,

0= -T£=.

(30)

If we assume that Eq. (30) (obtained from source-free rod geometry considerations
with homogeneous statistics and spatially independent cross sections) holds in general, our
proposed stochastic transport model is then [see Eqs. (3), (7), and (30)]

)+

^

^

The expression for Q is given by Eq. (14), but this definition arose from the consideration
of a class of problems with <7o = ffi- If Eq. (31) is meant as a general model, including the
cases when <7o ^ <Ti, one could question whether Eq. (14) is the appropriate definition of w
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in the general case. Since the basic data in any transport problem is a, and a, one could
conjecture that the appropriate generalization of Eq. (14) is
(32)

u> =

This expression obviously reduces to Eq. (14) when OQ = CTI, and moreover both Eq. (14)
and (32) are correct when u>o = <*>i, in that both give this common value of w,- for Q. A more
general analysis [10] shows, in fact, that Eq. (32) is the proper definition of w in the general
case of arbitrary <r,, and <r,.

Numerical Results
We consider the rod geometry albedo problem defined by Eqs. (10) and (11) with boundary
conditions
V> + (0) = l ,

rj)-(s) = Q.

(33)

This problem corresponds to a source-free rod occupying 0 < x < s with a unit intensity
incident upon the rod at x = 0, and no intensity incident at x = s. The rod is composed
of alternating segments of two materials randomly distributed according to homogeneous
Markovian statistics. Further, the cross sections for each material are taken as constants,
independent of x. Figures 1 and 2 show typical numerical results for the ensemble-averaged
scalar flux (ip(z)). Each figure displays three curves: (1) a benchmark result computed
using a Monte Carlo procedure to obtain a physical realization of the statistics, followed
by a numerical solution of the transport problem and an ensemble averaging [2, 12]; (2)
the prediction of the model proposed in this paper [see Eq. (31)]; and (3) the earlier model
widely presented and discussed in the literature [see Eqs. (3) and (6)]. Both figures give
results for a rod length of s = 10.

Current Model-Eq. (31)
Earlier Model - Eqs. (3) & (6)
Benchmark

Figure 1: Constant a Results
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The results in Pig.I correspond to a common value of the total cross section, namely
<xu — a-] = 1. Thus the rod is ten mean free paths in length. One of the two materials is a
pure absorber (<r,o = 0), and the other is a pure scatterer (asi = 1). The two materials are
mixed on an equally likely basis (;>o = pt = 0.5). Finally, the correlation length for these
results is taken as unity (Ar = 1). We see from these curves that the closure model proposed
here has reduced the error in the earlier model by roughly a factor of two. We have also
obtained results, not given here, for these same cross sections and p t , but for other values
of A,-. With A,. = 0.1, the current model is essentially exact, as is to be expected, but the
earlier model is nearly as accurate. For Ac. = 10, the current model continues to perform
better tiian the earlier model, but in this case the error reduction over the earlier model is
somewhat less than a factor of two (about 40% error reduction, rather than 50%). Thus for
problems with <7o = f i , we tentatively conclude that the model proposed here is reasonably
accurate, performing quite well for all values of Xc. This conclusion is consistent with related
earlier work recently reported.[9]
1.5
Current Model - Eq. (31)
Earlier Model - Eqs. (3) & (6)
Benchmark

1.0

3?
ISv
0.5

Figure 2: Constant w Results
The results in Fig. 2 correspond to a common value of the mean number of secondaries
per collision, namely wo = u>i = 0.9 (a 90% scattering medium). The cross sections used
to generate these results were <x0 = 200/101 and O\ — 2/101. As in the prior results, these
two materials were mixed on an equally likely basis (po = pi = 0.5). These parameters give
(a) = 1, and thus the rod is again ten mean free paths in length (based upon the mean
free path defined in terms of the ensemble-averaged cross section). As in Fig. 1, the results
in Fig. 2 correspond to \c = 1. Here we see that the current model is substantially move
accurate than the earlier model. In this case, we have also performed calculations, not shown
here, for other values of Ac. For Ac = 0.1, both models are very accurate, with the current
model again being better and nearly exact. However, for Ac = 10, the current model and
the earlier model display roughly equal errors, with the earlier model being slightly more
accurate.
Thus, for the constant u> problem, the current model is not as robust as one would like
as Ac increases. We have also found that for shorter rods (s = 1), the current model does
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not perform very well. This might have been expected since the two exact analyses we used
to determine a and 8 air based upon essentially halfspace considerations. This points out
tli'- need for continued refinement in the development of closure schemes in the context of
st.irhastie transport equations. We hope to be able to report improved closures in the future.
If e final point we make in this paper is that numerical results in planar geometry seem to
follow the same trends as in rod geometry.
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A NEW DPN FORMULATION OF
NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION
R. Simovic
Nuclear Engineering I aboratory
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P.O.Box 522,11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT
Neutron transport equation where integration over variable n was carried out in segment
[0,1 ] instead of segment [-1,1] was formulated for anisotropic scattering function. A new system
of DPN equations is obtained by applying flux expansion in double Legendre polynomials over
variable ft. This procedure enables an approximate analytical solution of transport equation with
high accuracy, even in the low order of approximation.

Introduction
In earlier papers [l,2],an analytical approximate method was developed for solving
neutron transport equation starting from its Fourier transform form over space coordinate.
Advantage of this procedure is that integration over n is performed only for fi>0. Thus the
number of equations of the system which describes the problem when solved by double
Legendre polynomials is halved. Resulting from this it is possible to solve analytically the
neutron transport equation with high accuracy even with low order of DPN approximation.
In this paper a modified system of DPN equations is derived for the case of anisotropic
scattering function and is analytically solved up to the eight order of approximation. An infinite
medium angle dependent Green function is written for 0.1 < c < 0 . 9 and for distances up to ten
optical lengths far from the source.
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New Form of DPN System of Equations
For a homogeneous infinite medium with arbitrary anisotropy of neutron scattering and
a plane monodirectional unit source S(x,^)=5(x-0)5(/x-^o), transport equation in the form of
Fourier transform over space coordinate x, runs as follows:
^
;=o

[-Ull

2

\io>O,

0)

where F(k,/x) signifies Fourier transform of neutron flux

and F,(k) flux moments:
i

f

(3)

-l

Other symbols bear the usual meaning in transport theory of particles [3,4].
If equation (1) is multiplied by P n (^)/(l+ik/n), n=0,l,...,L successively, and then
integrated over y. within the interval of [-1,0], the following matrix equation is easily obtained:
F(k)=T-\k)F\k),

<4>

where F and F + are vectors having dimensions (L+l) with elements F,(k) and F+,(k)
respectively, with

T(k) is a matrix having dimensions (L+l)x(L+l), and T"'(k) is an inverse matrix of
T(k). The elements of T(k) matrix are :

with
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By applying matrix equation (4), it becomes possible to write down the transport
equation in a new form:

J-O

1,,),

2

/'^> '

ue[-l,l],

(8)

u o >0,

where T,r(k) mark the elements of matrix T 1 .
The region of integration over fi in equation (8) is reduced to the segment [0,1], Should
the flux of uncollided neutrons F°(k,jt)=5(/i-p o )/(l+ikp) be separated from the total flux of
neutrons F(k,j<), and the flux of collided neutrons F(k,/*) moving in directions n>0 be
developed into double Legendre polynomials over variable n,
N

with
1

o
the following system of equations is obtained for moments F n (k) by a procedure commonly used
with DPN method [4],

ik[(m+\)F

s
mtl

+(2»+l)F*m *mFsmJ +2(2m+V)F*m =
m

H=O

where, for the sake of brevity, arguments of functions F m , p*,n, S*i are left out and new symbols
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are introduced:
L

(14)

System of equations (11) represents a new form of DPN approximation of neutron
transport equation for anisotropic scattering medium. In order to achieve consistent system it
was assumed that F' N + 1 s O . To distinguish from ordinary DPN system of equations [4] this one
refers only to the flux of collided particles mowing in ^ > 0 directions, and thus total number
of equations is reduced to half.
If REDUCE program [S] is applied, the system of equations (11) can be analytically
solved, and angle moments F'm(k) can be expressed in the following general form:

where index N denotes the order of DPN approximation of flux, and RNB(k), <$*Jk) and xN(k)
stand for polynomials and analytical functions determined by the REDUCE program.
By applying the integration procedure over the closed contour in I m k > 0 and the method
of residues, the inverse Fourier transformation of expression (15) is carried out analytically in
full [2], finally resulting in the following for flux moments:

W>
n

H>
H

H>
H

W>
II

V ,

W.

I*

t%

(16)
\
-, x>0.

In expression (16), wn denotes a quantity reciprocal to the eigenvalue of the system of
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equations (11).

Case of Isotropic Scattering
The system of equations (11) gets the following form for L = 0
M(0,

m=O,l,.,N,
where a new function x(k) is defined by
^

(18)

Solution of the neutron transport equation in the form of Fourier transform for the
isotropic scattering function can be written as

,u o )=|——-1—— ZN(k),

(19)

where
Z Ar (jt)=

OHm
N

( 20)

N

X(k)Q (k)-cR {k)
For the sake of brevity only first few polynomials RN(k) and (^(k) obtained by analytical
solving of the system (17) are shown:

R\u,v)=3v,
R2(u,v) = -4«2+15v2,

R\u,v) = - 5 V ( 1 1 H 2 - 2 1 V 2 ) ,

<?2(«,v) = -9M 2 V+ 15V 3 ,

<? 3 («,V) = 3 ( 3 « * - 3 0 « V + 3 5 V 4 ) .

Symbols u and v represent variables ik and 2+ik, respectively.
Green function $ N s$ N (x,/*,/Jo), i.e. the flux of scattered neutrons, is obtained by inverse
Fourier transform of solution (19):
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2

i

/ i
fl

u

i

«/ i

i
Jl

fl

fl

(25)
+ |

— L - [Z"(i/u o )exp(-x/u o )-Z JV (»/u)exp(-x/u)], x,ii/,,li>0.

First derivatives of complex functions x. Q14 i P N are marked by superscript '. The last
article in the solution (25) is equal 0 for /*<0.

Results
Developed procedure for calculating angle dependent Green function of neutron transport
equation is in fact analytical and is based on application of formula (25). Thus the increase of
the order of DPN approximation is not a great difficulty. It only influences the speed of
calculation of the eigenvalues for the system of DPN equations ( k = i / w j . It has been shown
previously [1] that the eigenvalues can be determined with accuracy up to eight digits by a
simple bisection method on a standard PC computer.
Table I presents calculated values of angular neutron flux when the unit source of
neutrons is directed in ft=0.5, and the scattering function is isotropic. For two values of
parameter c (0.1 and 0.9) and two values of distance x (measured by optical lengths), results
of calculations by DPN approximation of the order N=0,1,2,3,5,7 and 8 are presented. As in
the case of angle integrated neutron flux [2,6], special efficiency of the procedure for x and c
small is verified. For N = 7 , in full ranges of parameter c and distance x, accuracy to the unit
on the sixth decimal place is achieved.
Flux of collided neutrons calculated by approximation of eighth order for the whole
range of all parameters is shown in Table II. These results are accurate up to one of the sixth
digit, and they can be considered as standard.

Conclusion
Application of modified neutron transport equation in the form of Fourier transform
enabled highly accurate analytical approximate solution even with low order of DPN
approximation. This is especially valid in the vicinity of neutron source for the whole range of
parameters c and n as well as for the regions up to ten optical lengths far from the neutron
source if constant c * 1.
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Table 1 Convergence of the Green function
c

ORDER OF APPROXIHATION
X

n

S

6

7

8

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749051E-01
0.176049E-02
0.109978E-02
0.812502E-0J

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749054E-01
0.1760S0E-02
0.109979E-02
0.812505E-03

0.3S5788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749054E-01
0.176051E-02
0.109979E-02
0.812507E-03

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749054E-01
0.176051E-02
0.109979E-02
0.812507E-03

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749054E-01
0.176051E-02
0.109979E-02
0.812S07E-03

0.204916E-09
0.277639E-09
0.430373E-09
0.9S6636E-09
0.387870E-07
0.524581E-05

0.936448E-08
0.120260E-07
0.168039E-07
0.279188E-07
0.107479E-06
0.547926E-0S

0.1S6831E-07
0.198724E-07
0.271215E-07
0.427642E-07
0.130366E-06
0.550560E-05

0.16O601E-07
0.202845E-07
0.275407E-07
0.43O289E-07
0.129855E-06
0.550427E-05

0.159924E-07
0.202016E-07
0.274J71E-07
0.429097E-07
0.129801E-06
0.S5O431E-05

0.16000SE-07
0.202122E-07
0.274515E-07
0.429286E-07
0.129813E-06
0.550431E-05

0.159995E-07
0.202107E-07
0.274495E-07
0.429258E-07
0.129811E-06
0.550431E-05

0.159996E-07
0.202110E-07
0.274498E-07
0.429262E-07
0.129811E-06
0.5S0431E-05

0.159996E-07
0.202109E-07
0.274497E-07
0.429262E-07
0.129811E-06
0.550431E-05

0.2
0.6
1.0

0.114702E+01
0.135275E+01
0.164B41E+01
0.792195E+00
0.638210E+00
0.540348E+0O

0.113296E+01
0.135243E+01
0.168001E+01
0.808137E+00
0.652503E+00
O.5535O2E*OO

0.113183E+01
0.13S113E+01
0.168275E+01
0.808501E+00
0.652663E+00
0.553605E+00

0.113176E+01
0.135100E+01
0.168313E+01
0.808602E+00
0.652708E+00
0.553634E+00

0.113175E+01
0.135098E+01
0.168316E+01
0.808629E+00
0.652720E+00
0.553642E+00

0.113175E»01
0.135098E+01
0.168316E+01
0.808638E+00
O.652724E+00
O.553644E+0O

0.113175E+01
0.135097E*01
0.168315E*0t
0.80B641E+00
0.652725E+00
0.553645E*00

0.113175E+01
0.135097E+01
0.16S315E+01
0.8O8643E+00
0.652726E+00
0.533645E+00

0.113175E+01
0.135097E+01
0.168315E+01
0.808643E+00
0.652726E+00
O.553646E+00

-1.0
-0.6
-0.2
0.2
0.6
1.0

0.248593E-02
0.293180E-02
0.3S7257E-02
0.457176E-02
0.634676E-02
0.101827E-01

0.449953E-02
0.522089E-02
0.621770E-02
0.768497E-02
0.100S89E-01
0.144922E-01

0.451766E-02
0.S2396SE-02
0.623631E-02
0.770122E-02
0.100665E-01
0.144815E-01

0.451671E-02
0.523850E-02
0.623489E-02
0.769942E-02
0.100644E-01
0.144799E-01

0.451673E-02
0.523B53E-02
O.623493E-02
0.76995OE-02
0.10064SE-01
0.144800E-01

0.4S1673E-02
0.5238S3E-02
0.623493E-02
0.769949E-02
0.10064SE-01
0.144800E-01

0.4S1673E-02
0.523853E-02
0.623493E-02
0.769949E-02
0.100645E-01
0.144800E-01

0.451673E-02
0.S23853E-02
0.623493E-02
0.769949E-02
0.10064SE-01
0.144800E-01

0.451673E-02
0.S23B53E-02
0.623493E-02
0.769949E-02
0.10064SE-01
0.144800E-01

-o.z
0.2
-1.0
-0.6
-0.2

-1.0
-0.6

10.0

4

0.3SS789E-01
0.482470E-01
0.748963E-01
0.176029E-02
0.109969E-02
0.812439E-03

0.2
0.6
1.0

0.9

3

0.3S5780E-01
0.482418E-01
0.748544E-01
0.175939E-02
0.109920E-02
0.812097E-03

0.1

0.0

2

0.355341E-01
0.481447E-01
0.746299E-01
0.175164E-02
0.109448E-02
0.808649E-03

0.6
1.0

10.0

1

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749038E-01
0.176045E-02
0.109977E-02
0.812491E-03

•1.0
-0.6

0.0

0

•0.2

00

able 2 Green function for /* 0 =0.5
X

c

0.1

0.0

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

0.355788E-01
0.482472E-01
0.749054E-01
0.176051E-02
0.109979E-02
0.8125O7E-03

0.136670E-01
0.185294E-01
0.287919E-01
0.509156E-01
0.358140E-01
0.257388E-01

0.526005E-02
0.712163E-02
0.110413E-01
0.236370E-01
0.291186E-01
0.252971E-01

0.597508E-05
0.775746E-05
0.111243E-04
0.205080E-04
0.132944E-03
0.778626E-03

0.159996E-07
0.202109E-07
0.274497E-07
0.429262E-07
0.129811E-06
0.550431E-05

0.124438E+00
0.166452E+00
0.251145E+00
0.200078E-01
0.129333E-01
0.970602E-02

0.527048E-01
0.704412E-01
0.106509E+00
0.178061E+00
0.126728E+00
0.921618E-01

0.224596E-01
0.29898SE-01
0.449152E-01
0.888302E-01
0.106139E+00
0.922964E-01

0.816935E-04
0.103904E-03
0.143138E-03
0.234589E-03
0.801538E-03
0.339009E-02

0.358607E-06
0.450788E-06
0.606993E-06
0.930619E-06
0.213150E-05
0.273143E-04

0.253606E+00
0.332815E+00
0.483757E+00
0.747236E-01
0.50S003E-01
0.387241E-01

0.120922E+00
0.158399E+00
0.230827E+00
0.360315E+00
0.261213E+00
0.193357E+00

0.582786E-01
0.758644E-01
0.109415E+00
0.196602E+00
0.226717E+00
0.197705E+00

0.522320E-03
0.654378E-03
0.877193E-03
0.134252E-02
0.316557E-02
0.949733E-02

0.368315E-05
0.458815E-05
0.608395E-05
0.903482E-05
0.178811E-04
0.991266E-04

1.0

0.477791E+00
0.608424E+00
0.837999E+00
0.222216E+00
0.160026E+00
0.126844E+00

0.265617E+00
0.337074E+00
0.464913E+00
0.663619E+00
0.496962E+00
0.379101E+00

0.149969E+00
0.188804E+00
0.256934E+00
0.407968E+00
0.450838E+00
0.3961UE+00

0.365008E-02
0.446892E-02
0.576538E-02
0.815058E-02
0.143855E-O1
0.298310E-01

0.557625E-04
0.681290E-04
0.875486E-04
0.122481E-03
0.204466E-03
0.548254E-03

-1.0
-0.6
-0.2
0.2
0.6
1.0

0.113175E+01
0.135097E+01
0.168315E+01
0.808643E*00
0.652726E+00
0.553646E+00

0.797678E+00
0.946589E+00
0.117570E+01
0.14S963E+01
0.118002E+01
0.965544E+00

0.572378E+00
0.673843E+00
0.825359E+00
0.108495E+01
0.113470E+01
0.102274E+01

0.626594E-01
0.726955E-01
0.865728E-01
0.107068E+00
0.140978E+00
0.194176E+00

0.4S1673E-02
0.523853E-02
0.623493E-02
0.769949E-02
0.100645E-01
0.U4800E-01

-1.0
-0.6
-0.2

0.2
0.6
1.0

0.3

-1.0
-0.6
-0.2

0.2
0.6
1.0
-1.0

0.5

0.7

I

0.9

-0.6
-0.2
0.2
0.6
1.0
-1.0
-0.6
-0.2
0.2
0.6
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISCRETE NODAL TRANSPORT METHOD
FOR SOLVING NEUTRON TRANSPORT PROBLEMS
IN CURVILINEAR COORDINATES

Xie Zhongsheng
Zhu Xuehua
Wu Hongchun
Department of Energy and Power Engineering
Xi'an Jiaotong University
Xi'an, shaanxi,P. R. China

ABSTRACT
A coarse-mesh, discrete nodal transport method(DNTM)has been developed for efficient
numerical solution of the two-dimensional transport equation in curvilinear geometries. It is the
logical extension of the previously developed 2-D DNTM in Cartesian geometry, for wich dramatically superior computational efficiency over the wiedly-used discrete Sn method has been demostrated. Some new efforts appear and some nontrivial modifications are introduced. Based on
the proposed method, a ID code DNSN1D and a 2D code DNSN2D are encoded and a series of
test problems has been calculated to verify the code. The results demonstrate that it yield very
high accuracy on coarse spatial meshes in significantly reduced computing times.

INTRODUCTION
The discrete-ordinate method (SNtheory) has been used for many years to approximate the
neutron transport equation in large-scale numerical calculations. The traditional method of spatially discretizing is the diamond difference method, for which the major weakness is the long
computational time due to the very large number of unknowns required to achive an acceptable
level of accuracy. Hence, there is a strong motivation to develop a certain class of nodal coarsemesh methods that can produce high accurate results on a very coarse mesh.
During the past ten years, nodal methods have been proposed and one general aproach, the
discrete nodal transport method (DNTM), has been developed in detail for two and three-dimensional problems in Cartesian geometry and its dramatically supperior computational efficiency
over the standard discrete SN method already has been demostrated[l,2]. But, to our knowledge, it is in general applicable only to Cartesian geometry. In this paper we attempt to extend
the DNTM to the one and two-dimensional curvilinear, spherical and cylindrical coordinates.
Some new effects appear and some nontrivial modifications are introduced.
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FORMALISM
NODEL EQUATION
The formalism begins by partitioning the (r,z) system into K homogeneous nodes (cylindrical annulus) with radial half-width a and axial b and writing the two dimensional transport equation in conservative form for each node (with group g and node k indices suppressed).
ft d(j0)

1 <?(»0) . £ d®

7~ST ~ 7

e

\

,

t

s

,1\

T+

Where the dimensionless variables r and z are written in terms of the node half-widths a and b
respectively and r' = rK+ar. The major difference and difficulties between Eq. (1) and those in
X-Y geometry is the appearing of the angular redistribution term in the LHS of equation.
The angular variable is discretized in the same manner analogous to the standard SNmethod
and the angular redistribution term is approximated by

s_ dp

i

'
O»+l

dm =

A»M>m

(3)

For further manipulation we move it to the right side of equation as an additional source term.
Eq. (1) is reduced to two coupled one dimensional equations by intergrating it separetely over
each of the two coordinate directions. For example, the r-direction discretized transverse-aver
aged equation can be written as
MmT + S4rF (r,4»,9»«) = a(r'qXr, §. .qst,) — Lrir,^,^)
or
= a<Mr,£.,(p.)

— R,(,T ,<*«•»<&.))
(4)

where F(r,£m,q>m') = ( n •+- O7>)0r(r,^1,,9j») ,d>,and qrare "transverse-averaged" angular flux
and sources, and L, and R, are the transverse leakage and angular redistribution term •

(5)
(6)
Rr(r,£.,?*.) = ^-(am+i0r(T,4u,<pm+p - a»-A(r,§., V b l _p)

(7)

The analogous transverse-averaged equation in z direction can be also obtained •

$7f +

(8)

(9)
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where L* and RL are transverse leakage and angular redistribution term.
(10)
(11)
and

(13)
The additional unknowns <A.(7\£.,9ai.+l) ,or 0*(£,{»»?)i>+p are eliminated through the use of
the diamond approximation in the angular direction together with the use of special starting relation for m = l / 2

0

(*4 +

0p

LOCAL INTERGRAL EQUATIONS
It is easily seen that after such transform Eqs. (4) and (8) possess the similar forms with
the transverse-averaged equations in Cartesian execpt including an additional source R, and Rz.
Then they can be solved by the analogous DNTM algorithm developed for X-Y geometry[l,3] o
Eqs. ( 4 ) and (8 ) are then intergrated for # . > 0 or /«, < 0 and £. > 0 or £, < 0 respectively to
obtain formally the node-interior transverse-averaged fluxes <t>r(r ,{;„,</)„) ,®z(z,%„,</*.) and the
outgoing transverse surface angular fluxes in terms of the transverse interior sources and surface
fluxes on the two surfaces of the node. For equation ( 4 ) , we have

(14)

and

in

+ in± «)W± l,?-,vb)«y<- &/|*.|)

(15)

The analogous equations are obtained by solving Eq (8) for z-dependent partially-integrated
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fluxes.

APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUES
The resulting solutions are then approximated along discrete ordinates by expanding the
transverse-averaged fluxes 0,,<t>d, sources qr*qzi« the transverse leakages L,,Lzand angular redistribution terms R,,Rzin spatial Legendre polynomials within each node. For example,

The transverse leakage expansions are truncated at Po (flat leakage approximation), the others at
P2(N = 2). Extention to Pi transverse leakage expansions are mathematically straight forward
but computationally nontrivial. A local weighted residuals procedure yields the discrete equations
for the expansion coefficients of the transverse angular fluxes.-

= [EQ]qr - [EL]U - [ER]R, + [ES]T<t>,(T 1 ,*..<h)
= [GA](qa - U - Rz) + [GS]T<D2i<T l,6».«fa)

(17)
(18)

and the nod surface ougtoing angular flaxes will be

in ± a)<P,(± l,{. f9 w) = [GBtJq, - [GBLiJl, - [GBR±]TR,
+ [GBZ±](rk T a)O,(T 1,^,^)

(19)

the analogous equation can be obtained for z-direction outgoing surface angular fluxes; where
^ " J ' Z I . L M • • • are vectors of expansion coefficients. The coefficient matrices in about equations can be obtained after nontrivial manipulation in the same manner as DNTM.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTION
The angular quadrature sets are chosen as those used in the standard SN method. Eqs. (4)
and (8) are solved via a standard inner /outer iteration procedure using directed sweeps through
the space-angle mesh similar to those used in DNTM or SninethodsfJ , 3 ] . The coupled equations
for outgoing surface fluxes in each direction are solved simultaneously. Both inner and outer iterations are accelerated using coarse-mesh rebalancing; outer using asymptotic source extrapolation.
Based on the above formulation, the 1-D and 2-D discrete nodal transport code DNSN/1D
and DNSN/2D have been encoded and a series of test problems have been performed to verify
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the model and codes.
Table 1 summarized some results of source problems. (A) Two-regional homogeneous purely absorbing cylinder(H = 4. Ocm)with uniform cross sections S = S i = l . 0 cm" 1 and with a unifoum isotropic external source in inner region (ri = lcm)} vacum outer boundary (r2 = 2cm)
condition and reflective boundary conditions at bottom and top sides; (B) Anisotropic scattering
uniform cylinder, H = 2 0 c m , R = 10cm, with uniform isotropic source, 2)i = lcm" 1 , So = 0 .
,£51=2)52=2^3=0. 2cm~'; vacum outer boundary condition and reflective at bottom and
top.
Table 1 Numerical Results for Problems (A) and (B)

Prob.

Method

DNSN/2D

DOT3. 5

Node No.

N

<t»,

<t>2

4X4

4X4

s4
s,

5.9027-01
5.9210-01

1.0356-01
1.0053-01

20X40
20X40

s.
s8

5.9227-01 1. 0359-01
5.9278-01 1.0068—01

4

s,
s8

5.904-01
5.923-01

1. 036-01
1.001-01
1.0360-01
1.0060-01

CPU,sec
3.5'
16.2'

188"

A

DNSN/ ID

4

ANISN

40
40

s,
s,

5.904-01
5.922-01

DNSN/2D

4X4
4X4

S4

s,

1.5332
1.5356

15.6*
48*

DOT3. 5

20X40
20X40

s,
s,

1.5387
1.5407

57"
167"

B

Note; a) ELXSI—6400?

b) VAX/8350

Table 2 illustrated the results of eigenvalue problem. (C) three group calculation of a 17cm
fast core with reflector of 47cm thickness, vacum boundary. The reference value of keff is extrapolated from ANISN calculation. Table 3 summarized the eigenvalue problem; ( D ) Two
group homogeneous finite cylinder R = H = 3 6 c m , vacum outer boundary and reflective boundary condition at bottom and top sides, the cross sections see reference [4,53- All results are compared with reference solutions or those of DOT 3. 5 and ANISN calculations.
The numerical results demonstrate that it yields very high accuracy on coarse spatial meshes. For same accuracy the DNSN required about 10 time less node number than standard diamond difference SN method.
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Table 2

DNSN/1D

node
number

4
8
12
16

S4

relative
error,%

1. 012197
1. 012758
1. 012793
1. 012799

Eigenvalues for Test Problem (C)

0.059
0. 0040
0. 00059
0.0

ANISN

CPU', sec

mesh
number

1.2

1.8

20
71

2.7
4.2

141
282

••'4

krfi

relative
error,%

1. 013501
1. 012858
J. 012813
1. 012802

0. 0058
0.0014

0. 0690

0. 00025

CPU",sec

1. 5
4. 3
7. 6
14. 7

Reference:! .01279903
Note.- a ELXSI/6400
Table 3

Eigenvalues for Test Problem (D)

DNSN/2D

N

s,

node

DOT3. 5

CPU,sec

2X2
4X4
8X8

0. 95524
0. 95526
0. 95531

128
207

2X2
4X4
8X8

0. 95495
0. 95510
0.95511

98
214
782

CPU,sec

N

mesh

s,

36X36

0. 95522

1305

s,

36X36

0. 95497

2624

33

Note ; ELXSI/6400

CONCLUSION
A new discrete nodal transport method in curvilinear coordinates has been developed and
numerically tested. It is capable of high accuracy on coarse spatial mesh and significantly reduces
the computing times.
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TRANSPORT THEORY STUDIES OF SIMPLE SLAB LATTICES

Nils G. Sjostrand
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ABSTRACT
Slab lattices with different numbers of identical cells have been studied using
one-speed neutron transport theory. The numerical work was done with the S n method
using angular approximations up to the 96th order. A simple scheme was used to obtain
homogenized cross sections and diffusion coefficients as a function of the number of cells.
The results were compared to those from the buckling approximation corrected for the fine
structure in the neutron flux. It was found that already at lattices of few cells this
approximation gives satisfactory results.

1. Introduction
In connection with one-speed transport calculations on reflected slabs and spheres
[1] and on infinite slab lattices [2] the question arose if these calculations could be extended
to a finite number of slabs larger than three. In such case one might be able to check the
validity of some assumptions made in the homogenization of slab lattices as a function of
the number of 'attice cells. It would be possible to extend the solution method based on the
integral form of the transport equation to such cases, but this method would be rather
complicated to apply. The reason for this is that for each medium added, a new integral
equation is obtained, which is coupled to the equations for the other media. Another
possibility is to use an S n method. Several years ago a simple, but very accurate, S n
program was developed for slab geometry [3]. Considering the much more powerful
computers now available, it was thought promising to re-work and extend the old S n
program for this purpose.
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2. The problems of homogenization.
Generally, several approximations have to be introduced to make calculations of
reactor lattices possible. One of the most important is to homogenize the heterogeneous
arrangement of fuel, moderator and other materials. This implies that one defines average
cross sections, by which a heterogeneous region is made equivalent to a homogeneus one.
This may be a very complicated procedure in the general case. It is discussed in standard
works on reactor physics, such as the books by Henry [4] and Stamm'ler and Abbate [5]. A
very detailed review has been given by Deniz [6].
Here, the full problem of homogenization will not be dealt with, only some
fundamental points. Firstly, we assume the neutrons to be of one speed only. This relieves
us from several difficulties, e.g. those related to resonance absorption. On the other hand,
the neutron source distribution will not correspond to that of a realistic reactor cell.
Secondly, we will study slabs which are infinite in two directions. This means that we do
not have to worry about the neutron flux variation on the surfaces between the various
zones. Therefore, we can apply a very simple homogenization method. Even so, it may be
of interest to study how the homogenized parameters vary with the number of cells.

3. Calculation method.
The S n method used here is a conventional one, as has been described e.g. in refs. [7]
and [3]. The transport equation for the angular neutron flux <t>(x,u») in a stationary, critical
slab with isotropic scattering may be written
(1)
where 2, is the total cross section and c the number of secondary neutrons per collision, i.e.
(2)
where Zf is the fission and Z s the scattering cross section and v the number of neutrons
emitted per fission. The total flux <t>o(x) is defined as
1
<j>0(x)= /<|>(x,n)dn
-1
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(3)

The calculation is done in the following way for a slab lattice with two different
types of slab elements. First the total flux <t>0(x) is assumed to be constant. Starting from one
side of the system (assuming vacuum boundary conditions) the forwardly directed angular
flux is calculated for each spatial meshpoint. At the same time the forward part of <t>o(x) is
also computed. This proceeds over all the different slab elements, until the outer surface of
the last element is reached. Continuity of the angular and total flux is automatically
obtained at the boundaries between the slab elements. Since we always consider spatially
symmetric systems, the angular and the total fluxes in the backward direction are easily
obtained from the symmetry. The unknown c—value for one of the slab types is obtained
from the continuity equation. By integration of Eq. (1) we have

(4)

where J(x) is the neutron current. Spatial integration gives, if the lengths are measured in
mean free paths,
Joui = (ci - l)/(t>oi(x)dx + (c 2 - l)/<|)02(x)dx

(5)

Here the indices 1 and 2 denote the two different slab types. The total leakage, J o u t , is
obtained from the calculated angular flux through

(6)
0
where we have assumed symmetry around the mid-plane of the slab system. A new source
term is now evaluated and used in a new calculation of the angular flux. This is repeated
until two consecutive c-values differ by less than a prescribed value, usually 10-8.
The angular integration could be made with varying number n of direction cosines in
the forward direction. The highest number used was 48, which gives a S^-approximation.
The spatial mesh could be decreased stepwise by factors of two. The error was found to
decrease as 0(h2) and as 0(l/n 2 ). Therefore, very accurate values could be obtained by
extrapolation to h = 0 and n = », see [3].
The calculation method was checked by comparisons with Garis [1], who has given
accurate c—values and flux ratios for reflected, multiplying slabs. Comparisons could also be
made with the infinite lattice results of Garis and Sjostrand [2]. In all cases very good
agreement was obtained.
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4. Homogenization.
In this section we will define an effective total cross section and a diffusion
coefficient for a homogenized system which is equivalent to a heterogeneous system. We
consider a slab lattice of m lattice cells, each consisting of a multiplying slab (thickness a2,
multiplicity C2, total cross section 2 G ) surrounded by a non—multiplying region (thickness
aj, number of secondaries per collision Cj, total cross section I a).
We consider also an equivalent, homogeneous slab of the same total thickness,
a = m(2aj + a2), with total cross section I , and multiplicity c. The equivalence means
firstly that the leakage of neutrons from the two slab systems should be the same. For the
heterogeneous system we use Eq. (5), where we denote the flux integrals by gt and g2,
respectively. For the equivalent homogeneous slab we have in the same way
J o u ,= (e-i)g

(7)

where g denotes the flux integral over the whole volume. The simplest second condition to
use is to assume that the total flux integrals in the two cases are the same, i.e.
g = gi + g2

(8)

(c -11 - (ci-l)gi + (c 2 -l)g2
(
° 1}g i + g2

r9\
(9)

Then we obtain

From the c—value in this expression we can obtain the effective thickness a2 t of the
homogenous slab and, since a is known, the effective cross section Zt.
In order to determine the effective diffusion coefficient D we integrate Eq. (1) over
the angle and use Fick's law. The buckling approximation is introduced through
V24>0(x) + B2<j,0(x) = 0

(10)

This gives

In order to find the relation between c and B/2, we insert a space dependence of exp(iBx)
into Eq. (1) and obtain the well known equation
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- arctan(B/2t) _
B/I,

1

From the known c—value we can from Eq. (12) obtain B/lt and hence the B—value to use.

5. Results.
Calculations have been performed on several slab lattices. Here we will only give
results for one with the following properties: a ^ u = 0.5, ^a - 1-0 a n d Ci = 0.9. The Sgg
approximation was used with 160 spatial intervals in medium 1 and 320 in medium 2. The
maximum number of cells was 13. To facilitate comparisons, an odd number of cells was
used, so that a fuel slab always would be in the centre of the system. For each of the cases
various values of a} and 2 a and of aj a n d ^e m a v be assumed as long as the products are as
shown. Therefore, a large number of cases may be studied.
Table 1 shows the values of C2, c, a l , , 2, and D obtained for various number of cells
assuming Zfl = ZQ = 1. With increasing number of cells the c% value approaches the value
for an infinite lattice. The final deviation is 0.71 per cent. As expected, the diffusion
coefficient D approaches 1/(32,).
To test the accuracy of the buckling approximation the average neutron flux in each
cell was divided by the average flux calculated from a cos(Bx) distribution. The value of the
buckling was obtained from Eq. (12). The results for the same lattice type (normalized to
unity at the centre) are given in Table 2. The approximation is very good. For a system of
13 cells it is better than 1 per cent, except for the outermost cell.
We also wanted to see in detail if the flux can be obtained approximately as the
product of a global flux from the buckling approximation and a periodic "fine structure"
function, which is that of the corresponding infinite lattice. To test this hypothesis we
divided point by point the S n calculated flux with that obtained from the approximation.
Some results are shown in Table 3. Also here we have normalized to unity in the centre. It
can be seen that already for 5 cells the deviation is only a few per cent, except for the
outermost cell. For 13 cells the deviation is less than one per cent, except for the two
outermost cells.

6. Conclusions.
The above calculations show that the usual assertion of a global and a local flux
variation is a satisfactory approximation (except for the outermost cells) already for 5 cells
in the cases studied here. As expected, the flux averages over a cell or a region within a cell
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are less sensitive to the approximation than the detailed flux distribution. Calculations with
the same lattice dimensions, but with C2 = 0.5 show larger deviations than those reported
here with Cj = 0.9, which is natural considering the greater difference in the properties of
the two cell media.
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Table 1. Results from Calculations on Lattices with 1 — 13 Cells.
Assumptions: a^a = 0.5, a22t2 = 10> c i = 0-9 and I f l s J f l s l . O ,
No. of
cells

a

1
3
5
7
9
11
13

2
6
10
14
18
22
26

CO

c
1.24264
1.05895
1.02545
1.01409
1.00893
1.00616
1.00450

1.43072
1.18645
1.13280
1.11386
1.10512
1.10039
1.09756
1.08981

al,

*.

D

2.2223
5.9580
9.8690
13.793
17.719
21.646
25.572

1.1112
0.9930
0.9869
0.9852
0.9844
0.9839
0.9835

0.2510
0.3205
0.3310
0.3346
0.3362
0.3371
0.3377

1.0122
1.0088

1.0124

Table 2. Average Cell Flux to Buckling Averaged Flux.
Assumptions: a^a. = 0.5, &2^c = 1-0. c i = 0-9 and 2 t t =
No.
of
cells
1
3

5
7
9
11
13

= 1.0.

Ratio of average fluxes
(from centre and out with the central cell to the left)
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0118
1.0035
1.0012
1.0005
1.0003
1.0002

1.0121
1.0059
1.0026
1.0014
1.0008

1.0121
1.0073
1.0035
1.0020
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1.0121
1.0081
1.0042

Table 3. Maximum Flux Deviations (in per cent) from the Buckling Approximation in the Various
Regions in Lattice Cells.
Assumptions: ai2 u = 0.5, a2lt2 = 1.0, cx = 0.9 and Z& = I e = 1.0.
F denotes fuel and M moderator. The fluxes have been normalized in the centre of the fuel
of the central cell. The results are given from the centre and out with the central cell at the
top of the table.

No. of
cells

1

F
M

-10
-30

M
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M

3

5

7

9

11

13

-3.8
-8.5

-1.7
-3.8

-1.0
-2.1

-0.6
-1.4

-0.4
-0.9

-0.3
-0.7

-8.5
-5.1
-16.2

-3.8
-2.2
-3.0

-2.1
-1.2
-1.9

-1.4
-0.8
-1.2

-0.9
-0.5
-0.9

-0.7
-0.4
-0.7

-3.4
+3.3
-13.5

-2.0
-1.3
-1.1

-1.3
-0.9
-0.9

-0.9
-0.6
-0.7

-0.7
-0.4
-0.6

-1.7
+3.9
-12.8

-1.2
+1.5
+1.3

-0.9
+0.7
+0.6

-0.7
-0.5
-0.4

-1.0
+3.9
-12.4

-0.8
+1.6
+1.6

-0.6
+0.8
+0.8

-0.6
+3.9
-12.2

-0.5
+1.8
+1.8

M
F
M
M
F
M

+0.6
+3.9
-12.1

M
F
M
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ANALYTICAL 3-D NEUTRON TRANSPORT IN INFINITE MEDIA

B. D. Ganapol, D. E. Korareich, J. A. Dahl
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Tucton, Ariiona 85721

ABSTRACT
Analytic solutions to the neutron transport equation are provided for point-beam and isotropic finite
line sources in a 3-D infinite medium. This is the first true 3-D analytical benchmark, useful for both code
verification and educational enrichment. The 3-D benchmark is then used to verify the discrete ordinates
code SMARTEPANTS.

I. INTRODUCTION
For one-group neutron transport theory in one dimension, several powerful analytical techniques have
been developed to solve the neutron transport equation including Caseology, Wiener-Hopf factorisation, and
Fourier and Laplace transform methods. In addition, after a Fourier transform in the transverse plane and the
formulation of apseudo 1-D problem, 2-D and 3-D problems have been solved using the techniques specifically
developed for the one-dimensional case. Numerical evaluation of the resulting expressions, requiring an
inversion in the transverse plane, have been successful for 2-D problems [1-4] but becomes exceedingly
difficult in the 3-D case. However, by using symmetry along the beam direction, a 2-D transport solution in
an infinite medium can be transformed into a 3-D solution. Thus, a true 3-D transport benchmark solution
can be obtained from a well established numerical 2-D solution which in turn will involve the solution to a
1-D problem.

II. FOURIER TRANSFORM IN THE TRANSVERSE PLANE
The setting is an infinite medium with a source emitting neutrons in the direction Ho{no,<t>o) at the
point p = x = 0, giving the following one-group transport equation with isotropic scattering with (to > 0:
*o)6(z) .

(1)

The coordinate system is specified in terms of a transverse plane defined by the vector p and longitudinal
dimension defined by z. Eq. (1) is to be solved subject to the constraint that the flux must vanish at infinity.
By application of a 2-D Fourier transform in the transverse plane, with ft being the transform variable,
Eq. (1) becomes

*(*, nii) = jij^xr

»(*, n'; *)+«(/»- ^)s^ - *,)*(*)

(2a)

where ^(z, O; k) is the 2-D transverse transformed flux and the "angular cross section" i»(O, Jb) is given by
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V)1/3«»(*-*) .

(2b)

As in the classic searchlight problem [5], this integro-diiferential equation can be transformed into an
integral form by following the neutron trajectory:
= ±-6(4, - 4>B)6(p. - *..)«-""• + s - / ' dx'e«<'-y

*(*') , M > 0 ,

*(*.«) = - J ~ / " <fc'e"<J'->/'1 *(*') . /» < 0 .

(3.)

(3b)

By integrating over the solid angle with appropriate use of Eqs. (3a) and (3b), we obtain the integral equation
for the transformed scalar flux
F*O

* •*—OO

with

and
U = ft/u(H,k).

(4c)

By substituting the expression for »(O, k) into the expression for K(z), and recognising that the integral
over ^ is a Bessel function, K(z) can be shown to be

*w=/o Tr^M^vf^) ,

(s)

which can be restated in the more useful form

This alternative expression for if(i) will allow the establishment of a psendo problem to facilitate the scalar
flux solution.

i n . THE PSEUDO PROBLEM
Transport problems similar to the one encountered here have been shown to be variants of a 1-D problem
expressed by a pseudo transport equation[6,7]. The psendo transport equation is written as

By performing the same integration along trajectories and integration over the whole solid angle to obtain
an expression for the pseudo scalar flux, we arrive at the expression [with 4(z\fi,') = a(n')4>'(z\fi')]

<k'ir'(|*-*'|M*V) ,
where
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(s»)

(8b)
and the kernel is defined by

(8c)

J - -

It should be mentioned that the desired result irom the pseudo problem is only the integrated (scalar) flux.
The pseudo augular flux can be calculated, but it is physically meaningless as it involves the generalized
direction defined by a(/i) and b(ft). Comparing the form of the kernel in Eq. (8c) to that in Eq. (6), it is
seen that if
a(M) = ( l + * V ) 1 / a , 6(f*) = l + * V ,

(8d)

then K'(ft) = K(ft).
At this point, by showing the equality of the kernels and comparing the scalar flux obtained from
the pseudo-problem and the actual transformed scalar flux, we see that an equivalent expression for the
transformed scalar flux is formally obtained from

^S(C

- Uo)4(z; „') .

(9)

Thus, the determination of the desired scalar finx rests on the solution to a standard transport problem in
an infinite medium with a generalised direction ((ft).
The solution to Eq. (8a) is readily found by application of a 1-D Fourier transform in the longitudinal
dimension and integration over ft to give
* * * > " t( M .,fc) + i PM .«( M .,fc) 1 -

C l(p,k)

'

where p is the transformed variable and L(p, k) is defined as
) '

<10b>

By letting * = ip, recalling the definitions of £(/», k) a(ji, k), and 6(|t, *). and changing the integration variable
to ( instead of ft, L(j>, k) is seen to be

a

9©a •

Noting that the inverse Fourier transformation in the longitudinal dimension produces the pseudo scalar
flux by inversion

we obtain from the equivalence relation [Eq. (9)] the following (transverse) transformed scalar flux:

Also, the uncollided component can be obtained directly irom Eq. (4a) with c = 0:
*.(z;S) = £ ^ % ( , ) .
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(12c)

IV. 2-D FOURIER TRANSFORM INVERSIONS
With a 2-D Fourier inversion in the transverse plane, TJX, the final expression for the 3-D scalar flux
is expressed as

*(*,p) = ^ - 6 (p - i y / T ^ t f )

S(a - 4>o)6{z)

Uo/

»°

l~cL{p,k)

where Eq. (12c) has been analytically inverted.
The scalar flux given by Eq. (13) serves as the basis for the standard 1-D infinite medium transport
solutions [1,8] which are the foundation of modern day transport theory. To evaluate Eq. (13) we now
consider the case of a normal beam source (/io — 1, <f>o = 0) which gives, when p > 0,

The numerical evaluation of Eq. (14) is a challenge since two inversions are involved. It is easiest to reformulate the problem in terms of the solution to the isotropic point source. When this is done, the 2-D scalar
flux can be shown to be related to the 1-D isotropic point source solution by

[

M'',P) .

(15)

where <f>i i* [8]

and

,(c,M) = [(1 -cMtanh-' M ) 2 + ( f CM)']

.

(16b)

ko satisfies the usual dispersion relation
= l-]itanh-1(ifeo)

.

(16c)

Inserting this expression into Eq. (15) gives the general scalar flux for a normally incident beam

where

£^£*w=*

( 1 7 b )

The case of a normal beam has special significance. In general, by orienting the geometry of a beam of
arbitrary direction in the longitudinal aad transverse dimensions of the beam Eq. (13) results. Then by a
coordinate transformation to the desired coordinate system, Eq. (13) becomes the desired 3-D solution.
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V. ISOTROPIC LINE SOURCES
The solution to the 1-D problem can also be utilised for other source geometries. For example, here
we consider an infinite medium with an isotropically emitting line source extending from (—zo,zo) along the
x-axis. Integrating Eq. (17a) along this finite length produces the following solution:

This expression can be manipulated to become
1

where the function xt

a

(18b)

•y.? j

4x
given by

(18c)
Again, through a coordinate transformation a line source of arbitrary orientation and location in 3-D space
can be placed in this mathematically convenient coordinate system.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Solutions to problems with geometries that contain both point-beam and isotropic finite line sources
are considered in this section. The solution for each source is calculated separately and ultimately added
together via superposition to generate the composite flux. Again, because the calculation*! frame can be
adjusted, the orientation of the lines and beams in 3-D space is arbitrary.
Figs. 1 and 2 were generated from a source configuration that contains fonr point-beam sources with
relative strengths of So — 0.25, and two isotropic line sources with relative strengths of So = 1.0. The
point-beam sources are located at the coordinates and emit in the directions shown in Table 1 (0O is the
angle from the z-axis about the y-axis and <po u the angle from the z-axis about the J-axis). The isotropic
line sources are centered at the coordinates, have length 1, and are oriented in the directions shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Source Geometry Specifications
Point
Sources

Coordinates

1
2
3
4

(-4.4.0)
(3,4.0)
(0.0,0)
(0.-3.0.5)

Direction
(*.,*.)
(W. -45°)
(90°, -90°)
(45°, 90°)
(135°, 0°)

Line
Sources

Coordinates
(*.».*»')
(3.-1.0,4)
(-2,-2,0,2)

Direction
{«.,#*)
(90°, 45°)
(90°,0o)

5
«

(*.v.*)
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Fig. 1 shows * contour mapping at x = 0.01. Distances are in mfp't, with the number of secondaries
set to c = 0.9. The inset box in Fig. 1, evaluated as a magnification of this region, is displayed in Fig. 2.
A particularly useful feature of the analytical solution is that the sources do not need to be in the region of
evaluation, allowing the interrogation of any position without marching through a calculational grid.
Another means of viewing a solution is to view the flux as a function of position around a tingle point.
Here, a single point (x o , yo, *<,) >* the point of interest, and the flux is evaluated on the surface of a surrounding
sphere. Fig. 3 displays the scalar flux on a sphere of radius 1 mfp centered at the coordinates (0.01,1,1).
There is a single point-beam source at the origin emitting particles in the direction (45°, 45°). The increase
in the scalar flux as the beam enters and leaves the sphere is clearly evident in the figure.
In the future, it is desirable to extend the analysis to include a few-group formulation and to allow for
limited anisotropic scattering. In addition, because the region of evaluation is scanned individually point by
point, this solution lends itself to parallel processing. The pointwise evaluations are independent of every
other point, and by employing parallel processing, computational time could be greatly reduced.

VII. SMARTEPANTS VERIFICATION
The 3-dimensional discrete ordinates code SMARTEPANTS (Simulating Many Accumulative Rutherford Trajectories: Electron, Proton, And Neutron Transport Solver) [9] is capable, among many other
features, of computing the flux from an internal point-beam source. Thus, the analytic solution previously
discussed may be used to benchmark this feature of the SMARTEPANTS code.
A point-beam source is placed near the center of a relatively large medium with vacuum boundary
conditions at all edges to simulate an infinite medium. The source emits neutral particles along the positive
x-axis in a medium where c = 0.0. The problem is not very sensitive to quadrature order, and Sg quadrature
is used for all computations. However, the problem is extremely sensitive to the mesh spacing. Figs. 4, 5,
and 6 display the scalar flux as a function of x for the cases where (y = 0,z = 0), (y = 1,2 = 0), and
(y = 1,* = 1), respectively. Each configuration is made up of 19 x 19 x 19 meshes, and the mesh spacing is
varied. The number of mesh cells in the problem was limited by available computational storage. Because of
this limitation, the medium was a little more than 2 mfp's in each dimension with the smallest mesh spacing
(0.125 mfp's), and end effects are visible, especially for this smallest mesh spacing. The discrete ordinates
solution dearly has difficulty with the singular nature of the beam, but the agreement between the numerical
and analytical solution b better for coordinates far bom the beam. It is apparent that the SMARTEPANTS
code performs fairly well for this kind of source.
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Fig. 3. Scalar flux at 1 mfp about the point (0.01,1,1) for a point-beam source directed at 6O = 45°, <t>o = 45°
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ABSTRACT

Space-time kinetics experiments Mere performed with

full scale

WER-

1000 core at the critical facility (CF) V-1000. The critical facility and
Measuring instrumentation

used

in

experiments

are

briefly

described.

Review and common assessment of the experiments are also given.

INTRODUCTION
Space-time kinetics (STK) experiments at full scale VVER-1000 core were
performed' in the Institute of Nuclear Reactors
•Kurchatov Institute" at CF V-1000.

of Russian Research Center

A commercial

WER-1000 core with the

first loading for three-year fuel cycle C13 was used.
The topics of the experiments were:
- simulation of various neutron

transients

in

the

core

for

the

most

specific control modes and some emergency conditions;
-

accumulation

of experimental data for advanced processing.

The distinct feature of the experiments is the disturbance

of

spatial

flux distribution by control rods movement -from bottom to top of the core
and v.v. with site stabilization in the extreme

positions.

Intervals

of

stabilization were long enough to equate measured values of two reactivity
meters connected with ionization chambers which located

at

the

opposite

sides of the reactor core (RC). The chambers locations are presented
in fig. 1.
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V-1000

CRITICAL FACILITY

Critical facility V-1000 consists of the following main parts. CF
is the stainless steel cylinder of the diameter 3.7 » and height

~

tank
6 *.

There is a support plate for arrangement of fuel assemblies (FA). The
plate has hexagonal lattice with pitch 236 mm. The maximum

number

of FA

allocated f.n the plate is 1*43.
Control rod (CR) drivers set may consist of up

to

109 drivers.

Each

driver moves a single CR. A driver can lift the weight up to 40 kg at the
speed up to 0.4 m/s.
CF hydraulic system is intended to fill CF tank, release, circulate,
heat up (to 95 C) and cool the Moderator. It also permits to prepare boric
acid solution and monitor its concentration.

EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION
The experimental

accumulating

data

measuring in-core detectors (ICO),

syste*

12 CR

collects

location

signals

indicators

of

10

and two

reactivity meters.
ICD is a tube containing one small

fission

chamber

(SFC) fixed

at

heights 850 no, 1750 M , 2650 am from the RC bottom'. ICO is located in the
FA central tube. SFC operats in pulse mode in order to reduce

errors due

to ^-ray registration.
All signals are sent to PC. Single record in PC file has the

following

items: exposition start time; exposition duration; collected quantities
of pulses for each channel; CR location for each

driver

of

two groups;

reactivity meters data (current and reactivity).

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
The experiaents were perforaed at the moderator temperature

~

20° C,

C., „„ ~ 8.7 q/kg H_0 and the level about 3,0 a.
H3BU3

£.

Reactivity effects and coefficients; CR worth; radial flux distribution
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with and without CR all over the core (FA centers) and inside

o-f certain

FA's Mere measured before the STK experiments.
All carried out STK experiments can be divided in the groups:
- CR group movement;
- Single CR's movement;
- Single CR's o-f the

various

inserted

groups

movement

to

simulate

emergency conditions with CR ejection;
- The transitions to sub critic&lity to simulate normal
•odes: movement o-f all CR's downwards -from

different

and

initial

emergency
positions;

CR's drop with various single rods -fixed at di-f-ferent positions; CR's
drop with various groups fixed at extreme upper position; slow
•oderator leakages; combinations of

moderator

leakages

and

and

quick

CR's

drops

including various groups fixed at the upper position;
-

Neutron

flux

density

transients

with

reactivity

compensations:

reactivity perturbations due to CR's movement or

Moderator

are compensated

did

by

shift

of

the

CR's

which

not

level
take

change

part

in

perturbations.

ANALYSIS OF FLUX BEHAVIOR
Typical experimental results are considered below.
1. Sequences of CR group Movement are presented in fig. 2-4. There
are five explicit regions:
-

before

perturbation

when

power

increases

exponentially

at

low

reactivity;
- during CR insertion;
- flux decrease as the sequence of CR insertion; during this period
delayed neutron sources role grows significantly since this tine
with slightly sub

critical

system

which

contents

we

distributed

sources of variable capacity; in fig. 4 we see that two reactivity
demonstrate slight redistribution of flux which is due to

deal

neutron
Meters

symmetrical

by

accompanied

by

azimuth perturbation;
- CR group

withdrawal

to

the

initial

position

positive reactivity; at this time fora function changes
global flux grows a little;
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is

noticeably

while

- perturbation sequence with low positive
characterized by saall initial

flux

reactivity;

and practical

the period is

absence

of delayed

neutron sources.
2. Sequences of single CR movements are presented in fig. 5-8. Here we
see also five regions but in the second and the fifth phase changes of the
in-core detectors readings and reactivity data differ
cases essentially. So after the

CR insertion

readings of various in-core and out of-core

from

behavior

the previous

of standardized

detectors

differ

from

each

other significantly. Besides the two reactivities change differently: one
of the curves has an excursion but the other does not have it. The

former

curve relates to the chamber situated near the CR. After the CR withdrawal
the reactivities behave similarly.
3. Transient after the sera* with one CR fixed
core is given in fig. 9-11.

It's evident

high that all in-core detectors
and quickly reach

their

that

standardized

sensibility

CR. That's

of the

negative reactivity is so
readings

threshold.

why we see difference

change

similarly

Reactivity Meters

•uch more sensitive detectors situated in distinct
the fixed

in the Kiddle

Manner

between

their

particularly in reactivity ter«s. Despite we practically have
detectors data the results of this experiment is of

have

relatively to
readings

no in-core

a significant

value

only because changes of reactivity in this case correlate with the similar
changes in both previous cases. This helps us to get reliable data despite
relatively low ICD sensibility.

CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic equation system 121 can be written a s
- » * - A * +C1 - fiO F * = 0
ICr,T) = <p/l) #Cr,T> -

i

i

i

i

There are three speci-fie phases o-f transient which Here observed at the CF
experiments: perturbation

phase;

phase
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during

which

delayed

neutrons

effect essentially; stable transient phase.
According to the experimental data the solution of the system can be
presented as
$(r,T) = A exp(pr/l) *><r,T)
Foras of p and p in dependence of transient phase are given in table 1.
Table 1
Foras of i> and p in Dependence of Transient Phase
Transient phase
perturbation

p(r,T)

The

delayed neutrons
effect

p-lp/p-lC/i

experimental

data

perait

stable transient

p-lC/S

to evaluate

accuracy

calculation aethods and corresponded codes which are applied

of different
for safety

analysis of WER type reactor cores.
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ABSTRACT

Integral tritium production and heat deposition measurements in a prototype
fusion blanket would enable verification of the computational codes and the data
base employed for the calculations. A large number of tritium production rate (TPR)
measurements have been reported for different types of blankets, whereas the direct
heat deposition due to the mixed radiation field in the fusion environement, is still
in its infancy. In order to ascertain the kerma factors and the photon production
libraries, suitable techniques must be developed to directly measure the nuclear heat
deposition rates in the materials required for the fusion systems.
In this context, at the LOTUS facility, we have developed an extremly efficient
double ionization chamber, for the on-line tritium production measurements and
employed a pure graphite calorimeter to measure the nuclear heat deposition due to
the mixed radiation field of the 14 MeV, Haefely neutron generator. This paper
presents both the systems and some of the recent measurements.

I) Tritium Production Measurements
The most widely used method [1] for TPR measurement, is based on
measuring the B activity of the tritium by the liquid scintillation method (LSM).
Apart from being an off-line technique and cumbersome processing, long half life
(12.3 y) of tritium, requires sufficient probe activity to ascertain the TPR to a
desirable accuracy. This requirement, demands long irradiations, specially for deeper
locations in the blanket assemblies. An efficient on-line technique is therefore
highly desirable for the fusion blanket studies. This paper highlights the principle of
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detection, fabrication and testing of an efficient on-line double ionization chamber
(DIC) employed for the direct TPR measurements. The results obtained with this
technique in the scavenging region of a composite blanket having stainless steelfirst wall, Pb-multiplier, U^CC^-breeding zone and a graphite-moderator cum
reflector are compared with the results obtained by LSM.
Working Principle and Fabrication of a DIC
In low inventory blankets, tritium breeding mainly results from the 6Li(n,<x)t
reaction. Therefore, any technique which can successfully identify this reaction, can
be effectively employed for TPR measurements. In the present studies 6LiF is
employed as the radiating material. The charged particles, alpha and triton produced
in the 6Li(n,a)t reaction are detected in coincidence by two tiny ionization chambers,
placed on either side of the radiating material. The DIC has been designed, fabricated
and tested at the LOTUS facility using standard electronic units i.e. pre-amplifiers,
amplifiers, scalars, coincidence, gate unit and a multi-channel analyzer.
The detector fabrication consists of three major steps, a) target preparation, b)
installation of electrodes in the teflon housing and c) inert gas filling. A standard
laboratory vacuum deposition plant with a double boat arrangement was used to
coat, enriched 6LiF on a commercially available 25x25 mm2 ' 7.5 ^ inch thick nickel
foil with a copper backing. Suitable masks were employed to control the area of
deposition on the nickel side of the foil. A quartz monitor and weighing technique
were adopted to measure the thickness of the coating materials. After coating 6LiF
and a thin layer of gold, the foil was carefully cut and mounted in a teflon housing.
The backing material copper was etched by a weak solution of tricholoro acetic acid
(5 gm), ammonia (32%, 50 ml) and distilled water (50 ml). Soft tissue papers, soaked
in the solution were used for etching and residuals of the reaction were removed
the same way by using distilled water.The solution etches the substrate very slowly,
so that the gas released in the process does not destroy the thin nickel foil. After the
etching, the system was dried and both the anodes were installed. The teflon
housing holds the electrodes at a fixed position and special channels and holes were
provided to accommodate and lead the wires to the micro-dot connectors and for
filling gas into the sensitive region. The separation between anodes and the cathode
was maintained at 4 mm. The diameter of LiF, gold and the gaseous regions were 14,
16 and 19 mm respectively. For the present experiment, we have selected a 6LiF and
gold thickness of 200 and about 20 Hg/cm2 respectively. A special gas filling line
with a set of micro-valves was setup to fill high purity xenon gas (^ 99.9%) to any
desired pressure up to 6 atm. Fig.l presents the sectional views as well as the fully
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assembled DIC whereas, the complete electronic system and the process of pulse
formation is depicted in Fig.2.
Operating conditions of DIC were determined by varying the high voltage, gas
pressure, discriminator bias and coincidence resolving time.The detector response
was determined with a 5 Ci, Pu-a-Be neutron source, centrally placed in a paraffin
cylinder of 45 cm diameter. Fig.3 presents the operating characteristics for xenon gas
pressure varying from 2 to 4 atm.lt was found that the DIC system works
satisfactorily for 300 to 700 volts for xenon gas filling pressure varying from 2 to 4
atm. Detailed calculations were performed by indegenously developed Monte-Carlo
code DICRES [2], taking into account all the parameters such as LiF thickness, type of
inert gas, pressure of the gas and the incident neutron energy. The results obtained
are shown in Figs. 4-7. The calculated coincidence detection efficiencies under
different operating conditions are shown in Fig.8. In general the response obtained
for different xenon pressures, compared very well [ 3] with the calculated values as
shown in Fig.9. It was also observed that the gamma sensitivity of the DIC for a
contact dose rate of 1.3 rem/h ( 22 Na and 137 Cs), was negligible with the
discriminator bias setting equivalent to 200 keV for each chamber and for a
coincidence resolving time of 400 ns with a gas pressure of 4 atm.
The present measurements were carried out in the scavenging region of a
composite blanket consisting of SS-first wall (1 cm); Pb-neutron multiplier (10 cm);
IJ2CO3 breeding material (15 cm) and graphite (25 cm) as moderator cum reflector.
Fig.10 shows the arrangement; the first wall was held at a distance of 10 cm from the
Haefely neutron generator [4]. A special mechanical arrangement was used to move
the DIC along the diagonal from 4 to 64 cm from the centre of the region, in steps of
4 cm. On the other hand, IJ2CO3 probes were placed all along the other diagonal
from 0 to 56 cm, with the same separation. In order to avoid the contribution due to
the back scattered neutrons, LSM probes as well as the DIC were covered, except the
front part, by a 6 mm thick, flexible boron loaded sheets.The neutron generator was
operated for 117 min at 200 mA ion current and 165 KV. Each DIC measurement
lasted for about 2 min to get a statistical accuracy of about 0.2%. The U2CO3 probes
after necessary reprocessing were counted for a period of 90 min by a computer
contolled Tri-Carb-1900 TR system to get a statistical accuracy in the range of 2%. The
results obtained by DIC and normalized w.r.t LSM value at 4 cm are presented in
Fig. 11. In general there is a good agreement upto 28 cm from the centre, whereas a
maximum deviation of 14 % was observed at larger radial distances.
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II. Heat Depsoition Measurements
In a (d,t) driven tokamak, highly penetrating 14 MeV neutrons would travel
large distances and interact with the host of the surrounding materials. The energy
deposition unlike fission reactors therefore, would be considerably spread out in the
blanket volume. It has been reported [5] that the photon production and kerma
factor libraries have not been adequately tested to confidently proceed with the
designing of futuristic blankets. In this context, we have initiated direct heat
deposition calculations and measurements in the fusion blanket materials of
interest. The heat deposition rates for Graphite, Aluminum, Copper, Iron and
Tungsten were calculated [6] by the MCNP code. It was found that for the maximum
operating power of the generator, the rise in temperature due to the interaction of
the neutron and gamma radiations was between 1.71 to 5.99 m°C/min. This paper
presents the construction, working principle and the results obtained with a quasiadiabatic graphite calorimeter.
A calorimeter subjected to the mixed radiation field, provides directly the net
heating rate. We have employed a quasi-adiabatic concept of the calorimeter i.e the
difference in temperature of the core and the jacket is always kept constant through
out the period of the measurement. The calorimeter consists of four different
material zones, all fabricated [7] from high purity graphite. Each zone is separated
from the neighboring one by a small vacuum region to reduce the radiative losses.
In order to insulate the inner regions from any environmental temperature
fluctuations, a double shield arrangement is employed. Also, provisions are made
for heating each zone separately, manganin wires for example are employed for the
two external shields whereas, thermistors are used for heating the core and the
jacket.The central core region of the calorimeter measures 16 mm in dia and 3 mm
in height and the overall dimensions are 34 mm dia and 18.1 mm height. Fig.12
presents the sectional view of the calorimeter along with the complete electronic
system employed. For measuring the temperature of various regions, calorimeter
employs NTC micro thermistors wired with platinum (Veco-41A14), which have
about 10 K£l resistance at 25 °C, having a thermal sensitivity of - 4%. Thus a dose of
lO"2 Gy would increase the graphite temperature by 10"5 m°C, which corresponds to a
change in resistance of thermister by 4 mQ. Such low changes have been accurately
measured with an A.C Wheatstone bridge and a lockin amplifier using a reference
signal of lkHZ.
In the present measurements, the calormeter was held in line v/ith the external
surface of the generator such that its axis was about 5 mm below that of the
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generator. The core centre in the experimental situation was 0.7 cm from the
generator. The actual measurement consisted of observing the drift in the core
temperature for a period of 5 min, during which its temperature was monitored
every 5 sec. The calorimeter was then subjected to the mixed radiation field of the
generator and the change in the core temperature was measured for the same
period, followed by another drift period with the source switched off. Several such
cycles were taken to establish the consistency of the results. The rate of change of
temperature over the drift periods, is a measure of the heat deposition rate in the
core. A typical trace for 300 mA current is shown in Fig.13. The system was calibrated
with a standard gamma source and the calibration verified by heating the core with
a known amount of electrical energy. The calorimeter output was found to vary
linearily [8] with the neutron output. The measurements were reproducible with in
1% for the energy deposition rate more than 10 jxw/g and better than 3.8% in the
range 1 to 10 uw/g. The core heating rate for 300 mA current and 165 KV (which
corresponds to 2.55xlO12 n/s) was found to be 30.48 u w / g ± 3.4%. The errors due to
source calibration, neutron flux variation and positioning (1 mm spatially) were
found to be 2.5, 2.0 and 1% respectively. The corresponding value obtained by the
Monte-Carlo calculation using bmccs2 and mcpl2 library for the same power level of
the generator was found to be 31.99 Hw/g± 0.9 %. The C/E for the bare calorimeter
thus works out to be 1.05 ± 3.5 %.
Results and Discussions
The coincidence detection efficiency of the DIC is about 90% for isotropic
incident, slow/thermal neutrons. The salient features of the response i.e. sharp rise
at the beginning and a double peak structure are retained for different gas pressures.
This sharp rise offers an excellent condition for cutting off the electronic as well as
the gamma noise. The system is found to be insensitive to a gamma contact dose
rate of 1.3 rem/h, at 4 atm of xenon pressure. The TPR radial profile obtained by the
two methods are in good agreement up to 28 cm. Due to the difference in the
angular distribution of the leakage neutrons, the distant radial positions need to be
corrected down ward by about 2.5 %. Also, the net error by the LSM due to statistics,
source calibration, probe processing etc. is 7%. This suggests, that there is a good
agreement between the two methods for most of the scavenging region considered.
The response of the graphite calorimeter when subjected to the mixed radiation
field of the Haefely neutron generator is large enough to permit accurate
measurements.The measured net nuclear heat deposition is found to agree well
with the MCNP calculations, which simulates the neutron-gamma coupled
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problem. The calculations predict heating due to neutrons and gamma to be about
74 and 26% respectively. Since dominant contribution results from the highest
neutron energy group (78%), one may conclude that for the highest energy group,
the kerma factors could be satisfactory. However, special geometry experiments
using thermoluminiscent dosimeters are under way to find out the heating
contribution due to gamma, to understand the complete process of energy
deposition.
Conclusions
DIC is a highly efficient, on-line, non-destructive technique. The fabrication
procedure is delicate but once the detector system is ready, it is quite rugged. Among
the available on-line measuring techniques, DIC offers, a great potential due to its
overall small size, high efficiency, insensitivity to gamma radiations and the
flexibility of constructing a detector to suit experimental requirements. The device
would be quite useful for the laboratories that can not afford powerful expensive
neutron sources for fusion research. The adiabatic calorimeter is found to be
sensitive and an extremly stable device for accurately measuring the net heat
deposition rates in the mixed radiation field of the LOTUS facility. The large output
with the bare calorimeter suggests that the measurement can be performed inside
large blocks of materials. In order to make radial and axial profile in larger blocks for
understanding the spectral effects on the process of energy deposition, a simple
pencil type calorimeter is presently under development.
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Fig.l. a) Sectional views of a double ionization chamber and, b) after the complete assembly
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Fig.2. Details of the material coatings at the central cathod along
with the complete electronic setup
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Fig.13. Measured response of a double shield graphite calorimeter with
and without the neutron pulse, for a beam current of 300mA
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INTERCOMPARISON OF ROD-WORTH MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES IN A LEU-HTR ASSEMBLY
T. Williams and R. Chawla
Laboratory for Reactor Physics and Systems Engineering
Paul Scherrer Institute
CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The measurement of absorber-rod worths in the radial reflector of a LEU-HTR pebble bed
system is described. Particular emphasis is placed on the choice of complementary measurement
techniques to ensure that sensitivities to systematic errors in the calculated parameters used in the
analysis are minimised.

Introduction
The high temperature reactor (HTR) [1] is under consideration in several countries as a future
option, offering as it does, several advantageous features, including a large degree of inherent
safety. For certain applications, the so-called modular HTR is a particularly attractive concept,
viz. a small-to-medium sized, highly reflected core, fuelled with low-enriched uranium (LEU),
often in pebble form. Because of the relatively large neutron importance in the reflectors of such
designs, it is not necessary, as in earlier, larger-scale HTRs [2], to have control absorbers within
the fuelled region itself; sufficient control and shutdown margin can be achieved with rods
situated in the radial reflector. This is especially advantageous in pebble-bed systems in which
considerable operational and safety-related measures have to be taken to accommodate absorber
rods within the pebble bed.
Since the fuel used in earlier HTR facilities has mostly been highly enriched uranium and
thorium [2,3], there is a current lack of measured data for LEU systems, and it is the objective of
the HTR-PROTEUS experiments [4] at the Paul Scherrer Institute to supplement the validation
data base using pebble-type fuel of 16.7% U-235 enrichment. One important aspect of these
experiments is the measurement of absorber-rod worths in the radial reflector. The study of these
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rods is of particular interest because:
Due to the relatively steep thermal-flux gradient in the radial reflector, rod worth
is a strong function of the distance to the core-reflector boundary.
Since the cores of these systems are normally under-moderated, the accidental
addition of water or steam to the pebble bed can significantly change rod worths
via spectrum and leakage effects.

Methods
All rod worth measurement techniques depend to some extent upon calculated values to
convert measurable parameters to reactivity, which cannot be measured directly [5]. The methods
available for rod-worth measurements can be grouped into three broad categories in terms of the
variation of the neutron population (n) and the reactivity (p) during the measurement:
i) static
[n*/(t),p*/(0]
ii) kineto-static
[n=/(t),ps*/(t)]
Hi) kinetic
[n=/(t),p=/(t)]
This grouping is an indication both of the measurement procedure and of the calculational
support required for the analysis. This is demonstrated in table 1 below in which the main rodworth measurement techniques are grouped according to the above definitions.
CALCULATED

METHOD

TYPE

MEASURED

compensation
source multiplication.

static
static

e.g. control rod movement none

stable period
pulsed source - inhour0

kineto-static

a6 (asymptotic period)

*6.(*-|,P,.A)

kineto-static

<x0 (prompt decay constant)

A,,(p\A,r

»,(i.').», (»a.O

A,,v,...

- Gozanid

kineto-static

noise

kineto-static

inverse-kinetics

kinetic

a

n

b
c
d
e

<

Table 1

•rvxcw

o ( r )> n / ( r ) = count rate in unperturbed and perturbed states at position r

J>o°*c (O.^T** ( r ) = flux ' n unperturbed and perturbed state at position r
relates measured Ct0 to p via inbour equation [6]
relates relative abundances of prompt and delayed neutrons to p [7]
A = prompt generation time

Measured and Calculated Quantities in the Various Measurement Techniques
(Figures in parentheses in the final column are of lesser importance).
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From the table it is seen that dependence upon the calculation of kinetics data ranges from zero,
in the case of the static techniques (where, however a separate normalisation via an independent
measurement is normally required), to a complete set of kinetics data in the case of Ihe general
inverse-kinetics (IVK) technique. Further, the techniques which utilise the measurement of
global parameters require, by definition, no spatial corrections but depend heavily on a single
calculated kinetics parameter (A in the case of pulsed neutron (PNS) measurements analysed by
the inhour method [6]) whereas those which depend upon flux changes between two states
require spatial corrections, but tend to have no first order dependence on a particular kinetics
parameter. The strengths and weaknesses of each of the techniques included in table 1 has been
discussed on many occasions and the arguments will not be repeated here, except to say that in
general the best approach will be a composite experiment comprising the application of two or
more complementary techniques. "Complementary" implies, in this case, techniques requiring
largely independent calculational support. For instance, the stable period and PNS techniques are
to a large extent complementary, whereas source multiplication and IVK are not since they both
depend upon the calculation of the perturbed, static flux shape fyp ( r ) . Of course, all techniques
yield results in terms of $,ff and thus, in the absence of an additional P, # measurement, this
common dependence could be considered as contributing to the experimental uncertainty. One
way to avoid using the conventional reactivity scale is to apply the compensation method to yield
rod worths in terms of other system components such as fuel loading and to use the calculated
AktJ value for the latter as a basis for normalisation. This technique will be discussed briefly
later.

The above philosophy has been applied to the PROTEUS rod worth measurements and a
selection of illustratory results are given below. It should be stated at this point that any finite
harmonics effects have not been considered in this work.

HTR-PROTEUS Core 1 Configuration
A plan view of the HTR-PROTEUS Core 1 configuration is shown in figure 1 overleaf. The
core region consists of moderator ("pure" graphite) and fuel (graphite with 6g uranium) pebbles
in the ratio 1:2, arranged in a "regular" hexagonal close-packed geometry. This deterministic
loading was chosen to improve benchmarking quality and for experimental convenience. The
system diameter is 3.26m with a 1.18m diameter core comprising 22 layers of pebbles. Above
the pebble bed is a cavity of height ~0.7m surmounted by an upper graphite reflector of height
0.78m. The lower axial reflector also has a thickness of 0.78m yielding a total system height o f 3.45m. Shutdown of the reactor is achieved with 4 boron-steel rods situated at a radius of 0.68m
and reactor control with four fine control rods at a radius of -0.9m.
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DETECTOR POSITION 2

ROD

(RINGS)

ASUREMENTKOD

(RING 3)

•DETECTOR POSITION I

•

FUEL PEBBLE

O

MODERATOR PEBBLE

RODS

CONTROL RODS

Figure 1.

MEASUREMENT ROD

(RING 3)

MEASUREMENTROD

(RINGS)

Horizontal Sectional View of HTR-PROTEUS Core 1

Measurements
PNS, IVK and a combination of compensation and stable-period measurement techniques were
chosen. For the PNS measurements, a 14 MeV pulsed neutron source was installed at the radial
centre of the lower axial reflector and responses measured with high efficiency BF3 detectors
placed either in the core/cavity region or in the radial reflector. IVK measurements were
generally carried out with the same detectors located at various positions on the outer surface of
the system and the stable period measurements were made with a miniature fission chamber
located close to the core/reflector boundary.
Two sets of measurements will be described, firstly the measurement of the 4 PROTEUS
boron-steel shutdown-rods which are situated quasi-symmetrically 84mm from the core-reflector
boundary. Because they are part of the reactor control system they can be manoeuvred in and out
of the core, with the disadvantage that their radial position is fixed. The worth of these 4 rods
was measured using both (IVK) and two versions of the PNS technique, namely the inhour [6]
and Gozani [7] methods.
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The second example involves the use of so-called measuring rods. These are well-characterised
boron steel absorbers, which can be placed in over 300 different positions in the radial reflector
but which cannot be dropped into the core, thus precluding any kinetics measurements. A static
technique was therefore applied, involving the loading of an extra layer of fuel and moderator
pebbles to compensate for the presence of two such measurement rods placed symmetrically in
the positions indicated in figure 1. Criticality was achieved by fine adjustment of the control rods
which had been previously calibrated using the stable-period technique. As indicated earlier, this
offers the possibility of assessing the equivalence between core height and rod worth without
having to resort to the 3efj reactivity scale. Currently however, values in dollars were obtained
using the control-rod bank/core height relationship measured during the approach-to-critical. The
static measurement of the rods was thus indirectly calibrated against the stable-period technique.
The two PNS methods were again chosen to provide complementary results.

Results
Shutdown Rods
Whereas the inhour approach uses only the (global) prompt decay constant, the Gozani method
requires, in addition, the ratio of prompt and delayed flux distributions and is therefore spatially
dependent. In the latter case a correction factor is required which involves the ratio of the prompt
and delayed flux distributions at the point of measurement. Figure 2 below shows the axial
variation of this factor at the radial centre of the Core 1 system with 4 shutdown rods inserted as
calculated with the TWODANT two-dimensional transport theory code [8].

8

I
U

E

10000 -

<
X
<

GOZANI CORRECTION FACTOR

Id

Figure 2.

TWODANT-Calculated Correction Factors
(4 Inserted Shutdown Rods)
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for Gozani Method

The figure indicates that significant corrections are required at most measurement positions.
Furthermore, the same prompt flux distribution is required to calculate the value of A used for
the inhour method, suggesting that systematic errors could arise from errors in the calculations
which would be common to both techniques. However, it can be shown that sensitivities in each
case are quite different. For example, an overestimation of the prompt flux in the reflector will
lead to an overestimation of the inhour reactivity but to an underestimation in the Gozani
reactivity as measured in the reflector. Table 2 and figure 3 below summarise the shutdown-rod
results, PNS measurements being made using detectors located at the radial centre of the system.
The l a uncertainties given for individual measurements are statistical only.

PNS
DETECTOR
POSITION51
132.0 cm
156.0 cm
186.0 cm
210.0 cm
252.0 cm
276.4 cm
average

INHOUR
(lSTORDER) b
10.50±0.06
10.44±0.06
10.56±0.06
10.43±0.06
10.55+0.06
10.40±0.06
10.48+0.07

IVK

GOZANI
UNCORRECTED
11.87±0.03
15.29+0.04
14.35+0.04
11.9210.03
14.94+0.04
15.19+0.04
13.92±1.6

VG

INHOUR

GOZANI

VG

12.3510.06
12.2610.06
12.3010.06
12.28+0.06
12.3210.06
12.2910.06
12.30+0.03

12.34+0.03
12.52+0.04
11.63+0.04
11.87+0.03
12.0910.04
12.65+0.04
12.1810.4

0.96
0.94
1.01
0.99
0.97
0.93
0.97

(EXACT)0 CORRECTED

0.88
0.68
0.74
0.88
0.71
0.68
0.75

12.0±0.2d

11.01±0.2

a - Radial centre, measured from bottom of system c - A calculated via exact perturbation theory
b - A calculated via first order perturbation theory d - corrected for spatial effects
Table 2. Results of Shutdown Rod Measurements Showing Sensitivity to Calculated Parameters
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All three techniques are seen to have relatively large dependence on calculated parameters
and/or corrections but excellent agreement is nevertheless obtained between the correctly
processed results, with a spread of only -2.5%. This consistency between the results from largely
complementary techniques provides confidence in the fact that no significant systematic errors
are being introduced via the calculated parameters.
A further example of the complementary nature of these methods is that, in the PNS technique,
measurement uncertainties tend to decrease with increasing subcriticality (better separation of the
prompt decay curve), whereas the opposite is true for the IVK method in which counting
statistics after a large reactivity reduction deteriorate rapidly.
Measurement Rods
Table 3 below summarises the measurement rod results. The current analysis does not include
the use of a directly calculated Akljr

value for the additional fuel layers. Thus, while the

penultimate column indicates the compensation required in terms of fuel layers, the final column
indicates the dollar-equivalent worth deduced from the control-bank/fuel-layer relationship
measured during the approach-to-critical. This corresponded to (1.94±0.06)$ for the top layer.
LOCATION
OF RODS

a

EXACT

CORRECTED

LAYER

DOLLAR

INHOUR

GOZANI

EQUIVALENT

EQUIVALENT

1

2.4710.02

2.36510.005

2

2.4410.02

2.37410.005

2.455+0.015

2.36910.0035

1 layer+0.22$

2.16+0.07$

1

1.31810.02

1.25610.002

2

1.309U0.02

1.26310.002

1.31410.015

1.26010.0015

1 layer-0.845$

1.1010.07$

DETECTOR
11

POSITION

RING 3

average
RING 5

average

a

See figure 1

Table 3

Measurement Rod Worth Results for PNS and Compensation/Stable Period Methods

The variation of rod worth with position is seen to be significant, with a -50% reduction in rod
worth associated with a movement of only -12cm away from the fuelled region.
The discrepancy between the PNS results and those from the compensation/stable-period
technique is seen to be greater than 10% in both cases and, as the correspondence between inhour
and Gozani is satisfactory (<5%), this suggests that the layer/rod equivalence is perhaps in error.
Furthermore, the sensitivity to the calculation was somewhat less than 3% in both PNS
techniques (as compared to the considerably larger sensitivity for the measurements shown in
table 2), rendering a PNS analysis error unlikely.
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Summary
It has been demonstrated that it is possible to make self-consistent rod worth measurements in a
system with a large degree of spatial dependence and furthermore that, by a suitable choice of
complementary measurement techniques, it is possible to demonstrate the absence of significant
systematic errors, even for measurements with a relatively large dependence on calculated
parameters.
Whereas the shutdown-rod measurements showed good internal consistency, some discrepancy
was indicated between the PNS and static techniques used for the measurement rods. This is
believed to be due to the currently applied indirect calibration of the core height effect against the
control rod worth, the systematic uncertainty of which is somewhat difficult to quantify. Further
investigations are planned in which the measurement rods will be introduced during the
approach-to-critical itself such that a more direct normalisation of the measurement rod worth
can be achieved.
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NEUTRON SPECTRUM DETERMINATION BY ACTIVATION METHOD
IN FAST NEUTRON FIELDS AT THE RB REACTOR

Marina S. Sok«i6-Kosti6, Milan P. PeSi6, Dragoljub P. Anti6
The Institute of Nuclear Sciences "VinCa"
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
POB 522, 11001 Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

The fast neutron fields of the RB reactor are presented in this
paper.

The

activation

method

for

spectrum

determination

is

described and explained. The obtained results for intermediate and
fast spectrum are given and discussed.

Introduction

The RB nuclear reactor [1] at the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory of
the Institute of Nuclear Sciences "Vinfia" is the first, zero power,
bare, heavy water critical

facility

in Yugoslavia. The natural

metal uranium fuel elements, the 2% enriched metal uranium fuel
elements

and

80X

enriched

uranium-dioxide

fuel

elements

are

available from 1975.
The fields of fast neutrons with "softened" fission spectrum
are made

by

modifying

the system:
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modified

experimental

fuel

channel EFC [2], coupled fast-thermal system in two configurations
CFTS-1 and CFTS-2 [3] and coupled fast-thermal core HERBE [4].
One of the first tasks was to develop the method for absolute
neutron spectrum determination for the whole energy range. The
activation method [5,6,7] is improved and used for determining of
neutron spectrum characteristics.

East Neutron Fields

The intensity of fast neutron flux in the RB reactor was upgraded
in

1982

when

a

modified

experimental

fuel

channel

(EFC) was

constructed. The EFC is formed inside of the standard RB reactor
fuel channel
hermetically
segments.

(an

aluminium

sealed)

During

from

fuel

tube 41/43
10

modified

segment

mm diameter

and

80% enriched

modification,

bottom

UOj

central

fuel

aluminium

caliber with outermost "stars" are taken off and the rest of fuel
segments is slipped on an aluminium tube 27/28 mm diameter, one to
another, as closely as possible. All this arrangement is placed
inside the standard fuel channel. Movable aluminium tube is placed
inside the EFC experimental space (25/27 mm diameter) filled with
aluminium expellers and sample supporters. Thus, the samples or
detectors can be easily placed in the reactor or taken out. The EFC
is placed

in

the

especially

designed

reactor

core

with

high

epithermal neutron flux.
The coupled

fast-thermal

system at the RB reactor

is also

constructed for fast neutron fields investigation. The fast core of
the CFTS-1 is formed of 80% enriched UO2 fuel and the natural metal
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uranium fuel elements forming a blanket. The central area of the
fast core is cylindrical experimental space with a diameter 20 cm
and a height of up to 120 cm. The thermal BB core (driver) has a
standard lattice pitch of 12 cm from 2% enriched metal U

fuel

elements and 80% enriched UOj fuel elements in the D,0 moderator.
In CFTS-2 this 80% enriched fast zone is removed and experimental
zone is larger (30 cm diameter).
The coupled fast-thermal core HERBE is designed with the aim to
improve experimental

possibilities

in fast-neutron

fields. The

requirements for minimum modifications in the RB construction and
application of available fuel restricted design flexbility of the
coupled

system:

the

central

fast

core

of

natural

uranium

is

surrounded by neutron filter zone (cadmium and natural uranium) and
converter zone

(enriched uranium

fuel, without moderator). The

coupling region is heavy water. Thermal core is formed of RB heavy
water 80% enriched uranium lattice with 12 cm pitch.

Activation Method

The activation method has a few advantages compared with others,
especially

in

construction,

the
small

region

below

dimensions,

10

keV.

radiation

They
and

are:

simple

temperature

resistance and good spatial resolution.
The intermediate and fast neutron spectrum are measured

by

activation technique, especially developed for our fast neutron
fields. The method of resonance detectors for absolute values of
intermediate and threshold detectors for absolute values of fast
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spectrum are used for these measurements.
The foils used as resonance detectors are given in Table 1 and
those used as threshold detectors are given in Table 2. The foils
are irradiated at the predetermined positions in the fast fields.
The absolute value of neutron flux is obtained with Au foils. Foil
activities are measured by using gamma scintillation technique with
especially designed y ~ m e a s u r i n 8 lines and 4nl3 absolute counting
method, also developed in our Laboratory. The measuring

results

were evaluated by ACT code based on analytical relations accounting
all necessary physical and geometrical corrections which returns
foil saturated

activity and neutron flux density.

Intermediate

spectrum is obtained by KRIFIT code and fast spectrum by HEFEST
code on the basis of experimental results.
The code KRIFIT is based on the minimum mean square method
using

modified

Gauss-Newton

treatment.

fi

(i=l,...,n)

are

experimental values of function f with m variables Xj (l=l,...,m)
amd k<n parameters a- (j = l,...,k) that has to be determined. The
measured values of Xj variables in n different points give the
function f(x,a)=O. The system of nonlinear equations is obtained by
direct using of the minimum mean square method. The problem is
solved by linear power series expansion of f-t functions that give
value of A a- (Aaj=a.-aj()). In the minimum square method the weighted
sum of squares must be on minimum. When the weighted matrix is
transponed

to

the

moment

matrix

the

obtained

relation

(Gauss

method) is solved iterativelly.
The code HEFEST is based on method of maximal probability. The
activation integral is treated as a relation of total probability
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that

connects

probability

probability density

T(E) with

discrete

£(x). a^(E) is a discrete

aproximation

of

approximation of

total probability density a(x,E). In first approximation x has the
distribution £i(x)=5i>

while

in second

it has the distribution

£j(x) = Jcij (E)Tt( E)dE. $• depends on experimental values and 4j depends
on model

of distribution

density

? t (E). The optimal

model

of

distribution density is obtained by setting the values of £j equal
to the values of £j.

ER (eV)

Detector
IT8
n5

In(n,Y)

137
186
59

Lu(n, Y ) i n Lu

Au(n,Y)

W(n,Y)

187

T

l/2

0.142

900

6.71 d

In

1.457

3243

54 min

Au

4.906

1565

2.69 d

18.80

350

24.1 h

132.0

77

5.27 y

116i
198

RI(10"Mcm2)

W

60

Co(n,Y) Co

Table 1. The foils used for intermediate spectrum determination

Eeff(MeV)

Detector

o eff (io- 2 W>

T

l/2

'"RhU.n') 1 0 3 1 ^

0.80

950

57 min

115

1.15
2.65

302

4.5 h

252

14.3 d

58

2.70

452

72 d

54

3.00

370

310 d

32
58
54

In(n,n')
S(n, P )"p

115l

Ni(n,p) Co
Fe(n,p) Mn

In

Table 2. The foils used for fast spectrum determination
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Results

The intermediate spectra in EFC and HERBE are calculated by code
KRIFIT

and have

the form

given

with

relations

(1) and (2),

respectively.

4>=e/£« e=4.50 10» n/(cm2(Au))

(1)

In this relation a=l and Au is the lethargy unit.
4>=9 .31-10 5 u-3 .92'10 s u a +5.51-10*u 3 -2.54'10 3 u«-4.8940*
Value for a in relation (2) is the same, while u=ln

(2)

(EQ/E).

The fast spectra in EFC, CFTS-1 and CFTS-2 are calculated by
code HEFEST and are given in Table 3.
F a s t n e u t r o n spectrum * (n/(cm 2 s MeV))
(MeV)

EFC

CFTS-2

CFTS-1

1

5.33 x 107

1.3 x 10*

1.26 x 10*

2

7

3.32 x 10

2 . 8 x 10

5

2.71 x 10 5

3

1.79

107

1.1 X 10 5

4

9.11 x 106

6.3 x 10 4

1.06 x 10 5
6.11 x in 4

5.5

3.12 x 106

4 . 5 x 10 4

4 . 3 0 x 104

6.5

1.49 x 106

1.2 x 10 4

1.16 x 10 4

7

1.03 x 106

6.8 x 10 3

6.59 x 10 3

8

4.84 x 105

2.9 x 10 3

2.81 x 10 3

9

2.26 x 105

1.5 x 10 3

1.45 x 10 3

10

1.05 x 10*

1.0 x 10 3

9.69 x

Table 3. The fast neutron spectrum in fast neutron fields at the RB
reactor
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Conclusion
»
According to the obtained results, activation method is a capable
tool

in

reactor physics

described

neutron

fields

nowadays.
for

the

realised

flux

is possible

different

material studies, and dosimetrical
limitation:

It

to

irradiation

use

the

studies,

purposes. There is only one

values

cannot

be

larger

then

1O10 n/cm2.
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NUCLEAR (NEUTRON) METHODS AND MEANS IN EXPLOSIVE
DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
Grigory Sh. Pekarsky
Neutron Methods of Testing Department
Research Institute of Introscopy
Polytechnical University
Tomsk, Russia

ABSTRACT

Some new nonstandard techniques and means for detecting hidden charges (explosives) are described.
Neutron-neutron method is used to search different light-material inclosures: explosives, drugs and so on.
Neutron-gamma method is used to identify explosives in different objects and media.
During last years there have been developed new nonstandard techniques and means for detection of
hidden charges (explosives) loaded in different objects and media. It is caused by some reasons. In the
whole world terrorists use hidden charges in cars, airplans, boxes and so on, placing them behind metal
screen: door panel, door sells, bumpers and other cavities. Therefore it is very difficult to detect them using
traditional methods. Many new types of explosives and mines with plastic or cloth shells and with no shells
are widely used - table 1.

Type

M15
MI9
L9A1
SB-81

HPD
SV-MB/T
MAHH1

Table 1. Some Types of Mine
Shell
Country
USA
metal
USA
plastic
plastic
England
plastic
Italy
France
plastic
plastic
Italy
metal
France

Explosive, kg
10,3
9,53

8,4
2,0
2,0
2,6
6,5

These kinds of charges and mines contain tiny amount of metal, and if placed in soil, walls, building
constructions, passenger's luggages and so on, they could hardly be detected by traditional methods.
Only a few of these problems can be solved by gas analysis method. Therefore, radiation gammagamma, neutron-neutron and neutron-gamma methods have been developed in some countries.
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For some years our Department of Neutron Methods of Diagnostic and Nondestructive Testing has
been working on explosive detection. Two different methods have been investigated: neutron-neutron
method for detection of hidden light material inclosures (explosives, drugs and so on) and neutron-gamma
method for identification of hidden explosives.
Neutron-neutron methods are based on registration of the backscattered slow or thermal neutron
beam when object is irradiated by fast neutron beam, usually from radionuclide sources. Backscattered
beam of slow or thermal neutrons depends on the moderating capacity M:

M =

(1)

where % - an average energy loss per one iteration;
Ie - cross-section of an elastic scattering.
Table 2. Moderation Characteristic £, of Some Nuclei

Z
1
9
12
56
64
184
207
238

Nuclei

H
Be
C
Fe
Cu
W
Pb
U

I
1,000
0,209
0,158
0,0353
0,0309
0,0108
0,00963
0,00838

Table 3. Moderation Characteristics of Explosives
Substance

Ten

Density, g/cm3
1.62
1.77

Gexogen
Water

1.8
1.0

Trotil

4
0.613
0.659
0.629
0.925

Mem1
0.479
0.586
0.646
1.35

So, such hidden things as explosives or drugs contain more nuclei of the hidrogen and have a higher
moderating capacity than many objects, in which they are placed. Therefore, the main problem that can be
solved by the neutron-neutron method is searching of hidden light things having been desposed behing metal
screens or inside semyendless objects - Fig. 1.
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H d

Hh

h

Fig. 1. Two main types of neutron-neutron control. 1- hidden inclosure; 2 - screen; 3 - metter (device); 4 •
object
Below are illustrated some of our experimental results. - Fig.2-3, Table 4.

m=10M

2(X>

5
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Thickness of steel, mm
B - background: numtw of put*. wh*n inciosunc absent in on obfrct
S - « 6 3 W i * > « of puk*. vitien melon*** k In an ob)»a

Fig.2. Detection of explosives placed behind a steal screen, m - explosive mass, g

Fig.3. Detection of an explosive hidden in soil.
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Table 4. Results of Detection of Different Explosives in Different Types of Soil.
Ratio signal/background (S/B).
Soil
Depth, cm
Explosive type
plastic, 2 kg
cloth, 9 kg
plastic, 6 kg
>4
Sand with some
>4
>4
0
slime and grass
3.6
5
3.6
3.8
10
2.2
2.4
2.3
Sand with large
>4
>4
>4
0
stone and grass
5
3.4
3.5
3.5
10
20
1.8
20
>4
>4
Crushed stone with
0
>4
3.6
3.7
small grass
5
3.7
2.3
2.4
10
2.3
The other method - neutron-gamma - is used to identify explosives in different conditions. It is based
on registration of secondary prompt gamma-rays of (n,y) - reaction on nitrogen nuclei. All explosives have
a very high content of nitrogen nuclei, much higher than all objects and media, where they are placed. Table 5.
Besides, we have a very high energy of gamma-rays from nitrogen - about 10.8 Mev. Gamma-rays
with this energy are absent in spectrum of nearly all other nuclei.
Table 5. Nuclear Content in Soil and Explosives
Density of atoms, n x 1022 cm~'
N
C
H
0.843
0.026
3.00
2.15
1.29
1.69
1.35
2.69
2.93
1.46
2.93

Substance
Chernozem
Trotil

Ten
Gexogen

O
3.65
2.58
4.0
2.93

Reading of gamma-ray detectors from object ^(background)

KB = Atjjc

)dT

(2)

where:
s(E) - efficiency of gamma-ray registration;
f'ni - spectrum of («, y) - reaction;
Gj(r' -* r) - probability of hitting of gamma-ray from the birth point F into detector placed in
point f.
¥,{?)" density oi{n,y) interactions on i-type of nucleus:
(3)
I ' - cross-section of («, y) -reaction.
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Reading of gamma-ray detector from explosive Ks (signal) is analogous to (2) but integration have
to be done over explosive volume A V.
The following ratio is used to estimate the sensitivity to explosive presence:
(4)
where AKB - "negative" increase, when some part of the object volume is replaced by explosive.
The most simple technique of explosive identification is registration of gamma-rays with the energy
about 10.8 mev - Fig. 6. In other cases to increase the identification reliability we use simultaneous
registration in some additional parts of energy spectrum of gamma-rays.

dB
\

S

2

6
Energy, meV

8

h

10

12

AE

Fig.6. Spectrum of secondary prompt gamma-rays
Our results were obtained the of calculation by Monte-Carlo method and by means measurement by
scintilation or semicondactor spectrometers.
Some results of neutron-gamma method investigation are illustrated on Fig.7, 8,9, 10 and Table 6.

Fig. 7. Explosive identification in luggage (calculation by Monte-Carlo method). Luggage size
250x500x800 mm. Explosive mass 600 g. Only one detector reading is shown.
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Fig.8. Detection of explosive in concrete (1) and brick (2). Depth:
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Fig. 9. Detection of explosive in soil, when meter is moving relatively its point of burig.
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Table 6.

Reliability of Identification of Explosive in Soil. (Time = 20 s, Q=10E8 n/s, Chernozem,

altitude above surface h=10 cm)
Type of shell, explosive mass,
Depth, H, cm
kg

Probability of false alarm, Pf

P,=5%
plastic, 2 kg
plastic, 2 kg
plastic, 2 kg
plastic, 6 kg
cloth, 9 kg
cloth, 9 kg
cloth, 9 kg

0
5
10
0
0
5
10

0.999
0.875
0.702
0.999
>0.9999
0.999
0.988

0.9997
0.920
0.789
0.9997
>0.9999
0,999
0.994

Different clutters (piece of wood, 5 kg; bottle with water. 3 I, cobble-stone, 6 kg; piece of steel, 5 kg
and many others) do not cause the signal.
As a result of our investigations we now have some devices intended for detection and identification
of hidden charges and explosives in different objects and media.
1. Portable device for detection and identification of explosives hidden in vehicles. It comprises measuing
units with mass ranges 3 to 10 kg according to their application, and a control console with mass up to
6 kg. For example, in car boots any explosives with mass no less 1 kg can be detected and identified in
time no longer than 300 s with the reliability of 97%.
2.

Portable device for detection of explosives in small separate objects, personal things, etc. Explosives
with mass 200 g and above are detected with reliability of 97% in 30 s.

3.

Portable device for detection explosives in soils, foundations, walls and etc. Explosives with mass 1 kg
and above are detected at depth up to 15-20 cm with reliability of 97% and false alarms less than 3%.

4.

Neutron-neutron method is used in our portable devices "Sverchok" ("Cricket"). This device detects the
presence of hydrogen-containing materials, such as explosives or drugs, concealed in motor vehicles
(behind door panels, in bumpers and other cavities). It is also suitable for searching interior walls,
ceilings, floors of buildings and other similar objects. Probe unit mass is 1,7 kg, electronic control unit 2,3 kg including accumulator battery.
All devices have small radionuclide sources and satisfy radiation safety requirements.
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REVIEW OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF WER PRESSURE VESSEL RADIATION DAMAGE
IN ENGINEERING BENCHMARKS
Sergei M. Zaritsky1, Bohuail Osmera2
•"•Nuclear Reactors Institute, Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov
Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia
Reactor Physics Division, Kuclear Research Institute Rez pic,
250 68 Re2, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
A short review of the WER-440 and WER-1000 pressure vessel
exposure investigation at the LR-0 experimental reactor is presented. After description of the experimental arrangment selected results of measurement are compared with the core and
neutron transport calculations.

Introduction

For the evaluation and prediction of the W E R reactor pressure vessel (PV) embrittlement which dominates in the pressure
vessel service lifetime assessment it is necessary to determine,
with the required accuracy, the characteristics of the neutron
field at the PV, over its thickness and in the surveillance specimens of the PV and PV-weld materials. To characterize the PV
neutron exposure the fluence of neutrons with energy above 0.5
MeV is used. The advanced procedure prefers knowledge of the entire neutron spectrum in the monitors as well as at the PV critical points. The target accuracy should be 10 - 15 % (one sigma) in total fast neutron fluence. To attain the target accuracy, the calculations must be experimentally verified.
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Suitable geometrical conditions and technical arrangments of
the LR-0 experimental reactor in NRI Rez enable construction of
full - scale physical models of a symmetry sector of W E R type
reactors in the radial direction from the core to the biological
shielding of the reactor. The model is axially and azimuthally
shortened due to the fuel inventory (1.25 m active height, 60°
symmetry sector), see fig. 1. For simulation of the power reactor water density reduction the steel displacing tank is placed
in the space between the barre.1 and the LR-0 tank. The pressure
vessel simulator consists of 3 or 4 identical (5 cm thick) layers which can be successively shifted in the radial direction to
form and additional air gap (layer) for measurement over the PV
thickness.
The fuel composition in the core was chosen so that the radial - azimuthal power distributions within its peripheral area
was close as possible to the equilibrium power distribution in
the core peripheral area
of the commercial WER-440 and
WER-1000. The region of the maximum value of the fast neutron
flux density incident on the PV lies on the WER-440 mock-up
symmetry axis, and 8° azimuthally shifted in WER-1000 mock-up
(arrangements A,D).
The old WER-440 units are mostly operated with neutron leakage reduced cores. The dummy steel cassettes were l^cJcd in the
boundary rings. Two WER-440 mock-vrpc with the dummy steel cassette were assembled the first one with the minimum value of the
flux density on the mock-up symmetry axis (the previous maximum)
and the second one rearranged in such a way, that the maximum
was on the symmetry axis (arrangements B,C).

The engineering benchmark (mock-up) experimental program
A special attention should be paid to the background due to
albedo of core leakage neutrons at the measuring points and neutron field perturbations due to neutron leakage at the boundary
of the modeling sector. The 25 cm thick axial reflector effectively suppress the background in the distant measuring points
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which are far from the boundaries of the model. The core critical height with this axial reflector was reached by adjustment
of the boron acid concentration in water moderator. The differential energy distribution of the fast neutron flux density was
measured in the energy range 10 keV (100 keV) - 10 MeV at selected points from the core to the biological shield simulator with
the proton recoil spectrometer consisting of a scintillation detector with a 10 x 10 mm stilbene crystal, and a set of 40 mm
diameter spherical proportional hydrogen - filled counters, gas
pressure 981 kPa, 392.4 kPa, 98.1 kPa (with and without 3 He calibration admixture). To perform the spectral measurements, the
LR-0 power was changed in the interval from 0.1 W to several kW.
Thus, the neutron flux density monitoring system determines the
uncertainty of the space distribution. The statistical and energy resolution uncertainties of the proton recoil detectors were
evaluated, the typical values are tabulated in [3]. Most of the
mock-ups neutron spectra were measured using two spectrometers
(N.R.I. Reg, Skoda - Plzeri).
The low power limits the measurements with activation detectors. The 115In(n,n') activation foil were used to determine the
fast neutron flux density spatial distribution at the position
of the spectra measurements. Some thermal neutron distributions
were measured by Dy detector. The azimuthal and axial distributions at the inner and outer PV surfaces were measured by proton
recoil detectors in integral regime with gamma background discrimination.
The core power distribution in the core central plane was
the gamma activity measurement of about 600 fuel elements, obtained from the gamma scanning method was employed to measure the
axial distribution (about 20 elements). The core absolute power
(absolute calibration of the source) cannot be measured directly
in the experimental reactor, a method combining the neutron flux
density or fission rate measurements in several points and calculations had to be employed. Some experiments were carried out
with 115In(n,n») in-core distribution, with the fission rate measurement in selected points and with the method of neutron flux
density noise correlation analysis.
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The codes and data libraries used in calculation studies
The core and neutron transport calculations were mostly carried out with the W E R power reactor conventional engineering
programs and libraries.
The core, pin-to-pin power distribution, four group, two dimension calculations are performed by the diffusion code PERMAK
[Kurchatov Inst.] and MOBY DICK [Skoda]. The four group data were prepared by the lattice code UNIRASOS for PERMAK and by the
MICROBE for MOBY DICK calculations. The axial buckling was taken
in accordance with the measured extrapolated length. The finite
difference grid correspond to the fuel element lattice grid. The
result of PERMAK code were transformed by the code GRID into the
input data set of the transport codes (DOT, ANISN). The
pin-to-pin distribution was used in the core boundary area, the
assembly (cassette) averaged values were used in the inner area.
The axial distribution was taken from the experiment. Some calculations were done with the measured power distribution.
The 3D transport calculations (S8P3) were carried out by the
synthesis method combining DOT and ANISN results. Mostly the 22
group library DLC-23 were used [1].

Discussion of some results, conclusions
In Fig. 2 and Tab. 1 there are compared some results of the
power distribution calculation and measurement in the mock-up C.
In one part of the core boundary the precision of calculation is
insufficient.
Some characteristics of the neutron field in the vicinity of
PV are presented in the Tab. 2, 3. The uncertainties of the measured spectral indices (Tab. 2) are in the range od several per
cent. The fine energy structure spectrum uncertainties can vary
from several percent (one sigma) up to several tens of per cent
(due to statistics in high energy part, due to resolution in low
energy part). The uncertainties of the measured space-energy indices (Tab. 3) vary from 5 % to 10 % (one sigma) including un-
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certainty of the monitoring system. The disagreement of measured
and calculated values is in many cases unacceptable.
The results of measurements provide a direct experimental
estimation of the basic data for neutron monitors (surveillance
dosimetry, ex-vessel measurements) evaluation such as integral
cross sections and their uncertainties, as well as the relation
of the neutron field parameters measured in the accessible locations to the critical power reactor ones (pressure-vessel
inner surface, 1/4 of the pressure-vessel thickness, etc.) including error propagation [2].
The mock-up investigations include many problems of reactor
physics from core to shielding. They are very laborious and complex because of geometry, depth penetration, background problems
and required details and accuracy of results.
It is necessary
- to increase the precision of the core boundary power distribution calculations
- to carry out sensitivity analysis (calculational model, input
data uncertainties including cross section library uncertainties}
- to create engineering calculational benchmarks
- to evaluate recommendation for the PV exposure estimation.
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FIG. 1 - MOCK-UP ARRANGEMENT A, B, C, D
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Table 1
Coaparison of leasured and calculated fission densities for
Mock-up C: ain and tax discrepancies per single pin (a) and
averaged discrepancies per regions (b)

(C - E)/E

Region
(No. of cassetes)

1

FEHUK

MBIT DICK

4,5,10,11

a
b

-17 + 48
-1.2

-8 + 13
•1.2

6,11,12

a
b

-30 + 10
-13

-66 + 5
-6

13 - outer
part

a
b

-32 - 10
-17

-16 - 4
-8

18,12,13

a
b

-21 - 3
-7

-5 + 7
+3
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Spectral Indices *f(E >E ( .R)/ ^(E>0,5 MeV, R)

Table 2

R

E j.MeV

0.5

0.1

3.0

1.0

Hock-up
Barrel

A(0c>)

E
C/E

1.69

B(0")

E
C/E

1.67

E
C/E

1.53

E
C/E

1.90

E
C/E

1.57

E
C/E

1.55

E
C/E

1.49

E
C/E

1.54

E
C/E

2.14

E
C/E

2.11

E
C/E

1.96

E
C/E

2.86

C(20°)
D(0°)
PV
inner
surface

A(0°)
B(0°)
C(20°)

D(0°)
PV
outer
surface

A(0°)
B(0°)
C(20°)

D(0°)
Table 3

1.0

0.557

0.101

1.0

0.513

0.0817

1.06

0.95

0.99
1.0

1.07
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.604
0.96

0.142

0.479
0.95

0.0624

0.630

0.157

0.99

0.80
0.93
1.02

1.06
1.0

0.151

0.630

1.05

1.05

1.02
1.0

1.05
1.0

0.692
0.99

0.202

0.687

0.208

1.04

0.94
0.91

1.02
1.0

1.07
1.0

0.388
1.04

0.0516

0.389

0.0459

1.17

0.99
1.17

1.03
1.0

1.16
1.0
0.95

0.438
0.95

0.0717

0.322
1.14

0.0304

0.84
1.56

Space-Energy Indices tf> (E>E;,Rt)/^(E>Ej,R2)
Rj - PV inner surface , 1*2 " ^ outer surface
Ej.HeV

0.1

0.5

1.0

3.0

Mock-up

A(0°)
B(0°)
C(20")

D(0°)

E
C/E

4.39

E
C/E

3.95

E
C/E

4.37

n

4.03

C/E

5 .97
0.86

0. 93

5 .37
0.89
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8. 69

17 .6

0 .96

0. 98

9.07
0.92

16 .1

0. 88

16 .0
1.19

51 .2

1. 34

7.49
1.45

18 .2

0. Q9

5.73
0.79

9. 70
0. 95

t).89
0 .98
0 .78

Table 2

,5 MeV, R)

Spectral Indices

R

0.1

Ei,MeV

1.0

0.5

3.0

Mock-up
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E
C/E

1 .69

B(0°)

E
C/E
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0.557
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0 .0817
0 .95

E
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1 .07
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E
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0 .93
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E
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0 .99
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0.630
1.06

0 .157

E
C/E
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1 .05
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E
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1 .05
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E
C/E

1.54
1 .04
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1.02

0 .208

A(0°)

E
C/E

2.14
1 .07

1.0
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1.04
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0 .99

B(0°)

E
C/E
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1.03

0 .0459
1 .17

C(20°)

E
C/E

1 .96
1.16

1.0

0.438
0.95

0 .0717
0 .84

D(0°)

E
C/E

2 .86
0 .95

1.0

0.322
1.14

0 .0304
1 .56

B(0°)
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PV
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surface

Table 3

-

0 .80

1 .02
1 .05
0 .94
0 .91

Space-Energy Indices ^ (B>Et,R1)/«P(E>Ei,R2)
Rj - PV inner surface , R2 - PV outer surface
Ei ,MeV

0.1

1.0

0.5

3.0

Mock-up

A(O°)
B(0°)
C(20°)
D(0°)

E
C/E
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E
C/E

3.95

E
C/E

4.37

E
C/E

4.03

18.2
0.96

5.97
0.93

9.70

0.86

5.37
0.99

8.69

0.89

0.98

17.6
0.89

0.79

5.73
0.88

9.07
0.92

16.1
0.98

7.49

16 .0
1.19

51 .2
0.78

1.45

1.34
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NEUTRON TESTING OF HIGH ACTIVE NUCLEAR FUEL:
FE AND CTFE
Ju.J. Katsman, G.A. Kucher, G.Sh. Pekarsky
Chair of Digital Technics,
Facylty of Automatics and Digital Technics,
Tomsk Polytechnical University,
Tomsk, Russia

ABSTRACT

Both economic and energy characteristics of the operating nuclear reactors and ecological
situation at the objects of nuclear fuel usage and processing to a great degree depend on the fuel
element quality. In modern nuclear reactors a clacter-type fuel element (CTFE) consists of fuel
elements (FE). In given paper we analyze nondestructive radiation testing methods of fissile
elements. The computer experimental methodics as shown the possibility of the problem solution
with neutron radiometry with discussion of results.

In this paper we investigate the possibility to test uniform distribution of fuel over FE longlh
(height) and separation of FE in the process of CTFE operation.
The analysis of well-known radiation testing methods for radioactive and fissile materials
showed that:
a)

self-radiation

of

unirradiated

nuclear

fuel

is

insufficient

for

autoemission

and

autoradiographic testing;
b) in testing of spent fuel together with fissile materials there are fission fragments.that is why to
test spent fuel is a much more complicated problem than testing of unirradiated materials;
c) it is possible to test fissile materials using the reactions (gamma, gamma), (gamma, n;, (n,
gamma), (n, n) and (n, f):
-

to test a fission product mixture using the reactions (gamma.gamma), (£•

./>a,n)

and (n.gamma) one needs complex apparatus, which does not provide sufficit it
sensitivity,
-

the reactions (n, n) and (n, 0 exhibit the most promise in this case and don't require
such apparatus.

Now let's consider application of gamma-testing methods of FE and CTFE in some detail:
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-

it is well-known that gamma-radiation attenuation cross-section is in proportion to atomic
number of tested elements which makes impossible to lest neighbouring chemical elements
especially isotopes;

-

the problem of FE testing can be fundamentally solved using gamma-tomography, but the best
industrial tomographs produced by foreign companies Toshiba (Japan), SMS (USA) and BAM
(Germany) can provide testing of steel products with the thickness up to 50 mm.

The maximum dimension of CTFE is 90 mm with an average density 8 (g/cnf ). On this basis the
preference was given to neutron testing methods.
Experimental investigations in this area require expensive apparatus and provision of
radiation safety. Thai's why the problem has been solved with the computer experiment methods.
The Monte-Carlo calculation was used to develop the neutron transport mathematical model for
simulation of real dimensions and forms of tested products with great accuracy, compound
chemical composition of materials and all the peculiarities of the neutron interaction reactions with
a substance. The peculiarities of this problem - testing of fissile elements required modernization of
the subroutine library program developed earlier. The fission reaction is characterized by the fact,
that depending on the incident neutron energy and the isotope type a different number of fission
neutrons is formed with the appropriate energy spectrum.
Both FE and CTFE were simulated with the standard fuel composition: uranium oxide - K0%
and plutonium oxide -20°<>. It was taken into account tnal unenriched uranium oxide is comprised
of two isotopes: U (235) - 0,5° o and U (238) - 99,5%. The piutonium oxide is comprised of: Pu (239) •
- 55° o. Pu (240) - 25°,,. Pu (241) - 15% and Pu (242) - 5%.
In FE simulation a decrease in plutonium oxide was compensated by an increase in uranium
oxide with the constant mixture density 9 {g/cnr1). CTFE was calculated for the fuel of a nominal
composition. FE absence was simulated by an air cavity of an appropriate dimension (06* 10mm),
placed in the axis of the neutron beam.
In all calculations the point isolropic source of neutrons was simulated with the energy
uniformly distributed in the rarge AE=[10 eV-thermal]. Slow and thermal neutrons together with
fission neutrons were detected with ideal detectors of various dimensions (FE testing) and with a
tray of detectors (CTFE testing) in 12 energy ranges in neutron spectrum from 10.5 McV to thermal
ones. Fig. I gives the testing geometry, simulated in calculations.
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FE
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Fig. I Nuclear fuel testing geometry.
a) testing of Pu oxide distribution uniformity in FE;
b) testing of FE absence in CTFE.
(S -neutron source, D, -radiometric detector of radius /?,(/ = 1,2,3,4);
D2 -a tray of detectors; T -absent FE with a coordinate Z ).
Some results of FE testing are given in table I.
Table I. Dependence of Flux Characteristics of Yielded Neutrons (xl06neutron/sec)
on Pu Content in FE
Recording range

[10,5-6,5] MeV

[thermal]

Pu content W, %

Detector radius, mm
10

3

2

1

10

380

50

43

15

15

460

69

48

18

20

550

140

69

25

580

160

82

23
27

30

640

160

90

31

iO

i 100

320

160

44

15

590

210

100

28

20

310

120

63

16

25

160

67

36

9,6

30

91

41

24

9,2

Notes: All tabular and graphic data are normalized to a source with 1 neutron/sec yield to a
solid angle 47i.
The results analysis proved correct choice of FE nondestructive testing methods. With
increase of the Pu content in fuel a number of fast fission neutrons increases loo, whereas a number
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of slow and thermal neutrons decreases under such conditions (sec table 1). In this case as a
measuring method (measured function) one can use T(W). defined as a ratio of a number of yielded
fast neutrons to a number of slow ones. As a criterion of the control parameter optimization
(neutron recording energy range, detector dimensions, cts.) we have used a maximum control
sensitivity. Usually a so-called relative-relative sensitivity is used, defined with relation:
r- _

AN N
AP P

(1)

where A.V and ,V - variation and mean value of the measured output parameter; AP and P •
variation and mean value of the measured input parameter correspondingly. Fig.2 gives results,
processed according to formula (I).

10

>

en

0
10

20

30

Pu content W, %
Fig.2 Dependence of testing sensitivity on Pu content in FE
(detector radius - lmm:

relation method Ff jFt,
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F;

According to technological requirements one should test variation in Pu cmtcnt by :* 1.5-30" «
of the nominal one Phis can be achieved even by the method of attenuation > 'f slow and thermal
neutrons Ft (minimum sensitivity of the method is about l"<>/!"<>). with a modern equipment error
not more than 1-1.5",..
In testing of CTFE the absence of FE (deled) was simulated at different points on the axes
Z and a neutron source was positioned at a point Z=0. The results are given in table 2.
Table 2. Dependence of Flow Conditions of Yielded Neutrons (* 10'' neutron/sec) on Defect
Position in CTFE
AE=|10.0eV-

AK=|10.0eV-

MeV,

AE=|10.5-0.8|
MeV,

therinal).

therinal|,

A

A,,,

A

A,,,,

no defect

332

171

344

y

22.5

324

202

4W

14

45.0

30S>

185

4W

12

67.5

2K9

171

49K

12

H5.0

305

178

4X7

y

Defect

AE=|I0.5-0.8|

coordinates
Z,mm

Notes: In testing of FE a calculation error was - l"i>. In testing of CTFE a calculation error
for a (lux of fast, slow and thermal neutrons, recorded with a detector DK was 2-5° o. Because of the
Monlc-Karlo method peculiarities a calculation error for other detectors was 5-25°<i.
The analysis of CTFE testing results showed, that detection of FF. absence depended on both
an energy range of neutron recording and FE position in C'I'FE and a detector position. In
recording of slow and thermal neutrons the following dependences have been revealed:
the detector DK - recorders, largely, an unscattcred component of radiation, that's why its
readings don't practically depend on a defect position on an axes Z;
for detectors, positioned above or under A,, a well-known effect can be observed, when a
detector can not "sec" a defect; when a defect i;. appoaching a tray of detectors, this effect tends
to increase.
In recording of fission neutrons the dependence will be more compeicatcd. This is due to not
only multiple scattering of primary radiation, but also due to the fact, that angular distribution of
fission neutrons is isotropic one.
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CONCLUSION
The conducted investigations showed that:
1. It is possible to lest the fuel distribution uniformity in FE by methods of passing of slow and
thermal neutrons (transmission) and fission neutrons registration (emission).
2. The maximum sensitivity to a change of Pu content in fuel is provided by the method of
registration of relation between fluences of fast fission neutrons and slow and thermal ones.
3. The testing maximum sensitivity to the absence of FE in CTFE is provided by recording of slow
and thermal neutrons by a detector, positioned in the axis of the neutron beam.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF NEUTRON CHARACTERISTICS OF MINOR ACTINIDES
IN EXPERIMENTS AT BFS FACILITY AND FAST REACTORS

S.Bednyakov,S.Belov,V.Doulin,I.Matveyenko
G.Manturov and A.Tsybulya
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
Obninsk, Kalouga region, Russia

ABSTRACT
An

experimental

program

on

Justification

of

minor

actinides

nuclear data on BFS assemblies (IPPE, Obninsk, Russia) have started.
The

measurements

of
007

central

fission

911

rates

ratios

and

reactivity

940

worths ratios for
Np,
Am and
Pu on two BFS configurations
with (Pu-U)02 fuel have been carried out. The uncertainty of capture
fraction of reactivity worth ratios have been evaluated.

INTRODUCTION
An

experimental

program

of

investigation has been worked out
Power

Engineering

in

Obninsk

minor

actinides

nuclear

data

in the Institute of Physics and

two

years

ago.

The

experiments

on

justification of minor actinides neutron properties on fast critical
assemblies and reactors have begun in 1991.
Ionlzation chambers of three types and targets for solid tract
237
detectors have been manufactured to provide measurements of
238

Pu,

241

'

243

Am,

244

C m fission rates ratios (FRR) to

235

U or

Np,
239

Pi

ones. The capture cross-sections are tested usually by measurement!
of reactivity worths ratios (RWR) of small samples (up to 100 grams).
237
241
Np and

Am samples are already used. The samples of the real

nuclides will be manufactured in 1993-94.
First measurements by lonization chambers and samples have beei
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carried

out

reactor

with

presented

on

BFS-54-4

Pb

(BN-600

coolant).

on the

IAEA

type

These

specialists

mock-up)

preliminary

and

BFS-61

results

(fast

have

meeting on September,

been

1992,

in

Obninsk [1 ]. The results of experiments on BN-350 reactor on analysis
of irradiated minor actinides samples have been also presented there.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS
New experimental

data on central FRRs and RWRs

nuclides

including minor actinides

assembly

BFS-56.

content

assembly

on the basis of

constructed
tubes.

This

by a traditional

Another

one

have been obtained

has

(Pu-U)CU

two

on critical

modifications

of

similar

fuel. One modification has been

BFS way with

has a zone

for a set of

pellets

arrangement

of 7 real subassemblies

on

in

BN-800

reactor with mixed oxide fuel and higher plutonium isotopes content
about 30%. There was no sodium inside the cores.
A

preliminary

analysis

of

the

following

results

shows

informativity of the obtained data on central RWRs from the point of
view of Justification of minor actinides capture cross-sections.
Central FRRs of well investigated nuclides < 2 3 8 U, 2 3 9 P u ) , 2 4 0 Pu
237
241
and minor actinides (
Np,
Am) were measured in relation
to
235

Central RWRs of "standards" 11H, 1 0 B , 1 2 C , 2 3 9 P u ) and minor
9^7
941
9^*S
actinides ("'Np, " x A m ) were measured also in relation to " ° U .
238
239
235
FRRs measurements of
U and
Pu to
U were made using
calibration technique in thermal column. Absolute fission rates of
U.

" * ' " u P u , " ' N p and " ' A m were obtained using chambers calibrated by
a-decay counts in high geometry.
RWRs

measurements

were

carried

out

using

small

samples

by

periodical perturbation of core criticallty. Specification of some of
them are presented

in Table

1

(N-niclear

chord length, c m ) .
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density,

n/cm*2;

1-mean

Table 1
Samples Specification

Main nuclide
10

235

B

u

Mass.gr.

Nl.barn"1

0-4606
2.09
2.718

0.0056
0.0127
0.0189

16.22

0.0031

Isotope content,*
10
H

B - 17.6

235U _ 88.6
238

240

241

11.4

Pu- 9.13
Pu- 89.22
241,242Pu

0.0026
0.0030
0.0055

9.69
17.40
21.67

0.0022
0.0028
0.0046

237

NPO2

Ame> 2

7.05
9.50

0.0021
0.0031

241

237

u-

239

11.16
17.63
45.08

PuO2

B - 82.4

240

N P - 99.96

Am- 99.9

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the influence of sample thickness and BFS
heterogeneity structure on RWR the HEEPC computer code was used 12].
The neutron and adjoint group fluxes in BFS heterogeneous cell were
calculated on the basis of Integral transport theory. Bilinear
averaged cross-sections were used for central RWR calculations.
The calculated corrections for cell heterogeneity and bilinear
averaging were taken into account to obtain the adequate calculation.
Self-shielding factors for all samples were calculated and central
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RWRs

for

zero

thickness

were

obtained

by

extrapolation

of

discrepancies between calculated and measured results.
The evaluated experimental results were compared with calculated
data using ABBN-78 and preliminary ABBN-90 group constants sets. The
reasults of comparison are given in Tables 2,3.

Table 2
Evaluation of Experiments on BFS-56-1A
(traditional pellet structure)

Functional

Exper iment

Correction on
heterogene i t y

(E)
1n=o

F238/F235
F239/F235
F240/F235
F237/F235
F241/F235
R10/R235
R12/R235
R239/R235
R240/R235
R237/R235
R241/R235
Note:

QHJ4

V. 4 "1 4 V 1 A 9 1 *

CXI1U

L / i X. IXlCClA

averaging

0.0345±0.0005
1 .00 ± 0.015
0.254 ± 0.007
0.240 ± 0.006
0.210 ± 0.008
-0.837 ± 0.017
-0.0080±0.0002
1.368 ± 0.014
0.349 ± 0.027
-0.151 ± 0.010
-0.187 ± 0.015

indices

10,

correspond to

10

12,
B.

C,

235,
235

u,
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237

ABBN-90

-10

0
0

0

- 2.5
- 4.5
- 5
- 5
-0.0018*)
- 1
0.022 m)
0.027 * }
0.015 * }

237,
NP,

Nl =0

ABBN-78

-0.0004
0.0003
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.032
0.0003
-0.011
-0.007
-0.020
-0.019

12

<C-E)/C,% or (C-E)**

238

238,
U,

239

Pu,

239,
240

3
1
2.5

- 4.5
-0.0001* }
- 0.5
0.019 * J
0.040 "
0.028 * '
240,

P u and

241

241
A».

Table 3
Evaluation of Experiments on BFS-56-1B
(real BN-800 subassemblies)

Functional

Experiment

(E)
Nl=0
R10/R235
R12/R235
R239/R235
R240/R235
R237/R235
R241/R235

-0 .802 ± 0 .025
-0 ,0088±0.(3002
1 .368 ± 0 .019
0 .344 ± 0 .013
-0 .149 ± 0 .008
-0 .195 ± 0,.012

Correction on
heterogeneity
and bilinear
averaging
-0.015
-0.0000
-0.001
-0.004
-0.011
-0.012

(C-E)/C ,* or (C-E)*'
Nl-0
ABBN-78

ABBN-90

- 4
- 4.5
*
)
-0.0012
-0.0002*]
- 1
- 1.5
0.030 *) 0.020 * )
0.029 * ) 0.042 *'
0.027 • i 0.044 • )

It is seen that the discrepancies C-E for the central RWRa are
similar for both configurations of the core within experimental
statistic uncertainty. The central FRRs as is clear from Table 2 are
in a good agreement with ABBN-90 set.
240
237
The energy dependences of capture cross-sections of
Pu,
Np
241
Am are similar to 1/v. It gives a possibility to obtain
and
directly the uncertainty of capture fraction R 1/R235 for nuclldo "I"
on the basis of the discrepancy of R10/R235. This uncertainty is not
connected directly with the capture cross-sections of minor actinides
one but it may be caused by calculational flux and adjoint
uncertainties.
The procedure of taking Into account of experimental FRRs and
RWRs of
B is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
Evaluation of Capture Fraction in RWRs of Minor Actinldes
and

Procedures
of
adjustment

Core

240

Pu

C(ABBN-90) - E
R240/R235

R237/R235

R241/R235

0.019±0.027

0.040±0.010

0.028±0.015

0.007±0.027

0.037±0.010

0.020+0.015

0.000±0.027

0.017±0.010 -0.004+0.015

1.Traditional
comparison
BPS-

2.Adjustment of
fisssion cross-

-56-

sections
3.Adjustment on

-1A

R10/R235 uncertainty

-0.167

-0.435

0.020±0.013

0.042±0.008

0.044±0.012

0.009±0.013

0.040±0.008

0.036±0.012

0.002±0.013

0.019±0.008

0.012±0.012

-0.161

-0.425

4.(R c i/R235) c a l c >

-0.520

1.Traditional
comparison
BFS-

2.Adjustment of
fission cross-

-56-

-sections
3.Adjustment on

-IB

R10/R235 uncertainty
4.(H c 1/R235)calc.
,

The

for both assemblies shows a decreasing of
237
240
241
discrepancy for RWRs of
Np,
Pu and
Am with decreasing of
their
It

second

-0.505

line

fission cross-sections

is

such

discrepancies

for

that

1%, Z% and 2.5% correspondingly.
were

obtained

for

their

fission

cross-sections (see Table 2 ) .
The

third

line

of

the

Table
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4

presents

discrepancies

of

experiments and calculations after increasing of capture fraction of
RWRs for 4.5%. Such correction corresponds to the discrepancy

for

R10/R235 functional.
As a result we have obtained an agreement of experimental and
240
calculational central RWRs for minor actinides and

Pu.

Of course, the entire procedure could be executed by means of
statistic
approach

adjustment.
to capture

However,

the

cross-sections

informativity
testing of

of

the

the

applied

examined

minor

actinides have been founded.
The
fraction

forth
of

line of the Table shows the values of the capture
the

central

RWRs

for

nuclides.
237

uncertaity is about 2-3% (especially for

The
?4t

Np and

experimental
Am) from this

value.
The

use of

the applied

approach can be checked

by a direct

measurement of the capture cross-section of minor actinides. Indeed.
the results given in f 1 ] for capture cross-sections measurement
9"\7
241
and calculation for
Np and
Am at BN-350 reactor (C/E=0.95+0.06
917

for

941

Np and

C/E=0.97±0.06

for

Am) do

not

contradict

to

the

presented analysis.
It is important to note that as the result we check the accuracy
of the nuclear capture cross-sections of the above examined nuclides
but not the calculational accuracy of the central RWRs for ABBN set.
The group data set can be updated essentially on the base of
measurements on special configurations with considerable quantity of
017

9^7

" ' N p . A set of 250-300 pellets of

ZJ

'Np dioxide (about 10 kgs in the

whole) is supposed to be manufactured for BFS in some months. It is
also supposed to increase this quantity
up to 50-100 kgs in
237
future. Actually, such quantity of
Np will permit to test its
neutron cross-sections including self-shielding factors in detail.
It will
sodium

also

permit

to check

special

reactor

void worth, safety rods worth and others.
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parameters

such

as
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ABSTRACT
In the field
reactors

some

of studying of thorium cycle

experimental

investigations

at

the

in

fast

critical

assemblies (KOBRA, BFS1 and BN-350 reactor have been performed.
At the assemblies KBR-18 and KBR-19 with uranium-thorium
central

zones

reactivity

worths

of

different

elements

and

cross-sections of some nuclear reactions have been measured.
The thorium

samples have been irradiated in the blanket

of BN-350 reactor to obtain an information about accumulation of
2 32

U with small content of
All experimental

U.
values are compared with results of

calculation.

Recently,the
cycle"

using

problem of going over to a

natural

uranium, thorium,

233

U

"mixed

fuel

and plutonium,

attracts an increasing attention. The realization of the advanced
concept of nuclear power development

involves the necessity of

solving a number of scientific and technical problems including
those of providing the scientific studies with a set of reliable
nuclear data for thorium-cycle elements. The experimental program
of

the

first

stage

of

studies

780

includes

the

measurement

of

composition with K ^ * 1 at critical facilities.experiments at the
BN-350 reactor for studying the variation of nuclide composition
of thorium samples placed into the core and radial blanket, the
measurements of reaction rates in thorium radial blankets for
different cores at critical facilities.At the KOBRA critical
facility [1] (the KBR-18 critical assembly) an experiment was
carried out for studying the characteristics of uranium-thorium
composition with a fissionable elements nuclear concentration
ratio at which K
of this composition
is equal to 1
00

(y( 2 3 5 U)/y( 2 3 2 Th)=0.112).
Structurally the assembly under
investigation was
designed as a cylindrical central zone of 512 mm in diameter and
484 mm high assembled of pellets of uranium oxide 1 .8 mm thick
and of metallic thorium 10 mm thick and 47 mm in diameter. This
zone was surrounded by a cylindrical zone ensuring criticallty of
the whole assembly and by a depleted uranium oxide blanket. As
was shown by calculations the size of the uranium-thorium zone
under investigation is sufficient for the neutron spectrum in the
centre to be mainly determined by the zone composition. In the
centre of the uranium-thorium zone the following experiments were
carried out.
The multiplication factor K was determined. For this
purpose a measurements of ratious of unit cell reactivity worths
235
to
U ones were used [2]. As shown by calculation, for
sufficiently large dimension of the central zone K + agrees with
K
oo' T h e r e a c t l v l t y worth of a cell was determined with the use
of a reactor oscillator with which the facility was equipped and
using a digital reactimeter.
Using these procedure a great set of reactivity worths
of various fissionable and structural materials was measured.
Cross-section ratios of some nuclides were measured using the
procedure of fission chambers, activation detectors and SSTD.
The same investigations was performed on another
critical assembly-KBR-19. Dimensions of the central zone of this
assembly as well a nuclear concentrations ratio of 2 3 5 U and 2 3 2 T h
were similar to KBR-18. The hydrogen
in form of polyetilenium
foils was added to central uranium-thorium zone.The ratio of
nuclear
concentrations
of hydrogen and 2 3 5 U is equal 1.1.
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The part of neutron spectrum with energies below 10 kev is equal
0.8 and 9.5% in the KBR-18 and KBR-19 correspondently.
Table
calculations

1

presents

performed

the ratios

of

in Pj-approximation

results

of

in the spherical

geometry using: BNAB-78 constants to the experimental data for two
critical

facilities.

The heterogenious

structure of central

zones had taken into account in the calculations.
Table 1
Calculated and Experimental Functional Ratios
in the Centre of the KBR-18 and KBR-19 Assemblies

Functional

Calculation /

Experiment

KBR-18
K+(K

oo }

1.018(5)
0.68(4)

0.85 (4)

0.82(4 )

0.95 (3)

P H /o 5

1.61 ( 3 )

v

t.Th/vf.5

a

C | Au

/ff

f,5

°'c.Th/o'f.5
Within

1 .035(5)
0.78 ( 5 !

PS'P*

"f.s/'f.s

the brackets

KBR-19

1 .11 ( 2 )

1 .00(3 )

1 .00 ( 5 )

0.95(5)

1.01 ( 2 )

1 .00(2)

0.84 ( 3 )

0.93(3)

0.98 (5)

0.97(4)

0.97

0.95(5)

experimental

(4 »
errors

in the last

decimal

digits are indicated.
It is shown that calculated and measured data are in
agreement within experimental uncertainties. However, in order to
obtain

a

more

cross-sections
required.

precise

in BNAB-78

The essential

information
system

discrepancies
238

calculated reactivity worths of

about

additional

thorium

group

experiments are

between

measured and

2 32

U and

Th may be caused by

uncertainties of correction techniques (heterogenity corrections
and extrapolation to "zero size" for reactivity of real samples).
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At the BFS facility investigations were carried out on
the BFS-55 critical assembly which is a mock-up of the BN-600
232
reactor core. The main contribution to accumulation of
U are
2 32
caused by reaction
Th(n,2n) with the 6.5 Mev threshold.
In the blanket of the BFS-55 assembly investigation of spatial
distribution of the high-energy neutrons was made. The additional
thorium zone 22 cm of thickness was inserted to U 0 2 blanket

17.6

cm from the core. As the neutron detectors aluminium foils were
used. The energy dependence of Aluminium cross-sections of (n,ot)
2 32

reaction are similar to
Th(n,2n) ones. Comparison of measured
and calculated Al(n,oc) reaction rates on different radii are in
Table 2. Calculations of reaction rates were performed on the
base KRAB-1, RADAR, TRIGEX codes.
Table 2
Comparison of Measured and Calculated
Al(n,oc) Reaction Rates , R e x /

Dore

Distance from
centre of core
(cm)
2.9
Rexp/Rcalc

1.0

23.6

Blanket U 0 2

50

56

0.93 0.94 1.16

Thorium zone

64.8

67.7

76.5

82.4

85.4

1.31

1.44

2.09

2.82

4.00

To explain the essential discrepancies between measured
and

calculated

values

in

the

thorium

zone

are

required

the

further investigations.
At the BN-350 reactor experiments were carried out for
substantiating a capability of accumulation
2 33

reactor of

in the fast power

232

U

with

valuable multipurpose

small

U content (l-5ppm)

nuclear fuel. A

preliminary

that

is a

calculation

analysis has shown that the most promising location for buildup
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2 33

of low-back-ground
U is the outer radial blanket. Therefore
thorium oxide samples enclosed into capillary ampoules of
stainless

steel

0

1.2*0.lmm

210mm

long

were

capillary containers 0 16*0.16mm and the containers

placed
were

placed

into the pin interspace of blanket subassemblies. Each
contained two samples, besides,there were placed in it
2 35

with
the

into

ampoule
a

sample

192

U (for determination of fluence) and
determination

of container's

subassembly). F'.ur capillary

Ir y-source (for

coordinates

ampoules

were

inside

the fuel

irradiated

in

the

BN-350 reactor outer blanket in all four rows (A,B,C,D) of
subassemblies. The row A be\ng the nearest

to the core.

fuel
After

irradiating during one reactor run the capillary ampoules
withdrawn from subassemblies, they were dismantled

were

and sheared

in the hot cell, samples with ThCL were withdrawn from them
subjected to

radiochemical,alpha-,gamma- and

and

mass-spectrometrlc

analyses. The amount of thorium, its burn-up and
components
, . . ,.
.
- ,233_ 232,233,234...
content of the secondary ofuel (
Pa,
U) were measured.
The
calculation
analysis
of
the
experiment
was
performed.

As a result of

calculated

isotopic

experimentally

the analysis the comparison of

composition

obtained

one

was

of
carried

the

samples

with

the

out.An

analysis

of

nuclear data uncertainties for calculating various chains of main
secondary

fuel

isotopes

formation

was

also

carried

out.

The

calculations were carried out by means of the following codes:
KRAB-1 (one-dimensional,26-group), RADAR (two-dimensional in R-Z
and hexagonal geometries,26-group), TRIGEX (in three-dimensional
axial-gexagonal geometry,few-group). In these codes the diffusion
approximation was used, calculations were carried out by means of
the

BNAB-78

calculated

set

of

constants.

by the ROZ-6

determining

the

complex

isotopic

y-Field

reactor

was

in the S J0 -approximation.

For

composition

in

of

the

irradiated

thorium

samples 16 chains of isotope transmutations were considered
232
beginlng with
Th and to the isotope whose accumulation
was
calculated for this channel. As was shown by calculations the
ooo

main channel of

232

U build-up was

Th(n,2n) reaction

(~8?X),

appreciable contribution was made by *"w Th( yf n) reaction (~1%),
2 S3

contributions

from

^*.3 3

Pa(n,2n)

(1-256)

and

U(n,2n)

(~3%)

reactions being less significant. Other channels do not play any
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232

marked part in

U build-up.

233
that
U
232
accumulated in the row A of the blanket has ~ llppm of
U f in
row B ~5ppm,in row C and D ~2ppm. In this case ~1 ,2>mg/g is
2 33
Investigations

accumulated
accumulation

in

row

in

B.

rows

performed

have

Calculations
(A

and

B)

shown

predict

nearest

fairly

to

the

well
core

U
where

discrepancy between calculated and experimental data is ~Z% and
in the peripheral rows the discrepancy increases up to 20-40%.
232
Experimental
considerable

and

calculated
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ABSTRACT
Surveillance of a nuclear reactor core comprehends the determination of the assemblywise power
distribution. Derived from the powers of the measured assemblies, the powers of the
non-measured assemblies are calculated with the help of the principal components method
(PCM). Certain results of the verification are presented. The verification includes tests for
operational as well as extreme core states of WWER-440 units.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present work is to demonstrate that in a WWER-440 core the PRINCE(W)
program is not only capable of estimating the fuel assembly powers efficiently and accurately,
but it is sufficiently stable as well. To this end, results of the validation and verification (V&V)
are presented. The PRINCE-W program is able to reconstruct the three-dimensional (3D) power
distribution by processing the self-powered-neutron-detector (SPND) in-core measurements or
to reconstruct the assembly power distribution by processing the assembly outlet temperature
measurements.
The V&V procedure is based on a set of measurements acquired on operating WWER-440
units [1]. For the sake of brevity, in this work we consider solely the temperature measurements.
The V&V procedure is based on
-comparing the measured values to the predictions of the PRINCE-W program in the
measured positions;
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-comparing the measured value to the value predicted by PRINCE-W when the given
measurement is excluded from the evaluation;
-the previous procedure is repeated with excluding several measurements to assess the
stability of the measurements.
Later on, additional test cases will be supplied, in which not only the measurements but also the
reference power distribution will be given. The test cases are dealt with in the section
Benchmark Problems. Results of the V&V are presented in section Verification. We have given
the principles of the PRINCE-W program elsewhere [2,3], so let us here just give a brief outline
of it.
The PRINCE-W program analyses a so called reference state of the core where the full
distribution (i.e. not only the measured values) are known and derives from it the so called
"principal components". These are aplied to a work state of the core, where only the measured
values are known, in order to reconstruct the power distribution. Practice has shown that this
procedure works even if the work state is far from the reference state. Throughout the present
work the so called radial extension [2,3] is investigated.

BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
The PRINCE(W) program based on the PCM and it has been elaborated for WWER-440
cores. The main characteristics of the WWER core are as follows:
-

water cooled;
water moderated;
operated with low enriched UQ2 fuel;
the core consists of 349 hexagonal assemblies;
there are 210 thermocouples measuring the outlet temperatures of 210 assemblies (see
Fig.l.);
- 36 assemblies are equipped with SPNDs (see Fig.l.);
- the core height is 250 cm;
- the assembly size is 14.7 cm (face to face).
A considerable amount of measurements on operational and non-operational core states has
been acquired at Paks Nuclear Power Station (Hungary), and they include normal as well as
"exotic" core states. The latter state refers to non-symmetric cores due to either a main
circulating pump (MCP) trip or a stuck control assembly. The measured outlet temperatures are
available for every benchmark problem. The verification of the PRINCE(w) program consists
of the comparison of the measured and calculated values in these different benchmark tests.
The PRINCE(w) program is able to reconstruct the assembly powers by the help of the
outlet temperature measurements. In other words, the 210 measured values of the temperatures
are interpolated for all 349 assemblies by means of the "radial extension" [2,3] based on the
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PCM. Once these temperatures are known, the power distribution in the reactor core can be
obtained [3].
The investigated benchmark problems are as follows:
-SBESZO : the symmetric core state;
-SBESZ1 A: a control rod is in half position;
-SBESZ3 : a control rod is fully inserted;
-SDIN1 : one main coolant pump doesn't work;
-SDIN2 : two main coolant pumps don't work;
-SDIN3 : three main coolant pumps don't work;
-STERCO : the core power is zero;
-SINC100: the core power is 100%.
The error of the measurement is estimated from the specifications of the thermocouples,
from the isothermal corrections and finally from the difference of measurements in equivalent
positions of a symmetric core. The maximum error is 21 %.
The maximum relative deviation between the calculated and the measured values is 1.5%
in the case of the most extreme core state (SBESZ3). The short sum of our results in these cases
(the principal components are determined from a symmetric core state) is given in Table 1.

Test case

Maximum error

Average error

SBESZO

0.26%

0.1%

SBESZ1A

0.6%

0.2%

SBESZ3

1.5%

0.5%

SDIN1

0.36%

0.15%

SDIN2

0.5%

0.2%

SDIN3

1.0%

0.2%

STERCO

1.2%

0.3%

S1NC100

1.0%

0.2%

Table 1. Maximum and Average Differences Between Prediction and Measurements

V&V RESULTS
In the below given comparisons, a symmetric reference state is applied to every working
state. The power distribution has been obtained with the IRIS system [4], which is at present
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used at the power plant. The most challenging problems are SBESZ3 and SDIN3. The assembly
exit temperature rise distribution is given in Fig.2. The position of the stuck control assembly
is easy to recognize. The estimated relative errors are given in Fig.3. The average relative error
is 0 . 5 ^ thus the symmetric work point is applicable against all expectations. Analogous
distributions for Benchmark SDIN3 are presented in Figs.4 and 5. In this case the asymmetry
is less sharp than in the case SBESZ3 but it affects a considerably wider area. The symmetric
work point works well here, too. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the
measurement-prediction comparison. It is remarkable that taking a non-symmetric work point
does not improve the measurement-prediction differences considerably.
The stability of the PRINCE-W program is illustrated by Figs.6-9. Fig.6 and Fig. 7 relate
the Benchmark SBESZ3, Fig.6 shows the effect of excluding measurements in the vicinity of
the stuck control rod whereas Fig.7 in the sector opposite to it.
Figs. 8-9 show the effect of the presence of a probably wrong measurement in a symmetric
case.

CONCLUSION
The investigated cases confirmed that the PCM is applicable to evaluate the in-core
measurements. The method is accurate, the maximum deviation is 1.5% roughly within the "3
sigma" range though in that asymmetric state the accuracy of the measurements is not known.
The method is also stable and can point out the conditions of detecting core anomalies.
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Fig. I. WWHR-440 In-Core Instauncntalion ) jjyonl
thermocouples: MK/^
SPNDs.
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Fig.3. Estimated Relative Errors of Temperature Rise Distribution
in Case of Benchmark SBESZ3 (in percent)
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Fig.8. Relative Errors between Original Temperature Rise Distribution and
Distribution Excluded One Measurement in Symmetric Core (in percent)
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